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PREFACE
The object of the World's Poultry Congress and Exhibitions is to draw
attention to the progress poultry keeping has nlade throughout the world.
They have taken place every three years under the initiative of the International A~sociation of Poultry Instructors and Investigators whose Headquarters are in London (President: Mr. Edward Brown). This Association is
formed of Poultry Experts and Breeders of practically all countries and it has
branches all over the world.
.
The first Congress-Exhibition was held at The Hague in September 1921
under the honorary pre3idency of H. R. H. Prince Henry of Holland and the
effective presidency of Dr. Lovink and Mr. Edward Brown; the inauguration
meeting was held in the large hall of the Kurhaus de Scheveninge under the
presidency of H. M. Queen Wilhelmina and the meetings of the Congre3s took
place in the rooms of the Kurhaus of Scheveninge.
The Second World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition of 1924 has just taken
place at Barcelona, Spain under the Pre3idence of H. M. King Alphonso XIII
and H. R. H. The Prince of the Asturias ( heir to the Throne) with the official
recognition of the Spanish Government and under the auspice3 of the City
of Barcelona and of the preparatory Committee of the Universal Exhibition.
The International Executive Committee has given in this volume an account of all transactions of the Congress and a description of the Exhibition.
The Third Congress, under the terms and condition; which obtained at
Barcelona, will be held at Otta\va (Canada) in July 1927.

PREPARATORY WORK OF THE SECOND CONGRESS
The first World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition having terminated at The
Hague, the International Association addressed a communication to the
Governments of all the countries which had been officially represented giving
them an account of the favourable re,ults of the first International Assembly
and asking them if they would be disposed to extend their patronage to the
second Congress announced for 1924.
The Spanish Government immediately welcolned the official note with the
greatest sympathy and referred the scheme to the consideration of the Spanish Royal and Official Poultry School which, on the 10th. January 1922, declared itself entirety favourable to the adoption of the scheme and placed itself
at the dispo3al of the Government for any purpose relating to the organisation
of the Congress-Exhibition.
Under the favourable notice of the Minister for Agriculture, the Spanish
Foreign Office informed the International Association that the Spanish
Government was dispo3ed to give its official patronage to the International
Poultry Congress of 1924 and that it had entrusted to the Royal Poultry School
and the General Association of Breeders of the Kingdom the detail3 of the
scheme with a reque3t that the work should be finished in three months. It
was their duty equally to find the nece5sary capital and to indicate the town
in Spain \vhere the Congress-Exhibition could be held.
At that titne the authoritie3 of Barcelona were informed of the desire of
the International A'5sociation to choo3e the meeting place in Spain for the
Second Congress and following a decision of the Municipal Authorities, the
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Mayor of Barcelona addre3Eed a note to Mr. Edward Brown in which he offered not only the h03pitality of the town but abo the sum nece3sary for the
Buildings (already erected for a future Universal Exhibition) for the aCCOInmodation of the World's Exhibition of Aviculture. The resolution of the Municipal Authoritie3 which was unanimously carried at a Ineeting held on the 4th.
April 1923, and was confirmed by the Comlnissioners of the Universal Exhibition at Barcelona, their Excellencies Don Franci~co Canlb6 and Don Juan
Pich y Pon who granted for the Congre3s-Exhibition the sum of 150,000 peseta~, equal to rather nlore than 300,000 francs.
Following the~e excellent arrangements Mr. Edward Brown, the VicePresident, Profe3sor Charles Voitellier and Mr. Robin30n, I\1ember of the
Association, came to Spain to give an account of the particulars which were
at their disposal. They received the most favourable impre3sion and in consequence the Council of the International Association accepted the invitation
of the Spanish Government and the City of Barcelona which was conveyed
in a note from H. E. The Mayor, the Marquis de Alella and of which an account
was given ina Diplomatic Note dated the 11th. Septelnber 1922 through the
tnedium of H. E. The Spanish Ambassador in London.
Following this acceptance the Minister of Agriculture published in the
official Journal of the Government a Royal Order dated 13th. September by
\vhich the Government gave the Congre3s-Exhibition its official patronage
and appointed the members of the Executive Committees.
The Minister for Foreign Affairs, in his turn, ~ent a circular to all the
Spanish Embassies and Legations in every country commanding the!TI to issue
an official invitation to the different Government~. This circular was dated
17th. November 1922.
From this time the scheme assumed an absolutely official character.

OFFICIAL

DOCU~1ENTS

COMMUNICATION FROM THE ~ INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF POULTRY
INSTRUCTORS AND INVESTIGATORS» TO THE SPANISH GOVERNMENT

Sir:
I have the honour and privilege, as President of the International Association
of Poultry Instructors and Investigators, to ask you to transmit to your
Government the thanks of the Council of this Association for the invitation to
hold the Second World's Poultry Congress and Exhibitionin 1924 in Spain, as
contained in the Royal Order communicated by you to me on May 10th. last
(No. 263), and to cordially accept such invitation, as well as that received
from the MunicipaJity of Barcelona and the Committee of the Universal
Exhibition to be held in that City in t 926, in so far as these are concerned.
The Council desires me to state that, in view of the report which I was able
to present after my recent visit· to Spain and interviews which I had both at
Madrid and Barcelona with officials of your Government, of the Municipality
and Exhibition at Barcelona, and with representatives of the Breeders' Association of Spain, .it is assured that the Second World's Poultry Congress will
be a greater success than that held at the Hague last year, and that the
m·enlbers will look forward to visiting your interesting country. It is their
earnest hope that the holding of this Congress and Exhibition in Spain may
contribute to extension and improvement of Poultry breeding and production
in your country by bringi~g. to it many of the leading workers in this field
from various parts of world.
.
. I am also desired to say that the International Association will do all in
its power' to cQ-operate with your Government and with the MunicipaHty of
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Barcelona,in making arrangements for the Congress and Exhibition,with the
fun assurance that no effort will 'be spared to that end.
It is understood that in due course your Government will issue through
its Foreign Office invitations to Governments of other countries to participate in the Congress by the appointment of delegates, by the bringing of this
Congress before Institutions, Poultry and other Societies within their respective
areas, and for taking steps that the Exhibition shall be adequately representa...
tive.
The International Association will, on its part, at an early date, issue to its
members and also to ,the various Ministries of Agriculture with which it is in
correspondence, and to the Press, a notification that the invitation from the
Royal Government of Spain has been received and accepted, soliciting cooperation and support. This will prepare the way for the Official Invitation
of your Government when that is sent forth.
At an early date I shall submit to your Government names of representatives of the International Association for the Executive Committee to be
formed, which will be responsible for making the necessary arrangements. In
other ways from time to time I shall submit suggestions which Inay be
considered by your Government.
Believe me to ~emain Your Excellency's obedient servant, EDWARD BROWN,

President.

London, September 11 the 1922.
His Excellency Sr. Don A. Merry del Val, Spanish Ambassador in London.
In reply to the foregoing letter the Minister of Agriculture published on
the 13th. October in the Official Gazette (Le Gaceta de Madrid) the
following Royal Order:
ROYAL ORDER GIVING OFFICIAL PATRONAGE TO THE CONGRESS
AND INDICATING THE ;MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

With reference to the Royal Order of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, of
the 6th. instant which reproduced the Note conveyed by H. M. Ambassador
in England, making known the decision of the International Association of
Poultry Instructors and Investigators to accept the patronage which the Ministry and the ~lunicipality of the town of Barcelona as well as the Committee
of the Universal Exhibition of the aforesaid town had offered for the celebration of the Second World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition of 1924" and informing us that it accepts at the same time the accommodation and financial
assistance which the town of Barcelona puts at its disposal in order to permit
the Second Congress to be ·heJd in Spain, the Ministry considers that it would
be of very great importance to the country to have in the Congress and Exhi.
bition, some elements of education capable of promoting real progress in this
branch of industry amongst the rural population of Spain, taking into account
at the same time the work carried on by the International Association of Poultry Instructors and Investigators and which is entirely de::erving of support,
H. M. The King has decreed: '
'
. 1. That official patronage, be eAtended to the Second World's Poultry
Congress-Exhibition which is to ,be held in the Spring of 1924 at Barcelona
under the auspices of the Municipal Authorities of the aforesaid town and
with the co-operation of the Committee of the future International Industrial
EXhibition which will take charge of the special preparations .for the Exhibition and furnish all the necessary requirements.
'
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2. That this Ministry having appointed certain Poultry Societies and the
rno"t capable Breeders to take charge of the work of organisation, the Royal
Poultry School at Arenys de Mar (Barcelona) and the General Association of
Breeders of the Kingdom, shall consult together with them as to the organisation of the Congre3s-Exhibition through the medium of two Executive Comlnittees named in the agreement with them and which will be constituted as
follows:
CONGRESS COMMITTEE. - Presidents: Profe3sor Don Salvador Castello
Carreras, Director of the Spanish Royal Poultry School and Mr. Edward
Brown, Pre3ident of the International Association of Pou ltry Instru ctors and
Inve5tigators. - Vice-Presidents: The Marquis de la Frontera, General Secretary of the Breeders' Association, the Municipal Councillor of Barcelona, Don
Victor Blajot, Professors W. A. Kock of Copenhagen, Chas. Voitellier of Paris
and James Rice of Cornell (U. S. A.), and Doctor H. A. Lovink of the Hague;
- General Secretary: Don Ignacio Victor ClariQ, Agricultural Engineer, Chief
of the Agricultural Section at Barcelona. - General Treasurer: Don Jose,
Barbey, of the Committee of the International Industrial Exhibition of Barcelona, deputy to the Mayor and President of the Committee of Instruction
of Barcelona. - Secretary: Don Pedro Laborde-Bois, Poultry Propagandist.
- Assistant Secretary: Don J03e M. de Guillen-Garcia, Secretary of the District Committee of Breeders of Catalonia, Don Juan Riba of the Catalan
Agricultural Institute de St. Isidro, and Don Federico Castello de Plandolit,
Poultry Expert.
EXHIBITION COMMITTEE. - President: H. E. Ie Duc de Bailen, President
of the General Association of Spanish Breeders. - Vice-Presidents: Don Leoncio Solery March, President of the ,Provincial Council of Agriculture and the
Marquis de Casa Pacheco, President of the Poultry Section of the General
Association of Spanish Breeders. - General Commissioner: Dr. Don Jose
Zulueta, President of the District Committee of Breeders in Catalonia.General Secretary: Don Ignacio Victor Clari6 y Soulan, Agricultural Engineer
and Chief of the. Agricultural Section of Barcelona. - General Treasurer: Don
J05e Barbey. - Technical Adviser: Don jeslls Luque y Decano, Veterinary
Profe:;sor and Sanitary Inspector of the Province of Barcelona. - Secretary:
Don Enrique P. de \'illaamil, Secretary of the Poultry Dept. of the General
Association of Breeders. - Assistant Secretaries: Don Jose 1\1. de Guillen
Garcia, Don Juan Riba, and Don Enrique Castello de Plandolit, Poultry Expert.
These two Committees will be completed very quickly as much by foreigners
designated by the International Association as by Spanish persons chosen
by the Executive Committee on the recommendation of the District Poultry
Societies.
3. That the Spanish General Association of Breeders and the Official
Royal Poultry School meet to select the person) who shall figure on the Honorary Committee;; and Reception Committees entrusted with the care of preparing the programme of the events and to receive the congressists.
4. That the programmes and the regulation; of the Congress-Exhibition
be arranged by the two organising Committees in agreement \vith the International Association so a:; to print and publish- these in several languages before the 31st December of the present year.
5. That the Central Bureau of the Congre3s-Exhibition as well as the
General Secretariat of the two Committee; be established at Barcelona ( No.2
Calle de Lerida - Bureau de l'Exposition Internationale Industrielle) so
that the bureau ·of the General Association of Breeders in Madrid (No. 30 CaIle
Huertas) and its District Committees, the Royal Poultry School at Arenys
de Mar and the National Committees which will be formed abroad, remain qualified to furnish information and receive entrie3.
6. That the Executive Committees are nominated take up their duties
the day following the publication of the Royal Order.
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7. That this Royal Order be published in the Madrid Gazette so that it
becomes known to the Societies, clubs, and teaching centres and also to those
who take an interest in the pOll Itry industry.
The foregoing I bring to the knowledge of your Excellency by order of His
Majesty so that due effect may be given to this Order.
'
God guard you, (Signed). ARGUELLES. - Madrid. 13th. October t 922.

To The Director General oj Agriculture & Forests.
This Royal Order was completed by another dated 19th. May 1923 in which
were indicated the persons (Spanish and foreign) forming the Executive
Committees. From this tinle the work of preparation and organisation com·
menced.
In February the Presidents of the Executive Committees having pointed
out to the Minister of Agriculture the de3irability of fornling a Mixed Permanent Committee, the Royal Order given below was published.

ROYAL ORDER APPOINTING THE MIXED PERl\IANENT COM}.IITTEE
OF THE CONGRESS AND THE EXHIBITION

The preparatory \vork of the ~econd World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition \vhich is to be held at Barcelona from the 10th. to the 18th. May under
the official patronage of the Government and the auspices of the Committee
of the future Barcelona Exhibition being already finished, the time has come
to put into practice the resolutions of the Executive Committees. We regard
the time as opportune for carrying out the recommendations of the Pre3idents
named in the Royal Order of the 13th. October 1922 subject to the nomination
of a Mixed Permanent Committee ( where the chief personnel of the two Executive Committees will meet) of the representatives of the Municipal Authorities and of the Committee of the future Exhibition of Barcelona under the
Presidency of the Mayor of the town. This Permanent Committee will have
for its mission the unification of the work of the two committees so as to centralise the administration. It would be authorised to take all the steps necessary for the success of the Congress and Exhibition.
To that end His Majesty the King has decreed the appointment in Barcelona of a Mixed Permanent Committee for the realisation of the objects of
the second World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition announced for May of
this year. The Cotllmittee will be forlned as follows: President: The Mayor
of Barcelona. - Vice-Presidents: The Presidents of the two Executive Committees. H. E. At Ie Due de Bailen. H. E. Ie Profes£or Don Salvador Castello. - Members: H. E. Ie Marquis de la Frontera. H. E. Don Leoncio Soler
y March. Two members of the Barcelona Town Council: Don Mariano Marti
Ventosa, Member of the Barcelona Exhibition Committee, and Don Jose Zulueta, Conlmissioner of the World's Poultry Exhibition. One of the Municipal
Councillors indicated by this Committee will act as Secretary-Treasurer.
His Maj e3ty has also decreed that the constitution of the Permanent Committee ought not to signify the cessation of the Executive COlnmittee's labours
in regard to the Congress and Exhibition which ,viII continue to function for
the technical direction and carrying out of the regulations in complete harmony
vvith the Permanent C0111mittee. The latter, for its part, will give effect to the
decisions of the tv~o special committee3, unify the adtninistration and take
all measures which will contribute to a greater success of the Congress and
Exhibition on condition, however, that these measures are not opposed to
the programme and regulations.
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This I bring to your knowledge so that it may be put into execution immediately and so that the above mentioned person, may be informed.
.
God guard you, (Signed). PEDRO· VIVES. Under-Secretary for Agriculture.
Madrid. 13th. February t 924.
.T oThe Director General of Agriculture.

It is, therefore, given to the Mixed Pennanent Committee at the last moment
the honour of carrying into execution the Resolutiou3 of the Executive Committees of the Congress and the Exhibition. This work is set forth in the pre3ent
«Congress Book+) and « Description of the Exhibition ).

Honorary Committee of Congress and Exhibition
PRESIDENT"

H. M. King Alfonso XIII
VICE - PRESIDENT

H. R. H. The Prince of the Asturias
MEMBERS

Excmo. (H. E.) Senor Presidente del Consejo de l\linistro3.

Excm03. Senores Mini~tros de Estado, Fomento, Trabajo e Instruccion Publica.
Excmo. Senor Alcalde Constitucional de Barcelona.
Excmo. Senor Marques de Comillas, Comi~ario Regia de la Exposicion de Barcelona.
Excmo. Senor Don Francisco Cambo, Comisario de la Exposici6n de Barcelona.
Excmo. Senor Don Juan Pich y Pon, Con1i~ario de la Exposici6n de Barcelona.
Excmas. Autoridades Civil, lvlilitar, Judicial y Eclesiastica de Barcelona.
EXC1TIO. Senor Presidente de la Mancomunidad de Cataluna.
Excmo. Senor Presidente de fa Diputaci6n Provincial de Barcelona.
Excmo. Senor Rector de la Universidad de Barcelona.
lImo. Senor Director General de Agricultura.
Excmo. Senor Don Jose V. Arche, Subdirectoi General de Agricultura.
Hmo. Senor Inspector General de Higiene y Sanidad Pecuaria del Ministerio
de Fomento.
Senor Presidente de la Junta Con3ultiva Agron6mica.
Senor Director de los Servicios Tecnicos de Agricultura de la Mancomunidad
de Cataluna.
Senor Pre3idente del Instituto Internacion.al de Agricultura de Roma y los
seflore3 Delegado3 Oficiales, representante3 de Espana en el mismo.
Senores Directores de las Escuelas de Agrononlia, Agricultura, Zootecnia y
Veterinaria espanolas, de carac'ter nacional, regional y provincial.
Senores Directores de Laboratorios oficiales y particulares, de biologia y bacteriologia.
. Senor Decano de la FacuI~ad de Ciencias de Barcelona..
Senores Catedratico:; de Historia Natural y Zoologia de la U niversidad e Instituto General y Tecnico de Barcelona y Catedratico de Agricultura del
mismo.
Senor Presidente de la Real Acadenlia de Ciencias de Barcelona.
Senor Presidente de la A~ociaci6n General de Ganadero3 del Reino.
Senor Presidente del In'Stituto Agricola Catalan de San Isidro.
Senor Presidente de la Asociaci6n General de Agricultores de Espana.
Senor Presiderite de la Confederaci6n Cat6lico-Agraria de Espana.
Senor Presidente del « Fomento del Trabaj 0 Nacional », de Barcelona.
Senor Presidente de la Real Federaci6n Colomb6fila Espanola.
Senor Presidente de Ia Real Sociedad Colo!nb6fila de Catalufla.
Honorable Senor Decano del Cuerpo Consular de Barcelona.
Honorables Senores Consules de los pafses, oficialnlente representados en et
Congreso 0 en la Exposici6n, con residencia y funciones en Barcelona.
El Dr. H. J. Lovink, Presidente del primer Congreso l\lundial de La Haya.
M. B. Wilton Vooburg, President e de l'lYrimera Exposici6n Mundial de La
Haya.
-
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M. C. S. Th. Van Oink, Secretario General del Primer CongreEo y Exposicion
Mundiales de Avicultura de La Haya.
M. Jan Mantel, Comisario General de la Primera Exposicion Mundial de La
Haya.
El Baron W. Snouckaert Van Schouburg, Presidente del Comite de Recepcion
en el Primer Congreso de La Haya.

EXECUTIVE COl\Il\IITTEE OF THE CONGRESS
DAILY COUNCIL
APPOINTED BY THE MINISTRY OF FOMENTO

Presidentes. - Exc·mo. Senor Profesor D. Salvador Castello Carreras, Director-fundador de la Real Escuela Oficial Espanola de Avicul~ura de Arenys
de Mar.
Honorable Mr. Edward Brown, F. L. S., Pre~idente de la Asociaci6n Internacional de Profesores e Investigadores de Avicultura.
Vicepresidentes. - Excmo. Senor Marques de la Frontera, Secretario General de la Asociaci6n General de Ganadero3 del Reino.
Hmo. Senor Don Victor Blajot, Teniente de Alcalde de Barcelona.
Honorable Senor Prof. W. A. Kock, Consejero de Estado, Director de la
Escuela Dinamarque~a de Avicultura de Copenhague, y Vicepresidente de
A. I. de P. e I. de A.
Honorable Senor Prof. Carlos Voitellier, Profesor de Zootecnia en el Instituto Nacional de Agronomia de Paris y Vicepresidente de la A. I. de P. e I. de A.
Honorable Senor Prof. jainle Rice, Director de la E~cuela de Avicultura
en la Universidad de Cornell (Estados Unidos) y Vicepresidente de la A. J.
de P. e I. de "A.
Honorable Senor Dr. H. J. Lovink, Presidente que fue del Primer Congreso
Mundial de AvicuItura de La Haya.
Secretario General.- Excmo. Senor Don Ignacio Victor Clari6 y Soulan,
Ingeniero Jefe de la Secci6n Agronomica de Barcelona.
Tesorero General. - 1In10. Senor Don Joaquin M. de Nadal, del (omite
Ej ecutivo de las Exposiciones especializadas, anexas a la Universal de Barcelona, y Presidente de la Comisi6n de Cultura del Excmo. Ayuntamiento de Barcelona.
Secretarlo. - Don Pedro Laborde Bois, Publicista avicola espanol.
Secretarios auxiliares. - Don Jo~e M. de Guillen Garcia, Secretario de la
Junta Regional de Ganaderos de Cataluna.
'
Don Juan Riba, del Instituto Agricola Catalan de San Isidro.
Don Federico Castell6 de PlandoIit, Perito Avicola.
1V1E1\1BERS

Mr. Percy A. Franci~, Jefe del Departamento de Avicultura del Ministerio
de Agricultura Britanico.
Honorable Profe~or i\Iejandro Ghigi, Profesor de Zoologfa en la Universidad de Bologna ( ItaIia), Director de la EEtaci6n experimental de Avicultura
de Rovigo.
Honorable Senor Prof. J. F. Frateur, Profe5:or de Zootecnia y Director de
Ia Estaci6n Zootecnica experimental de Lovaina (Belgica).
r~r. TotTI. Newlnan, Secretario de la i\sociaci6n de Avicultura Cientifica
de Londres.
Mr. T. R. Robin~ on, Secretario organizador de 1a Sociedad !'Tacional britanica de Criadores de aves de uti1.idad practica.

\ .?\.e-

S. A.

R.

EL SERENfsIMO SENOR PRfNCIPE DE ASTURIAS

Vicepresidente Honorario de los Comites Ejecutivos del Congreso y de
la Exposici6n, Presidente Honorario de la Secci6n de Avicultura de la
«Asociaci6n General de Ganaderos del Reino», que se dign6 presidir
personalmente la Sesi6n de Clausura del Congreso y figur6 como expositor
en el Certamen Mundial de Avicultura
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M. Th. Van Oink, Director de la Estaci6n experimental de Avicultura de
Landsmeer (HoJanda).
Sefior Don Eduardo Llovet, fundador de )a Granja Modelo de Avicultura
de Ja Republica Oriental del Uruguay.
Doctor Don Pedro Castro Biedma, publicista Avicola argentino.
Doctor Don Ruben Bustos, avicultor chileno.
Senor Don Agustin Reigadas, Presidente de la Sociedad Mejicana de Avicul1tura.
Senor Don Ignacio Sanz de Santamaria, avicultor colombiano.
Sefior Don Miguel E. Murillo, avicultor ecuatoriano.
Senor Don J. Luaces, Director de la Granja de Agricultura del Camagiiey
(Cuba).
Senor Prof. Macagno, por los avicultores de la Republica del Peru,.
Sefior Don Feliciano Moraes, publicista avicola brasilefio.
Senor Prof. Veterinario Don Santos Aran, por el Ministerio de Fomento.
Por la Escuela de Zootecnia de Barcelona, al Profesor Don Manuel Rosell.
Por el Parque ZooI6gico de Barcelona, su Director Doctor Don Jeronimo
Darder.
Excmo. Senor Don Carlos Pitiar y Pickman, por la Asociaci6n General de
Ganaderos del Reino.
limo. Sefior Doctor Don Diego de La LJave, Presidente de ]a Real Sociedad
Colomb6fila de Cataluiia.
Senor Don Sebastian Marti Codolar, por el Sindicato Avicola de Cataluiia,
Senor Don Seba~tian de Irigoras, por la Sociedad Vizcaina de Avicuttores.
Sefior Don Luis Pou Moragues, por el Sindicato Avicola de Mallorca.
Senor Don Francisco Ponseti Vinent, por el Sindicato Avicola de Menorca.
Senor Prof. Veterinario, Don Jose Castej on, par la Sociedad Cordobesa de
Avicultura.
Senor Don Arcadio Aranan Pina, por la Real Sociedad Avfcola «Los XXX)},
de Huelva.
Excmo. Senor Conde de Las Navas, por los antiguos avicultores de Espana.
Senor Don J. Guerrero, por la Agrupaci6n de Avicultores de Andalucia.
Excmo. Senor Conde de Nlontornes y Don Joaquin Marco Gisbert, por la
Agrupaci6n de Avicultores del Reino de Valencia.
Senor Don Jose M. Moliner y Don Joaquin Velasco, por Ia Agrupaci6n de
Avicu}tores de Castilla la Viej 3.
Sres. Don Francisco Llorente y Don Luis de Eizaguirre, por Ja Agrupaci6n
de Avicultores de Castilla Ja Nueva.
Senor Don Juan Garcia Velarde y Don Obdulio Fernandez, por la Agrupacion de Avicultores de Asturias.
.
Senor Don Gerardo Montero Rios, por la Agrupaci6n de Avicultores de
Galicia.
Senor Don Ramon Montero de Espinosa, por la Agrupaci6n de Avicultores
de Extremadura.
Senor Don Conrado Granell, por Ia Agrupaci6n de Avicultores de Aragon.
Excmo. Senor Don Isidoro de La Cierva, por Ia Agrupaci6n de Avicultores
de Murcia.
Senor Don Ventura Alvarado, por Ia Agrupaci6n de Avicultores de Leon.
Senor Don J. Ibarra, por la Agrupaci6n de Avicul,tores de Navarra.
Excmo. Senor Marques de Loriana, por los Avicultores de las Provincias
Vascongadas.
Senor Don Joaquin Perez Bethencourt, por los Avicultores de Canarias.

I. 2
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE EXHIBITION
DAILY COUNCIL
APPOINTED BY THE MINISTRY OF FOMENTO

Presidente. - Excmo. Senor Duque de Bailen, Presidente de fa Asociacion
General de Ganaderos del Reino.
Vicepresidentes. - Excmo. Senor Don Leoncio Soler y March, Presidente
del Consejo de Fornento de fa Provincia de Barcelona.
Excmo. Senor Marques de Casa Pacheco, Presidente de la Seccion de AVicultura de la A. G. de G.
Comisario General. - Senor Doctor Don j03e Zulueta, Presidente de la
Junta Regional de Ganadero5 de Catalufia.
Secretario General. - Excmo. Senor Ingeniero Don Ignacio Victor Clarin
y Soulan, Jefe de la Seccion Agronomica de Barcelona.
Tesorero General. - Irmo. Senor Don Joaquin M. de Nadal, Teniente Alcalde
Presidente de la Comision de Cultura del Ayuntamiento de Barcelona.
Tecnico Pecuario. - Don Jesus Luque y Deeano, Inspector Pecuario de fa
Provincia de Barcelona.
Secretario. - lImo. Senor Ingeniero Don Enrique P. de Villaamil, Secretario de la Seccion de Avicultura de la Asociacion General de Ganaderos del
Reino.
Secretario particular de La Comisaria. - Don jose M. de Guillen Garcia,
Secretario de Ia Junta Regional de Ganaderos de Cataluna.
Secretarios auxiliares. - Don Juan Riba, del Instituto Agricola Catalan de
San Isidro y Don Enrique Castello de Plandolit, Profesor auxiliar de la Real
Escuela de Avicultura.
SPECIAL COMMISSIONERS

Reception commissioners. - Excmo. Senor Don Carlos Pifiar y Pickman,
limo. Senor Don Enrique Baena, Don Enlilio Soria, Don Augusto Vifiamata
y Don Jose Abello.
Installation commissioners. - Senor Prof. Veterinario Don Santos Aran,
Don Ramon J. Crespo, Perito avicola; el Director del Parque Zoologico de Barcelona, Doctor Don Jeronimo Darder; Don Menendo Gomez Menendez y Don
Alej andro Pons.
Commissioners 01 interior order. - Don Antonio Laporte Farre y Don Joaquin Marco Gisbert, Don Policarpo Fernandez Polo y Don Federico Wynn,
Peritos avicolas.
Commissioner. - Don Pedro Pujol y Thomas, de la A. G. de G. del R.
Sanitary and Hygiene Commissioners. - Senores Profesores Veterinarios
Don Jesus Luque, Don Manuel Rosell, Don Jose Seeuli, Don Cayetano ·Lopez
y Lopez y Don Antonio Sabater, Deeano del Cuerpo de Veterinarios Municipales
de Barcelona.
Press Commissioners. - Don Pedro Laborde Bois, Don Raul Mir, Don Ignacio Fages, Don Pedro Girona, Don Pedro M. Puig Estape, Don Erminia Fornes
y Don Juan Lacruz.
Conzmissioners 01 the Colombophile Section. - Don Pedro de Plandolit, Vicepresidente de la Real Sociedad Colombofila de Cataluna; Don Manuel de La
Llave, Don joaquin Pamies y Don Jose Estupina.
Commissioners of the Aviculture Section. - Don Jose Trigo, Don Antonio
Garay y Don Santiago de Nadal.
Commissioners 01 the Rabbits Section. - Don Antonio Parellada y Don Luis
Tico.
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Commissioners 01 the Sericicultura Section. - El Director. de la Estaci6n de
Sericicultura de Murcia, el Director del Colegio del Arte Mayor de la Seda de
Valencia, y elPresidente de la Sociedad «Fomento de la Sericicultura Espanola», de Barcelona.
~.
RECEPTION COMMITTEE
HONORARY PRESIDENT

H. E. The Mayor of Barcelona
HONORARY VICE-PRESIDENT

H. E. The Councillor of Agriculture in the (I Mancomunidad de Cataluiiat

Presidente. - Excmo. Senor Baron de Andilla, Vocal Vicepresidente de la
Asociaci6n General de Ganaderos del Reino.
Vicepresidentes. - Excmo. Senor Ingeniero Don Ignacio Girona, Vocal de
la Comision Permanente de la Asociacion General de Ganaderos.
Hmo. Senor Don Pedro Pujol y Thomas, Vocal de la Junta Regional de
Ganaderos de Cataluiia y Visitador general de Caiiadas.
Secrelarios. - Hmo. Senor Don jaime Nonell, Ingeniero Agr6nomo de la
Provincia de Barcelona, and Seiior Don Jose M. de Guillen Garcia, Secretario
de la Junta Regional de Ganaderos de Cataluiia.
MIXED PERMANENT COMMITTEE
APPOINTED BY ROYAL ORDER FEBRUARY 13TH.

1924

Presidente. - Excmo. Seiior Alcalde de Barcelona, Don Fernando Alvarez
de la Campa.

Vicepresidentes. - Excmos. Senores Duque de Bailen y Profesor Don Sal-

vador Castello.

Miembros. - Excmos. Senores Marques de la Frontera, Don Ignacio Soler
y March, Don Mariano Marti Ventosa, y los Tenientes Alcalde de Barcelona
Don Joaquin Mundo y Don Adolfo Fournier, actuando este ultimo como Secre..

tario- Tesorero.

SPECIAL COMMISSIONERS
RECEPTIONS AND BANQUET

Presidente. - limo. Senor Don Joaquin M. de Nadal, Teniente Alcalde de
Barcelona.

Vicepresidente. - Hmo. Sr. Doctor Don Diego de La Llave, Presidente de
la Real Sociedad Colombofila de Catalufia.
Secretario. - Doctor Don Jose Reynals, Secretario de la R. S. C. de C.
Miembros. - Los Seiiores Vocales de la Junta Directiva de la Real Sociedad
Colomb6fila de Cataluiia, que fa misma designee
ENTERTAINMENT AND EXCURSIONS

Presidente. - Excmo. Senor Don Carlos de Fortuny, Presidente del Instituto Agricola Catalan de San Isidro.
Vicepresidente. - Hmo. Sefl0r Don Antonio Jansana, Diputado provincial
y Vicepresidente del Consej 0 Provincial de Agricultura.
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·Secretario.·- Oiln Jaime 'Masp6ns, Secretario General del Instituto AgrIcola Catalan de San Isidro..
. MiemlJros. - Los Senores Vocales' de Ja Junta del Instituto que lamisma
designee
VISIT TO THE CITY

Presidenie. - Excmo. Senor General Don Mariano Rubio, Presidente de

la Sociedad de Atracci6n de Forasteros de Barcelona.

Vicepresidente. - Don Pedro Mir, Presidente de la Federacion Agricola
Catalano-Balear y eI Presidente de la Camara Agricola Oficial de la provincia
de Barcelona.
Secretario. - Don Juan Riba, Secretario de dicha Federacion.
Miembros. - Los Senores Vocales de la Junta de la Federacion y de la Directiv8 de la Sociedad de Atracci6n de Forasteros que las mi~mas designen.

CONSTITUTION AND WORK OF THE EXECUTIVE ( OMMITTEES

The meeting of the Executive Committees of the CongTess and Exhibition
was held at Barcelona on the 29th. November in the Council Chamber of the
future Universal Exhibition under the Presidency of H. E. Ie Due de Bailen
President of the Committee of the Exhibition, and of the General Association:
of the Spanish Breeders represented by H. E. Don Leoncio Soler y March (Vice
President), and by the President of the Committee of the Congress, H. E. Don
Salvador Castello, accompanied by H. E. the Comn1issioner of the Universal
Exhibition of Barcelona, H. E. Don Juan Pich y Pon.
The first meeting of the foreign members of the Committee of the Congress
was held at the Grand Hotel, Paris, on the 11th. December, that is, some days
later. It was at this meeting that the programme and regulations of the
Congress and Exhibition were definitely approved as formulated by the SpaniEh
Committees on the basis set out by the Spanish Royal Poultry School in conjunction with the General Association of Spanish Breeders.
At the meeting at Barcelona and also at the meeting in Paris a vote of
confidence was passed in Professor Don Salvador Castello's ability to superintend
all the preparatory work. It was following this vote of confidence that the
Director of the Royal Spanish Pou ltry School at Arenys de Mar (Barcelona)
was put at the head of the organisation.
The general organisation was based on the appointment of national committees for propaganda and correspondence under the patronage of the Governments supporting of the Congress. Frequent meetings of the delegates of the
national committee followed the preparatory work in each country.
These meetings were held in Paris on December 11th. 1922 and February
16th. 1923; at Brussels on November 26th" 1923; in London on December
15th, 1923, and the last meeting was held at Paris on February 16th. 1924
with the co-operation of the Spanish, French, English, Belgian, Dutch, Italian,
Danish, Czecho-Slovakian delegates, and the support of the committees of
other European and American countries.
The preparatory \\lork of the Congress in North America was entrusted to
President Brown and to the Briti~,h members of tlle Executive Comlnittee,
(Mr. Percy A. Francis and Mr. Theo. Robinson) who in 1923 n1ade several
journeys to the United States and Canada where they obtained official co-operation from the t\VO countries and the collaboration of the principal poultry
associations.
The Spanish Committees met at Barcelona on the 29th. November 1922,
29th. April 1923 and 6th. February 1924. In these meetings they approved
t
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the work of the management and ratified the agreements made at .the International Meetings in Paris, Brussels and London.
In 1924 ( February) they took the. opportunity to unify the work of the
two Committees and to appoint a Mixed Permanent Committee meeting at
Barcelona under the Presidency of the Mayor (President of the future Barcelona Exhibition) all the expenses of the Congress and Exhibition are to be
borne by the fu nd of the future Exhibition of Electrical Industries. At the
reque3t of the Presidents of the two Executive Committees the Mixed Permanent Committee was nominated by the Royal Order of February 13th. This
Committee met on the 22nd. April under the Pre3idency of H. E. The Mayor
of Barcelona, Don Fernando Alvarez de la Campa. The general management
of the carrying out of the work was entrusted to the President of the Executive Commitee of the Congress, Professor Salvador Castello.

COUNTRIES WHICH TOOK PART
IN THE CONGRESS AND EXHIBITION
OFFICIAL DELEGATIONS, NATIONAL COMMITTEES
AND FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES

EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
SPANISH OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES

President, representing the Spanish Government.-H. E. the Engineer General;
Under-Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture. Don Pedro Vives y Vich.
Deputies: The Agricultural Engineer, Don Jaime Nonell, and the Veterinary Inspector, Don Jesus Luque.
Representing the City 0/ Barcelona: H. E. The Mayor, President of the
Barcelona Exhibition (Don Fernando Alvarez de 1a Campa) ; the Municipal
Councillors ( Don Joaquin Mundo and Don Adolfo Fournier) ; and the member
of the Exhibition Committee Sr. D. Mariano Marti Ventosa.
Representing the Executive Committees: H. H. E. E. MM. Ie Due de Bailen,
Professor D. Salvador Castello Carreras, Ie Marquis de la Frontera, D. Leoncio
Soler y March and D. Ignacio V. Clari6; the Marquis de Casa Pacheco, Don
Jose Zulueta, D. Enrique P. de Villaamil, D. Pedro Laborde-Bois, Don Jose
Marfa de Guillen Garcia, D. Juan Riba and D. Federico and D. Enrique Castello de Plandolit.
.
Representing the Agricultural and Veterinary Services: The Engineer-Agriculturalist and the Veterinary Inspectors (MM. Jaime Nonell and JesUs Luque).
BRITISH OFFICIAL DELEGATION AND REPRESENTATIVES

British Members 0/ the International and British Committees: Mr. Edward
Brown, F. L. S., Mr. Tom Newman and Mr. T. R. Robinson, F. S. I.
Official Delegate: Mr. Percy Francis, M. B. E. ; special deputy representative of Sir Daniel Hall and Mr. H. E. Dale from the Ministry of Agriculture
• and Fisheries.
National British General Committee: President Mr. S. H. Lewer; Members: F.W. Rhodes, H. Morris, D. Anderson, J. W. Hurst, S. Street-Porter)
Rev. E. Lewis Jones, Hon. Florence Amhurst, Miss N. H. Bell, Miss C. Beck,.
Lt. CoL F. W. Hardy, Major Tom Potter, Mr. E. Bostock-Smith, M. Slade,.
Clem Watson, J. Pearse, Rev. H. Mayall, Major Morrison, J. G. Kitson, A.
Harrison (Southern Railway), James Russell (Sussex P. C. ), Mrs. Maciver
and J. Mc Cullum (Board of Agriculture in Scotland), A. H. Brownson, S. A.
Pope and A. H. King (G. W. Railway) and Mrs. Rawson, T. R. Robinson
(Joint Hon. Secretary).
Committee of the Educational Section: Sir Stuart Stockman, J. Me. Cullum
(Scotch Board) Professor R. C. Punnet (Cambridge University) C. Dobbin
(Preston College), W. Wilson (Wye College), Prof. Chattock (Bristol University), Prof. R. B. White ( Bangor University), Dr. Crewe (Scottish Board).
Dr. Crowther ( Harper Adams College), Capt. Halnun (Cambridge University),.
E. Bostoch, J. B. Kitson, W. Powell-Owen, P. Hedworth Foulkes, Lt. Col.
F. W. Hardy; Rev. H. Mayall; Professor Dunstan and Miss C. Beck (Women's Institute).
Committee 01 the Poultry Section: R. Fletcher, H. Hearnshaw, Harold Corrie"
A. H. Brownson, S. Street-Porter, Stephen Hicks, Marcus Slade, B. Jones, Clem

Watson, Major Morrison, Major Tom Potter, Mrs. Maciver, Miss N. H. Bell, C. A.
House and A. P. Grant. - Secretaries: T. R. Robinson F. L. S. and Mrs. A.
Rawson. Scotland and Ireland had individual representatives at the Congress.
FRENCH OFFICIAL DELEGATION AND REPRESENTATIVES

Vice-President of the International Committee: Prof. Charles Voitellier.
Official Delegation: Presidents: Prof. Chas. Voitellier and Comte Delamarre
de Monchaux ( in the absence of the president of the delegation) M. de Monicault, Deputy.
Secretary: M. Fouquet. - Members: M. Lesage, Director-General of Agriculture; Rene Caucurte, Prof. Dechambre, de Mauny, Mercier P., Regnier,
Blanchard et Montero.
BELGIAN OFFICIAL DELEGATION AND REPRESENTATIVES

Official Delegate and Member of the International Committee: Prof.
Frateur.

J.

E.

National Committee: President (performing the duties of delegate owing

to the absence of the official delegate, Prof. Frateur), M. Ie Deputy Jules Moenhaute - Secretary: A. Keymeulen. - Treasurer: A. H. Heindrick. - Members: V. Pullinckx, Eeman, MM. Gotschalk de la Fosse, C. Bonchon, Gevers

Bayens, Prof. Marcq, Praen1donck, Janssens, Irvens d'Esckhoutt et DUjardin.
DUTCH OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES AND DELEGATES

Members of the International Committee: Dr. H. J. Lowink and M. Th. Van

Gink.

'

Official Delegation: President: M. B. Wilton. - Vice-President: J. B.

Kakebeke. - Secretary: Th. Van Oink. - Members: Baron Heemtro, Baron
Snouckaert Van Schanburg, Dr. B. J. C. Hennepe Jr and Jan Mantel.
ITALIAN OFFICIAL DELEGATION AND REPRESENTATIVES

Official Delegation: Prof. Alessandro Ghigi, Member of the International

Comlnittee.

"

National Committee: Prof. Alessandro Brizi, Director General of Agriculture. - Members: Professors A. H. Ghigi and A. Pirocchi, Ferrucio FaetH,
Nello Fotticchia, Alessandro Lambranchi and Com. Dante Marchori.
Deputy Instaliateurs: Dr. A. Vecchi, F. Fran Sanna and Maj. L. TaibelI.
DANISH OFFICIAL DELEGATION

Official Delegate and Vice-President of the International Committee: Councillor W. A. Kock.
CZECHO-SLOVAKIAN OFFICIAL DELEGATION

Official Delegate: Ing. Dr. Maria Kuklova.
National Committee: Ing. A. Schonfeld (President); D. F. Bilek (VicePresident) ;- Secretary: Dr. Kuklova. - Members:
Reich and Ing. J. Hauptman.
Deputy: Dr. F. Kral.

J.

ZemJicka, Ing. E.

POLISH OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES

National Committee: President: M. Maurice Tribulski and the Member of
the National Committee, M. T. Mirseiwicz.
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SWEDISH OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVES

M. Milles de Wachenfeld.
ROUMANIAN OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE

The Consul-General for Roumania at Barcelona.
HUNGARIAN OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE

The Consul-General for Hungary at Barcelona.
SWISS OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE

M. F. Muller, Secretary of the National Committee.

AMERICAN STATES
REPRESENTATIVES AND SUPPORTERS FROM SOUTH AMERICA

Officially represented by the Consul General of Chili at Barce-

CHILI. -

Iona, Dr. A. de la Cruz.

ARGENTINE. - Delegate: The Consul-General at Barcelona, D. A. Gache.
URUGUAY, PARAGUAY, COLOMBO & ECUADOR have supported the Congress

without sending delegates.
DELEGATION AND REPRESENTATIVES FROM

U. S. A.

AND

N.

AMERICA

Vice-President 01 the International Committee: Prof. J. Rice de Cornell ( New

York ).

Official Delegates: Prof. Howard C. Pierce and Prof. W. C. Thompson.
National Committee: President Mr. W. A. Jull, Chief of the Poultry Section

of the Ministry of Agriculture at Washington.
.
Members representing other states in the U. S. A. : Prof. A. G. Phillipps ( Indiana) ; W. C. Thompson ( New Jersey) ; W. F. Kirkpatrick (Connecticut) ;
H. C. Kanudel (Pennsylvania) ; M. E. Jaffra and Dr. C. M. Haring ( California) ; Dr. C. F. Heuser ( New York) ; Dr. F. D. Kendall (North Carolina) ;
G. Cugley and Mr. Gibconey (Chicago).
States represented at the Exhibition. - New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Missouri, Illinois, Massachussetts, Montana, N. Carolina, Indiana.
CANADIAN OFFICIAL DELEGATION AND REPRESENTATIVES

Official Delegates: J. C. Elford and Ernest Rhodes.

Canadian ;NationaL Committee. - President: Hon. W. R. Motherwell (Mi-

nister of Agriculture). - Members: Dr. J. H. Grisdale; E. S. Archibald;
H. S. Ashell; J. C. Elford; W. A. Brown; E. Rhodes and G. Robertson.
ASIA
PRIVATE REPRESENTATIyES

Represented by the Congressist, Tsong Chen Chang.
Represented by the Congressist, M. Iwani Muraoka (Delegate
of the Poultry Associations).
CHINA. JAPAN. -

AFRICA
EOYPTIAN OFFICIAL DELEGATE. - M. Mohammed Bey Askar; Prunner,
Cattle Inspector at Alexandria.
TRANSVAAL. - With private supporters.

r
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BRITISH STATES AND DOMINIONS OF OCEANIA
Official Delegate. - Mr. F. C. Faraker from the Dept. of the High Commis-

sioner for Australia in London.

NEW ZEALAND OFFICIAL REPRESENTATIVE

Representing the Poultry Associations of that Country, Mr:

J.

B. Merett.

SUMMARY
States officially represented at the Congress

Spain, England, France, Belgium, Holland, Italy, Denmark, Sweden, Czecho
Slovakia, Switzerland, Roumania, Hungary, Egypt, Canada, U. S. A., New
York, Ohio, New Jersey, Missouri, Illinois, Massachusetts, Montana, North _;;.
Carolina, Indiana, Chili, Argentine, Australia, China.
States having given their official support without having either official delegation or private representative: Uruguay, Cuba, Colombo, Ecuador.
British States and Dominions wihch had special representatives sending contributions to the Congress or including Congressists: Scotland, Ireland, Russia,

Poland, Portugal, Mexico, Peru, San Domingo, Japan, New Zealand, British
India and Burmah.
In all 37 free State3 or Dominions were represented and about 46 congressists. ·
States which took part in the Exhibition with official or private representatives:

Spain, England, Canada, France, Belgium, Holland, Italy, Czecho-Slovakia,
Denmark, Egypt, New York, New jersey, Ohio, Missouri, Illinois, Massachusetts, Montana, North Carolina, Indiana, Chili, Argentine, Mexico.
Total 22 State3.
GENERAL LIST OF SPANISH AND FOREIGN CONGRESSISTS

See list at the end of the first part of this volume.

Minutes of the Meetings of the Executive Committees
and of International Conferences
SUMA\ARY

Meeting

0/

the Executive Committees at Barcelona, Spain. 29th. October 1922

Under the Presidency of H. E. Leoncio Soler y March, President of the
Provincial Council of Agriculture, and representing H. E. Ie Duc de Bailen,
President of the Executive Committee of the Exhibition, the meeting was
opened in the presence of the President of the Executive Committee of the
Congress, H. E. Professor Don Salvador Castello and of the Commissioner of
the Barcelona Exhibition, H. E. Don Juan Pich y Pone Taking part also in the
Meeting were H. E. Ie Marquis de la frontera, Marquis de Casa Pacheco, Don
Enrique P. de Villaamil, Don Pedro Pujol Thomas and Don Pedro Laborde-Bois,
for the General Association of Spanish Breeders, the Veterinary Inspector of
the Province of Barcelona, Don Jesus Luque; the General Secretary of the Executive Committees, H. E. Don Ignacio Victor Clario and the Assistant Secretaries,
Don Jose M. de Guillen Garcia, Don Juan Riba and Don Federico Castello de
Plandolit.
The assembly passed the following Resolutions:
I. To thank the Government, the town of Barcelona and especially the
Committee of the future Universal Exhibition for the patronage and support
which they had given to the World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition of 1924.
2. The acceptance by the persons present and the supporters who are
absent of the positions which have been allotted to them.
3. To approve the suggested programme and regulations drawn up by the
Royal Poultry School and to submit them for approval to the foreign members
of the Executive Committee in order that the regulations shall not come into
force before being accepted at the International Meeting.
4. To accept the persons indicated to form the Honorary Committee of
the Congress and Exhibition and also those proposed for the Reception Committee; to offer the Honorary Presidency to His Majesty King Alfonso X III
and the Honorary Vice-Presidency to His Royal Highness the Prince of Asturias.
The names of certain Spanish and foreign persons were also accepted for
membership of the Executive Committee of the Congress or as Special Commissioners of the Exhibition.
5. To pass a vote of confidence in Professor Don Salvador Castello in taking
charge of the preparatory work of the organisation of the Congress and Exhibition.
6. To address respectful messages to His Majesty the King, to the Minister
of Agriculture, the President of the International Association of Poultry Instructors and Investigators (Mr. Edward Brown); to H. E. Ie Due de Bailen,
H. E. Ie Marquis de Comillas (Royal Commissioner of the Universal Exhibition
at Barcelona) and to the General Commissioner and Senior Minister of Agriculture
(H. E. Don Francisco Camb6), expressing their gratitude for the goodwill shewn
towards the Congress and Exhibition.
First International Conference held at the Orand Hotel, Paris, 11 tho December, 1922.

Professor Salvador Castello presided at the Meeting, assisted by President
Edward Brown and the Vice-President, Professor Chas. Voitellier. There were
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also present: Mr.. Percy A. Francis, delegate from the British Ministry of Agriculture. Professor Frateur, Louvain; Mr. Robinson, London; and among other
supporters, Professors Chigi and Van Oink. It was resolved:
1. To ratify the resolutions of the Spanish Executive Committees and to
accept the regulations of the Congress and Exhibition with slight modifications.
2. To fix the date of the Congress from the 10th. to the 16th. May and for
the Exhibition -from the lOth. to the 18th. The Congress will therefore open 011
the 10th. at Barcelona and close on the 16th. at Madrid.
3. That the programmes and regulations be printed in Spanish, French
and English and be distributed largely in every country.
4. That the second International Conference be held at Paris on the 16th.
February t 923 and include the largest possible number of representatives from
the National Committees already formed.

Second International Conference held at the Bureau de La «Revue de Zootechnie ~
on the 16th. February 1923 at Paris.
This Conference was held under the Presidency of Profe3sor Salvador Caste1l6
and President Edward Brown, with the assistance of Profe3sor Chas. Voitellier
:lnd Councillor W. A. Kock, Vice-Presidents of the Executive Committee of
the Congress; Professors Frateur (Lovain), Chigi (Boulogne), Van Oink
(The Hague); members of the British Committee (Messrs. Newman and
Robin::on); M. Jan Mantel representing the Dutch Committee; with the
su pport of the Swiss and Polish Committees. It was resolved:
1. To adhere closely to the published programmes and regulations.
2. To adopt Italian as the official language of the Congress without,.
hovvever, publishing a fourth edition in that language, of the «(Congress Book,).
3. That entries for the Congre3s be taken up to 1st. March 1924 and that
the receiving of enquiries and work be accepted up to the 30th. September
on condition, however, that thereports be made kno\vn before July 31st.
4. To appoint section; for pigeon keeping, bee keeping and silk culture
by means of annexes to the World's Poultry Exhibition.
5. That the work of propaganda and the opening of the registers of entries
commence in every country where national committees have been organised
for the Poultry Congress and Exhibition at Barcelona.
6. That instead of publishing a full report in Spanish, French and English,.
the complete text shall only be publi~hed in one of the3e languages and a
simple summary in the other t\~O language3.

Meeting oj the -Spanish Executive Committee at Madrid: 29th April 1923.
The Meeting was held in the premises occupied by the Exhibition of the
General Association of Breeders of the l<ingdom under the Pre3idency of Pro··
fessor Salvador Castello with the assistance of MM. Marquis de Casa Pacheco,
Vice President of the Executive Committee of the Exhibition; the Secretary,
Enrique P. de Villaamil. Others present were MM. Emilio Soria; Ramon ].
Crespo; Isidoro de la Cierva ; H. E. Ie Comte de Las Navas; M. Rossell y Vila;
Pedro Laborde-Bois; Dr. Jeronimo Darder ; Professor Don R. Castejon; Luis
POll Moragues ; the Veterinary Inspector Jesus Luque; Antonio Laporte Farre ;
H. E. Don Carlos Pinar y Pickman; Francisco Llorente.
The President gave an account of the work of the organisation undertaken
by those abroad and in Spain and of the favourable impressions received in
several European and American countries.
. The Secretary M.· de Villaamil read the Minutes of the Act of Constitution
of the Committees at Barcelona and gave general information with regard to
the International Conferences which had been held in Paris. He also gave an
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account of the expenses incurred in the preparatory ·work. The- Minutes were
approved and it was resolved to thank the Committee of the future Exhibi~
tion at Barcelona and to address a message of salutation to the President,
Mr. Edward Brown, of London.
Third International Conference Brussels. 26th. November 1923.
The meeting was held at the Grand Hotel, Brussels, under the presidency
of Professor Salvador Castello and President Edward Brown, with ,the
assistance of the Vice-Presidents, Professor Chas. Voitellier and W. A. Kock,

together with other delegates including the following: Professor Frateur,
Louvain; Dr. Maria Kuklova, Czecho-Slovakia; Professors Van Oink and Jan
Mantel, Holland; M. Ie Depute Maenhout, President of the Federation of Belgian Poultry Societies; MM. Keymeulen Heindrick and Pullinckx Eeman,
Members of the Belgian National Committee.
Professor Castello read a detailed report on the work of the organisation
and indicated the countries on which they were able to rely with certainty and
commented upon the excellent enquirie3 they had received from Spain and
from the different Europe'an and American countries. He shewed the efficacy
of the propaganda work done personally by President Brown during his journeys to North America and by the members of the Committee (Mr. Percy
Francis and Mr. Robinson) who had succeeded in obt~ining the co-operation
of the United States and Canada.
The following decisions were made:
1. To thank Mr. Brown, Mr. Percy A. Francis and Mr. Robinson for the
work accomplished in America.
2. To compile a list of the numerous reports also the receipts of the announcements sent by various English, French, Italian, Dutch, Belgian, CzechoSlovakian, Danish, Polish, North American, SpanL,h, etc., authors.
3. With reference to the Re301ution made in Paris concerning the publica.tion of the reports, it was decided to publish the whole of these in the three
official languages of the Congress the French version being published in Paris,
the English in England and the Spanish in Spain.
4. That the «Congre3s Book) be printed under the direction of Professor
Castello at Barcelona, Paris or in Belgium according to where it should be
found to be m03t economical.
5. To extend the time for the admission of work up to the 31st. December
1923 and the entrie3 of the poultry exhibits for the exhibition until the 31st.
January t 924. The entries for live birds to be kept open until the 1st. March.
It was decided also to receive the entries of the members of the Congress until
1st. April and, where necessary, to receive them during the congress.
6. To send me3sages of salutation and good wishes to the new Mayor of
Barcelona, Don Fernando Alvarez de la Campa, and to thank him for the goodwill which he had shewn towards the Congre3s and exhibition.
Meeting in London: 15th. December 1923.
On the 15th. December 1923 a Meeting of the British Committee of the World's
Congre3s of Barcelona was held at the Ministry of Agriculture in London to
receive the President of the Executive Committee, Professor Salvador Castello,
and to discuss various subjects relating to the organisation of the British section.
Many members of the International Association of Poultry Experts and Breeders,
attended the meeting.
.
The ·Meeting was presided over by Mr. Lewer, President of the British Committee. The President of the International Association Mr.. Edward Brown,
presented Professor Castello's report of the work which had taken place in the
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-last 30 years for the instruction in and the extension of the Poultry industry
in Spain. He explained all that Professor Castello had done for the preparation of the World's Poultry Congress at Barcelona.
Professor Castello thanked the British Committee for the reception which
had been given him and after having summarised the preparatory work of
the Congress, he exhorted the English Committee to offer to Barcelona a very
complete exhibition of specimens of English poultry.
The President, Mr. Lewer, very cordially greeted Professor Salvador Castello
and thanked him for all that he had done to secure the success of the Congress
and exhibition, assuring him at the same tinle that England would do all
possible to be adequately represented at Barcelona.

Third Meeting oj the Executive Committees at Madrid: 6th. February 1924.
This third Meeting was held in the Great Hall of the General Association
of Spanish Breeders under the Presidency of H. E. Ie Due de Bailen, with the

assistance of the President of the Congress Committee, Professor Salvador Castello, the Marquis de la Frontera, the Baron de Andilla, Marquis deCasa Pacheco.
Secretary General D. Ignacio Victor Ctari6, and the following members of the
Committee: MM. de Villaarnil,Laborde-Bois and Santos Aran. The following,
among many others, signified their support: Don Jose Zulueta, Don Leoncio Soler
y March and MM. Ie Dr. D,arder, Ralnon Montero de Espinosa, Don Juan Riba
and the Poultry Society of Huelva.
The General Secretary had very full information giving an account of the
success obtained by the work of organisation and of the official support and
the details received from the different countries of Europe, Asia and Oceania;
of the quantity and the quality of the information for the Congress; the entries
for the Congress and Exhibition and the kindness of the new Spanish Government,
the Municipality and the new Committee of the Universal Exhibition of Barcelona with regard to the Congress.
At the same time the General Secretary gave an account of the e~penses
"incurred up to that time and indicated a saving of 6,000 pesetas out of the
25,000 allocated for the preparatory work.
The President congratulated the General Secretary on the information he
had given.
The scheme to publish the drav/ings of the Officials of the Congress made
by the Brussels artist, M. Rene Delin, was submitted to the Meeting and
adopted.
It was stated that fetes and receptions in honour of the congressi~ts were
being organised by ~t Ie Baron de AndiIla, President of the Reception Committee. It was decided that the drawing up of the programlne of visits which would
be taking place at Madrid should be nlade with the approval of the Minister of
Agriculture.
Details were reported to the ~leeting of the negotiations with the Central
Poultry Society of Paris for the renting of the pens for the exhibition, and
Professor Castello \vas authorised to take the necessary m.ea~ures to arrive at
a perfect understanding on the ~ubject.
The meeting finally decided that the President of the Poultry Section of
the General As~ociation of Poultry Keepers, the Marquis de Casa Pacheco
and the Secretary, Don Enrique P. de Vil1aamil, should go to Paris to repre£ent the Association at the fourth and last International Conference on the
16th. February and to assist at the Great International Poultry Exhibition at
the Grand Palais.
It was re~olved to approve the sending of message3 to the ne\v Mayor of
Barcelona, to Mr. Brown and to the President of the Central Poultry Society
of France on the occasion of the Great Exhibition at the Grand Palais.
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Audience 01 the Presidents 01 the two Executive Committees 01 the Congress and
Exhibition with H. M. the King oj Spain and the President 01 the Spanish
Government. 8th. and 9th. February 1924.

On the 8th. February the President of the Congress Executive Committee,
Professor Salvador Castello, was received by H. E. General Primo de Rivera,
President of the Supreme Government of Spain, in order to render an account
'Of all that had taken place in respect of the organisation of the Congress and
Exhibition, and on the 9th. February, accompanied by the President of the
.Exhibition Committee, H. E. Ie Duc de Bailen, he was received by H. M. The
King who took the greatest interest in the results of the work and ~ssured them
that he had wery intention of visiting Barcelona accompanied by H. M. The
Queen and his son, the Prince of the Asturias, to assist at the Congress and
Exhibition.
Fourth and last International Conference held at Paris. 16th. February 1924.

This was held in one of the salons of the Grand Hotel under the Presidency
There were also in attendance; President Brown; the
Vice-Presidents of the Executive Committee of the Congress ( Professor Charles
Voitellier), and the Exhibition (the Marquis de Casa Pacheco; the melubers
of the Belgian Committee, (MM. Maenhout, Heyndrick and Pullinck Eeman);
the two Dutch delegates (Van Ginck and Mantel); the British delegates
MM. Percy Francis and Robinson); the New Zealand delegate (Mr. Merrett);
the delegates and members of the French Committee (AtlM. de Monicault<leputy -Ie Comte Delamarre, Caucurte, Fouquet, Blanchard, Richardson
and the other members of the Central Poultry Society of France also the special
Secretary of the Exhibition Executive Committee (M. Enrique de Villaamil ),
supported by the delegates from Denmark, Italy, Czecho-Slovakia and the
Committees of Poland, Canada and the United States.
At this Meeting an account was rendered of eighty entries already received
by the Congress and of numerous entries aS5ured for the Exhibition, proving
the complete success of these two poultry organisations.
After having agreed upon the method of sending the goods and poultry to
·Barcelona and recounted the arrangements already made to simplify the work
()f the Customs and t'le transhipment at the Spanish frontier, the Meeting noted
the regulations cortained in the Order of the Minister of the Interior relating
to the Congress and Exhibition.
The President referred to the value of H. M. the King of Spain, of the President of the Supreme Government of Spain, of the Minister for Agriculture
,and of the Barcelona Municipal authorities. He proposed that messages of
.gratitude be sent promising a brilliant assembly of foreigners who would be
pleased to accept the invitation of Spanish hospitality and particularly that
of the Town of Barcelona.

()f Professor Castello.

Constitution of the Mixed Permanent Committee of the Congress and Exhibition

In pursuance of the Royal Order contained in the Note from the Minister
'Of Agriculture dated 13th. February 1924; on the 22nd. April, in the committee

room of the Barcelona Exhibition, the Mixed Permanent Committee of the
Second World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition was constituted with Sg. the
Councillor of Barcelona, Joaquin Mundo, as President, representing H. E. The
Mayor of the town. There were also present the President of the Executive Committee of the Congress (Professor Castello) ; the Vice-President of the Mixed
Permanent Committee (Don Leoncio Soler y March) representing also the Duc
'oe Bailen and the Marquis de la Frontera, the General Commissioner of the Exhi..
bition and the President of the District Committee of the Catalonia Breeders,
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Don Jose Zulueta, the Assistant to the Mayor of Barcelona, Don Adolpho
Fournier, and the delegate member of the Committee of the Universal Exhibition, Don Mariano Marti Ventosa.
The President expre3sed the regrets of H. E. the Mayor of Barcelona for
being unable to be present at the Meeting and added that the·Mayor was taking
the office of President entirely assured that great success would attend the
Congress and Exhibition.
Professor Castello referred to the work already done and informed the Committee of everything that had taken place during the preparatory period: he
was convinced that succe,s was certain. He added that the magnificence of
the Congre3s and Exhibition would be so much greater in view of the assured
presence of H. M. the King, H. M. the Queen and the Prince of the Asturias.
The President and members of the Mixed Committee sent greetings to
Professor Castello and renewed the vot.e3 of confidences with regard to his
work in connection with the Executive Committees, and also in regard to the
direction of the Congress and Exhibition.
At the request of the Officer of the Secretariat, Sg. Tarrago, the SecretaryTreasurer of the new Committee was appointed, and the amount of 150,000
pesetas for nece3sary expense3 in connection with the Congress and Exhibition,
was approved. Finally, it was decided that the Mixed Committee should be
convened as often as p03sible until the complete settling up of the work and
that its Re30lutions should be in accordance with the regulations of the order
hereinbefore· referred to.
FINAL WORK OF ORGANISATION

The Mixed Permanent Comnlittee constituted on the 22nd. April 1924 centralised the Bureaux of the Congress and Exhibition at Barcelona and carried
out all the arrangements of the two Executive Committee3 of the Congress and
Exhibition gathering the results of the preparatory work and organisation
of the national Committees of the different countries giving their support as
well as the suggestions of all those taking part in the Congress and Exhibition.

The originals 01 the official documents and the Minutes are kept in the Record
Office 01 the General Secretariat, Barcelona. - (Signed) IGNACIO VICTOR CLARIO,
General Secretary.

EXCMO. SR. GENERAL

D.

MIGUEL PRIMO DE RIVERA

MARQUES DE ESTELLA

Presidente del Directorio Gubernativo espanol que asisti6 a la Sesi6n
de CIa usura del Congreso y que pronunci6 un elocuente discurso en
favor de la Avicultura, de la que se declar6 decidido protector

Second World's Poultry Congress
DEFINITE REGULATIONS OF THE· CONGRESS
I. . Date and Duration. - The Congress will be opened and closed in the
University of Barcelona on May 10th. and 16th. 1924 respectively.
II. Memb~rs 01 the Congress. - These will consist of delegates appointed
by Governments, Public bodies, Institutions and Societies, and of individuals
who are registered with the General Secretariat in Barcelona, calle de Lerida,
N0 2, or with the National Congress for which the fee has been fixed at 15 pesetas, or the equivalent, to be paid on registration.
Registered Members of the Congress will receive a Congress Card and
Badge. They will have right to attend and participate in aIJ open meetings,
to be guests at all Congress functions and gatherings given in their honour,
will enj oy free entrance to the Exhibition, will be entitled to reductions in
Railway fares accorded by the Spanish Railways, and will receive, free of
charge, all printed matter published relative to the Congress and Exhibition,
and a copy, when issued, of the Transactions of the Congress.
Members of the Congress who may not be able to attend will find the Transactions an adequate return for their registration Fee.
II I. Sections of the Congress. - The deliberations of the Congress will be
divided into sections as follows:
Section I. - Research and Investigation Work.
Section I I. - State-Aided and Voluntary Efforts to Develop the Poultry
Industry (inclusive of Educational Work).
Section I I I. - Hygiene and Disea5e.
Section IV. - National and International Trade in Eggs and Poultry.
Each Section will have its own Bureau. Members of the Section-Bureaux
will be appointed at the first General Meeting on nomination of the Executive
Committee, and will be selected to represent the participating countries.
IV. Reception oj Papers, Communications &c.- Titles of subj ects suggested
for consideration at the Second World's Poultry Congress, together with names
and addresses of Authors, should be sent to the General Secretary, either direct
or through the National Congress Committees not later than December 31st.
1923.
A copy of such papers and communications must be received by the General
Secretary on or before September 30th. on which date the work of translation
and classification will begin. The Executive Committee cannot guarantee that
papers and communications arriving after the date named will be translated
and published. The Committee reserve the right to summarise papers and communications.
V. Publications oj Reports. - It is requested that papers and communications should be concise and, as far possible, should not exceed four octavo printed
pages, say, 2,500 word3. These may be sent in Spanish, French or English. To
facilitate translation the originals should be accompanied by two typewritten
copies, and also two copies of the resume in 600 words.
VI. Transactions oj the Congress. - Papers and Communications received
in tilne will be issued in book form in the three official languages. Each delegate
or Member of Congress ,vhose subscription is paid will be entitled to receive
one. copy of the Transactions.

RECORDS OF THE CONGRESS AND EXH IBI~rION
AND LIST OF CEREMONIES AND FETES WHICH
WERE HELD IN HONOUR OF THE CONGRESSISTS
ARRIVAL OF THE CONGRESSISTS

The President of the International Association of Professors arid Experi..
menters in Aviculture and joint-President of the Second World Congress,
Mr. Edward Brown arrived on the 8th. accompanied by several members.of the
British delegation. He was received at the Station by the Deputy Mayor Don
Joaquin Mundo, the Member 'of the Committee of the Barcelona Exhibition
D;Domingo Sert, several municipal councillors and high officials of the Exhibition and by his colleague Joint-President Professor Castello who represented
.the Authorities. At his residence and in. perfect English, D. Domingo Sert
welcomed Mr.Brown, in the name of the Mayor of Barcelona and the ExhibitionCommittee, who were, he said, from thence onwards ready to take.his
,
.
,instructions.
.
FROM MAY 10TH. TO MAY 20TH.

Friday 9th. - Reception to celebrate the arrival of the Congressists in the
.salons of the {< Real Sociedad Colomb6fila de Catalu fia» with the assistance
~()f· General D.. Pedro Vives yVich, Under-Secretary to the Ministry of
Agriculture.
Saturday 10th. - Solemn opening of the Congress in the {< Paraninfo » of
the Barcelona University under the Presidency of the H. R. H. the Prince
of Asturias who was represented by order of H. M. the King, by H. Excellency
the Mayor of Barcelona, D. Fernando Alvarez de la Campa.
5 p. m. - Inauguration of the World Exhibition of Aviculture at the Palais
de PArt Moderne du Pare de Montjuich, in the presence of the General Under..
Secretary of Agriculture, the Municipal Authorities of Barcelona, District and
Local Authorities and Corporations, Consular Corps and Foreign Delegates.
10 p. m. - Official reception of the Congressists by the Municipal Authorities of Barcelona in the salon3 of the Ritz Hotel.
Sunday 11th. - Excursion to the mountain of Tibidabo.
Official banquet and reception given to the Authorities, Foreign Delegates
and Congressists by the Minister of Agriculture at the Grand Restaurant.
Monday 12th. - Arrival of Their Majesties the King and Queen of Spain and
H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias.
.
3 p. m. - Meeting of the sections of the Congress in the salons of The
Palace of Industry at the Exhibition.
3.30 p. m. - First meeting of the four sections of the Congress.
6 p. m. - Official reception of the Congressists at the Palais of the Gene..
ralitie of Catalonia and lunch given by the Mancomunidad in the presence of
H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias.
7 p. m. - Visit of the Congressists to the sea and to the port of Barcelona.
Tuesday 13th. 9-12 a. m. - Second meeting of the sections.
5 p. m. - Official visit of T. M. and H. R. H. to the World's Poultry
Exhibition.
Wednesday 14th. 8-12 a. m. - Third and last meeting of the sections.
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VII. Sessions and Resolutions. - At least three full or plenary Sessions
win be beld in Barcelona, for General Business and adoption of Resolutions to

be submitted to the various Governments represented. Other full Sessions may
be held if thought desirable by the Executive Committee.
,
Resolutions which may be adopted by the 'Sections will be submitted to the

Plenary or General Session for consideration and discussion. If approved these
will be issued as from the Congress.
The President of a Section may-require notice of Resolutions to be proposed
which may be held over for consideration until the following Session of the
Section, such Resolutions to be displayed on a notice board at least twelve
hours in advance.
'
Whilst the languages used be Spanish, French, English and Italian each
member ·may speak in his or her own language provided that such speech can
;be immediately translated into one of the afore-mentioned languages.
_.
Sp~eches following upon papers and Resolutions shall be limited to ten ,minutes each. At the discretion of the President of a Section a speaker maybe
permitted to speak a second time in the same Session.
.
Speakers are requested to hand to the Secretary of the Section a brief written
summary of the observations which they desire to submit, so that the respective
meetings may be informed at once. In order that the Minutes of the Sessions
may be facilitated and correctly reported, speakers will be required to provide
a' copy of their remarks or observations either complete or abbreviated, before
the close of the Congress. If not the Minutes made by the Secretaries will -be
regarded ·as final.
#

GENERAL REGULATIONS

The Executive Committee will be empowered to make special regulations
prior to and during the Congress shou~ it be deemed desirable. In this event
notification will be conveyed to delegates and members.

I
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AND LIST OF CEREMONIES AND FETES WHICH
WERE HELD IN HONOUR OF THE CONGRESSISTS
ARRIVAL OF THE CONGRESSISTS

The President of the International Association of Professors arid Experimenters in Aviculture and joint-President of the Second World Congress,
Mr. Edward Brown arrived on the 8th. accompanied by several members of the
British delegation. He was received at the Station by the Deputy Mayor Don
Joaquin Mundo, the Member 'of the Committee of the Barcelona Exhibition
D;Domingo Sert, several municipal councillors and high officials of the Exhibition and by his colleague Joint-President Professor Castello who represented
.the Autborities. At his residence and in perfect English, D. Domingo Sert
welcomed Mr. Brown, in the name of the Mayor of Barcelona and the ExhibitionCommittee, who were, he said, from thence onwards ready to takeh,is
.,instructions.
FROM

MAY 10TH.

TO

MAY 20TH.

Friday 9th. - Reception to celebrate the arrival of the Congressists in the
.salons of the « Real Sociedad Colomb6fila de Cataluna» with the assistance
~()f· General D. ··Pedro Vives yVich, Under-Secretary to the Ministry of
Agriculture.
Saturday 10th. - Solemn opening of the Congress in the « Paraninfo » of
the Barcelona University under the Presidency of the H. R. H. the Prince
of Asturias who was represented by order of H. M. the King, by H. Excellency
the Mayor of Barcelona, D. Fernando Alvarez de la Campa.
5 p. m. - Inauguration of the World Exhibition of Aviculture at the Palais
de PArt Moderne du Parc de Montjuich, in the presence of the General UnderSecretary of Agriculture, the Municipal Authorities of Barcelona, District and
Local Authorities and Corporations, Consular Corps and Foreign Delegates.
10 p. m. - Official reception of the Congressists by the Municipal Author·
ities of Barcelona in the salon3 of the Ritz Hotel.
Sunday 11th. - Excursion to the mountain of Tibidabo.
Official banquet and reception given to the Authorities, Foreign Delegates
and Congressists by the Minister of Agriculture at the Grand Restaurant.
Monday 12th. -Arrival of Their Majesties the King and Queen of Spain and
H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias.
.
3 p. m. - Meeting of the sections of the Congress in the salons of The
Palace of Industry at the Exhibition.
3.30 p. m. - First meeting of the four sections of the Congress.
6 p. m. - Official reception of the Congressists at the Palais of the Gene..
ralitie of Catalonia and lunch given by the Mancomunidad in the presence of
H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias.
7 p. m. - Visit of the Congressists to the sea and to the port of Barcelona.
Tuesday 13tl1. 9-12 a. m. - Second meeting of the sections.
5 p. m. - Official visit of T. M. and H. R. H. to the World's Poultry
Exhibition.
Wednesday 14th. 8-12 a. m. - Third and last meeting of the sections.
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1 p. m. - Excursion to the East of Catalonia and visit to the Royal
and Oficial Spanish Poultry School at Arenysde Mar, organised by the Mi..
,nister of Agriculture in honour of the Congressists in the presence of the Under..
Secretary of the Ministry.
,
Thursday, 15th. - Excursion to Montserrat and to the poultry farms
-« Granja Vieja » and «Torre Melina» of MM. de Marti Codolar and Pons Ferrer
'
situated in the 'neighbourhood of Barcelona.
10 p. m. ~ Meeting of tQe Bureau of the Sections and of the Committee
of the International Association of Professors and Investigators of Poultry at
the Maj estic Hotel.
Friday, 16th. 11 a. m. - Plenary meeting in the ({ Paraninfo» at the
University.
,
12.30 p. m. - Solemn meeting and closure of the Congress under the Presidency of H. R. H. the Prince of the Asturias representing H. M. the King of
Spain assisted by General D. Miguel Primo de Rivera, President of the Supreme
,Spanish Government.
' .
:
10 p. m. - Grand Gala Concert at the Coliseum Theatre given by the Mi~
nister of Agriculture, the Mancomunidad of Catalonia and the Town of B'arcelona to the Congressists in the presence of Their Majesties the King and
Qleen, the Iv\elnbers of the Spanish Government and nearly all the foreiga
Ambassadors and Plenipotentiary Ministers in Office in Spain.
.
Saturday and Sunday, the 17th. and ISth.-Departure of the Delegates and
Congressists for Madrid.
Monday, 19th. - Reception of the Delegates and Congressists at Madrid
by the General Association of Breeders of the Kingdom; lunch given by tpem
in the Exhibition Park and the Hall of the «Real Casa de Campo» and, visit
to the Spanish school of Agricultural Engineers, and to the Agricultural Institute of Alphonso X II where they were received by the General Director of
Agriculture and the Official5 of the School.
Tuesday, the 20th. -Visit of the Congressists to the- Royal Palace at Madrid
accompanied by members of the General Association of Breeders of the Kingdom.

SOLEMN OPENING
of the Second World's Poultry Congress
in the" Paraninfo" of Barcelona University
(10TH. MAY 1924)

The folemn opening of the Second World's Poultry Congress took place in
·the «Paraninfo (Board Room) » of the University of Barcelona on the 101 h.
'Of May at 1t a. m. under the Presidency of H. R.. H. the Prince of 'Asturia~,
'honorary President of the Avicultural Section of the General As~ociation of

Breeders, who, by order of H. M. the King of Spain, was repre~ented by the'Mayor of Barcelona, D. Fernando Alvarez de la Campa.
D. Pedro Vives y Vich, Under-Secretary for Agriculture was specially ffnt
:by the Government to assist at all meetings of the Congress under the direction
;·01 ·H. E. General Vives, Minister of Agriculture.
There were present at the honorary office T. E. the General of the Cata.;..
'Ionia, the CiVil Governor of the Province, the President of the Court, the
President of the Mancomunidad of Catalonia and the Provincial Deputation;
representatives of the Municipality of Barcelona; the Director of the Universlity'ofBarcelona, and MM. the Doyens' des Facultes representing the University
corps. The Honourable Dean and members of the Corps Consulaire, the
representatives of various Scientific Agricultural and Econonlic Corporations
of Barcelona. Members of the Committee of the Universal Exhibition in preparation, 'and representatives of the Agricultural and Veterinary Corps of the

State.

"

At the effective office, near the Under-Secretary for-Agriculture sat the Preridtnt of the Executive Committee of the World's Congress of Aviculture at
Barcelona, H. E. Professor D. Salvador Castello and Mr. Edward Brown; VicePresidents of the International As~ociation, Profes£.or Charles VoiteJlier, Parif,.
and W. A. Kock, Copenhagen; Official Delegates of countries represented at
the Congress and the Presidents of the National Foreign Committees; Delegates of the «Association Generate des Eleveurs du Royaume »; the Marquis
of Casa Pacheco, D. Enrique P. de Villaamil and Don Pedro Laborde-Bois;
the Agricultural Engineer, Don Ignacio Victor CtariQ, General Secretary of
th.e two Committees acting for the members of Congress Exhibition Committees.
present at this meeting.
, The remainder of the platform and the « Salle des Actes}) was occupied
by more than 250 Spanish and foreign congressists and by a distinguished
number of guests. Places were reserved for ~epresentatives of the Press of Barcelona and for correspondents from Madrid, the Provinces, and National and
International Information Agencies.
The meeting was opened by H. E., the Mayor in the name of H. R. H.~
and the General Secretary, H. E. Don Ignacio Victor Clari6 made the following
report.

REPORT OF THE GENERAL SECRETARY
H. E.

DON IGNACIO VICTOR CLAR16 SOULAN, AGRICULTURAL ENGINEER

At the commencement of the inauguration of the Second World's Poultry
Congress and Exhibition the General Secretary read his report on the resu It
of their organisation.
.
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It would take: too -long to e~numerate the evidences of an activity shown
in nearly all countries friendly with Spain in favour of the Congress and Exhibition because it ha3 been verified that everywhere there has been a great and
enthusiastic desire to respond to the invitation of the Spanish Government~
In order not to dwell too much upon this subject I must limit myself to pointing out the figures which eloquently demonstrate what I have just said.
The Spanish Government through the agency of the Ministry of Agriculture to whom agricultural question3 are referred, the town of Barcelona and
the Committee of the Universal Exhibition now in preparation have given the
organisers such generous support that it will be quite sufficient for the Author.
ities and Official Corporations, the foreign delegations and the general public
to see the Exhibition which will be opened tomorrow in order to understand
the efforts Spain has made to maintain the standard which it attained at the
-Hague. This effort will allow foreigners to appreciate our agricultural activity.
One can see at the Exhibition, both cultural and educational manifestatiot1&
of the most advanced countrie3 which does credit to the activity of Aviculturists,
both Spanish and foreign.
Taking part in the Congress are personalitie3 well-known at the Universi..
ties, Schools and Laboratories where aviculture is taught and where research
work is pur~ued which leads to doctrines replete with wisdom, careful observ~
ance of which, utilised by professional aviculturists determines this progress .or
that step forward which has been observed in the production of poultry in the
·course of the preceding years.
The whole of the work accomplished in the scientific, industrial, ,practical
and commercial departments forms a genuine piece of work, which, published
in three languages will become the echo of the teaching which will surely b,e
the result of the Second World's Poultry Congress at Barcelona.
The number of the congressists registered exceeded 350 on the 151. of May
·and entries were still arriving every day. The number of works presented at
the Congress was 91, that of the exhibitors more than 500 and the number
of birds exhibited was in the region of 2,000. (The number of congressists
reached 760 the same day).
At the Congre3s the following countrie3 were represented officially or by
delegate; from private associations: England with Scotland and Ireland,
·.France, Belgiurn,Holland, Italy, Sweden, Czecho-Slovakia, Poland, Roumania,
Hungary, Switzerland, U. S. A. (with 9 States represented), Canada, Australia, Chili, Argentina, Uruguay, Ecuador, Colombia, Cuba, New Zealand, Egypt
and China. There were also a good nunlber of congressists from Japan, Tra~St
vaal, Portugal, Mexico, Brazil, Peru, San Domingo, and other countrie3 with
individual entries not to -speak of Spain with numerous representatives.
At the Exhibition, near to the splendid installation of the Royal Patri~ony
:and the official Spanish section from the Ministry of Agriculture, were f~guf"!
ing brilliantly the Exhibits Official from England, Canada, France, Belg1u~,
HoUand, Czecho-Slovakia, Denmark, Egypt and U. S. A. These co.untrles
.have all sent commercial, industrial and educational material-collections Qf
specially selected poultry wh03e beauty will surely call forth the admiration
.of all tho3e who know how to appteciate the immense amount of work and
knowledge which these repre3ent.
There will also be on view at the Exhibition specimens of poultry from
Chili and Mexico, .as well as from breeders in the Argentine.
.
It is then in the midst of this great succe3S that the Executive Committee
of th.e World's Congre3s and Exhibition of Aviculture at Barc~lona ar~ able to
.terminate their labours. We now express the hope that the frUits of this labour
will be such as will give a new impetus to the progress of the poultry industry
in our country as well as encouragement to the industry throughout the world.
This speech was followed by that of the President Professor Salvador
Castello.
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. SPEECH OF PRESIDENT SALVADOR CASTELLO
,: Your Excellency, representing H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias; Authoritie~,.
Rector of the University, University Corps; District and Provincial Corporations, Municipality of Barcelona, Hon. Consular Corps, Ladies and Gentlemen.
, I address this speech to you in the name of more than 350 congressists,
representatives of 37 countries supporting this Congress several of whom have
come from America, parts of Asia, and from far distant Oceania.
In their name and as President of the Second World's Poultry Congres8,
'I must first of all thank H. M. the King of Spain, Don Alphonse XI IL
(May God keep him) for having been good enough to appoint .your Excellency
to preside at the opening of the Congress as representative of his august son
H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias. I beg you to convey the expression of our
gratitu.de to H. M. and to H. R. H. and to convey to them our admiration
for the great qualities which grace their august persons and to whom universal
esteem is due.
We would also thank the Under .. Secretary of State for the Ministry of
Agriculture for presiding at our meetings, for following our work, for giving an
account of the result of our World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition, and for
the benefit which the country has derived therefrom. We beg you to express
all our gratitude to the President of the Spanish Government for the moral ,and
material support which he has so liberally given us, and which the preceding
Governments in the cour~e of three years dedicated to the preparation of the
Congress. In the name of all the congressists I beg you to receive the greeting
which we address to the Spanish people.
I must again thank all the Authorities and District Corporations, provincial
and local who honour this meeting with their presence and who have brought
their co-operation to the organisers so that the Congress and Exhibition may
be successful and I should like to make a very special mention of the town
of· Barcelona, the Mayor and Municipality as well as of the Committee of the
future exhibition of Barcelona, because it is these who have put at the disposal
of our Executive Committees the beautiful palace in which we have installed
our Exhibition.
It is thanks to them again that we have been supplied with the necessary
economic means so that the -Congress and Exhibition can satisfy the expectations of the congressists and Exhibitors with regard to Spain and particularly
-the town of Barcelona.
We should be very, very ungrateful to forget at this moment the preparatory work of H. E. the Marques de Alella, Mayor of Barcelona when at the
',meeting on 4th. April, 1923 the Municipality decided to address a formal invitation to the International Association giving it the opportunity of choosing
:this town as the seat of its Second Congress.
Neither can one forget the help which has been given us by T. E. Don Francisco Cambo, Senior Minister of Agriculture, and Don Juan Pich y Pon, Cowmissioners of the future Universal Exhibition at Barcelona: as soon as, in
: t 922, their Committee offered the Exhibition Palace and settled the question
of the expenses of the World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition. At this
solem·n meeting I express to them our thanks.
The University of Barcelona, thanks to the kind offices of H. E. Martinez
Vargas,· and the University Corps, opened its doors to us, and as£ociated· itself
with our scientific and practical work which has enabled us to give to this
'meeting a splendour worthy of the ends which inspired the World's Poultry
-'Congress and Exhibition. In the name of the Executive Committee and of the
'congressists ~upporting the Congress at Barcelona I thank them and assure
them that we esteem it a great honour that the 2nd World's Poultry Congress
opens and closes in the temple of Letters and Science of the hospitable town
of Barcelona.

·.~ .'M.. the Rector, I confess. that I feel somewhat diffident in making this
speech to you from this rostrum for many persons would think that it,.. is
not a place for discussing questions on aviculture; but in order to excuse my
boldness I should like to explain that our work has come within the scope
of the Universities since Professors and· Doctors of Paris, London, Cambridge,
Brussels, Louvain, Boulogne, Prague and many Universities in U. S. A. and
in the Dominions and Colonies of the British Empire are largely responsiblefo(
rep<>rts received at the Congress, and since there are also many foreign Universities where sections for research in aviculture are established not to mention
the number of poultry schools and experimental stations where scientific
aviculture is practised for the benefit of those who are going to take back
with them the necessary, knowledge which will prevent disappointment in the
pouItry enterprise.
Whether in relation to mendelian discoveries or the works of the immortal
Pasteur, every science today gives its help to modern aviculture - it is thanks
to them that one can realise the progress effected in our day. That is why- I
can tell you, Rectors and Professors of the Barcelona University, that if you
honour us w~th your hospitality you ,also honour this University in associating
it with the noble and disinterested work of the Inter. Assoc. of Professors and
Experimentors of Aviculture, work of universal progress, of which the initiat..
ive is due to the.indefatigable activity of its honourable President Mr. E. Brown,
my dear coneague in the Presidency of the Executive Committee.
..
I also wish to express my gratitude to the Hon. Consular Corps of Barcelona
for its presence and I beg all the Consuls of the countries supporting the Congress
to convey to their Governments our thanks for the help that they have so
'willingly given to our work.
After that permit me to accomplish my presidential duty by addressing
myself especially to the foreign congressists in a language that they can
perhaps more easily understand.
(The orator then continued in French.)

, Ladies and Gentlemen, we are again brought together to continue the great
'and profitable work of the International Association of Poultry Instructors and
'Investigators, Holland has already offered us hospitality and it was H. M.
Queen Wilhelmina who deigned to preside at the opening of the First,World's
Poultry Congress at the Hague in 1921.
For the 2nd Congress it is Spain and perhaps more especially the town of
,Barcelona who received us, it is also the King of the country who presides
here with his august son H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias as intermediary who
today is represented by H. E. the Mayor of Barcelona but who will preside
·personally on the closing day of the Congress.
In Spain, as in HolIand~ we have been received with all the honour and
regard we could have wished for and have been provided with every necessary
element for the success we so desired I wish to make myself the interpreter of
"your gratitude to H. M. the King and to H. R. H. as well as to the Spanish
;Government, the Authorities and Corporations of Catalonia and Barcelona,
the Municipality and the Committee of the future Exhibition which has extended its patronage to UB, not forgetting the Univer5ity of Barcelona and the
Consular Corp3 who have honoured this meeting with their presence.
This duty accomplished I address myself to you, Lady and Gentleman
Congressists, in order to give you a welcome in the name of the Executive
Committee over which I have the honour to preside and to tell you that im~mediately the Royal Official Spanish Poultry School and the General Asso·ciation of Breeders as well as all the people who are on the Committee,
complete their mission and place the Congress in your hands one has, not had
to complain of difficulty in the work of preparation.
. In Spain as in the adjacent su pporting 'countries represented at the' Exhi"bit ion one .has found the most -cordial gOOd-Will and the most efficacious aid.
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It is without doubt to' that that the success of the Second World's Poultry
Congress and Exhibition is due.
. .The . General Secretary has just communicated to you the information on
the number of registered congressists, of reports received by the Congress and
of .countries who are represented here. The reading of the summary of the
Congress Handbook and the study of the catalogue of the Exhibition will enable
you to judge of the success which will be achieved.
The great variety of the subjects submitted for the consideration of the Congress as well as the technical and practical character of the greater part of them,
the value of the work received and the general importance of the subjects treated
.il propos the poultry organisation and the international settlements which it
agrees to establish, caU for your very close attention. Well knowing the interest·
that you take in the scientific work and the progress that we are making, 1
think it unnecessary to tell you, Ladies and Gentlemen, how much the Executive
Committee will have to thank you for the help which you will wish to give to
each of the sections commencing operations on Monday next.
I do not wish to keep you longer at the moment when you have the opportunity of hearing our esteemed President, Mr. Edward Brown, who will be more
interesting than myself to all those who admire the devotion and the marvellous
activity of the founder of our World's Poultry Congress. Let us extend to
bim all our help in order to assist him in achieving harmony and universal
progress in the poultry industry.
(The· speech was continued in Spanish.)
Lastly, Ladies and Gentlemen, I offer to all those who can understand me
in the Spanish language my greatest thanks for their presence. I also thank the
Barcelona Press and that of Spain generally for the help which they have given
.to the Organisation and I take this occasion of expressing to them my gratitude
for the aid they have extended to me during the 30 years that I have given
to the profitable and patriotic work of encouraging the poultry industry, work
which, in spite of my efforts, is not sufficiently well-known in this country.
·During that time I have employed all my activity, my youth and the best
.years of my life to lecturing in the large towns as well as in the country, on the
breeding and methodical improvement of poultry, a source of inexhaustible
riches to the country.
The time has come for me to say to Spain: « This is what I preach. See in
this grand World's Poultry Exhibition at Barcelona the result of what is done
in the more advanced countries. Imitate them - follow their example - im·,prove and augment the Spanish production of which we have such great need
.and maintain the position of honour which the Spanish poultry industry attained
at the First World's Exhibition of Aviculture at the Hague and which we are
upholding by the celebration of the Second ·World's Poultry Congress and
Exhibition at Barcelona.» (Applause.)
Mr. Edward Brown, President of the International Association of Poultry
Instructors and Investigators and Joint President of the Congress then addressed
the Meeting in English.
THE PRESIDENT, EDWARD BROWN
Twenty-two years ago he said, in 1902, at the Spanish Capital, Madrid, there
-was held a great International Poultry Exhibition, which it was my priVilege
and pleasure to attend. At it there were assembled men and women from several European countries. Some of these are no longer with us. They, however,
contributed unknowingly to the present Congress an~ Exhibition. To them
·we pay our reverent tribute. They were pioneers whose enterprise and labour
have opened the way to greater accomplishment. The, year named marked one
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of the many stages in the advancement of the poultry industry. Then, as now,
··we recognised that the Spanish nation had made great contributions in this
field of hu.man endeavour, some of which have extended far back in the cen~~uries. To some extent these were a result of its strategical position, of its
influence in many parts of the world, of the enterprise of its monarchs and
bravery of its· seam'en as explorers, and of the genius of its people.
Some of our most valuable breeds of poultry originated here. It was Spain
·also that introduced the turkey to Europe, following upon her great discovery
of America. From Spain was distributed that new species to other lands. It is
undoubtedly true that, although for a long period of time Spain has given
attention to poultry breeding, within the last half century other countries have
made more rapid advance, due to the impulse of industrial and commercial
developments, and of vast increases in human population. We who have come
.from those countries are here to repay something of our indebtedness to Spain,
·to lay before her our experience, and to learn whatever she has to teach. It is
.by· interchange of knowledge men grow to wisdom and greatness.
I may be permitted to submit that individual, or communal, or national
success are equally essential, and should be promoted to the fullest degree.
A country's advance is mainly by reason of the fact that the individuals forming
it are using advantages of knowledge and experience to augment the resources
of the entire nation, as. well as for their personal gain. Thus are we led to a
conception of service which should be the inspiration of all such gatherings as
-the present. Unless there is what has been termed «a new sense of responsability», opportunities are missed.
Service in the higher degree may be found, is found in educational work,
·in investigation and research, in the efforts of societies, in ·the labours of breeders who are seeking for some breed of fowl better than known before and dissemination of it when found, in those who are engaged in trade of every class.
·It is, however, only to the extent that men are seeking to give more than they
get. Such is within the compass of all. Service of this nature no money can
buy. It is our gift to human dev~lopment.
The poultry industry has been rich in such service throughout its history.
-The World's Poultry Congresses are designed to gather into one focus knowI~dge and experience, so that these may be disseminated, not buried, and to
.find out how far our own problems are met with or have been solved by others.
Those of us who have been engaged in this work for many years regard
·with-astonishment the progress that has been made. For that we are profoundly
grateful in having been permitted to shar'e. \Ve, however, realise that this is
only a foundation, that the future haC) in store opportunities vastly greater
than any which have hitherto been realised. Some of us have visions of what
-we shall never see. It is an in'3piration if we have done something to make
thesepo3sible. The ever growing need3 of man mean that food production
must be increased at an accelerated pace.
Poultry form an added crop, an augmentation of supplies. A Russian writer
·has said that « The processes of nature are slow, but sure. Attempts to hurry
:the pace only result in a disastrous recoil.» One step at a time is all that can
be taken. The successive step3, however, there must be. As we realise the
problems which present themselves, so becomes the importance of scientific
investigations more apparent. «There is alway3 something higher than we
saw at first.)} The papers to be read at this Congress and the displays in the
Exhibition indicate sonlething of what is being attempted or is being done.
A Spanish writer has said that « Science is coming round to support more
and more of what our fathers called superstitions. ~ Tradition and accumu,lated
experience of the centuries are richer in proved knowledge than is generally
-.recognised. Science is often ·the search for the reason of things. There is a vast

field as yet unexplored which is a mine of treasure. In, that respect countries
in·all parts of the globe can contribute. The'scientist and'thepi-acticalworker
of to-day should seek to link the past to the future, discarding whatever is
empirical or false or unsuited to our preserit conditions or changed environ,
ment, but conserving whatever is based upon fact.
Socrates, long before the Christian era, said that «( The first quality in knowledge is to realise our ignorance.» That is as true to-day as was the case then.
The greatness of the problems which confront us should inspire our determination, and also induce a humility of spirit which will welcome knowledg:e
from wherever it may come. It is a great adventure, calling forth ,the best
that is in us. In this there should be emulation, even rivalry, which makes
for efficiency. Rivalry without enmity ip service to others is our aim.
The universality of poultry breeding and production is one of its most striking characteristics. The Exhibition reveals but a part of what is here stated.
For centuries, in respect to food supplies, poultry has been a side issue, primarily to meet household needs. Any surplus was sold for what it would realise, often below the cost. Even now eggs and poultry are produced in many
countries by those who have never enquired whether the poultry paid for their
keep. Hence there has been, under such conditions, little attention given to
the breeding qualities, to improvement of the stock, to true economy in housing
and feeding, to marketing produce on the best lines, and to prevention of
disease-.
In these respects, however, a fundamental change has taken place within
recent years, most of all in Western Europe, North America, Australia and
New Zealand, where commercial egg production on more intensive lines, owing
.to advance in values and improvement of breeds and methods, has proved an
economic success. Formerly that was doubtful in the extreme. The need for
,more prolific breeds and the problems arising from such a vast change, are
gre,at, demanding observation~ and investigation in directions hitherto unheeded.
These Congresses are necessary to meet the ever-changing conditions.
As President of the International Association of Poultry Instructors and
Investigators, it was my honour to receive an invitation from His Majesty
King Alfonso to act, with my friend and colleague, Senor Don Salvador Castello,
,as Joint Presidents of the Congress, which honour it is impossible for me to
, worthily acknOWledge. I can only pay my homage to His Majesty and express
what those concerned in poultry husbandry throughout the world are feeling,
namely, our sense of his gracious interest and support and that of his Government and people.
It is a joy to come to Spain, to visit a country which is not only full of charm
and interest, but whose history is charged with fascination to us alt. We have
come with an earnest desire that the Congress and Exhibition may prove an
occasion for laying foundations of future development in Spain, and through
it in all sections of the globe, making for the peaceful intercourse between all
nations and for the advancement of mankind. In this service poultrymen and
women know no frontiers. All unite in promoting an industry which is within
the opportunity of almost everyone, and in this we contribute our part in human
progress and development.
VICE-PRESIDENT 'PROFESSOR CHARLES VOITELLIER
of the Executive Committee ot the Congress and Official Delegate fiom France
followed.
He commenced by reading in French the remarkable speech of President
Brown, after which in the capacity of special delegate from France, he addressed
, greetings to Spain, to the town of Barcelona, to the Spanish Committee and the
4
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Congressists,' congratulating" them~ upon the success 'they had achieved in the
,prganisation of the Congress and Exhibition.
'
Professor Castello read Mr. Brown's speech in Spanish after which
Mr. PERCY A. FRANCIS
,- Offitial D'elegate from England, made the following speech:

Your Excellency, Ladies and gentlemen: In the absence of Sir Daniel

Halr~

British Minister of Agriculture, I have the honour to address you as official

delegate from England and to thank Your Excellency for the generous hospitality we ,have received in Spain. ,At the same time I wish to thank Professor
CasteUofor the' immense task that he has assumed in organising the Congress
and in striving to make our visit to Spain a lasting pleasure. It has been said
that there was only one Edward Brown but we believe that we have another
in the person of Professor CasteIJ6 whom we knew and were able to appreciate
in Holland.
This' beautiful country is very suitable for this Congress and the town of
,Barcelona holds a great attraction for us. The numerous examples of past glories
which we see here remind us of the wonderful history of this country and at
the same time we are enabled to appreciate all the comfort and progress of
moder.n .civilisation.
',
I am sure that the Congress will greatly contribute to augment the friendship which exists between our countries and to encourage the English people
to come and admire the natural beauties of Spain.
, "We cannot forget the ties of relationship which unite the Royal Families of
Spain and England, and it is a great joy to us to see OUf Prince of Wales,
as also the Prince of the Asturias take so great an interest in Aviculture as
to b'e an exhibit Of, for which we are very grateful to them. (Loud cheers.)

ITALIAN DELEGATE, PROF. ANTONIO PIROCCHI

Your Excellency, Ladies and Gentlemen:
His Excellency, the Minister of National Economy at Rome, has done me
"a great honour; he has asked me to give his greetings to this Congress, which
he hopes will be a great success.
The Minister desires to show you in that way that it is with much sympathy
and great interest that he follows the work of progress in poultry keeping shown
',in these international meetings.
But I have to bring here another greeting: it is that of -the Poultry Breeders of Italy, who wish to know and put into practice the results of the work
accomplished in different countries for the betterment {)f trade production,the Breeders beg that you will accept the expression of their gratitude for your
·emiQently useful work in the increase of public wealth.
Aviculture presents a very special interest for Italy, where agricultural
'land economic conditions are very favourable for its development. Italian
poultry is distributed nearly all over the world; among which the Leghorn
:' ana Ancona breeds in North America are, according to Mr. Lewis, «two of
:~ the greatest egg-breeds of to-day»; other well-known breeds are the VaJdarno,
Polverara, Sicilienne, etc.
But our Aviculture ought to be improved, and it is especially at interna. tional meetings such as this that we look for examples to follow.
. , One understands by that, Gentlemen, how eagerly the Italians come here
. to follow the work of this important Congress.
'. - ~The Programme is the skilful work of a highly competent and universally

recognised Committee, and to this Committee· 1 offer sincere wishes· for a··com·
plete triumph in aU its efforts. .
_
Your Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen: Permit me, after that, to add
a few more words without which my task would be incomplete.
These words are the expression of the most devoted homage which I address
to H. M. the King and Her M03t Gracious Maje5ty the Queen of Spain, to H.
R. H. the Prince of Asturias and to H. E. the Government Representative
of this beautiful and chivalrous Latin country; to the University of .Barcelona
from which so much light emanates, and to the Town which gives us its hospitality-to this marvellous town, «(the flower of the beautiful towns of the world.•
(Loud Cheers).
DELEGATES FROM BELGIUM, DENMARK, HOLLAND,
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA, U. S. A., AND CANADA
M. Jules Maenhout. Belgian Deputy and President of the Belgian Committee,
then spoke - After having offered greetings to the Congress and to .Spain, he
recalled the humanitarian work done during the war by' H. M. King AI..
fonso X III and his Amba3sador at Brussels, Marquis de Villalobar, assuring
them that the remembrance of the services which they rendered to his coun!'"
try in their sad moments would never be effaced from the soul of Belgium. He
spoke also of the satisfaction which Belgian AvicuIturists felt in taking. part in
.the World's Pouitry Congress and Exhibition at Barcelona.
The following also made short speeches:
The Danish Delegate and Vice-President of the International Committee,
Councillor A. Kock of Copenhagen; the Dutch Delegate, M. Wilton. who
recalled the brilliant role played by Spain at the First Aviculture Congress &:
Exhibition at The Hague; the Official Delegate from Czecho-Slovakia, Doctor
Maria KuklovA, Professor Kirkpatrick of the N. American Delegation; and
lastly the Canadian Delegate Professor Elford. All the orators expressed in
ardent terms their greetings and their gratitude with regard to Spain and the
Town of Barcelona as well a3 their homage to H. M. the King and the Royal
Family of Spain; they were loudly applauded.
THE DELEGATE FROM THE GENERAL ASSOCIATION OF BREEDERS
The Marquis of Casa Pacheco, President of the Avicultural Section of the
<Jeneral Association of Breeders, and President of his Delegation at the Conogress addressed a cordial greeting to breeders of all countrie3 and welcomed
:the Spanish and Foreign Congressists assuring them of the help of the General
Association in the work of encouraging poultry-keeping so well conducted by
the founders and organisers of the World's Poultry Congress.
THE RECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BARCELONA
H. E. Dr. Martinez Vargas, Rector of the University of Barcelona, greeted
'the foreign and Spanish Congressists in the name of the University Corps,
declaring that the University of Barcelona wa'5 honoured in giving its help to
the work of the International Association of Poultry Instructors and Investigators, and· congratulated the Congressists as well a5 the Professors of the
Universities and Schools repre3ented at the Congress. In a brilliallt speech he
eulogised modern Aviculture in which the practical part inspired with ·scientific principles had made such great progress that one could state to-day which
of the countries was the most advanced to serve as a model for all the others.
Finally, he placed himself at the disposal of the Congressists after havin~ praised the interest which the King and the Prince of Asturias were taking 1n Aviculture and the example whi~h they; set to Aviculturista., (Loud cheers. )
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THE UNDER-SECRETARY FOR THE MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE
(COMMERCE, AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY)
The acting President, Under- Secretary for Agriculture made the last
speech of the Meeting, greeting the foreign delegates and all the Congressist~
.in the 'name of'H~ 'M~ Government. Speaking in Castilian, Frenth ar English',
General Don Pedro Vives assured those present that the Ministry of Agri~ul
lure was paying great attention to everything which concerned the rural industries, which, like Aviculture, are a source of wealth to the country and to
the workers who devote'themselves to their work. He was honoured, he said
to 'preside over such a Meeting and to follow with the Congressists the work of
this manifestation of progress in the scientific poultry world for which he wished
the greatest success for the greatest good of the country.
Don Pedro Vives said his interest in Aviculture and, occupying himself
especially, as he did, with the «( Colombophile», as President of the Spanisb
;" Real Federation Colomb6fila », permitted him to take a very active part in
the work of the Congress, even as a mere individual.
Recognising the influence which scientific investigations at the Experimental Farms and Laboratories ought to exercise on 'practical poultry work,.
it remains to be seen what will be the advantage to Spain of the deliberations
1)f the Congress. He was very grateful for the honour which had been conferred
upon him in connection with the organisation of the Second World's Poultry
,Congress and Exhibition in which, as a representative of the Spanish Government, he ·had been prevailed upon to take a very active part.
The speech, of the Under-Secretary, General Vives, delivered in Spanish
;with a summary in English and in French was warmly applauded.
p

. The President of the Executive Committee of the Congress read the nameS
·Of'the gentlemen among the Congressists who had been selected by the Com.
mittee to direct and staff the offices of each of the four sections between which

was apportioned the work of the Congress.

THE REPRESENTATIVE OF H. R. H. PRINCE OF ASTURIAS

"The Mayor of Barcelona, Don Fernando Alvarez de ]a Campa, speaking in
the 'name of H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias, then declared the Second

iWorld's Poultry'Congress and Exhibition open, and closed the Meeting amidst
loud cheers.

INAUGURATION OF THE EXHIBITION
At 5· p. m. on the 10th of May, there were a'8sembled in one of the salons

()f the Palace of Industries of the .future Exhibition at Barcelona, all the district
authorities of Catalonia, Mancomunidad and General Council of the Province
()f Bar~elona, the Municipality and Committee of the Universal Exhibition

at Barcelona, and the official Corporations. They were received by the Mayor
Barcelona, Don Fernando Alvarez. de 1a Campa and by the Presidents and
Members of the Executive Committees of the World's Poultry Congress and
Exhibition, the Delegates of· the «General Association of Breeders»· and the
Commissioner of the Exhibition (Don Jose Zulueta).
-The procession made its official entry into the Salon of Modern Art to the
<l~companiment of the Royal Spanish March played by the Barcelona Municipal Band, and afterwards visited every part -of the' Exhibition. The Govern..
ment delegate declared it open without ,speech or opening m~eting, in accordance with the programme previously arranged.
,
In each of the foreign Sections the Authorities were received by the foreign
delegates. In th~ Spanish Section they were welcomed by the represent;ltives
()f the General Association of Breeders, the Directors of the Real Escuela de
Avicultura and the Zoological Park of B~rcelona, the Committ.ee of the Real
Sociedad Colombofila de Cataluiia, and a large number of Spanish Exhibitors.
Don Ramon Crespo received them at the Stand of « La Quinta» of H. R. H. 'The
Prince. of Asturias in his capacity a3 Superintendent of, tne poultry activities
()f this august exhibitor.
,
, '

~f

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXHIBITION
: The Exhibition artistically installed in Hall, A. and B. of the great Palace
of Modern Art of Barcelona, occupied an area of 15,680 square metres of which
half was taken up by the Spanish Exnibits, and the other half by tbeforeign
Exhibits.
SPANISH SECTION

In the Spanish section mention should first be made of the splendid installation of « La Quinta », the poultry farm of H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias, in
which were seen types of modern poultry houses and various groups and collections of national and foreign breeds of fowl5.
It occupied in the centre a space of 200 metres and was surrounded by a
carpet of flowers which considerably enriched the appearance of the Section.
In the second place figured the official exhibits of the Ministry of Agriculture
.and here were found the exhibits of the « Real Escuela Oficial Espanola de
Avicultura » from Arenys de ]vlar, of the General Association of Breeders and
a Section of Experimental and Scientific Researches from various Exhibitors
as well as two interesting dioramas, the work of Don Salvador Alarma which
represented two Castilian and Catalonian farms where had been produced two
beautiful collections of fowls of the black Castilian and tawny coloured CataIonian varietie3, bred by the Exhibitors G. de Mendoza and S. Castello.
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In this section there were al30 specimens of Chili an fow13 with rings around
.ear~, layer$or a -blue egg, sent by ·Dr. Don Ruben Bustos of Santiago (Chile)
~nd by the Spanish Consul, C. de Sostoa, to the Royal School of Aviculture
for the purpose of study and distribution in Europe, as well as examples of
this same, race, already bred in Spain. .One could also see there the Mexican
«( Chaca,Jacas., and, their cross with the Gamecock, sent with the same object
to the Royal School by the «Campania Avicola» of Mexico, as well as the valuable collection of photographs sent to the Exhibition by the famous (C Socie~
dad Rural Argentina. of Buenos Aires.
The official stand of the Ministry of Agriculture was completed by many
illustration, of poultry, table3 of statistlcs on bird production in Spain, some
works of bacteriological investigation by the Rev. ·P. Barnola, S. j., from the
laboratory of the Reverend Jesuit fathers of Sarria and works on taxidermy
and anatomical preparation3 from the Zoology Museum by Mss. Luis Soler
of Barcelona.
'The Ministry of War and the Ministry of Marine were represented by the
stands of military pigeons of Guadalajara and homing pigeons from the Naval
Air School of Barcelona. These two most interesting collections were guarded
by ·soldiers and marines and contained in all one hundred specimeus. The «Real
Sociedad Colombofila de Cataluna» presented a splendid collection of 200
homing pigeons collected from «Pigionnier reproduction» and from those of
several of its members and had also organised an excellent waiting room which
contributed greatly to the splendour of the Spanish Section.
There was also a beautiful diorama the work of the Artist Director of the
Exhibition, M. Junyent, including the valuable collections of peacocks and
pheasants from the Municipal Park of Barcelona. In other stands were collections of fancy and homing pigeons from the (( Real Sociedad Colomb6fila de
·Cataluna. consisting of more than 100 birds; the splendid exhibits of the
« Granja Paraiso » from Arenys de Mar and «Torre Melina» from Barcelona,
of incubation material and artificial breeding exhibited by M..Aymat, Samarra,
Presas and Gudas of Aviculture material and Cuniculiculture from Sola Pia
and Herrero Gil; fancy and singing birds from Badia; stock for canary breeding, from Cuevas; machines for grinding grain, and cutting provender from
Hening, Turpine & Co. & Torras ; disinfectants and apparatus for disinfecting and washing from« ermicidas Trias», {( Intra », {( Lycine », and other
disinfectants.
The poultry press and Spanish poultry publications occupied, several stand3,
At that of « Mundo Avicola», were found the works of Professor Castello;
at the {( Espana Avfcola. and « La Paloma Mensajera» stands were the publication.:; of the Veterinary Professors, Don Cayetano Lopez y Lopez & Don Jose
Saraza Murcia.
'
'.
. The Spanisn poultry section showed a fine collection consisting of 210' lots
or cou pies of fowls. and. pigeons of national and f9reign breeds and several
groups or large. lots belonging to 54 exhibitors, totalling 550, head. Among the
breeders of national stock were the following: « La Quinta» of H. R. H. the
Prince of Asturia3; the «Paraiso », and «Torre Melina» farms; MM. Emilio
Vidal Riba5, Francisco C. de Mendoza; Joaquin and Jose Marco, Manuel Perez
Vizcaino, Hermano Claudio, Viuda Garay, Marques de' Loriana,Augusto
Perogordo, Francisco Bonastre, Policarpo Fernandez Polo, and Antonio
Laporte Farre.
The exhibitors of foreign breeds of poultry were as follows: « La Quinta »
of H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias, «Torre Melina» of Pons Ferrer, Bonastre,
Jeanne Grand Gerard, Luis Lopez Santisteban, Hermano Claudio, Francisco Mir,
Emilio Vidal Ribas, Victor Serra, Lucio Arroyo, Juan Pons Arxer, Viuda Garay,
Antonio Laporte Farre, Enrique P. de Villaamil, Carmen Orellana, Pablo Bayle,
Federico Patermina, Emilio' Soria, Clotilde Beiztegui, and the« Granja ColI ».
In the Pigeon Section where there were as many utility as fancy birds,
were very fine collections from «Don Joaquin Salgot ), the « Real Sociedad
the
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Colomb6fila.fromBarcelona, and from Jaime L. Pon Moragues.' The homing
,pigeons belonged to'Diego de la Llave, Antonio Robert, Toribio ·Ralea, .Jnan
de D. Urios, Manuel MuJlor, Jose Muntaftola, Augusto Vallmitjana, Conde'de
Villardaga, Joaquin Pamies, Pedro Puigdomenech, Antonio Roch, Juan Casals~,
Jeronimo Torrent, Manuel Verdaguer, Miguel Serra, Pedro Munne, Santiago
Rofes, Jose Ramon, Cristobal Sarrias, Joaquin Montbargo, Miguel Cia, Antonio
Mestres, Sebastian Cequiel, Eudaldo Sabater, Augusto Ferrer, Antonio Ribas t
The Military Pigeonier of Guadalajara, and the Naval Air School of BarceJona~
FOREIGN SECTIONS
ENGLAND

England exhibited 89 lots representing a total of 267 birds at the World's
Poultry Exhibition at Barcelona. At the head of the exhibitors was H. R.H.
The Prince of Wales followed by names well known amongst British breeders
Miss Prior, « Australorps Farm », Darracott; Mrs. Watson, Messrs. 'Hall, Smith
Walker, Major Morrison, Messrs. Colberk, Birkett, Street Porter, Major Ardeen,
Messrs. Barnstaple, Morris, Kekewich, Miss Gordon Barret, Mr. Ayrton, Mr. Kent,
Messrs. White, Roberts, Case, Sandbach, Cayley, Atarshall, Hemebryck, Colding,
Sykes, Bell, Harman, Potter., Twigford, Lord Leith of Fyvie, Messrs. Drew",
Brown, Winter, Russ'ell, Grant, Calvert, Lang, Williams, Rowley, Wace, Young,
Huntley & Son,Messrs. Davies, Bagnall, Long, Greenway, Davidson, Cummings,
Carrington, Corrie, Morris and Major Williams.
In the official section, the Ministry of Agriculture exhibited some experimental work, and preparations for demonstrating the effects of heredity;: the
«Harper Adams»Agricultural College, different models of poultry houses and
photographs, ~\r. Hedworth Foulkes, poultry stores; the Honourable Florence
Amherst, a fine collection of eggs from different breeds; Dr. Rosedale of Saint
Thomas' Hospital, preparations preserved in alcohol; poultry food was exhibited by the celebrated house of «Spratt» and particularly some broody hens
and «Champion. in.cubators from Hearson. Amongst the books exhibited, one
especially noticed the Official Handbook «.British Poultry Keeping» by S. H.
Lewer, the «Feathered World », «Poultry World», «Poultry News»,· and other
poultry papers.
t

CANADA

The Canadian exhibition principally showed fowls specially selected for
their egg laying propensities and the perfection of their type.
, This exhibition, though small, was greatly appreciated. It occupied an
area of- 100 square metres: 9 exhibitors showing 14 lots with a total of 42 head.
Illustrations and diagrams were exhibited showing the work of selection
which was followed in this country, the University of BritiSh Columbia, the
specialised farm at Norfold, the Agricultural College and such celebrated
breeders as the «Canadian Barred Rock», Mr. S. H. Hale, the Honourable John
S. Martin, Messrs. Ferguson Hunter, Philip Hendrich, and T. G. Delamare were
showing 14 lots in magnificent cages divided as follows: 6 lots of Plymouth,
Legorn, Wyandotte and Chant eclair, all fowls of the purest selection. The new
and famous Chant eclair breed, production of PP. Trappistes of this country
has now caught the attention of American and European breeders because of
its originality.
The pedigree birds exhibited were acconlpanied by cards showing the
production of each lot presented and by several diagrams and statistics, the
whole forming a living lesson of the work of poultry selection operating in
Canada.

EXCMO. SR. GENERAL DE INGENIEROS

D.

PEDRO VIVES y VICR

Subsecretario del Directorio Gubernativo, Encargado del Ministerlo
,de Foniento (Agricultura), que ocupo la Presidencia efectiva de
la Sesion de Apertura y demas aetos. relacionados cen el Congreso
.
y la Exposicion
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FRANCE

The French section occupied a space of 300 square metres and presented
an important collection of fowls and rabbits truly remarkable in itself and for
the effort which it showed on the part of its organisers.
The Central Poultry Society of France exhibited its publications and many
obj ects of great interest to aviculture. The well known Parisian review, Vie
a la Campagne made a brilliant show with its paper as well as with pictures
and photographs, the « Revue de Zootechnie», and the « Revue Avicole»
also exhibited their collections; the « Chambre Syndicale des Commer~ants
en Plumes pour Confections» showed various ways of using feathers and
rabbit skins and M. A. Hambis showed feathers and down of his own manu..
facture.
Paris had on exhibition everything concerning the sanitary control of eggs
in connection with its markets.
Regarding poultry material France exhibited the incubators « Marvel »,
« Appert » and « Armor » as well as poultry house and trap nests of P. Pasy:
poultry accessories and additional material from the house of Max; seed-boxes,
watering-places, and metal poultry utensils from « Chantiers et Ateliers de la
Capelette» of Marseilles.
Birds and rabbits of French breed totalled 361 head consisting of 67 lots of
fowls, 10 ducks, 7 geese, 9 turkeys, 20 pigeons, 29 rabbits, in all 142 lots.
Exhibitors of fowls were as follows: Baron de Rothschild, Baron Guy de la
Rochefoucauld, the Comtesse de Chabanne la Pallies, MM. Lacour, Delauney,
Querriere, Franky..Farjon, Garry, de Villefranche, Barre, Madame Lillaz,
MM. San Galli, Guerin, May, Trave and Vignaud (of the Bourbonaise Club ),
Brun, Jaupitre, the Comtes de Montaign and Gontant Brion, Baron de Laage,
Ibigner, Periquet, LourdeIle, Fellier, Abbe Brunet, Pierre Passy, Berthelot,
Touraine Poultry Club, Laconet, Huet, Lobie, Rousset, Staedel, Haut.. Rhin
Aviculture Society, Beaune, Ladne, Dromas, Chardin and Fenaux.
There were ducks from Rouen, Duelair and Barbary, Comte de Beaumont..
HeIlion, the establishment of Blingel, Baron de Rothschild, Mesdames Coussy,
Bodinier, MM. Tchernoff, Clement and Jacquin, as well as geese from Madam
Lillaz, MM. Baron de Rothschild, Ass. Leduc and Vignaud.
Mention must also be made of the turkeys from MM. Poimbreuf, Villoingt,
Plisson, Tartenson, Lardot, Madame Lillaz, Comte de Soucous and Thave.
The pigeon fanciers, colombophiles, Gritton, Dr. Lou art, Dupin, Simonin,
Sonnelite, Cuvelier, Deconinck, Garry, Heline, Rossier-Hautson, Cussoneau and
Reynard exhibited fine utility and fancy pigeons.
Lastly the exhibitors of rabbits were MM. Duree, Chevalier, Chapponaud,
Garry, Notter, Silly, Ruez, Desgroux, Thierry, Berthelot, Douillard, the Mulhouse (Haut-Rhin) Ornithological Society, Mesdames Comtesse Brossau de
Juigne, Izambert Roturie, MM. Gogand, Daron, Aribaud, Causon, Vignaud
Fremaux and Ulrich.
In its entirety the French Section was represented by 117 exhibitors. All
the poultry and rabbits exhibited were French breeds which contributed to
the great success of the French exhibition.
ITALY

The Italian section, 300 square metres, showed a large quantity of breeding
material and commercial and industrial samples which made one admire the
prosperous poultry situation of this country.
It included diagrams showing the egg production of Italy, statistics of
the transport of eggs by rail and their consumption in the country, as well as
their exportation: and of teaching material (Embryology, Genetics, Laws of
Heredity, Laws of fusion and independence of types, heredity connected with

sex etc.)
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A' very interesting collection of skulls and skins were shown demonstrating
the intermediate heredity between the geese from Guinea and the common
geese as well as preparations equally remarkable for the study of the purpo3es
of selection amongst fowls, pigeons and Guinea fowls. All these belonged to
Professor Alessandro Ghigi of the University of Bologna.
In his section there were also various technological collections presented by
the Royal Pathological Institute and the medico-veterinary clinic of Bologna
in charge of Professor A. Lamfranchi; works from the Experimental Station
for the study of poultry maladies directed by Professor Terni of Milan, and
others from the Royal Pathological Institute and medico - veterinary clinic
of Turin which was in charge of Professor Guido Fingi.
Exhibitors of poultry material were as follows: Fratelli Grilli of Florence;
Ferruccio Frau-Sanna and the Avicultllre Experimental Station at Rovigo;
Poultry food was sent by the Italian Federation and the Agricultural Syndicate
at Bologna, and the Experimental Station at Rovigo, Ildefonso Stanga exhibited his meal made of milk, meat, eggs and fodder.
Amongs the literature were publications by various authors and collection
of the « Rivista degli allevatori d'ItaIia}) from Mollassana (Genes), « L'Allevatore» from Turin, «AlIevamenti» from Palermo and the «Giornale di Agriculture» from Piacenza.
Italy al30 exhibited processes for packing eggs and dressing poultry as
well as SOlne splendid specimens of skins and the down of geese and ducks and
products of the feather industry; rabbit skins and those of other similar domestic
animals from the Experimental Station at Rovigo and from Gandolfi and Lollenchi-Lombardo of Milan, Luigi Rinardi de Lugo and Luigi Guerrine de
Faenza.
Italy's total of breeding birds reached 200 in 50 lots. In addition to the
many lots exhibited by the Rovigo Experimental Station mention must also be
made of the exhibitors Lucci, Savorelli, Festa and Ghigi and various breeders
who were grouped together in exhibiting carrier and fancy pigeons.
The Italians again showed a very large collection of Apicultural apparatus.
In this section following were prolninent: the «Federation Apicole Italienne
d'Ancone », and MM. Penna, Rozzalla, Piaria, Tonnelli, Monevecchi, Gallesio
Piunla, Pecchini, Carlini, Tortora, Guzzi Beccari, Panezza, Zappi Ricordata,
Piccioli Aztose, and several Italian publications on Apiculture.
Cuniculicole materials, the property of Fratelli Grilli and diagrams relating
to the production of silk in Italy completed this exhibit.
HOLLAND

Occupying 200 square metre3, the Dutch section included some very fine
collections of instructive poultry material from the State Experinlental Station;
pathological preparations, serums and vaccines from the Serotherapic Institute
and from Dr. Hennepe of Rotterdam; photographs and sketche3 of the works
of the Dutch Co-operative Societies of Eiermijn and Costelijke a'S well as the
Dutch Pedigree Society.
The poultry exhibition was very important; it con3isted of 285 head belonging to 74 exhibitors and divided into 99 lots or couples.
Fowls were exhibited by the following:
M~1. Van Onlme, Dr. Vriesendorp, Jong, Kwak, Starn, R03ma, Spitholt,
Schimmel's, brodery, Ruygrok, Veldhuizen, Albla3, Huezinga, Spruyt, Louwen
Gelder, Bas de Tyd, Rotenboom, Sanne3 Kamphius, Hoender fokkery «Selectie» and Weynscheak, Berkum Hasseloo, Wregman, Vlongel, Van Damme,
Pleit, Woersen, Huve, Hammirik, Scholten, Aarden, Gunter, Scharader, Steene,
Gevers, Staverman, Berghuys, Ouwehand, Doombo3, Welleman, Wilton, Dijt,
Oldenziel, Sprey, Stromk, Joostem, Terpstra, Eishont, Meyerink, Bouman,
Sloten, Steenhuis, KoI, Baronne Van Buenen, Muller, Gens, Werner, Gombert,
Milde, Mevelt, Leigenaar, Vre3er Dire3sen, Berends and van Kot.
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Ducks: MM. Brienen,· Zeldenrust, Henepe and Nievelt, Guinea fowls:
Liesen. Pigeons: Kramer, Baarslag, Westendorp, Rey. Vernes, Meddens and
Wytenburg.
BELGIUM

The Belgian section confined itself to the exhibition of animals and did
not occupy a special stan<.1, but the absence of poultry material and demonstra..
tion was compensated for by some very fine collections of pedigree poultry,
all of Belgian origin. At the head of this section were the Braban~onnes fowls
belonging to H. M. The Queen of the Belgians - in all 193 head divided into
80 lots or couples belonging to 66 exhibitors, amongst which were the following:
H. M. Queen Elizabeth of Belgium, MM. Robins, Horkmans, Asshe, Legros,
the « Net Heernoff» Society of Gand, Leemans, Berghe, Rosseel, Bergheym,
Van de Putte, Melotte, Meheus, Hont, Mullens, Goots, Verheirstraeten, Nepper,
Gregoire, Latuarche, Leemans and Bonck, showing poultry: for pigeons: Pu..
linckx Pierre, Herreveche, Vermaelen, Mathyyssens, Voster, Assche, Denis,
Baeten, Keyneulen, Mertens, Herendale, Vos, CopenolIe, Schoonbredt, Goethem
and Ishoven.
Ducks and geese were exhibited by M. Robyn3, Madame la Vicomtesse de
Biolley and Heyndrickx, and Guinea fowls by MM. Perez, d'Haenens, Schauwers,
Landeghen, Renaerts, Pe3, Moens, Aveale, Horemans, Ronck, Schoenmakers,
Hont and Bechamps.
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

Czecho-Slovakia did not exhibit any poultry, but her stand, which occupied
100 square metres was an imposing sight on account of its activity in the
popular teaching of Agriculture, breeding and especially of Aviculture.
The Ministry of Agriculture exhibited sonle works on Climatology and
Economy: for Aviculture, the Prague Institute of Economy; for Biology,
the Prague Institute of Animal Biology who were showing their works of Se..
lection and Help in egg production.
In the matter of poultry and agricultural instruction special mention should
be made of the demonstration of the Ministry of Agriculture as well as several
pieces of work and specialised papers of the country_
The Czecho-Slovakian Aviculture farms were shown by means of plans,
photographs and models in the Annexe of the Prague Polytechnical School,
The Ministry of Agriculture exhibiting the work of several establishments of
«Recherches Agricoles », breeding and Aviculture. The Ornithological section of
the Bino Institute of «Phytopathologie» showed numerous anatomical prepara..
tions and more than 40 works of scientific investigation on the stomach of birds.
With regard to poultry material, this country exhibited plans and photo..
graphs of the « Institut de Constructions rurales de l'Ecole Superieure d'Agri..
culture et de Sylviculture » and of the Prague Polytechnical School. From a
veterinary point of view there were to be seen in this section the principal
works of the Veterinary Institute and the Higher Veterinary School testifying
to the interest and originality of the researches made with regard to the maladies
of members of the poultry yard.
DENMARK

In a small space the Danish Delegation presented a fine collection of statistics regarding the poultry production of this country, pictures, and photographs explaining its prosperous poultry organisation, books, papers and re..
views: but the greatest success of this Section was found in the exhibitions of
several cinematograph films showing all that Denmark had done to benefit
aviculturists especially the working of its famous Co-operative Societies as well
as the mode of poultry instruction in the country_

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
In the North American section, the Universities of Cornell (New York),
New Brunswick (New Jersey), those of Missouri and Illinois States, North
Carolina, paronne-Ia-Fayette in Indiana, the Experimental Station of Montana

and the Agricultural College in Massachusetts, exhibited material for instruction

in poultry keeping, statistics, and summaries of their work.
The aim of the U. S. Official Stand was to show the way in which Aviculture
was encouraged, and how the Poultry Iustructors were trained so that they'
could give demonstrations in the villages.
The Stand, showing machinery for use in Aviculture (including incubators
and brooders) of the « Buckeye Incubator Co )}, Springfield (Ohio), one of the
most important firms in the world for production, occupied a large site in this
section and their exhibits ranged from small incubators for private individuals
to mammoth ones constructed to hold 40'000 eggs which were"being shown for
the first time in Spain. There were also on this Stand books and journals
published in the United States.
Near the Educational section were installed 29 lots of splendid poultry brought
over from North Anlerica and belonging to the following exhibitors: Messrs.
Newton Cosh and E. B. Thompson (Plymouth Rock, striped); Tudd and
Boffwey (Plymouth Whites) ; Cleveland, Williams and Martin (White Wyandottes); Wilburtha farms and « Jersey Black Giant Club» ; Sibley and Dening
(Rhode Island reds with single comb), Payne Bros. (Rhode Island, double
comb) : Mrs. Forbes ( Fawn Or'pington ): Innes and Jones ( Black Langshan);
Johnson and Balch (Ermine Brahma), Bright (Brown Leghorn with single
comb) ; Poultry Jards and Luncoln (White Leghorns, single com) ; Anderson
( Black Minorca, single comb) ; and Dols (White Andalusian).
This exhibition was truly remarkable not only for the beauty of the types
but also for the perfect condition of the birds in spite of the voyage and a prolonged soj ourn in their cages.
OTHER FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES

Besides the above mentioned exhibits notice should be drawn to those of
Egypt, Chile, Mexico, and the Argentine Republic.
The last named exhibited a valuable collection of photographs, sent by the
«Sociedad Rural Argentina » of Buenos Ayres; Chile sent the « Gallus Inauris )}
or fowls which lay blue eggs belonging to Dr. Ruben Bustos of Santiago ( Chile ),
and those of the Spanish Consul at Valparaiso, Don Carlos de Sostoa. Mexico
was represented by 2 lots, one of the « Chacalacas » species of American pheasant,
and another which was a cross between a Chacalaca and an ordinary fowl exhibited by the « Compania Avicola Mexicana ».
Egypt exhibited a model of the ancient « Mamals ,) or oven for the artificial
incubation of the fowls' eggs common to that country and without any doubt
the first sign of artificial incubation manufactured on a large scale at such a
remote period.
TOTAL FIGURES

With regard to the total number of exhibitors and birds, the following
figures can be given.
States represented at the Exhibition: Spain, England, France, Belgium,
Italy, Holland, Denmark, Czecho-Slovakia, Egypt, Canada, U. S. A., (including:
New York, New Jersey, Ohio, Missouri, Illinois, Massachusetts, Montana,
N. Carolina and Indian), Mexico, Argentina, Chile, being a total of 22 States.
Poland appears in the Catalogue as an eXhibitin~ country, but it cannot actually'
be defined as such, its material not haVing arrIved in time.
The total number of exhibitors were 517 and that of birds reached 2,100..
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SPECIAL SERICICULTURE SECTION
As an annexe to the World Exhibition of Aviculture, mention must be made

of the magnificent and instructive sericiculture section installed in a large stand

by the Agricultural Syndicate, «Fomento de la Sericicultura Espanola,..
One could follow the production of silk from the birth of the Mori silkworm
which produces it to the winding of the cocoon, the spinning of the filament
and the textile industries which are dependent on it.
ROYAL VISITS AND CLOSING OF THE EXHIBITION
On May 13 the at 5 p. m. Their Majesties King Alfonso and Queen Dona
Victoria Eugenia made an official visit to the Exhibition.
Their Majesties were accompanied by the Spanish Grandees Marquis de
Viana, de Comillas and de Abendafla, the Duchess of San Carlos, the Chief of the
Military Cabinet General Milans del Bosch, His Majesty's aides-de-camp and
the Chamberlains. On their arrival at the Pare de Montjuich they were met
by the President of the Military Directorate, and the Authorities and Delegates
from the Corporations of Barcelona.
Their Maj esties were received by their august son the Prince of Asturia~,
Honorary Vice-President of the Executive Committees of the Congress and
Exhibition, the Under-Secretary of Agriculture, General Don Pedro Vives, the
.Mayor of Barcelona, Don Fernando Alvarez de la Campa, the Presidents of
the Congress, Professor D. Salvador Castello, and Mr. Edward Brown, the
Delegates fronl the General Association of Breeders, Marquis de la Frontera,
et de Casa Pacheco and Don Enrique P. de VillaamiI, and the Members of the
Executive Committees of the Congress Exhibition who presented H. M. The
Queen with a bouquet.
The Royal procession visited all the Sections and were received in each of
them by the official Delegates who gave Their Maj esties detailed information
()f the exhibits of each country.
In the Spanish Section, the King and Queen were received by the Prince
of Asturias Who, after having kissed the hand of his august Mother and" presented her with a bouquet, showed them the splendid exhibit from « La
Quinta) and the poultry farm at Real Sitio del Pardo which assuredly upheld
his reputation of a good aviculturist.
Their Maj esties stayed a little at the Stand of the Real Sociedad Colomb6fila of Catalonia where Doctor Diego de la Llave, then the Director of the
Royal School of Aviculture, and Professor Castello also presented bouquets to
H. M. The Queen who gracionsly pleased to accept them.
In a salon set aside for this purpose tea was served for Their Majesties who
invited the Presidents of the Executive Committees and the foreign Delegates
to sit at their table whilst more than 5,000 people cheered them; they left the
Exhibition in the midst of an ardent ovation.
On the 15th the Exhibition was again honoured by the presence of H. R. H.
The Prince of Asturias who spent nearly the whole of the afternoon looking
at the different sections and studying them minutely.
CLOSURE OF THE EXHIBITION
The Exhibition remained open until Sunday, 18th. It was visited by more
than 150,000 persons, of which 5,000 were scholars. There was no closing
ceremony and. dismantling which was begun immediately was completed by
the 23rd. of May.
The Executive Committee is delighted to state that perfect order was maintained throughout the Exhibition, that no complaint was made to them, and
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that both national and foreign exhibitors expressed their satisfaction in having
taken part.
The splendid sanitary state of the poultry is also worthy of mention. With
the exception of 4 or 5 birds who were dying as the result of the voyage not
one animal patient had to be sent to the infirmary.
Taken as a whole, the birds were as lively and in as good condition at the end
of the Exhibition as when they were put in their cages.
We ought also to say that the 100,000 pesetas set aside for the exhibition
were nearly covered by the number of entries. The deficit was quite insignificant
having regard to the great importance of the Exhibition.
All this proves the great reception which the public of Barcelona gave to it
and the care with which it was administered. For that the Committee of the
future Exhibition of Barcelona who took charge of the carrying out of the Exhibition merit hearty congratulations as well as the gratitude of the organising
Societies and exhibitors in general.

.

THE WORK OF THE CONGRESS
FORMATION OF SECTIONS
On the 12th. of May at 3 p. m., in one of the four Halls of the Palace of Industry, adjoining that of Modern Art, where the Exhibition was held, the Members of the Executive Committee met, and nearly all the foreign Members who
had arrived in Barcelona, as well as a large number of Spanish members. The
Officers of the Committees of the Sections were appointed.
The Meeting was opened by Professor Don Salvador Castello Carreras, who
presided. After a speech in Spani~h, and then repeated by hinl in French, he
read out the names of those Officers who had been appointed at the General
Meeting to form the Committees of the Sections.
SECTION I. - World Experiments and Research.
Chairman, Professors Voitellier of Paris and Ghigi of Bologna ( Italy).
Vice-Chairman, Dr. Maria Kuklova, delegate for Czecho-Slovak; Professor
Punnet, England; The Revd. P. Pujiula (S. J.), of Spain and Dr. Heuser,

U. S. A.
Secretary, Mr. Th. Van Oink (the Hague).
I I. - The action taken by Governments and Associations tor the
Instruction and Encouragement of Poultry culture.
Chairman: Professor Pirocchi (of Milan). M. Maenhout, President of the
SECTION

Federated Poultry Societies of Belgium.
Vice-Chairman: the Marquis de Casa .Pacheco (Spain); Count Delamarre
(France), Professor Thompson (United States of America), Dr. Anita Vecchi,
of Bologna ( Italy).
Secretary: M. Pulinckx-Eeman (Brussels).
I I I. - ,Hygiene and Disease.
Chairman: Dr. Martinez Vargas (Barcelona) and Professor Dechambre

SECTION

d'Alfort.
Vice-Chairman: Dr. Haring (U. S. A.), Dr. Hennepe (Netherlands),
Professor Elford (Canada), and Professor Leyner (Brussels).
Secretary: Signor Ferruccio Frau Sana (of Molassana) (Genoa).

IV. - The Poultry Trade, and Industry.
Chairman: Mr. Percy A. Francis ( London), Mr. Wilton (The Hague).
Vice-Chairman: Councillor W. Kock (Denmark), Mr. Blanchard (Paris),
Don Pedro Laborde Bois (Spain), Mr. Merret (New Zealand).
Secretary: Heer J. Mantel (Netherlands).
SECTION

The President invited these Chairman to take seats on the platform.
The President Professor Castello then said that his duties for the moment
were ended and announced that Mr. Edward Brown would now preside and
carryon the duties of Chairman.
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The Joint-President, Mr. Edward Brown, welcomed the members of the
Committees, and the Members of the Congress, and drew their attention to
the progress that Poultry Culture had made during the last thirty years.
He said at the beginning of the twentieth century no one would have believed that they would see such important events as those at the Hague and
at Barcelona. - He added that the use of the World's Poultry Congress was
not merely found in the learning derived from the work of the Sections, but
in the cordial and friendly relations established between those who took part
in these conferences.
He pointed out that among the many pastimes, and occupations of man,
there were none to compare with Poultry Keeping, for this had more adherents
than any other throughout the world.
It is for this reason that Assemblies at a World's Poultry Congress are of
the greatest value, members being often brought into touch with the work of
the most widely separated countries.
The President concluded by wishing the Sections every success in their
endeavours.
At the close of Mr. Brown's speech the Chairman of each Section with the
Members of their respective Committees went out to take their places in the
four rooms prepared for their Meetings. The Members of the Congress divided
to take part in the subjects in which they were most interested.
Before the Sections were appointed, the Members of the Congress had received the French Edition of the Second Part of the « Book of the Congress t)
where they cou ld read the papers that were presented.
The English Edition was distributed nearly com.plete, only awaiting six
papers from Spanish members, one Belgian and one French, which having
arrived very late had not yet been translated into English.
Being unable to distribute the Spanish Edition owing to lack of time for
the translation of the papers, those that had been received in Spanish, and
had been printed separately were available for Members of the Congress who
applied for them.

Report of the Meetings of the Sections
FIRST SECTION:

RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION WORK

First Meeting Monday, 12th. May
The Meeting was opened at 3.30 p. m. M. Charles Voitellier in the Chair,
attended by the Members of Committee, Professors Ohigi and Punnet, Reverend P. Pujiula (S. j.), Dr. Kuklova, and the Secretary, Heer Th. Van Oink.
The Chairman gave notice that taking into consideration the excessive
work of papers assigned to the First Section, as well as some of the subjects
treated, he proposed to transfer to the Second Section the papers by the Members MM. Heyndrickxs and Castro Biedma and Van Oink, on Exhibitions and
Standards.
Those present signified their approval.
The Chairman said as many of the authors of papers were not in Barcelona, and that their papers were purely of information they wQuld not give
rise to discussion. He asked the foreign delegates however, who were interested
in the subjects, to give a summary in the name of their respective authors, and
to kindly give notice of the same.
Herr Van Oink (the Secretary) translated into English the remarks of the
President.
The Rev. P. Pujiula ( S. J. ), Director of the Laboratory of the PP. je3uits
of Sarria (Barcelona) has then called upon to read his paper entitled «A Contribution to the Study of Embryology».
The speaker explained the easy method that he had found for hardening,
separating, and fixing with the colouring, and total or partial mounting of the
germinal disc of the embryo during the first days of its development.
Professor Castello read in French the summary of this important work of
the Rev. P. Pujiula, which the Chairman greatly praised, stating that his method would be of great value to Poultry Breeders and Investigators who wished
to devote themselves to the Study of Embryology.
Professor Voitellier announced the biological work of Dr. Tello, of the famous « Institute Ramon y Cajal » of Madrid, on «The neuronal differentiations
of the embryo of the chicken, during the first day5 of incubation ». A work of
great cientific importance worthy of notice by specialists on these questions.
Professor Alessandro Ghigi of the University of Bologna then continued
his former paper «On the Inheritance in the colour of guinea fowl », in which
he explained his researches on this subject and concluded by showing some
descriptive pictures.
He then spoke of his second work « On the copulative organ of the domestic
palmipeds », an interesting paper in which he explained the methods he had
employed of obtaining the fixation of this organ, taking it from the bird, not
only after death but in a state of erection.
The speaker, who was complimented by the Chairnlan on his two papers,
remained at the Meeting to read four papers of Italian members of the CongressErcole Giacomini, Alfredo Corti, Prof. R. Giuliani and Dr. Stigliano, entitled
respectively « Depigmentations of the plumage of fowls after the administering
of thyroid.3», «The eHo-colic valve and the caecum diverticula in the posterior
intestine of the fowl », « Result of the cross between the Maline and the Neapolitan for the production of table Poultry», « Investigation into the physiological action of Glycero-phosphoric acid on Fowls ». After the speaker had
read these papers the Chairman took the opportunity of congratulating and
thanking the authors.
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The Chairman then gave notice of six papers by Dr. Crew (British Member
of the Congress), «Sex reversal in the Domestic fowl », and another by Mr. K.
Kniper (of the Zoological Gardens in Rotterdam), « Popularising of Genetics
and how to make this science comprehensible to all. » One by L. C. Dunn of
Storrs Experimental Station (U. S. A.) « Genetic factors involved in the
mortality of Chick Embryos», one by Professor J. L. Frateur of the Zootechnical Institute of Louvain (Belgium) on « The Hereditary Resistence of Fowls
to Diphtheric bacilli», one by Mr. Powell- Owen « Laying life of a hen as indicated by her structure», one by Herr Houwink (member from Holland)
on the « Modification of the Characteristics and qualities of fowls according
to varied conditions of living ».
Their authors not being present, the Chairman drew the attention of menlbers to these interesting studies and complimented the authors on the papers..
Professor Voitellier then read his paper « On the Variation in the weight
of eggs and importance of the least variation for the purpose of selection », to
which the Section listened with great pleasure and much interest. He then
proceeded to give the papers of his absent compatriots, MM. Franky-Farjon,
Legendre, Pezard, Sand and Caridroit, of the one sent by the French Committ ee on M. Pezard's work - papers by MM. Laplaud and Garnier and S. Castello.
These papers were entitled « Temperature and Animal Heat », FrankyFarjon; « Principles of regular and methodical Selection and Feeding in
Poultry Yards », M. G. Legendre - « Gynandromorphism », Pezard, Sand,
Caridroit ; « Biological Studies on Secondary Sexual Characteristics and Heredity among Galinacea », « Meteorogical Influences on Laying », Laplaud and
Garnier. « Percentage of good layers, and the average of their egg production )},
S. Castello.
SECOND SESSION.- Wednesday, May 14th.
The sitting opened at 10 a. m. Professor Ghigi presiding; attended by the
members of the Committee, of the Section, Professors Voitellier, and Punnet
and the Secretary, Heer Van Gink.
As professor Punnet was unable to be present at the first meeting, his paper
was postponed to the second. He explained his work on the « Future Mendelian
research in Poultry», which was listened to with very great attention.
The Secretary Heer Van Gink, read a translation of this paper in French,
and the Chairman complimented and thanked the author.
The Chairman announced that in the absence of the writers, he could only
mention the following papers: « The Russian Fowl », by Mlle. Fried; « The
Orloff Breed )}, by Alexis Ossipoff. « The New Breed of Fowls called « Paraiso)}
by Henri Castello de Plandolit ; « Expansion of Indigenous Breeds in Poland »,
by Maurice Tribulsky, « Modern Ideas of Alimentation » - « Reasons for the
Alimentation of Fowls from Experiments in Vitamins» by Dr. Ricardo Sola
Espriu ; « The Feeding of Poultry» by Don Pedro Laborde-Bois; « Digestible
Nutrition of Poultry Feeds, as determined by laboratory tests », B. F. Kaupp;
« Influences of Cod Liver Oil on growth and egg production of Poultry», Doctor
J. P. Orr; « Modern POll ltry Feeding», Tom Newman; « The Gallus Inauris
and the Hen that lays blue eggs », by Professor Salvador Castello.
The Chairman said that Professor Castello was unable to be present at the
Meeting in consequence of his work in the Exhibition, and his attendance at
other Sections.
The Chairman in the name of the Section thanked the contributors of these
papers which were the result of their respective Studies.
Professor Ghigi then read papers from Italian Authors - Dr. A. Mollo,
« Observations in the Employment of Nettles in Chick Feeding»; by M. F.
Tucci on « Sicilian Poultry», an account which was listened to with much
attention. The Veterinary Professor D. M. Rossell y Vila read his paper on
« Breeds of Poultry in Catalonia» and was congratulated by the Chairman.
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A paper on the work of Prof. Willard A. Thompson ( New Jersey) on « The
Individual Egg-production Performance, as a basic factor in establishing permanence in the Poultry Industry»; which was much appreciated by the audience.
The papers belonging to the First Section being now concluded and ready
to be submitted to the General Meeting, without having given rise to any motions the Chairman thanked those present and after having com plim ented
the Authors of the papers closed the Meeting.
SECTION II
STATE-AIDED AND VOLUNTARY EFFORTS TO DEVELOP THE POULTRY
INDUSTRY, AND EDUCATIONAL WORK

1st. Session, Monday, 12th. May
At 3.30 p. m. the Session was opened under the presidency of Professor
Antonio Pirocchi, attended by the Members of the Committee: MM. Maenhout,
Count Delamarre de Monchaux, the Marquis de Casa Pacheco, Doctor Anita
Vecchi, and the Secretary M. Pulinckx-Eeman. All listened with much attention and interest to the report of Don Jaime Nonell (Agricultural Engineer)on «AviculturaI Instruction in Spain »; the method of which was greatly approved. They held over for the next Meeting the papers of MM. Rodenhuis and
Pulinckx-Eeman, « Stamping Eggs », and· they went on to read the report of
Mr. H. E. Dale, on the « Organisation of the National Poultry Institute in
England », Count Delamarre praised this report and proposed that the Section should support the motion put forward by Mr. Dale.
The Meeting was unanimous in supporting this motion and it was decided
finally to submit it to the General Meeting.
The paper by the Polish Member M. Albin Zacharasky on «The Co-operative Poultry Association of the Polish Republic» gave great satisfaction to
the Section. The Chairman, Professor Pirocchi, read the paper presented by'
the «Central Board of Poultry Keeping» in Italy, the «Action of the Italian
Government in favour of Poultry Keeping » and concluded by remarks on the
interest that is being taken in Aviculture in Italy-and the economic importance of the industry of Poultry Keeping in that country. At the end of the
Great War the number of eggs produced there was, he said, about 65 nlillion.
Before the war the conesquence of this production was a large exportation
trade with England, Germany, France, and Belgium.
The value of eggs exported annually averaged between 40 and 55 million
lire and that of table poultry between 12 and 15 million. He remarked also,
that especially during the last few years, before and after the War the importance of the Poultry Industry increased in consequence of the demand for poul-try for consumption; it will therefore be understood that for that reason the
Italian Government is anxious to assist in every way in the increase and:
improvement of Poultry throughout the country.
The Section, listening with interest to this report, decided to vote for a
proposal put by The Marquis de Casa Pacheco and Count Delamarre to congratulate the Italian Government on their start in Avicultural affairs which
should encourage other countries to follow the example of Italy, particularly'
in the Branch of Poultry Research in Agricultural Institutes, already in
existence.
The paper by M. H. Martel was on «Sanitary Control of Eggs and Poultry in
the department of Seine ». On this subject Count Delamarre made known his
observations on eggs offered for sale as so-called «new laid », or « egg-cup »
eggs, some of which are contaminated by various inflorescences that renderthem unfit for food.
Referring to the Aspergillus fumigatus, he said that this fungus was not dan-
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.gerous, because the temperature necessary for its development is never reached
in the places where eggs are stored. The eggs in which it is met with come from
badly cared-for Poultry Houses, where eggs remain for a long time heated by
<>ther hens who come in to lay.
The Meeting was adjourned at 5.30 p. m. and the next was fixed for the
following day at 9.30 a. m.
Second Meeting (Tuesday, May 12th.)

The Meeting was held at 9.30 a. m., under the presidency of M. Maenhout,
attended by members of the Committee and the Secretary M. Pulinckx-Eeman.
Papers were read on the « Marking of Imported Eggs » by M. M. S. Roden.huis (of Holland), ~A. Pulinckx-Eeman ( Belgium), and that on « Legislation
and its relation to improvement of the Egg Trade in Canada» by Mr. W. A.
Brown, relating to the same subject.
After the discussion, on this subj ect the Meeting considered it necessary,
several syndicates should be formed to undertake the collection and marking
()f eggs collected by their members, and they decided to propose at the General
.Meeting of the Congress that Governments should be recommended to frame
Jaws for the uniform control of the trade of eggs both national and international.
The International Syndicates would fix the rules and see to their application in all countries.
The first measure relative to the international trade was connected with
affixing on the eggs the name' of their country of origin, in indelible ink.
The Marquis de Casa Pacheco said that it would be a good plan at the same
time to grade the eggs.
M. Heyndrickx was then asked to read his paper on « Standards » ( of Breeds)
classed for the First Section, but to be taken in the Second.
He proposed the publication of a single standard for all countries. The
standard should be drawn up by the Poultry Authorities in the country of
{)rigin of the Breed, or where it had obtained its highest perfection.
On the subject of « Standards » M. Van Oink read which he had written
on the desirability and possibility of International Standards of perfection for
each breed. He referred to the discussion begun at the First World's Poultry
Congress at the Hague, and he wished that for the future all the alterations
that appeared in the standards of various breeds, should be considered as harmful to Aviculture, and for this reason should be opposed in every possible way_
And he further asked that it should be forbidden to admit birds into international shows, where against the entry of the name of breed, the name of
the country is not stated, which allows these alterations in its standard, or
some note, pointing this out, so that it can be clearly understood that these
birds differ in standard from those of the country of origin.
MM. Voitellier, Van Gink, Heyndrickx, Pulinckx-Eeman and others discussed the qu estion.
At the request of Count Delamarre, MM. Pirocchi, Richardson, Voitellier
and Maenhout, the Section decided to submit to the approval of the Congress at the General Meeting, the following Resolution, « After having heard
the papers presented on the subj ect of Standards, as well as the remarks made
{)n the subject, the Section proposes that it should be generally agreed, that
the standard of each Breed in its country of origin, should be forwarded to
Federations and Societies of other countries, in such a way, that birds of each
breed could be judged, at International Exhibitions by this standard.
At the request of M. Voitellier, the Section decided also to propose that the
standard should be most carefully drawn up and fixed by measurements of the
different parts of the body, and as far as possible indicate precisely the amount
of amplitude of the variations allowed.
MM. Maenhout and Heyndrickx proposed that the General Meeting should
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be asked to adopt the following Resolution: «That the creation of an Industrial
Federation for Aviculture is desirable ».
This proposition being approved, Mr. Richardson suggested that the seat of
the Federation should be in Brussels, or at any rate in Belgium.
This amendment was unanimously agreed to, except by M. Van Oink whQ;
suggested that the seat should be in Switzerland.
.
Another paper was read by M. Heyndrickx on «Shows ». The propositions
which it contained were approved, with reference to the requests for arrangements with the Ministries of Agriculture, railways and customs, to adopt Sanitary measures in international interests, regarding the consignments of birds
for exhibitions. It was decided to submit for the approbation of the General
Assembly the five points indicated by M. Heyndrickx.
A paper was then brought forward of Dr. Don Pedro Castro Biedma of·
Buenos-Ayres on «The Necessity of differentiating the Schedule of points of
the Standard for the Male and the Female ».
In conclusion the paper of M. Caucurte and M. Fouquet was read, on theReport of the Poultry Societies of France, their progress and their influence on
Poultry Production »; and by Dr. M. Hedworth Foulkes, an interesting paper
on «The preparation of Poultry Instructors ». The Section unanimously congratulated these fOUf authors on their papers The Marquis of Casa Pacheco
suggested that as prizes were given to breeders of Exhibition birds, it would
be right to award prizes to those who went in for breeding utility fowls.
The Section also agreed with him that this motion should be submitted
to the consideration of the Societies of various Countries, in order that at a
future Congress they might form their opinion on this subject.
The reading of the papers aBated to this Section being concluded, also those
that had been transferred to them from the First Section, the Chairman after
having thanked those who had read papers, and their supporters, went through
the Resolutions that the second Section had decided to submit to the General:
Assembly and the Session was concluded.
THIRD

SECTION. -

HYGIENE AND DISEASES OF POULTRY

Report 01 the three Meetings, May 12th. and 13th.
Professor Dechambre presided, attended by members of the Committee,
Professor Haring, Hennepe, Elford and Leynen and the Secretary Sig. Ferruccio
Frau Sanna.
The Third Section of the Congress met three times, on the 12th and 13th.,
The papers were read and the proceedings were as follows.
The three Meetings were presided over by Professor Dechambre, in consequence of the absence of Dr. Martinez Vargas.
They reported on the papers presented to the Congress by MM. Truche
and Staub, of the Pasteur Institute in Paris, on «The Report on the Present
State of the Research on Avian Diseases )} at the Pasteur Institute of Paris.
The reading of the paper gave rise to a discussion among those present,.
especially with reference to Cholera and Avian Dyptheria.
Then followed the paper by Profes~or Lanfranchi and Sanna on «Food
Stuffs and Avian infection » ; the Section agreed with his conclusions, relative'
to the harm caused to birds by the infection of meat derived from animals
which have died from certain diseases.
On this subject Mr. Haring stated that he had been able himself to observe
this evil in the United States when they had given meat of healthy animals
to birds, but in too large qu antities.
The Section carefully considered the paper by Dr. Hammond Smith, « Some
causes of Mortality in Poultry as seen from Post Mortem examinations » and
drew up the following resolution:
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«To insist upon Poultry Keepers in case of a death among their Poultry,

:at once having a careful Post Mortem examination of the fowl made. Avian
Pathology would quickly make progress, as many causes of death would then
be made known».
The discussion arising from this question led to the following motion, «That
Poultry Societies should undertake on this matter practical and helpful action
which would be the best means of combating disease, if they could induce their
.members to take an interest in the work ».
Dr. Hennepe read to the Section his paper « Combatting Poultry Disease »,
at the State Serum Station at Rotterdam, delivering his lecture both in English
.and in French.
The Section agreed with him that International Co-operation should make
itself responsible for the study of Avian Pathology, as it was advisable that
·an International Association should pay special attention to diseases of Poultry
and centralize all records and researches that could be collected on the subject,
in order to be able to offer their investigations, and that the International
Committees of the Congress would do well to undertake the formation of this
Association. »
Professor Leymen of Brussels read his paper in French, « Paratyphoid infection in ducklings and chicks », which was listened to with great interest
2nd no disagreement.
The paper by Mr. F. W. Fuller (of Ithaca, U. S. A. ) «The effect of cocci(Bosis in growing stock» was read, on which the author prove3 that excellent
results may be obtained by administering catechu.
Mr. Haring on this subject read a paper of his researches, his graphs showing
that the best results were not obtained by catechu, but by curds.
Professor Leymen agreed with Mr. Fuller, stating that he had had the best
resuIts from cat echu.
The Section were in favour of both substances being tried, in order to establ"ish a precise comparison of their values.
After Professor Lanfranchi's paper was read on «Vaccination against Cholera and Typhus in Poultry», he announced that he would send vaccines gratis
to Poultry Keepers who would like to try their effects, and he would be very
-grateful if they would ask him for it. The Section much appreciated the generosity of this offer.
They then proceeded in turn with the following papers, «The Mycosis of
.Poultry», by M. Langeron; «The Trypanosomes (parasite), in the Fowl)} by
Larrouse; « Argas in Tunis » by Mlle. Cordier; «The Prophylaxy of Intestinal
Helminthiases among Poultry» by Dr. Ch. Joyeux; «Microbes in Eggs » by
the Rev. P. Barnola (S. J.), «Avian Diptheria» by Drs. Cervera & Danes,
« Infectious Diseases of Poultry» of the Public Health Department of Italy.
The Section discussed these papers with great pleasure and the Chairman thanked
the authors.
When the paper on « The Pathogenic role of Argas Persicus », by Professor
E. Brumpt had been read, Mr. Haring explained that the Argas were very
extensive in California but that its appearance was always due to the want
·.of the most elementary precautions on the part of owners.
Mr. Haring added that in Poultry Farms where as many as 40,000 birds
'were kept no Argas was to be found if the prophylactic measures recommended
were taken.
He also pointed out the good results obtained in the United States by the
use of Tobacco, a dose of about 1 per cent. can be given in the mash, without
fear for several days.
Professor Leymen endorsed the good effects of Tobacco in which he had
made experiments with the stalk of the plant.
The reading of the papers belonging to the Third Section being concluded,
the Chairman presented some notes of MM. Paniset and Verge of the Veterin.ary School of Alfort on Tuberculination of fowls by intradermic inocculations
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on Avian Diptheria, and on Contageous Epithelioma. These notes Professor
Hennepe then translated into English.
It was pointed out that Tubercularisation by intradermic injection is done
either in the comb or wattles. Reaction takes effect in about 24 hours after
the inoculation.
Before adjourning the third amd last meeting of the Third Section Professor Dechambre complimented and generally thanked all the lecturers, and
assured them that he would bring the Resolutions to the General Committee
of the Congress.
FOURTH SECTION
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE EGGS AND POULTRY

jFirst Meeting, Monday 12th. of May
Mr. Percy A. Francis, delegate from the British Ministry of Agriculture
presided, supported by the Vice-Chairman M. Wilton, the members of the
Committee of the Section, MM. Councillor W. A. Kock, M. Blanchard, and
Mr. Merret, and M. Jan Mantel as Secretary.
The session opened on May 12th at 3.30 p. m., and was attended by only
20 members of Congress, many being detained at other Sections.
The Chairman read the paper of M. Duc, Director of the Agricultural Service for the Department of Ain, on « The Production of Poultry in La Bresse ».
He pointed out, that the soil played as important a part as race, in the superiority of the quality of table fowls of La Bresse, and according to his obser.
·vations the best birds came from districts poor in limestone.
M. Blanchard remarked that in the report, maize was shown as being the
fundamental component for fattening, whereas it is barley that is most generally used.
The proof of this is, he said, that during the War they had to discontinue
the fattening of chickens as there was no barley.
It was pointed out, in this account, the abandonment of the system of
·castration which was formerly very much in favour with fatteners, who instead
went in for the removal of the comb, which if carefully done and if the bird
be of good quality and well fattened enables them to put on the market a produce that the consumer likes as much as capons.
OWing to the numbers present being small, the Meeting was adjourned and
fixed for the next day for 9.30 a. m.

Second Meeting, May 13th.
At the opening of the Meeting at 9.30 a. m. the Chairman, Mr. Percy Fran'cis, called upon State Councillor M. Kock (of Denmark) to read his paper:
( The Poultry and Egg Industry in Denmark ). He showed the increase in
production and extension of the Egg-trade, thanks to the protective measures
taken by the Government.
Denmark had in 1888 nearly 4.500,000 fowls and other poultry. In 1923
the census showed the number to be more than 20.000,000. The value of Poultry
and eggs in Denmark in 1923 amounted to 127.000,000 kronen. This report
points out also that careful selection of birds is very largely practised, also
the use of trap-nests, and that much of the production is by natural incubation.
The Chairman drew the attention of those present to Councillor Kock's
great skill in furthering production and the trade in eggs; he was, he said,
forem03t of anyone in these matters, and he therefore invited those interested
in this subject to profit by M. Kock's presence and ask questions.
In answer to a question of Mr. Stanley Street-Porter, on the marking of
-eggs for consumption, M. Kock said, that if this were done by expert persons, it could be very quickly done, but he could not at present say precisely
what this marking cost.
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Referring to the penetration of the ink used for marking, no complaints
had been made about this, but there were no doubt some consumers who did
not like marked eggs.
. Mr. Elford asked if they also stamped on the eggs the date they were laid;
to which M. Kock replied they did not, and he believed it would be almost
impossible to carry this out.
.
In reply to Mr. Merret (from New Zealand) who asked if marking was
compulsory, the speaker said that it was not so yet, that the Government were
studying means by which this might be effected.
Professor Pierce ( U. S. A. ) said that it would be better to deliver the eggs
in cases with a guarantee band, for what concerned the consumer was the quality, and not whether the egg was marked or not.
Relative to this Mr. Pierce added that in the United States they put a duty
on eggs imported from China, to reduce the consumption, because they were
of bad quality.
Speaking of the age of an egg and of the length of time in transport, Mr. Pierce
said that the eggs from California arrived upon the market in New York after
a voyage of 3,000 nliles, lasting three weeks, and that notwithstanding this
the eggs sold at the highest market price on account of their large size and
excellent quality. If these eggs had to be marked, the expense in stamping
them and of packing them with guarantee bands, would increase the value
of the eggs for sale. .
In reply to another question by Mr. Stanley Street-Porter on the export
trade of eggs, M. Kock said that they only exported eggs of the best quality,
as the small and cracked eggs were consumed in their own districts. He said
also, the insisting by the producers-that eggs should be marked, was due to
the fact that imported eggs had reached Denmark.
Mr. Elford added that in Canada the marking of eggs was not in favour,
because it diminished the value of the egg, and that it raised the price, as well
as spoiling the uniformity of the consignment. For that reason he inclined to
the grading of eggs for size, and that new laid eggs should be packed in boxes
with a band of guarantee as to their freshness. He said the best Canadian eggs
were exported to England.
When the subject had been sufficiently discussed Dr. Anita Vecchi was
called upon, and she read her paper, « The Production of Eggs in various districts
in Italy, studied by means of Railway Transport Statistics ».
In this report, the districts of Venice, Lombardy, Emilia and the marsh
districts and part of the Abruzzi, are pointed out as the most productive of eggs.
In the South and in Tuscany the production is less, and also in Piedmont; but.
although they produce much, they do not export much, as nearly all that is.
produced is required for the large home consumption.
Dr. Maria Kuklova, official Delegate for Czecho-Slovakia then spoke of
the Poultry Culture in her country_ But no questions were asked on the
subject.
She expatiated on the production of eggs, and of fowls, geese, and ducks,
in her country, giving particulars of fattening that has been for a long time
practised in the neighbourhood of Prague, so much so that the geese fattened
by their methods are celebrated throughout Europe.
The merchants of Czecho-Slovakia are able to fatten 1,500 to 2,000 birds.
at a time. The cramming only lasts about three weeks, and the bird that is
taken out of one crate is immediately replaced by another. The village of Libus,
that only numbers 1,000 inhabitants puts on the market more than 50,000
head a year.
The foundation of their food is crushed cereals, bran, and soaked cereals.
A goose will eat per day 1 kil. of corn ( about 2 lbs. ) and is shut in a cage, with
about 20 to 30 other geese. The killing and plucking is done by skilled women.
In the little village of Sadska, she said, cramming has been practised for
over a hundred years, and this industry has become quite celebrated. The
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fattening is so well understood and arranged, that the birds feed themseJve$
for the first days, they are then crammed with large pellets made of barleymeal, four times a day, at four, and ten a. m., and at four and ten p. m. Three
women can feed a hundred geese in an hour.
Thanks to co-operation, production has developed to such an extent that
it can now rank with that of large producing countries. The centres for
collecting eggs are managed by Co-operative Societies, and by Agricultural
Associations.
Instruction in Poultry-keeping, Dr. Kuklova continued, is given in all
Agricultural Schools, and some have poultry-runs for experiments. This indi...
cates the progress made in Czecho-Slovakia in this Branch of Aviculture.
Mr. J. E. Merret ( of New Zealand) was then called upon to read the papers
of Mr. Scott and Mr. MacLean, whom he represented, entitled (C Indian Runner
Ducks in New Zealand » and (( Egg Production in New Zealand, and how we
get it. »
The paper of Mr. Scott described the rearing of Indian Runner Ducks, in
that country, and remarked on their wonderful laying qualities. It would be
moreover possible to improve this breed by careful selection.
The speaker pointed out that a careful distinction must be made between
Exhibition and laying stock. The latter is broader and shorter in build.
According to Mr. Scott, laying tests for Ducks are in greater favour in New
Zealand than anywhere else. At one of these a record of 363 eggs in 365 days
was registered, with a duck of Mr. Knight's. A pen of six Indian Runners
belonging to Mr. Y. T. Green laid 2,287 eggs in two years, and reached the
total of 3,810 eggs, in three years. New Zealanders agree in saying that Indian Runner ducks give the best return?
The ducks are fed on a stiff mash of Bran with Iniddlings mixed with
meat meal and milk and water. Some people mix one part of bran to two of
middlings, 10 % of maize meal, and 10 % to 20 % of chopped vegetables.
Mr. Merret maintained that ducks' eggs were more nutritious than hens~
eggs, and that people preferred them for confectionery because of their better
qualities, and for other industries.
Mr. MacLean's paper described the developnlent of egg production in New
Zealand which was due not only to Poultry Keepers but to Agriculturalists an~
the public in general. The New Zealand Poultry Association the Syndicate
of Egg Producers (Egg Circles) and also the Government have greatly assisted
the progress of the Poultry Industry.
The reading of Mr. Scott's paper gave rise to the exchange of ideas, and
remarks from Professors Pierce, Foulkes, and Mr. Scott, and Mr. House. They
remarked that the best Indian Runners in New Zealand were from English
Stock, and that their ancestors had contested in the leading laying tests, anQ
that Nixon's birds were champion winners.
" "
The birds from Mr. Atkinson's famous strain in America owed much to New
Zealand and were also of English stock.
The speaker explained that in New Zealand the exportation of eggs was
under Government control, and that eggs were first graded, then packed in a
unifornl manner by the Societies deputed to collect them. The work is carrieq.
on, at the four ports of the country, by women, superintended by government
experts.
The New Zealand Government never exports eggs under 2 oz. in weight~
the average weight varying from 2 oz. to 2 1/8 oz.
Artificial cramming is not practised in New Zealand, and most breeders sell
their chickens at four to six weeks old. Every five years a census is taken of the
poultry in the country.
The following paper was read by Professor Pirocchi of 1Vlilan « The Commercial Chicken Fattening Establishment at Codogno» (Italy). The establishment is;
situated in the centre of a district devoted to dairy farming and accommodates",
10,000 hens without risk of so large a number giving rise to epidemics the feed- .
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ing mainly consists in the secondary product of the dairy industry, with a mixture of maize meal, barley, wheat, and rice. The first mentioned being the most
important. Professor Pirocchi also explained the arrangement in the fattening
sheds and the measures for the prevention of disease in the establishment, he
added that a number of fattened birds beginning with 150, were now about
IO,OOO~

. He mentioned the breeds which were best for fattening, and placed among
them, the Plymouth Rock, Wyandott, Rhode Island Red, and Sussex, which he
tonsidered more -suitable for fattening than the Mediterranean breeds. He
ended by explaining the methods - of killing the chickens., then plucking and
preparing them for market at Milan, and packing for exportation.
Mr. Dowden asked how many persons had to be employed to carry out the
work. Mr. Pirocchi answered 5 or 6 were enough.
Professor Pierce asked by whom the plucking was done, l\1r. Pirocchi replied
it was always done by women.
- The paper by Professor Louis Gandolfi « The Trade in Egg and Poultry
both for home- consumption and export in Italy» was also read by Professor
Pirocchi.
The paper of Professor M. A. Jull, head of the Poultry Departnlent on the
Committee of the Live Stock Industry of the Ministry of Agriculture in Washington of the Organisation of Poultry culture in the U. S. A. was read by the official delegate for the U. S. A. of the World's Congress at Barcelona, Professor
Pierce.
This paper upon which Professor Pierce made many remarks gave light on
the development and the advance of poultry culture in the United States,
from its commencement until the present time, the encouragement given by the
Government, the organisation for poultry instruction, the service of research
stations, and the administration and the control which are established as much
for the benefit of the poultry keeper as for the Federal Government.
The centre for poultry organisation is at Washington. Each year a number
of lecturers are appointed to make poultry keeping on modern lines well-known
throughout the country and, to help to increase production and promote sales.
In the U. S. A. there are a large number of poultry Associations one of which
is entirely composed of boys and girls who are attracted to take up poultry
keeping and encouraged from a very early age.
At first it was only the Federal Government that encouraged these Associations but the present Governments of all the States undertake it too.
The Associations and the co-operative wholesale Societies increase from day
to day. They organise a collection of eggs, superintending their grading, packing, and sale. They all strive to increase and regulate production. Before an
Association is formed they require that at least 300,000 head shall be reared in
the district.
Mr. Foulkes asked if the work of those employed in these societies was paid.
Professor Pierce replied that Directors gave their services but the Managers and
the staff were paid.
Miss Scott asked if producers like co-operation and if they were loyal to the
co-operatives societies. Professor Pierce said that they ought to be as the cooperative societies promised to buy all their produce. ~e added if a purchaser
of a society infringed any of the rules the Board punished them severely.
The papers by Prof. R. H. A. Plummer and J. Rosedale were read on «Rearing
Chickens on the Intensive System ».
The President, Mr. Percy Francis said there were still a few more papers to
read for instance, Mr. A. G. Rustons on « The Economic Value of Poultry on
a Farm) « Preparation of Poultry and Small Live Stock for Despatch and
Sale» that of Mrs. K. A. Fawkes «( The Poultry Industry in British India ».
M. B. Van Asperen, Vervenne « Transportation of Poultry») that of Mr BreukerCosman, Krisdeeand Vos « The Development of the Egg Trade in the Nether»
lands ~ « The Organisation of the Utility Poultry Industry in the Netherlands,
M. Breukers, that of Mr. Johnson « The Poultry Industry in Burma ), H. M.
--.

---......-
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Morrison «Commercial Egg Farming » that of Doctor Mario l\tlarani «( Poultry
Keeping on Metayeges of Roumania» that of M. De Mauny «The Discovery
of Charles Tellier, the father of Refrigeration and the Preservation of Poultry and Eggs by Cold)) that of Mr.]. E. Guillen Garcia « The Commerce and
Consumption of Eggs and Poultry in Spain» that of M. Malatier « Organisation
of Cold Storage Transport in France» that of M. J. Ferrer Colbeto « Summary
of the Avicultural History of Spain and the Influence which Instruction and
especially the teaching of the travelling Instructor has had in the development
of poultry breeding in that country. »
The President stated that all these papers were mainly informative and that
the contents would not give rise to any discussions, very much regretting that
owing to the want of time they could not be read through. He thanked the
authors for their co-operation and their papers. After having thanked the
members for their presence at the Fourth Section, he concluded by saying that
as no motions had been put forward that would make it necessary to frame
Resolutions to be brought before the General Meeting he brought the Session
to a close.

GENERAL MEETING
(PREPARATION FOR THE CLOSING MEETING)
On the 16th. May at 11 a. m. in the « Paraninfo& at the University of
Barcelona a General Meeting of the Second World's Poultry Congress was held
to pass Resolutions. Mr. Edward Brown was in the Chair assisted by theChairman of the Executive Committee, Professor Castello, the Vice-Chairman,Delegate of the « Royal Association of Live Stock Breeders )), the Marquis de la
Frontera, the official Spanish Delegate at The International Institute of Agri-culture in Rome and Honorary member of the Second World's Poultry Congress,
the Count de Montornes, by all the foreign Delegates, Chairman-and members of
Committees and 180 nlembers of Congress a~d Don Ignacio Victor Clari6,.
agronomic engineer as secretary.
At the opening the Chairman brought forward the motions and Resolutions to be submitted to the General Meeting.
RESOLUTIONS OF THE SECOND SECTION
INSTRUCTION AND INVESTIGATION

That it would be desiderable to establish Institutes for Poultry Research
on the basis pointed out by Mr. H. E. Dale (of London) in his report on the
formation of the national Poultry Institute for research.» Proposed by Count
Delamare: Resolution was adopted without discussion. « That they should
congratulate the Italian Government on the formation of experimental poultry
sections in their agricultural colleges. That it would be desirable to follow
this example in all countries where such might be necessary. The Resolution
was proposed by the Marquis de Casa Pacheco and Count Delemare and passed
without di:::cussion.
(C

ON THE

TRADE OF EGGS FOR CO~':SUMPTION. AND THE MARKING OF IMPORTED EGGS

On this point upon which the second and fourth sections had been engaged
with reference to papers on the subject a discussion arose with regard to the
marking of eggs for importation with a special mark denoting their country of
origin. There were two opinions on this subject, one in favour and one against
the marking of eggs. Mr. Stanley Street-Porter of the National Utility Poultry
Society maintained his opinion which he had already advanced at the First
World's Poultry Congress at the Hague for the adoption of a resolution viz:
in favour of the marking of imported eggs by means of a stamp showing the
name of their country of origin.
M. Pulinckx-Eeman one of the Belgian Delegates supporting this vie\v.
Mr. Street-Porter added that it would be advisable that his view thould beaccepted in order to facilitate the adoption of the measure in those countries
where Governnlents had begun to consider this question. When put to the
vote some were in favour of it, but others protested declaring that they had not
clearly understood the meaning and wording of the-~esolution and begged for
this discussion to be continued. The Chairman agreed to this.
What had been said in English was translated into French and Profestor
Ghigi remarked that many of the Delegates were in a minority and that the vote
should therefore be given by proxy.
The President 1\1r. Edward Brown expressed his regrets that he would have
to annul the vote but he yielded to Mr. Ghigi's objection and the mover of the
Resolution Mr. Stanley Street-Porter withdre\v it.
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. Continuing the debate on the question, the French and Italian Delegates
$poke against the marking of imported eggs whereas the Danish and Dutch
Delegates were in favour of it. It was decided that the subject not having been
sufficiently studied it was not considered desirable for the World's Poultry
-Congress to declare itself either one way or the other, insomuch as the marking
·()f eggs not being obligatory in any country the result could not be properly
estimated.
This Resolution was adopted by the majority, in order to close the discussion,
with the aim of drawing governmental attention to this most important question
()f the International Egg Trade, a motion brought forward by the Second
Section, at the request of the Belgian Delegates M. Maenhout and M. PuJinckx-Eeman and drawn up in similar form to that proposed by M. Blan~hard at the Hague, was approved.
« It is deisrable that uniform laws of control in the home and foreign trade
()f eggs for comsumption shall be fixed by an International Assembly». This
amendment moved by M. Maenhout and M. Pulinckx-Eeman was adopted.
ON

THE STANDARD OF BREEDS

The President submitted to the consideration of the General Meeting another
Resolution also brought forward by the Second Section, on the motion proposed
by Professors Pirocchi, Voitellier, Count Delamarre and MM. Maenhout and
Richardson, requesting that the birds exhibited at shows should be judged by
the standards prescribed in their country of origin. To this end, the National
Federation should send these standards and those of other countries, stating
the points exactly, and giving precise measurements of each part of the body,
and the variations admisasble.
Mr. Edward Brown drew the attention of the Congress to this measure
:and the difficulty that there was in carrying it out. He took as an example a
Leghorn of Italian origin which had been improved and perfected in the U. S. A.
.and had come back again to Europe, and he asked if in America or England
Leghorns should be judged according to Italian Standard, because the breed
1tad originally come from Italy. Professor Pirocchi replied «No! » but wheu
leghorns exhibited at shows came from Italy they should be judged by the
Italian standard.
Mr. Tom Newman saw in this proposition two points, first the necessity for
the Federation of each country inforlning the Societies of other countries the
standards adopted for their breeds and secondly the application of these
standards.
The President and movers of the Resolution accepted Mr. Newman's amendment although it was needless to insist on the first point. Mr. Brown said the
second raised a serious problenl. It was not admissable that Leghorns reared in
the U. S. A. or Canada or Australia or New Zealand, that is to say in very different climates, could be judged according to the san1e standard and for this
reason the Resolution should not be passed.
The first clause was unanimously carried by 45 votes, the second was rejected
by 24 votes to 22. The resolution was then drawn up as foJlows :
«That the standards of breeds recognised in the country where the breed
originated, should be sent to the Federations and the Societies of all countrie;. Proposed by MM. Pirocchi, Voitellier, Maenhout, Count Delamarre, and
Mr. Richardson.
Professor Charles Voitellier drew the attention of the Congress to the want
()f precision that is employed when fixing the points set forth by the standard,
and pointed out the necessity for greater exactitude in fixing the measurements
for each part of the body of bird3, and what variations are admissable.
Mr. Edward Brown said that similar requests had often been framed, but
that no practical results had yet been arrived at.
Prof. Voitellier further contended that without these methods judges \vere
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nnable to work on a~y fixed basis. Mr. Van Gink realised the necessity of going
into the matter and bringing it forward it again at the next Congress, and
Mr. Voitellier agreed, adding that they ought to appoint a commission to· consider this subject.
« It is desirable that a Commission be appointed to fix the standards with great
precision giving the exact measurements for each part of the body, and fixing
the extent of the variations permissable.» Mr. Voitellier's motion was carried.
THE FORMATION OF AN INTERNATIONAL POULTRY FEDERATION

Another Resolution was received from the Second Section proposed by
MM. Maenhout and Heyndric.kx~ for the formation of an international federation
for poultry and pigeon societies.
Mr. Pulinckx-Eeman suggested, that in the event of the establishment
of this federation its seat should be at Brussels or in any case in Belgium, but
this point raised no discussion and no definite agreementwas reached.
A few members pointed out some of the difficulties that might arise if this
project was carried out, but on the whole it was favorably received and
M. Maenhout and M. Heyndrickx, Resolution was drawn up and carried in the
following form.
«That it would be de~irable to form an International Federation of Poultry
Societies, but before its formation the rules be laid down by the federating
societies.» Proposed by M. Maenhout feconded by M. Heyndrickx, and carried.
ON

TRANSPORT OP POULTRY FOR EXHIBITION

The President then brought forward another motion which came again
· from the Second Section, which the proposers MM. Heyndrickx and Maenhout
had drawn up as follows:
That some agreen1ent be arrived at between the Ministers of Agriculture
and the Railway Companies and Customs of the various countries.
First. - For the unification of tariffs in respect of the· carriage and duty
on birds for poultry exhibitions' Reductions in carriage for the double journey.
Second. - For the silnplifying of accompanying forms.
Third. - For the simplification of Customs House formalities.
Fourth. - On the sanitary inspection at the Customs, and also at the place
where the Exhibition is held.
Filth. - On the acceptance of a certificate on the return journey for
passage at the Frontier. This certificate to be given by the Committee and the
Veterinary of the Exhibition.
.
Proposed by M. Heyndrickx £econded by M. h'1aenhout carried unanimously
without discussion.
The Third Section had initiated a fur.ther proposal, which was formulated
by Prof. Dechambre to the effect that it would be desirable for the Investigators in all countries to communicate their work in conneGtion with maladies
in dOlnestic fowls to an International Organisation to be created with the
object of collecting all documents relati~g to such maladies, so that in its turn"
it could make the necessary communication to the Poul,try Congresses.
This proposal was not discussed, as it was considered that should the idea
be acceptable, the International Association eQuId quite well undertake this
service, and that as a matter of fact it was willing so to do.
At this moment the arrival of H. R. H. The Prince of the Asturias was
announced and there being no further proposals to be ~ubmitted to the
General Meeting, the President adjourned the same. Mr. Brow~. in company
with his colleagues on the Board and all the Delegates and vIsitors present
then passed into the entrance hall in order Ito receive H. R. H. who was to
preside - as representing the King - at the official closing of the Congress
and Exhibitio~.
-----

CEREMONIAL CLOSING O~' THE CONGRESS
His Royal Highness The Prince of Asturias entered the ~ Paraninfo» of the
University amid a loud ovation from the members of the Congress and the
students of the University who invaded the Hall to greet him.
The Chair of the Honorary President was occupied by His Royal Highness,
having on his right His Excellency General Don Miguel Primo'de Rivera, Pre..
sident of the Spanish Directory Government, and on his left the Governor of
Barcelona. The Mayor took his place on the platform. His Royal Highness"
Professors, Count del Grove and Lieutenant-Colonel de Loriga, The Rector of
the University, the Marquis of Frontera, representing the President of the Committee of the Exhibition the Due de Bailen, and other distinguished persons.
As soon as silence was restored, the General Meeting uQder the able direction
of the President of the Executive Committee, Professor Don Salvador CasteUo,
having been granted permission by His Royal Highness, delivered the following
address.
SPEECH BY THE PRESIDENT PROFESSOR SALVADOR CASTELL6

Your Royal Highness, I wish my voice were stronger to express how deeply
we appreciate the very great honour that Your Royal Highness has conferred
upon us in presiding at this Ceremony of the closing of the Congress and for
having taken so active a part in the Exhibition, and to ask your. Royal
Highness to convey to His Majesty the King, our Illustrious Sovereign, our
gratitude for the dignity that the presence of His Majesty and that of Her Majesty the Queen have given to the World's Poultry Congress at Barcelona.
Although having nearly lost my voice and in consequence being hardly able
to Epeak, I must repeat the expression of the deep gratitude we feel to Your
Royal Highness for the example set to Spain by the great interest Your Royal
Highness takes in the Poultry Industry, which is enhanced by your Royal
Highness making it a favourite pastime, hoping that this youthful fancy for
such a profitable pursuit, may long remain for the great good of the poultry
industry in Spain. In the name of the Executive Committee of the Congress
I should like also to express my deepest gratitude to the President of the Directory, General Primo de Rivera, for having honoured us with his presence, for
the patronage that he has bestowed on us and the very great assistance that
his Government has given in order that the Members of the Congress might,
receive a welcome worthy of the hospitality of Spain.
We must ask your Excellency the President to hear the Resolutions that
have been passed, which we will lay before you in proper form and we beg
that you will continue tos upport the poultry industry as heartily as you havehitherto done.
I must also express OUf gratitude to the Municipality of Barcelona, and the
Committee of the forthcoming Exhibition for having provided us with the
necessary facilities for holding our Congress and Exhibition, also to the Uni~
versity of Barcelona who have allowed the Congress to assemble for its opening
and clo~.jng Meetings in this Hall.
I hope that the Mayor of Barcelona and the Rector of the University will
accept our warmest thanks and that Spain and the town of Barcelona will rest
assured that, on their departure the members of the Congress will carry away
feelings of heartfelt appreciation.
Then addressing the members of the Congress, in French, he thanked them
for their co-operation in the work of the Congress, and for the participation
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of so many countries in the Exhibition. He trusted they would overlook any
mistakes that might have occurred and he hoped that they would retain as pleasant a recollection of Spain as that which the foreign members of the Congress
would· certainly leave behind of themselves in Barcelona.
,

.

'

SPEECH BY THE PRESIDENT MR. ED\VARD BROWN

, Mr. Edward Brown \vas then called upon to address the Meeting.
- Addressing His Royal Highness in English he said. Everyone was gratified
to know of the interest that His Royal Highness took in Poultry Culture, and
they would always follow with much pleasure His Royal Highness' career as
,a poultry keeper.
, Like most branches of human endeavour, poultry keeping is one that is
especially to be learnt best from an early age. In his taste in this direction he
displayed the same taste as that of his illustrous great-grandmother Qu een
·Victoria of England, and his cousin the Prince of Wales.
He begged His Royal Highness to convey to His Majesty the King, the
homage of all the members of the Congress, who had been so graciously received
.and welcomed in Spain, where they had had the opportunity of admiring the
great hospitality and courtesy of the Spaniards.
He had come to Spain, he continued, to carry out a responsible duty
viz: that of encouraging the workers, and in undertaking this he felt he was
helping forward the good work of the Community.
Poultry keeping was undertaken by the most humble and the most exalted,
but in order that it should be a really sound business and industry, it must
be thoroughly studied and learnt, research must be undertaken, and problems
which arise each day solved. For that reason we have come together at this
Congress and we are most grateful to H. M. the King, and to the Government
and to the Municipality, to the Committee of the Exhibition at Barcelona and
all the officials and Corporations who have co-operated with us and the Royal
Society of Poultry Breeders. Gratitude in the same degree, is felt towards
Professor Castello, who by his indomitable energy and wonderful enthusiasm
justifies well the title applied to him by one of the Spanish poultry papers «The
Leader and Patriarch of Poultry Culture ». He is a true exponent of the work,
he gathers round him young people, whOln he hopes will carryon his useful
work for the country, and humanity in general.
SPEECH OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE CONGRESS

(Senior of the foreign official delegates, Professor Charles Voitellier.)
«Your Royal Highness, Ladies & Gentlenlen.
In the name of the « International Association of Poultry Instructors and
Investigators )), and of the foreign members of the Committee of the Congress,
~appointed by His Majesty King Alphonso XI II and the delegates of the various
'Governments who have attended the Congress or the Exhibition, also in the
capacity of Vice-President of the Executive COlTI111ittee, I have the honour
·to convey to Your Royal Highness the expression of the pleasure that is felt
'by all the foreign members of the Congress. We wish first to express our deep
gratitude to Their Majesties the King &: Queen and His Royal Highness the
,Prince of the Asturias for the distinction that they have conferred on the Congress and the Exhibition by the honour of their presence. It is therefore with
the deepest feelings of enthusiasm that we offer our humble duty to H. M.
King Alphonso and H. M. Queen Victoria Eugenie and to Your Royal Highness
whom we most heartily thank for graciously consenting to take part in the Congress, and in the Exhibition, and to Your Royal Highness for honouring this
official meeting with your presence.
The presence of Your Royal Highness and the great interest that you take
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in poultry have helped greatly to give importance to the Congress and to the
Exhibition, and to. enhance the poultry industry in the eyes of the ·world.
We must also express our most grateful thanks to the Spanish Government,
who have proffered us their assistance, and who invited all these countries,
to send representatives to the Congress. At this closing ceremony to-day we
fully realise the extent and the result of their labours, in this beautiful and
smiling land of Spain and in this magnificent town of Barcelona. We offer
our sincere thanks to His Excellency Don Miguel Primo de Rivera, President
of the Directory and to His Excellency Don Pedro Vives, Under - Secretary
to the Ministry of Agriculture ( Fonlento ) for their presence at the Congress,
and the co-operation that they have accorded, to this great scientific undertaking, that has just been cOlnpleted.
We must also convey our most grateful thanks to His Excellency Don Fernando Alvarez de la Campa, Mayor of this town, and to all the Municipality,
and also to the Committee of the forthcoming Universal Exhibition, which
has enabled the Congress and the Exhibition, to be so successfully organised.
We are also greatly indebted to the Mancomunidad of Catalonia and the Presi..
dent His Excellency Don Alphonso Sala for their kind and hospitable welcome,
also to the University of Barcelona and its distinguished Rector Doctor Andres
Martinez Vargas for his gracious reception of us in this Salle des Actes.
We should like also to tender our thanks to all the officials, and Associations, and the many people who have shown their interest in the Congress,
and the Exhibition, thus contributing very greatly to the success of our undertaking. We wish to assure thenl of the pleasant memories that we shall carry
away of Spain, Barcelona and the' Spaniards.
We are happy to state that we have noted with admiration the efforts that
are now being made by the Spanish people, to give the poultry industry, by
their intelligence the spirit of enterprise for which they are so well known,
the opportunity for the great progress that we now foresee, with regard to
rearing, selection, incubating, and methods of nutrition, for fattening and .egg
production, and we offer them our sincere congratulations.
We now ask the President of the Executive Committee of the Congress
to convey to Their Majesties. The King and Queen, and to all the Official B.odies,
and distinguished persons, the expression of our deepest thanks.
GENERAL RESOLUTIONS

«That by the intermediary of the President of the Executive Committee
of the Second World's Poultry Congress at Barcelona, and in accordance with
the wish of the foreign Delegates, messag~s be sent to Their Majesties, the

King and Queen, His Royal Highness the Prince of Asturias, to the President
{)f the Spanish Governlnent, His Excellency General Don Miguel Primo de

Rivera, and to the Under-Secretary to the Ministry of the Interior, Don Pedro
Vives y Vich, to the Mayor of Barcelona, Don Fernando Alvarez de la Campa
and the Municipality, to the Mancomunidad of Catalonia, and to its President,
Don Alphonso Sala, to the Rector of the University of Barcelona, Doctor Martinez Vargas, and to Members of the University Faculty of this town, to the
Committee of the forthcoming Universal Exhibition of Barcelona, and to
all other officials, expressing the gratitude of the members of the Congress
and Exhibitors for the patronage which they have received, and the honour
and courtesy which they have had shewn them. These will always be held
in grateful remembrance, with the most pleasant memories of Spain, Barcelona and the Spanish people.
The Senior member on this occasion of the Consulate of Barcelona, the
.Consul General for Chili Don Anselmo de la Cruz, and delegate for his Country at the Congress, spoke, in the name of the Consular Corps in the following
terms:
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SPEECH BY THE SENIOR REPRESENTATIVE OF THE CONSULATE.
CONSUL-GENERAL, DON ANSELMO DE LA CRUZ

The Consulate of Barcelona has asked me, on their behalf, to present to
Your Royal Highness the humble expression of their gratitude, in connection
with the Second World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition at Barcelona.
Voicing the feelings of my honoured colleagues and of my own, towards
its distinguished promoters I am happy to express the deep admiration that
we feel for the successful accomplishment of this work, of gathering together
in this beautiful City, accomplished experts whose great experience in their
special "branches is so justly recognised in the scientific centres of the world,
and by the Governments whom they represent, and at the same time of the
splendid display at Montjuich, and its organisation, where are exhibited and
may be seen all the advance that has been made of recent years in the
development and for the encouragement of the Poultry Industry and of its
produce, which to-day are indispensable to our welfare.
It gives us great pleasure to add our words of praise in connexion with the
substantial result which is now shewn, of the work which was undertaken, and
has been carried out under able direction of our worthy friend Professor Don
Salvador Castello, who inspired by the spirit of patriotism has shewn us, that
there already exists in this Kingdom an aptitude for aviculture far more important
than was generally supposed, and only awaiting a favourable opportunity for
further development.
This success is due in a great measure to the influence of your royal Father
and the Royal Family, who take a personal interest in the work, and to Your
Royal Highness as a successful exhibitor, and one who is already recognised as
an expert in poultry matters.
Greatly interested in this event, the people of Barcelona joined in it with
enthusiasm, and were thrilled and delighted when on Tuesday we were seen
with Their Majesties, who made a public visit tothe Exhibition and went round
all the sections admiring the educational exhibits and the Exhibition of the
many breeds of poultry reared abroad and in Spain.
. We feel sure that the outconleof the Exhibition and the carrying out of th~
resolutions passed at the Congress will bring about a great increase in poultry
production, as agriculturists become more experienced and thanks to modern
methods, Spain will gradually become independent of outside markets, the
price of produce will consequently decrease in proportion.
This will prove of the greatest assistance in the present situation, for we are
to-day passing through difficult times owing to the Great War, from which
other countries are not exempt. We are suffering fronl the re-adjustments and
difficulties of daily life in every ~ocial class. PreE,ent day events shew us the
necessity of finding new means of safeguarding the well-being of the human
race.
No doubt the wish to help to find a solution to this problem of so vital
inlportance, is the idea that Their Maj esties and the Government had of the
needs of the people, which has led them to support this Assembly to-day,
and the other preliminary gatherings, in connexion with the grand international
display of 1928. At the same time to afford means of employment in the
country· which will mark the first step towards a real revival of Spanish Industry.
The work of the Government and His Majesty has been very great in
finding the required capital, and giving substantial support to the Universal
Exhibition.
We are sure that this great enterprise undertaken by the State will be highly
valued by the public in general but more especially will it be appreciated here
in Barcelona where everyone will feel what is being done to further progress and
increase prosperity.
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SPEECHES OF OTHER DELEGATES

The Italian Professor Allessandro Ghigi, the Delegate of the Netherlands,.
M. Wilton, The President of the British Committee Mr. S. H. Lewer, the Delegate for the United States Professor Thomson, and representing the poultry
keepers of New Zealand Mr. Merrit, also offered to His Royal Highness and the
President of the Directory their grateful thanks and expressed their admiration
for Spain and the town of Barcelona where they had been so hospitably received.
SPEECH OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE DIRECTORY, HIS EXCELLENCY GENERAL
MIGUEL PRIMO DE RIVERA, MARQUIS DE ESTELLA

The President of the Spanish Government in the name of H. M. the King
and His Royal Highness thanked the speakers for their expressions of such
kindly feelings towards Spain and towards Their Majesties and His Royal
Highness, and towards the Spanish Government also for the work that had
been done in connexion with the World's Poultry Congress, the result of which
he felt sure would be of great benefit to Spain and would without doubt contribute towards the development of the National Poultry Industry.
He said that the Spanish Government considered that the production of
poultry was one of the rural industries that was most deserving of su pport,
and that he would have much pleasure in putting into practice the Resolutions
that were to be presented as the result of the discussions at the Second World
Poultry Congress, and that the Government would continue to follow with the
greatest interest all that related to aviculture and that he, as a man of action,
would be among the first to support it.
After having expressed the pleasure with which His Majesty the King and
His Royal Highness had taken part, at this great gathering and Exhibition at
Barcelona, he thanked the countries that had sent representatives, for their
co-operation, and in the name of H. M. the King he declared the Congress closed.
The cordial and friendly words of the Marquis de Estella were greeted with
prolonged applause.
The Prince of the Asturias and the President left the platform and went
towards the Executive Committee of the Congress and shook hands warmly
with the foreign Delegates. The hearty applause and cheers of the members of
the Congress and of the students, lasted until His Royal Highness and the President of the Directory had driven away_ The University will long treasure
the memory of the Second World's Poultry Congress and the Assembly in the
Salle des Actes of the Univetsity of Barcelona.
ADOPTION OF RESOLUTIONS
In conformity with the Resolutions passed at the General Closing Meeting
the President of the Executive Committee of the Congress sent messages of
thanks to their respective recipient5 as follows:
« By the intermediary of the Ministry of Agriculture ( de Fomento) he presented to the Spanish Government the Re~olutions adopted at the General
Meeting. The Minister of Agriculture undertook to transmit them to the
Minister of State in order that they might be forwarded through the Foreign
Office of the countries officially represented or belonging to the Congress as
well as to the President of the Directory.
When he had sent up these Resolutions the President of the Second World's
Poultry Congress at Barcelona considered that his work was now concluded
as regards the Spanish Government and the Foreign Official Delegates.
The distribution of the « Book of the Congress » to all its members on behalf
of the Executive Committee terminated his duties.
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For the Royal Regulations, authorized by the President of the Spanish
'Directory, after the Congress, see end First Part of this volume.
Barcelona 31st. July, 1924.

The President,
]GNACIO

V.

PROFESSOR SALVADOR CASTELLO. -

The General Secretary,

CLARIO.

ME.ETINO OF THE ASSOCIATION OF POULTRY INS1'RUCTORS
AND INVESTIGATORS AT BARCELONA
From the 11th. to the 15th. May The International Association of Poultry
Instructors and Investigators to which many of the members of the Congress
belonged had a Council Meeting. and a General Meeting under the Presidency
{)f Mr. Edward Brown, who in spite of his reluctance to accept the Presidency
of the Council, was re-elect ed for the term of three years 1924-1927.
At these meetings they dealt with the current work of the Association and
decided to hold their Third World's Congress together with the Poultry Exhibition in 1927 at Ottawa, Canada, under the auspices of that country which
had shown herself so ready to encourage progress.

Receptions and Fetes given in Honour of the Members
of the Congress
During the week devoted to the business of the Seco.nd World's Poultry
Congress, the town of Barcelona, its officials and its Municipality spared no
pains to render the visit of the members of the Congress as pleasant as possible.
As it is impossible to give in detail all the f@tes given in their honour we
make the following summary.
OFFICIAL RECEPTION OF THE MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS: LUNCH HELD
IN THE HALL OF THE MUNICIPAL PALACE OF CATALONIA

At the Mancomunidad of Catalonia where the administration of the four
provinces of Barcelona, Gerona, Lerida, and Tarragona, are carried on, which
form the Old Principality of Catalonia, the halls of the buildings were thrown
open to the Members of the Congress on May 12th. at 6 p. m. where sumptious
refreshments were served.
Without being officially announced, but coming as a member of the Congress and Vice-President of the Congress and Exhibition H. R. H. the Prince
of the Asturias, heir to the throne, came to the Municipal Palace, accompanied
by the President of the Directory, General Primo de Rivera and attended by his
Director of Studies, Count del Grove and his Professor Lieutenant-Colonel Don
Eliseo de Loriga. He was greeted with cheers, and this graceful act of wishing
to be associated with the members of the Congress on this occasion was much
appreciated.
Speech oj

the President 0/ the

Mancolnunidad

The President of the Mancomunidad, His Excellency Don Alphonso Sala in
a telling speech of welcome to His Royal Highness and to the members of the
Congress, said how very much the Mancomunidad of Catalonia was interested
with all that concerned rural production and therefore that of Poultry Keeping
culture, he praised the increasing propaganda on the subject of poultry made
by the Director of the Royal Poultry School at Arenys de Mar, Professor Don
Salvador Castello whose work was now crowned by this Congress being held
and the Poultry Exhibition at Barcelona. He thanked His Royal Highness, The
Prince of the Asturias for his presence, also the President of the Spanish
Government. He wished all the members of the Congress a pleasant visit to
Barcelona and congratulated the organisers of the Congress and Exhibition.
His Royal Highness in the name of all the menl.bers of the Congress returned
thanks to the Mancomunidad for the homage which had been offered and addressed them in the following terms.
« It is a very great pleasure to me to visit this splendid town and to receive
the welcome of Catalonia which is represented by the Mancomunidad. Following
the example of my honoured father, The King, I wished when quite young to
devote myself, although in a very modest way, to something that would help in
some measure to the well-being of my country. If I am able to do some good
by my taste for poultry keeping I shall be very glad indeed.
It is a great pleasure to accompany my illustrious Parents on their visits
throughout the country of the Spanish kingdom, and may the efforts of all,
both military and civil, help to maintain the state of prosperity and greatness
worthy of our great past.
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Please accept Mr. President and Deputies representative;, from foreign countries, my associates in the Congress and the Poultry Exhibition, my heartfelt
greetings ».
The last words of the distinguished young speaker were drowned in applause,
who had made his first speech in Catalonia, and to poultry keepers.
Tile Prince then shook hands with all the foreign Delegates
and with many of Ihe members 0/ the Congress.

He congratulated Professor Castello who in the presence of all presented
His Royal Highness with the badge of the members of the Congress, which the
Prince wore during all the celebrations at which he was present during his
stay in Barcelona.
OFFICIAL RECEPTION GIVEN BY THE MUNICIPALITY' OF BARCELONA
AT THE HOTEL RITZ

Owing to building in connexion with the restoration of the large «Sal6n de
Ciento» in the Municipal Palace at Barcelona, the Municipality decided that
the official reception of the members of the Congress should take place in the
spacious apartments of the Hotel Ritz and they arranged a most sumptuous
evening party for them.
It took place on the 10th. May at 10 p. m. His Excellency the Mayor of the
City Don Fernando Alvarez de Ja Campa surrounded by his Councillors and
members of the Corporation received one by one the foreign Delegates and
the members of the Congress introduced by the President of the Executive
Committee, Mr. Edward Brown, and Professor Castello.
At midnight the entertainment was at its height, the rooms were brillant
with the dazzling uniforms and smart toilettes of the ladies of the Congress
and of Barcelona.
After some lovely songs by the soprano, Mme. Callao, which delighted the
audience, the orchestra opened the ball with which the festivities were to close.
Address by the Mayor

At the conclusion of the supper the Mayor, Don Fernando Alvarez de la
Campa made a charming speech welcoming the members of the Congress and
congratulating the exhibitors on their splendid exhibits and he said that Barcelona was proud to be the seat of the Second World's Poultry Congress and
of the World's Poultry Exhibition.
Alluding to the contentious information sometimes circulated abroad to
try and spread a wrong impression of the great and hospitable city of Barcelona,
he hoped that any of the members of the Congress who heard such rumours
would contradict them and speak of Barcelona as they themselves found it.
Don Fernando Alvarez de la Campa concluded in proposing a toast to all
the Countries represented at the Congress or at the Exhibition and to their
Sovereigns or the Rulers of their States.
Reply by Mr. Edward BrOlvn

In the name of the members of the Congress the President of the International Association of Poultry Instructors and Investigators, Mr. Edward Brown
replied by referring to his first visit to Barcelona when making arrangements
for the Congress, he was able then to pass his judgment on the town, and he
took away with him such a good impression that almost immediately on his
return to London, he proposed that the Second World's Poultry Congress should
be held in Barcelona, which he felt was now a matter of congratulation to him,
as he felt sure it was to the members of the Congress.
.
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After· having thanked the Municipality for the toast in honour of the members of the Congress, he raised his glass in honour of «Spain and her Illustrious
Sovereigns.•
The festivities drew to a close at a late hour leaving an indelible memory
of the splendid reception and the remarkable friendliness of the Municipality of

Barcelona.
EXCURSION TO TIBIDABO

and Banqueteiven by the Minister of the Board oj Agriculture to the Official
AuthorIties of Barcelona and the Foreign Members of the Congress

On Sunday the 11 the Mayan official excursion took place to the Hill of
situated on the outskirts of the town of Barcelona, the summit of
which is 650 metres. It is reached by a funicular railway taking 45 minutes
from the centre of the town. At 10 a. m. the members who participated in the
excursion began to arrive and by mid-day about 300 guests had assembled.
From the terrace on the summit of the hill the members could enjoy the panorama of the magnificent city of Barcelona which to-day numbers about a million inhabitants, also of the surrounding country and the lovely and picturesque coast of the Levant, the plains of Prat de Llobregat, from which the
fine Spanish fowls called Catalane de Prat originate. On the North and Northeast can be seen the eighty villages of Catalonia and the strange and sacred
mountain of Montserrat.
·
Mid-day Mass was celebrated in the Mountain chapel and at one o'clock
the banquet commenced at which General Don Pedro Vives, Under-Secretary
to the Minister of Agriculture ( Fomento ) presided, supported by the Commander-in-Chief of the District, the Governor of Barcelona, the Prefect of the Province and the Mayor of the town and other special guests.
At the conclusion of the banquet General Don Pedro Vives, made a speech
in honour of the foreign delegates of the Congress, and the members representing so many countries, in the name of the Government and His Majesty he
was glad to preside at this entertainment and to take an active part in the
Congress and the Exhibition. He concluded by proposing the toast of all countries represented, and their Sovereigns and Rulers of their States.
In the name of the foreign members of the Executive Committee of the
Delegations the French Delegate M. Charles Voitellier thanked him, and begged
to offer here a word of praise and gratitude for the active part the Government .
and especially the Minister of Agriculture took in the agriculture and aviculture of the country. He proposed the toast of Spain and the King.
Mr. Edward Brown then spoke for the International Association of Poultry
Instructors and Investigators. Mr. Percy Francis for the British Ministry of
Agriculture, Professor Ghigi for the Board of Agriculture in Italy, Mr. Maenhout for Belgium, M. Wilton for the Netherlands. All speakers expressed their
grateful thanks.
The Mayor of Barcelona, Don Fernando Alvarez de la Campa concluded
the speeches by thanking the Government and especially the Minister of Agriculture for the assistance they had given to the town of Barcelona in holding
the Congress and Exhibition of Poultry and the foreign Delegates and Members
for their visit to this town from which he hoped they would carry away a lasting
and happy memory.
The representative of the Ministry of Agriculture the Mayor and the Officials of Barcelona were warmly applauded by the members of the Congress.
Tibid~abo

THE RECEPTION OF THE FOREIGN MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS AT THE ROYAL
PIGEON SOCIETY OF CATALONIA

The chanlpagne supper offered in honour of the members of the Congress by
the old established and well-known «Real Sociedad Colomb6fila de Cataluna))
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was the first act of hospitality offered at Barcelona on 9th. May, on the day
before the opening of the Congress and the inauguration of the Exhibition.
The «Real Sociedad Colomb6fila de Cataluna» was the instigator of the
competitions for racing pigeons and was founded in 1899 under the direction
of the President Dr. Don Diego de La Llave, who has been President since that
time, and who with the Hon. Vice-President Prof. Caste1l6 are the only original
members surviving. The Society which is now very powerful enjoys the highest
patronage as well as great popularity with all classes. The King is President
and the Society is well liked in return for the many -services it has rendered the
country.
Situated in the centre of the town of Barcelona arranged as an up-to-date
club the «Real Sociedad Colomb6fila de Catalufia», wished to participate in the
work of aviculture in Spain and thus offered its reception rooms for the first
gathering of the members of the Congress.
The Foreign Delegates and members of the Congress were presented to the
President, Don Diego de La Llave and to members of the Executive Committee
by Professor Castello at 11 p. m. in the splendid reception rooms. More than
400 members of the Congress and club members were assembled, among whom
were about 60 ladies, to whom sonle of the choicest flowers were presented.
General Don Pedro Vives, Under-Secretary of the Directory Government
of Spain was present and represented the Ministerio de Fomento, an office
which in Spain corresponds to the Ministry of Agriculture in other countries.
General Vives, for a long time past a most keen pigeon fancier, was the
pioneer and organiser in Spain of military areonotics, and the initiator of
pigeons for army use, on which he published a most interesting book some
years ago. He organised with Professor Castello the « Real Federaci6n Colonlb6fila Espanola» of which he is again the President. Anxious to associate
himself with the work of the Congress both privately and officially he was
especially deputed by the President of the Government at Barcelona to represent him on all occa~ions.
Professor Castello presented His Excellency who spoke first in Spanish,
then in French and then in English, and greeted the members of the Congress
in the name of the Spanish Government, and said he had come from Madrid
to participate with them in the work of the Congress.
Mr. Edward Brown replied on behalf of the members of the Congress expresiog their thanks for having given this official su pport and for the interest he
had shewn to the Congress and Exhibition.
After a n10st sumptious repast the luenlbers went out on to the terrace of
the Club where the band of the Club played the National Anthem, and where
many speeches were heard expressing the satifsaction that so many men of
various countries should meet for a single idea, the union and brotherhood
of poultry and pigeon breeders, from all parts of the \vorld.
EXCURSIONS ALONG THE LEVANT COAST OF CATALONIA
VISIT TO THE ROYAL AND OFFICIAL POULTRY SCHOOL AT ARENYS DE MAR

On the 14th. and excursion was made along the coast of the Levant of Catalonia organised by the Ministry of Agriculture (de Fomento) in honour of the
members of the Congress to visit the Royal and Official Spanish Poultry School,
established in the Village of Arenys de Mar.
More than 300 visitors under the personal direction of General Vives started
by special train at 14.0 and arrived at Arenys at 3. They were received by the
Municipality at the station and the Mayor, Don Juan MoJlfuJJeda, the Delegate
of the Government, the Military Governor of the district and the Ecclesiastical
and Judicial authorities and also by delegates of local societies.
The procession arrived at the Royal Poultry School established in the
«Quinta Paraiso », the property of Professor Don Salvador Castello where
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the Under Secretary and the members of the Congress were received by the
former and his family.
The Royal Poultry School « Real Escuela Espanola de Avicultura) was
established in 1896 by Professor Castello, by which he introduced and still
continues the instruction of aviculture in Spain. It was founded without any
Government subsidy, but it has always been under the patronage of the
Ministry of Agriculture (Fomento) and the Board of Agronomics who undertake
the examination of the pu pits of the School.
In 1896 a few days after the inauguration of the School the Queen Regent.
Maria Christina, Mother of the King, gave permission to use the title of ((Royal»
School and to bear the Royal Arms. In 1906 in consequence of a most favourable report from the Board of Agronomics it was recognised as an official esta, blishment and on its own merits, as also for the services rendered to the
country, it received 5 years ago a Government subsidy from the annual
Budget.
l'he School was visited on November 5th. 1908 by H. M. King Alphonso XIII
who has always been a friend and admirer of Professor Castello and who has
never failed to give him his support.
The School does not limit its activities to Spain, its instruction has reached
to Spanish-speaking America by his books and journal « La AvicuJtura Prac..
tica » which has become a monthly publication of a universal character, entitled
the ~ Mundo Avicola}) edited by Professor Castello. Professor Castello has
also made several visits to Mexico and to the Argentine, to Uruguay and
to Chili, where he has held courses for Aviculture. He also employs a system
of travelling lecturers in Spain, giving «poultry weeks» with lectures and
conferences and demonstrations, which are given in the chief towns of the
Provinces as well as in country districts. It is estimated that the instruction
given by the « Real Escuela Espanola de Avicultura » has been received by
15,000 people in America and Spain.
The excursionists visited all the grounds and poultry houses and runs belonging to the School devoted to egg production for consumption, or of eggs
for reproduction, of most carefully selected pens, also the incubator and rearing
houses of which the appliances came from North America. Trap nests are
used for individual laying registers. One section is devoted to experiments of
27 pens of Leghorns, Wyandotes, Rhode Island Reds, Prat, Castellana and
«Paraisos» a new breed bred by the school, which are under the official inspection of the Minister of Agriculture who sends each week the laying reportfor
each pen to the Board of Agriculture.
The members of the Congress realized that this Spanish Poultry Schoo), one
of the oldest in Europe and America, it having been in existence for over 30
years, is organised in an up-to-date manner, as regards zootechnical instruction,
as well as for production and research.
After the visit which lasted over 2 hours, the vIsitors were offered a
sumptuous lunch after which many speeches were made, in praise of the
School and its Founder.
The President, Mr. Edward Brown, was the first to speak and said he had
had the pleasure of knowing Professor Castello for 22 years; he had followed
his indefatigable work with the keenest interest and he could assure those
present that the International Association had had every confidence in leaving
the organisation"of the Second World's Poultry Congress in his able hands. In
the name of all present, he thanked him for the reception he had given them.
M. Charles Voitellier, French Delegate, spoke of the kindly feelings that
he had always entertained for Professor Castello and the admiration he had
for his work which was felt also by those that studied poultry in France.
Mr. Maenhout of Belgium was pleased to see, in Mr. Castello, a former
pupil of the Belgian School at Gembloux.
The Representative for the Netherlands, Mr. Wilton, referred to the magnificent display made by the Spanish Section at the First Wolrd's Poultry ConI
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~ress at the Hague. He thought that the title of «That is a nlan~'t which had,
b·efore now, been apllied to Mr. Castello, was entirely deserved and further
proved by the wonderful way in which he had organised the present Congress

and Exhibition.

. . In· conclusion Professor Pirocchi in a brilliant and hearty speech, which
was much appreciated by the members, eulogised the work of the School of
-Poultry, and called for cheers for the School, its Founder and his family from
all present. Professor Castello, in his own name and that of his family, thanked
all who had spoken for the kind word3 they had used, and regretted that his
feelings prevented him from speaking further..
The Mayor of Arenys de Mar, Don Juan Mollfulleda thanked the Under..
Secretary for the Ministry of Agriculture ( Fomento), the foreign Delegates
and the members of the Congress for their visit to Arenys de Mar, the home
of Don Salvador Castello, "and in order to commemorate this they proposed to
name the street by which the members had come up to the School, «Castello»,
an idea which was officially carried out on 9th. July last when the Municipality of Arenys de Mar returned thanks to Don Salvador Castello.
After a few words from the Government representative, Commandant Fernandez Bosch, and from the Member for the District representing (with M. Marfa)
the General Council of the Province of Barcelona, Don Francisco de Prats,
the Under-Secretary for the Ministry of Agriculture (Fomento) concluded the
reception, he recalled the friendship that united him to M. Castello and their
work in co-operation relative to the Pigeon Fancy. He felt sure that the
Spanish Government for whom he spoke were proud and happy to support
the: work of M. Castello, General Vives 5aid he was fortunate in being at the
head of the Ministry of Agriculture ( Fomento) at this time to take" part in
the Congress and to be able to show strangers what Spain had done for avicul~
turalinstruction, thanks to Professor Castello.
At 7 o'clock the excursionists returned to Barcelona much pleas'ed with"
their visit to Areny.5 de Mar, which had been so agreable and instructive.
VISIT TO THE POULTRY FARM

« TORRE MELINA

» AND

« GRANJA VIEJA ~

On the 15th. the members of the Congress had the pleasure of making an
excursion in motors to pay a visit to the poultry farm of « Torre Melina » and
«Oranja Vieja» situated in the neighbouthood of. the town.
« Torre

Melina»

«Torre Melina» is a fine country house belonging to the family Pons Arota,
the present owner, the young poultry keeper, Don· Ignacio Pons Ferrer~ is' the
son of its founder the late Don Jose Pons Arota, who was a great breeder of
l'oultry, a friend and assistant of Professor Castello, whom he succeeded a.;
President of the former National Poultry Association it \-vas he who, organised
the International Poultry Exhibition in Madrid in 1902.
M. Pons Arola established at «(Torre Melina » a great work and inculcated
his' son, who continue3 the undertaking with great enthusia~m with the love
of pou ltry.
:
During the visit to «Torre Melina » the excursionists were not only able.
to- visit the extensive poultry runs, the rabbit installations, but also a fine
herd of cows, one of the finest in Spain, and the magnificent cow houses, also
his beautiful park and gardens. Before their departure Professor Voitellier
said good bye to the young aviculturist and to" his family, and thanked him
in the name of the members of the Congress for their visit, congratulating
him highly on the perfection of the organisation of the poultry farm and the
dairy which he had shewn them. M. Castello took an affectionate farewell
of M. Pon; Ferrer recalling his deep affection fo:' his late lamented frier.d, the
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founder of «Torre Melina »), Don Jose Pons Arola, arid exhorting his son to
persevere in hi3 work and to follow the good example of his father, offering
any help he might require from his long experience.
.
At the «aranja Vieja ~ de Horta

The « Granja Vieja», an old farm, is a baronial-looking mansion, the property of the aristocratic f amity Marti Codolar of Barcelona.
The house is surrounded by pleasure gardens set out in varied styles and
forms quite an artistic picture. One passes from the Renaissance and Louis XV
gardens through the typical Andalusian garden with its court-yard, the Castillian garden (described in clasical Spanish works) and the orange groves
of Valencia to the modern park and pleasure gardens where the owners them~
s'elves live a quite country life.
This visit was of special interest to the members of the Congress and fine
collections of peacocks, turkeys, swans were to be seen as well as marty varieties
of geese, ducks and pheasants to the rearing of which the o\vners are specially
devoted.. It was at this farm that artificial incubation was first introduced into
Spain, the late owner Don Luis Mariti Codolar setting apart a room at the
« Granja Vieja» for this new branch of the industry.
During 20 years there were in. this room t 50 incubators of 100 eggs each
always at work, producing 100,000 chicks per year all of vvhich were sold as
soon as hatched thus giving a very great impetus to poultry rearing in -the
neighbourhood of Barcelona. FolloVv·ing the example of the « Granja VieJa »,
other establishements for artificial incubation were fornled, which produce
today over a million chicks per year.
This, in its turn, naturally created great competition between the different
firms and as Don Luis Marti Codolar did not need his incubators for profit he
. has since closed this branch of this work..
After the visit to Granja Vieja M.Marti Codolar offered a lunch to the
members of the Congress, during which Professor Castello spoke of the work on
behalf of poultry culture, that the family of Marti Codolar had done. He paid
tribute to the memory of the originator of this work at the Granja Vieja;
and specially -emphasized his great modesty, explaining how much poultry in
Spain owed to him.
M. Maumene, editor of « La Vie a la Campagne» in Paris, a great admirer
and propagandist for country life, and expert horticulturist, exprested his ad~
miration for all he had seen at the Granja Viejaand congratulated its owner,
thanking them in the name of those present.
Don Sebastian Marti Codolar, who carries on with enthusia::m the work of
his father is a great poultry breeder and member of the Committee of the Congress. He returned thanks to the speakers on behalf of himself and his family
and said what plea~ure it gave him to see the many distinguished visitors who
had honoured his farm with their visit.
YISIT TO THE PORT OF BARCELONA

•

Among the items on the programnle, a visit to the Port of Barcelona wa5
arranged, the principal seaport of Spain and one of the busiest harbours of
the l\'lediterranean. The excursion took place on the 12th. A'lay the members
enlbarking in a little steamer put at their disposal and made a trip round
the harbour, landing at points of interest to admire the view of the open sea,
as well as the coast of Barcelona, from the most advanced headland of the
breakwater.
Unfortunately few were able to take part in the trip as the reception at
the « Palacio de fa Generalidad de Catalu na» had been fixed for the same day,
having to be held early on account of the visit oJ the I-L R. H. The Prince of
the Asturias.
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EXCURSION TO MONTSERRAT

The excursion to the historical and sacred mountain of Catalonia, Montserrat,
was not official but many members of the Congress joined in on the morning
of the 15th.
The mountain of Montferrat ( which is easily reached by a cog wheel railway)
rises majestically in a valley not far from Barcelona, to the North West of the
town, and forms a most curious geological structure, greatly valued by the
inhabitants and strangers. The whole mountain is of rock of volcanic origin,
and gives the impression of been cut into innumerable peaks - a strange
appearance that is perhaps quite unique in the world.
The highest peak (San Geronimo) is 2,000 metres high and half way up the
mountain, on a little level plain, is a small chapel which contains a very ancient
image of the Virgin of Mont~errat (Nuestra Senora de Mont~errat). It was found
by shepherds in a cave on the mountain in the Ninth Century, at the time when
the territory, retaken from the Moors, was governed by the Count Vifredo
(Joffre), founder of the House of the Counts of Barcelona, which later on were
united to the kingdom of the Crown of Aragon.
The Sanctuary is cared for by a Brotherhood of Benedictine nlonks, governed by a mitred Abbot, proprietor of most of the mountain. The Monks
have surrounded the Monastery with buildings which are uEed as hostels where,
by paying a small fee, travellers can be received. Each year thousands of
people are housed. A well appointed restaurant is at the service of excursionist~~
The mountain of Montserrat besides being famous for its situation is remarkable for its geology, as there is at its sumit (2,000 metres) beds of fossils of
maritime deposits, and from this height there is a marvellous view. It is al£o
famous for its history and it~ legends.
It was the scene of one of the most brilliant episodes of the war of the Spani5h
Independence. It is on this mountain at a spot called ~ El Bruch ~, that Napoleon's troops were beaten and turned back in their march by the Catalonian
peasants, who had been raised as a militia under the title of «Somatenes»
such as still exist to-day in Catalonia, and who have taken as their patron «The
Virgin of Montserrat ». The mountain of Montserrat is reverenced not only
by Catalonians but by all Spaniards for the marvellous miracles with which
it is credit ed.
The image of the Virgin with the Infant Christ in her arms is carved in wood
blackened by time, which makes it resemble the Statue of the Black Virgin of
Algiers, known by the title of «Our Lady of Africa >).
According to tradition this image was worshipped in an old Church of Barcelona before the invasion of Spain by the Moors in 711, then carried away and
hidden in the Grotto of Montserrat by a faithful Christian, who wished to save
it from the profanation of the infidel, when the town of Barcelona was in danger.
Discovered by a miracle at end of the Ninth Century the statue became
once more an object of worship, to which this mountain was consecrated and is
visited yearly by more then 60,000 pilgrims.
There is a legend, and other stories seem to confirm it, besides some German
documents that the Chalice of the Holy Grail was held by the Monks of Montserrat for many years.
The members of the Congress returned to Barcelona after a truly delightful
excursion.
GALA EVENING AT THE COLISEUM THEATRE IN THE PRESENCE OF THEIR
MAJESTIES THE KING AND QUEEN OF SPAIN

The evening gala given on the 16th May to the members of Congress by the
Minister of Agriculture (Fomento), the Mancomunidad of Catalonia and the
Municipality of Barce19na, was the last of the official fetes given for the World's
Poultry Congress.
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To the brilliancy of the gala evening (which took place in the modern and
magnificent theatre of the Coliseum) was added the splendour of the presence
of Their Majesties, King Alfonso XIII and Queen Victoria Eugenie, .also of
members of the Spanish Government, the Ambassadors, the Ministers of
almost all the Provinces of Spain, who were gathered in Barcelona awaiting
the King's birdthday, which was to be celebrated on the 17th.
All the officials and members of the Consular Corps and Corporation of
Barcelona as well as the nobility and the representatives of industry and trade
in Barcelona were present at the theatre.
The Foreign Delegates occupied the boxes and the members of the Congress
were in the stalls.
The concert was under the direction of the great conductor Lamothe de
Grignon and the Orchestra <tSinf6nica de Barcelona» whose orchestra was heard
In the best of its classical repertoire, assisted by Mlle Mercedes Plantada, who
gave the members of the Congress an opportunity of hearing some typical
Andalusian songs and delicate Catalonian airs, skillfully harmonised by this
celebrated conductor. They also heard the classic and stirring Jota Aragonesa,
that is to say, peculiary Spanish music, but very different from that which is
usually offered to strangers, which is always overladen with castanets and with
tambourines.
The theatre was resplendent with its dazzling lights and magnificent decoration of tropical plants and glorious flowers.
At the end of the concert to the sound of the Spanish National Anthem and
the Royal March the Sovereigns left the theatre in the midst of the heartiest
applause and cheers. This was quickly taken up by the public, who had been
waiting outside the theatre for some time. The cries of « Long live the King and
Queen» filled the air. Thus concluded this memorable week for Barcelona in
which the Second World's Poultry Congress was celebrated, whose memory
will be one of the most glorious pages in the history of Aviculture in Spain
and in the two Continents.
HOMAGE PAID TO PROFESSOR CASTELL6

On the 16th. in the large drawing-room of the Hotel Majestic, the banquet
took place given by the foreign m,embers of the Congress to the President of the
Executive Committee, Don Salvador Castello.
At a table at which were 135 guests was seated the President and Dona
Antonia de Plandolit O'Daly and their sons, the assistants of Professor Castello
in his work of instructing and encouraging Aviculture.
The first speaker was the President, Mr. Edward Brown, who congratulated
Professor Castello on his indefatigable efforts and on the "vork accomplished
in organising the Congress and the Exhibition, proposed a toast to him and his
family. The representatives of various countries also expressed their gratitude,
the anthems of Britain, North America and the Netherlands were sung and
the hearty applause of the French and Belgians and the wellknown «Eyas ~
of the Italians were heard. Professor Castello thanked them all for the tribute
paid to him but insisted on passing it on to his friend, Mr. Edward Brown
whom he declared to be the real soul of the Congress and for whom he asked
for cheers.
THE MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS AT MADRID

On the t 7th. and 18th. many of the members of the Congress especially
those of the British and North American sections left for Madrid, the capital
of the Kingdom, the others returning to their own countries via Port Bou.
They were seen off at the Station of Barcelona by the President and the
members of the Executive Committe of the Congress and the Exhibition, those
going to Madrid~were received and welcomed by the Director General of Agri-

culture H. E. Don JOEe Vicente Arche and by the President of the (( A~o
ciaci6n General de Ganaderos )}, who had prepared a programme for the two
days that the members of the Congress intended to spend in the capital of
Spain.
. On the 19th. accompanied by the Marquis de la Frontera, Secretary General
of the As~ociation of the « Ganaderos del Reino » the Marquis de Casa Pacheco,
M. de Villaamil and others, they visited the College of Agricultural Engineering,
situated in the royal dOlnain of Moncloa, which is under the direction of the
Engineer, Don Ignacio Victor Clari6, \vho is in charge of the construction of
one of the most important and impressive agrononlical institutes to be found
in Europe. This gentleman had honoured the \Vorld's Poultry Congress by
kindly filling the post of ~ecretary general of the Executive Committee3.
, The members of the Congress had the opportunity of seeing splendid specimens of Spanish cattle ~e]ected and bred in the farm belonging to the SChOOl,.
They then visited the exhibition park of the National Association for Live
Stock where they were received by the members of its Committee and by the
staff of the house.
The National Association for Live Stock is a .very ancient institution, which
has been in existence for more than 600 years and has been recognised as a
federation of numerous aSfociations of agricultural and live stock syndicates of
the Kingdom. At present there are more than 20,000 members under the Presidency of H. E. the Duke of Bailen, grandee of Spain, and one of the mo~t
distinguished representatives of t he old Spanish nobility.
An excellent lunch was provided for the members at the fine building in
the Exhibition Park and competition ground3, these grounds were admired
·by the members of the Congress, the land is a recent gift of H. M. the King,
who bestowed upon the ASfociation this part of his royal domain of the Ca£a
Campo next to the gardens of the Palace.
. rhe Association has built on this ground groups of buildings and installations for the exhibition and judging of ca~tle, and for the study of breeding
methods. There are also poultry runs where the Members were able to inspect
small classes of pure bred poultry and to see the arrangements made for the
laying competition which \vas then being held under the auspices and direction
of the Association.
.
,The latter is considered to..day as a federation continuing the work of
the National Society of Poultry Keepers and the National League of Poultry
Keepers, which in 1920 met in Barcelona with a view to encouraging aviculture
in Spain.
Having agreed to this federation the National Society of Live Stock ~et
aside a Eection for aviculture, of which His Royal Highness is the Honorary
President, and the Marquis de Casa Pacheco the Executive President, and
Don Enrique P. de Villaamil secretary.
This is the section which has been in charge in conjunction with the National
Poultry School of all the arrangements relating to the Congress and Exhibition
of Barcelona and who received the members of the Congress at Madrid.
During lunch there were several speeches President Mr. E. Brown opened it
,and the Marquis de Casa Pacheco replied in the nanle of the Association wishing
all the guests a pleasant journey back to their own countries.
On the 20th. members of the Congress were admitted to the Royal Palace
by Their Majesties' Major Domo and the secretary general of the National
Association for Live Stock, H. E. Marquis de la Frontera and had the privilege
of visiting the re.3idence of the Kings of Spain and the outlying buildings of
the Palace.
The Royal Palace of Madrid was commenced during the era of the greatest
splendour of the crown and the Spanish dominions and was finished in the
reigns of Charles III and Charles IV and is a gem of architecture.
This Royal residence dazzling in its wealth of works of art of all kinds is
no doubt one of the best known of the Royal Palaces.

This visit ended the programme of the f@tes organised in Barcelona. and ill
Madrid, in honour of the Second World's Poultry Congress of Barcelona. "
Owing to the absence of the Court and President of the Government at
Barcelona no further official celebrations took place in Madrid.
The permanent joint Committee of Barcelona and the Executive CommitteesearnestJy hoped that they had given satisfaction to those who as members
of the Congress were for a fortnight the distinguished guests of the Spaniar~.
H. M. The King and the Spanish Government satisfied with the success
of the Second World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition of Barcelona have graciously permitted the publication of the following Royal Decree in the Gazette
of Madrid, the « Official Spanish Journal» of 20th August.

PRESIDENCY OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
ROYAL DECREE

To the Under - Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture (Fomento): Your
Excellency, In consideration of the success of the Second World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition celebrated at Barcelona from the 10th. to 18th. May last
under the official patronage of this Ministry and under the auspices of this
town as well as of the Committee of its forthcoming Exhibition. Taking into
consideration the importance of these two avicultural events with participation
of 37 States, and seeing the influence that the Congress and the Exhibition
can have for the encouragement of modern poultry- keeping in our country
H. M. the King (Whom God Preserve) has decreed:

First. That should the Resolutions passed by this Congress and presented
to the Spanish Government by the intermediary of this Ministry of the 20th.
July be judged useful or appropriate, means may be adopted to carry them out
in as far as they concern the Spanish Government, so that negociations may
take place with other countries in order to arrive at International agreements.
Second. That thanks be offered by Royal Decree to the Municipality of
Barcelona and the Committee of the Exhibition for their practical patronage
and their moral assistance so generou5ly given to the Executive Committees
of the Congress and Exhibition, also for their loan of the Palace of the Park
of «( Montjuich}) by which deed the Municipality and the Committee of the
Exhibition ensured the practical success of the Congress and Exhibition under
the best conditions in Spain and at a minimum expense to this ~linistry.
Third. That by the intermediary of the Minister for Foreign Affairs by
special Decree of His Majesty thanks be offered to the « International
Association of Poultry Instructors and Investigators}), and especially to the
President, Mr. Edward Brown of London for having celebrated this Second
World's Poultry Congress and Exhibition called by the Royal Order of this
Ministry, as well as that of the Royal Official Poultry School of Arenys de
Mar, and the National Association of Live Stock, for their participation
in the work of preparation and organisation, and expressing to them the
satisfaction of His Majesty's Government for the success which they have
obtained.
. Fourth. "That by Royal Decree there be also addressed special thanks to
the Professor of Spanish Aviculture, H. E. Don Salvador" Castello Carreras,
President of the Executive Cotnmittee of the World's Poultry Congress of
Barcelona and founder of the Royal ·Spanish Poultry Schoo), for the zeal
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with which he accomplished the mission which was entrusted to him by his
Ministry and also for the loyalty and -disinterest edness which he shews in the
direction of this School during the last 30 years, winning universal confidence
for the Presidency and in the direction of the Congress and the Exhibition
which had been carried out with such great success.
These Decrees I bring to your attention by order of His Maj esty that you
may see that they are carried out and these messages communicated to the
Societies and persons mentioned.
God keep you.

Madrid 16th. August, 1924. -

PRIMO DE RIVERA. »

NOTE. - The members of the Congress .who have not received a free copy
of this volume at the end of the year 1924 may claim it from the Secretary of

the Exhibition at Barcelona (Calle de Lerida, 2, Barcelona) by mentioning
the number of the card which was given to them when joining, as a sign of
membership.
No demands will be recognised after the end of the year 1925.

OEN-ERAL LIST OF CONORESSISTES
PRESENT AND ABSENT

SPAIN
.H. R. H. The Prince of Asturias, Heir-Apparent to the Throne of Spain, Honorary President of Spanish Aviculturists. .
,
H. E. General D. Pedro Vives y Vich, Head of the Board of Agriculture representing the Spanish Government.
H. E. D. Fernando Alvarez de la Campa, Mayor and Representative of the
City of Barcelona and of the future Universal Exhibition.
LIST IN ORDER OF PROVINCES

'Alava. - Marques de Loriana. - Francisco Landa paez. - Lazaro Oancedo.
Albacete. - Julio Blanc. - Eladio Morales Fraile. - Elvira Rico. - Rafael
Pastor.
Alicante. - Miguel Guijarro Lledo. - Enrique Mir6 Laporta. '- Luis Perez Oil
Dolz. - Jose L. Perez de Sirera. - Francisco Perez Sirera. - Rafael
Caste1l6. - Joaquin Marco Oisbert. - jose Marco Soler. - Gaspar Marco
Soler. - Francisco Juan Marco. - josefa Gil Chico.
.
Badajoz. - Antonio Lopez Moreno. - Salvador Trevij ano. - Julian Ramirez
Ramirez.
Baleares.- Jaime Luis Pou Moragues. - Francisco PaDsetf Vjnent~ -Fernando Blanes Boisen. - Felipe Fuster Rusii\ol. - Antonio Barcelo y
Garcia de Paredes.- Jose Maria Natta y Ponsetf. - J. Mora y Terres.
- Felicitas Tutzo de Natta. - Francisco Oranell.
Barcelona. - Fernando Alvarez de la Campa. - Joaquin Mund6. - Adolfo
, Fournier.- Mariano Marti Ventosa. - Victor Blajot. - Jose Barbey.Joaquin M. de Nadal. - Leoncio Soler y March. - Ignacio Victor
Clari6 Soulan. - Salvador Caste1l6 Carreras. - Jose Zulueta. - Pedro
Pujol Thomas. - jose Marfa de Guillen GarcIa. - Juan Riba. - Federico Castello de Plandolit. - Enrique Castell6 de Plandolit. - Antonio
Castello de Plandolit. - Ignacio Castello de Plandolit. - Jaime Ferrer
Calbet6. - Felipe Ferrer Calbet6. - Ricardo Sola Espriu. - Francisco
Comas Doy. - Pedro Gust Castello. - Juan Pons Arxer. - Felipe J.
Rodrfguez Pelaez. - Luis de la Portilla. - Pedro Martir Puig Estape.M. Rossell Vila. - Dr. Cervera. - R. Danes. - Jaime Nonell. - Reverendo Padre Jaime,Pujiula, S. J. - Rdo. P. Joaquin Maria de Barnola,
S. J. - Isidoro Aguil6 y Cortes. - Instituto Agricola Catalan de San
Isidro. - Camara Agricola de Arenys de Mar. - Sindicato Agricola de
Ordal. - Federico Wynn. - Jose Seculi. - Raul Mir. - Pedro Mir.Federacion Agricola Catalano-Balear. - Francisco Fages. - Pedro Girona. - Herminio Fornes. - Aquiles Comes. - Rdo. Hermano Roberto
Ambros, O. S. B. - Antonio Sabater. - Cayetano Lopez y Lopez.Jesus Luque y Decano. - Francisco Aimar y Finet. - Josefa Freixa
y Castello. - Jose Patjo y Fatjo. - Francisco Mateu Sala. - Pablo
Bayle Rodriguez. - jose Borras Ventura. - Antonio Laporte Farre.Sebastian Marti Codolar. - Saturnino Margenat. - Pedro Tumeu.-
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Enrique Teixier. -Manuel de Sojo. - Pedro Ros Vendrell. - Antonio
Juan Luis G6mez. - Jose Marfa Mata.
- Julio Nolla. - Natalia Costa del Rio. - Guadalupe Boyer de Pujol.
- Dolor~ Quegles Sensada. -.Juan Bardera. - Hermano Isidoro Jose.
- Alejandro Pons. - Fernando Moragas Manzanares. - Jose Oirbau.Jose Pons Ferrer. - Ignacio Pons Ferrer. - Joaquin Castello. - Luis
saez. - Juan Serra Alsina. - Manuel Miret. - Manuel Cosmen. - Roberto Teschendorff. - Jose Oliva. -, Jose Maria Castello. -Ubaldo
Cufff. - Jose Samarra. - R. Meyer. - Francisca Vallejo. - Marfa Garay. - Pedro Cas6liba. - Juana Grand Gerard de Cas6liba. - Emilio
Vidal Ribas. - Francisco de P. Mir Pujol. - Jose Maria Mir y Vidal
Ribas. - Ramon Salisach3 Padr6. - Salvador Badia Guia. - Jose Soler
Taberner. - Baron de Purroy.-- Juan Francisco Sanchez Garcia.Francisco Gutierrez Diaz. - Eduardo Vidal Villa. - Pedro Arn6 Maristany. - Francisco Coca. - Dionisio Fabre Colt - Pedro Pujol POI1S.
- Antonio Pascual Pellicer. - VIctor Serra. - Marques de Camps.Pedro Bach Escofet. -Jose Bach Escofet. - Ramon Bach Escofet. Epifanio de Fortuny. -Agustin Costa Grande. - Manuel Vidal. ~ Augusto Viflamata. - Jose Abello. - Jeronimo Darder. - Pedro de Plandolit. - Manuel de la Llave. - Jose Reynals. - Joaqufn Pamies.Antonio jansana. - Jaime Maspons. - Antonio Parellada.
Burgos. - Jose Maria Moliner. - Joaquin Barrera Costa. - Aniano Cardi-llo.
Ctkeres. - Pedro Grande. - Ramon Montero de Espinosa.
Cddiz. - Guerrero Hermanos. - Antonio Sagrario. - Francisco Romero Mo,
rales. - Jose Marfa Pena Jaime. - Jaime Lannes Baones.
Castellon. - Consuela Font de Mora.
Ciudad Real. - Marques" de Casa Trevino. - Luis R. de Eizaguirre~
Cordoba. - Sociedad Cordobesa de AVicultores. - Jose Castej6n. - Francisco
Ullastres. - Jose Saraza Murcia.
CQruna. - Juan Rof Codina. - Juan Salgueiro.
GeTona. - Juan Garriga Barberan. - Fermin Torrent. - JoaquinPel1icer.
GUipdzcoa. - Jose Echaniz Navarte. - Carmen Resines. - Sotero Zamakola
Lejaireta.
lIuelva. - Sociedad Avfcota «Los XXX). - Arcadio Aragon Pina. - Lucas
Benftez Cerezal. - Antonio Perez Reina. - .Juan Tejero Gonzalez Vizcaino. - Maria Gomez de Tejero. - Angela G6mez de Aragon.Cesar Sanchez. - Francisco Sanchez. - Miguel de los Santos Sanchez.
- Natalia Sanchez. - Ana Maria Zamorano. - Baldomero Sanchez. Manuel Sanchez. - Rafael Sanchez. - Aurora Sanchez.
Ltdn. - Ventura Alvarado. -- Rafael Roda.
Llrida. - Francisco Sole Busquets. - Ramon Farre Climent. - Paul Alb6s.
Logroiio. - Federico Paternina. - Maria del Pilar Rezusta. - Jose Ruiz.Eulogio Pascual. - Victoriano Ascusio. - Francisco: L. de Onate.Vicente L. de Onate.
Madrid. - Duque de Bailen. - Marques de la- Frontera. - Marques de Casa
Pacheco. - Conde de las Navas. - Baron de- Andilla. - Dr. Francisco
Tello, del Instituto Ramon y Cajal. - Enrique P. de Villaamil.-Santos
Aran. - Emilio Soria. - Ramon Garcia Noblejas. - Francisco Llorente.
- Ramon J. Crespo. - Basilio Gimenez. - Eduardo Martfnez. - Antonio Trucharte Samper. - Conde de Lascoiti. - Joaquin Velasco.Isidoro E. de Mora. - Jose F. de Lascoiti. - Maria Quintana. - Marfa
Isabel Ferragut. - Jose Pastor Giner. - Francisco Saiz Herraiz.Manuel Cuevas. - Francisco G. de Mendoza Lopez. - Marfa Enrile
Valcarcet - ConcepciOn R. Menendez. - Demetrio Abarca. - Custodio
Redal. - Clotilde Beistegui.

Julia Badelt - Jose Esplugas. -

Isidoro de la Cierva. - Jose Marfa Campo y Gomez. - Antonio
Vallejo Navarro. - Juan Frias Marti. - Juan Martinez Piernas.Franciseo Mendez Sanchez. - Jose Abelian Ossete. - Diego Mazuchelli
Munoz. - Vicente Llamas Sastre.
Oviedo. - Obdulio Fernandez. - Menendo G6mez Menendez. - Juan Garcia
. Velarde. - Arturo Truan. - Adolfo Polledo Rosal.
Palencia. - Santiago de la Cuesta. - Mariano Riquelme Redondo. - Domingo
Riquelme Blanco. - Domiciano Esguevillas. - Martin Marfa Ramirez.
Merino. - Mariano Sanchez.
Pamplona. - J. Ibarra. - Fernando Eseberri. - Javier Oroz. - Heliodoro 11zarbe Martinez.
Pontevedra. - Anselmo Hernandez jordan. - Candido Cendeirufia. - Gerardo
Montero Rios.
Salamanca. - Rafael Aguado Aguado.
Santander. - Policarpo Fernandez Polo. - Francisco Castello Molas.-Gabriel
Fernandez. Otamendi. - Manuel de Cos y Rebollo. - Juan Gomez.
Sevilla. - Carlos Pifiar y Pickman. - Rodrigo Virtus Calduch. - Fermin Dfaz
Urmeneta. - Ignacio Sanz de Escobedo. - Domingo Queralt6. - Manuel Alonso. - Enrique F. y Garcia' de la Villa. - Francisco Duran
Saleta. - R. Dominguez Cisneros. - Ricardo Cubillo Contreras.
Soria. - Trinidad jimenez Callejo. - Zenon Jimenez Riduejo.
Tarragona. - Mariano Pellicer. - jose Salvad6 Sarda. - Romualdo Floriacb
Vilamassana.
Teruel. - Justo Meseguer Gil. - Sebastian Zaldivar.
Toledo. - Luis Izquierdo Carvajal.
Valencia. - Conde de Montornes. - Pedro Laborde Bois. - Luis Donat.Eduardo Salinas. - Dagoberto Pardo. - Ramon Escobar. - Manuel
Duato Sales. - Julio Valanza Munoz. - Esteban de la Campa.Marques del Real Agrado. - Enrique del Tell Sa16n. - Gaspar Valdevila. - Jose Estupifia.
Volladolid. - Juan O. Baamonde de la Cuesta. - Emilio Montes Ayensa.
·Vizcaya. - Sebastian de Irigoras. - Manuel Caamano. - Venancio Palacios.Piedad de Echave. - Manuel de Osaniez. - Juan de Gardoqui. - Patricia de Abrisqueta. - Pablo Pascual. - Vicente Ochoa. - Laura H..
de la Torre. - Eugenio Ibarbia. - Rogelio Plaza y Diez de Sollano.Herculano Plaza y Diez de SoUano. - LUIS Plaza y Plaza.
Zaragoza. - Conrado Granen. - Fernando Cuervo. - Enrique Bendicho Cristobal. - Felicia Rius Gelabert. - Jose Maria Tutor Ruiz. - Agueda
Larrosa Vidal de Tutor.
Islas Canarias. - Joaquin Perez Bethencourt.
Posesiones de Marruecos. - Julia Forcada Mateu. - Domingo Alonso Gonzalez.
MUTcia. -

FOREIGN MEl\\BERS
GREAT BRITAIN, BRITISH EMPIRE AND DOMINIONS

,England. - Sir Daniel Hall. - President Edward Brown. - Percy A. Franeis.

- Tom Newman.- T. R. Robinson.- Mrs. R.awson.- S. H. Lewer.Mrs. Lewer. - S. Street Porter. - Mrs. Maciver. ~ Mrs. King. - Miss
Tallis. - Capt Smith. - Mrs. Leslie. - Mrs. Cumber. - Miss Fennell.Miss A. Fennell. - C. B. Parish. - Adm. C. Cayley. - C. A. House.Miss Thompson. - Major Tom Potter. - W. H. Edwards. - W. E.
Walters. - J. E. Helm. ~ Miss WaJace. - R. Newbury. ~ J.H.· Wat-
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son. - E. J. Davey. - ~iss Matthews. - Clem. Watson. -Mrs.Wa~~
son. - Mr. Isherwood. - E. Fearon. - Miss C. Beck. - Mrs. Urquhart.
- C. H. Herbert. - Mrs. Canning Roberts. - Miss· Coxon. - H. A.
Thompson. - Miss N. H. Bell. - R. Borlase Matthews. - Prof. R. C.
Punnett.- Mrs. Punnett. - Mrs. Ward Jackson. - Mrs. Bagnall.- The
Honorable Florence Amherst.-L. C. Tipper.-A. H. Capper.-J. Meeking. - J. Ayrton. - W. Woodward. - Mr. Knight. - Mrs. E. Knight.
-A. E. Brain.- J. Chappell.- J. H. Dowden.-Mr. Palmer.- Mrs. G.
A. Palmer. - P. H. Foulkes. - L. Arden. - Mrs. Arden.-Mr. Baker.
- D. Freeland. - H. E. Dale. - Dr. Hamond Smith. -A. Ruston.
Scotland. - Miss Shirra Gibb. - Miss Newbigin. - Miss A. Newbigin. - Miss
Bremner. - Mr. A. Carruth. - Dr. Orr.
Ireland. - Miss Murphy. - Miss Doyle. - Miss Cassidy. - Miss J. E. Scott.
Canada. - Prof. Elford. - Mrs. Elford. - Ernest Rhoades. - Mrs. N. Birks.Mrs. S. Wilson.
Australia. - Mr. F. C. Faraker.
New Zealand. - Mr. J. E. Merret. - Mrs. Merret. - J. N. McLean.W. S. H. Scott.
Burma. - Capt. Oeo L. Johnson.
India. - Mrs. A. K. Fawkes.
Egypt. -Mohamed Bey Askar.
Transvaal. - Mr. Chris L. De Jongh.
FRANCE

M. M. De Monicault. - Prof. Charles Voitellier. - Comte Delamarre de
Monchaux.- Rene Caucourte. - J. H. Fouquet. - Prof. Dechambre. - Blan·chard. - Montero. - Mme. Montero. - George Murton. - A. Fabre. - Chantiers et Ateliers de la Chapelette. - Union des Syndicats Agricole3 du Sud-Est.
"- Joffre. - Societe Centrale d'Aviculture de France. - Societe Centrale
"d'Agriculture de l'Aveyron. - Pierre Chapoulaud. - Oscar Dahl. - Chevenard. - Marcelin Poinbreuf. - Syndicat Agricole des Arrondissements de
Chartres, (Chateau dun et Nogent Ie Rotrou). - Union Federale des Syndicats
·et Associations Professionnelles Agricoles de la Haute-Vienne.-Louis Rolland.
.- Societe d'Encouragement a l'Agriculture du Gers. - Cordier. - Joseph
Drabek. - Richardson. - Office Agricole de la Manche. - Henri Rousset.Renegarry. - Comte Olivier de la Rochefoucauld. - Amedee Berthier. - Paul
Thierry. - Office Agricole Regional de PEst. - Office Agricole Departemental
.de Meurthe-et-Moselle. - De Mauny. - Chardin. - Dr. Delamarre. - Eugene
Simonnet. - Albert Maumene. - Office Agricole Departemental de la Seine.~
Roger Barbe. - Bernes. - Franky Farjon. - Frederic Passy. - pezard. Sand. - Caridroit. - O. Legendre. - H. Martel. - Truche. - Staub. -Institut Pasteur, de Paris. - G. Lavier. - F. Larrousse. - Maurice Langeron. ~
E. Brumpt. - Mlle. Cordier. - Ch. Joyeux. - M. Herbinet. - L. Due.-:M. Malatier. - M. Laplaud. - Garnier.
.
BELGIUM

Prof. J. L. Frateur. - Jules Maenhaut. - Alfred Keymeulen. - Achille
Heyndrickx.-Victor Pulinckx Eem.an.-Colonel Finet.-Prof.Marcq.-Profesor Leynen.-Lahaye.-Aras.-Van Houte.- Du Manoir.-Nelson.- DUjardin.
- Joseph Demenau. - Everaerts. - Sys. - Iveins d'Eeckhoute. - Federation
Nationale d'Aviculture de la Belgique. - Societe d'Aviculture d'Anvers. - Het
Neerhof de Oand.-Union Avicole de Liege.- Federation Colombophile Beige.
HOLLAND

Dr. Lovink. - B. Wilton. - Mme. Wilton. - C. S. Th. van Oink. - Madame van Oink. - Dr. B. J. C. Hennepe Jaz. - Jan Mantel-. - Baron Snou-
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kaert van Schauburg. - Baronne Snoukaert van Schauburg. - Baron G. I.
A. Heemstra. - Mlle. F. W. A. Ketjen. - J. W. Schrer. - Association A. P.
K. V. - J. Schnurbecque. - I. G. J. Kakebeke. - M. J. Visser. - Mme. van
Lelyveld. - Mlle. van Beuningen. - Mme. Benteijn. - Dr. O. van Rij.Joh. H. Warneke. - W. van Gorcum. - D. W. Molhuijsen. - C. Misset. ~
COCa Anon. P. Sluis. - F. Knottenbelt. - K. van Henning.- J. Kooisman.-

H. Gerlings. - G. Das. - Redaction <cDe Kleinveeteelt». - D. J. Hoisteijn.Glaser. - Jules Breukers. - Societe T. O. N. E. G. - Soc. Neerlandesa «Avicultura». - K. Blankvoort. - Hoenderteelt. - Ajam. - Rijksseruminricht-ing.
- Nederlandsch Merkenbureau. - B. van Asperen Ververen.- Baon W. van
Herzeele. - P. H. Burgers. - J.Breukers. - J. Koosman. - W. I. Krisdde.
- B. J. Voo. - G. Rodenhuis. - Hoowink Hzn. - K. Kniper.
ITALY

Prof. Ale£sandro Brizi. - Prof. Alessandro Ghigi. - Mme. Ghigi.-Prof. Antonio Pirocchi. - Fernando Sormani. - Giovanni Savorelli. - Alberto Sormani. - Domenico Sangiorgi. - Luigi Gandolfi. - Alessandro Lanfranchi.Com. Dante Marchiori. - Attilio Cotini. - Alula Taibel. - Anita Vecchi.Gerardo_ Bevilaqua. - Luigi Baldi. - Alvise Vanin. - Vanin di Santa Renata.
- Ferruccio Frau Sanna. - Claudio Balducci. - Alessandro Marsigli. - Rinaldo Gessner. - Umberto Baccari. - Federazzione Italiana di Pollicoltura.N. .Stigliano. - E. Giacomini. - A. Corti. - R. Giuliani. - F. Tucci.A. Mollo. - M. Marani.
DENMARK

Conseiller W. A. Kock. - Mme. Kock. - Societe Cooperative Danoise
pour I'exportation des reufs. - Copenhagen Feather Factory Ltd.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Doctoresse Marfa Kuklovtl.- Dr.

lovaque. - jaroslaw KrizenecJzy.

Fran~ois

Kral.- Union Avfcole Tchecos-

SWITZERLAND

M. Franz Muller.
ROUMANIA

Hon. Sr. C6nsul General, D. Salvador Bonet.
HUNGARY

Hon. Sr. Consul, M. Udo Ruttkay de Also.
SWEDEN

M. Miles::de Wachenfeld.
POLAND

M. Mauricio Tribulski. - Albin Zacharski. - T. Misiewicz.
RUSSIA

Alexis Oss!pof. - Mlle. Fried.
.

PORTUGAL

Francisco de Aragao Silveira.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

oj Washington, New York, New Jersey, Cali/arnie, Indiana, Connecticut,
Caroline du Nord, Ohio et autres
Mr. Morley A. JuU. - H. G. Pierce. - Prof. Willard Chandler Thompson.
- Francis Drake Kendall. - Allen G. Philips. - George Cugley. - Lewis
Harry Reynolds. - Herry G. May. - Clarence M. Haring. - Leslie C. Dunn.- Myer E. Jaffa. - Chas W. Knox. - W. E. Newlon. - H. C. KnandeJ.-

w.

F. Kirkpatrick. - P. D. de Pool. - Harlam Soy Shrader. - W. B. Cleveland. -Arthur C. ·Smith. ~ Floyd E. Andrewus. - Robert. C. Bradley.WiJlard H. Allen. - Gustave F. Heuser. - Benjamin F. Kaupp. - Prof. j.'

Rice. -American Poultry Association. - AmericanA3sociation of Poultry
struetors and Investigators.

In~

MEXICO

Com'paftfa Avfcola Mexicana.
CUBA

Sergio Suarez Murias.- Angel Aedo. - Fernando Aviles.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Joaquin Pulgar.
COLOMBIA

Ignacio Sanz de Santamaria.
ECUADOR

Miguel s. ~1urillo. - Julio Murillo. - Felipe Barboto. - Manuel A. Ramos•.
- Escuela de Agricultura anexa al Colegio Espejo. - Cesar E. Pena. - Com~
paiHa An6nima «El Telegrafo». - Union Bancaria Ecuatoriana. - Simon Zenck.
- Isaias Medina.
PERU

Prof. Luis Maccagno. - Instituto Nacional de ~\icrobiologia Agricola f
Sueros y Vacunas de la Escuela Nacional de Agricultura y Veterinaria. ~
Enrique Gonzalez Aquinaga. - Escuela Nacional de Agricultura y Veterinaria.
~ Elias Fernandini. - Carlos Clavegoya. - Morales y Hermanos.
CHILI
Hon. Sr. Consul General, Delegado de Chile, D. Anselmo de la Cruz.
Francisco Rojas Humeus. - Dr. Ruben Bustos. - J. Tadeo Lazo. - Antonio
Marti. - Juan Dagnino. - Augusto de Ramori Correa. - Pedro Oonoso. ~
Ceferino Quiroz. - Ceferino Concha. - Martin Waksen. - Julio Pelegrini.Juan Barriga.- j. M. Zavalla. - Estacion Agronomica. - Severino Pazos.Dario Bonilla. - Heriberto Lopez Medina. - Jorge de la Cerda Silva.-Manuel
Martinez Asenjo. - Manuel Matus. - Jose Reveco. - Elena Noguera de Vega.
- Angel F. de la Reguera. - Federico Armstrong. - AmbrosIo Alliende.Judhit Vidella. - Carlos Videla. - Carlos Fonseca. -' Cristian Kruger. -Teodoro Kretscher. - Baldomero Orellana. - German Greve. - Enrique Larenco.
- Manuel Sepulveda. - Jose Soriano. - Jose 1'. Bisquertt. - Lui Bastidos.
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PREFACE
In this volume the Executive Committee of the Second World's Poultry Con...
gress publishes the information and communications sent to same by scientist~,
professional breeders and writers on Aviculture of many countries and which,
in conjunction, form a doctrine throwing light on important matters for those
who still believe that Aviculture is merely routine work which has nothing
to do with science.
According to the regulations of the Second World's Poultry Congress only
the summaries of these articles should have been published,.however the Con:.
mittee of the EXhibition at .Barcelona, which brought such energy to the organization of the Congress and the Exhibition relative to same, expressed the
wish that their work should be complete and worthy _of the International Association of Poultry Teachers and Instructors, which latter Society is the originator and driving force of the World Congresses and EXhibitions. This in connection with their desire to give due honour to the authors of the papers has
caused them to arrange for publication of same in the following three Languages,
Spanish, English and French, which will enable. all the World to benefit by the
work described therein. The Executive Committee highly appreciates this
new sign of interest on the part of their patrons and hereby expresses the gratitude which is due to the city of Barcelona and especially to the Committee
of the coming exhibition for having assisted so efficaciously in their work of
assisting the progress and development of the World's aviculture.

THE PRESIDENTS,

Prof. Salvador Castello.

Edward Brown.

•
NOTE: The committee in their tum have taken great pains in getting the translations as exact
as possible, but the delay with which the original manuscripts were received here and the tmpossi.
bility of submitting printers proofs to the authors of the different articles may have occasioned
errors in interpretation or printing almost inevitable in works of this nature.
The principal errata are noted on a special page, at the end of the book.
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SECTION I

Mundial experiences and researches
1.- Biology, Genetics, Anatomy Physiology and
Animal Experiments.
t

11.- Exhibitions and Selection of good layers.

III.-Ethnology and information on new- and old
races.

IV. - Feeding.

I

Biology, Genetics, Anatomy, Physiology
and Animal experiments

CONTRIBUTION TO EMBRYOLOGICAL TECHNIQUE
by the Rd. Father JAIME PUJIULA, S. J.
Director of the Biological Laboratory of Sarria, Barcelona

If the POll Itry farmer desires to know, inside and out, the biological side
of his studies he must be thoroughly acquainted with the phenomena of ontology, that is to say, of Etnbryology; one of the finest branches of Biology and
without doubt, the most fertile in resolving the great problems of this science.
The poultry keeper must interest himself in the technique of his subject as
well as in the general theory of his study. BelieVing that this subject is not
too far removed from the work of the World's Poultry Congress, I give hereWith
a method for the early study of the fowl embryo which can be applied to eggs
of other species and which has given very good results.
_ Embryologists complain of the difficulty there is in removing from the
egg entirely and in good condition, the germinal disc during the first stages of
embryonic development. This is due to the delicate structure of the disc, which
is injured by the slightest pressure.
Several means have been suggested to avoid this, such as that of Vialleton
which I do not propose to describe here for want of space. I can only add that
Inany discs are spoiled in the process even with every assistance. Even when
they are not completely destroyed, one cannot get correct orientation, so that
there is great difficulty in rightly interpreting microscopic sections. On several
occasions we have tried to harden the egg with hot water or alcohol before
commencing the operation, but we have not been successful, for we cannot
expect to' harden the egg as we do in cooking by leaving it for some time in
hot water. Apart from the danger of over heating and destroying the germinal
disc, the thick covering of coagulated albumen is an obstacle to the success of
the operation. To avoid this risk, the egg IUllst be broken on a plate containing
hot water or alcohol. The white coagulates rapidly, even on the germinal disc,
hiding it from observation, and as it seldom rests exactly on the yolk, but to
one side or even underneath, it becomes impossible to obtain a good orientation
and disappointlnent is continual.
An idea put into practise, gave me, as by chance so often happens, the
solution of the problem. It was as follows. After having placed the egg horizontally on a support so arranged that it could not be displaced, and alloWing
the necessary time to elapse to ensure that the disc wlll be at the highest point,
we carefully tnake a small orifice in the centre of the shell with a bodkin, and
then enlarge it with scissors so as to expose the whole of the germinal disc on
the yolk. Then we pour over the disc a small quantity of alcohol- 95 % which
form) a covering for the disc and its edges. About 3 or 4cc is sufficient. As
the alcohol is lighter than the contents of the egg, it remains on the surface
without any disturbance of the contents. Under these conditions the alcoho
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hardens the disc by degrees and after half to three quarters of an hour it is
possible without difficulty or risk to cut with curved scissors around and below
it; afterwards with a fairly large spade-shaped spatula it is easy to lift it for
it has the consistence of a scale, and it it is placed in the fixing solution. Kleinenberg's solution is used (2cc of sulphuric acid to a lOOcc of a saturated watery solution of picric acid.) After half an hour the disc is transferred successively to 70, 80 and 90 per cent alcohol remaining in each from half to one
hour. The disc can be stained as a whole, which has its advantages in the early
stages whether with the idea of examining its structure as a Whole, or imbedding it in paraffin or celloidin and cutting sections with a microtome.
To stain the disc as a Whole, it is placed in 70 % alcohol· and after washing
in alcohol relatively weak, it is transferred to boracic carmine where it remains
for one or two hours. It is then passed through chlorohydric alcohol which
removes all excess of stain and differentiates the cell elements, the nucleus i3
stained red, the protoplasm being either colourless or rose-pink. For a complete
specimen the germinal disc is transferred from chlorohydric alcohol (which
has been. repeatedly changed until no further colour is removed) to 95 % alcohol in order that it may become dehydrated. This operation and the following, up to the mounting in Canada, balsam or Dammar resin, can be effected on the slides. After repeated washings with 95 % alcohol, the slides are
run dry, if the disc is uppermost, and the process is complete.
The preparation is dried with blotting-paper and covered with an essential
on such as Cajeput cedar etc. This is left on for a long time until it is completely dehydrated and transparent. When the process is complete a few drops
of Xylol are added to remove the oil and the specimen is finally mounted in
Canada Balsam or Dammar Resin.
The resulting preparation leaves nothing to be desired, vide the accompanying illustrations I, 2, & 3. This technique may be carried out both before
incubation and subsequently to the 2nd. and perhaps the 3rd. day.
For more advanced studies (from the end of the 3rd. to the commencement
of the 14th. day) although the same procedure may be followed, it is not so
necessary, for there is not the same danger of spoiling the embryo from want
of proper care.
It is not advised then to mount whole specimens after the 4th. day. For
the study of later specimens, they must be embedded in paraffin or celloidin
and sections must be cut. To attain this end, the germinal disc should be stained .once in boracic carmine, if it is preferred to stain en masse, and after treating with chlorohydric alcohol it is transferred to 70 % and later to 95 % alcohol, the latter being renewed in 15 or 20 minutes; later it is transferred to
absolute alcohol which is changed after 20 or 30 minutes. It is necessary to
say that if it is wished to stain the material in sections or even in bulk as soon
as it has reached 90 % alcohol after fixation, it is passed into 95 % and subsequently into absolute alcohol, which is renewed as already stated.
. , ·Prom absolute alcohol it is transferred to a paraffin solvent, if it is desired
to imbed and cut sectwns in this substance, or a mixture of absolute alcohol
and ether if the celloidin method is to be employed: If a riband of sections
is required we prefer to imbed in paraffin on account of the ease and certainty
of securrng consecutive sections. The slight danger of faulty imbedding is
avoided if the technique of dehydration, which has already been described,
is adhered to, and if the removal of alcohol is complete by passing sections
for instance into oil of cedar until they are perfectly transparent, and by renewing the same to make sure that the alcohol is removed, and after one or two
hours in soft paraffin at 42°C, kept at melting point for half an hour. The block
can then be made. The usual technique for microscopic sections is then
followed.

Fig. 1. - Disque germinal de l'ceuf de ponlet aux 6 hem'os
d'in~llbation artificielle. A 'l~.

A"-,;,,. .optiJI. ra- ,?O

V~St'11 {Al'/~;"II/{
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Fig, 2. - Disque germinal de poulet aux 24 heures d'incubation
artificielle. A 15.
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Fig. 3. - Disque germinal de l'ceuf de poulet aux 30 heures d'incubation
artificielle. A 15.
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RESUME

Given that the knowledge of the complete poultry farmer must extend
to the embryology of birds, and in consequence to the methods of its study
and technique, the practical method of preparing these various stages in the
evolution of fowls and other birds is likely to be of use to the Congress.
The method consists in making a small opening into the upper part of the
shell, after leaving the egg at rest for the necessary period (1/4 _1/ 2 hour) and
enlarging the opening with scissors or forceps so as to expose the germinal
disc. When this has been accomplished, a graduated burette or dropper is
requisitioned and 95 % alcohol is allowed to flow over and cover the disc. A
few cc are sufficient. In half an hour the disc will have hardened. An incission
is then made all around the disc and the same removed with a spatule introduced beneath it.
The disc thus separated from the yolk is fixed in Kleinenberg's concentrated
solution (or dissolved in the least possible amount of water) for 2 hours. After
fixation it is hardened in alcohols of increasing strength and is then either
stained in bulk with boracic carmine to mount whole, or embedded in paraffin
or celloidin for section cutting, after clearing with a little essential oil and mount·
ing in Canada balsam or Dammar resin as the case may be.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM:
IN THE EMBRYO
OF THE FOWL DURING THE FIRST DAYS OF INCUBATION
by Dr. J. FRANCISCO TELLO,
of the Faculty of Medicine, Madrid, and of the Biological_Laboratory
of Dr. Ramon y CajaI. -Spain.

General considerations
Although we should make an abstract of every genera) consideration up to
the time of publishing the total of our observations on the development of
the nerve tracts in the embryo of the fowl, we believe that the particulars which
we described in 1923 in the transactions of the biological Research Laboratory
of the University of Madrid (vots. XXI-XXVI of the quarterly microscopical
review) are sufficient authority to put forward certain suppositions and to
establish certain conclusions which lend support to previous studies.
1. The first neurones which make their appearance in the embryo ot the
fo\vl are those which go to form the dorsal longitudinal tract, that is to say
those of the nucleus motorins segmenti of Edinger, which extends from the
interstitial nucleus of Cajal, the most anterior one at the level of the diencephelon, as far as the antero-Iateral tract of the medulla and continuing as
the interstitial nuclei of the spinal cord. This lengthy longitudinal tract
commences simultaneously in the diencephalon and myelen cephalon and the
most anterior portion of the medulla in the second half of the second day of
incubation.
2. Our observations show, in accordance with those of Bok, that all the
motor nuclei, whether somatic or visceral, have a common origin in the nuclear
column, which from the mesencephalon to the medulla, develop in contact
with the posterior longitudinal tract, beginning at the e'nd of the second day.
Still more there arise all at once at several points in the bulb, the neurones
for a somatic and visceral nerve, the facial and the 6th. pair for instance and
the same thing occurs the whole length of the medulla. In these situations
where the somatic-motor and visceral-motor neurones are formed simultaneously, the latter are found, for choice, internal to the other, but in the bulb
the development of the visceral is more advanced while in the medulla the
somatic are to the fore.
3. The first motor ganglia to appear are, the nucleus of the 3rd. nerve
(supplying certain muscles of the eye-ball) the trigeminal (4th. nerve) and the
anterior or somatic roots arising from the medulla, those of the 4th. 6th. and
12th. pairs appears shortly afterwards. The visceral branches of the 7th. 9th.
10th. and 11th. pairs appear in the same order as the arches which they innervate.
4. The Inigration of the visceral neurones towards the place they will
occupy in the adult does not commence before the fourth day. The ventral
nucleus of the 5th. pair appears to form an exception amongst the nuclei of
the motor nerves for it appears from the first at the side of the emerging
nerve.
5. In the same manner as in the column supplying the skin and the dorsal
longitudinal tracts there seern to exist two foci of development, the anterior,
diencephalic and the posterior, myelencephalic, there are two others in the
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motor tract, a little later compared with the preceding of which the one is anterior, mesencephalic, and the other posterior in the highest part of the medulla;
development commences from these two foci with the difference that the descent is very rapid in the upper track, less than 24 hours, and in the medullary
tract it delays more than 2 days, from which it follows that there is a difference
of a few hours in the appearance of the various elements.
6. It is very probable that the development of the motor tract is in imme·
diate relation with the development of the posterior longitudinal tract as Bok
and Kappers suggest; but we think that the path of the axones must be determined by the development of the organs which are to be innervated and by
the formation of the ganglions. It is perfectly clear that the neighbouring
neuroblasts are differentiated under the influence of the dorsal longitudinal
tract and that gives rise to the motor tract; but that would be insufficient to
demonstrate why the acones, facia), abductor, glossopharyngeal spinal accessory, hypoglossal and all those of the cord proceed one lot outwards (visceral)
and the other lot ventrally (somatic). The somites and the ganglions appear
to constitute powerful centres of attraction for the axones of the motor neurones and are directed towards the one or the other according to which predominates at the m.Olnent when the corresponding neurone develops.
7. The sensory ganglions of the cranial nerves develop successively from
before backwards from the end of the 2nd. day, the most important element
being constituted by the cells issuing from the neural crest. In the ganglion
of the 5th. cranial nerve, the epibranchial portion must be very precocious
and of little importance; we have not ~,ucceeded in seeing it clearly in the exceIIent series in our possession; those of the intermediate and of the glossopharyngeal show up well and that of the pneumogastric loses again its importance although it is already perceptible in our preparations. Without wishing
for the present to endeavour to decide the influence which the epibranchial
placodes exercise in thet ormation of the ganglions in the fowl, it seems to u~
that the true ganglionic elements arise from the neural crest, although the
placodes must take part in the formation of other factors in relation with those
purely nervous.
8. The development of the Winged portion oJ the base of the neural tube
must coincide with that of the ganglions. At first growth appears to take place
lengthwise and produces the primitive posterior longitudinal column which
is to serve as a support for all the other longitudinal tracts which will appear
in front of, and outside of that as they develop gradually. Then a transverse
growth takes place t he whole length of the central nervOus system the visceral
motor tracts appear, the greater portion of the commissural fibres which, arising from the neurobla~ts of the Winged region cross right over from without
inwards beyond the 111iddle Jine and beconle longitudinal on the opposite side.
The appearance of the commissural fibres is earlier in the bulb and the medulla the·n in the other centres. Perhaps the notable development which takes
place in the Winged portion of the rnesencephalon and above all in the isthm.us,
has its effect in directing the course of the axones of the 4th. pair of nerves
backwards and upwards, the decussation taking place when the m.edullary
folds unite, at which time the fibres continue to follow in the direction they
had in crossing the 111iddle line and continuing on the opposite side.
9. The primitive diencephalic commissure of Gudden is formed by the
cephalic fold of the neural tube in the prolongation forwards of the large longitUdinal tract so that the striothalamic tract appears in the earliest stages
as a bifurcation forwards and upwards. This commissure which crosses the
middle in front of the lower portion of the optic pedicles serves as a su p'port
to the optic fibres from the retina to the mesencephalon after passing the part
of the diencephalon which later forms the corpora geniculata. It is possible
that as in the ca:~e of the decussation of the pathetic, the direction in which
the optic fibres reach the point, if decu~sation contributes to the crossing of
these.
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to. The interstitial sensory nuclei, for preference homolateral, which
contribute to the formation of the posterior longitudinal tract, lead· to the
alae or commissures; then in all the ventral surface of the myelencephalon
the homolateral neuroblast differentiate out, the axones of these become longitudinal on the ventral surface between the posterior longitudinal tract and
the line of mixed nerves. Behind this these axones condense into a distinct
nucleus which forms the beginning of the sensory nucleus.
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BIOLOGICAL STUDIES 'ON SECONDARY SEXUAL
CHARACTE'RISTICS AND HEREDITY AMONG GALLINACEAE
The French organIsing Committee of the Congress.

Mr. A. PEZARD has continued his studies at the physiological station of the
French College (Paris) relative to Oallinaceae. The results which he has obtained during the last two years are divided into two groups:
a) Determination 0/ secondary sexual characteristics: plumage, spurs, instincts

and physiological conditions of gynandromorphism.
b) Relationship between heredity and sex.

a) Secondary Sexual Characteristics and Gynandromorphism

Gynandromorphism or unusual mixing of the characteristics of the two
sexes has been given as complete an explanation as possible, founded on the
histological modifications of the sexual glands in the hen or the cock. The
humoral interpretation is found capable of explaining all the cases related in
scientific literature. Better stilJ, with his two collaborators, Knud Sand and
F. Caridroit, M. Pezard has been able to produce experimentally the most
curious and also the most perplexing anomaly of biology, bipartite gynandromorphism (in which the plumage is divided into two parts, one of male appearance and the other of female appearance). It has been possible to obtain the
same anomaly by different processes, and M. Pezard has recently made known
four different ways. The birds bred at the Physiological Station attain the
bipartite state in as perfect a way as possible. M. Pezard concludes the absolute identity of the genetic contents contained in the plumage of the cock and
that of the hen (theory of equi-potentiality). Finally, Pezard and his collaborators have succeded in sexually inverting the characteristics of feathers in
course of development and thus obtaining bipartite feathers (male at one end,
female at the other, with a clear transversal separation) : the golden Leghorn
breed furnishes particularly demonstrative subjects in regard to pigmentary
dimorphism. (Experiments carried out on 10 birds bred at the Physiological
Station ).
b) Heredity and Sex

M. Pezard has continued his investigations on the subject of sex..linked
heredity in the Gallinaceae. The fundamental portion of this study consists in
the minute analysis of the crossing of Leghorns and Dorkings. The first generation possesses a sex-linked character, particulary clear: males mixed, whatever the direction of the crossing: females having exactly the plumage of the
paternal breed. To explain this result, Mr. T. H. Morgan invokes the special
properties of the differentiating cause of sex, in this case a special chromosome
contained in the reproducing elements.
Messrs. Pezard and Caridroit think sex linkage can be explained by separation of the sexual hormones. A long experimental investigation is now
being carried out, which will allow the argument to be settled; already some
unpublished results appear incompatible with the chromosomic theory.
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Finally, in their breedings, Messrs. Pezard and Caridroit have obtained some
unusual and unexpected variations:
Hens with six claws;
Hens with beak of rapacious birds;
variations which may have considerable theoretical interest.
Works published by C.-R. Ax. Sciences, Paris: C.-R. Soc. Biologiqut, Paris: Journal de Physlologie tt Path. Gen., Paris; Annales des Sclences~Nationalts, Paris: Archives de Physiologle, Liege; Journal
01 General Physiology, New-York; EndocrlnololY, Baltimore.
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ON SOME INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION
OF GLYCERO-PHOSPHORIC ACID ADMINISTERED TO FOWlS
by Dr. NICOLA STIGLIANO
of the «Animal Experiment Station» of the Royal College of Agriculture
at Portici. - Italy.

We are aware 'of the beneficial effects of lecithin in various biological processes, especially in the case of gro wing stock.
But if lecithin can be employed experimentally, and in the domain of human
therapy, it is too expensive to be used in animal nutrition.
On this account it ocurred to us to experiment on the action of glycerophosphoric acid, which is the most important constituent of lecithin. This
during the process of digestion becomes partially separated into its components,
choline, fatty acids and glycero-phosphoric acid. This last is completely absorbed and assimilated by the organism.
Our researches have aimed at establishing the ultimate effect of glycerophosphoric acid.
a ) On the increase of weight in chickens.
h ) In accelerating the production of eggs.
c) In promoting the vigour of the chicks.

t. Action 01 glycero-plzosphoric acid as regards increase in Wtight. - The
object of this experiment Was to see, as We have already said, what and how
much was the influence of glycero-phosphoric acid in promoting the growth
of chickens.

For this purpose we selected young Leghorn hens bred by the same poultry..
farmer, and which were all marked with a ring bearing a number.
Two groups were formed out of these having the same numbers, variety,
age and weight, so that the initial conditions of the experiment, besides being
the same in the two groups should have very the same results, even as regards
individual performances, in the experimental and control groups.
Each group comprised 18 birds, of which six Were hatched the 6th. of April,
five the 20th. April and six the 22nd. of May 1922. They were chosen of different ages, to' bring out more clearly the effect of this acid during the various
periods of the life of the chick.
The two groups were housed separately, but under similar conditions.
The experiment commenced on the 28th. of August and ended on the 11th.
of November. The birds were weighed every five days at the same hour, which
was just ·before the first meal of the day.
The ration which was identical in quality and quantity in the two groups
was given twice a day.
In the experimental group 35 cm. (about 5 1./2 drops) of glycero-phosphoric
acid, previously diluted in a quantity of water sufficient to convert the morning's
ration into a wet mash, was used.
During the whole experiment no untoward result was noticed.
The conclusions derived from these trials were as follows.
a) Glycero-phosphoric acid in a mixed diet containing various forms of
vegetable foods has resulted as a rule in a greater increase in weight in the
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experimental than in the control groups; an increase which, hardly perceptable
in the April hatched pullets, was more marked in those hatched May 22nd.
In consequence, the average increase in weight in the latter was 73 grams more
than in those of the corresponding control ( gr. 453 in comparison with gr. 380)
while in the former the increase Was only 24.5 grams.
Thus the effect exercised by this substance is more active in the case of
the younger birds, because the stimulating effect is greater when physiological
conditions are more intense.
And these differences in average live weight in favour of the experimental
group, although not considerable, are of importance because the heavier birds
at the commencement of the trial had been assigned to the controt
b) The amount of food consumed by the trial group in 75 days was
Kg. 118.80 of mash and Kg. 32.53 of maize in comparison with Kg. 122.95 of
mash and Kg. 35.91 of maize, consumed by the control group. There has
been a very appreciable economy in the consumption of food stuffs in favour
of the trial group, an economy which does not compensate for the extra expense
but which is of use because it shows us the favourable effect, even if only
slight on nutrition.
The somewhat limited numbers in the experiments (18 in each group)
does not permit of our drawing very accurate deductions on the effect of this
substance in the development of the body. Meanwhile if on a large scale we
should hesitate to advise its employment on account of expense, it might yet
be used for the raising of breeding stock.
2. Use oj glycero-phosphoric acid in egg production. - During the preceding
period of trial and up to the 30th. of November, we have observed the daily
output of eggs in the two groups to prove the value of glycero-phosphoric acid.
a) The trial group in three months produced a number of eggs less than
those given by the control pen.
b) The average weight of eggs was inferior to that of the control
(Grams 55.81 compared with 57.39).
c) The formation of the egg in the trial group, if one excepts five eggs laid
in September, has begun late (in the month of October no egg in comparison
with 32 laid by the control group ).
3. In/lllence 01 glycero-phosphoric acid on the vitality 01 chicks. - Observations made on chicks hatched from eggs laid by hens under the above conditions lead to the following conclusions.
a) Hatching takes place earlier on the whole with the eggs from the experinlental hens. It is presumed that this precocity is due to the greater vigour
of the first chicks which are on this account able to liberate themselves more
easily from the shells.
b) The eggs from the trial group give a greater percentage of viable chicks,
35.48 % against 30.35 % in comparison with the total eggs, and 84.60 % against
60.06 compared with fertile eggs.
c) None of the chicks from the experimental group died, after hatching,
while several of those from the control pen failed to live.
In adaition to the above observations and although this hardly enters
into the object of the experiment, we have observed the influence which glycero-phosphoric acid has exercised on the sex·incidence of the hatches.
Observations made with this object have given sufficient results to make
it worth while to follow the matter up with larger numbers, so as to arrive at
satisfactory conclusions.
The sex of the chicks arising from these hatchings, including those dead in
shell is distributed as follows.

Experiment •. . . . . . . . . . . males 58.80 %
Control
»
39.30 %

females 41.2 %
))
60.7 %

EXCMO. SR. DUQUE DE BAILEN

Presidente de la «Asociaci6n General de Ganaderos del
Reino» y del Comite Ejecutivo de la Exposici6n Mundial de Avicultura de Barcelona.
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From the final results of the trial, one can conclude; 1st. the provision of
glycero-phosphoric acid favours the development of chicks, particularly in the
earlier stages. 2ndly. this acid appears to have an unfavourable action on the
number of eggs laid by hens. 3rdly. chicks hatched from eggs laid by hens receiving a ration of this acid are more vigorous and better able to resist the infections to which they are so often subject.

1.

2
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ON THE INHERITANCE OF COLOUR IN THE GUINEA FOWL
by ALEXANDRO OHIOI
Professor of Zoology at the University of Bologna and Director of the
Experimental Station of Aviculture at Rovigo.
Membre of the Executive Committee of the World's Congress, Barcelona.

Domestic Guinea fowls, descendants of the Treminda meleagria of West
Africa, are divided into five varieties which are distinguished amongst themselves by their colour, while they differ from the wild species in a greater development of size, in the comb (or chaperon) and the wattles.
The following are their varieties:
1) Grey, like the wild type.
2 ) Lilac, a clear sky blue uniformly flecked with white like the grey.
3) Chamois, (white for the French) with pigmented skin, and having
a ground colour of yellowish-white, extremely lustrous, on which there are
very well marked spots in the form of pearls.
4 ) Violet, in which the upper parts and the breast are entirely wanting
in pearl-like spots, which are localized on the sides and under the wings. The
fundamental black colour is very variegated with violet as if the colour which
surrounds the root of the neck in the grey and wild kinds had extended to the
rest of the body.
5 ) White, completely so, either from loss of pigmentation in the skin, or
because the feathers are pure white without any pearl spots.
These five varieties of guinea-fowl are quite distinct at hatching time. Their
chicks are distinguished by the following characteristics.
In the grey variety the chick is reddish-brown with five black streaks on
the head, the middle one which begins at the back of the head, being very large.
In the lilac, the chick is of a bright ash-colour with darker streaks on the
head. Their form and distinction is the same as in the grey.
In the chamois, the chick is yellowish-white, but on the head there are streaks
more accentuated, after the manner of the two previous classes.
In the violet, all the lower parts and the wings of the chick are white. The
upper parts are a pale fawn and the middle streak on the head is smaller and
more wavy than in the grey kind.
In the white, the chick is as white as a snowflake.
All the varieties breed true and preserve their fixed characters.
In crossing the above varieties I have obtained the following results.
1) The grey is dominant to the lilac which appeared to be deprived of a
factor of intensity existing in the wild form. In the F2 generation the recessive
lilac forms appeared in the usual proportion. The heterozygous greys were
quite indistinguishable from those which were homozygous.
2 ) Grey is equally dominant to violet which appeared to be lacking in
the factor margarogene (pearl producer) existing in the wild form. The antagonistic factor seems to be linked to the fundamental violet colour, but it is
impossible to exclude the question of their being two separate factors. In the
F2 generation the violet type appears in the usual proportion while the heterozygous and homozygous greys are indistinguishable.
3) The grey, lilac and violet crossed with the white, result in a curious
intermediary variegated pattern in which the upper parts are always coloured
while the lower are a more or less diffused white as also the tips of the wings.
The white may be limited to a central spot on the breast and the flight feathers,
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'On the other hand it can cover all the breast and abdomen as well as the sides
and a good part of the secondary wing feathers. In the FI generation a regular
separation of homozygous greys and whites takes place whereas the spotted
beterozygotes differ in their variegation up to the point of having only a few
-of the flights white ( 11 grey - 23 variegated, 12 white; in the recrossing with
the white, 22 variegated and 21 white).
I have never seen any specimens which had white spots on the upper sur-face and on the tail, or which were absolutely white with dark spots.
4) I do not yet know the gametic formula for the chamois. I simply say
that a homozygous variety is in question which differs from the white and that
the French classification which in their exhibitions constantly classes it with
-the white, is wrong.
5) The lilac and violet reproduce the wild grey, since the first possesses
the factor margarogene and the second the factor for intensity, they determine
the reconstitution of the correlation of factors existing in the grey. But in the
-F2 generation the correlation of the two recessive factors occurs; factors mar'garogene and intensity are absent. This correlation is expressed by a lilac bird
'with spots in the form of pearls and with an intense sky blue shade which corre.sponds with an attenuated violet.
The chick of this new variety which I have formed corresponds with that
~f the violet Guinea-fOWl, but the ground colour is a bright ash, the wings and
the under part are white, the dark streaks of the head, narrow and wavy.
The new variety crossed with violet is manifestly completely recessive in
the FI generation. 35 violets having been obtained, these produced 34 violets
·and 11 sky blue similar to the new variety, which are typical of the adult at
the exhibition of live poultry presented by the Italian section, and the chick
:is shown in the scientific and instructive exhibits of the same section.
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THE COPULATIVE ORGAN OF DOMESTIC PALMIPEDS
by ALESSANDRO OHIOI,
Professor of Zoology at the University of Bologna and Director
of the Experimental Station of Aviculture at Rovigo.
Membre of the Executive Committee of the World's Congress, Barcelona•

. Among domestic birds, the only palmipeds possessing a copulative orgam
which has been studied are ducks during development and in the adult, on:
fixed material after death of the bird, in a state of repose and not of erection.
I have succeeded in obtaining fixation of the penis of Geese and Ducks in
a state of erection by causing them to take pills with cantharides po wder two,
or three times, commencing 34 hours before the operation. This is preceded
by pressure on the trachea sufficient to induce commencement of suffocation..
Heavy friction round the cloacal « cushion » results in extroflection of the organ.
and its complete erection. A ligature is placed round the base of the penis,.
the bird is chloroformed, and the organ is removed and fixed with 10 % formalin.
In this manner I have prepared the penis of the ordinary goose ( Anser Anser )
the Guinea goose (Cygnopsis cygnoides), the Barbary duck (Cairina mosckata )
and the wild duck (Anas boschas).
Among the geese, the erected organ has the shape of a left-handed corkscrew
with two complete spirals between the base and the extremity, the latter also
is twisted so as to form half a third spiral. The penis is traversed for its whole
length by a deep groove, the two edges of which approach each other like two
lips. The total length is 58'5 mm., and width at the base 22 mm.
The base portion is perfectly smooth and swelled out. All the rest, which
includes the spiral portion is furnished with reliefs which form several rings in
the form of festoons around the penis, interrupted by the discharging channel.
I counted up to 23 of them. Each festoon is covered with a series of papillae,.
partly toothed, bicuspid and tricuspid, in part pointed, appearing sting like.
Having followed the post-embryonal development of the penis, I observed
that it grew rapidly when the bird was close to acquiring the capability of
feeu ndation.
At the age of five months, among five males examined I was able to see the
small penis, 7 to 10 mm. long, lying extended in the cloacal cavity. At 6 months
the organ is more or less intensely developed, and it is found still invaginated
as in the adult. The spirals form with age, at the same time the festoons appear
in the form of simple rings and finally the papillae, like protu,berances on the
ed ges of the rings.
In the Guinea goose the general conformation of the penis is like that of the
ordinary goose, but the organ is shorter.
On the other hand, the form of the penis among ducks is very different from
that described for geese; it resembles in the basal portion, a shell of the Turritella type, and in the other a shell of the Siliquaria type.
In the Barbary Duck the spirals number six, of which the latter is incompie tea The base is smooth, and hardly larger than the spirals. OWing to the sharp
tu rns of the spirals the discharging channel is fUlly formed and concealed by
their edges themselves, which form a raised pad, while it is visible in the top
po rtion in large spirals, similar to Siliquaria. The length of the organ reaches
70 rom., the rings number more than 100, but their edges are perfectly smooth
an d devoid of papillae.
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Reserving the opportunity of describing the histology of the organ, I con-:elude this commNnication by stating the remarkable fact that the exterior con..
'formation of the penis is different in the two families Anseridre and Anatidae.
In the first the penis is short and thick set with numerous series of papillae,
:.serrated and pointed, in the second on the contrary the penis is very long and
.entirely devoid of papillae. I do not know that such remarks have ever been
made by other authors.
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SEX-REVERSAL IN THE DOMESTIC FOWL
by Dr. F. A. E. CREW
British Congressist.

The assumption, more or less complete, by the old female bird, wild or
domesticated, of the «secondary sexual characters )} of the male is by no means
uncommon but hitherto no thorough examination of a large number of such
cases has been made. However, as a result of the interest and help of the poul-try-keepers of the country over 50 fowls which presented abnormalities in their'
sexual characterisation Were collected. It was found that these birds could,
readily be grouped into certain definite classes according to the nature and to
the degree of the abnormality which they presented. By far the largest cla5s
was that which consisted of hens, two to three years old and belonging to heavylaying strains, which had ceased to lay and had developed head-furnishings
equal in size to those of the male of the breed. The plumage was entirely'
henny in all cases and in some, spurs of small size had been growing. Their
sexual behaviour was completely indifferent. These birds were kept under
close observation for nearly two years.
As time passed it was noticed that many of these birds, folloWing an irre-·
gular moult, were becoming more and more cocky in their plumage characters·
and in their behaviour. For example, one of these birds, a pure-bred Buff Or-·
pington three and a half years old at this time, had ceased to lay after the pre-,
vious summer and began to crow though with effort. Its plumage was com-·
pletely henny but the head-furnishings had become as those of the growing
cockerel. She was not attracted by hens and did not fight with cocks, rather
she sought solitude. Later it was noticed that comb and wattles were increasing markedly in size, the eyes became deep-set amid flaming-red congested
flesh; the spurs were increasing in size at the rate of 2 mms. per month; she
passed through an irregular and protracted moult during which her plumage
became more and more cocky whilst the legs now presented the reddish tinge
which characterises the male of this breed. Her crowing was now changed, it
Was flaunting, challenging; she sought battle with any and every cock while,.
attracted by hens, which would squat at her approach, she would engage in
the act of sexual intercourse. In fact save that her stance was all wrong she was
a cock thou~h a sick one for she was suffering from a severe and chronic diarrhoea
while nodules of tumour growth could be palpated through the abdominal wall..
She was carefUlly nursed through the winter for by this time her importance
was clearly recognised. In the spring the bird was placed with a virginal hen
of her own breed which for several months had been kept apart and whose:
infertile eggs had been regularly incubated. Her mate performed the sexual
act frequently but for over three months every egg laid was infertile. At last.
evidences of fertilisation were forthcoming and two chickens were hatched..
But in spite of all care the «father » of these chickens died.
Post-mortem examination revealed extensive abdominal tuberculosis affecting every organ. The liver was riddled and enormous while lying in the
situation of the ovary was a solid mass of tumour-gro wth, incorporated in the
antero-dorsal aspect of which Was a structure presenting the characters of a
testis, in size about half that of the testis of an actively functioning cock. In
the situation of the right gonad was another. On the left was an oviduct of
infantile proportions whilst on both sides a vas deferens was clearly discernible~
-Histologically the testis-like structures were composed of spermatic tissue and
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the tumour-mass lying in the situation of the ovary proved to be the remains
of an ovary now almost completely destroyed.
The bird just described had not been up to the age of 3 1/2 years a remarkable hen: she had laid many eggs and had reared many of her own chickens.
Then she began to exhibit the signs of abdominal tuberculosis. Her ovary
underwent progressive removal and the ultimate condition was that of pathological ovariotomy which differs from surgical ovariotomy in that being a gradual process opportunity is afforded for the continued invasion of new sexcords and the differentiation of these into functional germinal tissue. But in
the new conditions which now existed as a result of the removal of the active
ovarian tissue this differentiation too k the form of the development of spermatic and not of ovarian tissue and ·so the individual in the end became
equipped with the sexual organisation of the male. This was the working
hypothesis constructed in order to explain the case which appeared with reason
to be perhaps the most clear-cut instance of sex-transformation in vertebrate
animals so far observed.
But the possession of many other birds each apparently undergoing the
same process and each exhibiting some stage in its progress made it possible
to enquire further into the mechanism by which such reversal took place and
to test the validity of the hypothesis provisionally put forward. Briefly it can
be said that the cases examined formed a consistent series. In each ovary
disease was encountered. In every case spermatic tissue in some stage of differentiation was found and the stages revealed the mode of its formation. FollOWing a thickening of the germinal epithelium an invasion of new sex-cords
occurs and these enlarge to form tubules. The gradual removal of ovarian
tissue and the subsequent development of spermatic tissue is associated with
the atrophy of the structures of the female sex~equipment and the growth of
those of the male. The end of the process is the complete transformation of the
individual sexually.
It follows that the crude definition that a female is an individual which
elaborates ova and a male one that produces sperms requires profound modification, for it is a fact that the sex-organisation of a « determined » female can
become transformed into that ordinarily possessed by an individual which
has the alternative sex-chromosome constitution. The actual sex-chromosome
constitution of the fowl has not yet been finally demonstrated but the indisputable evidence of sex-linked inheritance affords the strongest reason for holding
that sex in the fOWl is determined at the time of fertilisation by a sex-chromosome mechanism of the Abraxas type, the female being the heterogametic sex.
If this is so then, from our knowledge of the state of things in Drosophila, it
might be expected that any agency disturbing the balance between the two
sets of sex-determining factors-those resident upon the X and those borne
upon the autosoilles, in the cytoplaSln, or perhaps on the Y chromosome, would
more easily produce an effect in the case of the XV individual, in the case of
the fOWl, the hen.
It is known that in the fOWl there are successive invasions of the ovary by
sex-cords derived from the peritoneum and the present study suggests the
following interpretation of the conditions found in the cases examined. It
would seem that so long as growing oocytes are present in the female, these
invading sex-cords do not develop further into functional germinal tissue but
that possibly they become transformed into « luteal » cells, and that in the
absence of growing oocytes these cords become converted regularly into seminiferous tubules. In the case now being described the oocytes had been removed
by ovarian disease and as a result the conditions favourable for the continued
development of the sex-cords had been established, or to put it in another
way, the physiological inhibiting influence of the functional ovary upon the
invading sex-cords had been removed. Under these conditions the developing
germ cells pursue a dIfferentiation to become spermatogonia, spermatocytes
and spermatozoa.
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This conception which appears to arise naturally from the histological data
is fully consonant with the fundamental postulate of Goldschmidt's hypothesis:
that the essential difference between a determined male and a· determined
female is not a qualitative difference in the physiological processes involved
in sex-differentiation but is a difference in the time relation of these processes
in their operation upon the course of development.
In the case of the female of the domestic fowl it would SeelTI that during
embryonic life the female determining substances are effectively in eXcess and
the differentiation of the gonad and of the rest of the sex-equipment proceeds
under the influence of the female-determining reactions. The oocytes are laid
down. Ordinarily during the succeeding years of the individual's life the growth
of the oocytes precludes the operation of the male-determining reactions which
are increasing in efficiency. But should the conditions become unfavourable
for the growth of the oocytes or should the conditions become favourable for
the continued development of the sex.. cords, such conditions being produced
by ovarian atrophy or exhaustion or tumour, then in the absence of the inhibiting influence of the functioning ovary, the male-determining reactions become
effective, spermatic tissue is differentiated and the sexual characters of the
individual become those of the male.
Summary

Eight cases are described which form a consistent series illustrating the
process by which the female of the domestic fowl undergoes a sex-transformation and comes to possess the sex-organisation of the male. One bird in this
series having functioned for three years as a felllale ultimately became the
father of chickens. It appears that it is the presence of growing oocytes which
prevents the assumption of the male characters by the female, and that if this
inhibiting physiological influence is removed through disease the internal environment may become such as encourages the differentiation into spermatic
tissue of the sex cords which periodically invade the sex gland. It can be anticipated that in all hens in which growth of oocytes has ceased spermatic tissue
in some form will be found.
The phenomenon is interpreted in terms of Goldschmidt's hypothesis.
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GYNANDRO~10RPHISM

by l\1M,. PEZARD, SAND and CARIDROIT

of the Physiological Station, College of France.

The modalities of gynandromorphism in the gallinaceae
We have had the opportunity of studying an abnormal White Leghorn hen,
3ged 8 months. After having arrived at puberty and preserved for some weeks
the characteristics of her sex this bird was sUddently transformed, assuming
male characteristics and exhibiting a remarkable instance of gynandromorphism.
Description. - Size normal, hen feathered, that is to say neck and dorsolumbar region covered with short rounded feathers. No true sickles, but simply
above the tail feathers, the feathers are slightly incurved. Shanks, short spurs
(4 mm. ) corresponding to two months' growth.
On the other hand the head presented all the characteristics of the adult
White Leghorn Cock; comb well developed (130 x 80 mm. ), thick turgescent,
carried vertically and not falling to one side, wattles very long, large lobes,
<Iuite red, owing to the intensity of the subcutaneous circulation. Carriage and
habits of the cock; and instincts of the male, that is to say sexual propensities,
fighting character in the presence of rivals, and cro wing.
Autopsy. -The autopsy made on December 18th. 1922 showed that the
bird possessed instead of a single ovary, two reproductive glands, one in the
normal situation on the left side, the other disposed symmetrically. Near the
first named was the end of a straight thin and distinctly undeveloped oviduct.
The other gland was without any apparent sexual duct.
Left reproductive gland - of a greyish colour was closely applied to the
<lorsal wall on a large extent of its surface, and like the ovary was in juxtaposition to the vena cava inferior. There were several lobes, large in front, thinner
behind, with a rounded nodule below. Appearance uniform, in no way recalling
that of bunches of grapes as when eggs are forming. Weight 0.5 gram. Under
the microscope two concentric zones Were apparent. In the interior was a
uniform mass of seminiferous canals somewhat narrow and containing only a
layer of spermatogonia tightly packed one against the other. The canals were
'bounded by a fairly thick membrane and separated by abundant interstitial
tissue. The peripheral zone was composed of a stroma, ovarian in appearance,
.on the margin of which were rows of cells; large cells comparable to those
fornling the cords of Pfluger, and small follicular cells but without normal
()varian follicles. A flattened epithelium comparable to the germinal epit helium,
surrounded the organ which presented no trace of the tunica albuginea. The
gland could be considered as a chick ovary, progressively invaded from the
centre to the periphery by a proliferation of the ··embryonic sexual cords. In
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place of degenerating as usual, they became developed in the masculine form.
We do not know the cause of this anomaly.

Right reproductive gland. - This was a whitish hard organ, like a small
haricot. Weight 0.4 gram. It was surrounded by a normal tunica albuginea
and formed of seminiferous canals equally lined in their interior with closely
packed spermatogonia. In the lumen of each canal, degenerating cells were
found. The interstitial tissue was abundant, comprising as usual connective
tissue elements with much elongated nuclei, and true interstitial elements,.
which were also slightly osmiophile. Recent experiments of Zawadowski would
lead us to attribute the unusual development of the right testicle, to the atrophy
of the ovary.

Interpretation
1. The double testicular development, occurring probably late, ensured
in our sp ecimen, the app earance of the male characteristics; exaggerated
growth of the vascular organs, carriage and crowing.
2. The endocrine function of the ovary at the time of puberty (about
3 or 4 months) inhibited the male plumage and allowed that of the female to
persist.
3. The appearance of the spurs at six months marked the end of the ovarian influence. Under the circumstances it is not paradoxical to find the female
plumage due to ovarian influence, and the spurs which are the negation of
this action, present at the same time. The plumage developed at the time of
the moult persists until the following one, even if the active hormone state is
during this time suppressed or reversed, (as one of us has recently (1) described under the name of «( endocrine dysharmony»).

Conclusion. - This interesting case, combined with similar ones described
some time ago, both in France and abroad enables us to classify according to
the cause, the different modalities of Gynandromorphism amongst pure-bred
"
birds.
A ) Asexual type. - It is always realised for a moment at the time of
the moult at puberty in the males, in species where the distinctive appearances.
of the sexes are well marked (ex. Thaumales, Phasianides, etc.), the male
plumage ( really neuter) appearing only in stages is found for some time mixed
with chick plumage (like that of the female ).
B) Unisexual type. - This is found in certain females in which it is caused
by incomplete atrophy of the ovary resulting in partial neutralization. It
raises again the question of the ({ seuils differentiels» of the body.
C) Bisexual type. - In this category are instances which show the effect
of double hormone influences (studied by Shattock and Seligmann ; A. Pezard,
Knud Sand and Caridroit; Hartmann and Hamilton; Zawadowsky, etc.)
The hen described here returns to this category, and furnishes us with an argument more in favour of the non-antagonism of the sex hormones (Knud
and Sand) and of the double potentiality of the somatic cells.

Remark. - Double gynandromorphism can occur or be obtained experimentally in the three categories and can be explained by actual theories. To
plead in this respect the action of the nervous system seems to us to be in con(1)

A.

PEZARD. -

The law of all or none and gynandromorphism in birds.
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tradiction of the actual facts; for if this system were to be involved, normal
bens or pheasants which have on the right (where there is no sexgland) a neu
tral condition, and on the left an ovary~ would not fail to have, on the one
side neutral plumage common to the castrated hen, the capon and the cock"
on the other side, only the ordinary female plumage.
II

Experimental bipartite Gynandromorphism
Several biologists, notably A. Giard (1) have stated that the theory of
the sexual hormones is incompatible with the case of « bipartite » birds. The
question is, the cases amongst which the plumage is divided into two different
parts, following the symmetry of the body, one of male, the other of female
appearance. (Max Weper's finch, Bond's pheasant, etc.). The autopsy reveals
interesting particulars concerning the reproductive glands; Hermaphrodism
due to ovariotesticular gland or glands distinct from each other, but without
necessary correspondence between each half of the body and the sexual gland
which it appears to involve at first sight.
For example, Bond's pheasant which possessed an ovariotesticle on the left
side (nothing on the right) had cock's feathers on the left and hen's feathers~
on the right.
The discovery of the different modalities relating to the endocrine action
Cif the sexual glands; inhibiting action of the ovary, the law of all or none,
(<seuil differentiel », endocrine dysharmonies -has furnished a concrete theory
of bipartite (2) gynandromorphism.
Better still, it has allowed of its being produced experimentally in a manner as perfect as one could wish; moreover in former work, we have realised
both the bisexual and unisexual forms.
The present communication has for its object to make known an asexual
form which carries three connected manifestations:
normal bipartite gynandromorphism,
elementary form of the phenomenon,
c ) production of pseudo bi-raciality.
a)

b)

A) Asexual form. - Adult hens belonging to a group castrated in October
2nd November. The day after the operation, these hens were deprived of their
feathers on one side only and according to the regions of sexual dimorphism;
throat, neck, dorso-Iumbar region and rump. At the end of a fortnight appeared the first signs of new feathers, with all the characteristics of male plu..·
mage in form and colour; the hackle, saddle hackle and tail feathers started
to grow, while the neighbouring feathers on the other side of the body rendered
the contrast particularly striking.

B ) Elementary form. - Amongst other hens castrated, we have spared
at the time of depluming, young growing feathers with the view of obtaining
an anomaly described by Shattock in a pheasant; male plumage at one end
and female at the other (preserved in the Museum of the Royal College of
Surgeons). While the part of the young feather already projecting maintains
the yellow colour of the hen's feathers~ the newly formed part assumes the
black tint of the cock's feathers with a transverse dividing line as clear as possible. From this we gather not only that the action of the ovary does not surMemoir- (Journal of Physiology and General Pathology, 1922, pp. 506-507).
A. GIARD. - How does castration affect secondary sexual characters? C. R. of the Society
()f Biology, t. LVI, 1904.
(1)
(2)
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vive the removal of the gland, but also that there is no transition form between
the sexual and neuter state of the feather ( la w of all or nothing). In addition
it appears certain that the chemical action exercised by the hormone operates
in all the semi-liquid zone of the sheath of the feather.
C) Pseudo-bi-raciality. - The resumption of ovarian function in hens
with very small ovarian relics for the time being inefficacious has provided us
with curious feathers in the lumbar region; grey bordered with brilliant orange-coloured barbs, with separation in V. Unknown to specialist breeders of brown
Leghorns, these feathers have been considered by them as characterising a
new variety. An erroneous interpretation, the question of bisexual feathers
<>r the pointed form in the cock, has had to adjust itself after the recovery of
the ovary to the short and rounded sadd-Ie feathers in the hen.

Conclusions
1) Bipartite Gynandromorphism is not incompatible with the theory of
sexual hormones.
2) The plumage of the cock and that of the hen react in the same way
under the same hormone conditions and include identical potentialities.
III

Partial bipartite ginandromorphism of male origin
We have designated under the name of elementary (or partial) form of
bipartite gynandromorphism in fo wls, the transverse division of a feather. into
two parts, the one having a male and the other a female appearance. We have
()btained this form in a hen by simple removal of the ovary_ The feathers which
at the time of the operation were actually gro wing, at once presented a well
marked sexual inversion, which appeared a few days later, thanks to a rectilinear separation bet Ween the two regions.
We give here the results not less precise of the complementary experiment;
.sexual inversion of the feather in the bro wn Leghorn cock. The experiment is
a little more complex than in the preceding case, because in the cock, to make the
-female characteristics in the feathering appear, it is necessary to effect a transplantation of an ovary.

Material for demonstration
1) Feathers of adult brown Leghorn cock taken from the lumbar region,
long pointed and reddish brown.
2) Feathers of adult brown Leghorn hen taken from the same region,
short and rounded at the ends, barbs presenting ends alternately black and
yello w, very distinct.
3) Bipartite feathers taken from a capon having a transplanted ovary
(same region), Distal part of the feather of elongated lancet shape, colour
reddish bro wn; identical in detail with those of the male; prOXimal part in all
respects similar to that of the female, taken from the same region, in size, form
,and markings. Absolute discontinuity between the two regions of the feather..
.as if they had been artificially united the one to the other.
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Conclusion
The sexual characters of adult plumage are in no way related to the feather
sockets. These characters come out in the course of development of the feather
in the form determined by the hormone condition which obtains. This condition acts at once and continuously but not persistently since its effect can be:
at once introduced or suspended. Further, chemical action determines the'
time, the form and pigmentation of the feather; up to the present in pure breeds
it has not been possible to separate these two characters.
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FUTURE MENDELIAN RESEARCH IN POULTRY
"by R. C. PUNNETT, F. R. S.
of the Cambridge University_

It is but three years since the First World's Poultry Congress met in Holland,
yet I venture to think that in those three years has come about the greatest
revolution that the British Poultry World has yet experienced. These are
:strong words, and I daresay that many, if not most of you will ask what justiJication there is for their use. Are not things much as they were in 1921: for
:some a little better, for others perhaps, a little worse?
We may have made a bit of progress, you will say, but the hen is still a hen,
"and eggs are eggs.
Where then is this revolution? All of which I grant freely. The great change
that has been wrought lies not in the impedimenta that accompany her progressive march - neither in vitamines, nor balanced rations, nor in artificial
lighting systems, improved incubators, houses and the like. It is in yourselves,
.ladies and gentlemen, that the revolution has come about. It lies in the changed
. attitude of the industry towards scientific research. In myown particular province, that of research in breeding, the change has come with a speed rivalling
the fall of the Mark, and perhaps you will pardon me a few reminiscences.
In 1907 I attended the Second National Poultry Conference at Reading.
It was a noteworthy Meeting in that, as pointed out by the President Mr. Edward Brown, there was instituted for the first time, a section for the problems
,()f breeding. To that section Mr. C. C. Hurst gave a lucid account of MendeJism as applied to poultry. Nevertheless though some interest was professed,
the neW discovery Was regarded more as a scientific curiosity than as anything
,meriting serious attention. Twelve years later I attended another conference,
-this time in London, at which I had been invited to read a paper. In the inter'val had been discovered the phenomenon of sex-linked inheritance, and it was
with this that my paper dealt. Again I felt that it was regarded merely as a
curiosity, without any bearing on the methods and problems of the commercial
breeder. But only two years later, at the Hague Congress, I was conscious of
a marked change taking place. There was a willingness, even an eagerness
to hear what the scientific men had to say; and what struck me very much
was the way in which one breeder after another took one aside, poured out his
difficulties, and asked for advice. That one could offer so little of value was
·to be regretted, but this Was a small matter, in view of the significance of the
.change that had come about.
Science was beginning to be recognized for what it really was - the making
and organization of knOWledge to subserve the practice of everyday life. The
"breeder was beginning to feel the need of such organized knOWledge to gUide
"his practice; and at the same time to realize that its acquisition was a matter
-of accurate and laborious experimental enquiry. Instinctively he felt that
this was beyond him, demanding as it does, opportunities and training which Were
:seldom his. If this knOWledge was to be gathered it must be by trained obser"vers prOVided with adequate facilities. Once converted to this view the indu.stry acted promptly. To take advantage of a Government offer it raised within
.its own ranks a substantial sum of money, so bringing into being The National
POUltry Institute for purposes of scientific research.
The existence of that Institute is the outward and visible sign of the spiritual change that has revolutionized the breeders' outlook. We hear little today
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'Of those semi-contemptuous references to the theorist, so rife but a few years
ago. Indeed I am not sure that there is not a tendency to rate too high some,
.at any rate, of those who profess to speak in the name of science. However,
by their fruits shall ye know them, and on this point I would say but one word
more. Should you find yourselves deceived by one who claims that his advice
is based upon scientific work, do not rush to the conclusion that Science is to
blame. Science is never at fault, but her interpretors may be mistaken. Should
<disappointments occur I trust you will put that blame where it should be borne
.and not lose confidence in the scientific method. For that undoubtedly is right,
and no longer stands in need of any defence from me. Rather is it for us scientific explorers to justify the confidence which you have begun to place in us
as exponents of the method. It is for us to make you feel that definite aims
He behind our experiments, confused and perhaps irrelevant as they may appear
to one who views them from the outside; that the achievement of those aims
will lead to the increased economy in production which is the keynote in the
progress of every industry.
I do not think I can do better than by trying to take you into my confidence,
2nd explaining what it is we hope to do in the near future at the breeding
'research department of the National Poultry Institute.
As our main line of experimental enquiry we propose to study the fecundity
()f the hen. Of course everyone kno ws today that fecundity is inherited, and
no one would dream of starting a flock for egg production without carefully
tConsidering the antecedents of their birds. But what the heritable factors are,
.and what "is the precise mode of their inheritance, are still controversial questions. From his experimental work Pearl came to the conclusion that fecun<lity depended upon two heritable factors, of which one was sex-linked. The
<hen of high fecundity must receive that factor extra-fecundity from her father
"alone, though he himself received it from his mother. Translated into practice
this means that for high egg production the cockerel is the important bird.
Provided that he is the son of a hen with an out standing record, his daughters
will be good layers even though their mothers may have been but average
birds.
A few years later Goodale also came to the conclusion that fecundity depended primarily upon two heritable factors, but he differed from Pearl in
supposing that neither of these factors was sex-linked. Hurst, whose results
will be found in the Transactions of the First World's Poultry Congress, agrees
with Goodale in supposing that there is no seX-linkage inVOlved, but differs
from both Goodale and Pearl in regarding fecundity as dependent upon three
distinct factors, which influence the rate of egg production in winter, Spring
.and Autumn respectively.
The doctors disagree, and in a case where accurate diagnosis is of the first
importance. Clearly it is a matter for further experiments, and the first point
we shall attempt to decide is whether any factor affecting fecundity is sexlinked in its mode of inheritance. How we propose to set about it, and our
:reasons for doing so, is what I now want to try and explain to you.
During the past decade or so in America the study of the little pomace or
vinegar fly has led to remarkable progress in our knOWledge of heredity. This
'work, all of which, I need hardly say, has been undertaken in a purely scientific
.spirit and without any thought of commercial application, has a very important bearing on breeding problems in poultry. One of the chief outcomes of
these experiments is the demonstration that the factors, upon which the inheritance of character depends, are located in certain minute constituents of
the cell known as chronlosomes, and are probably arranged in linear fashion
along these chromosomes. To each pair of chromosomes in the cell, for in all
~eIIs except the germ cells these bodies are paired, there corresponds a group
{)f hereditary factors. All of the hereditary factors hitherto demonstrated in
the pomace fly, and there are many more than a hundred, fall into four distinct
groups corresponding to the four pairs of chromosomes. Now theory demands,
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and experience agrees, that all of the factors belonging to a given group should
exhibit linkage with one another, but not with the members of another group;
that is to say they tend to stick together during the hereditary process. Of
the four groups one is still further distinguished by the fact that the members
composing it all exhibit the peculiar phenomenon of sex-linkage - evidently
due to their being located in the particular pair of chromosomes which specially
influence the determination of sex. All factors which exhibit sex-linkage exhibit also the ordinary phenomenon of linkage with one another, as indeed is
only to be expected on the supposition that they are located in the same pair
of chromosomes.
Such is the position arrived at from the study of the pomace fly, and there
are now many indications that it holds good also for other forms of animal life.
We may turn back to our poultry problem which is to determine whether
any of the factors upon which fecundity depends are transmitted on the sexlinked scheme. To do this directly is difficult owing to the fact that we are dealing with a factor which is transmitted by the male bird, but produces in him
no visible effect. Some cocks are potentially better layers than others, but, as
none of them lay eggs this can only be directly tested by mating them with
hens of known genetic constitution, and obserVing the performances of their
daughters. Since many daughters are necessary to establish their fu .. -.. er's
character beyond a doubt, this direct method is both tedious and expensive.
Here is ,vhere the pomace fly comes in. It has taught us that all sex-linked
factors show linkage with one another. We know already of several factors
for visible characters in fowls which exhibit this phenomenon of sex-linkage;
such, for instance, as the silver-gOld pair and the barred-unbarred plumage
pair. If we can show that there is linkage between fecundity and silver plunlage, or between fecundity and barred plumage, then we shall have shown
also that there is a sex-link at fecundity factor. If, however, we fail to find
linkage between fecundity and both of these visible sex-linked characters We
shall have denlonstrated that fecundity does not depend upon factors which
are sex-linked.
Perhaps I may make my point clear if I outline briefly one of the experiments which we are starting. In order to test whether there is a fecundity
factor which shows linkage with factors that are definitely sex-linked we require
male birds which have received from one parent the fecundity factors together
with certain sex-linked factors that affect conspicuous plumage characters,
and from the other parent none of these things. Useful sex-linked plumage
characters are found in the silver-gOld and the barred-unbarred pairs. Hence
our cross must be between a silver barred bird of high fecundity and a gold
unbarred bird of low fecundity. Since the barred character is bestown when
the plumage is dark we propose to use as our gold unbarred breed a black which
does not carry the factor for silver. Some preliminary experiments have shown
us that the black Sumatra is of this nature; and as it is a breed of low fecundity
we have chosen it for our purpose. Preliminary experiments have also shown
us that the Barred Rock contains the factor for Silver as well as that for Barring. ConsequentlY the cross between a Barred Rock of high fecundity and
Black Sunlatra should give us the cockerels we require for testing. For such
birds wiH receive the factors for Barring, Silver, and high fecundity from their
Rock parent, and none of these things from the Sumatra. The cockerels nlust
be tested by mating them back to Sumatras and obserVing the nature and
behaviour of the~r daughters. In so far as plumage is concerned these pUllets
may be expected to be of four kinds genetically, viz: barred silvers, barred
gOlds, unbarred silvers, and unbarred golds (1). Owing to the fact that silver
(1) The unbarred birds will of course be preponderantly black; but the great majority of
them will probably show sufficient gold or silver in the neck hackles to ClIlow of determination.
Fully black birds will have to. be tested by mating with a gold cock.
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and barred are both sex-linked, the t~o classed barred silvers and unbarred
golds will be larger than the two classed unbarred silvers and barred golds, as
indeed Haldane has already shown. And if there is a sex-linked fecundity
factor we should expect a higher proportion of good layers among the silver
and the barred pullets than among the unbarred and the gold. Should, however
it turn out that the good layers' are equally distributed among the classes of
pUllets then we may infer that high fecundity is not dependent upon a factor
,.showing its sex-linked inheritace, at any rate in the breeds chosen for the ex! periment.
In the event of fecundity proving to be sex-linked our next step,
will be to determine the strength of the linkage with silver and with barred.
The closer the linkage with either of these characters the more accurately would
the plumage character serve as a gUide to the laying properties of the bird. Should
it,.for instance, turn out to be closely linked with barred plumage then by picking
out the barred, whether silver or gold, We should know that we were separating,
with few exceptions, the more fecund birds from the inferior ones. And as we
have already shown these plumage characters are expressed in the down of
the chicks we should be in a position to effect the separation at hatching. But
all this for the moment is speculation: and I have only ventured upon it because
I wish to give you some .conception of the ideas which serve to guide our work,
Still, we hope to be able to have something definite to lay before you by the
time the next World's Congress meets.
Meanwhile I would again point out that in making use of the phenomenon
of linkage We are not confined to characters that are sex-linked. It happens that
the few characters for which linkage has hitherto been demonstrated in the
fowl are also sex-linked. But as the genetical analysis of the fowl proceeds we
shall doubtless meet with other groups of characters which sho w linkage with
one another. It is in finding these groups of linked characters that our hope
of progress seems to lie. The characters that are of the highest importance from
the economic standpoint are precisely the characters of which the exact mode of
inheritance is most difficult to determine. They are for the most part characters which are not manifest in the hen until the period of reproduction. Broodiness, fecundity, hatchability, stamina - all these important, indubitably
inherited characters can only be determined in a hen by recording her performances over several years. Difficult as is the case of the hen even more so is
that of the cock. His constitution can only be determined at present through
the performances of his daugters; and as experimental stations are always
on a limited scale, we can never hope to analyse more than a few birds in a
breeding season. This makes the direct method slow. We realised this some
years ago in CalTIbridge when we were attempting an analysis of broodiness
and of egg colour. We found it very troublesome, after our cross, to pick out
the cock that laid brown eggs and did not go broody. It meant mating each
bird with hens of known constitution in respect to broodiness and egg color;
rearing a number of daughters, and making records from each one of them.
The process of testing a number of cocks in this way is tedious, though straight
forward. It was, of course, necessary in the case I mention, where we were
concerned with the question of whether such characters as egg color and broc'.
diness could be expressed in terms of a few Mendelian factors; but I am inclined.
to doubt whether the raiser of new strains would ever have the patience to
proceed along such laborious lines. Nor would there be any necessity for his
doing so if we could show that there existed linkage between the factors
which govern these invisible characters, and those upon which are dependent
the manifestation of visible characters, whether for structural features, plumage
color or pattern or anything else.
Therefore I .think that our task today is to analyse every character that
we can, no matter how trivial it may appear and further, to analyse it in connection with every other character. The hen today is like a jig-saw puzzle
with all the pieces, the genetical factors, tangled up in seemingly inextricable
confusion. Our business is first to separate the pieces - to identIfy all the
I.
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various genetical factors which determine all the various characters of the
bird; and secondly to fit all the various pieces into a picture - to decide
which factors show independent inheritance, and which are lioked with one
another. For this purpose a cross between pure breeds is likely to prove
of value if accurately and intelligently recorded through several generations.
But as the main business of the industry is with what I have called the invisible characters e. g. fecundity, hatchability, egg color, broodiness. etc. our
crosses should be so arranged that there maya reasonable chance of testing
for linkage between one or more of these invisible characters and characters
involving structure or color. Let me give an example to illustrate my meaning.
It is a ~atter of common knowledge that most of the breeds that lay white
eggs have white earlobes, whereas red earlobes are generally found in breeds
that lay tinted eggs. This suggests that there may be linkage between the
ever visible earlobe character and the more or less invisible character of tinted egg, and for one with enthusiasm and leisure it would be a hopeful case
to investigate. To such an enthusiast, and I hope he may come forward, I
would ho wever, point out that, simple as the case appears at first sight, it i~
in reality of some complexity. Egg colour is certainly dependent on several
factors while such evidence as I have obtained suggests that the difference
between red and white earlobe is also dependent upon more than a single
factor. If however our enthusiast managed to determine exactly upon what
factors color of earlobe depended, and at the same time recorded egg color,
he would have decided whether there existed linkage between any earlobe
factor and any factor for the colour of the egg. Were linkage to be discovered it would be of considerable service to the breeder in enabling him, after
a cross, to pick out from among his cockerels the potential layer of tinted eggs
without having recourse to an elaborate series of tests. And if linkage were definitely shown not to exist, the result would still be helpful in serving to clear
the ground for future work.
This then must be our programme - a complete analysis of every character
in the fo wl. That it is possible, and that nothing less will serve is the lesson
that the pomace fly has to teach us. The more we learn about the hereditary
factors, the easier becomes future progress. As in the jig-saw puzzle, it is the
earlier stages that present the greatest difficulty. As completion approaches,
the last pieces come to fit themselves. So it has come about in the pomace fly.
Any fresh character that turns up today can, by a few simple experiments be
accurately related to all the rest. Numerous as are the varieties of the pomace
fly, the investigator can predict the results of a cross between any two of them
- the number of forms that will appear as the result of the cross, and the proportions in which these various forms will show themselves. If we knew as much
about the hen as about that little fly, the making of new and more desirable
breeds of poultry would be a simple business indeed. Yet although we pOUltry
people are so far behind we know what can be done, and We know how to set
about it. That it is a vast task I fully admit, I am sure that it will not be
achieved in my lifetime, nor, in all probability in the life-time of anyone else
here today. But, provided that our civilization holds, it will one day be accomplished, and it will then be seen to have been worth while.
I say this having regard to aspects other than the purely commercial one,
important though that may be. Man does not live by eggs alone. He who has
imagination and intelligence, (and what successful breeder is without them?)
cannot be really happy if he lacks opportunity for the exercise of these qualities. One of the best features of the poultry industry lies in the relative absence
of that mechanical· repetition of action which is the unavoidable curse of a
highly industrialized community; for the hen, fortunately is a capricious creature.
In her vanity lies much of her charm, I am convinced that this can be
greatly enhanced if the breeder will take· the trouble to follow the progress
of heredit y.
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Many of the little things that puzzle him in the hen will become clear, and
ihey in turn will help to throw light upon many a puzzling feature in the life of
'Our own kind. For of the new science of heredity that has recently arisen the
commercial applications are as nothing in comparison with its spiritual import.
'The geneticist himself is under no illusion as to what it all means. To those
who have eyes to see, it is a fresh aspect of the living thing that is gradually
-coming into being, a new orientation towards life itself. For the way of the hen
is the way of all flesh, and he- who honestly follows the one will find therein the
,clue to much which seems difficult and perplexing in the other.
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TEMPERATURE AND ANIMAL HEAT
by FRANKY FARJON,
Gambais, S. & 0., France

This question is so vast, 50 important for the better understanding of certain
facts on the subject of incubation and rearing, with a view to improved methods
in this respect, that I fear to remain incomplete because of the narrow scope:
which of necessity I am allowed.
In any case, such a question which controls, and so much so, the whole of
incubation and part of rearing, can only be a summary, not an abbreviation"
which is not at all the same thing.
My first idea was to restrict this Essay to Rearing, but it would have been.
a mistake, nay worse, because:
Incubation and Rearing are only distinct stages, but not entirely different.,
During the period of gestation (incubation) the organs are outlined, take
shape and position, and - natural sequence without breach of continuity-in the hatched chick these same organs increase in size and strength, without
becoming free from danger from a certain age, differing in different individuals ;.
but we cannot differentiate between the « behaviour}) of the chick after hatching, from that of the animal in an embryonic or foetal state. There are va..·
riations between them, or variations of degree, but the requirements of the
embryo in both states are the same, viz:
Heat;
Oxygen (allantoid respiration for the foetus and for the chick) ~
Nourishment;
and this is all.
Exercise and sunlight are not indispensable factors of life - they prolong:
it, they help to make it more or less complete, but nothing else.
Of the role of Temperature, and especially Heat
Let us mark, once and for all, that the words Heat and Cold, while not
scientific, shall be made use of here for what they express in everyday language,.
and that which pertains to incubation and rearing in particular.
« The egg }) - so says O. Hertwig - « is an organism, whose life, in every
stage of its development, and at all times, is dependent upon its constant rela-·
tion to the outside world. It receives and produces energy all the time ».
Heat, a desired heat, a given heat, and the most suitable heat, is one of
those energies that the fertile egg will produce of itself when it has reached a
given stage of development, but which it must receive at the outset, and sub-·
sequently, for its transformation, evolution, to « start and carryon the vital
activities which bring about its development ».
« The surrounding temperature is one of the most important conditions
for the activity of the protoplasms » says O. Hertwig, and he adds « there is
a high and a low limit of temperature, outside which the protoplasm dies jm-mediately».
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This dictum, without specifying intensity or duration, and with no indication
~f a possible remedy, compels me to make a digression which I know must be
-3 long one, but I deem it absolutely necessary, in spite of a certain incoherence

that it will bring into this paper.
However, since We are told nothing of this high limit of temperature above
which the protoplasm instantly dies, and since it may be interesting sometimes,
even in the most perfectly carried out incubation, I will give a striking example
>{)f very high, and thus abnormal, temperature, which nevertheless the proto.
plasm ( the substance of which the living cell is composed) can undergo without
-hurt, if by a given action one knows how to bring it back to a lower normal
temperature.
Some 27 or 28 years ago, by a careless and material mistake, quite uncon·
nected with the incubator itself, I noticed on the thermometer of this same
~incubator, a temperature of 45° C. followed several days after (the incubation
'was pretty well advanced) by a normal hatch and normal rearability.
Quite lately, for a different reason, but equally quite unconnected with the
-incubator ( as before), I noticed one morning the appalling temperature of 490 C.
.( and 490 C. was indeed what I saw). To say that at reading it I received a
'Shock would be no exaggeration - But after the first moment, remembering
the aforesaid 45° and the normal result, with the known conditions of the reaction, I took heart, and acted - even improving the same method I had used
before.
a) I started by opening the egg-drawer, not fUlly, but by a bare centi·
'metre, then graduaIly a centimetre at a time, till I had opened it 5 or 6, placing
-over the said opening a piece of felt, for the purpose of moderating, one might
..almost say filtering, the cooling of the chamber, and consequently of the eggs.
b) Then - after about 30 minutes _. I withdrew the egg drawer from the
'chamber, covering the eggs at once with a double felt.
c) Having placed the whole on a table, I turned the felt slowly from time
10 time, desiring by so doing to expose the eggs for a short time to the open
.air - finally, after a certain interval, leaving only one felt.
d) Lastly, without leaving the eggs entirely exposed to the open air, I re:placed the egg-drawer in the chamber at the moment when the thermometer,
placed between the eggs and the felt, showed a temperature of between 390
:and 400.

The whole incident had lasted about 2 hours, with a temperature of 180 or
20° in the room. From this I deduced that, even during the period of incubatio,n,
the protoplasm when exposed to excessive temperatures does not of necessity
-die, if, as we have seen, it is gradually restored to its normal temperature, unless
{)f course it has already reached, by lapse of time and intensity combined, the
-state of «rigor mortis>) caused by heat.
In the opposite sense, who does not know the wellknown instance of a limb
frozen, or very nearly so, brought « back to life & by gradual application of
'heat. On the other hand I am still convinced that in case of exposure of eggs
to excessive cold, in the same circumstances, a like result would not have been
achieved with the room temperature of 18°-200. Let this be a hint to operators
"Should a similar «accident>) befall them.
This case (thus put) of one single day of a temperature very much above
normal would be incomplete. Let us complete it.
For how many minutes or hours have the eggs been exposed to this «hyper.
temperature» ?
I do not know. It can only have been a short time we must admit, for in
fact for a long time now I have run incubators at correct temperatures and
have learnt that:
In incubation a departure from normal conditions in the case in question has
worse effects through length of iexposure and repitition than from intensity.
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Further, and of great importance: if by application of the above method
(the accident having happened when the hatch was at an advanced stage~
say on the 15th. or 16th. day), I have nevertheless had an excellent hatch, it is
certain that it would have been far different if what I have stated had occurred
earlier, more especially in the first week of incubation - a time (more especially from the 1st. to the 6th. day) when the organs oj the young chick in forma-·
tion are starting to take shape, and therefore a time when the egg should not be
the seat of any accelerated or decelerated development, but one as nearly normal
as possible.
When once this period - which we must own is a critical one - is past,.
one can be satisfied with less accuracy in the matter of temperature.
A Few Main Points which it is well to know
After the egg is laid, the rudimentary cells of the embryo are in a state
of suspended animation (a state of functional rest of the cells ).
Even though « the raising of the formative and nutritive cells to a certain
degree of temperature determines the activity of their existence » (Remy
St. Loup ), yet one must not believe that « Heat creates life in the germ ( 1 ),
but that it transforms the life oj which the egg (the germ) is the seat, life some-what like suspended animation, transforms it into an active life, more in har-mony with Easy Conception.
In other words we must think of it less as a special, dormant life, transforming itself into another kind of life, than as the «( setting in motion» of a special
activity called into being under the influence oj heat activity, which the outside
world has to provide for it. We cannot admit the existence of an intermediatestate which would be neither life nor death. Biological science could not admit
a state so impossible to visualize, which no speech could define, and no brain
conceive. (2)
The germ of an egg, fertilized, but not yet placed in an «incubatory» temperature, must be considered in a state oj activity more or less «slowed down )),
but not in a state 01 suspended activity, above all if we consider, and rightly,
that «activity has its being not only in the transformation, but also in all the
manifestations of which the cells can be the seat )).
Whether eggs placed in a low temperature (3 ) do or do not undergo trans.formation or multiplication of their cells, that is not the question (for the rno-ment at any rate), but they live in their «cell life &.
They absorb Oxygen, and exhale carbonic acid, thus they breathe, thus
they live.
This breathing - for that is what it is - supports for a certain time the
capability of development, a capability which will be the more prolonged while:
the eggs are kept in a « cooler » medium, but still compatible with non refri-·
g.eration of the liquid «egg contents ». (4)
Although it is rather going outside our subject, do we not see certain eggs
(those which contain no water), such as those of silk worms, undergoing temperatures of 400 without possible harm to development (see one of the references
.at the foot of the page).
«As long as the germ possesses this capability oj development it is alive-·
when it is lost it is dead» C. Dareste. (5)
The activity of the germ -like that of the living thing remains nevertheless dependent upon « Heat ».
In the same train of thought:
«•.• development.•. result solely of the natural activity of the germs quickened
by the physical agency.. heat »•
• Heat », adds C. Dareste, « is the essential factor of germination, and of the'
formation of. the embryo ».
_
This last dictum is perfectly correct, but only so long as one does not read
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into the words « essential factor » the expression of a role that can be isolated, but
only that of a preponderating role, of a energy defined or decided, indispensable
and irreplaceable. However, if the oxygen of the air can have absolutely no
effect upon the germ ( if it is not to provide for respiration) without the accompanying « heat », is it proved, or even credible, that heat alone can induce development without the presence of oxygen, the element without the aid of which,
no other nutrition would have any effect? (6)
To sum up :
a) Heat is the determining cause of development, while
b ) Oxygen composes the element - let us even say aliment (nourishment)
in the form of gas - that the egg must take in from outside, and without which
the influence of heat would have no effect to all practical purposes.

Can one, under these conditions, and in relation to development, give Heat
priority over Oxygen? To my mind - No.
In other words, the primordial heat condition for «( life » must be assisted
by nutritious Oxygen.
And, what is more and in agreement with J. P. Morat, one must consider
the junction 01 Oxygenisation as one 01 the most important conditions 01 cellular
life, and one oj those which brooks the least delay.
I will even add: - a function which brooks no delay or as little as possible,

so brief is the space of time possible for its exclusion; whilst - as we all know
well, in incubation, the heat factor, once incubation has begun, can on the
other hand be faulty for a long time (7 ) without impeding the normal course
of development.
Not to mention here the favourable influence ( within certain limits of duration and repetition) that the momentary suspension of this special action,
Heat, exercices. Yet again, heat absorbed; natural animal heat; we find here
we have two kinds of heat to consider:
a) The heat natural to the animal - born, (hatched) or embryo, and
due to the effect of the heat of which it is the seat.
b ) The heat coming to it from the situation in which it happens to be,
i. e. the heat which surrounds it.
The first ( animal heat) depends on the second ( heat absorbed), not so much
in its variations qua temperature, for animals of fixed temperature ( homotharms,
commonly called warmblooded animals), as in the variability in the amount
of energy required of the embryo to maintain its heat level, a condition that
is a sine qua non for Vitality. For the foetus equally its proper temperature
depends largely on the surrounding conditions, and that because it could not
rely on itself beyond a very short, though variable, time.
Putting on one side the Viviparous foetus, which produces heat, and is in
particularly favourable surroundings, air-tight, protected, in closer anatomical
and physical connection with an organism - its mother - herself a producer
of heat, the foetus of birds (ovipari), although about to become an animal
of fixed tenlperature, seems to be, by reason of its feeble resistance to surrounding thermal influences, and cold, owing to its lack of covering, and to its anatomical and physical detachment from an adult organism, seems to be, I said,
for the moment, and to a certain degree, in the same condition as organisms
with variable temperatures (called heterotherms, in common parlance and by
contrast, .cold-blooded animals), whose normal temperature is not constant
and steady except in the medium of a given and fixed temperature (normal
incubation temperature).
And - What is true oj the live cold-blooded creature - that is to say that
• It is not only its temperature that depends on its location, but also the activIty
of its tissues and the general speed of all its functions » (J. P. Morat ) - this
is equally so for the foetus of a bird as regards the activity of its growth and
functions.

* **
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I think it "is right here to put forward two very different theories, in order
to oppose to them my own views, in no spirit of criticism but as a simple statement:
Q. Dareste - as we have seen ~ believes heat to be « the essential factor
"of the development of the germ and 0/ the formation of the embryo » - on the other
hand Merlato only considers « heat ~ ( in so far as it concerns development and
formation), as a passive agent. .
« Heat », he say3, « is only one of the conditions of the embryo's life, and not
one of the elements that lends a hand in its forlnation. »
These two opinions can, perhaps, both be upheld: it all depends upon how
they are read.
But - which is unfortunate for Merlato's opinion - in one single sentence, speaking of heat and moisture, he assigns to them both an identical role.
That takes a lot of weight and force from the undoubted truths in what he
lays down as to the role of heat in incubation (8 )
Whatever it may be, and whatever the opinions of these two authors, we
must agree that:
Heat, in the first place, is the /Ilvourable medium and also the determining
pOwer 01 development. Then, in proportion as that development increases in
perfection and degree, this egg organism, whose temperature previously depended entirely on assimilation of the level temperature of the surroundings
in which it existed, has become in its turn a source 0/ heat.
This heat, which it produces, the embryo utilizes, both then and later, in order

to continue its own development.

Incubation being nearly complete, one can even admit that eggs jor their
development make use oj only the heat appropriate to them, and that the desired
surrounding temperature is nothing but the necessary regUlation oj the natural
loss 0/ heat that must occur in a lower temperature, as the embryo can then
produce the heat which is necessary for it, but not to. a « wastingpoint». In
other words being able to maintain its « fixed rate », its most suitable temperature, only so long as it is surrounded by the same temperature, even though
the surroundings could not provide it with it, for whatever reason.
Sharing, partially or wholly ( according to one's views) in the development,
this heat power, or « internal heat medium )} then is used for that portion which
the embryo can store up, which storing takes place in due proportion to :
a) its personal schedule, i. e. the total heat produced (becoming greater
as development advances), to which is added the heat assimilated fro m its
surroundings: and
b) in proportion to the loss of heat by radiation which the living embryo,
and the egg in its inert state, undergo by reason of the surrounding temperature, and the many influences and reactions, which by divers means but analogous consequences, can be «endothermic». (9)
Working an incubator shows us this abundantly by proving towards. the
end of a hatch, how little heat the hatching chamber retains once the eggs
are withdrawn, and how little {( heat» is needed to maintain the temperature
in the chamber in spite of the extreme ventilation right in the heart of the
chamber itself. ( 10 )
Against this latter argument some may contrast the case of natural incubation where the hen transmits her 4()0 to her eggs, whether these produce
much heat or little. My answer to this is :
1) In hatching under a hen the incubation is by contact. In such a case,
what happens when one of the two sur/aces of contact (in this case the hen) is
an inexhaustible supply of heat? The temperatures of the two surfaces could
not alter one another, any more than the cooling surface (the eggs) could
influence the higher and steady temperature of the other (the hen), beyond
a slight cooling 01 the outer skin after the cooling that the « receptive ~ surface
(that of the eggs) has undergone.
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To 'sum up and in conclusion:

Under normal conditions of its existence the embryo is constantly producing
and giving off heat.
The heat produced in quantity, but not by raising of the temperature (pathological production) must be considered as a reflex energy of its activlty:
it is a function of this activity. Further we can say that:
Heat produced by animals, in quantity, is an indication of their state of health,
And it is in the light of this, in the first place scientific and, in the second, practital truth that I have based my whole method of rearing,

of
of
of
of

nourishment,
the effect of sunlight,
movement, exercise and rest,
weaning chicks from all heat
but their own.

* **
It would not be going outside the bounds of my subject to say a word here
on nourishment and the influence of sunlight, but I will refrain.
I will say a word only - for it is the conclusion and the climax, of this article which is already too long - on weaning chicks from all outside heat.

We have seen that « heat produced in quantity by animals (animal heat)
is a measure of their state of health .)
As far as nourishment, sunlight t and exercise are concerned, we must admit
that we have done our best, knowing what it is advisable to do, in order to
amplify the aforesaid animal heat in the best possible way: if nourishment,
sunlight and exercise playa large part in this connection, the way in which we
supply heat to the chicks in the brooder, and after, counts for a lot.
To keep them in too high a temperature (especially for too long), and
consequently to lessen their inter-cellular reaction, is just as bad as to chill
them.
In fact an organism not invited or encouraged to produce heat for itself,
being kept constantly in warm or even too hot conditions, will produce very
little heat or none at all.
And why should it produce much?
If we know that the organic action creates the organism then necessity
equally calls on the organism to increase this or that organic action - and
that is wha t happens when we make the chicks go out of the brooder into the
run, at first only occasionally for a short time, and gradually more frequently
and for longer periods; we encourage the chick organisms, and then the chicken
organisms, to produce heat, to protect themselves against loss of heat induced
by their surroundings. One must therefore beware of brooders that are too
warm, or chicken houses which have these conditions, in which the chick
cannot escape an influence that, in the first place, is weakening, and does not
compel its organism to produce for itself what will presently be suppressed,
that is to say, all heat foreign to itself.
Therefore any means, whatever they may be (it is not for me to specify
here ), which will lead the chick as soon as possible to do without all heat except
that which belongs to it as its own, will prove an excellent method of rearing,.
and it is to that that I have alluded.

* ••
I have so far entirely ignored the factor of respiration. I should not com..
plete my subject if I did not say at least a few words about this.
1. In the first phase of life (incubation period) we have intimated ( what
everyone knows), that oxygen is an indispensable nourishment, moreover a
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nourishment (gaseous) productive of heat. But a phenomenon on which I
have not dwelt sufficiently, is that which occurs when by 1withdrawing the
eggs from the incubator at regular hours, sometimes once, sometimes twice'
a day, we subject them to the direct action of the surrounding air, which takes
place equally in natural hatching when the hen leaves the nest. To my mind
one must not only see in this habit - viz. Exposure 01 eggs to the open-aira necessity, whether for the hen's needs, (to feed, drink, evacuate, and stretch
herself ), or for the operator when he wishes to turn the eggs or rearrange them
in the drawer.
I note here, jointly with this, something else namely a gradual inclination
towards a cooler temperature, a pause during which the embryo is encouraged, induced, to produce heat more and more, to fight for itself against the influences,
of low surrounding temperatures with no aid from any heat outside itself.

Putting the chicks in the open-air, as described, for a shorter or longer time,
and more or less often, according to their age, must be taken as an identical
condition of upbringing (although increased in frequency and duration of time)

to what we have seen during incubation.

And lastly - it is no exaggeration to say that under favourable conditions
«cold can produce heat » by the production of heat which it increases, but of
course «cold)) (or better described as « cold surroundings ») rich in oxygen.

And it has the same effect on hens in a hen-house where there is plenty
of air but no draught, and that is what henhouses with good open fronts achieve
so weIJ, with ventilation provided behind movable canvas shutters, allowing
the air to infiltrate into the inside, (gently, not ~ith a rush) with a corresponding movement of the inside air towards the outside: a slow, steady, changing of the air.
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NOTE
Life is not self-creating, it is progressive and perpetuates itself.
This state has nothing in common with animals ~ in a state of coming to life., a state
which, according to Geoffrey St. Hilaire, is yet furnished with organs, and with that the capabi....
lity of life.
( 3 ) I do not speak here of the minimum temperature for developmtnt - 28° C. - a temperature that only produces irregular development in eggs subjected to it, which injures the germ~
the which injury will make itself felt later when the eggs are placed in a normal temperature fOT
incubation.
(4) Again is it not proved - for me at least, though I have not made the experiment - that
the germ in a frozen egg with cracked shell, has from this fact lost its capability of development..
even if, to be logical, this egg is gradually thawed.
Frogs' eggs can bear, with possibility of subsequent development, a refrigeration of W.
A singular fact is mentioned by Duclaux, ~ silk-worms ~ eggs, laid during summer, must pass:
through the winter though they do not start incubation till the following spring, and without this:
curious preparatory action heat would have no effect on their development.
But if t~ey are ~xposed for 24 hours to artificial cold in imitation of Winter, development becomes
po~sible. ~ J. P. Morat even adds, Cl Silkworms» egl!s can be chilled even by 400, and this treatment
generally preserves them from parasitic diseases which would impede their development. »
From the same writer: • Birds' eggs can be chilled to 1° without that affecting their subsequent
development.» I wonder though how one could bring a bird's egg to 10 without bursting the shelt
(see above).
(5) TRAVELLED EGGS. THEIR HATCHABILITY (capability of development) since'
here it is a question of hatchability, I must say, in view of the importance and frequency of thisfact, for those few who do not know it, that the appearance of badly packed eggs carried by rail.
and put to incubate is to the uninitiated, that they have never been fertilized. Eggs normally fertile, even perfectly fresh ones, are sent long distances packed with insufficient elasticity, and sub....
jected to shaking, jarring, and even severe shocks, never absent from railway transport.
After the Test of 24-48 hours which is advisable ( the eggs laid flat for choice) they are put intG
the incubator.
Several days later - say 5 or 6 - comes the first testing. Some or all of the eggs appear clear
and are classed as such - at any rate they have not developed, and yet the conscientious sender
can vouch that eggs from the same source, laid at the same time, have given first-rate results.
Does that mean that the suspect eggs are necessarily infertile from the start? No, the development, of which the germ was the seat, may have been destroyed by the unfortunate shocks and
jars etc. described above.
CONCLUSION: The more resilient the packing (and consequently of such a nature as to takeup instead of the eggs the vibrations to which the package is subjected) the better: which is easily
understood. Yet must the sender be careful and know to pack properly.
( 6 ) « ••• first all the elements are blended, but oxygen dissolves in a medium (.), penetrates
( 1)

( 2)

( .) By the words «in a medium. allusion is certainly made to the fats which are found in
abundance in the yolk of an egg, especially in the immediate Vicinity of the germ. And if this is so"
one can be sure that it is intentional, necessary, physiologically indispensable.
I could even give, if not a proof, at least a logical explanation, according to my own ideas, b y
explaining why a fertile egg laid warm, that is to say, taken direct from the cloaca of the hen ( sO'
to speak) to the hatching chamber of an incubator, and consequently never having cooled, not having been exposed for some hours to the open air, thus never having had time ( owing to this circumstance) to collect oxygen into its «fat cells. round the germ, rarely develops normally, and ceases
development very soon, even if it ever starts it.
In a slightly different train of thought, but akin to the above: one sees thp filst egg laid by a
hen that means to sit, an egg which she lays in a stolen nest, give an equally good result in hatching
to the second, third and even the last, which may be a fourteenth or fifteenth egg, which a means
a minimum of at least 15 days between the time she laid the first and last: and yet all the fertile
eggs from this nest hatch without any noticeable disadvantage to the first one, or first few, eggs,
of the clutch.
But what has happened? And there is a very important fact.
Here is the explanation I give.
The hen, haVing laid her first egg in the open-air - what next? She leaves her nest and, tilf
she returns to lay her second egg, the first gets cold, collects oxygen and air in the air space. About
24 hours afterwards she returns, lays her second egg, and naturally during this time the first egg is:
warmed. The same happens to the third, fourth and so on to the last.
Under these conditions the first eggs laid have never been observed to get ~ stale t, while eggs
kept under other conditions for a fortnight, if they are unfit for incubation, are usually, and rightly ~
considered less good than fresher eggs.
The conclusion is easy to prove: it is the sllccessive cooling and warming, together with regular
oxygenisation, of the eggs in the nest, that has kept the hatchabilily intact. It would not perhaps be~
any exaggeration to say that the conditions described have not only sustained this state, but even
increased it, which the result seems to prove.
Some may argue that it is even more the hen's perfect incubation, than these different factors~
that has been the cause. I say it is not so. For it is almost certain that if one had given the
.same hen the same number of eggs at one time she would not have given so good a result.
I could enlarge on this question, but I will stick to the principal facts.
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1he tissues, alters them, adapts them for lile. There is the fundamental phenomenon of breathing. t
(:A. Baudrimont and C. J. Martin Saint Ange. )
( 7) The time during which we can deprive eggs of the influence of heat (for instance by taking
ihe tgg-drawer from the chamber), without hurt to normal development, depends upon:
,
The stage of development;
The temperature of the incubator room, and also (in artificial incubation);
The power - more or less - that the incubator has of regaining its normal temperature
after so thorough or complete a cooling of the eggs it has to warm again.
I have made a close study of this subject in order to find out and set down the extreme limits
-of renewal of the state of development in relation to the length of time of exposure of the hatching
'tggs, in widely different temperatures varying from 1° - 27° C.
The differences are vast - varying from 1 hour to 5 or 6 days - but I must hold to these sim·
pIe conclusions.
However those given are not merely of interest as experiments. They can be of the greatest assi·
'Stance to the operator, and perhaps one day I shall decide to publish them.
( 8 ) Parallel between moisture and heat in incubation:
If in incubation one must deny heat a creative role ( for mutation is not creation ), if one can doubt
'its quality as energy ( which is debateable ), if one can see in it a force working from without to within
()n the germs (as light acts on plants), « activity. which the fertile germ contains, constituting the
internal energy, on the internal fador of development - it would be impossible not to recognise in
.it a determining factor in development, a power that allows energy « under pressure. which the germ
€ontains, to free itself, to commence to function, an action without which there can be no beginning,
.any more than continuance, of development.
Consequently, if one must consider heat as a favourable medium for development, while at the same
time it attracts and compels the growth of this same development, it is certain that the role of what is
.commonly called (\ moisturt • is indeed passive, but not so that of the factor « heat t. Yet this hygro·
lnetric tension has no other part to play but the regulation of evaporation, which could not fail to
be great, too g. eat, in a circulation of air that is over dry.
When too extreme, this hygrometric tension modifies the desired evaporation of the liquid egg
.content; nor must it be forgotten that it contributes to the impoverishment in oxygen of the air in
.egg·chamber, and that, further, it encourages putrefaction, commonly called the « addling of eggs t.
These last two statements sum up the single and limited function of what is railed « moisture t,
()therwise better expressed as the «hygrometri·: tension ., on the greater or less degree of moisture
given off in the egg chamber.
( 9) Which absorb heat.
( ]0) I am accustOJned, several days before the hatch is due, to reckon (approximately of course)
the number of chicks I can count on hatching out, by means only of the temperature of the water
in the tank, without consulting the thermometer by touch alone. Similarly, as a demonstration,
I find it quite possible to make a second test by touch alone on the fourteenth, fifteenth or sixtennth
<lay.
To exphin·
Having withdrawn the eggs in the drawer from the egg-chamber, I put them say on top of the
incubator. I let them cool for five or ten minutes according to the outside temperature ( that of
the room). I then pass the palm of my hand or better still the under part of my wrist, where the
.skin is finer and consequently more sensitive, over the eggs, and the «dead eggs. show up easily,
being cooler compared to their warmer neighbours. I do not recommend this practice to beginnersl
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COLOUR CHANGES IN PLUMAGE OF POULTRY AFTER
THYROID ADMINISTRATION
by ERCOLE GIACOMINI, Professor
of Comparative Anatomy and Physiology, Royal University of Bologna.

I have tested the effect of administration of fresh ox thyroid on chickens with
a view of studying its influence upon the thymus and the bursa Fabricii. I anticipated that thyroid administration would cause reduction of the thymus andan early atrophy of the bursa Fabricii, as actually was the case. But during-,
the course of the experiments another phenomenon has been observed, one
which I did not forsee, namely a decoloration or depigmentation of the plumage. I then decided to extend my experiments so as to include adult fowls •.
at the age of 4 - 5 months, sexually mature pullets and six capons.
t) First series. Thyroid administration to chicks. - Administration of
thyroid was started on July 24, 1922. Chickens of the same hatch were used~
at the age of eight days. They received every second day a small quantity of
fresh ox thyroid, about the size of a hemp seed; the dose of thyroid was gradually increased, so that at the end of August the ration was 8 - 10 of these
little pieces. Three months later, by the end of October, they received from
2 to 5 grams. Experimental fOWls, as well as the controls, were fed with a mash.
of Indian corn meal, chicory, corn and rice. As they grew up they displayed
a marked liking for thyroid which they ate with great aVidity.
I give in brief the results whicll I was able to observe in this series. At the
end of August the chickens began to moult. The moulting was much more.
apparent in the thyroid-fed. On the 1st of September one of the thyroid-fed
died. He was very thin, the bursa Fabricii was passably developed. On the
4th of September it was noticed that the thyroid-fed chicks were very thin,.
though they were eating well. Their plumage was less glossy and smooth than.
that of the controls, and the moult proceeded in a precipitate manner. On>
September 16th the follOWing differences between the thyroid-fed and the
controls were observed: the controls are better-fed, heavier, their plumage is
well formed, smooth and glossy; the thyroid-fed are thin, less heavy, they
have not yet completed moult, the plumage is coarse, bristling, dry in appearance, and neither glossy nor smooth; at the extreme end of some of the new
growing tail feathers (sickles?) and even some of the other feathers could
be found the primary feathers still attached. Their skin was dry.
Post-mortem examination of the chicks which \vere killed and of those.
which died during October, reveals, when compared with the controls, theirextreme leanness, reduction of thymus and atrophy of the bursa Fabricii. But.
beside these remarkable differences, another very interesting fact has been
noted, namely that the thyroid-fed show white spots, i. e. white featheres whicl1they did not possess previously, and moreover the largest part of the feathers
are blue or grey in colour. It would seem, ho\vever, that there is a factor present in the thyroid-fed which inhibits pigment formation and the chicks in
which the phenomenon of alteration of colour is most noticeable present from
the point of view of general colouration of plumage an appearance strongly'
resembling that of the Andalusian breed.
, At the end of October all thyroid fed chicks, which app eared to be in conti-,
nuous moult, showed still more apparent pigmentary disturbances. A greater
number of growing feathers are white and almost all those .which are not whiteh!ive the same- greyish-blue tint. The tail feathers. were white or else one and"
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the same feather was white in part (beginning with the tip) and in part grey_
When this unexpected phenomenon of depigmentation was observed, I paid
special attention to one thyroid-fed pullet which was originally entirely black;
it was observed that the feathers at the back (nape) of the head and of the
-'Occiput, once they were shed were replaced by white feathers and the same
was repeated in a symmetrical manner on other regions of the body.
In the middle of November there remained six thyroid-fed chicks of which
four resembled one another by their depigmentation and by the distribution
;()f white feathers; all the four had white feathers and distributed over the
body, while the rest of the plumage was grey-blue in colour. The shaft of some
,of the primary wing feathers is much longer than it is normally. Thyroid administration was continued with the remaining chickens until January 1923. The
results of this first series of experiments show that if thyroid administration
is continued, depigmentation increases and white spots on the plumage become enlarged. It is also noted that the oil gland has atrophied, and that the
-thymus and bursa Fabricii have been markedly reduced.
2 ) Second series. - Thyroid administration to adult fowls with black
_plumage.
The aim of this study was in the first place to confirm the fact of depigmentation caused by ingestion of fresh thyroid and to determine whether the same
held good in the case of adult fowls to whom thyroid would be administered
.not a few days only after their birth but at a later stage. For this purpose, six
-fowls were selected 4 - 5 months of age, whose plumage was entirely black. The
experiments were commenced on 2nd of November 1923. Three of these (1 cr
.and 2 ~ 2 ) received on alternative days small doses of fresh ox thyroid; the
doses were gradually increased to about 5 gms. One other hen was treated
Witt! iodised spleen; the fifth, a ~, was kept under normal condition receiving
the ~sual food but in very small quantity so that it was practically being starved ;' the sixth, ad', served as control.
At the end of November and during the first days of December, the three
-thyroid-fed birds began to shed their feathers, especially from the head and
neck; numerous new feathers appear which are white from the start. About
-the middle of December the Wings and back of these birds have several white
-feathers, so that their general appearance is greatly altered, they now being
mottled almost symmetrically with white. The belly is in each case light grey.
On December 18 the thyroid fed d' died. At the end of December the two remaining thyroid-fed pUllets have a large number of full-grown white feathers
.and they appeared symmetrically spotted with white on the head, neck, back
-and Wings, while white feathers were also found in the tail. The remaining
"feathers which had not turned white, instead of being of a shining black with
irridiscent sheen, are greyish-black or grey-blue and have a dull, lustreless
,appearance.
The above observations show that the effects of thyroid administration,
'\vhich are exhibited in gradual depigmentation of feathers, rapid reduction of
bursa Fabricii, and the atrophy of the oil gland, can be obtained not only in
very young chicks but also in the fowls several months old.
No.4 and No.5 of this series, i. e. the bird treated with iodised spleen and
the one which was starved, did not exhibit any colour change.
3) Third series. Experiments on Thyroid Feeding of Cocks with Golden
.Plumage. - In an adult golden cock and a young leghorn cock whose plumage likewise was gOlden, administration of fresh ox thyroid caused depigmentation of feathers on head, neck, back, Wings, tail and belly.
4) Fourth series. Administration 01 thyroid to capons. - Capons whose
"plumage is coloured after administration of thyroid undergo a rapid moult
and a part of the new feathers appears White, Whereas the other feathers take
.on a dUll-black or bluish grey tint. The quill feathers of the taU when shed are
:replaced by ordinary tail quills and not by false ones.
5) Effects of cessation 01 thyroid treatment. - If, after thyroid administra-
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tion has been continued for some time and depigmentation of plumage has
()ccurred, thyroid treatment is stopped and thymus given instead, it is obser"ved that the feathers after a spontaneous moult assume again the appearance
.and colour which they had before the experiment.
In formulating the conclusions arrived at as the result of these experinlents
0,( which are still progressing), it can be stated that the folloWing are the most
• important points observed:
1) The effect, already observed, which the profound stimUlating and accelerating action of the thyroid hormones (administrated in rather large, and
therefore no longer physiological, doses) exercises upon the bas81 metabolism
and in particular upon the catabolic processes; so that thyroid-fed fowls, although eating well and even more than controls, are unable to utilise the carbohydrates and put on flesh hence their leanness.
2) This effect, to a certain effect inhibitive, upon fat formation, is very
"marked in the case of the oil gland, the function of which is to elaborate that
substance which serves to oil the feathers of the bird; in the thyroid-fed fowls
this gland becomes atrophied and owing to the lack of its secretion, the feathers
assume a dull and rough appearance.
3) The reduction of the thymus and an early atrophy of the bursa Fabricii. This demonstrates that the thyroid causes involution in lympho-epithelial formations and perhaps in lymphoid formations generally.
4) A very strong stimulus for growth of feathers, which causes a continuous and precipitate moult: this is most certainly due to the rapid cell-division caused by the thyroid hormone.
5) Depigmentation or alteration of colour, or more exactly leucomia,
i. e. whitening of the plumage. This involves a profound disotder in the formation of pigment which becomes arrested (pigmentary atrophy); this results in the formation of new feathers in part white and in part grey or bluish;grey.
6 ) If thyroid administration is continued over a long period (in the case
-of birds which were subjected to treatment at a very early age) the depigmentation becomes more marked and the white spots on the plumage become larger, while the oil gland atrophies to a very considerable extent and the thymus
and bursa Fabricii are greatly reduced. The latter becomes coiled (?) at a
much earlier stage.
7 ) The above results (depigmentation of plumage, rapid reduction of
bursa Fabricii .and atrophy of oil gland) can be obtained irrespective of whethef"
thyroid is administered to young chickens or to fowls of 4 - 5 months old.
8) Depigmentation occurs not only in birds whose plumage is black, but
likeWise in those who have a golden or fawn plumage.
9) The effects of thyroid administration upon capons are the same as in
the case of cocks.
10) If administration of thyroid is discontinued, it is observed that the
plumage which was undergoing depigmentation gradually assumes the colouration and appearance which it had before the experiment.
11) The most important and most constant result of the experiments
recorded above is that ingestion of fresh ox thyroid influences the mechanism
-of pigment formation in the fOWl, disturbing and partially arresting it and in
ihis way causing depigmentation of the feathers.
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THE ILEa-COLIC VALVE AND THE CAECAL DIVERTICULA IN
THE POSTERIOR INTESTINE OF THE FOWL
Professor ALFREDO CORTI,
Laboratory of Comparative Anatomy and Physiology, Royal University,
Bologna. Italy.
The colic diverticula are two evaginations at the cephalic end of the posterior intestine, situated latero-ventrally.
It is not probable that there exists in birds a relation between the development of the posterior intestine and the caeca, as stated by Cuvier and modern
workers. (Cuvier however considered the small third caecum, the remainder
of the Vitelline canal, as being situated upon the line of demarcation between
the middle and the posterior intestines). In the fowl the line between the
~iddle and the posterior intestine~ is demarcated by the valvular apparatus
discovered by Morgagni (his work had not been referred to later). The structure of this valve in the fowl is important. The internal coats, the mucous
and the submucous tunicae,. are of interest only inasmuch as they invest certain portions of the valve which is mainly composed of the internal or circular
layer of the muscular tunica. The external longitudinal layer continues without
modifications from the middle to the posterior intestine. The internal layer
breaks off suddenly in the region of the ilea-colic passage, the caudal portion
of the muscular layer of the small intestine becomes free and bending caudally
towards the cavity and invested with the submucous and mucous layers it
forms the essential part of the valve. The anterior portion of the circular muscular layer of the big intestine, which swells terminally, penetrates between
the external muscular layer and the free part of the circular muscular layer
of the small intestine, to reinforce the base of the valve. This latter can now
serve as another indication of the line delimiting the two portions of the
intestine.
Immediately below the valve the calibre of the intestine suddenly increases.
The mucous membrane of the large intestine is less thick than that of the small
intestine, but is rich in villi, which are rather short and foliaceous, and in glands
similar in type to glands of Galeazzi (gland of Liberkiihn). In conn.ection with
its functional activity it can form a number of longitudinal folds; in its cephalic
portions there are found several annular folds which appear to be permanent
and penetrate the deeply lying intestinal coats. The apertures of the lateroventral caeca are situated immediately below the ileo-colic valve which is associated with these apertures as well as with the valvular apparatuses regulating
them. These latter (or the caeco-colic valves) are simpler in structure than
the ileo-colic valve and ·are much less powerful in their action; they resemble
it, however, in ·some respects and a close similarity of anatomical structure
leads one to postulate a similarity of function as well. Towards the median
end of each diverticulum (L e.. at the end opening into the intestine) the circular muscular coat lining the' diverticula becomes free and somewhat swelled.
It will be remembered that the same was observed in the corresponding layer
of the small intestine; the two layers in fact lie close together being separated
only by a little connective tissue, since the external muscular coat does not penetrate between them. In the greater:part of the caeca-colic passage (e. g. not at
its juncture with the intestinal canal) the circular muscular layer is found to
be splitting; the cephalic portion of this layer in the large intestine proper is
found to insinuate itself under the caudal extremity of the same layer of each
caecum without giVing origin to any swelling or protuberance1 so that a struc-
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ture results somewhat resembling the Heo-caecal valve. but more powerful and
more marked. There is only a slight annular swelling recovered by the submucous ; the structure of the mucous tunicae is not modified in the region of the
ileo-colic and the caeco-colic valves except for a greater development of the
muscular layer of the mucosa.
The caecal diverticula were measured in a large number of individuals of
both sexes of common breeds of Bologna. Their average length was found to
be 13-14 ems. Each has the appearance of a tube with smooth exterior surface,
the. distal portion more or less enlarged, and with an apex bending at a right
angle. A closer examination reveals a proximal segment of about 4 cms. in
length covered by a smooth mucous layer, rich in villi and glands, and somewhat resembling the small intestine. At a few millimeters' distance from the
aperture of each diverticulum in the region of the insertion of the mesentery
there is situated in the dorsal mucosa a large lymphatic nodule; it has a sharp
elliptical outline, is covered by mucosa altnost four times as thick as the rest
and is particularly rich in lymphoid elements which become reduced with age.
The tunicae of this layer, and consequently its calibre, vary but little at the:
time of contraction. Distally the segment continues into another smaller one,
2-3 ems. in length, which owing to its structure and situation may be termed
intermediate. The mucosa becomes thinner and simpler in structure, for the
villous and glandular structures are rare; it has longitudinal folds. This intermediate segment appears to be always contracted or se1lli-contracted, being,
as it were, a constrictIon which probably regulates the passage of matter to-.
wards the terlninal segment.
This Jatter is about 5 cms. in length. Its coats are very thin and highly
contractile; the mucosa is deprived of villi and is poor in glandular crypts.
(these crypts have been described in 1731 by the anatomist Galeazzi - not
Galeati _. the first who gave a description of intestinal glands.) During contraction the mucosa forms regular folds. Lymphoid formations are particularly
abundant, from isolated follicles to large Peyer's patches and even large Iynlphoid areas. These latter can be found in the vaulted roof of the diverticula
but the structure of the roof is by no means uniform as far as these lymphoid
formations are concerned, for they can be scarce or even totally absent. I have
not been able to find any connection between this variation and any other
factors (such as age, sex, breed, etc.). Variation is observed in the lining of
the vaulted roof: the circular muscular tunica may be altogether absent the
roof being then covered by the outer layer only. The nlucosa proper of caeca
in Callus as well as in all the intestine of birds, is closely infiltrated with free
tllesenchytTIal elements so that the whole constitutes a glandular region having
a very important function. The superficial epithelium is high, in the basal
segment it is of the iliac type whereas in the upper portion of the caeca it appears to be approaching the colic type. Corresponding to the lymphoid formations, especially in the deep crypts of the caecal IYlnphatic nodule and
in the apical condensation there are large lympho-epithelial areas; in these
the free nlesenchymal elements are closely and intimately associated with
t hose of the superficial epithelium which lose- their specific characters to such
an extent that they can hardly be identified. These lympho-epithelial areas
are of great importance, although this fact had not been recognised. Their
size is dependent upon variation in function the nature of which has as yet
to be investigated. I have seen figures which seenl to confirm the statement
that the lympho-epithelial elements are formed trOiTI the intestinal lumen, as
held by Renaut, and in opposition to the more recent view.
As regards the functional significance of the caeca, it has first to be not ed
that the mucosa of the basal segment is quite similar to that of superior portions of the small intestine and is very powerful in function, \vhereas the mucosa
of the anlpullae, or distal segtnent, is decidedly of the colic type. Chymous
matter in an advanced stage of digestion is, at regUlar intervals, present in this
distal segment and we do not know as yet the regulating mechanism, the
I.
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function of the ileo-colic and caeco-colic valves connected,. probably, with
the annular folds of the cephalic segment of the large intestine.
The secretion of the caeca has always appeared to have but little effect
upon food matter. But the power of absorption of the mucosa is certain, especially for the aqueous elements of the chyme. It has been put forward that
there exists a homology between the caeca of those vertebrates which possess
it and the digitoform gland of the Salaciens. I do not accept this homology.
even although it is supported by men of authority; none at all is found in the
case' of the two higher classes of vertebrates which possess a ventral caecum,
It has also been suggested, contrary to all data of embryology, anatomy, physiology and pathology, that the vermiform appendix of mammals is an organ
of specific structure and function; experiments have been described which
were supposed to demonstrate the existence of appendicular or caecal hormones
stimulating the whole posterior intestine for the ejection of faecal matter. It
has likewise been suggested that the digitoform gland of the Selaciens manufactures these hormones and that in this way the homology of function is in agreement with the alleged morphological homology.
In my investigations as to the existence and presence of such hormones,
I have studied Mammalia, in which more decisive data were obtained, and
the fowl; the caeca of the latter have a typical lymphoid structure. The results
of all my experiments, even the simplest and most elementary ones, were negative: I was not able to observe anything demonstrating the presence of a
secretion which had a specific effect upon the stimulation of the posterior
intestine.
The relation existing between the development of caeca in birds and the
kind of food has often been alleged and is supported by large evidence. For
my part, I have never been able to admit the existence of this relationship
and I have given a detailed explanation of my objections. The intestinal caeca
of birds vary greatly though this class of vertebrates is so uniform in its fundamental structure. The morphological, taxonomic, relationship of groups and
forms may often be of assistance for recognition and interpretation of phenomena. But if variation is very great (as in the case of the caeca of the fowl,
since they may be altogether absent ), such cases ought to be interpreted rather as instances of convergence and parallel development.
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POPULARISING OF GENETICS AND HOW TO MAKE THIS
SCIENCE AS COMPREHENSIBLE AS POSSIBLE
by K. KNIPER D. Sc.
(Zoological Garden, Rotterdam)

During the last t\venty-five years no department of biology has developed
to the same extent as that of heredit y. In the periods introduced by the rediscovery of Mendel's Principles, the realisation that knowledge of genetics and
its application in the breeding of animals and plants is of great importance,
has become firmly established. In this period the popularising of the principles of heredity offered, to a certain extent, no difficulties whatever, at least
in Holland. The striking phenomena of mendelian segregation, demonstrated
with the aid of material or illustration, and originating for the plant breeder
Jrom a certain growth, for the cattle breeder, from cattle or horses, for the
"birdfancier from his poultry, proved to be a revelation to the audience, and
<1 wakened the desire to endeavour to put this science in to practice.
During the period through which We have passed, all possible means have
"been applied to try to introduce the new ideas regarding heredity and the relative problems of improvement into wider circles. The teaching of the most
,elelnentary principles of the la ws of heredity, for instance the la ws of Mendel
-and their simplest application, will not offer any special difficulty for a good
teacher, even though his audience consists of people who have only had an
elementary education. The only requirements for success are that the teacher
has at his disposed a series of clear illustrations or lantern slides and the necessary schematical figures, while the audience should be interested in the subject
and s.hould not be fatigued by their daily work. The teacher will have to take
,care that be chooses examples which correspond with that part of breeding in
which his audience is interested. He will have to restrict his theoretical observations to such matter as is absolutely indispensable for the correct understanding of the phenomena to be explained. Even the most elementary explanation of the science of heredity requires a certain amount of abstract thought,
-·on the side of the listener. Therefore there always will be a certain number
()f persons who are incapable of following the subject under discussion and give
evidence of it. But these, as a rule do not belong to the interested breeders
'who go about their work With independent judgment.
It is hardly necessary to state that in one lecture to an unskilled audience,
,only a very superficial knowledge of the laws of heredity can be taught.
The only object that can be attained is... to arouse interest. Fortunately the
duration of meetings in the country is rather long and the orator often has
to speak for two hours and a half or more. During that time he is able to tho..
'roughly revolutionize the ideas of his audience regarding heredity. It must
not be for gotten that the greater part of them, if they have any idea of heredity at all, still clings to the old conception of Galton. I have the conviction
that emphasis should be laid on good under.:tanding of the theory of factors.
Especially this abstraction which forms the basis of our science should be tho'roughly explained with good schematical figures. The treatment of Mendel's
.segregation should not be continued beyond two factors; the fundamental
-importance of the newly obtained combinations should be pointed out, and
-afterwards a blackboard diagram of three factors should be shown by the
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way, only in order to explain how rapidly matters become complicated..
Then the phenomena of linkage and sex limited inheritance may be referred
to briefly. The discussion of quantitative characters and variability should
be omitted frOlTI a single popular lecture.
It appears to me that besides illustrations and lantern slides the film could
also play an important part in the popularising of genetics. ProbablY this has
already been done here and there e. g. in America. Especially however,
the so called trick filnl could be used here, because the demonstration of genetical research can not be the object for the taking of the ordinary film as the
connection of the various generations has to be made clear. In this or similar
manners the first interest in the connection between poultry breeding and
heredity can be awakened everywhere where utility-breeding or fancying
have their adherents.
It bec~mes more difficult if we wish to go further in to the subject. Then
it is necessary that the instruction takes the form of a class or is given as a
series of articles in a paper: of course 111uch more is required then from the intel-·
Iigence of the pupils. In the case of oral instruction it will be desirable that.
the pupil have at his disposal an introduction in the form of a dictation or
instruction book. For years classes on genetics have been held in the agri-cultural and horticultural schools and evening-schools.
Special instruction for poultry breeders exists as yet in Holland only in
a sl11all degree. We leave it to others to answer the question as to how it is
in other countries in this respect. It is to be regretted that the instruction is
not better organised especially because poultry breeding adapts itself much
better to the application of genetics than that of other animals of economical
importance. Especially because of this lack of instruction the number of poultrybreeders who are \vell acquainted with the principles of heredity is very
limited, therefore the Dutch Genetic Association (see below) has an disproportionately slTIall number of its lTIembers among poultry breeders.
The lack of good special instruction is however not the only cause of the
retarded progress of genetics, we have been obliged to remark of late years.
With regard to the progressive breeders who realise the importance of genetics,.
the ground we have won can only be held with difficUlty. The development
of genetic research has assumed such proportions that it is very difficult even
for skilled workers to appreciate the progress, and to separate the chaff from
the wheat. The literature relating to genetics is overwhelming; it is very dif-·
ficult to deter111ine fron1 this abundance of publications of varying quality the
real increase of our knowledge. More over the science, which has really grown
too rapidly, has been in a transition period the last few years, by which
it has become clearer and clearer how much the study of the ll1aterial basis
of genetics can contribute to a good understanding of the phen0l11ena. Seen
from a higher level this progress is of great practical importance, and it is certainly a merit of· the Nederlandiche Genetische Vereeniging (Dutch Genetic
Association ), to which I shall refer later that it keeps its members posted in
this respect. On the other hand, however, the direct interest of the breeder
requires lTIOre ll1inute details of inforlTIation, prescriptions as it were, which
When applied, are productive of the desired results. And seeing that the science.
in its present stage, is often not in a position to supply these prescriptions,
there is a danger that the breeders will begin to regard genetics as a theory,
and scientific breeding as a phrase with many pretentions, but with which
little is to be accomplished.
It is therefore essential that the nlanner in Which genetics is taught in every
country to the untrained public, and more especially to the breeder, should
be carefully put to the test, in connection with the local conditions and interests. Only When one realises that in practice genetics is of great iB1portance
and that the latter can only partly satisfy the desire of knOWledge of the former, is there any chance that genetics will render any important service in the
next 25 years, and that this science will becOIne popular in the good sense of
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the word. The first requirement to attain this object is to establish a close relationship between science and practice. Until recently it was a custom in certain circles of genetic investigators, to regard socalled breeders' experiences
with conceited contempt. This is a very objectionable attitude. One should,
on the contrary, armed with a substancial dose of scientific criticism give these
due attention and put these data to the test in connection with scientific
experiences, eventually endeavouring to obtain a confirmation by experi~
ment. By reporting as carefully as possible his experiences, the practical
man can render as great a service to science as viceversa.
If the foundation is laid in this manner, there is indeed every chance of
'Success. However the subject treated here is a problem which is not to be solved
at a lTIOments notice. Without attempting to give a complete solution. I
venture to deal briefly with a few points which occur in this connection, which
are of importance for the general acceptance of genetics. They refer to: instruction, information, exhibitions, competitions, practical scientific research
and organization.
1. With regard to instruction, every country should offer facilities in accordance with the economic interest of breeding, to those who study with a view
to becoming professional breeders, by good training. In this training, breeding
will have to be of primary importance, and seeing that it is essential that the
students see as much as possible, it \vould be advisable to combine this instruction in one way or another with eXisting poultry-farms. By arrangement
the owners of these could be prevailed upon to keep some broods, which should
be of value from an educational point of view. In the first place, however,
it would be necessary to train a number of teachers of breeding, who would
have to be given control of the local classes. These people would have to be
found among the breeders themselves or among the schoolteachers. By combining these classes with the existing poultry farms an organisation could be
formed, which though new, need not be extensive.
This could best be created and managed by those interested, with a sub..
sidy from the authorities in proportion to the amounts, contributed by the
interested parties. Generally speaking this is indeed the most economical man..
ner in which government subsidy can be laid out. We may assume that a
great sphere of influence \vill be created in the neighbourhood of such.
The training of the necessary teachers will have to be given with the assistance of the Government POUltry breeders officials, possibly in cooperation
<with the agricultural and veterinary high schools.
2. By advice, I understand 1° articles on heredity etc. in breeding papers
pamphlets and boo ks. 20 advice issued by the poultry officials or other eXperts. One of the requirements that one may demand is as to the qualification of the adviser. While in Holland with regard to the said advices mentioned sub 2 the state of affairs may be said to be satisfactory, it would appear
to me that the pOUltry papers do not by any means in this respect fulfill the
requirements demanded of them. In the New world they are far ahead of us ;
as evidence of this one may take such a publication as the «Journal of Heredity~.
In addition to the advice by means of popular articles in the journals We
would mention the pamphlets and books published for the layman. As an
example of the former we may take the American publications of the Department of Agriculture the Professional Papers, and Farmers Bulletins.
The beneficial influence of such publications cannot easily be too highly esti~ated.
In Holland such booklets and pamphlets are already issued officially
by the phytopathological service. It is very much to be desired that such
publications be issued with reference to questions of heredity. Hitherto this
has been done privately by the Dutch Genetic Association, formerly called
Society for the Promotion of Scientific breeding. Pamphlets dealing specially
with poultry breeding have not, as yet, appeared. As an example of a book
which is very suitable to enhance the popularity of genetics, especially among
poultry breeders, we would mention the new book by Prof. Punnett; «Here-
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dity in Poultry», a Ducth translation of which, much to our delight, appea-red a short time ago, which we trust, will soon be followed by many in other"
languages. We have here an excellent monograph dealing with a section of
genetics, for a wide circle of people, of the greatest importance, quite in accordance with the present position of science, compiled by one of the greatest
authorities on this subject. By presenting this book to the poultry world"
Prof. Punnett has, in our opinion, prOVided one of the best means of popularising genetics.
It would perhaps be in the interest of breeding organisations in order to:
obtain subject matter for training purposes, to arrange subjects for prize competitions. For the very reason that the treatment of frequently complicated
problems in the clearest possible manner is of so much value, it seems to us
recommendable that the didactic talents of many people might be put to the
test.
3. Exhibitions and competitions can also contribute very much to the pOplJlararising of genetics. What is there finer than a demonstration on the living
material of a herditary experiment? If such an exhibit is to ans Wer its purpose
some one should always be present to give an explanation of it, and to givethe visitors a comprehensive printed exposition. For the just appreciation of
such material, the mentality of the exhibition commissions nlust howeverundergo some alteration. They must begin to realise to a greater extent, the'
great educational influence it exercices. At the exhibition of the 1st. World
Poultry Congress in The Hague exhibits of such material would have taken
place... if some financial assistance had been obtainable from the organising
body. The importance of egg laying competitions in the popularising of genetics
is so obvious, that is seems hardly necessary to draw attention to it.
Whoevir wishes to get an insight into the heredity of laying capacity should
study the principles of heredity, and the great success of egg laying competitions guarantees the interest in heredity on the part of. numerous people.
4. The popularity can also be considerably enhanced by pratical scientific"
research, in so far as it becomes generally known in the vicinity. No doubt such
investigations are beeing, and have been made in experimental stations and
high schools, which were of great importance and consequently also contribu-ted to the progress of our knOWledge. However what I would point out at
present is the influence of doing things oneself and seeing things done. There
are without doubt all kinds of details in questions of heredity, which could be
investigated by intelligent breeders under the supervision of competent controL
If only the competent control were to be found, there are certainly also people
possessing a lively interest in the performing of such experiments. It is just the
practical ITIan'S want of knOWledge of the fact regarding detail, which could
only be acqUired by the few experimental stations and high schools after a great
number of years, which emphasises the desirability of cooperation between the
various lay..observers under such control, in order to replenish the gaps in
our knOWledge as soon as possible. It goes without saying that all these caope·rators are at the same time propagandists of genetics. In order to obtain more
and better subject material, prize competitions could be arranged also with
a view to the solVing of such problems of details.
Finally a few words regarding the part of organisation in the popularising
process. The State or associations which exist specially or solely to serve tradeinterests are not to be recommended. Almost every where are to be found
beside these, real general breeders - and culturators associations to put it
briefly. Improvement organisations. These should chiefly aim at the popularising of genetics. With the Dutch Genetic Association, for instance all should
be associated, the nature of whose work or interest relates to genetics. As however, this science is so extensive that only a few can master it, and the interests
of ieveral breeders vary considerably, the association has been subdivided into
sections. It has now also a section ,POUltry breeding, which at the commencementwill devote itself to the study- of and the collection of data concer.ning
t

some problems of practical interest, such as winter laying, second laying factor,
and differences between newly hatched cocks and hens. The cooperation of
practical breeders and geneticists will, we trust, lead to favourable results,
which as already shown above, without this could not be attained for years.
Punnett rightly says in his Heredity in Poultry (p. 2). « Many years must
inevitably elapse before that analysis can be completed, even for the more
easily worked charectus involving visible differences of structure and colour»
and a little further: Large members of those who keep poultry have it in their
power to help materially in building up that complete knowledge which we may
some day hope for ». By doing such work such organisations can greatly assist
in the popularising of genetics.
¥; e see, therefore, that very many means lead to the object. Every means in
itself brings us further, the combination of all these and certainly many other
means which we have not mentioned, must however lead to the accomplishment
of our ains: that every progressive breeder will alIo w himself to be guided
in his work by the laws of heredity.
Recapitulation
The appreciation of the real value of genetics for plant - and animalbreeding has asserted itself, by degrees, of late years. The distribution of
knOWledge relating to genetics should therefore be promoted as Widely as possible.
The teaching of the first principles to breeders and cultivators offers no
serious difficulties, even when the audience does not belong to the most enlightened class. Good illustrations, lantern slides and schemes, possibly also the
film, together with the choice of material corresponding with the interest of the
audience are however a requirement. If one has only one lecture at one's disposal, emphasis should be special laid on a good understanding of the principle
of factors. Well organised special training is essential for real intense propaganda
of genetics among poultry breeders. In comparison with the instruction in agriculture and horticulture, instruction in poultry breeding may be said to be
absolutely unsatisfactory, at least in Holland. As a consequence of this the
interest in genetics in pOUltry circles is also inconsiderable as yet. This may
be attributed, however, also to other causes i. a. this, that science is unable to
give satisfactory answers to the problems facing the practical man, by which
the interest awakened in the breeders threatens to flag. In order to avoid this,
closer touch is to be desired between genetic science and pratical breeding.
This is to be achieved by a more accomodating attitude on the part of scientific
investigators towards experiences acquired in practice.
For the general understanding of the principles of genetics it is therefore
necessary to have a good poultrybreeders'-training. This could, however, be
accomplished without great expense by combining classes with eXisting poultry
farms. The instructors required for this purpose should be graduably trained
by the poultry officials with the aid of agricultural and veterinary highschools.
In addition to instruction, authorative information should be obtainable
by means of breeding papers, pamphlets and books, and by advice of the
pOUltry officials. As an example of an excellent boo k for the distributing of
knOWledge of heredity among breeders Prof. Prunnett's Heredity in Poultry
may be mentioned. With a view to increasing the articles of instruction the
arrangement of prize competitions is to be recommended.
Exhibitions can also contribute largely to the popularising, if the demonstration of live material of heredity-experiments is encouraged.
Egg-laying competitions cooperate, of course, in giving a better in sight in
rational-breeding.
Finally, pratical scientific investigation by careful breeders, under competent
supervision can also be productive of good results. Only in this manner, can
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the many questions of detail, which specially interest the pratical man, te
brought, within a short time, nearer to a solution.
The popularising of genetics cannot and may not be left solely to the State.
cPor this purpose an association consisting of persons who are interested financially and privately is more suitable. OWing to the varied character of breeding
such an association should form sections, which could devote themselves to
the study of separate groups of culture-plants and breeding-animals, such as
for instance, the Dutch Genetic Association.
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M·ODIFICATION OF THE CHARACTER AND THE QUALITIES
OF DIFFER,lENT RACES OF POULTRY OWING TO CHANGED
CONDITIONS OF LIVING
by R. HOUW INK HZN, of Meppel (Holland)

1. If selection is not applied at all or injudiciously.
2.' In the case of transmission into a warmer or colder climate.
3. In the case of belated breeding, or in breeding.
The first reports on the subject of these problems appeared in the publica..
tions of the fourth « International Congress of Genetics}) held at Paris in 1911
and under the title of :
«Practical experiments in order to obtain fixed and lasting changes in the breeds

» oj rural poultry and imported Italian fowls.

>)

Since this essay on Genetics Was written, there has taken place many a
change in the theory of heredity - in those days, it was believed that the
new features obtained could be propagated in a hereditary way and even accentuated. We were in the first stage of experiments on this subject and the results
obtained were provisionally communicated and have not been able to be maintained in theory.
The conclusions arrived at were worded as follows: (page 9 of the report) :
a) « Natural selection produces fluctuating changes in the rural races
of poultry» this was proved to be incorrect as to continuance therefore conclusions b) and c) are of no value either.
b) « If we continue these fluctuating changes obtained by natural selection, we can produce a natural variety having the new features positively and
durably fixed. ,.
c ) « According to Darwin, we can therefore explain the origin of species,
not only by the changes but also by the fluctuating varieties produced by natu..
ral selection. »
When we continue the experiments and compare them with the up to date
rules of heredity as laid down by Mendel, we are obliged to give up the idea
of the heredity of acquired characters.
The error in our experiments came from wrong analysis that only after more
ample applications of Mendelian laws, could give a more exact picture of the
acquired new features and this more exact derivation is due to having considered each individual as a unit in itself and so we used in our experiments
one cock and one hen only instead of as formerly was done, one cock and many
hens or anyhow several.
. Many people have committed this fundamental mistake by judging that all
animals of a certain species are alike in their composition without ever observing each one separately and considering the amount of heredity; hence so
many wrong conclusions have been deduced.
When we put into practice the laws of segregation according to Mendel
and as treated in the above mentioned publications we easily were aware
that nearly all the fowls were the product of a cross, that each one had its individuality and that the changes said to be fixed and durable, were all the same
impure in the composition of their new features as soo,n as we followed Mendelian la ws and used inbreeding.
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After a series of experiments done at my own breeding place, at MeppeI,.
the year 1914, I think the results obtained ought to be conclusive. I have
published them in different newspapers and poultry magazines, amongst
others in :
~ince

1918.

1919.
1920.

1920.

The significance 01 a cross 01 individuals belonging to different kinds of
Linnaeis, as to the origin of our domestic animals. ( Breeding place MEPPEL,
Holland, by H. N. Kooiman with the assistance of R. HOUWINK Hzn. )
Heredity: Popular reflections made on the up to date view of heredity.

Provisional communications oj practical and scientifical experiments.
Supplement of Oenetica periodical paper on heredity and the law of

origin.
Supplement of Genetica: (( A preliminary statement of the results of
Mr. HOUWINK'S experiments concerning the origin of some domestic
animals. »
1922.
Idem, voL I I.
1922-23. Idem, » II I.
1922-25. Idem, » IV.
1922.

It is to be seen that the results of our own experiments enabled us to answer
the questions given in subdivision on the subject: how the change in the
features and qualities of different races of poultry takes place under different
conditions of living.
Question I) If selection is not applied at all or injudiciously?
Answer to J) In the same way as breeding without selection or injudiciously done, leads to degeneration of the individual, likewise a wise selection
systematically done may lead to producing new and durable forms where
one can bring out the most useful factors.
Question JJ ) Which are the changes of features and qualities in the case
of transmission to a warmer or colder climate?
Answer to 1/) These seem not to be hereditary. Also the features and
qualities alter according to the conditions of environment in the widest sense
of the word, that is to say according to climate, soil, and feeding; but these
changes only last temporarily and are not hereditary and will change again
if the vital conditions are altered.
Question I II) iWhich are the changes in the case of belated breeding and
With related parentage?
Answer to II I) The changes in the case of belated breeding or related
parentage have produced very diminutive fowls, or, when the race was small
already, still smaller ones have been produced; but all this is not hereditary
but only temporary and will change once more, if selection is done in another

way.
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RESUL.TS OF THE CROSS, COUCOU DE MALINES, MATED
WITH NEAPOLITAN FOR THE PRODUCTION OF CROSS-BRED
T.ABLE POULTRY
Director: Prof. R. GIULIANI
Animal Institute of the Royal College of Agriculture at Portici

With a view to establishing whether and within what limits the raising of
poultry of the pure Malines type, or the cross between this and the ordinary
Italian fowl, I began in this Institute to make several trials of which I deem
this a suitable occasion to make known the first results.
To two Maline cockerels I mated two hens of a good laying strain, known
as Monnezzara, abundant around Naples. This small group was put in a fowl
house near which was a park rich in natural vegetation.
Cross Malines & Monnezzara

The two Monnezzara hens were light in weight with short legs devoid of
feathers and yellow in colour, single comb with large white ear-lobes. Accustomed to free range they were always on the move.
Number 3 was two years old and weighed Kg. 1.6, number 4 was a year old
and weighed Kg. 1.3. Both the pure Malines chicks and the first cross were noted
during their development until the age of nine months, and during this time
they were weighed periodically to ascertain the daily and monthly increase
in live weight. Both classes received the same rations, carefully weighed, with
the object of ascertaining the comparative increase in weight of the pure Malines and the crossbred, and also with the idea of determining for each group
the amount of food-stuffs consumed and the increase in live weight for the
different ages. This, as one may easily understand, has a practical importance,
in deciding what is the most suitable period, from an economic standpoint,.
to spend in fattening young birds for the market.
According to the information available, I have arrived at the following
conclusions:
The absolute increase in live weight proceeded at the same rate up to the
age of 4 months and this increase was sufficiently remarkable when we compare it with the mean increase in weight which we see in the ordinary chicken
of the same age; at 4 months the Malines or the first cross weigh 2 kilos, while'
the ordinary chickens weigh barely 1.25 kilos.
The Malines continue to increase at the same rate until seven months old.
The curve of growth shows an alteration at the 8th. month and continues nearly
horizontally till the ninth month when it indicates about 4.5 kilos (nearly to lbs. )
The curve for cross bred birds at the 5th. month shows a remarkable increase jn live weight but afterwards the gain in weight slows down, attaining
a maximum of 2.75 kilos at 8 months, after which there is no further increase.
The curves for the two groups show us that the mean daily increase is nearly
the same up till the third month; that of the Malines, which amounts to 25
grams during this period remains constant with the most trifling variations
till the 6th. month when the daily increase is 23 grams.
Following this the increase drops to 18 grams then to ten and lastly at nine
months it is reduced to 3 grams.
The increase in weight of the cross-breds is highest and nearly constant
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:'in the 3rd. and 4th. months, when it is respectively 22.5 and 23 grams. After
this period we see this increase diminish rapidly until it is only 1.6 of a gram
at 8 months.
The food, which was the same for the two groups, was weighed and given
separately. At the same time the amount of green food and nitrogenous subslances that the two groups managed to eat during the period of observation,
'was not known.
According to the data recorded, we can see that up to the 4th. month, the
quantity of food given to produce unit increase in live weight is the same for
the cross-bred as for the Malines, at this age the ratio is 0 : 3.9.
This ratio increases progressively up to 6.62 at 7 months during which
time the food is profitably converted into flesh. At 8 months it requires 13 kilos
of food to produce an increase of 1 kilo in live weight, and at 9 months the
figure is 43.1 kilos.
If the Malines group make full use of their food up to the 7th. month, one
:cannot say the same of the cross-breds. Actually the ratios. bet\veen increase
in weight and food consumed, are as follows; at the 5th. month 1 to 6.66, at
the 6th. 1 to 14.06 becoming much greater at 7 months while at 8 months it
is necessary to give 80 kilos of food to produce an increase of 1 kilo in live weight.
Conclusion
The Malines has confirmed in these experiments its reputation as a trans"former of food stuffs into flesh, and this capacity for making a good use of the
same shows itself especially pronounced during the period from hatching up
to the 7th. month.
I) The 1st. cross between Malines and the ordinary Italian fowl has been
shown to pos~ess considerable precocity, and to be able to effect a laying on
{)f flesh to such purpose that at 4 months it weighs 2 kilos ( nearly 4 1/2 pounds)
while the ordinary chickens of the same age only scale about 1.25 kilos.
2) This precocity, while allowing us to shorten the period required to
bring chickens to table, diminishes the risk of outbreaks of disease, and ensures
a quick turnover of capital.
3) As a result, the crossing of Malines with local fo wIs and in general with
varieties of «bred-to-Iay , poultry, is successful when the cross is made with
the view of producing young chickens for the table, which reach a good weight
.in the minimum of time.
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GENETIC FACTORS INVOLVED IN THE MORTALITY
OF CHICK EMBRYOS
by L. C. DUNN,
Storrs Agricultural Experiment Station, Storrs, Conn., U. S. A.

I.

The Problem

A relatively large proportion of chick elnbryos die under all methods of
incubation. To find out how, when and why these deaths occur constitutes:
one of the most important and interesting problems in poultry research. This
problem which many persons interested in poultry are trying to solve is ot'
course a part of. a more general biological one. The question « why do animals.
die » introduces us at once to one of the fundamental and baffling problen1s of
biology. Its complexity and the remoteness of its final solution may be empha-·
sized by pointing to our ignorance concerning the causes and course of normal:
development and by the conclusion which the facts force us to make, that we
can know very little about why animals die until we know a great deal more
than we do now about why and how they live. Specifically, the problem of
what causes that complex organization of liVing substance, which we know a&
an embryo chicken, to cease functioning, is actually subsidiary to the problem of
finding out why and how it is set to functioning in the first place. These are
large questions but I believe our efforts to solve specific problems of the sort
I have mentioned will be more successful if We have the stimulus of knowing.~
their general significance and if we realize their size and complexity at the
outset.
The problems raised by the nlortality of embryos are lTIOreOVer not peculiar'
to poultry. Similar problems exist in other animals. A1TIOng mammals, for
instance, it is known that the number of live offspring produced seldonl agreeswith the number of fertilized eggs \vhich begin their developnlent. In the rat.
it has been estimated that only about sixty-six per cent of the embryos live'
to be born. A similar situation exists in swine and a degree of embryo mortality'
exists in man. In these animals the mortality is not so apparent as it is in fo\vls,
since the young are contained within the body or the mother and the propor",
tion of embryos which die cannot he calculated except after careful study.
In the fo wl, on the other hand, where the embryos are visible throughout the·
course of development, the deaths of embryos are nl0re noticeable and the pro-blem raised is apparent to all. It is well to keep in mind the essential similarity'
of the problems in pOUltry and other animals both for the help we nlay receive
from researches on other aninlals and for the bearing which work with poultry'
may have on the general problem.
The search for the causes of elnbryonic or in-shell deaths in poultry is more,
than an academic or purely scientific problem. It is an eminently practical
one. These deaths constitue one of the most inlportant sources of loss in the
pOUltry industry, since they often amount to nearly a half of the total nunlber
of fertile eggs incubated.
In spite of the importance of this question from both of these points of
view, it has been the subject of relatively little exact research. It is a sharp
reminder of the need for careful investigation in poultry to find that the chief
part of the evidence dealing with the hatchability or hatching quality of eggs,..
is of such a sort, that it cannot be dealt With, according to the exact inductive'
methods of science, which require data obtained under rigid condition of controL
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for a predetermined object. What evidence there is, however, has indicated
the probable answers to several important questions and has pointed to the
most promising field for future research. I shall merely refer to these answers
'without summarizing the evidence on which they are based. The bibliography
will direct the interested reader to the sources of original data. *
In the first place I think there can be little doubt that a large part of the
mortality of chick embryos is due to causes originating within rather than
fJutside of the developing egg. One may point here to the mortality which occurs
under uniform and optimum conditions of incubation, as in carefully regulated
.artificial incubators and under hens. Still more striking, however, is the evidence on the variation among individual fowls in the proportion of their fertile
eggs, which hatch when placed under identical and uniform conditions of incubation. ( 1, 2, 3. ) 'When large samples of eggs from individual hens are placed
in the same incubator it is found that the proportions of fertile eggs hatched
varies for individuals from zero to nearly one hundred per cent. These differences between hens persist throughout the same hatching season, so that from
a large sample of the eggs of a single fo wI incubated early in the mating season,
a fairly accurate prediction can be made concerning the proportion of her eggs
that will hatch (having regard to seasonal differences in hatching quality)
later in the same season ( 3). There is also evidence that the differences between
fowls in this respect are relatively permanent since there is a significant corre.Iation between the hatching quality of the fertile eggs of the same fowl in successive seasons (2). In general we may say that some individual fowls produce
many embryos which survive the period of incubation, while among the embryos of others there is a much higher mortality, and that, since these differences
occur under a constant environment, they are determinated rather by innate
than by external factors.
In the second place it is probable that these individual differences among
hens and among embryos are in some degree inherited (2). Individual and
racial differences exist as in other inherited traits; family resemblances in
embryo mortality are evident (4); inbreeding increases the rate of embryo mortality (5) ; and outbreeding decreases it and these effects may be best interpreted
as due to the action of heritable factors. Finally, single traits affecting the
survival of embryos are beginning to be recognized, which apparently obey
the usual rules of Mendelian inheritance. (4)
Lastly, the deaths of embryos appear to be due to numerous specific and
separable causes which differ in different cases, and which seem to be more or
less independent of other traits in the mother or in the surviving chickens.
This assumption rests on some actual evidence which will be referred to below
and also on analogy with other cases of mortality where many of the specific
causes of death have been listed. It is necessary to emphasize this specificity
of the causes of death in view of the Widespread opinion among poultry"men
that all deaths are due to the same cause, and this usually an environmental
Dne such as variation in humidity, temperature or other conditions of incubation, or to a general lack of vigor in the parent stock. Without denying in the
.least the potency of such agents in causing mortality among embryos, we must
realize that even where these are controlled and are identical, the differences
in mortality still persist.
The conclusions which may be drawn from this short survey of the present
state of the problem is that, if one is careful to keep the conditions of incubation as uniform as possible and strictly comparable for all embryos which are
to be compared, the investigation of embryo mortality or of hatchability may
be attacked as a problem in genetics. As in other genetic prQblems it must
rely at every step on knOWledge of the physiology and morphology of the material with which it deals.
•

Titles in the bibliography are numbered and referred to by number in the text.
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The Data
Before dealing with the possible genetic causes of embryo mortality we
()ught to have before us a good general description of when and how embryos
<lie. Sufficient data on which to found such a description are not at present
available. In regard to when embryos die, we have been provided with sonle
information through the work of Payne (7) and his conclusions are confirmed
by data obtained in the course of later studies and by the common experience
()f poultrymen. It is found that the deaths of embryos are not distributed at
:random through the period of incubation, but occur more frequently at two
critical periods. One of these peaks or waves of mortality occurs at about the
fourth or fifth day of incubation, and another and more important one occurs
around the nineteenth day. Of all embryos which died under various methods
:of artificial incubation, and under hens as well, Payne found that over sixty-five
per cent occurred at these two periods.
The latter period is the more important, and both Payne's data and my
own observation on the eggs of a single closely bred flock of White Leghorns,
indicate that about fifty per cent of all mortality occurs after the seventeenth
<>r eighteenth day of incubation.
This periodicity of mortality is a general average characteristic of large
groups of fowls. Genetic differences in this periodicity do however exist, for
data on embryo mortality obtained from a number of lines of fowls undergoing
close inbreeding (5), show that each line is characterized by a periodicity in
the mortality of its embryos which is in some cases strikingly different from
the periodicity obtaining in other lines. Thus in one family over forty per
-cent of all deaths occur before the sixth day of incubation, while the eggs of
another line, incubated in the same machine and at the same time show a mortality of only eight per cent in this period. Likewise, the proportion of the
mortality occuring during the late period of mortality varies in different lines
from seventy-nine to twenty-nine percent. This periodicity appears not to be
.changed, but only to be fixed by close inbreeding, since the average proportion
,of embryos dying at various periods is about the same for all inbred fowls as
for all outbred fo wis from the same stock.
We have evidence (5), that close inbreeding does in general increase the
total rate of embryo mortality. The general or average result is therefore an
increase of mortality at all periods. This we might take as evidence that deaths
-of embryos under inbreeding and outbreeding are due to the same kinds of cau:ses, differing chiefly in degree. The fact that the distribution of mortality
differs in different lines or families is additional evidence that the specific causes
()f death are different, and since they segregate into different lines under identical conditions, the fact of their inheritance is clearly indicated.
It is probably premature to attempt to assign causes for this periodicity in
the mortality of embryos, but some of the possibilities may be pointed out. It
does not appear to be closely related to the periodicity in the growth rate of
the embryo as made out by Brody (8) from the data of Lawson and Edmond (9) and of Hasselhach ( 10). This author found two chief embryonic
growth cycles with maxima at the eleventh or twelfth and at the fifteenth or
.sixteenth day. The third cycle of increasing growth rate begins at about the
-seventeenth day and thus coincides with a period of increasing mortality, although the earlier period of mortality occurs at a period of slow growth. It
is possible of course that where growth processes occur with greater rapidity,
there is more likelihood that some of them may go wrong, but this is of little
help in a search for specific causes. The rapid increasse in weight of the chick
.embryo after the seventeenth or eighteenth day is largely due to the infiltration
of lymph into all of its tissues, this fluid being obtained from the rapid absorption of the fluid part of the yolk. This rather sudden distention of the chick
results in increased pressure on all vessels and parts and puts them, so to speak,
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to the test. If there are inherent defects in any of its parts, or if there is an
abnormal placement of the embryo within the shell, these are more likely to
prove fatal now than at any other time.
Of greater inlportance than periodic increases in gross weight are the growth
rates of single parts, the cycles of which are to some extent independent of.
the growth cycles of the whole. Thus Pohlman (11 ) has studied the growth
in weight of the complexus muscle from the nineteenth day of incubation to
several days after hatching. This is the large nluscle at the back of the head
of the newly hatched chick, sometim.es known as the pipping nluscle, although
Pohlman's work has thrown doubt on the conventional view of its function.
Pohlman has found that prior to the nineteenth day, it grows slowly in gross
weight but that immediately thereafter it undergoes a period of sudden and
rapid increase in size CUlminating on the twenty-first day, after which it atrophies
until on the eight day after hatching it is little more than a vestige. These
changes are chiefly due to an infiltration of fluid which is more rapid into this
muscle than into any other part of the chick. It must be noted that whereas
the peak of embryo mortality is reached on the nineteenth day, the peak of
the growth cycle of the conlplexus muscle does not occur until the twenty-first.
We cannot infer a direct causal relation between the two events, but it is evident that individual variation in the nluscle, \vhich Pohlman says is very great,
argues a nlore deep-seated variation in the processes which underly its growth
and these variations, We may assume, affect the success of the embryo in hatching from the egg. We nlay take the growth cycle of this muscle as a typical
example of a temporary or emergency growth acceleration in a single part and
2S a type of the important and rapid changes which take place in the chick
immediately prior to hatching.
Other important changes take place in the embryo at this critical period
such as the new and sudden assumption by the lungs of the function of respiration, the retraction of the yolk sac into the body and its use as nutrinlent in
the place of the albumin on which the embryo is nourished up to this time.
All of these doubtless playa part in making these few days, at the end of the
incubation period, a time of stress and of testing, when inherent defects in any
of the systems newly brought into use are likely to result in the death of the
possessor.
The facts which have been presented concerning the periodic nature of
€lnbryo nl0rtality indicate that the period on which our efforts in searching
for specific causes of death should be focussed is this short time at the end of
the incubation period. Since we know roughly the when of mortality, we are
ITIOre likely to learn something of the how. The method to use is the apparently simple one of post-morten examination, correlated with knOWledge
concerning the ancestry of the embryos examined. Such post-mortenl exaIninations of embryos have been made in large numbers at this station. The
results when looked at en masse, are not encouraging since lnost of Jhe embryos
which die 'late in incubation appear on gross inspection to be normal. But the
fe\v cases in which departures from the normal are observed, seem to nle to
hold the germ of encouragement for this rather tedious work of examining
dead embryos. Without recounting the results of such examinations in detail.
I lTIay say that numerous defects are evident, partiCUlarly in the nervous and
skeletal systems, and that some of these appear to be inherited as single traits,
\vhile others occur with greater frequency in the progeny of certain individuals
and families than in the popUlation as a whole. The suggestion has been put
forward (4) that a large part of the mortality in chick embryos which is internal in cause and occurs independently of known environlllental changes,
is due to just such inherited abnormalities as those which I have mentioned.
These are of the type of traits which, in other animals and plants, have come
to be known as lethal characters, since they cause the death of the organism
which exhibits thenl. Their inheritance has been extensively studied and they
appear not to differ in mode of inheritance from other simple Mendelian cha-
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racters. An interesting thing about them is their discreteness and their specificity, for each lethal trait appears to be inherited separately from other traits
affecting survival or death, although they may be linked in inheritance with
each other or with other quite different and as far as survival goes, unimportant traits. Thus, in the mouse, two lethal factors are known, each of which
causes the death of the embryo which receives it from both parents. But when
matings are made so that a union is accomplished between a sperm bearing
Lethal I with an egg bearing Lethal II, the resulting embryo is found to develop
normally and to produce a normal individual. This same specificity probably
explains the occasional production of a large proportion of viable embryos
out of the mating of two individuals both of which are known to come from
families in which a high embryo death rate is the rule, and further it is a valid
assumption, that the general rise in the proportion of eggs hatched from crosses between families, strains or breeds of poultry is due to the same cause, since
the specific lethals contributed by the parents are more likely to be different
in this case than in the case of matings between relatives. It is probable that
lethal factors are particularly numerous in poultry and that careful study may
lead to the identification and description of many of them.
There are, however, doubtless many other causes of the mortality of embryos.
It may clarify the situation if the probable causes are classified roughly, without
regard to the agent responsible, that is, whether it be an inherent or an environmental one.
Embryo mortality may be viewed
1) as continuous with post-natal mortality,
2) as occuring in an individual equipped for a different sort of life and
therefore in a measure discontinuous with the hatched chick. The causes of
death may therefore relate to that part of the individual which is the same
inside and outside the egg, e. g., defects in one of the major organ systemsintegument, skeletal, mUSCUlar, nervous, circulatory, etc.; or they may be
peculiar to embryos and relate to such specifically embryonic structures as
embryonic membranes or temporary systems such as the embryonic circulatory, respiratory or excretory system. In the first category may be listed numerous abnormalities which originate in the individual as embryo but the
possession of which may become lethal at any time during embryonic or post
embryonic life when the affected part plays a vital role in the individual's
existance. Thus an entirely headless embryo may develop and live until hatching time, when the possession of a head, a definite mouth and breathing passages and a complete central nervous system are necessary to effect the great
change from life inside the egg to the eating, air-breathing, active existence
of the chick. On the other hand, lack or abnormality of the heart or its failure
to become enclosed within the thoracic cavity early in embryonic life is a cause
of death which obViously operates immediately. Lesser defects such as the
parrot type of abnormality which I have described elsewhere, or the beakless
or crossbeaked types sometimes encountered, may not hinder development
until the actual time of emergence from the egg, and in some cases may not
actually terminate development then for I have kept crossbeaked and similarly
abnormal chicks alive for several days after hatching. Still other causes in
this category do not become lethal until the chick is called upon to perform
certain functions involving the defective organ or system. Thus we have evidence that a very important peak of mortality in the life of the chick occurs
at about the sixth or seventh day after hatching.
This coincides with the
exhaustion of the food (yolk) material with which the chick is eqUipped at
hatching time, and makes it seem probable that defects in the upper alimentary tract and associated organs which originate early in embryogeny, becorre
lethal, when the chick has to rely on their proper functioning for further existence. The action of defects or abnormalities of the reproductive system, may
not be visible until relatively late in life when this system becomes active.
Thus in the commonly fatal reproductive disorder known as prolapsis, the
I. 5
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peak of mortality coincides with the peak of egg production in the spring of
the pUllet year. Yet our evidence indicates that this is an inherent defect, probably cmuscular, which is inherited and hence determined or foreshadowed in
the embryo, but whose expression awaits the period of reproductive strain a
year later.
In the second category of causes, i. e., those peculiar to the embryo, may
be listed a large number of deviations from the normal temporary equipment
or placement of the embryo. Some embryos fail to develop an amnion or other
important membranes; or the embryo or one of its membranes may form adhesions or abnormal attachments either to the shell or to each other; the embryonic circulation which may be seen spreading rapidly under the surface
of the sheJI early in incubation may grow abnormally or fail to grow at aU. In
111any cases the extra-embryonic structures may be normal but abnormally
placed resulting in serious difficulties and oftentimes in death at hatching time.
Thus chicks are occasionally found to emerge or to attempt to emerge from
the egg legs first. In similar cases I have found that the beak of the chick instead of protruding through the shell at hatching time, has by reason of the
abnormal position of the embryo, punctered the yolk sac as it was being drawn
up into the body of the embryo. Such chicks would obviously die from suffocation. Many of the types of abnormalities in this category have been encountered by embryologists and have been considered as mere accidents in development, occuring more or less at random or brought on by environmental
conditions often unknown. They do however account for a certain proportion
of the deaths of embryos and more we hope will be learned concerning them.
It is apparent that they may operate at any time during the incubation period
but their chief effects may be expected to coincide with the chief periods of
embryo mortality.
Now it is probable that the factors involved in these two categories are
independent and that the probabilities are, even for their occuring together
or separately in the embryos and offspring produced by the same individual.
I have presented some evidence (12) showing that there is no correlation
between the mortality of embryos and of young chicks from the same mating.
We now have available evidence from two years in addition to that already
published which confirms our previous findings, i. e. that the correlation coefficient between the proportion of a fowl's embryos which die and the proportion of her chicks which die in the first three weeks after hatching does not
differ sensibly from zero. The conclusion appears to follow that the embryos
die from one set of causes, and the chicks succumb to a different and un related
set. The causes of death appear not only to be specific both within and without
the egg, but specific also to the particular period at which they operate.
These categories involve no assumption with regard to the causal agents
involved, whether environmental or hereditary. The evidence at present favors the hypothesis that they are chiefly hereditary since they occur under
the same environment, and are different in respect to frequency and kind in
different individuals and families.
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The discoveries of genetists have directed the attention (jf searchers to the
part that the receptive ground can play in the struggle against contagious diseases. This ground was completely ignored, especially by bacteriologists, Who.
confining themselves too exclusively to the study of the microbial 'causes of
these diseases, consider the receptive ground, i. e., the living organism as being
invariably the same.
This ·nvar:ability of the ground, which is generally admitted, had, however.
some exceptions. But these were attributed to adquired powers of resistance
and to faulty infection.
The poultry serving for the genetic researches in the Louvain Zootechnic
Institute has been for several years frequently attacked by diphteria, generally
in a mild form. In one hen--coop, however, certain subjects were attacked, whilst
others were not. This fact led us to investigate whether the cause of this,
difference in receptivity might not be due to an hereditary factor.
In the diphteritic lesions of one of these birds I was able to insolate a bacillus
which was identified by my collaborator Mr. Leynen, veterinary inspector, who
has undertaken to cultivate it for my ulterior researches (see special report on
this question).
The intradermic inoculation in the mucous membrane of the mouth makes
the reproduction of the disease quite easy. That way it is not at all difficult to
estimate the receptivity or the resistance of the subjects experimented on. The
results of the trials that have been made are given below. And we dare hope
that they will induce others to search in that direction.

Material uled in the experiments
These experiments commenced with 5 hens and a cock. Amongst the hens
two, nS 140 and 150, proved resisting, whilst the others, nS 123, 79. I and 173~
as well as cock nO 153, were receptive. The latter was crossed with each of the
five hens. The experiments Were continued with the descendants of these parental
types, as is related below.
To gauge the receptivity or the resistance of the birds that had to be experimented on, they were inoculated in the mucous membranes of the mouth by
means of a hypodermic syringe. The needle dipped in an aqueous emulsion of
a culture on agar was inserted obliquely in the mucous membrane. Each bird
received three injections on each side of the mouth, one just inside the commissure of the beak; one towards the middle of the edge of the lower jaw, and
the third in the lingual canal. The isolated birds under observation were lodged
together during the period of observation.
From these inoculations the birds may be classed in two diVisions: ]0 The
receptive subjects, in which the inoculations are followed by a more or less
extensive generalisation of diphtheria to the differents parts of the mucous
membrane of the mouth and pharynx; 20 The resisting subjects, in which the
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inoculations are not followed by any morbid manifestation, or that present only
a very light localisation at one point of inoculation without any tendency to
spreading..
Future experiments will perhaps reveal whether these two groups are genetically idehtical. But until there is proof to the contrary, We shall range them
.all in the group of resisting subjects.

Resultats of crossings
I)

Crossing 01 receptive + receptive parental types

The crossing of cock 153 with hens 173, 79. I and 123, has given 9 subjects,
()f which 8 are resisting and one receptive. The ulterior crossings made with

this subject - nO 366 - will be referred to further on. From this it follows that
this subject must be considered as probably receptive, its resistance only being
phenotypical.
II) Crossing 01 resisting

+ receptive parental types

The same receptive d' 153 was crossed with two hens - nO 140 and nO 150 :resisting ones. These two crossings have given 17 subjects, each resisting.
Amongst these, 10 were plainly negatives and 7 showed a very slight reaction
at some of the inoculated points, viz., two descendants of the hen 140 and five
from hen 150.
I II)

Crossings between themselves of the sUbjects FI arising from the crossing of
resisting + receptive sUbjects mentioned under II

One cock pI - no 193 - was crossed with hens PI - nO 208, 206, 205 and 210.
This crossing gave the following results :
.
No of hen

+

Cock 193

Nos of Resisting Subjects

208

»

572

»
»

»

563
575

»

»

»

)}

»

589
641

206

»

627

»

»

193 bis

205
210

»

625

»

Total ..................

N°S of Receptive Subjects

595
7

2

Hence this crossing FI + FI gives -on 9 subjects, 7 resisting and 2 receptive
'Subjects, figures indicating a dissociation of qualitative or dominant monohybrids (3: 1 ).
IV) Re-crossing of sl#Jjects FI proceeding from crossing of resisting
sUbjects 0/ group II with receptive s.ubjects

+ receptive

In order to control the results obtained from the preceding trial, group III,
it was interesting to re-cross the heterozygot resisting subjects FI with some
recessive receptives. For this the resisting hens nS 208, 207, 186, 196, 207 and 205
have been re-crossed with the receptive cock 79. I. 2, issue from the crossing
of hen 79. I + cock 153 mentioned above under group I, and with the receptive
cock 38, issue from cock 79. I. 2 and hen FI 207, mentioned further on.
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Here are the results of this crossing:
NI of cock
Receptive

NI of hen
Resisting Fl

38
1)

»
»

79.1.2

'"'t

364

186
196

423

»
»

»

»

»

»

»

»

160
474
679

»

»

634
14

»

»

38

»
)}

»
»

)}

)}

)}

»

197

»

)}

'255

»

»

»

)}

)}

)}

199

})

}}

174

»

»

)}

»

Total ••.• · .••..••..••

Resisting

30

208
207
207

»
»

Results

Receptive

577
561
579

558

56

32

560
181

304
105

13

10

These figures recall the crossing of the monohybrid subjects FI with a recessive parental ( I : I). If one takes only the results of the two hens 207 and 205,
which are the only ones that have given a sufficient number of descendants, the
results are still more suggestive: 9 resisting, for 10 receptive subjects.
Therefore the results from groups III and IV prove the existence of a dominant
factor of resistance R, of Which the absence produces receptivity towards bacillary diphtheria.
V)

Complementary crossings

It has been remarked above, group I, that crossing receptive + receptive
subjects, gave on 9 birds one subject - the resisting nO 366. This hen nO 361>,
was crossed with cock 193 pI referred to above, group III, and gave 4 descendants, 3 of Which were receptive and one resisting. Two receptive descendants
of this hen 366 were further crossed with receptive cocks, and gave respectively
2 and 3 descendants, all of them receptive. AI these results seem to prove that
the hen 366, to all appearance resisting, was in reality receptive.
Finally the crossing of the subjects FI, coming from the receptive + receptive
subjects, group I, namely cock 79. I. 2 + hen 196 - gave 4 subjects, all of the·m
receptive.
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General recapitulatory table

RR = Homozygot resisting; • Rr = Heterozygot resisting;
rr = receptive; + = receptive; - = resisting.
Nature of Crossings

I

rr

+

rr .....

II

rr

+

RR ....

III

Results

Results

++++++++

-

-------------

----

R+ R ..... ++

-------

IV rr

+

R .....

+++++++++++++ ----------

R

+

rr (?) ..

+++

V

VI rr

-

+ rr ..... +++++++++
Conclusions

Under reserve of complementary researches, the results of the experiments
related above suggest the conclusion that the resistance against the bacillary
diphtheria in poultry is due to the presence of a sole mendelian qualitative fa.
ctor R, the absence of which produces receptivity towards that affection.
It results that by a jUdicious selection, based on experimental inoculations
With the bacillus of the bacillary diphtheria, and the systematic rejection of
receptive subjects, one may hope to succeed in creating stocks that will resist
this disease.
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THE LAYING LIFE OF.. A HEN AS INDICATED
BY HER STRUCTURE
by W.POWELL-OWEN, F. B. S. A.
Member of Council, N. U. P. S. ; Member Utility Committee of Poultry Club;
Chairman Middlesex Branch of P. C. ; President Tottenham Branch of National
Utility Poultry Societ y.

•

Many have concentrated upon the capacity side of a hen as being responsible for number of eggs. But general capacity ( width of back, length of back,
depth of body, width between legs, and fullness of abdomen) really stands
for size of egg, stamina, hatchability, rearability, health, breeding-power. It
is the « capability» side of the hen to which we must look for the number of
eggs in the nest-box, not only the first year but for any subsequent season.
This capability side is represented by fineness of pelvis bones, flesh and
skin (especially at abdomen), pliability at abdomen according to the season,
open face, bold and friendly eye, docility, activity, medium bone, medium
shanks, tight silky feathering, and symmetry or balance. By placing the open
hands round the girth of a hen one is able to ascertain in one measurement
general capacity. To judge capability, however, one must be an adept at crosschecking the many points and in holding their balance, so that the final decision upon a hen may be a well-considered one.
Nature works in her own sweet way. She dictates quite clearly that the
more capacity a hen has the less capability to produce eggs-the more capability to lay eggs in the nest-box and the lower the capacity, or frame. Nature
says: « the greater the production (capability) and the inferior the reproduction (capacity) ; the better the breeding-power or reproduction ( capacity)
and the 10 wer the number of eggs (capability) ». Nature's dictum is that the
smallest bird shall lay the most eggs, and the largest hen the least.
Nature admires everything that is medium. If a hen has very long legs,
Nature robs her of depth of body. Excess of coarse abdominal fluff and thigh
feathering is checked by an empty abdomen which robs the egg-making power.
Coarse feather is followed by coarse flesh and skin, and so on. But Nature's
greatest penalisation as far as egg-laying to numbers is concerned, and more
especially longevity oj laying, is for excessive weight or capacity, which has to
be followed by inactivity, sluggishness, and internal disorders, particularly
digestive.
As our first vital factor, excessive capacity, cannot be measured in ounces,
it is activity or the lack of same which counts. When viewed in the grass enclosure the active and well-balanced bird stands and walks with legs wide and
straight; she walks and runs on her pads; front well developed and abdomen
to match she seems to own the whole farm. The unbalanced bird is equally
noted with cut-away front; abdomen to match; and a walk and run on the
toes as if on hot bricks. The active and symlTIetrical hen when taken in hand
at the shoulders and chest will ride nicely in hand, with depth and width of
front. She ,vill tuck her legs up neatly beneath her breast-bone, holding head
well up, while she is easily handled.
Directly a hen has excessive points she lacks balance in hand as well as to
the eye. Directly she has some deformity of trunk, loose hard yolks and eggs
in abdomen or OViduct, dropsy, and the like her balance is lost and easy handling
is not possible. Again when a hen has an excessively short breast-bone, high
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back, or tilted breast the balance departs.. When in the run birds with deformities also show their loss of balance and symmetry by their walking and
funning. No longer does one note the easy action of the symmetrical bird..
Personal1y I prefer in both utility males and females those birds which when
chased (gently) start away like a trotting-horse -the faster the owner runs
the faster goes the bird.
Handling for compactness then holds the key to a good deal in longevity
of laying. There are certain breeds like the Sussex, Orpingtons, Croad Langshans and the table varieties which tend to thicken with age. Such should
be alIo wed for and excessive weight rigidly checked. When selecting pUllets
for trap-nesting it is always my aim to endeavour to picture each pUllet as a
second year hen.
It is only natural to suggest that excessive weight which brings about inactivity and a sluggish internal should be the greatest draw-back to long-laying.
Hens are not handled sufficiently for deformities. The egg-making organs
call for ample room or capacity. If they should become cramped whether from
excessive internal fat or through a deformed trunk, then egg-production slows
down. Two points in construction which help along long-laying concern breastbone and back, about the formation of which I am most particUlar. An ideal
breast-bone starts deep at the shoulders (coming with the wish-bone well up
to the front of the bird), and proceeds deep and straight to alIo w of ample
capacity a t the rear. The ideal back starts wide and flat at the shoulders and
proceeds in a straight line to parson's nose. The undesirable back is the one
that rounds off in its weakness towards the parson's nose. The undesirable
breast-bone is the rounded or circular one which goes up to meet the pelvisbones. Closing in of this description must cramp the internal organs at abdomen where they need the fullest possible room. Sooner or later such birds tend
to go wrong internally, with loose yolks and eggs finding their way into the
abdomen, or with yolks or an egg causing a blockage in the oviduct. Longlaying is thereby lost.
I have always advocated a long but straight breast-bone as standing for
longevity of laying, fertility and prevention of ovarian and abdominal disorders in so many birds. The abdominal muscles should be left to carry out their
proper duties of expelling eggs and droppings. One has but to watch a hen
laying to know What amount of straining is necessary to expel a good-sized
egg. Where the breast-bone is short to such an extent as to let the abdomen
sag beloW the end We have a hen which will lay well at the start while the muscles are firm, and badly after the abdomen sags down. Infertility will in the
majority of such cases be recorded, and the affected bird will become constipated, shOWing great difficUlty each time an egg is laid. Watch such a hen on
and off the nest-box ere she is able to lay her egg. Note too the large number of
hens with dropped abdomens which eventually are found with dropsical flUid,
hard YOlks, shelled eggs etc. in the abdomen. The bird becomes « hearty)}.
Short breast-bones affect heavy hens more readily than light weights. It
needs many months ere the muscles lose their elasticity and refuse to returninto position. Again Where one is able to keep the abdomen light and pliable
free of internal fat-such birds will be less affected, but one cannot well condition
a few such hens in a general flock. Granted that long straight breast-bones are
a real aid to longevity of laying select such birds for the breeding-pens. The
short breast-bone boom arose When abdominal capacity, was supposed erroniously to be the A. to Z. of heavy laying. True the shorter the breast-bone
and the more fingers between the pelVis bones and the end of breast-bone; but
far less depth in reality than Where the fingers are held in an almost upright
position as with a long straight breast-bone. Longevity of production then
will be considerably helped through a long straight breast-bone which will
hold up the abdominal contents, leaving the abdominal muscles to retain their
elasticity to expel the large number of eggs and great volume of excreta.
Next come crooked and turned breast-bones. So long as we breed utility
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birds for heavy laying there will always be the tendency to crooked breastbones. But the defect must be controlled and should never be such that the
breast-bone resembles a letter S. Such a breast-bone will tend to push the ovary
n one side and to interfere with the manufacture of the yolks. I have noted
the very large number of hens which die from ovarian disorders which havebadly crooked « S )} breast-bones. A breast-bone can be perfectly true for the'
first year (or any part of it ) and sUddenly go badly crooked the second season"
often to affect longeVity of laying. Then We have the turn-down at the end.
of the breast-bone which tends to make it so short as to let the abdomen sag,.
which can happen with most types of crooked breast-bones, although where
one hits home long and straight breast-bones should they become crooked the
chances are the abdomen will be still kept controlled.
When I place my open hand at abdomen I expect first to find the two pelvis.
bones dead level which Would not happen were the trunk twisted. Also I feel for
the breast-bone to touch my open hand between the two bones as if centrally
carried and not to one side.
Temperament in the individual governs long-laying, specially in large
flocks. It is never hopeful to get a longlayer in a bird which arches its neckhackle when approached -in fright, and has a blank, staring, frightened eye.
Such are bullied at feeding-time, driven away from the drinking vessels, and
bundled out of the nestboxes. Select always the bird with the friendly « readable » e'ye, and the docile temper, ever talkative and friendly.
If one learns the several types, keeps them to separate flocks and feeds
them as their types demand, longeVity can be helped along. Types may in
brief be described as just layers (all capability and no capacity) ; « carthorses »
which are the other extreme (all capacity and no capability) ; breeder-layers,
which are my ideal (high in both capacity and capability) : and those on the
border lines. Mere layers will through lack of capacity be fine in the bone, and
frame with shanks like pins and needles. Placed on an exposed farm in say a
colony house the bitter elements would tend to stop them laying and cause
many deaths. Bring them into an intensive laying house and keep them in on
unfavourable days and they manage to carryon. Place this type in a cosy
backyard house and covered run and it will be happy and lay best. In like
manner put into such birds by way of liberal feeding What they lack in frame.
The « carthorse )} type readily fattens and proves itself to be dangerous material for longeVity. Provide less literal rations and compel artificially activity
ad lib and long-laying can be improved. The type which best looks after itself
is the breederlayer which can stand all exposure and hold its conditions and
frame.
Environment too is so important that even a highstrung hen will lay well
jf kept on her 0 wn in a single pen and run. It was ever thus that six hens will
tend to average better than a flock of twenty; and fifty better than one of two
hundred.
Liberal feeding at the right times must be voted as one of the essential parts
of routine in getting ample eggs, especially in the Winter. !\1any lose longeVity
by not knOWing exactly what laying condition is. Many are so nervous about
overfeeding that they underfeed while many being anxious not to underfeed
adopt fattening systems. My golden rule of feeding is to fatten hens when
they tend to be thin, and to thin them when they sho \v signs of being fat. It
is economical and gets the eggs. \~uckily we find the hen so constructed that
it needs little time to test for (:ondition. Although fat runs through out the body
and even up the neck we have the key to the amount or absence of fat in the
whole body by feeling at abdomen. If We feel the gizzard very prominent there
is little fat in the body and fattening shOUld be adopted; if we can hardly locate the gizzard for fat we know that the whole body is well supplied and should
consider \vhether it would not be Wise to do a little thinning by less liberal and
less fattening feeding.
The inactive excessively heavy hen is not the long-layer because f at wins
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blocking the egg-organs, and causing sluggish digestion, and bad circulation
of blood. Anyone can then by fattening a really good quality laying hen, ruin
her power of longevity. Fatty and diseased hearts result and with poor blood
circulation second-year laying is low.
Some try to get by forcing as many eggs as they can from a hen whether
in the first twelve months or a shorter period. I rather advocate the safety-first
plan of treating hens intended for breeding on qUite different lines to layers
so that We get quality of egg rather than quantity. Such are obtained by less
forceful dieting, and less intensitivity in housing and management. Here we
help breeders towards long-laying. Longevity too would he lost were Light
Sussex to be fed as liberally as active White Leghorns.
Excessive internal fat can make a long breastbone equal to a short one
through so extending the skin with weighty internals that the abdomen sags.
The wide part of back should go well up to the junctions of the wings to
allow the heart and lungs ample capacity. There is the ample depth through
to point of breast-bone (frontal). In the flat-chested hen the neck part of
back is long and narro w, with the depth shallo w to point of breast-bone. Such
birds readily fall victims to heart and lung trouble, colds, roup, catarrh etc.,
longevity of production in the hen, and sustained fertility in the cock bring
doubtful factors.
Where a hen has a comb which falls into the eye long-laying can be affected
through brain disorder; nervousness (also causing infertility) ; eye disorders;
etcetera. Again I aim at a large bright pupil and not one the size of a pin-prick
which to me denotes weakness. I prefer a red iris with yellow next or reddishbrown, not liking a green, grey or white iris as showing eye-weakness. I have
had many cases of hens laying well the first year and haVing the sight affected
the second.
Longevity of laying is best checked by the pelvis bones and abdomen and the
amount of fat carried there, especially between the .laying seasons. One fines
helpful guidance in a long-laying hen by having a short period between the
last egg of the first year and the first egg of the second. One notices lack of
long-laying where there is a great period between the two eggs, the excessive
fat at abdomen and pelvis showing the handgrader that there has been a long
break. Longevity of laying is noted in a hen by her young facial features, open
face, bright eye, pliable pelvis bones and pliable or silky abdomen. Also by
her freedom from heart affections when handled, the face and comb not going
mauve. In fact I am pretty sure of longevity when the structural parts of a
hen tell me I might be handling a pUllet. When on the other hand a young
pUllet starts off her first laying season looking like an old hen in facial expression I know I have not got a long-layer.
Ovarian disorders are a real menace in the best producers to longevity.
A yolk can so readily go wrong; a shelled or soft egg so easily find its way into
the abdomen; or a shelled egg be held up in the shelling department for months.
A hen can drop all her yolks as ripe into the body, there to be absorbed, for
twelve months yet come up laying again after a moult or a rest has put the
ovary aright. When as I have proved by actual cases and photographs a hen
can hold a shelled egg in the shelling department for five months before its
expulsion, a duck can lay internally for eight months at Bentley Laying Test
the whole time absorbing the dropped YOlks, and a hen lay internally for twelve
months and start real production in her second-intricacies of long-laying may
be well understood. A hen laid yolkless eggs for twelve months in the « Daily
Mail )} Test at Bentley and then in her second year produced normal yolked
eggs. The post mortem on a hen which was laying shelled yolkless eggs, revealed
the fact that she was making yolks constantly at ovary and when ripe they
were dropping into the body, there to be absorbed into the system. She was
shelling the albumen. At any time therefore a hen may start this internal
production; and at any time the disorder may right itself to be followed by
normal production.
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The facial expression is the best structural part of a hen to read for any
'internal disorders. The bird so affected wears a sad worried expression, with
heavy top eye-brow. The true longlayer has an eye without a care, and is as
bappy as the day is long.

Summary
As capability or texture represents that part of the construction of a hen
which decides heavy egg-production, longevity of laying depends upon the
retention of high capability in the individual bird. Such retention is not pos.sible in the hen which so exceeds size of frame that she becomes inactive and
sluggish. Nor in a hen so made sluggish and « hearty» by fattening. A compact and well-balanced bird that can always be active for her span of years
,should be the aim. One cannot measure excessive weight in ounces as it is
activity that should be secured. Care should be taken in table breeds to avoid
the pUllet which thickens out into too inactive a hen, which \vould reduce
long-laying. One tightens up activity in table breeds such as Croad Langshatls
more than the medium weighted varieties like Wyandottes.
Deformities are so readily overlooked; yet many mar longlaying. Instance
may be given of the rounded back and the circular breast-bone which tend
to cut away abdominal capacity where the shelled egg needs ample room.
Badly crooked breast-bones resembling in shape the letter S readily push
the ovary on one side and affect egg-production. Excessively short breastbones tend to bring about dropped abdomens with the resultant dropsical
-flUid, hard YOlks, soft and shelled eggs in abdomen heart troubles, and infertility. Digestive disorders and poor circulation of blood follow readily drooping
,or sagging abdomens.
Docility is essentially a help to longevity, the high-strung or nervous bird
being bUllied when at the feeding trough, in the nest-box or at the drinking
vessel. Long-layers have the bold bright eye, and friendly expression. After
they have done a year's laying they continue to look happy and without a care,
while hens which have been wrong internally or poor producers have the worried
look which springs from a heavy top eye-brow. Structural parts of the longlayer point to a third-year hen looking as young as a pullet. Absence of the
long-laying factor is shewn up so often in the young pUllet which on the point
{)f lay has an old hen's facial features.
Type of back is important, this being wide and flat at shoulders alloWing
ample room for heart and lungs and ovary. In such a bird the wide part of
back goes well up to' the junctions of the wings and with it follows so often
real depth of frontal down to the point or start of the breast-bone. The undesi.rable hen for longeVity has a narrow neck to back with the heart tucked away
in a long narrow strip. A cut-away front with no depth to breast-bone point
accompanies this structural defect. Such hens tend to have bronchial and heart
affections, being very prone to get colds, catarrh, roup, etc. Male birds with
the defect readily give trouble from infertility in bad weather.
In breeds where the comb falls over one side of the face care should be
taken to breed that type of comb which keeps clear of the eye in its fall, swinging on a nice firm base. It is the base of the comb which controls its fall. Eye
troubles, nervousness, infertility and brain affections come to those hens with
~ombs which fall into or close the eye.
Feeding has a say in long-laying. Forcing and fattening in excess will readily
rob a hen of longeVity of production. Yet clever feeding will help towards better
longeVity in that type of bird which is on the fine side for frame and bone.
Here liberal feeding will put into the system what the bird lacks in frame,
where as if underfed the bird would fall a victim to laying without the necessary bodily frame to withstand the strain. In like manner less liberal feeding
of those types which are on the heavy side and thus prone to fatten, and more
exercise, will help them towards long-laying. It is often a matter in feeding of
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studying types and breeds. Sussex might readily lose longevity if fed exactly
as liberally as Leghorns which eVer active and alert call for liberal dieting.
Environment is also a factor that affects long-laying. Superfine hens might
on an exposed farm do badly whereas kept intensively in winter and more so
in a cosy backyard house and covered run they would do better. Again temperament is so important that a flighty hen placed in a single house and pen might
lay well, and yet fail in a flock. Six hens too will produce better than a flock
of twenty, and fifty better than two hundred.
Conditioning of the layers from time to time according to the seasons will
help towards longevity. It thus means that the clever feeder is the one to get
the best out of long-laying.

II

Exhibitions and Selection of good layers
POULTRY STANDARDS
by ACHILLE HEYNDRICK,
Treasurer of the National Poultry Federation of Belgium.
General Secretary of the Royal Society « Het Neerhof», of Ghent, Belgium.

The question of Standards has, many years, given rise to much controversy,
to criticism on the decisions of judges and disputes regarding valuations by
.amateurs and by breeders.
A Standard is very often fixed in a country that is not the original home
.of a breed, the consequence is that a time comes when birds re-appear in their
,own country so completely changed in appearance that they no longer resemble
the first birds exported.
Authorities on the original breed are surprised to see how these new types
of birds are advertised in certain countries, and the question naturally arises:
is this transformation always an improvement?
« Fancy», they may be, but can a breed be completely altered \vithout af'fecting its character and its special qualities?
It often happens that birds are crossed with specimens of another breed, and
the result is, that their form differs greatly from that of the original type, and
this leads to disputes and difficulties.
For instance, in Belgium we find that our Brackels and our Campines have,
in England, been merged into one breed, under the name of Campine, and
they have to conform to an English Standard - but under this single classification do they retain their original character and points?
Our answer to this is, « Decidedly no. » Even if the English standard can
more or less be adapted to suit the hen it differs entirely for the cock. According
to this Standard a cock of pure Belgian breed would be disqualified. Similar
;examples could be quoted with regard to cocks of other varieties.
To sum up, Standards ought to be fixed in the country of which the race
is a native, and each breed should be kept distinct and classed under its 0 wn
name.
It would be a great advantage if all countries could agree to establish a
single Standard for each breed to be drawn up by the highest authorities on the
particular breed in its 0 wn country.
The Congress expresses a Wish that Poultry Associations of all countries
,should recognize only one Standard as drawn up and fixed by Poultry Authorities of the country from which the breed originates, or at least in the country
where the breed has been most fully developed.
With this end in view, it would be of great assistance to form a permanent
,international commission whose duty it would be to investigate the question
of Standards.
It would likewise be most helpful to revive the International Commission
Jor Poultry which was formed at the time of the International Exhibition at
Liege in 1905 to which all countries then adhered.
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SOMETHING CONCERNING SCALES OF POINTS
By PEDRO CASTRO BIEDMA
Honorary and Poultry Secretary of the Argentine Rural Society of Buenos Aires;
,
Member of the Executive Committee of the World's Poultry Congress
at Barcelona.

The utility and, We might say, the necessity of a scale of points, to serve as
a model guide for a judge, to decide the value of a fowl, when judging either
by score-card or comparison, is so universally recognized that I believe any
further remarks uncalled for on the subject. But, may I ask, do the several
scales in use to-day, to judge fo w]s, fulfil their mission to satisfaction, do they
answer to the true necessities of fowl-breeding, do they fill the conditions so
that the judging of fowl when founded on them, may result in undoubted
practical value.
In the scale of points accepted by the three Standards which have been
published Standard of Perfection of the American Poultry Association, The
Poultry Club Standard and the Standard of Perfection of the Argentine Assn<;iation of fo WI, rabbits and bees, - as also those proposed by the well-kno wn
Spanish professor Mr. Salvador Castello y Carreras and accepted by the last
Exhibition which took place in Barcelona, Spain, we find no differences allowed
with respect to sex, the males being jUdged by the same scale as the hens. May
I ask, does such a manner of proceeding answer to the finality sought when
-establishing the scales of points, in other words, to serve as a basis for a
jUdicious zootechnicaI selection.
.
Considering that the object of zootechnical selection, is to separate the subjects, from the point of vie\v of their forms, but not the forms alone, but for
the aptitudes which said forms carry with them, we should say with Sanson,
that only basis of appreciation which conforms to facts is the one which gives the
necessary relation that exists between the different parts of the body and their
respective economic functions, by virtue of which the ends of zootechnical enterprise are attained. The analysis of conformation made with that end always in
view, attributes to each respectively its relative value, and hence there results
for the appreciation of the whole, a scale of proportional values, which allows
the easy comparison of each individual with the type or conformation which
.is recognized as perfect within the breed and consequently of the individuals
.among themselves; so that the scales of points must necessarily be founded on
the necessary parts of the body and their respective economic functions and
,always keeping the pratical utility in view, determine and establish the respective values of the distinctive sections of the animal according to the importance
()f its economic functions, this is Why we must observe from a different point
·of view, in accordance with the economic finality we are seeking; hence the
difference that must be established between the scale of points of beef and
-dairy cattle etc.
In the scales in use in poultry-breeding, the difference of points is established
for the distinctive breeds, but in all of them \ve see that the importance given to
each section is exactly alike for the male and female. Does this answer to a
logical tendency, from my point of view it does not, because herein We perceive
that the conformation on the male, has been taken as the type to be established,
no consideration haVing been taken of ·the natural difference of values, in one
.and the other sex, which must exist in the several sections of the body, owing to
the distinctive functions which must prepo nderate, according as we are dealing
with one or the other sex, 0 wing to his breathing necessities being greater as
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the quantity of gases inhaled and expired are greater, owing to his higher
vitality, the male always has a preponderance in the fore part of the body, in
other words a greater development of the breast, not only to give room to lungs
of greater surface whence of greater capacit y to the movements which correspond to said functions and it is for this reason We always represent the male
as a truncated cone with its base placed forward, and this preponderance is
very marked even in man, in whom, two vertical lines drawn downwards from
the shoulders, fall outside the hips; on the other hand in the female, her natural and economic functions, cause the preponderance of the posterior parts.
where the organs of reproduction and their annexes lie, the female Was created
to be a mother, both among oviparous and viviparous animals and this primary
function carries with it a greater development in the pelvic section in consequence of which the truncated cone changes position, having its base placed
backwards and this difference of functions requires a remarkable differenciation
of conditions and characteristics between these sections of either sex.
The primary economic function of the hen is to Jay, in both the egg and
meat breeds, even though the eggs in one case are for consumption and in the
other for reproduction; the conditions of capacity and structure necessary so
that this primary function may develop in satisfactory form, require that we
insist on a different conformation in these sections of the hen when compared
with the cock; the normal movements of the testicles, small organs of almost
constant and equal size, do not require the conditions nor the capacity exacted
by the ovarium, the organ of most intense functions in the hen, which consequently calls for conditions specially favourable to be capable of developing
all its productive potentialities.
The conditions of the abdomen which favour the laying capacity have been
clearly specified, more specially by the conscientious studies made by the
Agronomical schools of the United States of North America, and which are
to-day no mystery for any poultry breeder, but up to the present moment they
have not been taken into consideration in the classification of exhibition fowl.
There are various sections of the body which are given the same value in
the scale of points in both sexes and which, notwithstanding, owing to their
nature, their constitution and the greater or lesser difficulty in obtaining them,
should according to my way of thinking, be given distinctive values, according
to the sex; such happens with the comb the plumage of the neck, form and colour
of the tail and some other points. Still, I do not believe that any poultry-breeder
would maintain that a good comb is as important, and as difficult to obtain in a
hen as in a cock under the saIne conditions, or who would compare the hackle
of a cock with the neck plumage of a hen or the tail of a male with its sickles
and lesser sickles with what We might call the rudimentary tail of a hen, reduced
to only maintail feathers.
By considering each sex separately and by subtracting points from the
least important parts to be added to the sections which may be considered of
primary importance, I believe a different scale of points could be established for
the male and the female, a scale which would result more scientific and consequently would answer better to the object which was in view when establishing
it, that is to say, obtain a better means of placing a higher value on the birds
that present the physical characters, that demonstrate a greater aptitude for
their economic functions.
With this object in view and taking as an example the Leghorns, whose
North American scale of points is as follows:
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Symmetry ......•.............................
4
Weight ......•.•.•...........•...............
4
Condition .........•.......................•.•
4
Comb .....•.........•....................... 10
Head-form 2 colour 4 ..........•......•••..•.• ' 6
Eyes-form 2 colour 2 ...........•............•
4
Beak 2 2 2 2
.
4
Wattles and car-lobes-form 4 colour 6 .•••••••.• 10
Neck-form 3 colour 5 ........................•
8
Wings-form 4 colour 6 ...•.................•.• 10
Back.-form 5 colour 5
.
10
Tail
5 » 4 .•••••••••••.•.•••••.••••
9
Breast
4
» 4
.
8
Body and fluff (plumage form) 3 colour 2 .••••
5
Feet and toes.-form 2 colour 2 •.•.••••.••.•.••
4
100
and leaving it just as it is for the cock, by taking into account the considerations

mentioned above, we might deduct in the scale for the hen: 4 points from the
comb, 2 from the colour of wattles and earlobes, 2 from the colour of the neck.-l
from the colour of the wings, 2 from the form and 2 from the colour at the tail,
2 from the .colour of the back, 1 from the colour and 1 from the form of the
breast, which would give us a total of 17 points, which added to 5 for the body
and plumage would give us 22 points which we should divide amoung the sections
according to the importance of the laying characteristics in the following manner:
Body and feather-bed in general-form 3 colour 2 ••••.•...•••
Pelvic space or the distance between the two points..........
Elasticity of the pelVic bones...............................
Breastbone pelVic space or the distance between the points and
the breastbone
Condition of the skin on the abdomen whether soft and lose..
Anus size 2 condition (elasticity and humidity) 3 ...•••••.•••

5

3
2

3
4

-222

with which the scale of points for Leghorn hens would remain established in
the follOWing form:
Symmetry.......•............................
4
Weight ...........................•..........
4
4
Condition ...................................•
6
Comb
.
6
Head..form 2 colour 4 ....••.....•.••.•.•••••.•
4
Eyes-form 2 colour 2 .......................•.
Beak-form 2 colour 2 ..................•...•..
4
8
Wattles and car-lobes-form 4 colour 4 .••••.•••
6
Neck-form 3 colour 3
.
9
Wings» 4
» 5
.
8
Back » 5
» 3
.
5.
Tail
»3
»
2 .••••.•••..••••••••••••••
6
Brest »3
~
2 .•••.•••••••••...••••••••
5
Body and down (fluff-form) 3 colour 2 •..••.••
5
Abdomen-pelvic space 3 elasticity 2 .......•..•.
3
))
space between pelvis and breastbone ..
4
»
condition of the skin
.
5
Anus size 2 conditions 3
.
4
Feet and toes-form 2 colour 2
.
100
I.

6
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Following the same procedure with the scales of points for North-American
breeds we would deduct: 4 points from comb, t from form and 3 from colour
of neck, 1 from form and 1 from colour of back - 2 from form and 2 from
colour of tail, from form at:1d 1 from colour of breast, the scale of points for
hens remaining as fo 110 ws :
Symmetry....................................
Weight......................................
Condition
Comb.......................................
Head-form 2 colour 2 ......................•.
Beak-form 2 colour 2 ........................•
Eyes-form 2 colour 2 ..............•..........
Wattles and earlobes form 2 - colour. . . . . . . . . . . .
Neck-form 3 colour 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wings» 4
» 6. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Back r> 4
» 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tail
»
3
» 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
»
4..........................
Breast » 4
Body and down (fluff-form) 3 colour 3
Abdomen - pelvic space 3 elasticity 2
»
space between pelvis and breastbone .
,.
condition of the skin
Anus size 2 condition -3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
Feet and toes -form 3 colour 3

4
4

4
4
4

4
4
4
6

10
8
6
8
6
5
3
5
5
6
100

According to my way of thinking, under the heading of symmetry, which appears in both the North-American and English scale of points, there is room for
discussion. Considering that symmetry is « the exact proportion of the various
parts of a body with respect to each other or the union of conformity of the
several parts with respect to the whole », symmetry is being jUdged as each
section of the fowl is judged, since they cannot be considered in the abstract,
but in relation one to the other, consequently symmetry is implicitly included
in each section; it might be advantageously substituted by Type and Stamina;
the former an inherent condition of each breed, and which does not depend
alone on the forms of the fOWl, but on its general state, lively or quiet, alert or
confiding etc. and which along with the stamina or vitality of the animal, gives
it the true stamp of its indiViduality, a characteristic which never escapes the
discerning eye of a good jUdge, and which besides would be a full stop to discussion and to the different manners of considering what symmetry is and how
al1d when it should be considered when judging, which is one of the points
on which there has been least accord as much among judges as among poultrybreeders.
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'THE DESIRABLENESS AND POSSIBILITY OF INrrERNATIONAL

STANDARDS OF PERFECTION
By C. S. Th. van OINK
',:of the Hague, Holland; Member of the Executive Committee of the World's
Poultry Congress at Barcelona.

Those who visited the First World's Poultry Congress at the Haugue-Sche'veningen, in September 1921, will remember that in one of the sessions of the
Fourth Section, the subject of international standards of perfection for the
different breeds of poultry was dealt with.
The matter was brought up by Mr. C. BOOGAERT of Antwerp who read a
note on the subject, coming to the following conclusion:
« In order to obtain the ideal and uniform type of hens, ducks, pigeons the
.)} original country of the breeds should only have the right to establish an offi» cial standard, a standard that should be submited to the « International League
l) of Aviculture ». Once accepted by it, nobody should have the right to modify
) the. standards. At International Exhibitions only Official International Stan» dards should be « de rigueur ».
» I also suggest that the « National Federations » and also the Internatio» nal League only accept the standards of breeds and varieties as definitely
. » put down. »
Mr. Edward Brown, Prof. Voitellier and Prof. Pirrocchi and myself had
then made remarks to the effect that the desirableness of more uniformity
in poultry-standards was fUlly recognized, but that it was considered impos-sible to make one International Standard of each breed to be used at the International Exhibitions of all countries.
Prof. Voitellier made the following remarks:
« 1\'1r. Brown has shown much talent and vigour in stating, that it is quite
impossible to establish an International standard for each breed, I am quite
«)f his opinion.
However allow me to make the following remarks on the subject.
Loyalty commands from an International commercial point of view to
reserve to the original breeds their original name and to adopt the national
standard to judge them at the International Exhibitions. Under the name
« Campine » for instance, one must only classify, judge or sell birds that answer
to the Belgian standard. It must be the same for all breeds, for all products.
'Under the name « Champagne », one may only sell the product of Vineyards
in a perfectly fixed region: In Champagne. But take good note: if under the
influence of ctinlate, feeding and other divers factors, qUite distinct differences
'manifest themselves in the products of the breeding out of the original coun·
try, then there is a statement of new v a r i e tie s .
In giving the name of origin and adding to it the one of the new country, one
censures progress under a loyal form. As to me, I consider there is not the slightest inconvenience to notify as new breeds Australian Leghorns, Danish Leghorns or English ones in opposition to the original Italian Leghorns.
. As to cattle the English have deemed it necessary to distinguish' British
Friesians and Dutch Friesians. We distinguish in French the French Southdown
-from the English one for one single feature that makes us more estimate the
latter namely: the better development of the hindleg.
Similar distinctions evidently deserve to be mentioned for 'certain breeds
-of fowl. But it is finally only a question of International Right and disloyal
-competition and this the Congress is not prepared to settle. »
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Prof. Voitellier's remark clearly indicates in which direction the solution
of this important subject has to be found.
If the International League of AViculture, about which Mr. BOOGAERT mentions in his conclusion, will be established in the future, that body will be a
splendid medium by which standards of new breeds can be spread over the
world, but it will not be wise to forge a standard for their international exhibitions on the different nations; that method has never worked.
As far as the juridical side of the question is concerned we doubt that any
person or association could bring a case against somebody or some association
for the improper use of the name of a certain breed, as it would be qUite'
easy for the defending party to point to specimens sold under the name of the
breed in the country of origin that are even further removed from the ideal laid.
down in the standard as the birds bred in some other country after an altered.
standard.
It would be very hard to prove that a specimen bred according to an altered,
standard is so much different from the breed as bred in the country of origin~
that is not worthy of bearing the name of that breed. Furthermore each case-,
should have to be dealt with separately.
The situation as it is, makes it fairly well impossible to do anything elsethan' making an appeal to the courtesy of the breeders of other countries and:
as k them to add to the name of the breed either the name of their respective'
country or such names as are deemed necessary in order that the attention of
the public will be drawn to the fact, that a special style of breeding of a certain,
breed is offered.
When of course an International organization would be formed, it could~
make a rule to that effect.
It is a proven fact however that in the newer breeds we find a more uniform,
system of breeding. We hereby mention the Rhode Island Reds which all over
the world (except in Germany) are bred practically to the same standard of
perfection and are judged according to it.
In the older breeds we have to deal with several difficulties as in the former
century the fanciers of some cities, leave alone those of some countries, seemed
to take their pride in breeding certain breeds after a style of their own. Lack~
of intercourse was of course the reason for the eXistance of these differences..
The coming of the big international exhibition gradually put an end to it.
Differences in the way of breeding between different countries are howevernot cleared out so easily and certainly not by international shows. Breeders do
not show abroad if they fear the birds will be jUdged by a different standard.,
Resuming, we may say the differences in standards, that are met with~,
are of the following natures:
1st.
2nd.
3rd.

4th.

Differences created willfully in order to give the breed a special
character and differences finding their origin in motives based upon
principles of a speculative or commercial nature ~
differences which are due to allowances to be made by the breeders,
in order to meet the climatic conditions;
differences caused through an acquired national taste for certain
markings, shades or types in some breeds or groups of breeds, mostly,.
finding their origin in the existance of these markings, shades or
types eXisting allready in other breeds, related or not;
differences caused by Jack of knowledge of the original standards~

The differences of the first group do no longer last than the movement is
in power that creates them; the poultry world has seen one or two instances of
that kind. There are two reasons which can account for its eXistance namely
the object to create pOUltry with a special character typical of the national
ideas as to colours and markings, sometimes it is also caused to discourage im...
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portation, but in time it has the evil effect that it also stops the exportation.
Sometimes the majority of the breeders of a country partake in such a movement ; sometimes it only is found among some of the big breeders, who try
by constant changing of the standard and by adopting abnormal weights and
sizes to keep ahead of their competitors and pratically cut out the competition
of the smaller breeders, who are not so well equipped and cannot raise their
birds but in the natural months.
The differences which originate from an acquired national taste are the
hardest to contend with, especially when in such countries the breeding of
poultry has attained a certain degree of experience and perfection. According
to this question we will never be able to get the breeders of different countries
to adopt 0 n e standard for certain breeds, mentioning first of all the Leg h 0 l" n,
which is bred to an entirely different standard in several countries.
As far as the differences which are due to allowances to be made by the
breeders in order to meet the climatic conditions, are concerned, far less difficulties are met with than are generally expected.
As a fitting instance we might mention the breeding of the American White
Leghorn in the United States, which variety can be bred without difficulty to
the same standard of perfection in the most Northern and coldest States such
as Maine, Wisconsin and Michigan, as well as in the most southern and warmest
States of the U. S. A., Florida, Alabama, Texas and New-Mexico.
Although the earlier maturing of the Leghorns in the Southern States is a
fact to contend with, it does not interfere with the type and general appearance
of that variety.
The same can be said of the Wyandottes which can be bred according to
the same standard in all climates, without showing half as much difference in
size as was willfully obtained between the American and English White Wyandottes, which latter difference was caused through a difference in taste between
the breeders of these two countries.
Markings and colour do not have to be considered in this respect; they
can be bred in any climate. The amount of feathers and fluff may but not necessarily have to vary; where they do vary, they are the chief causes of difference in appearance, whereas the difference in the weight does not play such
an important part.
An exception to this rule exists in those breeds which by careful selection
have been bred to a size and weight that are not natural to them and only
seem to be met with in cases when light weight breeds are brought to a colde~
climate and are bred there for extreme size.
As long as these breeds remain in the cO'lder climate and ordinary but
constant selection is practised, they retain their acquired size; but brought
to a warm climate such breeds, f. i. the big EXhibition-Leghorns, will in three
generations loose most of the extra size obtained by a for generations continued
selection.
Differences caused by lack of knowledge of the original standard may of
course lead sometimes to the development of a different type, but mostly
leave no evil effects as soon as the error has been noticed or the breeders have
had an opportunity to learn about the right type and markings or the improvements which have been made in both.
Although we strongly advocate more uniform standards we will not personally offer a resolution in that respect rather leaving this to the poultry-breeders of the world, gathered at this Congress. We point however out the necessity of publishing standards of new breeds by means of an international paper
or the papers in existance in the different countries and wish to draw the attention to the fact that the changing of standards of breeds in other countries
should be discouraged by all means. In order to obtain this, we respectfully
propose the following resolution:
« That any change made in the recognized standards hereafter, in other
countries, ,done without absolute necessity, must be considered to be not to the
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benefit of the world's standard-bred poultry industry and should be discouraged
by all means ;
that steps should be taken that such changed breeds cannot be shown at
international exhibitions without showing in their name the addition of thename of the country in whic~ the change in standard was done or by some
other addition indicating that the breed ,is different to the standard adopted
in the country of origin.»
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SHOWS
by M. ACHILLE HEYNDRICKX,
General Secretary of the Royal Society« Het Neerhof» of Ghent, Belgium.

There is nothing more instructive and more useful than Poultry Exhibitions.
Breeders and amateurs, learn to distinguish the faults and good points of their
birds, they hear the discussions between judges and exhibitors. There can be
seen, Utility birds, and Fancy birds. Breeders find typical birds, to improve
their stock, it is a lesson, and a school for the young.
The Royal Society of Ghent (Get Neerhof de Ghent) have realized since
its formation, the great use of exhibitions, more especially the meetings, which
add a great deal to its po wer, its influence and its success.
From its foundation it has organized these meetings. These were exhibitions
for young students, held by the Members.
Their birds were criticised and jUdged, according to their individual merits,
breeding was encouraged by awarding prizes to deserving birds. The entries
were free, as they still are at the present time. The prizes were of silver, and
it was a great honour, when members were awarded a prize. The decisions
were explained by the judge and these explanations were more instructiv~
than a lecture.
Outside these meetings, the slightest doubt on the merits of a bird gave
rise to general discussion. The bird was brought on to the spot, the library
was consulted, the exhibitors were listened to and the bird was classified before
the audience, with its points and defects.
This is a real, practical method that all Societies should seriously consider.
Governments have begun to realize the value of Exhibitions, but what a
great deal there still remains to be done!
Excursions to Poultry Shows are not sufficiently encouraged and cost a
great deal more than before the war.
In 1913 I had already written and advocated the following relating to exhibitors and the return of birds from international Exhibitions.
For more than 25 years, international exhibitions have been organized by
the great French, English, Dutch and Belgian Societies, and Committees work
with enthusiasm to attract visitors to these sho ws, and to bring into closer
touch the breeders of various countries.
The Secretaries of which I am one, spare no pains or trouble to ensure that
these undertakings should be well carried through, and feel a personal satisfaction, as well as feeling it is an honour to their Society, if the Exposition is
a success.
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THE INDIVIDUAL EGG PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE RECORD
AS A BASIC FACTOR IN ESTABLISHING PERMANENCE IN THE
POULTRY INDUSTRY
by Professor WILLARD C. THOMPSON, N. j.
Agr. Exp. Station and Rutgers College and the State Universityof New jersey,
at New Brunswick, N. j., U. S. A.

One of the chief reasons for the rather extensive development of poultry
culture on a more or less commercial basis throughout the area of the. United
States of America, from the Atlantic Coast to the Pacific and from the Gulf
to the boundary line of the Dominion, has, undoubtedly, been that the products of such industry are indispensible parts of the daily human diet. The
population of our country has grown rapidly, and the actual demand for eggs
and poultry meat has grown with it. There have, of course, been other contributing factors to the up-building of the American poultry industry, such
as the universal interest of people in general in poultry raising, the relatively
small capital required for such an enterprise, and the adaptability of poultry
culture to a wide variety of conditions, but, to one who has had some opportunity to study the fundamentals underlying the advancement and growth
of the practise of poultry raising, the economic demand for a vitally necessary
part of the food supply stands out as a principal and potent reason for the
development which has taken place, a development to which the census, as one
agency, will bear testimony.
Perhaps no one branch of Agriculture has been more universally practised
in the United States than that of poultry husbandry. It is safe to say that
several million people within the confines of the Republic are annually engaging in some form of the poultry business. These many people are divided
into three rather distinctly defined groups, a glinlpse at which is necessary in
order that the question of pernlanence may be more intelligently discussed.
The great bulk of the poultry products annually marketed in the United States are produced on the so-called general farms, particularly in the central
western States, where the poultry flock is but a minor part of the farm scheme
and its management but a small item in the category of farm operations. On
the many thousands of such general farms the poultry flocks, averaging perhaps
not mOle than one hundred layers each, do, in the aggregate, however, produce
vast quantities of eggs and meat, which are gathered by various means and
finally distributed to the consumers from the great lTIarkets in the metropolitan
centers, such as New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Boston. This
group of poultry raisers have not, as a whole, enjoyed any very marked finan..
cial profit from their investment in hens, largely because, as a group, little
attention has been given to that poultry flock. It is apparent in these later
years that the average American farmer is awakening to a realization of the
fact that with proper attention given to the selection of his fowls, their feeding,
housing, and general care real pro fits can be secured, and that particular part
of the farnl which has not in former years been much more than the plaything
of the wonlan on the farm, the source of a little pin money, or the origin of
sufficient eggs and poultry meat for the family use, is appearing in quite a different light, taking on the appearance of something to be valued for its actual
business possibilities. From these general farm poultry flocks, then, come the
bulk of our poultry products, and it is concievable that this may always be
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One of the chief reasons for the rather extensive development of poultry
culture on a more or less commercial basis throughout the area of the. United
States of America, from the Atlantic Coast to the Pacific and from the Gulf
to the boundary line of the Dominion, has, undoubtedly, been that the products of such industry are indispensible parts of the daily human diet. The
popUlation of our country has grown rapidly, and the actual demand for eggs
and poultry meat has grown with it. There have, of course, been other contributing factors to the up-building of the American poultry industry, such
as the universal interest of people in general in pOUltry raising, the relatively
small capital required for such an enterprise, and the adaptability of poultry
culture to a wide variety of conditions, but, to one who has had some opportunity to study the fundamentals underlying the advancement and growth
of the practise of pOUltry raising, the economic demand for a vitally necessary
part of the food supply stands out as a principal and potent reason for the
development which has taken place, a development to which the census, as one
agency, will bear testimony.
Perhaps no one branch of Agriculture has been more universally practised
in the United States than that of poultry husbandry. It is safe to say that
several million people Within the confines of the Republic are annually engaging in some form of the poultry business. These many people are divided
into three rather distinctly defined groups, a glinlpse at which is necessary in
order that the question of permanence may be more intelligently discussed.
The great bulk of the poultry products annually marketed in the United States are produced on the so-called general farms, particularly in the central
western States, where the poultry flock is but a minor part of the farm scheme
and its management but a small item in the category of farm operations. On
the many thousands of such general farms the pOUltry flocks, averaging perhaps
not more than one hundred layers each, do, in the aggregate, however, produce
vast quantities of eggs and meat, which are gathered by various means and
finally distributed to the consumers from the great lTIarkets in the metropolitan
centers, such as New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Boston. This
group of poultry raisers have not, as a whole, enjoyed any very marked financial profit from their investment in hens, largely because, as a group, little
attention has been given to that pOUltry flock. It is apparent in these later
years that the average American farmer is awakening to a realization of the
fact that with proper attention given to the selection of his fOWls, their feeding,
housing, and general care real pro fits can be secured, and that particular part
of the farnl which has not in former years been much more than the plaything
of the wonlan on the farm, the source of a little pin money, or the origin of
sufficient eggs and pOUltry meat for the family use, is appearing in quite a different light, taking on the appearance of something to be valued for its actual
business possibilities. From these general farm poultry flocks, then, come the
bulk of our pOUltry products, and it is concievable that this may always be
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true. The farm flocks, if they are to persist as economical parts of the American farm of the future, face much the same situation as do the poultry flocks
on the commercial poultry plants. The flocks must be developed to a financially profitable plane, or else, as the general plan of Agriculture advances, it
will be among those parts or practises gradually abandoned. But such abandonment can go only so far then to meet the pressure of the public demand
for poultry products at reasonable price. The American farm pOUltry flock,
as I see it, lTIUst endure and be always a permanent part of our farm schemes.
The only answer lies in discovering the factors which pertain, and the agencies
which will make possible the continuous practise of poultry husbandry. The
factor to be discussed in the body of this paper has a most important bearing
on the problem of the owner of the farm flock, and therefore becomes a mighty
factor in the industry which recognizes this first group of pOUltry producers as
constituting a large part of the whole.
A second group of American poultry producers includes those men and
women who have developed our so-called commercial poultry plants, farms
on which the major or, as is often the case, the entire products are those derived
from the poultry flock, farms on which most of the effort is turned to ward the
care and management of the fOWls, farms from which the living is made from
work concerned with poultry culture. In some sections of the United States
these commercial poultry farms have been particularly widely and intensively
developed. The Petaluma district of California has world wide reputation. In
my own state of New Jersey we find an area almost exclusively devoted to the
commercial pOUltry farm, the vicinity of Vineland. But, out beyond these
specially developea centers, there are countless thousands of commercial pOUltry plants, deriving income from their pOUltry flocks alone, or in largest part.
The commercial poultry farmer in the United States is a particularly interessting type of agriculturist. He is contributing wonderfully to the American
poultry industry. His special type of farming is that which We wish particularly to see established on such a firm and solid basis as will send it down thru
the ages before us as a safe and sane branch of Agriculture, permanently formed
in SUch ways as will reasonably insure a degree of success to those men and
women who may engage in it as a source of livelihood. Some are wondering in
these present days as to the final place which specialized pOUltry farming will
hold in American Agriculture of the years to come, and some are even feeling
a bit dubious as to its po wer to persist through the difficulties which it, like
many other industries, must pass. Yet, I feel that there are many, many hopeful signs, signs which stand out to guide the poultry culturist along safe lines
of development. Again, the factor mentioned in the title of this paper, it seems
to me, must playa mighty role.
The third group of pOUltry raisers which will be encountered in every Vicinity within the borders of the country, with few exceptions, is constituted of
suburban dwellers, city people who have sufficient back yard in which to maintain a small poultry flock. Unfortunately our census does not include the millions of hens kept Within city or borough limits in our country. This exclusion,
made perhaps for good reason from the standpoint of the Bureau of the Census,
omits from the general public consideration a very appreciable part of the
total popUlation of domestic fOWls which are annualy furnishing human food
in vast amounts. These small back-yard units, taken together, cannot but be
a very appreciable part of the industry, and a part which must be inOCUlated
with the same sort of impetus, the same type of factors, and the same methods
of improvement as may be held necessary or essential for the pOUltry flocks
enumerated under the preceding two groups.
Because of the limits of this paper, and because it is possibly wise to emphasize one point clearly rather than give but fleeting glance to the many factors which a c01nplete study of the economics of the pOUltry industry might
discover as being pertinent to the problem in question, I offer the suggestion
that, perhaps, one of the most fundamental factors that will aid in stablishing
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the business of poultry production in the United States, whether of the farm
flock type, the conlmercial plant, or the suburban, is to be found in the foundation and use of individual fowls of known, measured pedigree, with regard to
productive capacity, in the breeding pens from which in future seasons the
hatching eggs and baby chicks, which are to become the laying stock of succeeding years, are to be secured. May I develop this thought sufficiently to
point out how it may operate in the shaping of the future of the AtTIerican
poultry industry?
., This paper does not work on the premise that the American poultry industry
is necessarily in danger, or that it is facing perils which may at any time destroy it. It does work on the premise, however, that under the' economic and,
yes, even political conditions, which have developed and surrounded all phases
of American Agriculture, it is essential and only common sense to note that
poultry keeping must be re-adjusted to fit in with the whole scheme of Agriculture as it is being developed in the country as a whole. It is simply inevitable that the practise of poultry production should have to be thus changed
because of the tendencies of the times in which we live. And those changes'
must lay the foundations for the future. There is, then, good and suffiCIent
reason why at a convention of this international nature, a little time might be
begged for the presentation of one factor which nlay assist in the vitally neces-·
sary adjustment just indicated.
I present that in the building up of a poultry production enterprise it is·
of utmost importance that each productive unit be not lost sight of in the con-·
sideration of the handling of a large number of such units. It seems quite clear
that in the poultry industry our breeders have used the whole flock as a unit
in their thinking and planning, forgetting or failing to appreciate that the flock
is but the sum total of the individuals in it. In the first place, then, it might
be suggested that one thing needed is that every American poultry raiser should
conceive of his flock as being made up of a number of individuals, each one
of which might cast a somewhat different influence on the future of his business.
This realization on the part of the poultry breeder cannot but mean that he
will eliminate those individuals which will contribute nothing to the business
success of his poultry venture, individuals which even today are to be found
in vast numbers in all types of poultry flocks, because they are still just a part
of a flock which has been regarded as a whole rather than split up into its parts.
We need this consciousness of the importance of the individual in the poultry
breeding fiocks to permeate generally through the minds of all those engaged
in economic poultry husbandry.
May I state this factor by use of an example? In 1923, from as accuratefigures as could be obtained, the average farm hen in the United States did
not produce m9re than sixty eggs, as a matter of fact slightly less than sixty..
This average hen did not pay her way. In that year it required about one hundred eggs as an average per fowl to cover the total cost charges, these including
all chargeable items of expense complete. This seems to point out that the
average American farm hen did not pay her way, and the industry was a losingproposition. It must be remembered that this average is obtained by averaging
the productions from the vast numbers of general farm flocks which, as said
before, constitute the bulk of our poultry producers. Thess farm flocks probably do not pay profits. But they must, and they must be developed to the
level of profitable business, if they persist. In New Jersey, for that year, an
average egg production per year per fowl, on strictly commercial poultry farms~
principally egg farms, (there being available records from nearly two hundred
such farms) was determined on analysis to be one hundredthirty-five eggs,
thirty-five more than the approximate number required to cover costs. In other
words the thirty-five eggs were the profit. On the best farm from which records.
Were secured the average egg production performance per year per fowl was one
hundredsixty-six. The actual cost charge per hen in this best farm flock was
very slightly over that of the average flock. The possible profits, considering
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now only value of eggs produced, were very considerably greater. The difference lay in the productive capacities of the average flock and the best flock.
The latter was known to be the result of more or less systematic selection of
both the male and female lines in the breeding pens through the past several
years. All flocks Were fed and cared for in approximately uniform manner;
Another flock record to further emphasize the point! In one of the noted American Egg Laying Contests a pen of S. C. W. Leghorns, ten in number, produced an average of two hundred twenty eggs per year per fowl. The actual
cost charges Were only slightly in excess of the one hundred eggs referred to
above. In this pen, the individuals of which were all pedigreed and from trapnested stock on both paternal and maternal side, the gross receipts based on
average wholesale market eggs prices were $ 9.00 per fOWl, and the entire cost
charges did not exceed $ 3.50 per fo wI. The difference represents the actual
profit. I believe that these actual figures gleaned from just a few representative
flocks With which I have had the opportunity to come into contact point out
the absolute and vital importance of breeding fOWls for our pOUltry flocks with
an inherited capacity to produce eggs, however that character may be constituted from the geneticists standpoint.
The trap-nest, as it is used on the better pOUltry farms of our country,.
gives a fairly accurate and reliable record of the actual egg production performance of the individual females in the laying or breeding pens. It charts the
performance just as it occurred. From it the owner may determine the time
at which the individual started to produce eggs, that is he may know her precosity, her capacity to begin returning saleable products at early age. Usually
the most precosious hen is the heaviest producer for the year as a whole. Again,
he has an opportunity to find the winter layers, an important facto, in our country, where egg prices are at their highest peak in winter months. He may kno\v
the most intensive producers through the spring months, and he may catalog
the fOWls with regard to their persistency as layers through the summer period.
The trap-nest record also indicates the cycle and rythm of egg production, the
peculiarities of the individual with regard to egg production habits. It forms
a basis which is indisputable for the selection of breeding stock from which to
produce future generations of business hens.
The pedigree is but a statement of the productive capacities of the line of
fowls from which the individual sprang. It describes the blood line. It defines
the value which may legitimately be expected from the individual. It is essential to rapid and accurate selection of breeding stock. It must be considered
as seriously among poultry breeders as the pedigree is today valued among
breeders of dairy cattle.
In America there are several agencies which are attempting to spread the
gospel of this idea throughout the length and breadth of the land, reaching the
various types of poultrymen by means as concrete and helpfUl as can be designed. The Egg Laying Contests which are more or less familiar to you are becoming an increasingly efficient group of agencies in the awakening of poultry
producers to the paramount importance of the individual and her pedigree.
The educational institutions and research stations are dedicated to this purpose
as a part of their mission in existence. The poultry and agricultural press are
aiding constructively. The poultry organizations are stressing the point amongst
their members. I would venture the assertion that among the great issues of
the day in our American poultry indnstry is the consideration of this factor.
I lay it before this Worlds Poultry Congress as a seed for thought. For what
is true in the land in which I have my work is undoubtedly true in other lands
where pOUltry husbandry is seeking its legitimate place in the agriculture of
those lands.
Because the individual egg production performance record gives the allessential accuracy to our jUdgement and selection, and because it declares
through a record of actual performance the real values of our fOWls, it becomes
a record which automatically eliminates the fowls which cannot produce econo-
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mically and profitably, and sets out the unusual producers from the average~
thereby pointing out the nuclei of future generations of poultry flocks. After
.all is said and done, it is the egg production performance which establishes the
·place of any breed or type of fowls, except bantams and pet types, of course,
no matter what the individual person may be most interested in when he buys
his poultry flock and starts into that business. Therefore it would seem that
this record may justly claim fundamental importance in our thinking, thinking
that in order to be constructively helpful must be done in terms of the days to
.come, and in rock-bottom safety. No industry, so large and so widely practised
as our poultry industry, should build other than on a permanent basis.
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THE PERCENTAGE OF GOOD LAYERS AND THE AVERAGE
OF THEIR EGG- PRODUCTION
by Professor SALVADOR CASTELL6,
Director and founder of the Royal Spanish Poultry School .and Executive
President of the Second World's Poultry Congress at Barcelona

One of the most important points in modern Aviculture is the obtalning of
good layers, this being the object of the efforts of scientists, breeders and sellers
of pedigree fowls capable of populating the farms of such persons who wish t()
dedicate themselves to egg-production for human consumption.
The natural predisposition plays an important part in the breeding of good
layers that is to say hens which lay 150 eggs or more, this being the minimum
production entitling to the qualification of good layer, but the method or system
of alimentation, the housing, the climate and the treatment are also very important factors and this is in all probability where the secret lies. Special attention should also be paid to careful selection preferably by means of trap-nests
which are the only real means of eliminating the bad layers and perpetuating:
the blood of the good ones. It is unquestionable, however that one who is
gUided by the results of laying-competitions only cannot draw firm conclusions,.
because the animals taking part in these competitions are selected with the
utmost care, they are fed on such a basis as to obtain the utmost productionJ'
they are housed better and under more favourable general conditions than
usual so that not all can be attributed to the excellency of the race or the abilities of the families.
If it were possible to collect date regarding a great number of hens of distinct
races and families and kept under different conditions of housing and food,.
it would be a means of forming conclusions one way or another, but at least
as far as world known and generalized races are concerned I think that the
Canadians have obtained the best results during the last years.
I am referring to the bona fide competitions or trials which are taking place:
among formal, trustworthy farmers in Canada, the egg-production of their hens
being controlled on their 0 wn farms by inspectors specially designed for the
purpose. Thus may be appreciated the racial, global and even individual laying
qualities of different races, kept in distinct conditions, although under the influence of approximately the same climate, and always considering of coursethat the competitors are sufficiently interested not to falsificate their statement, valueable information may be obtained from which may be derivated
practical instruction.
The report of the Department of Agriculture of the Canadian Government
dealing with the results of the controlling of the egg-production on 121 farms
belonging to a like number of poultry breeders all over the country, during
the year 1921/1922, having come into my possession I decided to study same
profoundly, and having come completed my work I am now able to conclude:
1st The predisposition for high egg-production (more than 150 eggs) for
a)1 the races which too k part in the co mpetition.
2nd The average production of the so-called great layers.

3rd The influence which artificial lightning and nocturnal feeding during:
the long winter nights have on the hens.
4rd The probable average of eggs among good layer!.
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Antecedents
121 poultry breeders took part in the trials.
10913 chicks were entered of which however, 3521 Were retired, 1248 died,
2nd 2768 were disqualified for not having laid 150 eggs.
It thus results that 3376 birds only were controlled, which is about 31 % of

the number entered, all of which were qualified as good layers.
The same figure for the previous year viz 1920/21 was 30 % so that as far
as farms are concerned where selection is dUly excersised it may reasonably be
taken that on an average about a third part of the number designed as gooa
layers, will result real first class producers.
This statement also agrees with the results arrived at on the farm of the
,Royal Spanish Poultry School at Arenys de Mar, during these last years.

Predisposition for high egg production
Refer to table nO 1 which has been made up with the details given in the
report of the Canadian Government.

TABLE No 1. -l?ercentage of 'good layers in Wyandottes, Loghorns, Plymouth, Rhod.es and other races
--

PROVINCES

LEGHORN

PLYMOUTH

WYANDOTTE

RHODE ISLAND

OTRAS RAZAS

Laying
Birds
Pertaking more than
150
centage
part
eggs

Laying
Birds
than
Pertaking more
150
part
centage
eggs

Laying
Birds
than
Pertaking more
150
centage
part
eggs

Laying
Birds
than Pertaking more
150
centage
part
eggs

Laying
Birds
Perthan
taking more
150
centage
part
eggs

--

--

--

---- - -

British Columbia..... 1,579 1,012

64'0

317

205

64'6

333

235

70'5

95

52

54'7

44

14

31 '8

Alberta .............

50

12

24'0

262

76

29'0

87

16

18'3

100

15

15'0

50

2

4'0

Sascatchewan .......

68

25

36'7

253

69

27'2

-

72

24

33'3

-

-

-

Manitoba ...........

125

25

20'0

-

Ontario ......•..... 1,702

734

Quebec .............

264

52

New Brunswich......

81

New Scotland .......

30

Edward Islands......

-

14

7

50'0

25

6

24'0

-

-

-

32'4

285

114

40'0

14

1

7'1

-

-

-

85

10'1

85

6

24'0

766

110

14'3

187

63

33'6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

80

18

22'5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

50

6

12'0

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

48'3 3,109

886

28'4

744

378

50'8 1,072

104

19

-

-

43'1 1,122

364

19'6

838

8

9'8

17

56'6

-

-

-

--

Totals ...... 3,899 1,885

208

19'4

3

10

30'0

18'2
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It will be seen from this table:
A) That the favourite race in Canada must be the Leghorn, because sarne

was entered by eight provinces, while the total number of provinces taking
part in the trials amounted to nine.
B) That the percentage of good layers was greatest among the Wyandottes
although the average production was higher in the Leghorns, as will be seen
later.
After the Wyandottes with a percentage of 50,8, come the Leghorns with
48,3, the Plymouths with 28,4 the Rhodes 19,4 and finally hens of other races
among which the Orpington and Ancona had percentages of 18,2.
This as regards the global and racial proportion, let us now consider the
individual performances.
Average of production of gooa layers:
Among the 3376 hens classified as producers of more than 150 eggs there
were twelve which excelled all the others, with an annual production ranginr
from 280 to 305 eggs, and considering that of these twelve, nine Were Leghorns
as also the fact that the highest records Were registered in birds of this race
it may safely be said that, in spite of the Wyandottes sho Wing a slightly higher
percentage of good layers, the Leghorns had the better of the competition, and
not only among thease tWelve hens but also in conjunction, as will be seen in
table n. O 2.
TABLE N0 2

Average Egg Prodnction

JOT

each compeiing race

RACES

Oeufs recueillis

Pondeuses

Moyenne par tfte

Leghorns .......•........
Wyandottes ......•......
Rhode Island .••..••....
Autres races ..••..•.....

366,121
167,926
72,045
38,129
3,155

1,885
886
378
208
19

194'2 %
189'5 %
190'5 %
183'3 ° 0
166'0 %

Total •.••....

647,376

3,376

191 '7 %

Plymouth •••••••••.••••

It will be seen from this table that the Leghorns attained the highest average, followed by Wyandottes, Plymouths, Rhde Islands, and in the last place
the less popular races.

Influence of artificial lightning and nocturnal feeding
The Canadian information specifies the farms which employed the system
of nocturnal feeding, and those which did not, and with a view to make comparisons between these two systems I have compiled the following:

Palacio del Arte Moderno, de Barcelona, donde se instal6 la Exposicion
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TABLE N° 3

Effects of artificial lightning
AVEC LUMI~RE
RACES

Concursants

Clasifiees
avec 150
reufs

Leghorn .•.•...... 1,211
Plymouth ........ 1,484
674
VVyandotte .....•.
746
Rhode Island .....
75
Autres races ......

708
406
358
116
7

Total ...... 4,190

1,595

SANS LUMI~RE

Pourcentages

58%
27%
53 0 / 0

15 0 /0
9 0 /0
38'0 %

Concursants

ClasifIees
avec 150
reufs

Pourcentages

2,688
1,625
70
326
29

1,177
480
20
92
12

43%
25%
28%
28 %

41 0/0

4,738

1,781

37'5 0 / 0

There Were 74 farms without artificial lightning and only 47 with.
The above table clearly demonstrates that as far as the percentage of good
layers concerns the artificial lightning and nocturnal feeding did not have any
effect. Regarding the average production the figures are as follows:
Eggs

1595 birds without nocturnal regime..................
1781
)} with
)
» . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••

309.030
338.346

Average
per head

193,74
189,97

It is seen that the for hens, which are not being forced to winter-laying, is
a trifle higher than the average of the others, but the difference is so little th2t
it is not worth considering, so much the more as the object of the feeding of
the birds and lightning of their houses during winter nights, is not to increas e
their laying capacity in general, but to induce them to lay more eggs during the
periods when these are scarce.

Probable average production of good layers
If we turn back and examine table two made up of the total production of
each of the 3376 hens classified as good layers We find that in spite of the hard
winter in Canada, and no doubt as a consequence of an adequate diet, the general
average of production among birds classified as good layers is as high as 191 .. 7,
eggs per head with which average any breeder would be satisfied.

Final observations in favor of the southern races
It is generally believed that it is not possible to obtain such good layers of
the Meridional races which are not by far so selected as the American races
which have no w arrived at an amazing state of perfectio n, ho wever this is not
so, and to confirm this statement we have only to observe how in France, excellent results have been obtained with the Bresses, after having been subject to
some careful selection.
In South America the Catalonian Prats have given controlled averages of 184
an0 among the black Castilians averages of 150 are qUite frequently met with.
Four Castilians sold by me to Mr. John Meekings of the Watford Poultry
Farm at Herts (England) attained in 1921/22 an average of 217 eggs and 400
I.
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chicks, descendants of these, gave in 1922/23 an average of 175, with records
of 250:
A well-known common Spanish Hen, the property of the Agronom of the
town of Saragossa Mr. Benjamin Conde, laid during its eight years' life 1168
eggs with a record of 317 eggs in twelve months.
This proves that in all races with predisposition for laying, good and fine
layers are found so that the breeder who understands selecting and taking care
of this birds can obtain excellent production with anyone race.
All this is well known to the majority of the Delegates but perhaps some
one of those who are now starting their avicultural activities may not know it,
and that is why I have considered it opportune to give a resume on the occasion
of our Second Congress.
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VARIATIONS IN THE WEIGHT OF EGGS.
IMPORTANCE OF THE LEAST VARIATION OF WEIGHT
FOR PURPOSES OF SELECTION
by CH. VOITELLIER,
Professor at the National Agricultural Institute, Paris;
Vice President of the Second World's Poultry Congress at Barcelona.

In a report entitled «Rational bases for classification in egg laying competitions » presented to the Hague Conference I drew attention to the importance ( 1 ) of individual control in selection for the improvement of egg laying
~apacity (2); of individual classification in egg laying competitions, based on
the number of eggs and their weight; of the weighing of each egg laid.
The Congress, agreeing with my point of view, adopted the following reso.Iution which I proposed:
1. An individual classification should be adopted and at the same time
::grollp classificatio ns.
2. The individual classification should have as a basis the weight of the
eggs with the award of additional points when this weight eXceeds a certain
limit.
The Congress passed a further resolution in accordance with the motions of
:all scientific Congresses that the metric system should be used and that weights
should be expressed in grammes.
Finally it was suggested that in competitions where only one breed was
being tested the «weight limit. to be adopted for the award of more or less
points could be variable, but in competitions where several breeds are in competition the {( weight limit »of 55 grammes is the most suitable.
One point remains to be settled in the classification of an egg laying competition ; is it desirable to reduce the {( weight limit» for first eggs laid by pUllets?
It is generally admitted that for a certain period pullets lay a number of
'small eggs.
The rules in the competition of Bentley in England stipulate for example
that during the first four weeks eggs weighing 1 1/2 oz. (53 gr. ) or more shall
Ibe counted as unity; that during the second period of four weeks eggs weighing
1 15/16 oz. (54.9 gr.) shall count as unity, whilst for the rest of the trials they
must weigh 2 ozs. (56.7 gr. ).
At the competition of the Vaulx of Cerny analogous conditions are stipulated
in the rules. For the first fifteen eggs laid the weight limit of 55 grams is 10 wered
to 45. And it is as well to recall that during the competition an addition of
.02 points for each gram in eXcess of 55, and a deduction of .02 points for each
gram less than 55 is alIo wed.
I set myself to inquire whether this point of view was justified and if it was
-of interest as regards selection to attach importance to the fact that pullets generally give eggs which are relatively small. The necessary work has only
yielded results now. The result is that almost invariably the first egg laid
'weighs more than the average of the eggs laid during the first year, but that the
.average weight is only reached at the 19th. egg.
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The addition of points allowed both by Bentley and Vaulx does not therefore
appear to be absolutely necessary. Apparently it would favour the presentation
of birds whose bodily development was not sufficiently advanced and which had
been put into laying condition too early by the feeding appropiate to this condition and which, the body remaining necessarily smaller, would show a tendency
to produce animals smaller than their ancestors and accordingly less apt to
.
produce large eggs.
For my part I willingly admit, if the Barcelona Congress adopts a resolution
in favour of unification of methods of classification for egg laying competitions
that all addition of points for eggs laid by pullets should be suppressed. The
addition or deduction of .02 points above or below the weight limit should be
sufficient incentive to breeders to produce birds which give eggs of a good commercial weight.
The question of the best method of classification in competitions or the
best selection in breeding seems to me moreover to require deep concern by aU
experimenters. I will limit myself in this report to indicating its importance.
A study of the figures collected at the competition of Vaulx since 1920 providethe elements. There, as in all egg laying competitions, one notices that pullets
obtain first place in the final arrangement thanks to the relative rise in theweight of their eggs.
Here follow examples.
In face of such conditions I am attempting to introduce into the estimation
of qualities to be looked for the notion of the least variability in the weight of
the eggs. The means of establishing it will doubtless frighten many practical
men who thinkof using nothing but mathematics in dealing with breeding, but in
this congress I am speaking to experimenters who are familiar with biometric:
methods and I think they will appreciate the usefulness of my proposition.
With this object in view I have drawn up the follOWing table shOWing thenumber and weight of eggs laid by the best class hens in the 1921 and 1922 competitions.
Several graphs could also be seen at the exhibition relative to this study.
Some showed by means of one curve the date of laying, by a second curve the
weight in grammes. Others showed the number of eggs of different weight produced by each bird. In table 1, it is seen that the absolute difference varies
from 17 to 53 grammes, that the average difference varies from the 21 subjects
between 2.59 gr. and 3.75 gr., that the deviation from standard lies between 3.34·
and 5.09, in other words a variability from standard coefficient of 5.56 to 9.10 %.
By these calculations one obtains an exact idea of the variations met with in the
weight of the eggs. It is important, however, to see whether they have any real
value in assisting selection. To my mind they have not an absolute value, and
one must substitute for them an idea more easily established and more within
reach of breeders.
On every occasion where a physiological correlation does not exist between.
two natural phenomena, biometrical formUlae cannot be applied Without inconvenience; if the correlation is incomplete and hidden by occasional phenomena
one must attempt to explain them.
No w, the factors determining the weight of an egg are,
1)
2)
3)
4)

The
The
The
The

calibre of the oviduct.
initial size of the yolk.
variable deposit of albumen.
variable deposits of lime salts.

These four factors are evidently subject to the laws of heredity, but others
of a fortuitous character intervene almost daily to modify them in different
ways which makes them less understandable. To judge the relative importance
of these factors it is necessary to consider what happens in the preparation of
an egg inside the bird.
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No.
of the
fowl.

PERIOD OF LAYING

STOCK

from

to

79 e
11 e
82 b
18 a
2b
2 c
79 d
13 a
60 a
68 a
143 d
153 a
142 c
150 a
153 b
105 a
105 b
105 c
105 d
105 e
102 b

Aneone simple crest ....
Caussade .............
Orpington buff ........
Gaseonne ............
Bresse black ..........
Bresse black ..........
Ancone simple crest ....
Caussade .............
Caussade .............
Leghorn white ........
Leghorn white ........
Leghorn white ........
Leghorn white ........
Leghorn white ........
Leghorn white ........
Bresse black ..........
Bresse black ..........
Bresse black ..........
Bresse black ..........
Bresse black ..........
Bresse black .........,.

11
29
6
8
9
10
22
4
4
27
18
9
14
11
9
8
9
9
6
13
29

Oct. 1920
Nov. Die. Nov.
Oct. Oct. Oct. Nov.
Die. Nov.
Oct. 1921
Oct. Oct. Oct. Oct. Nov.
Oct. Oct. Nov. Oct. Die. -

-

-

-

10
28
5
7
8
9
21
3
3
26
17
8
13
10
8
7
8
8
5
12
28

Oct.
Nov.
Die.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Die.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
Die.

1921

-

-

-

-

-

-

1922
-

-

-

-

-

Deviation Co-efficien t of
variability
of
Standard of Standard

Number

Weight

Weight

Strain

Strain

of eggs

Total

Average

Positive

Average

(1)

(2)

(8)

K

gr.

gr.

gr.

gr.

12,330
10,330
10,928
11,244
9,300
9,767
11,067
9,474
7,110
8,439
12,089
11,790
12,993
11,407
12,195
11,157
12,618
11,577
10,973
10,866
11,605

59,8
59
65,8
55,3
46,9
51,4
52,7
58,4
58,7
53
55,4
58,6
50,5
65,1
58,4
59,7
53,4
54,4
53,7
53,7
62,3

22

3,12
3,24
3,63
2,79
3,27
3,22
3,01
3,34
2,63
2,69
2,99
3,69
3,08
3,01
3,75
2,59
2,78
3,55
2,59
2,95
3,08

3,94
4,08
4,88
3,72
4,28
4,23
4,01
4,16
3,34
3,60
4,58
4,95
3,89
4,01
5,09
3,48
3,54
4,39
3,44
3,96
4,03

-206
175
166
203
197
190
210
162
121
159
218
201
257
175
209
200
236
207
204
202
186

22

29
22
29
24
20
22
17
27
21
30
32
53
46
27
28
22
20
33
21

. :-..

(4)

6,56 0/0
6,88
7,39
6,76
9,10
8,29
7,56
7,17
5,66
6,79
8,32
8,38
7,62
7,56
8,77
6,21
6,86
8,12
6,37,
7,33
6,50

(1) The absolute strain is the difference between the two extremes of weight.
(2) The average weight is obtained by dividing by the total number of eggs of the folw, the total products of all the weights observed by their quickness.
(3) The deviation of standard (that is to say of the type of the average egg produced by the hen) is the square root of the individual strain multiplied by the
corresponding quickness.
(4) The coefficient of variability is obtained by multiplying by 100 the deviation ofstandard and dividing by the arithmetical mean.
~,
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1. By reason of its extensibiiity the oviduct allows to pass yolks, larger or
smaller, which are surrounded with a varying quantity of albumen and lime,
but this is done in varying fashion; it does or does not according as the contractility of its muscular fibres is excited by greater or less compression, more or
less easy, of the intestinal mass. The rapidity of the passage of the egg through
the oviduct depends on the state of disturbance of the bird. This state of disturbance is greatest when the digestive tube is fUll, when digestion proceeds, or
when the bird is chased: it is the main cause determining the conformation of
the egg, i. e. the relation between the length and breaath; it also acts to a less
degree on the weight.
2. The emission larger or smaller yolks depends very closely on the regularity of feeding and of the arterial tension.
3. The deposit of albumen is relatively great when the yolk is small, and
small when the yolk is large. The formation of small yolkless eggs which results
from the progression of a portion of the membrane of the ovary through the
oviduct proves this.
4. The calcareous deposits are entirely dependant on the mineral feeding
of the bird. Variations in this may be great considered in periods sufficiently
distant from each other; the daily variations may be small but real, and dependant on the volume of the united yolk and white. The deposit is relatively
small for a very heavy egg and vice versa.
In my opinion one must lump together and consider as hereditary all varia· tions in weight, shape and colour, without determining the influence of the occasional phenomena which intervene in the making of an egg. Studies of this.
type will never give conclusions of value to good selection.
New trials must therefore be undertaken to elucidate the problem. In the
meantime. I consider that one might, the better to appreciate the main and
herditary factors of variabilitty in the weight of eggs, ehminate extreme weights.
in a convenient proportion, e. g. by 20 % of the total or by 10 % on each side
of a graph median, and only consider the 80 % of figures grouped about this

line.

By this means abnormal eggs would be excluded, the production of which
really seems to be due to exceptional circumstances. It would then, doubtless
be possible to state that the difference between the ideas of absolute and average
difference, of the deviation from standard and the coefficient of variability from
standard would almost disappear and that practically, it would only be necessary to consider the absolute deviation which is easy to established and.
so to speak, requires no calculation.
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PRINCIPLES OF REGULAR SELECTION AND SYSTEMATIC
IMPROVEMENT 'IN BACKYARDS
by M. G. LEGENDRE,

Agricultural Engineer and French Congressist at Barcelone.

In the first part of his statement the author, aiming at the obtaining of
more productive Stock, brings into prominence the greater importance of methods of selection, over those relating to housing and feeding.
The second part is devoted to establishing that the mark of the genuine
possession of a definite fitness. besides the apparent possession of these qualities, is in their transmission 10 from the ancestors of the animal under examination. 20 from this animal to his offspring.
These two points established in any way ?s a preliminary thesis, which is
no way peculiar to him, the author comes to the study of the grounds of a clas..
sification of value. He shews ho w it is possible to arrive at the successive eli..
mination of superfluous characters by following certain very simple rUles, the
practical application of which is demonstrated with the necessary details, accor..
ding to the improvements which the poultry farmer wishes to effect.
The author sho ws besides the grounds for establishing a numerical classification clearly setting forth the relative value of the animals complying with
various economic necessities.
Amongst the 10 factors that he investigates, five require particular attention. These are: winter egg- production during the first year; number of eggs
laid during the two best months of production, first year; average weight of
egg during March and April of first year; weight of bird at 4 months; percentage of fertile eggs. To the 10 factors studied he adds the appreciation of type
in relation to the production of eggs and flesh, which are of such practical importance. He brings forward various examples of all these particulars. The
author then gives details of charts or tables for taking records of the performances of individuals, their ancestors or their descendants. In a few words it
sets forth that the method does not allo w of appreciating the indications or
contra-indications appertaining to relationship that the tact alone of the poul..
try farmer must make use of or discard. It ends by drawing attention to the
value not unrecognized of systems of feeding and better housing, which are
only accessory factors, although very important as regards production.
In conclusion the author lays special emphasis on the importance of the
necessary qualifications for making a profitable use out of animals.
The method recommended has for its object to limit as far as possible one..
rous experimental work such as those applying to Mendelian laws so as to make
a rigid selection of back-yard animals easy of performance as much to practitioners who work for their liVing as for official establishments better prOVided
with the necessary appliances which are able to carryon, thanks to the subsidies with which they are provided.

A) Only good birds give good returns
Too many poultry farmers, even at the present time, give all their attention to housing and feeding, thinking thereby to" have done everything necessary to obtain good results.
It is necessary to undeceive them and to remember that the right quality
of the parents has always greater importance from the point of view of pro-
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duction than questions of environment or food. Recently also especially in
consequence of important advances in the science of nutrition, one was tempted
to attribute to the methods alone which arose from it all the expectations of
improvement that good rearing can imply, the methods of breeding not having
any other end, one would suppose than aIlowing of the fixation more or less
probable, of the improvements effected.
Housing and correct feeding, on the contrary, are only suitable adjuncts
in order that improvements may take place. They never constitute the factors
or the cause of these. They restrict themselves to rendering the conditions
favourable.
The experience of laying competitions so prevalent in the U. S. A. and in
England has brought a bitter disappointment to the protagonists of the improvement of poultry solely due to good hygienic conditions.
From year to year the birds submitted to the same conditions of feeding
and housing have shewn:
1) That the importance of careful selection is apparent when endeavours
.
are made to increase returns.
2) That this influence is preponderant in regard to other causes of improvement.
For the obtaining oj a high return, the quality 01 the fuel is o/less importance
than that oj the machine.

We must think clearly of this, if our object is to make money. The hen bred
promiscuously in spite of all the care that may be lavished on her is only exceptionally profitable. Genetics takes precedence of the science of feeding.
Genetics according to the definition of Prof. Dechambre, is the science
which deals with the transformations occurring in the organisms in the course
of successive generations.
a ) The most interesting result of a well-understood selection has been to
produce an uninterrupted improvement, so that the whole flock in the course of
a few years has reached a very high level. Nothing equal to it has been attained
preViously by improvements in feeding.
The fowl then does not lay with its beak, as used to be said. It is no less
true that there is good reason for this aphorism. It has contributed powerfully to the improvement in the feeding of laying stock, to which sufficient attention used not to be paid.

B ) The qualities which are inherited and transmitted are the only
ones which matter
At the present time, in order that a given individual may be considered to
possess a definite character, it is not only necessary that he should have this
character but that on the one hand his ancestors (not only his parents) should
have it, on t he other, his descendants.
Nevertheless it must be stated that in so far as the inheritance of characters is concerned, the individual studied does not fill the sole role. He is
only one of two factors in the production of his direct descendants. It will be
necessary therefore to take this into account and also the fact of the existence
of biological or genetic harmonious linkings, depending on the nature of the
parents, and which exercise a great influence on the resulting value of the offspring. It is an observed fact, which cannot yet be explained. Experiment
alone can reveal « happy marriages ».
Nevertheless one ought not to dra w from these last matters of fact the
hasty and erroneous conclusion that the knOWledge of the points of the-ancestors
is superfluous, and that the inferences to be dra wn from it are subject to constant revision. It is not the question of revision but of a check that the kno wledge of exceptional cases renders necessary. A good knowledge of the value
of the offspring brings several consequences in its train which it is necessary to
emphasize.
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The fact of there being two parents allows of certain qualities, which can
reappear later, being more or less masked.
To avoid as far as possible the risks of errors which can result from this,
it is necessary to employ a large number of observations.
2) As regards age. If we wish, in order to have the maximum of safety, to
use only the parents whose progeny has been tested, we must as far as the male
is concerned, use only second year birds.

C)

The basis of classification according to value

In practice in order to make choice of all the information that we have
been able to collect concerning the birds of which we know the true value, and
not that guessed at, we must group and classify all the facts \ve have gathered
in a form which is clear, precise, unencumbered, and allowing of easy reference.
Here begins the thankless task which often defeats our best intentions.
It is essentially an indispensable task without which we are compelled to
work in the dark Which ends in our being seldom able to obtain satisfactory
results.
In as simple and condensed a form as possible, we classify the information
at our disposal. We thus establish the « formula » of the bird as regards the
qualities being tested. With greater detail this formula might become the
« biological formula » of the bird in question.
For example, let us take the case of a pUllet who is a good winter layer.
Her card would be marked prominently with the letter H (the initial letter
of «hiven>, winter). If the following year her winter laying deserved to be classified as good, we shall be able to add to the previous note H. On seeing alongside the index number (and that of the ring) the letters hH, we know at once
the two first winter performances of this hen have given complete satisfaction.
If We Wish to make this more precise we can put the number of eggs laid
alongside each letter, thus h63-H42, which would indicate that the hen in
question laid 63 eggs her first winter and 42 during the second.
.To avoid the use of too long figures we can classify the number of eggs produced in categories carefUlly decided on according to their s~jtability, and
to arrange for not more tQan 10 categories, numbered from O-to 9. The preceding example, if we agree to make the winter laying records in groups of 10,
may be written h6 - H4 (the first series (0) comprising the figures from 0 to
9... etc.) By employing this method, we need not use letters arbitrarily chosen
to designate poor or good laying.
The limit to fix between the two, is as we know very difficult to assign - this
failure to specify exactly the dividing line moreover avoids haVing to utilize
Mendel's laws, the employment of which, as in laboratories, is difficult and
complicates the problem of practical selection, already sufficiently involved,
to a greater extent than it lends assistance.
Taking the same example we might then write it simpler still, thus h6.4,
which would have the same meaning. We shall employ as many groupings
of figures and letters as we require to indicate special characteristics. Beginners,
hoping to do well, will endeavour to group all the information of interest. Fastidious care of which they will qUickly tire, and which in practice cannot be usefUlly employed. Confronted with this mUltiplicity of data, we qUickly become
incapable of reasoning. It is necessary to have a very clear end in View, to endeavour to fix first of all a well-defined character and perhaps a second at the
same time, for which less strictness need be observed. It will rarely be profitable to endeavour to make qUicker progress and to try to improve straight
off the reel more than two qualities, which inevitably ends in sacrificing something.
These characters once fixed or appearing to be so, we can usefully undertake others. It is very necessary that we should take care not to estimate by
the general average at first, attributing to it for example a coefficient for each
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character in question the importance which we are tempted to besto w on it.
The improvements realized on account of a selection made on these grounds
would appear in consequence as maxima, but would have very little chance
of being faithfully transmitted. It is a serious inconvenience of the utilitarian
methods of grading which only look to the present and do not assist to the
highest extent, selection for the future. It is not the bird which scores highest
in a laying competition which gives the best chance of transmitting a well
marked aptitude but the one which has this tendency developed to the highest
extent.
If we have the wisdom to limit ourselves in this manner, we can leave out
the letters in our entries, since we can recall them easily in the order selected.
This would be a new simplification. The formula representing the winter laying
qualities of the hens during the first two years, if this is the characteristic
that We wish to fix can be reduced in the above example to 6.4.
From thence, to classify the birds in the order of value is only a step; we
must. note in the order of decreasing importance attaching to each character,.
the figure representing the value of it. It should be remarked that the question:
is one of a decimal system, only in appearance.
The principal information to register from a practical point of view and
to value on a scale running from 0 to 9 is the following; (this list is not limited
to the points set out below).
BASIS OF VALUATION

FACTORS

1. Winter laying 1st. year.
2. Total fo r t he year.
3. The two best months of pro-

In groups of 10 eggs.
»
»
» 40
»

duction 1st. year.
4. Average weight of the egg in
March and April (1st. year).

A.

5.

Age at time of laying of 1st. egg.

Date at which laying ceases 1st.
year.
7. Weight at 4 months (measure
of preco cit y ).
8. Weight at 1 year (to leave it
to the standard to assess. The
maximum value does not always correspond with the maximum on points ).

6.

9.

Percentage of fertile eggs.

10. Percentage of chicks hatched in
relation to the number of fertile eggs indicated by a mark
if fortuitous causes have falsified the results.
11. Level of valuation as regards
type (according to the requiremerrts of the standard) (2 ).
12. Level of valuation for laying.
13. Level of valuation for table purposes.

»

»

»

4

»

By groups of 26=0 ;
58 and over
=9.
By groups of 3 grams commencing
with 50 grams the 10 west weight
allowed.
From 4 months (9) to 13 months or
more (0).
From May (0) to February or later
(g ).

From 150 grams to 1 kg. (0).
From 200 gr. (0) to kg. 1'500. (We
might equally, if the production of
table poultry is not specially in
question, allot 9 points for standard
weight and deduct 1 point per 100
grams more or less.
From 5 in 5 to 50 % (0 ), the lowest
limit allo wed.
From 5 in five reckoning from 50 0/0
(0 ) the'lower limit.

By groups of 10 points (over 100).
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1) The first five characters appear to be the most interesting to study
in the majority of cases. If they are well developed they are nearly always
accompanied by the presence of the other characteristics sought after, in a
high degree.
2) The three last valuations (11-12-13) which should be made for all
the foWls, in the order answering to the views of the breeder, more as a check
than with a view to selection properly so called, might with advantage be written to the right of those considered interesting by reason of the end in view,.
and separated from them by a comma after the manner of decimals; (this
would allow, amongst other things, of studying closely the relations between
certain verified returns and general valuations) and of replying in the affirmative to the question so often put and of such great interest; is there a relation between type and production?
For the male birds naturally the records of their dam relative to laying,.
in the preceding table, will be given.
Amongst the characters of economic importance and clearly transmissible~
is the faculty of making good use of the food supplied.
3) The comparison between the averages of left and fight, shows the:
influence of. the parent. A graph of the averages obtained for each character
present in the ancestors the individual and his or her descendants increases
the understanding of the method, and facilitates selection, especially when
large numbers of subjects are dealt with.
This tabulation, the working of which has been described at some length,.
can be simplified, but always with some detriment to a true appreciation of
the facts of the case.
This survey explains why birds of pure breeds whose economic value can
be definitely established, cannot be sold at cheap prices although the producer
does not tie himself down to make detailed descriptions of the same.

D) Facts which we cannot draw from the above
The above description seems to show that the keeping of the register is
relatively simple, demanding only method and time.
In practise it is not always so simple, especially because:
Ij the digestive arrangements oj the bird only admit oj increase in the consumption oj food in a specified time without profiting by their use, perhaps even the
other way, not only are economic processes curtailed, but in addition they present
no further interest.
It would appear desirable to be able to reduce the ratio of « food costs ))to « total receipts from production \) ( no w about 50 %) which is the keystone

of poultry farming.
The .selection of the best «doers» unfortunately difficult enough to effect,.
would render a distint service. In the example of arrangement of the auxiliary
tables we give the possible grounds of this appreciation.
The expenses of rearing which have their importance just as much as those
of the laying stock, can be analysed in a similar fashion, bysuccessive weighings
made always on chicks of the same age and sex, since the power of assimilating
food varies rapidly amongst the young.
The auxiliary tables, of which different types are given below, allow of
rapid appreciation of the various classes for each character detailed, being made.
In so far as concerns the percentage of fertile eggs as well as the valuation
of the produce, cost of food and total receipts, we have no really individual
details. In the first case, the nearest figure will result from the average, in the
second it will be the same, but then it would be necessary to establish a scale
of consumption in the group experimented on, because the heaviest layers are
the biggest eaters. This very complicated valuation, into which many considerations enter, is necessary in order not to depreciate too much the less prolific layers, and which would besides give too much weight to the best, out of
proportion to their real merit.

~XEMPLES
y,-'

t

-,

-~.

""

..•..

.....

Ponte hivernale
lere annee
(Depuis Ie debut
de la ponte)

+ de

bE DtsPOStTtoN DE:S fABLEAUX AUXILtAIRES

" ....

Poids moyen
de l'reuf 1ere annee

-

Poids

a 4 mois

Points

mars -avril

75 gr. et

90 reufs

+

2200 gr. et

+

9

Pourcentage d'reufs
fecondes
(Mars, avril ou mai)

+

- ..

<

+

72 .. 74,9

2050 • 2199

8

90 .. 94,9

54 .. 57

2,501 .. 3 kg.

&

69 - 71,9

1900 .. 2049

7

85 - 89,9

3,001 .. 3,5

t

66 • 68,9

1750 .. 1899

6

80 - 84,9

50 - 53
46 .. 49

t

63 .. 65,9

1600 - 1749

5

75 - 79,9

42 - 45

4,001 .. 4,5

4t .. 50

))

60 - 62,9

t450-t599

4

70 - 74,9

38 .. 41

4,501 - 5

31 .. 40

»

57 - 59.9

1300 • 1449

3

65 - 69,9

5,001 .. 5,5

»
11 - 20 »

54 - 56,9

1150 - 1299

2

60 - 64,9

34 - 37
30 .. 33

50 .. 53,9

1000 - 1149

1

55 - 59,9

26 - 29

6,001 - 6,5

de 55

-de 26

+

61 - 70
51 .. 60

21 .. 30
-de 10

t

-

de 50 gr.

-

de 1 kg.

0

-

(Oll de 50

'C'

2,500 kg. et -

•

81 - 90
71 .. 80

0((.-

Quantite d'orge ou
Ponte des 2 meil- equivalens necessaires
leurs mois de pro- a la production d'un
kg. d'reufs (1)
duction, lere annee
la the annee

58 reufs et

de 95

"·'-,"·1'"

3.50t -4,

5,501 .. 6
de 6,500 kg.

a

54,9

et elimination en
dessolls).
(1) Pourrait se calculer par douzaine d'reufs. Les donnees soulignees font ressortir les valeurs au-dessous desquelles les poules a qui cUes
sont attribuees risquent de n'etre que fort peu profitables a Inoins d'une compensation serieuse ailleurs. Le mode de classement peut varier
suivant les vues des eleveurs. Les p incipes seuls sont interessants.
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E) The valuation of the best fowls
The actual figures thus found only correspond in actual fact to the apparent..
although proved, worth of the individuals. Their actual worth, as we have:
previously seen will be shown by the average (1 ) of the information of the
same nature gathered:
10 fro m the ancesto rs.
20 from the individuals.
30 from their descendants
1) The use of coefficients would complicate the method without mucrn
improving it. It is none the less true that the characteristics presented by an
individual have more importance than those transmitted by its ancestors,..
which themselves are more important than the transmitted (by reason of the
uncertainty attached to the combined product of male and female).
For the male birds, in this case the relative importance in respect of laying
will no longer be reckoned - but only the averages arising from the production
of the dam (and also the grand dan1s) and of the daughters. The average:
obtained will allow of the establishment of a (< biological formula », reduced
to a few figures, and representing more certainly the value of the birds examined as regards the productivity that we are endeavouring to develop anlongst.
them.
This must not in any case leave out the necessary entries, the writing dOWB
of the various factors concerned in arriving at the averages (if only to permit
of a subsequent check).
2) It is necessary to remark that there is no question here, in the biological
formula whose plan has just been shown, of genetic factors strictly so called~
of which the determination is long, absorbing and subject to discussion. Only"
facts are noted and classified, giving the characteristics of the birds and not
a valuation more or less defective. In relying on the proved transmissibilityover three generations at least, we may rightly conclude that it comes from
a biological law whose nature does not much matter in practise. The largescale charts or the single booklet, in duplicate to facilitate reference dra WB.
up according to the above two particulars can be of the following general form;
VARIETY
Adult ring No ...•••••••..•
« Formula }) found .........•

Date of hatching .•.••....•
Se/x.••..•...••.•...•••.•••
Chick ring N°
.
ORDER
ACCORDING

TO

THE

OF

I~lPORTANCE

FOLLOWING

CHARACTEf?-

1.•...••...•.............•...•
2..••..•.•••....••.••.••••.•••
3
.
4.••.•.•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.•.•...•
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Description.
l.er CHARACTER

2.° CHARACTER

Formula atavica ...••••••

f •••••••••••

Formula individual ..•..•• ............
Formula hereditaria ..•••• ...........

I

:3. er CHARACTER

4.° CHARACTER

Marks for type ..............••••
Marks for laying........•.....••.
Marks for table qualities
.
................. CHARACTER
Formule atavique
theorique

A. ANCETRES
{ G.
G.
{ G.
Mere •••••••••••• G.

Pere (1) •••••••• •

Total ••••••••••••••
Moyenne••••••••••••••••

Pere pat. (1) •••••.••.
.
Mere pat. •••••••.••.
Pere mat. (1) •••.•••.
Mere mat.•••••••••..

Total ••••...••.•...
Moyenne (2)

..........

Parents •••••••••••
G. Parents ••••••••
Total •.....•••••••
Moyenne

........
Formule individuelle pressentie

B. L'INDIVIDU

........................................

(1) A ne pas utiUser s'il s'agit de ponte.
(2) La moyenne ne porte natureUement que sur Ie nombre d'ancetres au sujet desquels on a des
indications.
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c. LES

DESCENDANTS

LA DESCENDANCE PROPRBMENT DITE

Formule hereditaire transmise

LES CONJOINTS

Moyenne des
Leurs
N.· M.ou F. Rendements Caracteres
sur leurs
accouph~s
propres
(I)
ancetres

-

-

-

-

-

-

Nombre••. Total • •• ••• Total •.••.
Moyennes.•• Moyennes.•

,--,,--

'

Total ••••••••••••••••.
l\\oyennes arrondic .••..

N°· des Caracteres
conjoints moyens

-

-

-

-

-

N··

des
descendante

-

-

-

Caract~-

res
moyens
(2)

-

-

....~ ..·I·.. ·~ .. '1" ..~ .......~ ...
Nombre .•• Total •••
Moyennes••••••
Totaux ••••••••••
Moyenne .••••••••
Not~s et remarques servant a l'appre- Chiffre reprec;entaciation d'ensemble des conjoints..•..
tif arrondi ••••

4) The comparison of the averages of left and right alloW us to appreciate
the influence of the parent.
The graph of the averages found, for each character present in the ancestors,
the individual and the offspring, assists in the comprehension of the method
.and ease of selection, more especially where there are large numbers of individuals.
This form, which has been described at considerable length, can be simplified, but always at the expense of clearness.
This survey explains why birds of pure strains, whose economic value can
be actually vouched for, cannot be produced at a loW price, although as a rule
the breeder does not tie himself do wn to definite statements.

F ) Particulars which cannot be drawn from the above
The above description appears to show that the making of the above table
is relatively simple, only demanding system and time. In practise, it is not
always so simple, because the progeny of parents similar up to a certain point
of view, can present different characters, owing to the dominance of some of
them. The problem then is complicated, and it is the task of the experimental
breeder to endeavour to avoid the surprises which are thus in store for him.
In general, when two parents, whose qualities have been arrived at by means
of observations extending over three generations, have been mated, surprises
will be very rare if the mating re-unites similar qualities which alone we wish
to perpetuate or improve. In « cross-breeding)) of characters on the contrary,
it would be different, (precocious or delayed laying, for example).
(1) S'il y a lieu (ponte ..........•. ).
(2) La comparaison des moyennes de gauche et de celles de droite permet d'apprecier ('influence
du geniteur.
La transcription graphique des moyennes obtenues, pour chaque caractere, chez les anc~tres, l'individu et les descendants accroit la comprehension de la methode et facilite la sel~ction, notamment
quand on a affaire a un grand nombre de sujets.
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The bird «fed to lay» as the English and Americans say, that is to say fed
with the idea of egg production, must make way for the bird «( bred to lay»
in other words, produced with the view of possessing a well-developed aptitude for laying. It is this important distinction, as the basis of improvement,
which c~n alone secure success, at a time when the conditions of production
are as difficult as they are at the present time.
By the employment of the above methods, selection becomes more of an
exact science, and reduces to a minimum, laborious experimental methods.

G) Conclusion
The improvement of the strain is a thing very simple to understand but
very complicated to effect. A well-known American professor declared that
that only required a lot of records. There is more, there is the interpretation
of the results with the object of deriving as much benefit as possible from them.
Living beings cannot only be reckoned by formulae. Certain methods avoid
oversights, they do not dispense with jUdgment. It is especiall y necessary to
know how far we can safely inbreed. All these things do not teach themselves. It is at this point that practise comes in. Intelligence and tact are all the
outlay required.
The purity oj a strain lies at least as much in the fecundity of the birds composing it, as in the morphological characters which define it.

To neglect either the Fecundity or the Characteristics leads equally surely
to the deterioration of the strain. Nevertheless economic progress of the improvement of animals being realized only according to their fecundity,-speaking
generally, we cannot attach too much importance to the maintenance of their
purity and" perfection.

S. A,R. el PrinCipe de Asturias lleganqo a la Exposition RGompaiiado del Presidente del nireetorio
General Primo de Riv.era y de su Jefede .Estudios Conde del Grove

S. A. R. el Principe de Asturias, Vicepresid~nteHortora).io del Congreso y EXpcslci6n Mundiales de Avicultura de
Barcelona y distinguido Avicultor espanol, con el alcalde de Barcelona E. Sr. D. Fernando Alvarez de la Campa,
Presidente de la Junta Mixta Ejecutiva y los miembros de la misma, esperando la llegada de SS. MM. ala
Exposici6n
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Ethnology and information on new and old races
THE GALLUS INAURIS AND THE HEN WHICH
LAYS BLUE EGGS
by Professor SALVADOR CASTELLO
Director of the Royal Spanish Poultry School, at Arenys de

~1ar

(Barcelona)

At the First World's Poultry Congress which took place in the Hague in
September 1921, I had the honour of nlaking kno wn the existence of a very
original hen which generally lays bluish or blue-greenish eggs. On both sides
of the head above the ears it has some peculiar tufts of feathers, which give it
an appearance of wearing ear-rings, and therefore as this hen had no name
I suggeste(1 that it should be named Gallus inauris, which narne was adopted.
The news about this new hen, which I first sa"v in Chile in 1914 and 1915
produced considerable interest al110ng the Delegates to the Congress, and since
that tilTIe I have received many inquiries anel denlands for infornlation about
it fronl Investigators and Amateurs both in Europe and America.
Partly for this reason and partly because of the desirability of making
some explanations and rectifications of what I said in 1921 when, on account
of deficient infornlation I involuntariliy made some errors in my statc1TIents,
Inakes me occupy rnyself again with the nlatter of Gallus inauris, and this time
I an1 happily able to do so on a better foundation, as at the World's Exhibition
in Barcelona there \NiH even be specitnens on sho \v of this peculiar Chilean
fowl together with the blue eggs, the ne\vs of which caused such adnliration
~~t the Hague.
It should be noted that at the Hague I only referred to the Gallus inauris
incidentally when dealing with n1Y trip to South America, and therefore I did
not then have all the details which I no w have.
As illustration to iny lecture I presented to the Delegates a photo of a cock
and a hen with « ear-rings », without tail and descendants of the natural famIly
which laid blue eggs; i. e. these three characteristics Were found together in
the same indiVidual, but no w I must explain that the a Wner of these birds
and maintainer of the Chilean foWls with «ear-rings », Dr. Ruben Bustos on
account of an excess of modesty did not tell Ine that he had obtained the above mentioned and nlany other similar ones by mating two types of Chilean
birds, the one which has the « ear-drops » and a norlTIal tail and the tail-less
hen from Araucania which does not have «ear-rings \), and among which are
generally found the hens which lay bluish eggs.
This, then is the first of the explanations which I must nlake, and the error
of which I must declare myself guilty.
Three types 01 Chilean Fowls, should therefore be distinguished, in each of
which there are again families which lay blue eggs and others which lay normal
ones. There can be absolutely no doubt about this, not only because the patriarch of Chilean Aviculture Dr. Bustos says so, but also because Mr. Uldoricio
Prado, professor at the Catholic University of Santiago and ~1r. Finsterbusch,
I.

8
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avicultural writer, who sent me their observations for my discourse at the
Hague, have declared their conformity on this point.
It therefore results that the lack 01 tail and the laying 01 blue eggs are not
essential characteristics 01 the « Gallus inauris », although the three characteristics may ~e found in the same individual and this abnormal state perpetuated. This then was the object of the efforts of Dr. Bustos who during hIs
long life as amateur poultry breeder attained it repeated times, as also is the
wish of the writer of this article who at present works with specimens put at
his disposal by the abovementioned Mr. Bustos.
The real characteristics of the Gallus inaris would then be the peculiar
ear-rings, which are almost permanently perpetuated: as regards the rest of
the body there is at present nothing abnormal. We have reason to believe,
however, that it will not be difficult to obtain and perpetuate a Gallus inauris
with blue eggs because in some 01 the chicks which will be on show at the Worid

Exhibition in Barcelona will be found two of the characteristics.

Having admitted my error, which as previously stated was due to the modestyof Dr. Bustos who did not want to tell me that the birds with the three
different characteristics which he exhibited on the International Poultry Exhibition in Santiago in 1914, were the result of his own work, I adhere myself to
the opinion of Professor Prado, of Mr. Finsterbusch and even Mr. Bustos himself to the effect that there are in Chile the folIo wing types:
1st. The common Chilean fowl which does not differ materially from our
own, but of which frequently appear families which lay blue eggs. I have in
my possession one with this physiological characteristic.
2nd. The tail-less hen or anuropigidea (collonca or francolin as per the
Chilean names) which already has its name G. ecaudatus (Cornevin ) and in
which the characteristics of blue eggs is so frequent that in Araucania nearly
all colloncas lay eggs of this colour.
3rd. The real Gallus inauris (Castello) of normal forms, but with the
tufts of feathers and the epidermal aural appendices, on which the feather
tufts are situated. Also of this type families which lay blue eggs are sometimes found, but this does not happen frequently.
Furthermore can be added that in addition to the abovementioned three
types in relation to the bluish eggs, there are in this beautiful country curled
or frizzled hens, specimens of which already were known by the Europeans
which surely are the ancestors of the frizzled Chilean fo wls which we have seen
so often in our Exhibitions among the fancy classes. The Chileans call these
birds rintes.
In Chile there are also many foWls, the plumage of which has undergone a
transformation, so that in stead of normal feathers, the body has a hair-like
covering, and. even some of these birds lay bluish eggs.
All these different types of fowls are to be found in a most decided disorder,
because far from having been selected they have been left to themselves and
have been reproducing in a continual mixing of types and colorations so that
in order to re-establish the original types many years must necessarily pass
as also must the selection be very ably conducted in order to lead to the desired
result.
Returning to the Gallus inauris I will admit that the one of Mr. Ruben
Bustos, that is to say the one which unites all the three characteristics of «earrings », lack of tail and blue egg, does eXist, although at present it is very difficult to find them, as they cannot be produced spontaneously, but only with
great difficulties and as the result of the mating of specimens with {< ear-drops ~
and the colloncas or specimens Without tail. However on the task of fiXing
this type all our efforts shall be concentrated.
HaVing said this I suppose that some of those who sent me articles rectifying what I said at the Hague, will get satisfied as with the admittance of my
error we are in absolute agreement on this point.
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Something about the discovery of the Araucanas colloncas
and. « ear-drop» variety
Dr. Bustos, in one of his articles says that he got to know these hens when
a very young man he was an officer in the Chilean Army, and acted as
paymaster in the regiment of NubIa, which, during the socalled Pacific War
'was camped in the jungles of Araucania.
He relates that on one occasion he visited the Chief « Quinenao )} in his
·cabin, where he discovered numerous tail-less hens. The Chief told him that
,he always pre/erred them thus, because the fox always caught his victims by the
4S

tail, and therefore if the fowls had no tail they could easier escape the fox. This
would explain the abundance of tail-less pOUltry in Araucania.

Mr. Felix San Martin, a distingUished landholder of that country confirms
in one of his articles that 95 % of the fOWls in Araucania are anuropigideas.
In the relation of Mr. Bustos we also read how another time he visited the
'dangerous chief « Michiqueo-Toro-Mellin », the most indomitable in all Araucania who finally died defending himself with his lance only, against twenty
.soldiers armed \vith rifles.
Bustos says that there he sane the ear-drop variety for the first time.
'These to wIs, he continues, lived in a semi- wild state and slept in the trees,
the cocks when crowing finished eft with some strange sounds not unlike the
laughter of man.
The natives call these birds « Quetros », not to be confused with an aquatic
bird of the same name, which bird can hardly fly. In the Dictionary of the Spanish Language the word Quetro does eXist, and according to this book the word
is applicable to the old cocks which cannot crow ~ny more or which attempt
,ero wing without being able to finish off normally. This is not without interest,
lor either the natives got the word from the Spaniards or the latter adopted
.it fro m the Indians.
Dr. Bustos brought with him some « Quetros» which produced a great
sensation on account of their strange mode of crowing. As for the fOWls he
\vas able to obtain there, Dr. Bustos says there were some with beautifuL «ear·
-drops» which were the first birds of this class he ever said, and furthermore
he adds that one of them laid blue eggs.
The relations which afterwards have been established between the Chileans
2nd the Araucanos as well as the commercial traffic of our days have probably
been the means of spreading these birds towards the North and South, and
thus it is explained that nowadays these blue eggs are produced and sold all
'Over the country, from Punta Arenas in the South to the most northern point.

Origin of the bluish egg
It is no easy matter to express one's opinion on this point, and men of greater
learning than I shall decide it but this article would be incomplete if I did not
:say what is my modest opinion on the matter.
In my discourse at the Hague I pointed out the belief that if there existed
poultry in America before the Discovery and same being so different from ours
(as several writers of that time indicate) perhaps these fowls laid blue eggs.
If this is so perhaps the present Chilean POUltry are the descendants of the
former which when mixing with those imported by the Spaniards transmitted
to the latter the faculty of laying blue eggs, this being specially probable in
the case of the tail-less Araucanas, because the Spaniards never got to dominate this particular province properly.
Mr. Finsterbusch and Mr. Prado of Chile opposed this theory of mine very
strongly.
The firstnamed explained the phenomenon of the bluish eggs as a physiological peculiarity analogous to that of certain wild birds which lay ~ggs of dif.
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ferent colours so as to render the eggs less visible and consequently less exposed
to their enemies or even man, whereas Prado maintains that we have to do
with a sudden and sponteaneous change which took place among the avian
population of the South in the 19th Century and which later was propagated
to the North.
I cannot agree with these statements, but will leave it to the Delegates
to decide whether or not these theories have any foundation.
Until I am given better reasons I shall continue in my hypothesis that the
blue eggs proceed from some class of hen which existed in Anlerica in very
remote times, and I say in America because, although when referring to the
hens which lay bluish eggs I did so with the Chilean ones in mind, South Americans who have heard about the matter and some who have had occasion to
see the first bluish eggs sent me by Dr. Bustos, have assured me that in Columbia, Equador and Mexico Blue Hen's Eggs have been recorded. It is not unlikely that the same would be the case with the other South American Repu-·
blics and this then would completely overthrow the theory of Mr. Prado.
It was possible that this ancient breed of amer:~an fOWl was only a galli-·
naceous species unknown in the old world, but raised Or at least domesticated by the Indians, in support of which I would add:
1st. Nearly all Indian tribes have distinct words for denoting the egg,
the cock and the hen. The natives of Araucana for instance call the han achual,
the cock a/ka and the egg runto and these words as well as the correspondingones of other native languages are not of Spanish root. Considering that the
Natives had words therefore already previous to the arrival of the Spaniards,
they must have known and kept domestical fOWls.
2nd. The boo ks of the Jesuit Writers and Chroniclers of the Conquest
which contain the follo wing passages:
In the boo k « Natural and Moral History of the Indias» by the Rev. Padre
Jose de Acosta, S. j., which was printed in Sevilla in 1590, that is to say at
the time of the Conquest, we read the folIo wing:
« But leaVing alone the birds which exist there and which are liVing
wild Without man taking any care of thenl except for some casual
» hunting, and turning no w to the domestical birds I must say that I
» was astonished at the fowls which without doubt were kept there
)} even before the coming of the Spaniards, this being clearly proved by
» the fact that the natives h(}ve nallles of their a wn for them, calling a
» hen Gualpa and an egg ron to, and besides they have the same saying
» over there calling a man a « hen)} to indicate that he is a co ward
» (chicken-hearted person).
Those of us who went to the Salomon
» Islands relate haVing seen there fowls like our own ».
Another note, this by the Rev. P. Ricardo Cappa and taken froIn his boo k:
« Animal breeding and Agriculture as introduced in America by the Spaniards»,
Third Part, Pages 411 and 412 of the Madrid Edition printed in 1890:
« In the first accounts of the Conquest we frequently hear of hens
» and the name leads one to believe that they were like our 0 wn, this
» ho\vever, is not so and only the birds of Paraguay and Tucuman were
» SOlTIewhat similar to ours.
The socalled Castillians stayed with the
» famous explorers on the Isla del Gallo (The Island of the Cock, this
» name being given it on account of the abundance of this biped on the
» island) and reproduced thenlselves to such an extent that the abun» dance of eggs all over this province \vas 110 little help to the traveller,
» there being plenty of them even in the little native Villages where
» food-supplies in general were rather scarce.»
Fronl the accounts given above it appears that although the Spaniards
brought with them their hens, at least in the Southern Part of the country
there were already before so me fa wIs totally distinct from the Castillians, the
»
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-only ones similar to the European Breeds being those found in Paraguay and
Tucuman. We should now like to know in what consisted this difference and
automatically ask ourselves ~ could it be the lack of tail? could it be the characteristic blue eggs? or should -it be the tufts of feathers of the Chilean «eardrop » variety although this would not constitute such an important difference
as indicated by the old writers.
And still I as k more, were they real hens those which the Spaniards found
there or Were they perhaps a no w disappeared American gallinaceous species
which were kept as poultry, and which when crossed with the Spanish fowls
transmitted to the latter the characteristic bluish eggs and perhaps also the
lack of tail.
It should be noted that no specimen of the races Bankivaor Sonnerati ever
laid blue eggs. It should also be remembered that Darwin's theory nowadays
cannot subsist there being among the races which that learned scientist could
not possibly kno w, characteristics which reveal that Bankiva was not the only
originator of the eXisting poultry races.
Our colleague Professor Allessandro Ghigi of the University of Bologna,
\vhen publishing the results of his studies and experiments in hybridization
indicated qUite clearly that there an grounds for believing in other wild gallinaceous stocks, which in old times existed on the islands of the Pacific Sea.
More than twenty years ago Dr. Hermann von jhering spoke about «J 00»
a \vild poultry race which he had found in Brasil and which laid blue eggs,
I am therefore inclined to ask: should this Brasilian bird be identical With
the « Chachalaca », the descendants of which also lay bluish eggs? Why then
110t also admit the possibility that this peculiar bluish egg may be clue to
the influence of some wild race hitherto unknown to us?
It is an undeniable fact that neither the climate nor the food has any
influence on the colour of the egg, because at the World's Poultry Exhibition
in Barcelona there "«NiH be on sho w hens of those originally received from Dr. Bustos as well as from the Spanish Consul in Valparaiso, Mr. Carlos de Sostoa.
The hens which laid bluish eggs over there continue laying eggs of the same
colour after having been in Spain almost a year. On the other hand if European
and American fa wls brought to ChUe are crossed with those laying of the
bluish eggs, among their descendants are frequently found hens which lay
eggs of this co lour. Dr. Bustos relates haVing had a Rhode Island crossed with
the native breed, the progeny of which laid bluish eggs.
Therefore we have not to do with sonle external influence, but \vith something enlinently hereditary, and thus we must believe until Science gives
us nlore detailed explanation.
In further afirmation of my theory I may add that in Mexico there exist
a wild gallinaceous species called « Chachalaca» hwhich has heen successfully
bred in captivity. It is a sort of American Peasant, a good flyer and
exceedingly noisy. The Mexicans, being highly interested in « Cock-Fights»
cross these «Chachalaca » cocks with comn1on hens, obtaining a hybrid, some..
tilTIes fecund, the females of which lay bluish eggs, as also does the pure
« Chachalaca » hen, and when their eggs have been hatched and their young
have been fecund the blue colour of the egg has been perpetuated.
This fact has been told me by several Mexicans and in case it is correct, as
can be expected, it might throw some light upon the problem which has produced so much interest.
I trust shortly to possess some specimens of the « Chachalacas» with
which I shall make careful studies, and there is just a possibility that same
can also be exhibited in Barcelona.
This, Ladies and Gentlemen is what I have been able to correct and add
to my paper at the Hague, and I am pleased to put at the disposal of those
mostly interested in the matter such bluish eggs as I haVe been able to collect
and conserve of my own production, and a little later on when I dispose of
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more layers I hope to be able to supply them with such numbers as they may
need.
At present I can say from my own experience:
1st. That the Chilean « Ear-Drop» variety would suit us very well here
in Spain, their principal characteristics are being perpetuated with decided
regUlarity.
2nd. It would appear that they are good layers, because the Chicks hatched here started laying when five months old, whereas the adult birds imported from Chile have laid many eggs.
3rd. That of the chicks hatched on my farm some have inherited to a
high degree the characteristics of the bluish eggs, and, as their mothers they'
lay eggs of this colour.
.
4th. That a hen, daughter of a Chilean (< Ear-Drop » which laid normal
eggs, when mated with a Cock hatched from a bluish egg have had a daughterwhich lays bluish eggs.
. 5th. Hens imported from Chile which preViously laid bluish eggs continue
laying them of the same colour after having been in Spain more than a year..
This then is what I have been able to find out in my investigations of the
Gallus Inauris and I have been very pleased to have this opportunity of speaking to you on the matter.
I continue my work on the Mendelian Basis and shall report the results
on the next Congress...
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THE RUSSIAN FOWLS
by Miss FRIED,
Russian Congressist and Specialist in Applied Ornithology.

When mentioning the Russian Poultry breeds, everybody expects to hear
about the Orloffs, the Pavloffs and such more breeds, to which the denomination of « Russian » is specially applied. If so, this paper will prove to be a
disap pointment, as it will discuss an altogether different subject.
I want to speak here about the Russian fowl in general, the one that is found
all over the country, the one that supplies the people with its products - but
least of all do I want to speak about those fancy breeds, of no importance
whatever to the country.
First of all I should like to emphasize the fact, long ago guessed at by the
most renowned men of England, that in Russia are to be found in their pri/mitive state nearly all of the European native poultry breeds.
The explanation for this statement is this: The domestic fowl is not a migrating bird, like ducks or gees'e, but men's constant companion, moreover it
is not found in a wild state in any of the European countries, but had to be
brought there by men.
Now, most of the nations, settled in Europe are of Arian origin and came
from Asia to the eastern shores of the Atlantic by the land way, rather than by
sea.
The route, followed by the great majority of those migrating tribes was
always the same: first round the Caspian Sea, either along its eastern coast or
through the Caucasian Passes, then straight westwards by the stretch of prairieland north of the Black Sea, until stopped by the Carpathes. Those they were
obliged to go round: -the way lay in two directions -one to the south,
along the shores of the Mediterenean ; the other one up the rivers, wich form
the system of the river Dniepr and westwards along the German plain.
The hordes of people, who followed that route were the main force of the
nations, encumbered with aged members, small children, cattle and all the rest
of ther household belongings.
Many there were, who could not stand the long journey and were obliged
to be left behind, without any doubt well supplied with everything, that was
necessary for the sustenance of their life.
In such a way the further east from the Atlantic, along the aforesaid route,
lies a country, the more nations must have passed through it and the more
remains are bound to be found there.
Such was the theory, as exposed to me by our honoured President, Proffessor E. Brown, some 16 years ago, with the injunction to me, as a Russian,
to try to make out, whether the reality corresponded to the theory.
I must say, I took the task to heart, and, having good opportunity of doing
so, as I was at that t,ime at the head of the Poultry Division of the Department
of AgriCUlture, gave the matter the fullest consideration I was able to, with
particular attention as to the Caucasus « the sieve of the nations », where, if
the theory be right, the most remnants must be found.
To make a long story short - here is the brief result of my investigations:
The theory - as far as poultry is concerned did prove right, right on all
points, save one, and it may be, that by closer study of the distribution of
poultry breeds in Russia, some interesting points in the history of the migrations of the nations will come out, which passed as yet unnoticed by the historians.
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If you look at the map of Russia, you'll see, about the 48 parallel, a range
of low mountains, rather hills, stretching right across the country, from the
Volga on to the very Carpathes. These hills, scarcely noticed nowadays, are
of a great historical importance, as they marked the border between the even
steppes and the wilderness of the primeval forests, unto which no human being,
unless driven to by dire necessity, ever ventured to go. But on this same forest
border, a little out of the way of the l11ain route, stray people settled with preference, and that's why so many historical remnants of all kind are found along
this line. This should have proved true also as far as poultry was concerned,
if not for the circumstance that in further years this stretch of land grew to be
the theatre of all kind of perturbations, owing to its exposed position, the people
end likevise their cattle have all got nlixed up and it is rather a difficult job
to sort them out again.
In the Caucasus the work is much easier, each tribe living apart and nearly
in the same conditions as when they first stranded there. So here nlost of the
poultry breeds can be found in as pure a state as nlay be well Wished for.
Here is the Home of the Transylvanian Naked-Necks, of the Curlyfeathered, of the RU111pless, of 1110st of the fvleditcrenean, particulary of the f\1inorca,
the Bresse and some other French breeds, of all the GanIe, fro111 the English
Old Game up to the mighty Orloff, which in Transcaucasia is still more huge
and more of the l\'ialay type. What is of a special interest is, that only here do
you find black plUlTIage in a variety of breeds, for, a1110ng the poultry north to
the 50th parallel, this colour of plUlTIage is scarcely ever nlct with, - I nlean
solid black, like that of the Minorca.
On the other hand, south of the 47- th para!. one cannot find, (except in the
German colonies), poultry of the so called « Hamburgh Type », a type, as inferred
by most authorities, most C01111110n in Russia, but which, in reality, is not at
all so. This total ilUpossibility of finding in the Caucasus poultry, to which
type belong most of the Gerll1an and son1e of the English breeds, led me on
to trace out the other route, or rather routes, through which tribes fronl Asia
penetrated into Europe.
Of course, here all the ways go along streanlS, these being at that tirHe the
only possible ways of cOlnrnunication. It seell1s, 111any of the poultry breeds,
disselTIinated in North Russia, and frOIT1 thence out to Gcnnany, perhaps by
means of the Hansa Trade, canle to us from Northern China, and the JVlongolian
Countries. Vie call thenl no\v Mongolian, after the wild savages who dwelt
there, but before those, \ve know, there existed, in these places now desolate
deserts, po\vcrful kingdoms with large, splendid cities and a very advanced
civilisation.
.
We don't know much about those people, but the pictures, as found on
the rocks in Central Asia, sho w us they vvcre industrious gardeners and
h us b a 11 ds n1 en.
Another route \vas the Volga stream. By it went probably parties of enterprising \varriors, who sought to look ou t for the lTIain bo dy of the tribe an easier
and safer thoroughfare. V/hen on Iny journeys on the Volga I came acrors an
interesting breed. It is found in 5n1311 nutnbers about the mouth of the Volga,
then in much larger quantities higher up the Volga, about where the city of
Bolgary used to be situated, than further north up the Voiga and its affluents,
al\vays up to the north, until the lake Beloozero, and from there down the
streams, which flow to the Ladoga lake. In other words it follows closely the
ancient route, \vhich united Central Asia with the Far North behind the Baltic
Sea. Was it not that route, perhaps, th3t had been taken by the enterprising
men, who conquered Scandinavia? Those, that were the forefathers of the
Norsemen and Variages? If so we certainly must find the same fowl s0111ewhere
in Scandinavia and also in those countries, other than their own, where the
Normans settled in preference.
I do not know anything about Sweden or Norway, not haVing been able
to make inquiries there, but in two places, at least, we meet the breed again,
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one of them being the shores of the Tshoud Lake, down the river Velikaya,
and on to the town of Polotsk, which in former times was an important Norman
settlement and the residence of Norman (Variag) princes.
Well, the other place where fowls of the same description are to be found
- is England - I believe Surrey and Sussex were the districts in which most
of the Danes were settled?
Yes, the similarity of the Tshouvash or Karel fowl (so called sometimes,
because it is to be found nearly exclusively in the hamlets of the small tribes
of Finnish origin), and the English Sussex is most striking, with such differences only, as are the direct result of climatic and economical influences.
Russian climate gives all fowl a tendency to closeness of plumage and
shortsettedness of feature and bad economical conditions, combined with the
custom of keeping as breeders only late hatched chicks, hamper their growth,
so, that in reality, it is only in size, that lies the main difference.
The other features are all there :- Whiteness of flesh and skin, pink shanks
and toes, absolute absence of crest, broadness of chest, length of breastbone,
2nd last, not least similarity of colour of plumage, speckled, mottled white,
light red with black tail. All three piglTIents : - black, yellow and white are
always present in the plunlage of a I-<:arel fowl; \vith preference to light shades,
yellow rather than red, grey rather than black. Very caracteristic is the colour
of the egg-shells- al\vays pink, \:vith slTIall \vhite clots, the eggs being 65 gr.
nledium weight and rounded on both ends.
The weight of the fowl is several % above the ordinary, fron1 5 (Volga
district) to 6 lbs. (Pskov district) for the hen, about one pound more for the
cock-bird. The fowl is renowned as good winter layer, and especially as excellent sitter and lTIother. Its flesh qualities are also excellent and it is a favourite
cf the caterers in those districts, vlhere fattening takes place.
Well, this is one of the breeds I had occasion to study nlore closely, but, as
a Inatter of fact, there is no district, where at least 5 or 6 distinct breeds could
not be sorted out, even by most primitive means of operation.
All the future of Russian Pouitry Culture lies in selection, and I am qUite
confident, that \vith proper management and jUdgment, Russia could
be, after a tilTIe, the treasury fralTI \:vhich other countries could take fresh
and new supplies of poultry, just as they do for cereals, apples and sheep.
Summary
Theme: The Russian Common Fowl.
1) Aithough there are but a few so called « Russian breeds ».

Known to
fancier, the Russian country has, in reality, a great nU111ber of distinct varieties of fOWl, which as yet are not sorted out and but seldom have any particular name.
2) Russia was the country, through which ali European nations have
passed in the course of their migrations, so, it is logically to be surmised, that
all the European poultry breeds have their representatives, in their primitive
state, in Russia, With, perhaps several more.
3) As a broad conclusion it can he said, that in the Caucasus and southern
Russia the birds are more of the Mediterranean type; the more combative
crested types are rather to be found in the north and east of the country.
4) Closer study of the distribution of poultry races in Russia will help to
throw light upon certain points in the history of the nations. Some. of these
pOUltry breeds for inst., seem to indicate, that the Scandinavians came to the
peninsula of that name by means of the Volga, or used it for constant communication with the East.
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THE ORLOFF BREED
by Alexis OSSIPOFF,
Poultry Keeper and Journalist, Petrograd.

Do you know the poultry race Orlojf or Orlovqui?

It is a race of old origin which dates bac k at least 150 years. Nothing certain
is known as to the formation of the race, whether on its own or by means of
others, but it is believed that it descends from some hens brought from Persia
which according to some old writers are somewhat similar to the Orloll although
the similarity cannot be said to be perfect.
The Orloffs Were fashionable some score years ago, but when the Cochinchinas, the Brahmas, the Orpingtons as well as other foreign breeds made their
appearance in Russia the Orloff was degraded to second, third and even fourth
category having to give up its place to the newer and more fashionable breeds.
Years passed and the Orloff continued its obscure existence without even
having its Standard of Perfection.
But finally a day came when one of the Russian Societies of Aviculture.
awakened from its lethargy and asked: « Why do we not protect the Orlolf,.
this breed of Russian origin, good layers, fine quality meat and such a peculiar
beauty? Our duty is to protect it ; let us get to work. »
The Orlovian started to make progress and their Standards were worked
out. The breed again started multiplying and improving itself and several lots
were exported to foreign countries as f. i. to England and Germany.
But suddenly came the great and terrible War itf 1914 with its well known
consequences. Russian Aviculture fell into decadency and with it the Orlolfs
so that to-day there are only a few specimens of this race left in our country.
The fortunate part about it is that the breed have been propagated abroad
and our Russian Breeders will thus have a chance of importing new birds to
refresh the blood of the existant groups. To my great regret, I hear, however
that in England the Orloffs have been crossed with other breeds, thereby
destroying to a certain extent the real type, which fact is also confirmed by
photos which I have received from said country.
This is the description of the race:

Cock
Head of medium size; front broad. Beak strong well curved. Comb small
in the shape of one lobe, studded with little round granulations which make
one think of the fruit of raspberry cut lengthwise. Face red, almost entirely
hidden by the beard. Wattles and eurlobes red, ouly eJightly developped, and
hidden by the beard. Neck long with the plumage forming a spherical protuberance. Breast broad and rather projecting. Wings of medium size held firmly
against the side. Back broad and somewhat inclined backwards. Tail of medium size with abundant feathers and somewhat dropped at back. Legs welldeveloped and long. Tarsus, strong without feathers and yellow. Toes to the
number of four on each foot, also of yellow colour.

Hen
Head as that of the Cock but the beard is more developed. Comb as that
of the cock but less. Neck, breast and wings as in the cock. Back, broad and not
so much inclined as in the cock. Tail of medium size With abundant feathers
and inclined backwards. Feet, tarsus and toes as in the cock.
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Black-Red Variety
Cock. - Head, neck, shoulders back and loins of a mahogny-red colour.
Covering of the wings, breast and tail are of a brilliant black. Beard black
red and grey mixed. Internal quill feathers of the remiges black ah1 the external ones red.
Hen. - Head, beard, neck, back, breast are of red colour. The wattles
can also be found red, black and grey. Tail very often almost entirely black,.
but a red colour mixed with black would be preferable.

Variety with Red Breast
Cock. - Head, neck, shoulders, back and loins of a bright red colour. Beard.
breast, sides and legs light red. Internal qUill feathers of the Temiges light
red slightly mixed with black and the external ones light red. Tail black, with
a greenish metallic reflection.
Hen. - Head, beard, neck, breast, back, sides and legs light red remiges
as in the cock. Taillight red with some black shadings. This variety is known
as ~ walnut-coloured » in Russia because of the great similarity of its colour tn
that of walnut wood.

Spotted Variety
Cock. - Head, neck, back and loins of a beautiful reddish orange colour
With white spots at the end of each feather. Wattles light grey miXed witb
red and white. Breast and sides black with white spots. Red wings with white
spots crossed by a brilliant black bar. Tail black with brilliant green sheen
and white spots at the end of each feather.
Hen. - Entirely red with white spots at the extremities of each feather.

White variety
Cock and Hen entirely of a pure white colour.

Black Variety
Cock and Hen entirely black with greenish metallic sheen.·
Regarding the productive qualities the Orloffs distinguish themselves as
good layers, their meat being delicious and the eggs of medium size. They are
very rustic, the propensity for broodiness being almost neglible.
The chicks grow qUite quickly, but they feather more slowly than other
breeds.
The opinion of several well-known English breeders confirm my previous
statement as to the productive qualities of the Orloff and I sincerely believe that
this Russian Hen may safely be recommended also to Spanish breeders as an
exellent farm-hen being at the same time of peculiar beauty.
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SICILIAN POULTRY
by FRANCESCO TUCC I, Palermo, Italy.

The rural population of Sicily with certain exceptions is chiefly concentrated
in the towns or larger centres scattered throughout the various provinces and
located at different altitudes in districts exempt from nlalaria. Thus the large
estates (latifondi) are frequented at intervals only, during certain n10nths of
the year by the peasant cultivators, vvho are employed at different periods in
the preparation of the land, in sowing and in harvesting the cereal crops.
Under these conditions the raising of poultry cannot be greatly developed
except in those parts where the country districts are fairly well populated.
.Amongst these must be mentioned the districts of Marsala, The Conco d'Oro,
-a large part of the province of lVlessina and Catania and the ex-county of Modica.
The adaptability of Sicilian fo\vls to the diverse conditions existing on farms
-and in the larger· rural centres, ensures that in these localities considerable
numbers can be raised. Actually a very small space suffices for this little creature, which has completely lost its wild habits so that it flourishes well in a
restricted area, and even in coops provided they are well ventilated and kept
in a hygienic state.
Nevertheless the production of eggs and table poultry under these conditions
is unfortunately insufficient for local consu111ption, and Sicily is dependent on
the Italian Continent and foreign parts (Tunis and the East) for some of its
.supplies, specially during the winter months when newlaid eggs are selling for
1 1/2 lire, about 3 -1/ 2 d. each.
The Sicilian fowl possesses the characteristics COlnn1on to those of Italian
~varieties. Perhaps it is a very little smaller, but its productivity is \vonderful
'\vhen the young birds are selected from the healthy and robust.
Amongst the poultry reared at Marausa (Trapani) two characters in
-certain specimens have interested me greatly; the development of a special
form of comb which resembles a cup with a notched border and the colour of
the shanks, usually a slate green. These are the characters \vhich I have fixed
in the poultry now being raised at the Institute without troubling much about
the colour of the plumage, although I prefer to have it various shades of gold.
In North America where already a large number of fowls originating in Marsala are being raised, the first chance importation took place some years ago
and was represented by a few birds whose lives had been spared by the sailors
because during a long passage they had not ceased to lay numerous eggs of
medium size.
From this group several lots Were reared which rivalled the Leghorn and
-excelled the latter in being able to thrive in restricted areas without requiring
much room, and at the same tin1e being able to produce eggs under the above
--conditions equal in number, if not greater, than the rival breed.
The Americans call the fOWl \vhich originated in fvlarsala the Buttercup,
and several journals have reproduced its photograph and sung its praises as an
·excellent layer.
From America a number of these fowls ,vere brought to England by Captain R. and Miss B. Statin (1), LUlliangsworth, Painswick, 010s.
It is stated that in one year as many as three hundred eggs have been laid
per hen.
( 1) This name is not to be found in either the N. U. P. S. or S. P. B. A. register. There is

.a Major R. W. Stanton at Bishop's Teington, S. Devon.
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It was in January, 1913, that I received the first orders for Sicilian fowls and:
since that date I began to select them, fixing the most striking characters that.
have already been made to a large extent hereditary.
As selectively bred by me, the Sicilian fowl presents the following characteristics.
1st. Cock. - Head of appropriate size, a little elongated and broad at the
base.
Beak of the right length, strong base and slightly curved point.
Face, comb and wattles. Face reddish, comb large, double and serrated•.
Wattles well-developed and long.
Eyes black surrounded with yellowish red of various degrees, expressivewith an appearance of activity.
Ear lobes: \vhite above, rose-coloured in the middle and red below. Surface"
smooth. Neck of the right length and slightly arched. Back nearly horizontal~
slightly sloping behind.
Shoulders broad.
Breast; of proper width, slightly rounded.
Thighs and legs: the thighs are well-developed and muscular, the legs devoid of feathers and slate green in colour.
Toes: there are four toes on each foot.
Tail: Well-developed, carriage graceful. and straight. The sickles are large
and strong.
Weight: The cock is of medium weight and only exceptionally exceeds
2 1/2 kilos or a little more in weight.
2nd. Hen. - In the hen the characteristics of the cock are present to a large
extent, except those of a secondary sexual nature. The comb is also cup-shaped
but relatively less developed and has a tendency to fall over at the sides.
3rd. Production 01 Eggs. - I transcribe my notes, \vhich have been taken.
for several years past, basing nlY calculations on the poultry-raising records,
both of the Institute and on private account.
At the age of six or seven lTIonths the pullets con1mence to lay the first
eggs. Fixing the commencement of laying as the 1st. of October, it terminates,
on the 30th. of Septe111ber, the follo\ving year. In their first year the pullets
will ordinarily give 60 to 70 eggs. In their second year production rises to a.
lnaximunl of 162, while in the third and last it reaches 140.
4th. Production 01 Flesh. - The thinness of the skeleton and the develop-nlent of the breast and thighs causes our breed to be a good producer of nleat
\vhich is always palatable and very good.
5th. Incubation. - The Sicilian fowl has Iittie disposition to sit. However
in numerous poultry yards it is possible to find sufficient broody hens for rearing
purposes. On the other hand artificial incubation has spread so 111uch that chick,
raisers prefer it. Also because in this way laying continues even in the months
\\Then this important food stuff is becoming more scarce.
6th. Rusticity. -- This is a valuable characteristic that the Sicilian fo\vl
possesses in a 111arked degree. Incubation is very easy, the chicks grow up
very robust and one can allnost see them getting bigger. Their resistance to
all ordinary diseases is well marked. This bIrd can pick up her liVing on free
range, but her fecundity is not lost or diminished when confined to smaU,
quarters provided she has access to a little « blue sky».
Above all she loves cleanliness, and the better the general hygienic conditions, the better she lays.
7th. Plumage. - In private poultry yards the plumage of sicilian fOWls
varies considerably. The most prevalent is always the red gold with many
gradations; occasionally we find brown, partridge red and partridge yellow.
For myself, I prefer a golden plumage with which I have produced a certain
uniformity of feathering in this variety.
As an occupation and for the production of eggs and table chickens (to
be sold for eating purposes after seven weeks only), the raising of the Sicilian,
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fowl lends itself admirably. And I think that in the neighbourhood of the
large towns and with proximity to a railway station, permitting of rapid and
daily despatch to the centres requiring them, the production of these on an
industrial scale would bring in a good revenue. Naturally the establishment
must be created with judgment and the technical administration must be
-intelligent and capable.
On the part of the Royal Zootechnical Institute no means of propaganda
bas been neglected, which would spread a knowledge of the pratical requirements of successful poultry keeping. And many of the poultry raisers of the
Conca d'Oro who are provided with some of the eggs necessary for hatching
by the Administration, are now selling good stock and the industry is by all
.accounts very profitable.
A small school where instruction could be given (to managers for choice)
'in the most ordinary technical rules, so that they could be spread abroad and
,organization improved, would cause this important home-industry to yield a
good profit and would diminish very much the present lack of poultry products.
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THE NEW SPANISH POULTRY. THE SOCALLED

«PARAISOS~

by the Avicultural Expert Mr. HENRI CASTELLO DE PLANDOLIT,
Assistant Professor and Demonstrator at The Royal Spanish Poultry School
at Arenys de Mar.- Barcelona.

At the World's Poultry Exhibition in Barcelona there will be specimens
()f the new Poultry Breed 'of Spanish Origin, which has been called « Paraisos •
and been classified and exhibited at the exhibition in Paris since 1919, and the
follo wing explanation of the origin of this new breed may therefore be of interest.
The race was called « Paraisos » because they were first bred at the « Granja
Paraiso » an annex to the Royal Spanish Poultry School in Arenys de Mar
( Barcelona ).
The creation of this breed was not caused by any desire of producing something new with the object of exploiting it as a fancy race, but was caused
by the desirability of finding and developing an utility bird.
The breed, which in Spain gives the meat of finest quality is the Prat, and
-especially so the White Variety, but although it takes to the food quite satisfactorily, it never produces big and fat fowls, nor do we ever see these succulent
,poulardes which are so frequently met with in other countries where they have
breeds more suitable for the production of nleat and fat
In order to improve the abovetTIentioned breed Prat it was suggested to
~ross it with Orpingtons, as was also actually done in March 1916 when mating
a Lion coloured Prat Hen with an Orpington Cock of the same colour. The
folloWing year the same was done with white Prat Hens and a white Orpington
Cock.
Some beautiful specimes resulted from this cross, although perhaps a
little too heavy and with a marked tendency to brooding; the eggs were also
considerably smaller than those of the Prats, the birds were, however, sturdy
.and precocious in gro wing with which fact alone, quite a lot was gained over
the native breed of this country which, as a rUle, is rather slo w in gro wing and
moulting.
In 1918 we formed in the same way two more groups of breeders OrpingtonPrat so as not to have to resort to consanguinity already from the start in order to perpetuate the descendency of the first Hall-Blood obtained.
In order to improve the weight of the Orpington-Prats and at the same time
:reduce their plumage and remove certain very marked characteristics of the
Orpington we mated the off spring of the generation FI with a Red Rhode
Island Cock, and in this way we obtained some crossings very much like those
we were 100 king for. Descendants of these to the number of 5 Cocks and 5
Hens all perfectly alike were enlisted and presented for the first time in October
1919 at the Exposicion del Jardin de Aclimataci6n in Paris where they produced
very good effect.
We then did the same with the off-spring of the Lion-coloured group formed
,in 1918, and having selected from the descendants of both, groups or distinct
-families we chose the familiES most suitable for fattening and those being most
uniform in the morphological characteristics, united them and thus formed the
-family for definitive reproduction.
We experienced considerable difficulties in obtaining a White Rhode Island
,Cock to mate with the White Orpington Hens, but at last a specimen was acqui,red and the same procedure followed as with the Lion-coloured ones. In this
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way we obtained birds of a better type, and above all of more uniform coloration.
As the colour of the Lion-coloured «Paraisos » was very unstable and we had
no special reason for preserving it we decided to abandon this colour altogether
and devote ourselves exclusively to the White « Paralsos ». This type was
exhibited for the first time at the Grand Palais in Paris, where it was awarded
a Prize of Honour.
Later on this breed has been exhibited at the World's Exhibition at Le Hague,
at exhibitions in Barcelona and Madrid where it has won high prizes, and nowadays this breed is in full development, as the Congressists will be able to prove
for then1selves on the projected excursion to the « Granja Paraiso » of the
Royal Spanish Poultry School.
The type of the « Paraisos » has much in common with the French Gatinais,
but is somewhat heavier in form and shape. The comb is simple and rather
small both in Cocks and Hens, in adults it generally falls down on one side as
is also the case with the Prate The earlobes are small and red, the eyes dark
or orange coloured and the feet are of medium length, rather strong with well
developed muscles, red-white tarsus, and entirely free from feathers.
The tail of the cocks is well developed, but not to such an extent as in the
Meditereanean Races; whereas the tail of the hens has a great similarity to
the tail of the Orpington.
The body is broad with a full and extensive breast, and the back is also
broad but rather long than short.
The egg is of goad quality and weighs generally some 60 grIns. the colour
is somewhat pinkish, and although this breed was not intended so much for
egg-laying as for meat production, in some selected birds we have been able
to record 150 eggs and even a few with 170.
As preViously said the object for creating this new breed was to obtain a
bird which would produce a good quality of meat. Having succeeded in this
object the « Granja Paraiso» is now dedicating the entire production to
consumption, delivering to the poultry nlarket of Barcelona in Spring time
the Petits poulets Paraiso of a weight from 800 grIns. to 1 kgm., and for Christmas the Capones Paraiso and Poularde~ which although they are produced in
considerable quantities cannot by far conlply with the demand. The weight of
the latter varies from 3 1/2 to 5 kgnl. the 1110St usual weight being Saine 4 kgm.
The meat is white and juicy, and the fa wls take to the food with great appetite
\vithout having to be cranlmed.
Upon solicitation fron1 various country-breeders the « Granja Parafso})
sold all cocks of the prilTIitive Lion-coloured variety, so that they nlight be
lTIated with the native hens of this country and thus inlprove the quality
of their meat and their size, and later on the sanle was done with cocks of
the white variety, but with the exceptions naiTIed above we are working the
new breed for the purpose of the rneat production only.
Six years having no w passed since the appearance of the new race, and as
no variety of importance has been noted we think we nlay say that the new
breed is well fixed, although perhaps ClS regards the Exhibition Fa wI it would
be advisable to let some more generations pass by before fiXing the Standarrd
of the « Paraisos ». As regards, our object however, it has been reached and
the Delegates to the conling Congress as well as the public in general may convince thelTIselves of this fact by inspecting the lots vvhich will be on view at
the Barcelona Exhibition as also the stock on our· abovementioned farm.
The Royal Spanish Poultry School does not feel selfish about their successful experi n1 ents, and When explaining the nlethods emplo yed in creating this
breed they are pleased to put at the disposal of the public the elements necessary
so that interested breeders may produce fowls of this profitable stock and partake of the excellent products which may be obtained from the so-called
« Para fsos ».

Llegada de Sus Majestades a la Exposici6n el dia 13 de mayo

S. M. la Reina, en el mornento de dirigirsehacia el Presidente Edward Brown con quien sostuvo
largay afectuosa conversaci6n
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THE POULTRY BREEDS OF CATALUNA
by Professor M. ROSSELL y VILA,
Director of the Animal Experiment Station of the Mancomunidad de CataJufia.

The Poultry races and types of a country generally have relation to the
topography of that country. Catalufia is a country of accidental configuration
and the poultry is of varied types, although always with the principal characteristics of the Mediterranean Breeds. The most important of said types is
the Prat which has been profoundly studied and propagated in Spain as well
as in America by Professor Castello.
This breed, a native of the region of Prat in the vicinity of Barcelona, according to the abovementioned Mr. Castello was the outcome of the relations
between the native Hens (already previously wellknown for laying qualities
and greater size as compared with the other Catalunian FOWls) and elements of
the Lion-coloured Conchinchina which were imported by the original breeders
who had their residence in Barcelona and farms in the neighbourhood.
The effect of the Conchinchina blood which these semental cocks brought
to the native hens, caused the latter in few generations to regain the type of
the Mediterraneans with big comb, upright in the cock and falling down on
one side in the hen, and of the Conchinchina there remained only the size and
the typical colour, which was perpetuated by unconscious selection on the part
of the villagers of Prat who every year chose for reproduction purposes the
biggest birds and those having the most marked colour.
The egg, although still conserving the slightly rosy colour typical of all
breeds having been crossed with Asiatic Races, has regained little by little
the usual weight and size of eggs laid on the Mediterraneam Coasts, the quality
of same being first class.
The feather-covered feet, which for many years clearly indicated the Conchinchina blood, have also entirely disappeared, giving room for the usual
bluish coloration of the tarsus. The whiteness of the skin and meat, so characteristic of the original Prat Breed, has also been recovered, and to-day the general
aspect of the breed must be said to be very much like the Minorca, although
somewhat fatter and of a Lion-colour. However, there also exists a white variety, the selection and reproduction of which is almost entirely due to the
efforts of Mr. Castello. This variety is principally found in the plains of Valles,
( North of Barcelona) and although of different colour and perhaps a triffle
smaller this \'ariety must be considered as belonging to the same breed as the
Lion-coloured one.
In the Prat there is found a peculiarity, which is constantly causing confusion among the breeders:
I am referring to the little wings or teeth which are found on the posterior
part of the comb of the cock, and which sometimes reach an enormons' development and give the comb a peculiar appearance, something like the petal
of a carnation.
This happens in about 80 % of the cocks and although we well know that
these appendixes, wings or teeth are considered as a defect in the Standards
of all the breeds, in view of the fact that in the Prat there are more cocks with
this defect than without it we respectfully ask the Delegates to the coming
Congress to Barcelona kindly to elucidate us on this matter and advise us
what should be done with such cocks. '
Actually there are two classes in the Shows and Competions one for cocks
I. 9
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with appendix and the other for cocks without this defect, but this is of course
only provisional, and we think that now when we are just going to fix the
Standards of all our Native breeds, is the time for deciding this question, and we
therefore take this opportunity of bringing the matter before so many distinguished men who will gather in Barcelona this Spring.
In general the Catalunian Hen is undergoing moments of continual and
varied changes on account of the importation of exotic reproductors of many
types and races. This has been going on for about fourty years, with the consequent crossings and mongrels so that at present it is just about impossible to
define the real characteristics of the original Fo wls of Catalunia.
However, the natural resistance of the native breeds has resulted in the
formation of groups and families of fo wls in nearly all localities, which groups,
although presenting certain exotic characteristics, nevertheless retain a certain
homogenity one to the other.
Since the formation of the Mancomunidad de Catalufia, in which entity are
concentrated the interests of the four provinces which previously formed the
principiado of Catalunia, the zootechnic studies have been taking great extenison among us, same not being limited to Dairy Cattle etc. but also include
the lesser domestical animals as pOUltry etc.
To this end We avail ourselves of the aforementioned poultry groups or
families more or less homogeneus, and utilizing such information as we gather
from the older country people and peasants on our campaigns of popUlarization,
we collect all data and observations in the High School of Agriculture of Barcelona, where we have been occupied for more than two years with the reconstruction of the original POUltry Types which existed in the different regions of
Catalunia.
From each of these regions we have brought to the High School of Agriculture carefully selected groups consisting of one cock and six hens which have
been accomodated in specially constructed pens.
We then reproduce these groups by means of incubators, and of every generation we preserve the best cock and the six hens of greatest homogenity;
it is our belief that in this way We shall soon be able to re-establish the primitive type, absolutely free of foreign or exotic qualities and characteristics.
Actually we are already working \vith the second generation.
Once the desired result has been attained we shall send eggs for incubating
to the districts from which the breeds originate, as also a number of chicks. In
this manner we hope to be able to return to the different regions their primitive
types of poultry, carefully selected except in such casses where We find that
this is not desirable from an economic point of view.
As these types are not as yet quite distinguished we will abstain from giving
here a description of same and shall content ourselves with repeating that as
a general rule they all correspond to the mediterranean type, which type is
well-known to the Delegates.
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EXPANSION OF INDIGENOUS BREEDS IN POLAND
AND ITS CAUSES
by MAURICE TRYBULSKI,
President of the Central Committee of Poultry in Poland.

The Polish Republic is an agricultural country possessin~ 48.5 % of arable
lands and 17.2 % of pasture. Producing great quantities of concentrated and
bUlky fodder it is very favourable for the development of the breeding of
domestic animals and poultry. In spite of that these branches still leave much
-to be desired and it is only to a small extent that these last years have shewn
a period of organisation and progress in this branch so important to the development of the country.
The Polish farmer who rears poultry, on traditional methods only, does not
do so in an intensive way and bestows his attention more willingly on the cattle
indispensable to his agricultural work and in making an increase in the yield
from the produce of the soil.
To-day still, a great number of agriculturalists consider poultry, with
regard to rural economy, as a necessary evil to be tolerated for kitchen needs,
and also as an old custom to rear on the farm yard a flock of useful, or simply
-ornamental birds.
In Poland the neglect of poultry rearing does not spring so much from the
physiological characteristics of the breeds reared as from the economical condition of agriculture itself, from the insufficient development of the means of
transport, and from the small amount of retailing of poultry produce in the
markets of the country at the present, as well as, the defective organisation
{)f exportation.
Therefore it is one of the chief concerns of the Polish breeder to overcome
those obstacles which prevent the normal development of poultry rearing.
At present it is not a question of greatly augmenting the number of birds,
for Poland possesses already 50,000,000 and the yearly increase of poultry in
,general (except pigeons) attains to nearly 150 %, and of fowls about 175 %
of the total. However the increase of the total quantity is generally insufficient.
According to the statistical reports of the markets the average weight of a
live fowl amounted the last few years to 2 3/4 lbs. 1.25 kil., and a dead fowl to
scarcely 1 1/2 lbs. 0.75 kil. The average weight of an egg amounted to 1 1/2 0ZS.
50 grs.
The annual production of poultry flesh exceeded 80,000,000 lbs., goose
.24,000,000 lbs., of other poultry except pigeons 8,000,000 lbs.; the production
of feathers and down 6,000,000 lbs. The production of eggs comparatively is
not so great, for the birds are not good layers, reaching only to 200,000,000 Ibs.
'The annual excess of eggs amounting to 3,000 trucks which are exported, is
to a certain extent the result of the moderate consumption of eggs by the rural
population. Even if this consumption was doubled it would be easy to meet
the demand by setting about to improve the laying qualities of the fowls of
the country at least 100 %, taking into account that the figures of our calculations are extremely modest, since we have only estimated 50-60 eggs per bird
annually. These few statistics, which however show enough have made the
Polish Government as well as the breeders organisations decide to set them.
selves before anything else to the task of improving the quality of the poultry.
10 attain this end, the greatest importance is attached to the improvement of
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the stock of the country and to the creation of better conditions for its rational development.
The varied conditions for poultry rearing in Poland, the want of convenient
installations and sufficient protection, against the sudden changes of weather,.
did not tend to a propitious eXistence for foreign breeds, which are often reared
in very unfavourable circumstances. This is why the importation of stock
birds from abroad by amateur breeders in a sporadic fashion, and without
settled plan, has not had up to the present time, the desired influence upon
the quality of the local bird, for this was as it is to-day merely a pastime, or a
hobby of Fanciers.
The craze for the Cochin China hen, well known in its day, had also its
echo among the Polish amateur breeders. The poultry runs in the towns and
on the large country estates, became the shelter for imported birds, which,
often it is true, presented an important value from an aesthetic point of view;
but often however they were of a doubtful origin, bred promiscuously for credulous buyers.
Soon, however, the fashion changed and this first importation of the large
breeds of Asiatic origin ceased to interest the great agricultural Associations
or arouse their enthusiasm, therefore this experiment was a failure, leaving
only a few poor Cross bred birds on the farms and in the back-yards of the
suburbs. ~
The type of Game Fowl which has played such a great part in the formation
of foreign breeds is looked at askance by Polish breeders; the sport of Cock
fighting being quite unknown in Poland and breeders do not sufficiently appreciate the value of the extraordinarily fine races of fighters as stock birds.
After the decline of Asiatic breeds, Polish breeders began to interest themselves in the type of bird called, with or without reason, the. Utility» fowl..
The varying importation and the propagation of the breeds and specimens of
this type in Poland, depended on foreign influence and the caprice of fashion..
The most popular breeds amongst the Poles were the White Wyandottes, Plymouth Rocks and Orpingtons, which always have their follOWing. Howeverthis stock, imported from countries where the breeding is carried on most
carefUlly, when it finds itself on new ground and under conditions much less
favourable, deteriorates and demands constant renewal by fresh strains imported
from the West.
Mediterranean breeds degenerate much more easily in Poland; their decorative but unpractical combs deter the large agricUltural Associations from'
taking them up.
The type of Table birds had not up till now had much prospect of success,.
on account of a very small demand for fowls in the local markets, the large
supply of geese, the very small number of fattening instItutions and the rare
use of refrigerators.
The Oreat War, which in Poland shook agricUlture and breeding to their'
foundations, has caused irreparable damage to imported birds. The native.
breed thanks to its independence and to its powers of resistance has survived
this terrible trial and without taking into account the great difficulties in the.
food supply has emerged victorious, filling more than one poultry run built.
~nd inte~ded for imported fowls.
The diseases which frequently reign among poultry, attack imported breeds
first and cause great loss in the Poultry runs of amateurs. Diphtheria especially,.
attacks nearly exclusively the foreign bird, while that of the country offers
more resistance. The course of this disease in the home birds is for the most
part harmless and rarely ends in disaster. It is the same in cases of tuberculosis, etc.
Polish poultry, unlike that which is imported, has long lived under condi.tions of extensive breeding. That is why it possesses an exceptionally strong
~constitution. What characterises it still more is its spirit of. iniative in finding
~ts own food, which can only be" compared to that of the wild bird.
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It .seems to' be near the primitive type and possesses great activity and
latent ·capacity for great productivity.
..
Appreciating these good qualities of the native bird, Polish breeders, towards
the end of the last century, began research work to find the desired type among
the poultry of their native land and it was then that their attention became
'fixed on the fowl in character resembling the Mediterranean type and with
-feet and claws intensely green. This type predominates among the native
;birds. It is a distinct variety without foreign influence, living for centuries in
the most out of the way districts of Poland.
Subjected to the most painstaking and careful selection year by year,
ihese fowls have been brought to the desired condition. TO-day we have a
'specific breed, having its own standard bearing the name of « Poules Polonaises
pattes vertes * (Green legged Polish Fowls).
These birds are distinguished, not only by their remarkable utility points,
but by their aesthetic appearance. This fowl seems to be created for the farmer,
that is why in Poland, to-day, the interest in these birds is enormous, especially among agriculturists and Poultry Communities, and for this reason are
encouraged by the State.
The latest local Poultry Shows in Poland have exhibited an enormous per..
-centage of « Pattes vertes » which increases constantly.
The « Pattes vertes » as Utility stock for rural breeding deserves the attention of foreign breeders with the object of testing their qualities in a warmer
-climate, and. under more favourable conditions for rearing.
The other indigenous poultry breeds in Poland are not yet sufficiently
determined, ~t would, therefore, be too soon to draw conclusions on the subject
()f their value.
I do not wish to miss the opportunity of pointing out here, that in the branch
·of pigeon rearing in Poland, native breeds play the most important part. Polish
breeders have produced quite a large number of breeds by selection from Polish
stock.
I should like particularly to draw attention to pigeons for the table of the
'varieties of farm pigeon called « Rysie polski» (Polish Lynx) and « Kaliny
Polskie» (Polish sorbier).
The origin of these breeds is purely local and these pigeons possess to a high
degree the desired qualities, from an economic and even an aesthetic point
of view for they are not devoid of beauty of form and colour. The use of the
pigeon, as article of diet, in our country, being limited and the state of the
corn market permitting the keeping and breeding of pigeons for table, this
.branch might, in the future, become a source of export for countries requiring
,
this commodity.
The foregoing report, while demonstrating the good qualities of the native
breeds must, however, be treated with a certain amount of circumspection and
caution; for it has often been remarked that a rash breeder on the look out for
poultry that is eas y to rear and that does not require special protection, is
careless and as a result creates conditions unfavourable for breeding. Therefore Poultry keepers who wish to spread indigenous breeds, must be guided
by the instructions of experts on the subject, must attend to the indispensable
technical improvement of rural holdings and must realize the necessity-of giving
more attention to Poultry, for without these cardinal conditions the development of pOUltry breeding will be qUite impossible. The breeding of indigenous
birds which demands from the small holders comparatively less expense and
more primitive methods and simple improvements, is more likely to be a suc~ess and diminishes the risk of recommending them.
The watchword at the present moment in Polish poultry rearing is this.
Rear the bird of the country but spare no trouble to keep Poultry on better
lines and give greater attention to its proper feeding.
The aim and object of this report is to show that PoLish breeders are seeking
means to ensure that they will have in the future, better methods which will
I
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result in a more systematic development of Poultry keeping than they have
had up to the present. Its author makes, however, no pretentions to the infallibility of his statements.
Summarizing the foregoing the following points should be noted:
1. The importation of stock birds of high class breeds to a country where'
extensive and irrational breeding is still practised discredits these breeds in
the eyes of the Poultry farmer and agriculturist and is not conducive to poultry rearing.
2. It is the native farm type which best answers to the physiographical
climatic and economic conditions of the countries situated in the centre and
east of Europe.
3. As conditions indispensable to the increase of poultry rearing in the
countries where this is extensive, it is necessary to propagate methods of ra-tional breeding; by taking advantage of the experience of countries which
have bred a certain variety to a large extent, but using the native stock as a
foundation.
4. The only form of importation into the country (as much for breeding
purposes as from an economic point of view) is the importation of races of
utility fowls with the object of strengthening the stock in those districts that
already have Poultry produce for exportation.
~5.
In order to avoid mistakes in the organisation of Poultry Keeping, it
is necessary to carryon the development of scientific experiment suited to the
needs and economic requirements of the country.
6. The one way which leads to the growth of the Poultry Industry in aU
countries, is the same for all the breeders of the world, supported by experience,.
and can only be repeated over and over again at different times and in different
circumstances.

IV

Feeding
MODERN IDEAS ON NUTRITION BASED ON THE STUDY
OF THE VITAMINES PRESENT IN POULTRY FOODS
by Dr. RICARDO SOLA ESPRIU,
Director of the Laboratory of Hygiene in the district of Arenys de Mar, Barcelona
In the evolutionary cycle of all living beings there is a constant loss of matter
and energy, and to restore them they take from the outside world, substances
capable of fulfilling the energy needs of the organism (heat, mechanical work)
and at the same time of giving the animal those matters of which it has need
for its growth and for the repair of its tissues. These are alimentary substances,
absolutely necessary to life.
All the constitu ent parts of a living organism spring exclusively from food,
for even the substances present in the organism at birth and which form the
material of the germ cells, and the substance3 which the embryo receives durin~ the period of its development were primitively an integral part of the food
consumed by their progenitors.
The food stuffs at the disposal of the living organism are generally composed of constituents of a high degree of molecular complexity, and in order
that these substances may be able to accomplish their role in building up tissues and supplying energy, they must undergo a series of transformations
and changes, which take place thanks to the marvellous and mysterious action
of certain enzymes, ferments and diastases.
Not long ago the influence of the study of thermo-chemistry initiated by
the great Berthelot and applied to the problems of nutrition and metabolism
by Rubner Atwater and Gautier, monopolized exclusively this study of nutrition from the point of view of the energy to be derived from foods, and caused
what is of more importance in the question of foods to be forgotten, viz, its
plastic, somatic and constructive action.
The discovery of substances, in very small amounts, of which the animal
organism only requires extremely small quantities compared with the source
or origin of calories, but which are exceptionally important from a biological
standpoint, was the foundation of a revolution in the fundamental ideas of
the biochemistry of food.
These studies first started by Eijkman, a Dutch Doctor employed in the
prison service in the Dutch East Indies in 1897, confirmed by Vilviers in 1901
and later described by Wilclock and Hopkins in 1906 in feeding experiments
on rats and in 1907 by Holst and Frolich on guinea pigs, served as a ground
work for the masterly studies of Hopkins in 1912 which showed the existence
of substances not identified from a chemical standpoint and known by the name
of accessory food factors. Lastly in 1913 Casimir Funck believed he had isolated
chemically one of the still unknown substances, which he called Vitamine.
All these investigations have deserved the unanimous approbation of the
Biochemists, for they are the ones who have called attention to the plastic
and constructive value of food siuffs, and to the decisive influence of the nature of foods in the preservation ot the vital nutritive equilibrium during health,
not only from the point of view of energy and quantity, but also of plasticity
and quality. Actually, it is a well known fact that a dietary sufficient in quality and plastic-somatic character produces important disturbances in the
organism (i. e. certain disease conditions) and even the death of the individual
if the regimen is long continued.
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All this teaches us that a dietary conlpletely deprived of the substances
which Funck cans Vitamines can explain the cause of the development of certain diseases which has hitherto been unknown. A complete revolution in the
physiology and Pathology of nutrition in all living beings whether man or
animals, has thus taken place. Here then is a short exposition of the observa·
tions and eX'periments of different observers, whose studies served as the ground
work to establish the physiological action of the hypothetical bodies called
Vitamines, indispensible to the normal life of an organism in that which concerns its nutrition.
The absence of Vitamines, even in a dietary otherwise complete, produces
in the animal organism a series of troubles or even actual diseases known as
Avitaminosis, deficiency diseases, according to the English nonlenclature or
diseases by default according to the French. There is not absolute agreement
about the disease3 to be studied under these names, for Vitamines are so numerous that they cannot be classified according to their chemical composition,
which indeed we do not know, but provisionally, and according to their solubilities and curative properties, a preliminary classification has been made.
The majority of those attending this Congress are well informed on this
subject, but for the benefit of many others, we ask them to permit us to make
known at least what are the food stuffs rich in Vitamines, and vice versa for from
the practical standpoint, this is a matter of great importance to poultry keeper~.
The « Committee on Accessory Food Factors)) of the Lister Institute in
London, divide these accessory factors into three groups; 1) The Anti-rachitie
factor known as factor A; 2) The anti-neuritic or anti-beri-beri factor, called
factor B; al1d 3) The anti-scorbutic factor or factor C.
Vitamines which are soluble in fat or antirachitic Factor A. Abundantly
present in, sunflower seeds, linseed, cabbage leaves, clover and lucerne, butter,
yolk of egg, kidneys, the fat of veal, hempseed, millet seed, pot-herbs, codliver-oil, pigs liver, heart and margarine (animal). Present to a moderate extent
in, cereal grains and germs, pulses and potatoes. Absent in, olive oil, pork,
oil of grou nd-nuts and yeast.
Vitamines which are soluble in water, anti-neuritic or anti-beri-beri (Factor
B). Abundantly present in, Undecorticated cereal grains and germs, haricots,
fruits (oranges, lemons, tomatoes, etc.) yeast, liver, pancreas, kidneys, fresh
carrots, cabbages, pollen grains, earth-nut, brains, heart, potatoes, clover
and lu cerne. Present to a moderate extent in, milk, beef, gr avy, and uncooked
extract of meat, spinach, fleo (a graminaceous plant), and beet-root. It should
be noted that in milk, the water soluble factor adheres clo3ely to the milksugar present, so much so that milk deprived of lactose has no anti-neuritic
effect. On the other hand lactose itself acts energetically. This curative action
disappears trom milk and fronl lactose when it is purified by successive crystallisation" so as to lose its sugar.
Vitamines which are soluble in water and anti-scorbutic. (Factor C.)
Abundantiy present in, green vegetables (cabbages, dandelion. etc.), acid
fruits -(oranges, lemon:;, tomatoes, etc.) unheated fresh milk, rhubarb.
Food Stuffs in which the three classes of Vitamines are abundant
Cabbages, potatoes, every kind of cereals, except decorticated (polished)
rice, beet-root, tomatoes, oranges, lemons, meat, liver and milk.
Food Stuffs which do not contain Vitamines
Pork fat, olive oil, cocoa, butter, linseed oil, tea, coffee, cocoa butter and
chocolate, pre3erved meat or broth, cheese made fronl separated milk, extract
of meat, honey, jams, malt sugar, fresh white bread, polished rice, pea flour
and tapiocoa.
To understand the imperfections of a given dietary, it is necessary to remenlber that a diet can only be good and complete when it fulfils the .thr~e
requirements, chemical, physical and biological, of the organism for which It
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is destined. Chemically it should furnish the fats carbohydrates proteins and
salts in quantities sufficient to satisfy energy requirements and plastic and
~omatic needs.
Biologically the foods must furnish the vltamines which are
indispensible to ensure the proper functioning ot the various vital processes,
while physically it must provide the animal with a sufficiency of bulk or indi·
gestible residue, with the very important object of occupying a certain volume
relatively to the length of the intestine, in order to aid it in its work. These
three factors or requirements, which nlust be found in foods, are then of capital importance, for the complete or.partial jibsence of no matter which, can be
the cause of a series of characteristic alterations explanatory of a series of facts
in the phenomena of nutrition both normal and pathological of all the organisms
that, up to the present time, were considered mysterious or impossible.
Meanwhile and in natural accord with these three factors or modalities of
nutrition we can admit;
.
Simple absences, sub-divided in their turn into diseases caused by physical
absence or lack of volume, biological absence or lack of vitamines, and chern~cal absence. Amongst the last-named will be reckoned, absence of plastic
materials from partial or complete lack of proteins and salts and absence of
energy-producing materials from similar deficiencies in carbohydrates or fats.
Compound absences can be in their turn due to lack of vitamine and energy
factors or vitamine and plastic factors.
Multiple absences are those in which the symptoms of simple absences are
superimposed without confusion, being always capable of differentiation.
Global absences complete or partial are those which lead to inanition, total
or incomplete. These diseases due to absence can be sub-divided, after Allveys,
into diseases due to (so-called) frustrated or pre-absence, and diseases due to
absence properly so-called. These in their turn can be acute or chronic, the
first essentially functional, the second due to alterations of structure or to
lesions.
It must not be forgotten for a single instant that the diseases due to absence
or insufficiency of the proximate principles of food-stufts are not tobe con..
founded with these due to defective aS5imilation.
Physical absences (due to insufficient volume of rations fed). These are the
least known, and the least studied, and only well-controlled observation and
experiment can decide that the anomalies of growth are due to them.
Biological absences or lack of Vitamines
Absence of vitamines in a dietary otherwise complete shows itself in characteristic disorders which have received the name of avitaminosis and logically and naturally the different vitamines that we have indicated \vill give
rise to different disorders.
We shall say nothing about chemical absences because their study is much
too complicated to introduce into a work of this nature.
In conclusion we add that this is only a brief resume of all that has been
investigated in regard to vitamines, and that we have had no other end in
view than to indicate the grounds on which the study of nutrition should be
undertaken, from a scientific and rational point of view, whether of farm animals or experimental study.
It is in this way that we shall arrive at a proper dietary for backyard animals, for up to the present we have only had confused and varying ideas which
are handed down from generation to generation and from book to book without
being submitted to scientific criticism.
·
We must then commence from a bio-chemical foundation, the only means
of avoiding faulty feeding as regards quantity and quality, which is responsible
for the principal diseases to \\'hich poultry are liable, and to which ate due
the discouragement of poultry keepers and the checks to which beginners are
subjected.'
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FEEDING OF POULTRY
by P. LABORDE-BOIS,
Director of «Espana Avfcola», Valencia, Spain,
and special Secretary of the Executive Commiltee Poultry Congress at Barcelonar

If there exists a vital problem in poultry breeding, without the resolution
of which it is impossible to attain the industrialization of this branch of AgricUlture, same must be said to be the feeding problem, and therefore observations on this point alwys result interesting.
Looking back on the history of Aviculture it must be admitted that the progress of same is closely following the progress of the science of feeding. The improvements in system of breeding, the advances in higiene and aviar pathalogy
as well as the amazing development of artificial incubators, would serve no
purpose at all if all these modern improvements were to be destined for the conservation and multiplication of birds, the breeding of which resulted a financial
failure because the birds consumed more than they produced. Originally grain
only was given to the poultry, wheat, barley and maiz seemed to have the
monopoly; complete liberty, a handfuly of corn and then collect such eggs as
the hens laid, this is in a few words the history of Poultry Breeding up to the
middle of the 20th Century, when the leadership in breeding passed from the
peasants to the arristocrats, whose interest was awakened in this branch of
agriculture by the appearance in Europe of some Asiatic Breeds which were
especially remarkable for their size. The poultry was studied, as was also the
problem of housing and it was relized that it was no mean work that of collecting
eggs and 100 k after brooding hens, and although, as will be clearly seen by reading some of the contemporanean books, much senseless stuff was written, it
must be admitted that the foundation of Modern Aviculture was Laid in those
days. The races were improved, partly as the result of selection partly because
the poultry was better taken care of than ever before; the first sho ws were
held which fomented the Fancy Breeding to an extent which can hardly be
imagined and this is in reality not so strange considering that in the high prizes
obtained for prize-winning fowls, the breeders received ample compensation
for the financial failure of raising in general.
As a hobby poultry breeding is really most interesting and attractive as
nearly every year it brings us something new and specially when after the
Standards had been fixed difficulties arised, which when overcome gave occasion to the concession of prizes, honours and distinctions. But only a few, only
very few the birds could obtaind prizes and what should be done with all the
others? There was only one thing to do, dedicate them to the production of
eggs and meat, but here it resulted that the longer the hens were kept the
greater the loss, and it was therefore necessary to study the food-problem
making it cheaper and more efficacious, which in reality is the same thing.
The introduction of wet mash was the master key which opened up new horizons and made the breeders, enthusiastic with the good results of the first
trials, throw themselves upon the task of making new prescriptions for the
preparation of mixtures of more or less rational value, many of which had no
practical value at all. It is true that the Hen is omnivorous, but the fact does
not entitle us to push this to extremes until the birds, driven by hunger eat
things which in all probability they do not like, because there can be no
doubt about it that hens have taste, although to convince ourselves on this
point it would be well to leave out of the question our own taste and likings.
The soundly established and demostrated principles should be adopted, it is
p
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necessary, however, to understand how to apply them' in each case. The science
of feeding is a natural science and not an exact one. The hen is an animal.
more or less amenable and responsive to the attention given toit by man, but
never a machine, say what you like; this can only be admitted metaphorically.
The feeding formulas are not by far absolute or invariable, but have on the.
contrary a great elasticity to suit the different seasons, places, climates, races
and even individuals, as each hen may constitutas a separate case.
It is not enough to know the nutritive value of a substance, or the conjunction
of food substances, the mixture of which constitute the daily ration, it is olso
necessary to know the digestibilityof same, for little would it benefit the poultry
that the relation of a certain mixture was ideal for them if the contents of same
were presented in such a manner as to render the food little assimilative. Here
we meet with the great difficulty that this question which has been throughly
stUdied in the Mammalia has not as yet been the object of investigations as
far as concerns birds, and what is known to be the case in the former, may
not be exact in the latter, for not for nothing is the difference in anatomical
constitution so great, especially as regards the digestive organs. To sum up,.
in my modest opinion, we have been belieVing that we were preparing the
rations scientifically whereas in reality we have been proceeding by more or
less fortunate haphazard.
The Theory of feeding reduced to a chemical process is steadily losing ground
and little by little it is being substituted by other neW ones. No wadays, the
Vitamins would appear to be the fairies entrusted with revealing us many a
mystery which so far has been inexplainable, while in their turn they get reduced to their proper importance. What then shall the Poultry Breeder do?
Lose hinlseIf on account of lack of preparation in the labyrinth of scientific.
discussion attainable to the initiated only? No, this is not his role. It is useful
to know a little of everything, and also erudition is good, but the only thing
which can be demanded of him is that he breed his birds well and present the market with clean, new-laid eggs and he is only obliged to adopt
the practical results of the investigations and scientific experiments when
these have left the experimental stege to enter the public dominion and get
propagated.
At the present stage of progress, Aviculture should be studied in the folIo wing three aspects: Scientifically, Practically and as a Hobby, it being strongly
advisable to specialze in one of these branches only as covering them all is impossible. Those who prefer the Scientific Branch would be in charge of all sorts
of studies, investigations and experiments until they are able to hand their
inventions or discoveries over to the actual breeders in the hands of whom
will be developed the economical and practical effects which are wanted in the
Industry.
In this manner the old saying that «animal with beak does not make his
owner rich» has lost its meaning and is nowadays only mentioned to demonstrate the ignorance of our ancestors as regards the important benefits which
might be made in pouI, ry breeding, but once haVing stated this we must abstain
from exaggerations because the truth is always to be found in the middle. I
say this because it is usual when talking of our predecessors in breeding as
well as rural routines in general, to pretend demonstrating that neither the
former nor the latter had the least knOWledge of pOUltry, and this is very far
from the truth, at least as far as Spain concerns.
Theory and Practice should always go together, the one without the other
is no earthly use, mutually they complete each other and in the same manner
as a scientific idea gets its ratification in the practice a custom, a habit or a routine which have been in use for ages being transmitted from father to son for
generations, may furnish the explanation for the good results obtained, in science. The «Hogan) system" to-day improved, modified and even transformed, however still retaining the old basis, has been constantly practised by our peasants
since very early times as a quite natural thing to increase the laying capacity

'Of the hens in winter. We read in old Spanish 18th Century books about this
sys'tern of nightfeeding· in winter time by means of artificial lightning as being
an old custom of the farmers. Was it not the very essence of foolishness to
reject that old custom just because it originated from the country-people?
Would it not have been more prudent to adopt it and by improving same Incorporate it in the avicultural science? The poultry breeders should accept the
instruction \vhich the scientists offer them without despising such information and practices as he can gather from old breeders in his 0 wn district, for
in the end the modern, perfect races are nothing but the old stock in an improved state and the same can be said about the system of raising and feeding.
Among the grains given to Poultry we mention oats, wheat, barley and
lastly, acording to the experienced breeders, maize because it makes the
birds fatten qUickly and we all know that excessively fat hens cease laying or
.at any rate lay with less intensity. But here in this delightful Valencia where
1 live the farmers give it in abundance to the fOWls during the afternoon and
their birds, which lay numerous eggs of 65 to 70 gramms weight and frequently
heavier, do not get fat. Has the principle failed? No, the reason is that feeding
rules are not of such a general character as many people seem to think, being
in reality' very casuistical.
I have never seen rice or the remainders of the elaboration of same, recommended for pOUltry food and they are important factors in feeding which give
excellent results in localities vhere they can be easily obtained. In the analytic
tables of food-stuffs I have found only shelled and washed rice, precisely the
-class which cannot be utilized in poultry feeding on account of its injurious
effects. Here the farmers us,e rice in various shapes and at all times, and it
'may be said that rice form the base of the food of the avian population, this
-could also be done in other countries which, although they do not actually
grow rice themselves, have colonies producing this commodity, so that same
could be obtained at reasonable prices.
It is a well kno wn fact that in the mills the rice is first shelled and then un·dergoes certain operations by means of which the germ and various layers are
removed, in the form of a fine dust which constitute the bran, until finally
there renlains the perfectly white kernel, of the grain only, exactly as sold
for human consumption. Rice in this form is pure starch haVing lost all the
layers of gluten and poultry which consume is as only food, finally sicken
With polineuritis. The compositon 6, 7 % protein to 7 % of hydrocarbonate materials with triffling amounts of fat and cellulose gives a nutritive ratio as
high as 12 to 1. In spite of all this it is given to little chicks, the same as elsewhere they are given white wheat, the broken grains which are sold as waste
are not used because the country people say that these produce white diarrhoea,
it being that the diarrhoea caused by eating bro ken rice grains is of white colour
but is easily cured and does not have the virulence of the terrible white diarrhoea. Whatever be the easel would never recommend the feeding of shelled
rice in any other form than entire grains and it is also necessary that birds
<:onsuming this food enjoy complete liberty.
Everything changes ho wever, when the un shelled rice is concerned i. e.
rice with shell exactly as gro wn, which gives very good results as a poultry food.
An analysis gives the following results; Fat 1,41 cellulose 10,92 and non-nitrogenous extracts 61,56, which ITIeans that the nutritive value runs as high as
somewhere about 1 : 7, quite ample, but neither for laying nor fattening on
account of the small quantities of fat-stuffs contained, ho wever fo \vls fed on
this diet get along nicely and they eat it with real appetite. The diet is complete with a mash prepared of one or other of the remainders of rice-mills, of
the germs for instance, which undoubtedly contain the greater part of the
protein contents of the grain, being at the same time very rich in Vitamines.
They contain 22,56 protein, 12,50 fat, 2,83 cellulose and 43,02 non-nitrogenous
products, that is to say their nutritive value is about 1 : 3,5. Their effects are
really astonishing, boiled wIth two parts of water and kneaded with good
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wheat bran they form a dough which the birds eat with great appetite without
getting the beak dirty, an advantage which every breeder will appreciate. Hens
do not like rice bran but ducks eat it. The importance of rice in poultry feeding

is clearly seen and, as far as I know, nobody has ever occupied himself with
this question.
It is evident that the diet should contain all the elements required by the
animal, but in the majority of cases the animal itself will disturb the balance
causing the failure of the good intentions of the breeder who in the end observes
phenomenona quite different fron those wanted. The grain mixtures madewith this point in view are wrong as are also many of the dry mixtures
madeof flour and other substances for the hens have a peculiar ability for picking
out the things which most appeal to them, and thus one may be eating the
wheat only while others consume exclusively oats or barley. The breeder when.
finding the trough empty thinks of course that the food has been consumed
in the manner intended, viz, proportionally, in which belief he, however, is grossly wrong. It is therefore wrong to tal~ about balanced rations at any rate in
the literal sense of the word, and it is better to say balanced feeding, because the proportion of elements which contribute to the nourishment of the
bird refers to the conjunction of rations during a certain period, that which is
missing one day will be supplied the follOWing and so on, but one single ration
cannot contain all the elements required unless it is a real mash which has
been kneaded up with a liqUid of some sort or other and even in this case there
are difficulties. The prepared foods which are said to be good in all climates
and for all races, have the peCUliarity that they are no good at all.
Another advice which we are now tired of reading is the one which recommends the practice of constant changes of diet in order to arouse the appetite of the birds, this being one of many maxims which are accepted without
thinking, because in reality it does not stand even the sligthest examination
The hen will eat better tomorrow than to-day if to-morrow's food appeals more
to it than to-day's, but this progressive increase in appetite cannot be continued indefinitely, it may be maintained some days but finally comes a moment
when there is no other remedy than starting all over again, and then the animal, accustomed to feed well, sometimes passes several days without eating
losing in short time all it had previously gained. The hen dislikes all changes in
food, except in case it has been accustomed thereto ever since a chick, which is.
exceedingly difficult and very seldom attained.
We are only too ready to lend an ear to the crowd which talk to us about
the routine systems with reference to those employed by the country-people
in raising of poultry and therefore we should also be Willing to listen to those
which demand the disappearance of a portion of common places and ideas·
continually repeated in books and papers, probably without noticing that
they are also routine and what is still \vorse, often wrong, although fro ITt
a start they may appear to be perfectly right., while we who can work in
laboratories and move in the highest scientific spheres, should collect sucb
information as may be available in order to examine these customs and utilize.
same if good, condemning them if not. This is the idea I have had in mind
when writing ths short paper.
p
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DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS OF POULTR,Y FOODS AS
DETERMINED BY LABORATORY FEEDING TESTS
B. F. KAUPP, B. S., M. S., D. V. M.
From the Poultry Nutritional Laboratory, Raleigh, N. C., U. S. A.

HISTORICAL REVIEW
Up to the present time there has been no table of digestible nutrients of
poultry feeds based on digestion trials with poultry, all the trials being on live
:stock. Seven years ago the Nutritional Section of the Pathological Laboratory of
the North Carolina Experiment Station undertook a series of such tests and we
now are summarizing the results on 21 feeds. Up to the time of the commen,cement of our work there Were but 89 digestion trials with poultry given in·
the literature at our disposal. To these 89 we are adding 101 making a total
of 190 on which we can now with safety compute the percentage digestible
nutrients of more than 30 poultry feeds.
The absence of definite standards and coefficients of digestibility of different feeds for poultry has been a serious drawback to the best work of practical
feeding tests. The alimentary canal of birds is quite different from that of
live stock and it is desirable to determine if there is any difference in digestive
coefficients between fOWls and live stock. The fact that the undigested parts
of the feed and the urinary excretions are eliminated from the body together
makes a serious obstacle in the way of protein digestion determinations with
fowls and greatly increases the amount of analytical work to be done.
Space will not permit giving here the details of the work done by other
workers in the field or of our detailed tables, but the reader of this paper can
secure this by sending to the writer for the Station Bulletin soon to come out
entitled, « The Digestive Coefficients of POUltry Feeds and Rapidity of Digestion and Fate of Grit in the Fowl ».
The digestive organs of the fowl differ greatly from those of live stock (1).
'The food passes from the mouth through the pharynx and first portion of the
esophagus to the crop. The food here becomes moistened, then passes through
the second portion of the esophagus to the proventriculus where it is soaked
in a strong acid solution. It then passes into the gizzard and is ground to fineness. Thus ground and soaked with acid and a ferment pepsin it passes to the
duodenum where pepsin digestion is completed. The content of the duodenum,
about fourteen inches long, is strongly acid. At the lower end of the duodenum
the bile and pancreatic secretions are poured out and the reaction gradually
'becomes less acid till the caeca, two in number, are reached. The liquid flows
into the large intestine, which in the hen of average size is about four and onehalf inches long. Now by reverse peristalsis this portion forces the liqUid forward, at the same time the caecal valves extend across the mouth of the free
portion of the small intestine and the content is thus forced into the caeca.
This can be demonstrated by forcing liqUid through a syringe into the large
intestine.
Since the urine and the undigested food accumulate in the cloaca and are
·voided together in the fOWl, a means must be used in determining the uric acid
content in analysis of the excreta of fOWls, a factor not present in work with
live stock since in live stock the urine is eliminated from the body through
another channel from the undigested food channel or bowel.
Avian urine has a relatively small water content which rapidly evaporates
(1)

Kaupp, B. F., Anatomy of the Domestic Fowl, published by B. B. Saunders Co., 1918.
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and leaves a white flaky mass of uric acid so commonly seen on the droppings
The urea, which makes up the major part of the nitrogenous endproduct of mammalian urine, is highly soluble, whereas the uric acid making
up the bulk of the nitrogenous end-product in avian urine, is relatively insoluble. The insolubility of the uric acid is an important factor in making th~
uric acid determinations and complicates the test. Mammalian urine is rich
"in chlorides, phosphates, sulphates, calcium, and magnesium. Avian urine
contains relatively none of these. In our test chlorides have been most abundant. The avenue of escape for the salts must be in another direction and it
is interesting to note that the yolk of the egg and the shell contain considerable
quantities of such salts.
From a review of the literature at hand on this subject it would appear
that fowls are apparently most efficient in digesting the nutrients in order of
nitrogen-free-extract, protein, and fat. They diges~ relatively little or no fiber.
of birds.

COMPOSITION OF POULTRY FEEDS ALL ANALYSES TO DATE

Table I

The date in this table are derived trom N. C. Experiment Station Bulletin _2J,· U. S. Department oj
Agriculture-Handbook for Farmers and Dairymen; Woll and Zusammen setzing der Enttermittel.
Dietrich and Konig.
Feed

Water

Ash

Crude
Protein

Fiber

11.49
10.84
4.10
10.39
10.30
10.10
9.10
9.30
37.60
23.60
12.39
13.90
16.00
11.02
11.80
2.20
21.30
22.90
7.78
11.80
41.66
12.41
16.00
15.72
59.30
82.38
34.16
49.30
39.69
52.15

4.59
10.10
7.30
1.80
2.00
1.79
2.90
2.30
11.50
4.10
10.10
1.90
1.50
2.33
7.80
0.40
16.60
5.60
9.60
1.86
5.46
2.20
9.50
7.15

-Barley .................
Buckwheat ...... "......
Clover, Red (Green) ...
Corn...................
Corn, cracked * ".......
Corn meal, bolted *.....
Corn meal unbolted *.".
Corn meal .............
Cottonseed meal ........
Cowpeas ...............
Oats...................
Oats, hulled * .... ""....
Oats, rolled ............
Kafir Corn .............
Millet..................
Potatoes, raw ....... "..
Peanut meal (with fat).
-Peas ...................
Rice ...................
Rye ...................
Soybean Meal ..........
Wheat .................
Wheat bran ............
Wheat middlings * ......
Meat scrap .............
Blood meal." ..........
Buttermilk (Dried) * ..
Fish meal * ............
Meat and Bone Meal ....
Digester Tankage .......

*

9.31
11.90
73.80
12.01
10.29
13.13
11.10
11.30
7.91
11.60
9.21
8.20
7.90
11.35
9.10
78.80
6.10
9.20
9.33
9.43
11.12
10.20
10.10
9.29
7.50
9.64
10.12
9.70
5.90
7.42

2.70
2.21
2.10
1.51
1.61
1.23
2.00
1.30
6.40
3.40
3.41
3.10
2.00
1.78
3.30
1.10
4.90
3.40
5.05
2.00
5.38
1.90
6.30
4.34
16.60
3.34
6.42
31.10
36.36
19.29

Analyses by Kaupp and Iveyonly.

Nitrogen
Free
Extract

Fat

Number
Analyses

69.82 2.11
302
62.24 2.71
21
11.70 1.00
85
69.28
5.01
58
70.79 5.01
5
6
68.10 5.65
69.30 5.60
4
7
72.00 3.80
28.37 8.20
486
11
55.80 1.50
498
61.50 3.39
64.20 8.70
5
66.10 6.50
8
70.52 3.00
141
64.70 3.30
6
17.40 0.10
465
4
15.50 35.60
6
57.80 1.10
66.34
1.90
16
73.10 1.81
112
to
28.90 7.48
71.19 2.10
864
53.70 4.40 7.742
59.00 4.50
10
5.00 11.60
31
3.77 0.87
50
48.31
0.99
4
0.90
4
63
2.09 4.89 11.37
3.11 4.03 14.00
57

-
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KAUPP·IVEV TABLE SHOWING AVERAGE DIGESTION COEFFICIENTS WITH
~OULTRY TO DATE
Tabl~

Feed

Barley ••........••.....•.
Buckwheat ..•..•..•..'.••.
Clover (calculated) •••••••
Corn .•.........•........•
Corn, cracked. . ...•.••..••
Corn meal (bolted) ••.•...
Corn meal (unbolted).....
Corn meal.•....•••...•.•.
Cottonseed meal •..•••..•.
Cowpeas...................
Oats •..........•.........
Oats, hulled .•......•.....
Oats, rolled. . •....••......
Kafir Corn •..•...........
Millet ........••.•........
-Potatoes ..................
Peanut meal (fat not ext. ).
Peas ......•..............
Rice .....•..•.•.••.....•.
Rye ...•..........•.......
Soybean meal (fat ext. )...
Wheat ...................
Wheat bran ....•.........
Wheat middlings. •........
India wheat ......•......•
Meat scrap .....••......••
Blood meal. .......•......
Buttermilk (dried) ........
Fish meal ...........•.•..
Meat and bone meal ..•..••
Tankage.•.•......••....•.

Numbe
Trials

5
8
3

18
2
5
3

5
4
6
19
5
4

11
2
6
5
3

5
4
5
16
3
18
3
4

4
5

5

2
2

II

Organic
Matter

Crude
Protein

Fat

Fiber

76.46
70.14
27.70
86.43
83.30
84.67
83.21
84.20
73.32
71.90
63.52
81.75
89.30
83.50

75.90
56.79
70.60
81.05
72.20
74.04
73.50
74.60
81.94

66.45
85.09
35.50
83.23
87.10
86.26
84.50
89.80
79.05
88.70
80.22
84.57
92.20
76.96
86.70

4.33
6.33

-

78.30
65.94
76.60
69.17
77.65
77.61
80.68
46.70
52.55
72.70
83.60
86.71
80.79
91.60
86.32
85.50

-

73.85
69.83
80.10
68.56
62.40
46.90
80.35
88.10
73.08
71.56
83.33
69.82
71.70
64.52
75.00
91.40
88.10
81.55
91.48
92.17
90.70

78.41

81.20
80.00
25.05
81.41
48.78
37.00
53.59
83.80
91.00
78.36
78.01
92.24
93.13
91.71

-5.86
-6.66
6.80

-

5.46

-

11.69
4.91

-4.45
-

-

4.08

-5.31

4.68
2.16
6.40

-

8.45

-

Nitrogen
Free
Extract

84.52
82.69
14.30
90.55
88.10
88.18
87.60
89.30
82.92
87.50
74.37
86.22.
94.30
90.60
98.40
84.50
84.14
87.10
78.93
84.19
83.14
87.73
46.00
54.81
93.40

-

71.55
81.14

3.94

76.56
81.88

-

-3.23

-

The digestion coefficients with poultry were studied on 19 feeds. In the
case of wheat middlings two series were run with wheat middlings alone and
one in combination with unbolted corn meal. Since wheat middlings alone
tends to cause looseness of the bo wels, it was the desire to determine if this
in any way influenced the accuracy of the work. To test this point a series of
experiment was run with a combination of wheat middlings and unbolted corn
meal. In the case of wheat middlings alone the average digestible organic matter
is shown to be 27 .72 per cent and 56.19 with an average of 51.95, while in
combination with corn meal the percentage digestible organic matter was 59.78
per cent.
In the experiments with corn meal one series was run with bolted and another
series with unbolted meal.
Not only did the birds stand up better under more than one feed but apparently one feed favored the digestion of the other feed. Some feeds as rye
and middlings, if given in their pure form, cause irritation of the bowel and

1 'Las autoridadesde Barcelona y las Corporaciones oficiales inaugurando la Exposici6n en. el Palacio de Arte
Moderno del Parque de. Montjuich
.
2

Solcmne a pertura del Congreso Mundial de .Avicultura de 1924, en el Paraninfo de la Universidad de Barcelona,
bajo la Presidencia de S. A. R. el Srnmo. Sr. Principe de Asturias,representado pC'r c1 Excmo.- Sr. Alcalde
de Barcelona

Aspecto general de la Secci6n Espanola
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KAUPP-IVEYTABLE SHOWING AVERAGE DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS
I.N POULTRY FEEDS
Based on digestion experiments with poultry as determined by B. F. Kaupp and ). E. ]vey, N. C.
Experiment Station; Brown, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bartlett, Maine Experiment Station,· Fields and Ford, Oklahoma Experiment Station,· and Paraschtschuk, Kaluginand, and Grost.

Table III
DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN 100 POUNDS

Feed

Barley ...................
Buckwheat .............. ·
Clover, Red (green) ......
Corn .................... ·
Corn, cracked. . ...........
Corn meal (bolted) . · . · . · .
Corn meal (unbolted).....
Corn meal. ...............
Cottonseed meal ..........
Cowpeas..................
Oats .................... ·
Oats, hulled ..............
Oats, ro lled. . .............
Kafir corn................
Millet ................... ·
Potatoes .. · · . · . · · · · · · . · · · .
Peanut meal (with fat) ....
Peas .................... ·
Rice .................... ·
Rye ..................... ·
Soybean meal (fat ext. ) .. ·
Wheat .................. ·
Wheat bran ... ~ ..........
Wheat middlings. . ........
Meat scarp ...............
Blood meal. ..............
Buttermilk (dried) ........
Fish meal ................
Meat and bone meal ......
Digester tankage .... · · · · · ·

Total
Dry
Matter

Crude
Proteins

Fiber

90.69
8.70
88.10
6.14
16.20
2.89
87.81
8.42
89.71
7.44
86.87
7.47
88.90
6.69
88.70
6.93
92.09 27.63
88.40
80.79
9.77
91.80
9.70
92.10 12.82
88.65
7.56
90.90
7.36
21.20
1.03
93.90 17.11
90.80 20.17
90.67
5.69
90.57
8.44
88.88 34.71
89.80
8.66
89.90 11.47
90.71 10.14
92.50 54.20
90.26 72.58
89.88 27.86
90.30 45.10
94.10 36.53
92.58 47.30

0.18
0.64

Nitrogen
Free
Extract

-

58.94
51.47
1.67
62.73
62.54
60.05
60.53
64.30
23.54
48.82
45.73
55.35
62.33
63.89
63.66
14.71
13.04
50.34
52.36
61.54
24.02
62.45
24.70
32.33
2.70
39.20

0.07
0.09

3.74
3.08

-

0.10

-

0.12
0.19

-

0.78
1.28
0.09
0.10

-

0.68
-

0.56
0.09
0.11
0.14
-

0.60

-

-

-

-

Fat

1.40
2.30
0.35
4.17
4.36
4.87
4.73
3.41
6.93
1.33
2.72
7.36
5.99
2.31
2.83

-

27.91
0.89
1.52
0.46
6.09
1.02
1.63
2.41
10.56
0.68
0.77
9.13
10.59
12.84

Total
Ibs.

69.22
60.55
4.91
75.42
74.34
72.51
72.1474.6458.88
50.15
59.5072.50
81.14
73.86
73.85
15.74
58.74
71.4(}
60.13
70.53
64.93
72.27
37.80,
45.48
64.76
75.96
67.83
54.23
50.98
63.31

looseness and still others, especially those of the animals products group as
digester tankage, meat and bone meal, blood meal, dried buttermilk, and fish
meal are so concentrated that it is necessary to give them with other feeds in
the digestion tests. In our work we used unbolted corn meal as shown in the
tables. Digestion tests had previously been run with the corn meal to determine its digestibility.
Crose in 1900 gave as his results that the crude protein of barley and rye
was more digestible than that of oats. We cannot confirm this result as in two
tests with barley 72. 77 per cent of the protein was digested and in six tests
with oats 73.49 per cent was digested while in three tests wity rye 71.85 per
cent was digested or slightly greater digestion of protein in oats than in either
barley or rye which is the reverse of his findings. Crose further states- that
I.

10
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the crude fiber of barley and oats was absorbed to a slight degree; more in the
case of rye. In our case 4.33 per cent of the fiber was digested with barley and
4.68 per cent in the case of rye, and in oats 11.69 per cent. In our work the
fiber of oats ranked first, rye second, and barley closely following.
Crost stated that the availability of the fat in rye is very low as compared
with the fat of oats and barley. In this we agree with him as the digestibility
of fat in rye was but 27.87 per cent, 64.36 for barley, and 74.42 for oats.
Brown in 1904 concludes from his experiments that fowls digest crude protein and nitrogen-free-extract in much greater proportions from corn than
from oats, and that wheat falls between the two. In our experiments in five
tests with corn a total of 83.91 per cent organic matter was digested, wheat in
six trials ranked second, and oats third with 63. 78 per cent. As to protein oats
ranks first with 73.49 per cent digested, corn second with 68.71 per cent, and
wheat third with 61.70 per cent digested. As to nitrogen-free-extract corn
ranks first with 89.40 per cent digested, oats second with 88.18 per cent, and
wheat third with 86.78 per cent. Wheat shows a low percentage" of digestible
fat, being only 37.76 per cent while corn is much higher showing 75.26 per
cent and oats 74.42 per cent. This latter "corresponds to Brown's findings. The
digestive value of these three grains we place in order of corn, wheat, and oats.
The low fat content of wheat, it being but 2.90 per cent, allows of wheat being
placed above oats. The order of the value of all grains tested based on quantity
of digestible nutrients as indicated in these tests are: corn, hulled oats, wheat,
kafir corn, rye, barley, oats, buckwheat, and rice.
Our tests confirm those of Bartlett and others, that fowls digest fiber with
difficulty. The percentage fiber varies from 2.16 per cent in the case of five
tests with fat extracted soybean meal to 11 .69 per cent in oats. It is quite
apparent that the fiber content of poultry feeds should be as low as possible.
The rapidity of digestion in fowls may be the reason for the low digestibility
of fiber. Digestion tests with live stock show the animals with the longer intes..
tine digest fiber more readily. The low digestibility of fat and fiber in wheat
bran leads us to not favor its use as generally and in such large quantities as used
by many poultrymen.
.Wheat middlings is at the foot of the list in the total number of digestible
pounds in 100 pounds. This is true for the first series of nine digestion trials
showing 49.99 pounds in 100 pounds, the second series of six tests with 58.61
pounds, and the third in combination with unbolted corn meal with 61.70
pounds in each 100 pounds. The average of these 18 tests is 56.76 pounds.
With the exception of wheat middlings, meat and bone meal, digester tankage, and blood meal, these tests show fowls are more efficient in the digestion
of nitrogen-free-extract than in the digestion of crude protein, or fat. These
include corn, wheat, oats, corn meal (bolted), buttermilk (dried), s~ybean
meal (fat extracted), peanut meal (fat extracted), cottonseed meal, cornmeal (unbolted), rye," hulled oats, buckwheat, rice, kafir corn, and barley.
They are more efficient in digesting fat over protein in corn, oats, corn meal
( unbolted), meat and bone meal, digester tankage, fish meal, corn meal,
( unbolted), hulled oats, buckwheat, rice and kafir corn; and more efficient
in the digestion of protein over fat in wheat middlings, wheat, blood meal,
buttermilk ( dried ), soybean meal (fat extracted, peanut meal (fat extracted ),
cottonseed meal, rye, and barley.,
In studying the digestion results with these 18 feeds we note that the feeds
shoWing the highest percentage digestible matter are those low in fiber. These
are, among the grains, corn, wheat, hulled oats, rye, and kafir corn; and among
the byproducts, corn meal, and fat extracted soybean meal; and, among all
of the animal products. Those feeds that are relatively high in fiber, such as
wheat middlings, oats, buckwheat, and rice are relatively low in total digestible
organic matter. This reflects the inability of fowls to use to advantage the
coarser feed stuffs and suggests that the feed mixtures for poultry should contain relatively small proportions of such feeds as alfalfa meal, wheat bran, and
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wheat middlings. It is believed that rations that carry a low percentage of
fiber will give the best results.
The highest percentage of digestion of protein is that of meat and bone
meal with fish meal coming a close second. Digester tankage ranks third, blood
meal fourth, fat extracted soybean meal fifth, and dried buttermilk sixth.
Fowls assimilate best the protein of animal products.
In our tests, numbering 13 in all, the protein of corn meal either bolted or
unbolted is digested to better advantage than that of whole corn.
Our tests show 88.18 per cent of nitrogen-free-extract digested in oats as
compared to 69.00 by other authors with the exception of Bartlett, who gives
90.10 per cent. OUf hulled oats experiments show 86.22 per cent digested by
fowls. The feeds high in nitrogen-free-extract can well be used to make up
the starch or carbohydrate part of our poultry rations. Such feeds are corn,
wheat, oats, and kanr corn. Kafir corn makes an excellent substitute for wheat
and should be used more if the price will permit.
With the exception of wheat and wheat middlings the digestion of fat or
ether extract is no more variable than for live stock. .Barley is only moderately low having 64.36 per cent of the fat digestible.
As a closing paragraph we should like to suggest that as a result of our
eight years' study in digestibility, mineral requirements, and acid base balances
we feel safe in recommending the following suggestions in making up the entire feeding program for poultry. As to minerals we find that grains and mill
by-products are deficient in sodium, chlorine, calcium, and phosphates and
we suggest that to make good the chlorine and soda deficiencies and to each
100 pounds mash one pound fine table salt and thoroughly mix it with the
mash. To make good the phosphate the best thing is four per cent bone meal
in the mash. Air slaked lime and oystershells aid in making good the lime or
calcium shortage but the ground bone or bone meal will furnish both the phosphates and the calcium. This will make up five per cent of the mash.
To make good vitamin deficiencies and to aid in making good the phosphate
deficiency at least 20 per cent animal products should be used for adult birds and
15 per cent for baby chicks increasing to 20 per cent as the chicks go on range.
In addition to this at least one-half ounce green feed per adult bird and proportionate amounts for younger birds should be given daily. A moderate amount
()f wheat middlings may be given more espedially for the water soluble B since
the aleurone layer of the wheat is rich in this vitamin. Should meat and bone
meal be given then 24 pounds may be used and the four per cent bone meal
dropped. The balance of the 100 pounds, or 75 pounds may be made up of
-corn meal (40 to 50 ) pounds and ground oats with a smaller amount of wheat
middlings. Variety of feed must be kept in mind for the more grains and feeds
are mixed together the sharper the appetite will be. The mash must be depended on to make good the grain feed deficiency.
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THE INFLUENCE OF COD LIVER OIL ON GROWTH AND E'GG
PRODUCTION IN POULTRY
by Dr. J. B. Orr,
Rowett Research Inst. Bucksburn, Aberdeen.
During the past few years, many experiments have been carried out in'
laboratories with small animals to determine the amounts or the different
vitamins in various feeding stuffs, and their influence in maintaining health
and promoting growth. The results obtained by such experiments are not,
however, applicable in their entirety to farm animals. The vitamin requirements
of different species appear to vary Widely. It is necessary therefore to carry
out practical feeding experiments with the various species of farm animals to
ascertain to what degree they are susceptible to vitamin deficiency, and also
whether the foo dstuffs given to them do not yield sufficient of these substances,
without the special provision of vitaminrich foods.
The three vitamins that have been chiefly studied are vitamin A, or the
fat-soluble vitamin, which is necessary for gro wth ; vitamin B, the anti-neuritic vitamin; and vitamin C, the anti-scorbutic vitamin.
Experiments carried out at the Rowett Institute last year indicate that
the requirements of poultry for vitamin C are so low that there is no danger
of their suffering from lack of this dietary factor under any conditions that are
likely to occur in practice. And, although birds are specially susceptible to
deficiency of Vitamin B, the fact that grains and seeds, which form a very
large part of the food of poultry, are especially rich in this factor, makes it
very doubtful whether, with the foodstuffs commonly used for poultry, the
effects of a deficiency of it are likely to appear under pratical conditions.
The vitamin most likely to be deficient is the fat-soluble vitamin. It is required
for growth, and eggs are rich in it. It is generally believed that animals have
not the power of synthesising Vitamins, and that their supply comes solely from
their food. It might therefore be assumed that poultry require an abundant
supply of vitamin A in their food. To provide this factor, it has been advocated
that cod liver oil, which is the richest known source of this substance, should
be added to poultry foods.
To find out to what extent this is necessary under pratical conditions, a
joint investigation was carried out at the three Colleges of Agriculture in Scotland, and at the Ro wett Institute. The results of these experiments are dealt
with below.
Experiments with cod liver oil
The experiments were designed to show the influence of cod liver oil on the
growth of poultry, egg production, and the hatchability of eggs, in the case
of poultry receiving a well balanced mixed ration, such as is commonly fed
in the College areas. It Was thought that this would give information of more
practical value than experiments carried out with feeding stuffs subjected to
oxidation at high temperatures, or extraction with fat-solvents, to remove
all the fat-soluble vitamin. The results therefore have no bearing upon the
academic question as to whether or not poultry require fat-soluble A. They
were intended merely to determine whether the addition of cod liver oil to
rations commonly used, has any beneficial effect.
1n some of the experiments the fuel value of the cod liver oil was balanced
by adding to the food of the control pen an equal amount of linseed oil. This
oil has little or no vitamin A, the abundance of which in cod liver oil is supposed
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to give it a special value. In other experiments this adjustment was not made,
the ration with cod-liver oil being tested against a ration with no oil.
At each station the diet including «grit » usually fed there was taken as
the basal ration. In no case did it contain oil. Cod liver oil was added to the
ration fed to one pen; another pen of closely related birds, hatched at the same
time, received the basal ration only, or the basal ration plus linseed oil.
The following figures show the nature of the results obtained at the different
centres.

Experiments at the West of Scotland College of Agriculture
Conducted by Miss Kinross at Kilmarnock
Growth. - At Kilmarnock three pens each of 70 white leghorns were housed
in brooders with grass runs. They were given a ration of seeds and cereal grains
or cereal products with fish meal. The experiment began When the chicks were
7 days old.
The following additions were made to the ration:
Pen A nil.
Pen B cod liver oil 1/5 cc., increased at the end of the 6th. week to 1/2 cc. per
bird per day.
Pen C lindseed oil
do
do.
The following figures show the result:
AVERAGB WEIGHTS IN GRAMS

3rd May

Pen A No oil ..............
Pen B C. L. O.............
Pen C L. 0 ................

34

31.1
34

13th June

20th June

Av. gain

Av. gain
per day

260.5
271.7
266.0

367.9
342.4
365.1

333.9
311.3
331.1

11.9
11.1
11.8

Egg Production. - There were three pens of 12 leghorns each, with grass
runs of 390 square yards each. The basal ration consisted of cereals and fish
meal.
Pen A was the control pen, without additions. Pen B received 5 cc. of cod
liver oil per bird, per day, and Pen C a similar quantity of linseed oil. The
experiment ran from October till May, eight months.

A
B
C

No. oil.
C. L. O.
L. O.

Total No.
of Eggs

Average
per bird

1702
1493
1463

141.8
124.4
121.9

Experiments at the East of Scotland College of Agriculture
Conducted by Miss Newbigin at Edinburgh
Growth. - Two groups of Ancona pullets from the same pen were used.
They had a ration of cereals, fish meal and dried yeast, and a run of 220 yards
on bare earth. One pen received 1 cc. cod liver oil per bird per day; the other an
equal amount of linseed oil.
The average gain in weight was as follows.

A............ C. L. O.
B . . . . . . . . . . . . L. O.

Initial weight

After 90 days

After 230 days

615.7 gr.
613.8»

1475.8
1438.6

1754.8
1773.4

150
Average gain for first
90 days
gr. per day

Average gain for whole
period
gr. per day

9.6
9.2

5.00
5.04

A .•••••••••

B •.•.......

Egg Production. - In this experiment there were two pens each with 10

Ancona pUllets, with a ration of cereals, fish meal and yeast, and a run on bare

earth. Pen A received I cc. of cod liver oil per bird per day, and Pen B 1 cc.
of linseed oil per bird per day.
The eggs production was as follows. October 1 to June 8.
Average No. of eggs

Av. wg. of eggs
in grammes

86.0
85.6

59.1
57.0

Pen A...... C. L. O.
Pen B. .....

L. O.

Ezperiments at the North of Scotland College of Agriculture
Conducted by Miss .air at Aberdeen
Growth. - There were two pens, A with 4 pullets and B with 3 pullets,
Leghorn. They had a pen with sawdust on a wood floor in the Metabolic room,
and were fed a ration consisting of cereals and fish meal, with 2 cc. swede juice
per bird per day.

Result:

AVERAGE WEIGHT IN GRAMMES

Initial weight

After 90 days

Gain per bird
per day

411

1183
1489

10.7

Pen A..... C. L. O.
Pen B..... L. O.

523

8.6

Egg Production. - At Craibstone there were 4 pens, with 5 pUllets and 5

second year hens in each pen, with a run of 250 sq. yards on bare ground. The
ration was again cereals, maize and fish meal, with 2 c. c. swede juice per bird
per day.
Pens A and C received in addition 5 ce. cod liver oil per bird per day, and
Pens Band D, 5 ce. linseed oil per bird per day.
The following table gives the number of eggs prOduced.
EGGS PER BIRD PER MONTH
Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

o. ...... ...... 1
L. 0 ............
»
......... -

3.4
3.2
2.2
5.2

7.2

9.5

6.5

11.1
12.0
9.5

Pen A C. L.
»
Pen C
Pen B

Pen D

6.8
7.8

Total

Feb.

20.1
21.1
20.7
22.5

I

Average

I

{

20.6

{

21.6

I

Summed up the results are as follows.
Growth:
AVERAGE GAIN PER DAY
i

West of Scotland ........
Eastof Scotland .........
North of Scotland ........

Basal ration

C. L.O.

L. O.

Period

11.9

11.1
9.6
8.6

11.8
9.2
10.7

28 days.
90 days.

-

-

90 days.
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Egg Production:
AVERAGE NO. OF EGGS PER BIRD

c.

No. oil

L.

o.

L. O.

Period

121.9
85.6
21.6

Oct. to Ivlay
Oct. to June
Nov. to Feb.

I

Kilmarnock ........
Edinburgh .........
Aberdeen ..........

141.8
-

-

124.4
86.0
20.6

Results of similar nature Were got at the Rowett Institute, where certain
of the experiments were done under laboratory conditions.
It is evident at Once from these data that cod liver oil, rich in vitamin A,
produces no better growth in poultry fed an ordinary mixed ration, such as is
commonly used in poultry feeding, than linseed oil, which is devoid of vitamin A.
The same is true of egg production. The averages for the birds receiving linseed
oil are as high as for the cod liver oil. In the Kilmarnock experiment where
the oils were tested against a ration without oil, the results seem to show that
both cod liver oil and linseed oil, fed to the extend of about 5 per cent of the
ration, may have a positively harmful effect.
This does not, of course, prove that fowls do not, under any conditions,
require vitamin A. In some recent experiment carried out at Wisconsin, U. S. A.,
by Hart, Haplin and Steenbock, it was found that birds suffered from leg weakness when confined indoors with limited runs on a litter of shavings and fed
on a mash consisting of a mixture of 97 parts of white corn, 2 parts of calcium
carbonate and one part of sodium chloride with skimmed milk ad lib., and
that this Was prevented if cod liver oil was added to the extent of 5 per cent.
of the nlixture. Some other experiments carried out at the Rowett Institute
show that, with birds kept in strict confinement, and fed on certain deficient
rations, the addition of cod liver oil may produce an improvement in the results.
It is interesting to note that somewhat similar results with cod liver oil
have been obtained in recent experiments in pig feeding. If the ration is properly balanced especially with regard to mineral matter, the addition of cod
liver oil causes no increase in the rate of growth, but, on certain deficient rations,
cod liver oil shows marked beneficial effects.
Whatever may be the result on an experimentally deficient ration, from
the point of view of pratical poultry rearing, these experiments show that,
for fowls fed and housed in a manner such as is likely to occur. in pratice on a
farm, the addition to the food of vitamin A in cod liver oil produces no improvement in the results.
References. -1. Hart, Haplin and Steenbock. J. BioI. Chern. LII, 2. 1922,
p.379.
2. Orr and Crichton. Scottish J. of Agric. VI. 3. 1923. p. 279.

Note .- The experiments refered to in this paper were carried out by Miss
A. Kinross, Miss M. Moir, Miss H. Newbigin, and Mr. A. Crichton, and were
part of an investigation organised at the request of the Board of Agriculture
for Scotland.
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MODERN POULTRY FEEDING
by TOM NEWMAN
London
The selective breeding of poultry for high production has made an enormous advance during recent years: it has been accompanied by certain features more or less disturbing, viz: greater susceptibility to disease, loss in body
size and size of egg, decreased hatchability, and a higher chick mortality. In
how far these are breeder's problems as distinct from those of Nutrition, is
difficult to estimate. It is an accepted fact that a certain capacity for development is inborn in every individual, the degree is dependent on the health and
vigour of the parent stock, but on the environment will depend whether the
capacity will be realised to the full or not, and the controlling influence, is
Nutrition.
In every experiment in which I have been interested, it has always been
apparent that the incentive for development must come from the shell. I mean
that the egg must not be deficient in those elements which are necessary fOF
the development of a healthy and vigorous chick.
Experience has shown that the later hatched chicks from an observed pen,
had less vitality, their rate of growth was slower, and they did not ultimately
attain the size of the earlier hatched, although the environment was generally
more favourable. The hens Were mated to fresh vigorous cockerels which had
not been previously mated, but the resultant chicks were not so good as the
earlier and were no better than the later hatched chicks of the previous mating.
While we must not discount the germinal influence one is forced to the conclusion that the later eggs hatch chicks with a lower vitality because they are
depleted of certain constituents.
It is considered to be a proved fact, that for satisfactory nutrition of animals, the diet must have an adequate caloric value, and contain a sufficient
amount of the following constituents: Mineral Salts, Protein, adequate in
amount and of a suitable nature. Carbo-hydrates, Fats and Vitamins, Fat
Soluble A, Water Soluble B and Water Soluble C. Recent research work
indicates that the C, vitamin is not necessary for fo wIs.
But assuming we have these constituents in their proper proportions, there
is still one factor of the highest importance, viz: Digestibility. Digestibility
tests have shown-and our practical experience and observation seems in the
main to support this view-that most of the dry chick feeds which are in common use contain seeds which are more difficult to digest than the grains which
we feed to our adult stock. Millet, hemp, dari and canary seed are encased in
a hard husk and all the birds of the air hull them, and swallow only the kernel.
Split peas and lentils are, we know, most difficult to digest, and yet these are
the seeds with which we usually feed the young chick with its tender digestion
within forty-eight hours of its hatching.
That they are responsible for a high rate of mortality there is good reason
to believe: but, apart from that, they must have the effect of retarding development, for it is as essential to the growing chick as it is to the laying hen that
its food should be easily and rapidly digested. I have been frequently reminded,
when writing on this subject, that wise nature has endowed the chick with a
gizzard, and have been told that that will become atrophied for want of employment if we do not find work for it in the shape of hard seeds to grind. I
have not forgotten the gizzard, but it is difficult to see the object of developing
that particular organ at the expense of the chick's digestive system.
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. There seems little doubt that Maize, wheat and oats, in the order named,
are the most easily digested of all cereal grains, and that these in their coo ked
form are the safest dry chick feed we can give in the early days. If combined
with milk to drink, and a hopper of dry bran is always before the chicks, the
mortality under normal conditions will be very low, and the development of
the chicks, until they are placed on mash feeding at seven days old, perfectly
satisfactory.
To continue on this question of Digestibility. Laboratory experiments have
demonstrated the low digestibility of Bran and Middlings and wheat offals
generally. In connection with details of the following experiments are of interest and importance. They comprise 270 Light Sussex Chicks. All chicks were
reared in a sectional brooder house, under oil hovers, with peat moss as litter,
and there was a small grass run. They are all alike in one particUlar. A hopper of dry bran was always before the chicks, fresh green food Was given daily
after the fifth day, and 4 ozs. of Marmite, an autolysed extract of yeast, Was
mixed with every 7 lbs. of mash. In addition they were given a grain mixture,
consisting of one-third cooked flaked maize, one-third finely cracked wheat,
and one-third split groats: but it is important to note, that this was not fed
as a part of the ration, only a very small quantity was given as a scratch feed.
The first experiment deals with 80 Light Sussex chicks. The mash consisted of two-thirds Oatmepl, and one-third dried buttermilk; the Marmite
was diluted with water, mixed with buttermilk, and the whole incorporated
with the oatmeal.
This experiment was brought to a conclusion at the completion of the ~Ie
venth week, when the average weight of the 80 chicks was 2 Ibs. 11 '1/2 ozs.
The weight of the heaviest cockerel was 3 lbs. 11 ozs., and the average weight
of the 10 heaviest was 3 lbs. 8 1/2 ozs. These were crate-fattened, and, when
killed, plucked and stubbed at the fourteenth week, the heaviest bird weighed
4 Ibs. 6 ozs., and the average weight of the 10 was just over 4 lbs. and '1/2 an oz.
The health and vitality of the chicks was remarkably good; they feathered
quickly, and were altogether well developed. The pullets were a very fine lot.
To what are we to attribute the remarkable development of these chicks ?
There is always the grave danger of ascribing to some particUlar constituent
in the ration, to the value of the protein, mineral content or to the vitamins,
anything which is a little abnormal. I venture to think that the real cause lies
in the fact that it was a well-balanced ration, containing all the constituents
essential for rapid and healthy development. Experience has taught us that
there is no protein equal to that of milk, so that we can say that the protein
was adequate, both in quantity and quality. There was a higher mineral content, particUlarly of the lime salts, also derived from the milk, while the oatmeal supplied the necessary carbo-hydrates and the milk, the fats: we know
the value of both bran and oatmeal as frame-builders. Vitamin « A » was present in the green food and the milk, Vitamin « B » in the bran and green food,
and in a more concentrated form in the Marmite, and last, but not least, the
food was in an easily-digested form. It should be added, that the first egg was
laid on the 16th. April when the pullet was only 14 weeks and six days old.
As an instance of precocity it is interesting and remarkable, but hardly a matter
of congratUlation. However, the bird has developed normally, and is now
above the average size and weight for her age. Mc. Collum has expressed the
opinion that excessive feeding of oat kerriel caused some injury to the animal.
In this case nearly 70 per cent of the total ration was oatmeal, and no ill-effects
were observed at any time.
Experiment I I. - The only difference in the ration is in regard to the mash:
in all other respects it was the same. The mash consisted of 90 lbs. of Sussex
Ground oats and 5 libs. fish meal impregnated with cod liver oil.
The chicks while at no time made the rapid progress of those in the first
experiment, but they did far better than was expected, grew rapidly, the mortality was low, and they were healthy: but they certainly lacked Vitality, and
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at no time did they appear such a good lot as those in· the other experiments.
There was a curious stiltedness in their gait, what in some almost appeared
as stiffness of the joints; there could be no other cause for this than some deficiency in the diet, as in other respects they \vere well-gro wn birds with good
frames.
This experiment terminated at the end of the eleventh week, the average
weight at that time being 2 lbs. 4 1/2 ozs., 7 ozs. less per chick than No:l at
the same age. The result is not surprising, but it is puzzling to explain how
these chicks throve so well on a diet which to our knowledge was deficent in
both quantity and quality of its protein content, and was woefully deficient
in its mineral content, particularly of the lime salts, the possible explanation
may be that the high vitamin content, both « A » and « B», to some extent,
have compensated for the mineral deficiency, but it is hard to explain how
these chicks developed so 'Nell on the low protein value, and it appears to refute the contention of certain experts, that at least 20 per cent, animal protein is necessary to secure healthy development.
The third experiment gave the most remarkable results, in view of the fact
of the low digestibility of bran and middlings, which constituted over 70 per
cent, of the total ration.
This concerned 89 Light Sussex chicks. The mash was two-thirds stone
ground middlings and one-third dried buttermilk. From the first they were
remarkable for their uniform development, their perfect health and vitality,
and the rapidity with which they feathered. The average weight at the end
of the eleventh week was 2 lbs. 11 ozs., less than an ounce lighter than the
aver~ge in the first experiment; but it is important to note that there was a
very much higher percentage of pUllets. The heaviest bird weighed 3 lbs. 14ozs.
The average weight of the ten heaviest cockerels was 3 lbs. 9 ozs. An expert
fattener on the farm said that in all her experience she had never handled a
large group of birds in such splendid condition and with such good bone. The
two heaviest birds were retained for stock purposes, and the remainder, after
being crate-fattened, were killed at the completion of the thirteenth week,
and weighed, when killed, plucked and stubbed, an average of 4 Ibs. 1 oz. It
is difficult to reconcile this result with the low digestibility of the mash as demonstrated in laboratory tests, and the advice given to feed bran and middlings sparingly. Speaking personally I have always believed them to be the
most economical foodstuffs, their protein and mineral content being of great
value.
In a further experiment it Was demonstrated that unextracted dried yeast
was equally as good as Marmite as a source of Vitamin B. Eight ounces of
dried yeast to 10 lbs. of mash consisting of middlings, Sussex ground oats,
buttermilk and Maize germ meal, was given, the chicks were later hatched,
but they were heavier than those on a similar mash in which 4 ozs. of Marmite
was used to every 71bs. of mash. There seems reason to believe that the supply
of B. Vitamin is adequate in all cases where there is a sufficient supply of fresh
green food, and a large proportion of the ration consists of wheat offals.
There is evidence that chicks reared with a very small proportion of grain .
- and that not as part of the ration, but simply for the purpose of scratching
exercise - develop more rapidly and are healtheir and more vigorous than
those which are fed a large proportion of grain in the ration. This is particularly noticeable· during the first month, and may possibly be due to the fact
that the proteins of grain are of comparatively low value, it is deficient in its
mineral content and is less easily digested.
A small experiment with cross-bred pullets is of interest. No grain was
fed from the shell, they began to lay at 16 weeks old; at 7 1/2 months old, the
heaviest pullets weighed 8 3/!J, lbs. live weight. They laid well throughout the
winter, eggs averaging nearly 2 1/2 ozs. each; many being over 3 ozs. Strong
and vigorous chicks were hatched from their eggs last spring.
The question of animal protein is one of the first importance. It is a costly
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constituent in the mash, and the evidence which I have been able to collect
indicates that it is fed in excessive amounts. This is indicated by thin shelled
and shell-less eggs, by the state of the excreta and by the prevalence of layer's
cramp. The question is as to what is an excessive amount. Speaking from
personal observation, I consider 7 1/2 per cent, of the total ration, if fed with
a high percentage of millers' offals, adequate for all purposes. A mash of 3 Ibs.
of bran, 4 Ibs. wheat middlings, 1 each Sussex ground oats and Maize germ
meal, with 1/2 a pound each of dried yeast and fish meal, produced an average
of 196 eggs in thirteen months from a flock of 400 White Leghorns.
There appears to be good reason to believe that the excessive feeding of
animal protein is a prolific cause of ovarian trouble and kidney disease, particularly with birds which are naturally high producers. There is room for
research work here. Our experience has been that chicks develop well on a
ration with 5 per cent. animal protein if adequate in other respects, and \vhere
this amount is exceeded there is a marked tendency for chicks to go off their
legs, to kidney trouble and to premature laying. It should be added that when
milk has been the source of animal protein, these symptoms have not been so
much in evidence, and where the chick has begun to lay prematurely, there
is always a bigger frame.
.
Careful investigation of a large number of cases of leg-weakness over a
period of four years, has led to the conclusion that in very few cases this is '
attributable to dietetic causes; it has always been noticeable that this trouble
has been more apparent in cold dull seasons, and the conclusion arrived at is
that it is largely due to the enervating atmosphere of the brooder, to lack of
exercise and to overfeeding. The impression that it was due to a deficiency
of B vitamin, is not borne out, by a careful examination of the dietary of
several different lot of chicks in which the trouble occurred. There is ample
evidence that there is a greater tendency to crooked breast bones and to soft
bones amongst our highly fecund stock, than with our moderate layers. As
an example of this, all the progeny of a hen with a record of 294 eggs were soft
boned, and the breeder was offering males from her at a greatly reduced price
in consequence. In another case all the progeny of hens with records of 230
and over developed crooked breast bones, while those lower records were normal, although reared irf the same way. There was not a deficiency of mineral
salts in the diet in either case. I only give these as typical.
There are nlany similar ones. There Was no reason to believe that the diet
was at fault, only that it was not adequate for the needs of a hen laying such
a large number of eggs. Investigation has shown that the fat content of the
yolk of eggs, is lower in that of the heavy producer, than in those of the more
moderate layers. Is it not possible that this condition is due to a deficiency of
the vitamin Fat Soluble « A » ? If such is the case, would not the addition of
cod liver oil to the ration provide the remedy? The tendency of eggs to decrease in size as the summer advances, has frequently been observed. The
advice given to increase the fat content of the ration has led to a distinct inprovement and there is some indication that it has prolonged the laying period.
The following method of feeding chicks has been employed on a large scale
with consistent success.
First week. - Cooked cereals ( Indian corn, wheat and oat kernel) in equal
proportions fed as grain. Dry wheat bran always before the chicks in hoppers.
Skim or diluted milk to drink.
Second to fourth week. - Stock mash:
1 measure Maize Germ Meal.
4
»
Sussex Ground Oats.
4
»
Fine wheat middlings.
»
Dried Milk.
2
One measure of above to be mixed with four measures of bran and fed in
hoppers always before the chicks.
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At four weeks. - The proportion of bran to stock is reduced to three parts.
At eight weeks. - Chicks are put on the following mash which is continued
until they are five months old:
4 lbs. Wheat Bran.
4 .) Fine Middlings.
1 .) Maize Germ Meal.
1 » Ground Oats.
1/2 » Dried Yeast.
1/2 »
Fish or Meat Meal.
At five months the bran is reduced to 2 lbs. and one part Alfalfa meal added.
During the short winter months the bran is reduced to one pound. These are
dry mashes.
Summary

Selective breeding for high production has led to lower vitality, increased
mortality, loss of size etc.
The egg of the heavy producer is depleted of certain constituents for the
building up of a healthy and vigorots chick.
The problem, to some extent, is one of Nutrition.
The successful rearing of the chick depends, to a great extent, to the food
being easy of digestion.
Many of the seeds in dry chick feeds are more difficult to digest than the
grain fed to adult fo wIs.
Experiments quoted indicate that healthier and more vigorous chicks are
reared when the grain ration is reduced to a minimum.
Experiments quoted demonstrate that wheat middlings, when constituting
66 per cent of the total ration, gave the highest results, superior to oatmeal
fed in the same proportion.
The belief is expressed that an excessive amount of animal protein causes
serious trouble with highly fecund stock, and that in a ration adequate in other
respects 10 per cent. is ample.
A successful method of feeding is given.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE EMPLOYMENT OF NETTLES
IN CHICK FEEDING
By doctor A. MOLLO
Animal Research Institute, Royal College of Agriculture of Portici.
(Director, Professor R. Giuliani)

Various books on feeding and aviculture advise the use of nettles, one of
the forms of vegetable food which ministers best to the physiological needs of
young animals; but experiments show the food value of this plant to be wanting.
The analyses I have made in the Chemical Laboratory of this College of
Agriculture, on the composition of nettle leaves dried in air and afterwards in
a stove at 1000 C. have given the following results:
Moisture
.
13.5 %
Crude Protein
.
14.5 %
Crude Fat
.
6.7 %
Cru de Fibre
.
12.2 %
Nitrogen-free Extract
. 46.3 %
Ash
.
15.8 %
And in the Ash
Lime (as CaO)
34.6 %
Phosphoric anhydride. . . . . . . . . . . .
6.5 %
According to the figures we see that nettles are rich in nitrogenous substances and mineral matter (especially lime) principles that contribute so much
to the growth of all animal organisms.
Having determined the chemical composition, I proposed to establish by
direct experiment the food value of nettles. The object of the experiments was
to ascertain precisely the influence of nettles on the development and growth
of chicks.
With this end in view two equal groups of chicks were chosen. They were of
the same age and of the variety called Valdarno; each group was composed of
six cockerels. They were all weighed before the experiment commenced.
The heavier group served as a control, and the other was used for the experiment. This method was necessary in order to observe the better, in the examinatJon of the final results the specific influence of the nettle on the relative
increase in growth of the chicks submitted to the trial.
In the control group the vegetable ration employed was red clover, (Trifolium incarnatum ) with the idea that this group should have complete superiority in the matter of green stuff to those undergoing the test. In this way no
ground for criticism on the results of the trial could arise.
The two groups were kept under identical conditions, and on the same
food, the sole difference between them being in the matter of green food.
The daily feeding was as follows:
In the morning a mash of pollard or coarse meal and of nettles or clover as
the case might be, in the evening a ration of broken maize. Both the nettles
and the clover were first of all sun-dried and passed through an ordinary sieve,
so as to reduce tham toa fine powder. It was thus possible to mix them with
the pollard or meal and to obtain a mixture as uniform as could be, so that
the presence of the vegetable portion should be masked.
The experiment was commenced on the 19th. of May 1922. At first the
mash was made of equal parts of vegetable food and pollard. But I quickly
found that a good part of the former was left on one side, so I had to reduce
considerably the amount of the vegetable portion.
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The rule followed during the whole of the trial was this. In proportion as
growth increased, more food was given, taking into account above all the appetite of the young stock and the increase in live weight.
,
With this end in view, the chicks were weighed every five days, and according to the relative date as regards increase in live weight, we were able to decide whether the ration should be increased or not.
. The maximum ration fed per bird consisted of 230 grams pollards 120 of
dried green stuff and 150 of maize.
The experiment ended July 22nd.
The results obtained are shown below.
Trial Group

Initial weight

Final weigh t

gr. 910
» 565
» 805
» 900
» 805
» 630

gr. 663

28
29
30
31
32

gr. 247
» 207
» 237
» 270
» 257
» 175

.

gr. 232

gr. 769

gr. 537

Initial weight

Final weight

34
35
36
37
38

gr. 272·
» 220
» 255
» 224
» 300
» 230

gr. 822
» 615
» 819
» 635
» 872
)}
840

gr. 550
» 395
» 464
» 411
» 572
» 610

.

gr. 250

gr. 750

gr. 499

Chick No. 27
»

»

»

»

»

»

»
»

»
»

Average
Control Group

Chick No. 33
»

»

»

»

»
»

»
»

»

»

Average

Increase

» 358
»
»
»

»

568
630
548
455

Increase

From an examination of these results we see clearly the superiority of nettles over clover. In consequence the trial group, although lighter to commence
With, increased much more than the control pen.
It is very interesting to record the increase of live weight compared with
the amount of food consumed.
Trial Group
Ration consumed

Pollards
. Kg. 10.300
»
5.400
Clover ......•.
(See Note A)
»
9.800
Maize
.
Total

Nutritive value
expressed as Starch

Kg. 4.970
»

1.950

»

8.000

Increase

Kg. 3.002
See NoteB.

Kg. 14.920

Note A. It would appear that the nettle, not clover, is intended.
Note B. Probably a misprint for 3.222.
Conclusion. - The result of this experiment is as follows.
Nettles have demonstrated their superiority over clover in their infltJence
on the growth of chicks. If we consider that this is one of the best vegetable
foods for poultry, we may logically infer the high nutritive value of nettles.
The employment of these in the feeding of chickens may be advised to poultry
rearers, who will reap a double advantage. Economic, because of its very small
cost, for the nettle grows more or less everywhere in great abundance: and
physiologic, owing to its great use in promoting growth in young stock.

SECTION II

Concerning the action
of the Governments, the Societies
and other official institutions
in favour of Aviculture .

EspUmdido Stand de «La Quinta» del RealSitio de EI Pardo, Granja avicola de S. A. R. el Principe de Asturias
que ocup6 toda la parte central de la Secci6n espanola

(i\'

n
\.

(

S. A. R. el Principe de Asturias, d€scansandoen suo Stand de la .Exposicion.
A su derecha, d Alcalde de Barcelona D. Fernando Alvarez de la: Campa y el Marques de la Frontera: y a EU
izquierda el Presidente de ]a Mancomunidad de CataJufia, D Alfcnso Sala; Ell jefe de Estudios, Conde,'d~l
Grove; su Pro£esor, D. Elis€O de Loriga, e] Marques de Casa Pacheco y el Encargado de «La Quinta»
D. Ramon Crespo
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A·VICULTURAL INSTRUCTION IN SPAIN
by JAIME NONELL, agricultural engineer.
Leader of the agricultural services of the State in the province of Barcelona.

The execution of my duty as well as the fact that I have for many years
be€n a member of the Board of Examiners of the Royal Spanish Poultry School
at Arenvs de Mar have enabled me to form an idea of the avicultural instruction
in SpaIn, the progress of which I have been able to follow since the start.
Considering that this matter may be of considerable interest to many of the
foreigners coming to the Second Worlds Poultry Congress at Barcelona, I will
endeavour to give here brief but concise information on same.
As in most countries the avicultural instruction in Spain was started by
private initiative, the originator being Professor Salvador Castello who with the
necessary preparations established his school at the farm which he possesses in
the VIllage Arenys de Mar near Barcelona.
Although the first Spanish Poultry School was created with the protection
of the Ministry for Agriculture it did not receive any financial assistance from
the Government. The founder of the school did not, however t consider it advisable to work too indepently and from the start he solicited and received· the
support of the agricultural engineers who also were asked to act as examiners
which enabled them to appreciate the thorough instruction given at the school.
As a consequence of this and after the agronomical engineers had given a
favourable report on the activities of the school, on the occasion of ten years
having passed since the opening of same a Royal Decree was issued by the
Ministry of AgricUlture giving it an official character, and a little later on the
schoo) was also granted a subsidy which it still has.
The instruction is theoretical and practical, and the students receive a very
intensive instruction during the three months which a course lasts. They have
70 lessons in which the following subjects are included:
First Part. - 10 Zootechnicallessons on poultry with elements of Anatomy,
Physiology, Genetics, Selection and Investigation of various of the races and
types of the more common domestic fowls.
Second Part. - 10 lessons on constructions and avicultural material, Poul·
try houses, Apparatus and accesories, etc.
Third Part. -16 lessons on Industrial and Domestic Poultry breeding,
Economy of feeding and feeding practice, running of Poultry farms (Production of eggs and meat for human consumption) and similar subjects. Raising of
Ducks, geese, turkeys, pigeons and other domestic birds. Preparation and sale
of the products. Commerce in Poultry Products, book-keeping, hatching and
artificial incubation, etc.
Fourth Part. - 6 lessons Poultry Breeding as a hobby, Knowledge of the
standards, the directions for the judges in the expositions, laying competitions,
etcetera.
Fifth Part. - 12 lessons on Elements of Pathology and avian Therapeutics,
Hygiene, etc.
The examinations take place before a tribunal of agricultural engineers spe..
cially designated by the General Committee of Agriculture, and the students
who are competent are awarded a Certificate which is countersigned by the
AgricUlture Service of the Province of Barcelona, and in the case of the student being a foreigner, the certificate is also signed by the respective consul.
The curriculum of the Royal Spanish Poultry School has not been altered
I.

11
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since the start in 1896, although certain additions have been made 10 conjunction
with'l11odern discoveries and it must be admitted that still coinciding with the
recommendations of the 20th Century it has an advantage on many of the
foreign schools which have been established on a modern and less complete
basis.
Every year when the official course has been completed, the management of
the school starts an energetic campaign of popularization and gives a series of
discourses, poultry weeks as well as single conferences of a popular character
in the little Villages all over the country, which labour is reaping abundant
results.
The Royal Spanish POUltry School has also a correspondence department
for the convenience of such ·persons who cannot possibly come to the classes
but want to· prepare themselves theoretically in their homes, and these students
are also allowed to sit for the Certificate after haVing stayed a few weeks at the
School in order to improve and demonstrate their practical abilities
Such is the organization of the Poultry Instruction in Spain, which is being
seconded by the Ministry of Agriculture as well as other local and provincial organizations patronizing conferences given by pupils of the School as well as by
Specialists who have nothing to do with same, as the ones actually taking place
in Madrid which is celebrated under the auspicies of the General Association
Breeders of Spain.
.
The agronomical corporation of the State also assist, whenever possible, the
.private and collective initiative and join all such manifestations of instruction
and agricultural progress which they consider beneficial to the interests of
rural production.
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STAMPING EGGS
BY G. RODENHUIS
Manager of the Noord Nederlandsche Co6p. Eier-, Pluimvee.., Voeder-,
en Fruithandel (N. N. C.), Leeuwarden (Holland)
,

Introducing stamped eggs has already been a point of discussion in the
circle of egg-traders for several years, and the reason why the stamping
is done only in a small way up to now, must be imputed to the fact that importers as well as wholesale-dealers are the heaviest opponents to the marking
of eggs.
Both these categories of traders consider the stamped egg as a limitation
to their trade for the following reasons:
tstly. Because the imported stamped egg cannot be sold as an inland
product;
2ndly. By and by their clients will give preference to some certain
marks, thus compelling them to buy such eggs regularly and to keep them
in stock continually.
They are afraid that by the increased competition their margin of profit
will become smaller if they have to deal in stamped eggs.
Most of the importers and wholesale-dealers therefore refuse to deal in
marked eggs, notwithstanding they know that the quality of those eggs is prime.
Only a single society of egg-producers introduces a stamped egg.
The CoOperation «Noord Nederlandsche Eierhandel N. N. C. continuance
of the former Eierhandel V. P. N. Friesland» ( Head-quarters at Leeuwarden
Holland) have been introducing eggs with a stamped mark since the foundation in -1903 and the results, this Society has reached with the stamped eggs
up to now, may be called favourable for the consumer as well as forthe producer.
It appears that the public gladly buys eggs with a stamp as soon as they
have been convinced of the good and necessary measure of stamping eggs.
Moreover by this measure an end is put to much falsifying. The pOllltryfarmers
are compelled to take more care of their article, while, by the sharp control
which is kept at the central collecting places, it is possible to state immediately which member delivered the inferior eggs. The stamp, bearing the registered number of the deliverer, and placed on each egg by the member himself,
gives a very easy indication in this matter.
A fine, fixed by rules, is inflicted on each deliverer who tries to send in eggs
{)f an inferior quality.
Retaining eggs, when the market-price is going up, is also decisively met
with by this control.
It appears that this method of control can be practised best by the organised society of egg-producers, because the members of such an organisation
more strictly stick to the rules.
On account of the mutual emulation between the dealers and retailers in
the country, it is very difficult to apply such measures of control in the free trade.
'-The dealers generally impute the delivery of bad eggs to the producers .~ in
my opinion however this is not true. The dealers and the exporters ought to
. know which product they sell.
By the present situation of the egg-trade the interests of pro~ucers and
. consumers are often :severely prejUdiced and it is really necess:ary that an end
is put to such circumstances as soon as possible. If only the best quality of
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eggs is bought and the lessworthy ware is passed, holders of bad lots will soon
be compelled to take more care for their article. Now it often occurs that a
parcel of good eggs is mixed with a parcel of old ones (the latter having been
bought up at lower prices) and that such a mixture is sold as prime quality
fresh. The dealers doing so are well aware that by this proceedings they prejudice the real egg-trade, however, the direct advantage obtained in this way
makes them insensible.
The Bill to amend the Merchandise Marks Act 1887-1911, now under discussion in the English House of Commons, in which will be enacted that each
egg must be indelibly stamped with the name of the country of origin or with
the word «imported », is a step in the good direction.
In several countries a Bill to the same extent is studied now, in order also
to prohibit the import of unstamped eggs in those countries. These measures
are applauded by the poultryfarmers, as also by the real egg-traders for the
greater part.
In my opinion however, a stamp with only the word «imported» will be
quite insufficient and that only the name of the country of origin should be re..
quired, for in this way it will be possible to prevent that eggs are sold with
a stamp stating the name of an other country than where they were produced.
This measure would also cause in the producing countries a real competition
of keeping the quality of the eggs in the best possible condition.
Besides the above mentioned measures for stamping eggs, societies for
egg-control should be erected, to which each dealer, exporter and society of
egg-producers, whose arrangements must be up to certain rUles, could join
of their own free will.
It would be commendable that these societies worked under supervision 01'
the Governments. Its members wouldcome to stand under continual control of
the controllers appointed by the society, whilst they should be bound to carry
the mark of the society as also their own registered mark on the packing. The
societies should furnish their members with certificates in triple for each case
of eggs they wish to export; one of these certificates must be packed in the
case, one to be sent up to the society and one remained in the possession of
the member.
These certificates which had to be numbered consecutively should state
the following particulars:
the name and place as well as the number of the member,
date of packing, kind of eggs, (hen- or ducks- )
number of eggs packed in the case and
the net weight per 1000 eggs.
In no case bad or old eggs might be shipped under the mark of the society
for control; transgressions being punished with a severe fine. Further it should
be allowed to have ones own mark on the cases next to that of the society.
Anywhere, where eggs under the mark of the society were met with the controllers, appointed by the society should always have the right to inspect thenl.
Direct contact should be advanced between the different persons who would
have been charged with the supervision on the execution of the control-rules
and those charged with the control on the import and transit.
The society should see to efficient advertisement for the mark of the society
in their own as well as in foreign countries, for which purpose the support of the Government should be requested. My idea is, that as soon as the
societies for control would commence to work, the retailers would soon ask
for controlled eggs thus compelling most of the dealers and exporter, to
join the society and to bring their arrangements in accordance With the
fixed rules. In this case there would only remain a very small chance for the
falsifteers.
By aforementioned measures we nlight possibly come to a better and
ounder trade.
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Resuming I should say that it would be a matter of importance for the
egg.. trade as also for the consumer,
Istly. that as many societies as possible were erected for the sale of
eggs, when the poultryfarmer would be anxious to deliver the product
in the best possible' condition,
2ndly. that in all importing countries only import was allowed of
eggs bearing the name of the country of origin with an indelible stamp.
3rdly. that societies for the control on eggs were erected under super·
vision of the Governments, which societies, dealers, and exporters could
join of their own free will.

-_.-------
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THE MARKING OF EGGS
by V. PULINKX-EEMAN,
Editor Chasse et Peche at Brussels.

In 1911 a campaign was started with regard to the importation of foreign
eggs to urge our Government to take measures that would enable the identification of the place of origin abroad of this necessary commodity, just as the
United Kingdom has for a long time had a measure insisting on the mark ({ made
in », being put on manufactured goods imported from abroad. Our aim was
not as the importers - whose interests were seriously affected by our campaign -loudly proclaimed that it was merely from a protectionists point
of view, the result of which would have had the effect of increasing the price
of this produce, but with the object of putting a check on the disloyal competition prejudicial to public health.
What actually are the trade methods in connection with the importation
of eggs?
Dealers import eggs called «long case eggs» because they are imported in
large cases arranged in such a way that with a saw they can be divided into
two half cases distinct and complete. These eggs come from various countries,
Italy, Hungary, Balkan States, Poland, Russia, Egypt and even the Far East.
These eggs are therefore of unequal value according to the country from which
they originate which is more or less distant and also to the greater or lesser
amount of care bestowed on their transport.
These eggs cause much loss to the importers but the 10 w price paid to the
producer in the distant countries allows for a small profit on the trade price
for the eggs remaining after discarding those which are bad or spoilt. The eggs
that are retained are placed on the market and are of doubtful quality and of
a quite relative freshness. These eggs are mixed in greater or lesser proportions
With those brought from the country districts at home. The retailer who sells
eggs so mixed, whether he mixed them himself or acquires them ready mixed,
renders himself morally responsible for misrepresentation as to the nature
of the object sold for these eggs are always sold as fresh eggs.
In commerce there are but two kinds of eggs, «( fresh eggs» and «preserved
eggs » and all eggs that have not been through a lime bath are «fresh eggs t
whatever their age may be or from what country they come.
The salesman, moreover, becomes responsible for affecting the public health,
for, although a fresh egg, rich in vitamines and lechitin, is beneficial to health,
a stale egg is prejudicial.
This practice also creates unfair competition, for these mixed eggs, can
naturally be sold at a much lower price than that which could and should be
demanded by the producer for new laid eggs.
There is only one way to prevent these misrepresentations which is, to
insist that every egg should be identifiable, that is, that it should bear the
name of its country of origin. This measure would check the practices of dea..
lers. Eggs that are really new laid eggs would more easily obtain a better selling price to the advantage of the honest producer.
On the other hand, «long case eggs» would be sold at the'ir real value which
is considerably lower than the current mean price and this to the great advan..
tage of the necessitous consumer.
The price of ~Iong case eggs» would also be graded according to the distance
of their centres of production. There is· no question that eggs laid in Holland,
France and the Rhine have much more chance of being fresh than those from
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Russia, Poland, Hungary or the Balkan States. Our own Belgian eggs now
exported to England under the most favourable conditions would naturally
be classed higher than those from countries situated at very considerable distances. All these reasons speak in favour of the adoption of the measures,
proposed and first supported by us at the International Poultry Congress at
Ghent, 1913.
At the First World's Poultry Congress held in 1921 at the Hague this question
was first brought forward by the late lamented M. De Perre Secretary General
of the F. N. and this resolution after much contradictory discussion was carried by a large majority.
We have seen with real interest that the English Government sees the matter in this light and a bill before the House. Commons has passed its first
and second reading, which practically assures its adoption (1).
We propose at the Barcelona Congress to notify all Governments the wish
to see carried out the indelible marking of every egg exported. This mark would
. consist either of the entire name in full or an abbreviation of the name of its
country of origin; We here restate the motion brought forward by Professor
Blanchard, French Delegate a the Hague Congress. t The Congress conside
ring that it is indispensable that uniform regulations of contro I should be adopted in the national and international egg trade, expresses the desire that international conventions should fix these rules and make them applicable to all
countries. »
(1)

Bill is coming before the new Government. -

Translato~ '5

Note.
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ORGANISATION OF THE NATIONAL POULTRY
INSTITUTE IN ENGLAND
by H. E. DALE C. B.
Assistant Secretary, Ministery of Agriculture

The first movement to wards establishing a National POUltry Institute in
England was made as long ago as 1908, and it originated with the man to whose
efforts it is mainly due that after fifteen years the project is now realised - the
President of the International Association of POUltry Instructors and Investigators and Joint President of this Congress, Mr. Edward Brown. It is right
that it shoUld be stated at the beginning of this paper that but for our respected
President, his enthusiasm, tenacity and knOWledge, England would possess no
such institution.
It would be unprofitable to deal in any detail with the causes of the delay
in proceeding with a scheme so obViously advantageous, and even necessary,
to a country possessing a valuable and widespread pOUltry industry with great
possibilities of expansion. The European War and its economic consequences
account for the years since 1914. As to the period prior to that date, it is sufficient to say, first, that the poultry industry in those days was neither so well
organised nor so vocal as it is now; and in England (as perhaps in other countries), governments tend to look with favour on a proposal largely according
to the numbers, organisation and vocal power of those who advocate it : secondly, the War has converted into an effective conviction the view which, no
doubt, most educated men held preViously as a matter of theoretical opinion,
that no industry can now flourish permanently except by the application of
science and the spread of knOWledge through those engaged in the industry.
After the end of the War in 1918, the scheme of a National POUltry Insti..
tute was soon revived, and some pratical steps were actually taken. But before
they attained any definite result the great trade depression began, and the
demand for an immediate reduction of expenditure in all directions became
insistent and overwhelming; and this project, with many others, was abandoned
till a more prosperous season. It has been again revived, and this time with
success, 0 wing mainly to the chance which, in return for the repeal of the acts
guaranteeing to farmers a price for corn, has given British agriculture a Government grant of £ 1.000.000 to be spent on education and research. From
that grant the Gouvernement has undertaken to provide three-quarters of the
capital expenditure required for the Institute, which is no w estimated at
£ 24,500 and the whole of the annual cost of maintenance up till March, 1927,
which is estimated at approximately £ 6,000 a year. (After March, 1927, the
cost of maintenance will presumably be regarded as forming part of the general
expenditure of the State, and will be defrayed from the general revenue.)
The poultry industry undertook to raise one-quarter of the capital expenditure
necessary, and it has succeeded in the task 0 wing to the energy and enthusiasm
of Mr. Brown and his colleagues of the National Poultry Council.
After this brief historical summary, We may turn to the subject with which
this paper is more partiCUlarly concerned, viz the organisation of the Institute.
The work of an Institute of this kind falls naturally into three main divisions : - « Pure » research, directed to the s.cientific problems underlying all
questions connected with the breeding, feeding and diseases of poultry: pra-.
tical and commercial experiments and demonstrations designed to use the
results obtained by research in demonstrating new methods of pOUltry-keeping,
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new foods, new appliances, etc., as well as in testing the old ones; and higher
education, intended not so much to train the rank and file of poultry keepers as
to train the officers of the army ( so to speak) - the men and women who will
teach and advise the ordinary poultry keeper, or will be the responsible rna..
nagers of large' poultry businesses. The original idea of the scheme was that
all these funct,ions should be centred in one locality, and one institution;
and, indeed, during 1920 enquiries were made into possible situations for an
Institution which would combine all these functions. Towards the end of 1920,
ho wever, the demand. for the reduction of all expenditure, whether public or
private, led to the temporary abandonment of the whole project; and in the
year's interval before it was possible to revive it, the whole question was reconsidered. In October and November of 1921, the Ministry of Agriculture
put before the representatives of the poultry industry proposals for the organisation of the Institute in a new form. They were accepted by the industry,
and are now taking concrete shape.
These proposals were based on the idea that, if much is gained by concentrating all kinds of higher poultry work at one institution, much also is lost. In
the first place, there is more risk of failure. When a new institution of this
kind is established as the first and only one of its kind, all future progress depends upon its success, and its success depends mainly on the first principal.
To use a natural metaphor, «all the eggs are in one basket». Secondly, Jthe
establishment of the totally new institution must imply some break in the
continuity of work. Poultry instruction, for instance, was already given (though
perhaps not on the level proposed for the new Institute ), at the Harper Adams
College of Agriculture in Shropshire as well as at other institutions: a certain
~mount of research into breeding problems connected with poultry had been
done by the Department of Genetics at Cambridge under Professor Punnett :
the Ministry's own Veterinary Research Laboratory in Surrey Was dealing to
some extent with diseases of poultry. Thirdly, it is clearly not as economical
to start a new institution as to use eXisting staff, buildings and equipment.
POUltry students, for example, should be taught something of several sciences;
and financially it would be a mistake not to give such instruction at a teaching
institution already established and capable of giving it. Lastly, research workers are at a disadvantage when they are working in a specialised institution
devoted to one subject. They need to be in daily contact with other investigators engaged in similar tasks. The man who is devoting himself to research
into problems of pOUltry breeding requires to be in as close touch as possible
with research into the more generalised problems of genetics: similarly, research into pOUltry nutrition questions or poultry diseases cannot be divorced
from work on animal nutrition and animal diseases respectively. It may be
added that this kind of work raises questions requiring the most expert knowledge. No Poultry Institute could hope to obtain men for research in pOUltry
breeding or diseases who would compare with the scientific workers already
engaged on such problems at the great Universities and similar Institutions.
For such reasons as these the Ministry proposed and the representatives
of the poultry industry agreed, that instead of setting up an entirely new institution the functions of the proposed Institute should be divided among existing
establishments. The division finally settled Was as folio ws :
1) Higher education in pOUltry-keeping is to be conducted by a special
Department of the Harper Adams College of Agriculture, near Newport in
Shropshire.
2) Practical and commercial experiments and demonstrations, the testing
of new systems of pOUltry-keeping, foods, appliances, etc., should clearly be
associated with an educational centre. They prOVide useful material for teaching purposes, and also prOVide the pratical work with which men engaged in
teaching poultry students should always be in close touch. This part of the
National Institute, therefore, is also to be situated at the Harper Adams College.
3) The work of scientific research falls into three main parts, - breeding,
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nutrition and diseases. The first two of tttese are located at the University of
Cambridge. The breeding work is in the charge of Professor Punnett, University Professor of Genetics: the nutrition work in the charge of Professor Wood,
Professor of Agriculture and Director of the Institute for Research in Animal
Nutrition. The third part research into poultry diseases is entrusted to Sir
Stewart Stockman, Chief Veterinary Officer of the Ministry itself, at the Ministey's Veterinary Research Laboratory at Weybridge in Surrey.
4) Finally, two additions have been made to the scheme at the instance
of the representatives of the industry. There will be in the North of England
a station for carrying on pratical experiments in breeding for egg-production,
and in the South of England a station for pratical experiments in breeding of
poultry for the table. These stations will not occupy themselves with scientific
research into the fundamental questions of heredity, with which Professor
Punnett and his staff will deal at Cambridge; but will endeavour to throw
light, particularly from an econo~ic point of view, upon some of the more immediately pratical questions on which gUidance is needed.
It will of course be asked: « How are all these various activities carried
on at different places and under different authorities to be brougbt into mutual
harmony and correlation?» But before dealing with this very natural and
important question, it may be as well to state briefly, first, the approximate
cost of each part of the Institute scheme, and secondly, the position of each
part at the date when this paper is written (August, 1923).
On the first point, it will be remembered that the poultry industry defrays
one-quarter of the capital cost of the scheme, the remaining three-quarters and
the whole of the cost of the maintenance being borne by the State. The anticipated cost when the Institute is fUlly established is shown in the following table:
Work.

1.

2.

I

Institution.

Capital
Cost.

Anual Cost
of Maintenance.

£

£

15,000

2,000

500

1,200

3,500

350

1,500

1,600

2,500

725

1,500
24,500

6,600

Higher Education .. {

P rae ti cal Experi- Harper Adams College.
ments, etc.......
3. Research.•........
a) Nutrition ..... Animal Nutrition Research Institute, University of Cambridge.
b) Breeding...... Department of Genetics,
University of Cambridge..............
c) Diseases ...... Ministry of Agriculture
Veterinary Research
Laboratory .........
4. Breeding Experiments ..........
a) For Egg Production ....... Special Sub-Committee.
b) Poultry for the
Table. . . . . . . .. Special Sub-Committee.

I

Totals......

725

Deducting £ 6,100 as the quarter of the capital contributed by the industry,
it will be seen that the cost to the State is estimated at a capital expenditure of
£ 18,400, and in addition an annual expenditure of £ 6,600.
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The scheme as a whole is stin in its first stages. The research work is already
started: the nutrition and breeding work at Cambridge and the work on diseases
at the Ministry's Veterinary Laboratory are now proceeding. Committees have
recently been appointed to formulate definite plans, estimates and schemes of
work for the breeding experiments in the north and south of England, and it is
to be hoped that by the time the Congress meets those experiments will be i~
full swing. Finally, that part of the Institute scheme which is the greatest in
cost and mass of work, and perhaps equal in importance (from the point of
view of the future of the poultry industry) even to research, viz, the higher
teaching and the conduct of pratical experiments at the Harper Adams College
of Agriculture, has been delayed only because of its cost and importance. The
poultry industry and the Government authorities concerned felt that, before
embarking on so large an expenditure as £ 15,000 for equipment, it was essen..
tiat to obtain an acquaintance with large modern poultry plants and with the
latest experience in their establishment. These are now to be found in the
United States and in Canada; and accordingly it was arranged that Mr. P. A.
Francis, the Ministry's Poultry Commissioner, should go to America for four
months in the spring and summer of 1923 in order that he might bring back
with him a personal knOWledge of the latest developments in the equipment
and organisation of large poultry departments. On his return to England,
definite plans will be prepared and put into execution for carrying out this
most important part of the Institute scheme.
There remains one crucial question. Each part of the scheme has its own
Authority: the research work at Cambridge is conducted by Professors of the
University, which is an entirely autonomous body: the diseases research by
the Chief Veterinary Officer of the Ministry of Agriculture, responsible to the
Minister: the educational and experimental work at Harper Adams Coll@ge
will of course be in the charge of the Principal of the College, subject only to
the Governors: the experimental breeding stations in the north and south of
England will each be under a separate Committee. How is work conducted by
so many different bodies to be organised and co-ordinated as one scheme?
The answer to this question is two-fold. First, the entire cost of carrying
on all the work year by year when it is once set on foot is being prOVided by
the State through the Ministry of AgricUlture. All parts of the scheme are
consequently subject to the financial control and therefore the general over..
sight of one authority. But, secondly, the Ministry would not wish to possesS
this control and exercise it without the advice and assistance of representatives
of the Poultry Industry for whose benefit the scheme is devised, and of the
institutions to whom the different parts of the scheme are confided. It has
therefore appointed a permanent Committee, known as the National Poultry
Institute Committee, which may be said to occupy a position in some ways
analogous to that which, if the National Poultry Institute were one institution,
would be occupied by the Governors of that institution. The Committee in..
cludes nine representatives of the industry, six of whom are nominated by
the National Poultry Council: the heads of all institutions where work will
be conducted under the scheme, viz Professor Wood, Professor cf AgricUlture,
Director of the Animal Nutrition Research Institute at Cambridge; Professor
Punnett, Head of the Department of Genetics at Cambridge; Dr. Crowther,
Principal of the Harper Adams College of Agriculture; Sir Stewart Stockman,
the Ministry's Chief Veterinary Officer and Director of Veterinary Research;
and three officers of the Ministry, the Ministry's POUltry ComRli~sioner, a representative of the Finance Branch, and myself, whom the Minister of Agri..
culture has appointed Chairman. This Committee meets at least once every
three months.
It may be added that the small Committees who will be immediately res..
sponsible for the experimental breeding stations in the north and south of
England are appointed as Sub-Committees of the National Poultry Institute
Committee, and will report to it.
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It will be seen that the Institute Committee holds in its hands all the threads
scheme.. At its meetings the representatives of the industry, the men
of science and learning who are responsible for the day-to-day working of the
scheme, and the administrative, technical and financial officers of the Ministry
of Agriculture who are concerned with it as an undertaking supported by. the
Government, are all gathered together to hear how work progresses, to discuss
points of difficulty, and to ensure, so far as possible, that nothing is lost by the
sub-division of the work among different institutions and different authorities..
It is no doubt true that the organisation of such a scheme, the fitting together of research, education and practical experiments. is easier if all are concentrated at one place under one responsible Chief and one governing body. For
the reasons set out in the earlier part of this paper that plan has been rejected..
The men who are responsible for the scheme as it no w stands believe that it
was rightly rejected, and that the arrangements which have been explained
in this paper will secure at less cost more efficient work in the different parts
of the National Poultry Institute, and at the same time a fUlly adequate degree
of unity in its working. Whether this type- of organisation is suitable for other
countries is of course a matter entirely for them to consider. We in England
know how important the National POUltry Institute is to our great and valuable poultry industry. Weare determined to spare no efforts to make it successful, and We believe that on the lines which we have adopted it will be a
success, and will far more than justify the time, energy, and money spent. on
its organisation and conduct.
Summary
1) The movement for a National POUltry Institute in England was first
started in 1908 by Mr. Edward Brown, to whom its realisation is mainly due.
2) The three main functions of such an Institute are research in the fundamental scientific problen1s : practical and commercial experiments and demonstrations : higher teaching.
3) The original idea was that these three functions should all be combined
in one institution to be newly established.
4) In 1921, this idea Was abandoned in favour of a scheme under which
the work would .be distributed among several existing institutions. This scheme
has now been definitely adopted.
5) The last two of the three functions mentioned at 2 ) above are given
under the new scheme to the HARPER ADAMS College of Agriculture in
SHROPSHIRE. The first function, viz research, is diVided. Research in feeding
problems goes to the Animal Nutrition Research Institute, Cambridge:
research in breeding to the Department of Genetics, Cambridge: research
in diseases to the Ministry of Agriculture's Veterinary Research Laboratory
at Weybridge, in Surrey. In addition there will be two Stations for practical
investigations and experiments in breeding, each managed by a special Committee : one in the north of England to deal with breeding for egg production,
one in the south of England to deal with the breeding of pOUltry for the table.
6) The total cost of the scheme is no w ,( August, 1923), estimated et
approximately £ 24,500 for capital expenditure and £ 6,600 per annum for
maintenance. One-quarter of the capital required is contributed by the Poul..
try Industry; the remainder of the capital cost and all the cost of maintenance are defrayed by the State.
7) All the research work is no w started. The other parts of the scheme
are in course of preparation.
8) Co-ordination of the work is secured first, by the existence of a permanent National POUltry Institute Committee, which includes representatives of
the Poultry Industry, of all the institutions which take part in the work of the
Institute, and of the Ministry of Agriculture; and secondly, by the fact that
financial control of all parts of the scheme is in the hands of one Department,
'the Ministry of AgriCUlture.
'
~f ~he
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THE CO-OPERATIVE POULTRY ASSOCIATION
OF THE POLISH REPUBLIC
by ALBIN ZACHARSKI,
Secretary of the Central Committee of Poultry in Poland.

Co..operation in Polish agriculture is making rapid strides in organising
different branches of rural economy, among these the retailing of
eggs has begun to be organised on co..operative lines, and in the future, the
retailing of poultry and the feather industry will be undertaken.
The condition of Poultry Keeping still leaves much to be desired; it is
however, one of the most Widespread- branches of culture in the country; Poultry Keepers are found not only in rural districts, but also in the suburbs where
the inhabitants do not possess any land.
Before 1914 the production of eggs in the Polish Republican territory was
3,000,000,000. Scarcely two thirds of this quantity were required for local
needs and one third was exported abroad. This means that the production of
eggs in Poland took, and hOlds now, a large place in the international egg trade.
Before the war, Poland exported about 6,000 trucks of eggs up to the value of
60,000,000 franers.
The production of eggs in Poland will continue to increase in consequence
of agricultural reform for the most careful Poultry breeders are to be found
among the gmaH farmers.
Breeders, however, did not obtain sufficient return from their Poultry produce, and one of the chief causes of this failure \vas the manner of retailing the
eggs which was exclusively left to mjddlenlen who only considered their own
profits.
On account of a defective method of collection of eggs, as well as the want
of attention, to the technical requirements in grading and packing, Polish eggs
were considered, abroad, as having little value.
Polish breeders, \vishing to organise the sale of eggs in a rational manner,
that is to say in coJIecting the eggs in order to send more valuable consignements
to the local markets as well as abroad, began in 1913 to organise co..operative
societies for the egg trade.
The first eggs that the Societies sent to foreign markets were very favourably received and were quoted at the same prices as other eggs of good quality.
The European War of which the ravages were most seriously felt on Polish
Territory 'stopped the development of these co..operative societies for the egg
trade and they only started working again in 1919.
At the present moment We have about 100 large co..operative societies united in two central co..operative societies ( 1 ) the Co..operative Union for the
Trade in eggs and milk, 51, Hoza Street, Warsaw and (2) Co-operative Union
for Trade in eggs • Jajo t (The Egg) at 1, Lo kietka Street, Craco w. Besides
these two unions, there are also the Co..operative Union for trade in eggs at
20, Kopernika Street, Leopol (Lwow), combining the ~o ..operative societies
for eggs in the east of Little Poland.
The aim of these unions is to form new societies and to give to those who
already exist technical and commercial instructions and to sell the eggs, which
have been entrusted to them, in the industrial towns of Poland as well as to
export the excess to England, France, Switzerland and Austria. The eggs ee)..
Jected by these unions for the last four years is as follows :-

~uccessively
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1919

1920

1921

1922

Co -operative Union for
trade in eggs and milk,
Warsaw
2,880,000 5,760,000 16,000,000 22,579,000
Co-operative Union for
commerce in eggs «Jajo»
Cracow
~
19,483,200 20,116,800 31,680,000 40,000,000
22,363,200 25,876,800 47,680,000 62,579,000
This is but the modest beginning of co-operative work in the Polish Poultry
Jndustry in the commercial egg trade, but it has been started in a most, businesslike manner and it is developing from year to year.
This co-operative work was begun in very difficult circumstances. Individual competitors seeing their business threatened kept up a war to the knife.
They have now become reconciled and their prolonged struggle of rivalry is
not in a position to arrest co-operation which develops splendidly in Poland.
Agriculturists are proud of their societies, prOVide the eggs willingly, while
conforming to all the regulations demanded for the systematic collection of
eggs.
,
The income from the co-operative societies is shared among the producers
proportionally to the number and quality of eggs supplied and this is a great
means of encouragement.
These unions of egg producers in Poland are popUlar among the inhabitants
of the towns, as they provide eggs of good quality at moderate prices.
In foreign markets the Polish egg unions have inspired confidences as reliable
.exporters.
The buildings of the unions such as markets, stores, places for selecting,
grading and testing the eggs, as well as tanks for preserving are of the highest
class.
At the beginning there were difficulties with regard to the education of the
staff; now this obstacle no longer exists. The success so far reSUlting from these
co-operative egg societies due to Dr. Lang, Mr. F. Przeradzki, Mr. J. Victorini
and Mr. A. L. Lacharski, as well as to other pioneers to whom we owe all our
thanks, leads us to hope that working energetically at the organisation of new
societies, the "reeders, obtaining larger profits from the sales of their eggs,
will not regret the outlay on new improvements and will also try to become
more skilful in poultry keeping which, in consequence, will place the Polish
Poultry Industry on a higher level.
.
In conclusion it is necessary to remark again, that at the present time Poland is in a fair way of taking, in the markets, one of the first places among
those European countries which are exporting important quantities of eggs of
first class quality.'
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REPORT OF THE POULTRY SOCIETIES OF FRANCE THEIR
PROGRESS, AND THEIR INFLUENE ON POULTRY PRODUCTION
by M. R. CAUCURTE,
Vice President of the Central Society of Poultry in France
( Societe Central d'Aviculture de France)
and M. H. FOUQUET,
Secretary General of this Society.

M. H. Fouquet, Secretary General of the «Societe Central d'Aviculture de
France», at the First Worlds Poultry Congress at the Hague, presented a report
on the Poultry Societes in France, their importance, their work and their in..
fluence.
M. Rene Caucurte, Vice President of the Society in two other papers dealing
with Poultry Exhibitions, whilst giving an account of the organisation of these
exhibitions added particulars of what was being done in France with regard
to the breeding of « Fancy» birds, and the breeding of Utility stock for egg
production and table POUltry.
The authors who were responsible for these two separate reports have united
in presenting to the second World's Poultry Congress, a single paper as a sequel
to those presented in 1921, in order that their foreign· Poultry friends may hear
the progress that has been made in France up to date in the Poultry Industry.
For this purpose they are making a short statement comparing the conditions
from the time the Industry was checked in 1914 with what it was in June 1923,
and bringing into prominence the marked progress that has been made between
the two congresses.
In order that the i~formation received should be as accurate as 'possible
they sent questions to the various Poultry Associations to obtain all the most
useful particulars on the subject. As it would be impossible to give all the
.details which were the result of these enquiries they have made a summary.
I. French Poultry Societies

We may apprOXimately estimate 160 Asociations entirely devoted to Poultry, 35 of which have been formed since 1921. Many others are in the course of
formation which are not included in this number.
New District Societies have been formed in the departments of Seine, Seineet-Oise, Seine.. Inferieure, Yo nne, Allier, Nievre, Sarthe, Loir-et-Cher, Ille..etVilaine, Savoie, Hte. Garonne, Territoire de Belfort, and in the departments
of ,Alsace and Lorraine.
Specialist Clubs for the development of a single breed, have likewise increased, and we may say that all the chief French and foreign breeds have their
clubs and are affiliated with the Federation, to the Poultry Societies of France
(Federation des Societes d'Aviculture de France) or to the Central POUltry
Society, (Societe Central.d'Aviculture de France).
It is interesting to sho w the increased number of members of the various
Societies and compare their membership in July 1914, with that of June 1923.
The number of members is decidedly on the incre<:lse in .Districts that have
not suffered from th~ enemy occupation, some Associations have at least doubled their membership. One for instance that had 63 members now numbers
483. It. migltt be· said the increase is about~5 %.
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As we stated· before this increase is not so great in the invaded territories.
and in Alsace and Lorraine which is only about 12

%.

The Societe Centrale d'Aviculture de France whose office is at 34, Rue de
Lille, Paris under the Presidency of M. J. Meline, Senator, formerJy President
of the Council, Minister of Agriculture, had a membership of 1800 at the time
of the Congress at the Hague, and this figure now reaches 3200 members. During their year from April 1922 to April 1923 they registered 800 new members
from all parts of France. In addition 57 Poultry Societies, Syndicates and
Clubs were affiliated to the Central Society.
These Societies all have the sanle object in view, namely, the development
of the Poultry Industry, by Sho WS, Lectures nleetings and the circulation of
literature, etc., etc.
One of the Associations formed in 1922 is called « The Scientific Poultry
Association» which is a sub-section of the Ornothological Branch of the Societe
National d'Acclimatation de France, and is an Association of Scientists and
amateur breeders whose object is to take up the study of Poultry Keeping
from a scientific point of view as the name implies.

II.

Number of Shows

Poultry shows are becoming more and more numerous, they are organized
by the provincial Societies and District Committees of Ministry of 'AgricUlture.

Classes for Poultry have now been added to most of the Agricultural Exhibitions, which before the war, had been chiefly confined to cattle, sheep and
pigs. The District Agricultural Associations also now provide a Poultry Section
at their annual Shows.
·Horticultural Societies have done the same and certainly, at Flower Show~,
the gay plumage of some Fowls is quite in harmony with the beds of flowers and
ornamental shrubs.
Many Horticultural Societies realize that POUltry adds to the financial
success of their shows. The result is that POUltry Exhibitions are becoming
too numerous at certain times of the year, and they thus spoil one another.
It is to be hoped that some arrangement can be made by the organisations
with regard to the choice of dates, in order that a list of fixtures could be agreed
upon and drawn up.
We must add that we are indeed glad to see that shows are held in some
of the towns that had been devastated.
III. The quality of Exhibition Birds
We mentioned in one of our reports in 1921, that notwithstanding the five
years of war, during which time Poultry Farms were destroyed, or very much
reduced, 0 wing to the want of feeding stuffs, or labour, breeders were able to
preserve, or to have kept for them some of their stock birds, of their own special
varieties. We are very glad to say that the birds exhibited at the shows of
1920, far from being inferior to those exhibited in 1914 are very much superior.
The reason for this high standard of quality comes from the fact that breeders
of almost every variety, especially of our native breeds have joined in forming
specialist Clubs. Selection has become more thorough. Many valuable French
races of birds, of very ancient origin, had almost entirely been given up. But
thanks to the perseverance of some enthusiastic pOUltry breeders, these birds
are in a fair way to being re-established.
We can state therefore that at our Poultry Exhibitions in Paris and in the
country, in the localities to which some races especially belong, there is .very
marked progress made in the quantity and quality of the birds exhibited, and·
also an increase in the number of exhibitors.
We have therefore every reason to hope that these local breeds which belong
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to our national live stock will form an important addition to the resources of
France in the way of table birds and of egg production.
IV.

Number of Exhibitors and Birds exhibited

The number of Exhibitors, and the number of birds that are exhibited at
these Poultry Shows in the country, are both' advancing on a rising scale.
The average of this increase is 20 % for exhibitors and 37 % of birds, and
the prizes awarded in money, kind and medals is well over 125 %.
An Exhibition held bv one of the Central Societies in 1921 was as follows:
60 Exhibitors and 700 ~birds. In 1922, 200 with 2,100 birds. The amount
given in prizes was 1,000 for 1921, and over 40 medals. In 1922 it amounted to
13,000 frs. and 240 medailles.
The Societe Centrrlle d'Aviculture de France at its annual Exhibition in
February at the Grand Palais des Champs Elysees in Paris in 1921 had 318
exhibitors and 6,000 birds. In 1922 the number of exhibitors was 594, and
birds 8,000. In 1923 the number of exhibitors reached 780 and that of birds
shown to 10,500. These numbers should have been higher but many birds
had to be rejected for want of space.
We must point out that in 1923 nearly half the exhibitors were novices,
but that notwithstanding this they sent birds that were very true to standards
required for each.
This new contingent of beginners augers well for the future.
The Exhibitors belong to all classes of Society, yet in spite of the efforts
made by the Associations to induce farmers to take part in these Shows, we
unfortunately can only include a few of them. Although this number is very
trifling it has slightly increased since 1921. But farmers are the most numerous
and have the best opportunities to devote them5elves to Poultry Farming, and
it is earnestly to be hoped that they will go steadily on with the work of selection and thus ad to their head of Poultry.
The Central Society under the able direction of its distinguished President,
supported by the provincial Societies and the railway company of the Chemin
de fer d'Orleans has a thorough plan of campaign for propaganda drawn up by
Professor Voitellier for the development of the Poultry Industry. We cannot
explain this scheme here at length as it would take too long, but we trust that
in the future it will bear fruit.

v.

Poultry Farms of which the Owners belong to a Poultry Association

In our country, Poultry Farms, like all other landed property, are very
much divided up. One rarely sees large. flocks of fowls.
As our Poultry Societies become constantly more and more numerous the
number of Poultry Farms and the head of fowls kept becomes larger also.
There are however not perhaps more than 100 breeders whose number of birds
exceed 500 head a year, 'and about 50 could incubate 1,000 at one time, and
among these about fifteen breeders would rear 5,000 to 12,000 c'hickens during
the season.
These figures can only however be approximate, as it was difficult to get
precise details from all the Poultry Breeders of our Associations. To some
foreign breeders these numbers will appear insignificant.
In furnishing these figures We have tried to give only those that we are
sure of, therefore what we have stated is considerably below the full total.
We must further add that the Poultry Breeders within our Organisations,
as we cannot get at the others which however form the majority have fUlly
realized the very great effort that is being made by those interested in the
~ Poultry Industry, as with all other branches of work to restore our national
resources.
1.. 12
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The Poultry Industry has been neglected too long. The Minister of Agriculture in a speech that he made at the opening of the Poultry Exhibition
in Paris in 1923 acknowledged that a very great effort had already been made
since 1921.

VI.

Breeding for Egg Production

Poultry Exhibitions do a great deal to improve our French Breeds, as far
as the « Fancy» is concerned. We must now try to improve our birds from a
utility point of view, for egg production.
Up to 1919 as we stated in 1921, no systematic selection of ({ layers » had
been made in France or on so small a scale that no adequate results could be
quoted. We mentioned then, that the first Laying tests, that were organised in
France commenced in October 1919, and that the second was being organised
for 1921-1922. We concluded by saying that great emulation had already
begun amongst a few POUltry breeders to improve by careful and systematic
selection the laying qualities of the chief French breeds.
We cannot give an account of these laying tests, we can nlerely state that
the laying trials still continue each year.
We must however point out that the keen competition which existed in
1921 for the selection of egg prOducers, only interested about a dozen breeders,
now the apprOXimate number of these breeders, is at least 1,500.
In fact all the Associations in France that we have questioned upon the
subject have replied in the affirn1ative to the following questions: ({ Have you
found in your Association a growing tendency for the selection of layers by
trap nesting?»
Since the 1st. of January 1922 many add that they have made arrangements
with a view to the organisation for selection by trap nests.
We must conclude this report by saying that a very great effort is also
being made with regard to the production of table fOWls, more especially with
the breeds of Favero lIes, Ie Fleche and la Bresse, especially the white variety.
Special classes for table Poultry at our shows are increasing, also the number
of exhibits. These birds are always shown to perfection, and the prizes awarded
in these classes are very considerable.
We must also mention that those who tTIake Poultry appliances, taking as
their rno"del the POUltry houses that are used in our Egg Laying tests with
\vindows, dropping boards and trap-nests have brought out Poultry houses that
are hygenic in every way for our Poultry Farms.
Notwithstanding the great progress made by our Poultry Societies to inlprove and perfect our breeds, and to increase their egg production and also
table birds, in spite of all the efforts of those farmers who now find they derive
considerable profit from their pOUltry, since the selling price to the consumer,
has gone Up 200 % for fowls and 250 % for eggs during the last ten years We
do not produce as much as we consume. Our imports are far to great. It may
'be added on the other hand that the consumption of eggs has enormously increased.
OUf progress however is not yet sufficient, we must extend our propaganda
in the cause of Poultry and arouse among those who already keep POUltry a
.still greater ent husiasrn.
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LEGISLATION AND ITS RE·LATION TO EGG TRADE
IMPROVE~NT IN

CANADA

W. ft1. BROWN, M. S.,
Chief of Poultry Division, Dominion Live Stock Branch, Ottawa. Canada

It is reasonable to believe that there is no one engaged in the egg trade but
who would prefer to handle eggs only of the highest possible quality.
Such is no doubt the object of many firms and individuals engaged in the
trade. Conditions as they exist make the attainment of this objective very
difficult. For one thing, eggs are one of the most competitive of world's products.
No less than 55 different countries placed eggs on the British market in the
year 1913, and the competition apparent then has in no way abated since
the war. What is true of nations in a competitive way is largely true of individuals within nations. Eggs and poultry are the most generally grown product
in all great agricultural nations. This results in a correspondingly large number
of first receivers, wholesale distributors, speculators and retailers. Further,
the small amount of capital required to start in the egg business in a limited
buying or distributing way, makes it possible for many transient buyers to participate. There are, therefore, a great number of « in and outers » as it were,
people that are in the egg business today but not tomorrow, a condition
which is difficult to control.
In many products, keenness of competitions rna kes for the sale of a better
product. While this is true in the sale of eggs as in other things, it does not
work out in the matter of purchase. Naturally, a better article should result
in a better price to the producer of that article. The egg business is so complicated, there are so many producers, so many first receivers, so many middlemen
of all kinds, that in the ordinary channels of trade, the identity of the producer
was lost, long prior to the arrival of the eggs at the grading station. This con..
dition, together with keen competition in buying, led to a flat rate or straight
price per dozen; in other words, competition was such that the seller did not
have to accept a graded price; if he could not get a flat price for all when he was
ready to sell he would hold the eggs till he COUld. On a declining market this
system worked well, it constituted a real incentive for first receivers and others
to rush their eggs to market. But on an advancing market, the market that
ordinarily prevails from June to January, this system constituted a distinct
menace to quality in that it formed an incentive for the continuance of
careless and dilatory methods. The result was a wide variation in quality
and a high percentage of lower grade stock arriving at principal consuming
centres. Many efforts in Canada have been made to rectify this condition
through an appeal to the trade themselves. All were agreeable that the system
followed was responsible for the condition described. Many different plans
Were tried. Among other things, the principal members of the trade agreed
among themselves, in fact signed agreements, stating in effect that good money
would not be paid for bad eggs and that a discrimination in price would be
established against the inferior grades. These agreements worked with some
success as long as the market was flooded with eggs, but the moment any scar..
city or anticipated scarcity occurred someone was sure to break away.
Inability on the part of the trade themselves to rectify the matter led to a
consideration of the whole in a legislative way. The first attempts in Canada,
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as in some other countries, were in connection with so-called « bad egg legislation » making it an offence against the law to sell eggs unfit for food.
This legislation unquestionably did good even in those districts where it
was only partially enforced. It removed in part the bad eggs and did have an
effect on speeding up the whole marketing system. However, in most districts
there still remained a large mass of 10 w grade product which was hard to sell
on any market and tpe tendency in Canada has been to evolve. legislation
which at one and the same time would take care of the graded product as 'well.
This explains the origin and conception of what today are known as the
Egg Regulations under the « Live Stock and Live Stock Products Act )}. These
regulations have been a gradual evolution. The first drafts contained provision for the standardization of eggs into legal classes and grades with the further provision that all eggs for export and all eggs shipped from one province
to another in shipments of 100 cases or more shall have marked on the containers the name of the legal clase and grade. Further, an inspection system at
point of shipment was provided and arrangements made with the railway
transportation companies whereby such shipments should not be moved or
transported until the common carrier had been provided with a certificate as
to clase and grade, duly signed by an inspector. Later these regulations were
extended to imports and finally, during the summer of 1923, to the whole of
domestic trading. The present draft required that all wholesale distributors
of eggs shall, on the containers used for donlestic trade, mark the name of the
class and grade. Retailers shall also mark the container in which the eggs are
displayed with the name of the class and grade and shall display a .card in an
approved form setting forth the definitions and purposes in a culinary way
of the different grades. Further, all wholesale receivers in making payment for
the eggs shall apportion the returns on the basis of Canadian standard grades
accompanied by a statement on forms as required in Schedule attached to the
regulations. With this legislative backing, the problem today is one of application and enforcement. A well-known writer, discussing legislation of another
type, has written as fo 110 ws :
« It is not a mere combination of printing ink on white paper which
makes a law. It is the popular sentiment back of it which enforces it,
and unless a law is the Wish of a majority of the people who are to be
governed by it, it is either a dead letter, or must be enforced by elaborate systems. Even then, it does not succeed if the people choose to
resist. »

This quotation is included in order that it may be clear to all that those in
charge of the administration of these regulations have no false illusions as to
What is required to make legislation effective. That such has not been everlooked is evidenced by the support already received from such bodies as the
National Council of Women, the Dominion Retail Merchant's Association,
a considerable block of the wholesale trade, and the large and progressive producers' organizations.
It is felt in Canada that the foundation for egg trade improvement is being
broadly and deeply laid. It will take time, however, possibly five years, perhaps,
longer, before the benefit is fully realized.
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I
THE ACTION OF THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT
IN FAVOUR OF POULTRY-KEEPING
by the Public Health Ministry.

Up to the present 'time a serious difficulty has hindered an efficacious intervention of the Government and other public bodies in favour of Aviculture.
This industry, which represents in the Economic Life some milliards of
Lires annually, is according to an old custom monopolized by the peasants
who cultivate the fields on the Lease-System. They draw a considerable part
of the products of the poultry whereas the proprIetor does not get more than
a very limited share as a sor( of royalty. All this makes the peasant oppose
the intervention of the proprietor in questions of Poultry Breeding, who furthermore is almost entirely disinterested in same. The poultry is mostly taken
care of by try,e farmer's wife who is even more opposed to any changes than
her husband.
The improvement in Italian Aviculture takes place along the following lines:
1st. Propaganda made by means of the Elementary Rural Schools, in
order to teach the Peasants' children \vhich are the fundamental rules of poultry
keeping.
2nd. Propaganda made by lTIeans of the Syndicates and Organizations
in order to obtain modifications in the contracts by means of which improvements will be possible in the technic of breeding whereby the proprietor
will receive a more important annual share, without this in the least interferingwith the income which the farmer's wife perceives from this SOurce at the
present time.
3rd. Technical propaganda by means of the travelling instructors.
4th. Experimental researches of the egg-and meat-producing races suitable
for the requirements of each Italian province and locality, which frequently
present so varied climatic and physical conditions that nobody who did not
know our country very well, would ever believe it.
5th. Distribution of eggs and chicks as well as carefully selected adult
birds to the farmers most suitable for the purpose. This distribution should
be conducted by the Syndicates and other Agricultural Institutions.
The Italian Government avail themselves of the competent bodies and
institutions which assist the' Government in their labour of National Economical Progress with a view of working the points indicated above.
While the committee for the Rural Schools introduce their program of
teaching AgricUltural Industries which also comprises Aviculture and in the
normal schools the instruction of Aviculture is intensified for the future masters, the National Federation of Farmers' Unions has inaugurated this year
complementary courses for the masters who have already obtained their degrees
or certificates.
In these courses are also included Avicultural Instructions coupled with
practical experiments and demonstrations.
The new tenancy contracts concluded by the Unions have brought about
a substantial improvement as they establish the possibility of an agreement
between proprietor and tenant when both parties agree to the desireability of
carrying on Poultry Breeding on a rational basis.
Orders have also been given to the travelling instructors to give more at..
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tention to aviculture and demonstrate in their discourses the great economical
benefit which may be obtained by improving the system and methods of
breeding.
.
Finally the Government, with the assistance of local institutions, have started an Experimental Station at Rovigo, towards the initial cost of which the
Government too k part to the extent of Lires 270,000, contributing furthermore to the maintenance with Lires 25,000 annually. This station has been
founded in order to make scientific and practical researches as also to furnish
specialists and farmers with carefully selected fa wIs for breeding purposes.
The Station at Rovigo has a series of incubators and avicultural material,
which enable the visitor to see and cOlnpare the different systems of hatching
and breeding and furthermore it is established in such a manner as to sho-w
the close relation of agriculture to Aviculture.
Even more distinctly may bee seen the coordination of aviculture to willo wtree culture, fruit gro wing and above all with peach trees the breeding of palmipeds being arranged in such a manner that the water fronl the pond may
be utilized for irrigating the orchard.
The races most in preponderance at the station of Rovigo aFe the Italian
ones as above all the State is desirous of developing the poultry keeping in the
rural districts, our local races being admirably suitable for this purpose. They
are also well known and appreciated all over the World under the name of
Leghorn this being the English translation of our 0 wn Livorno which is the
most important port in Tuscany.
.
In order to facilitate the farmers the adquisition of carefully selected fo wls
for breeding the Minister of National Economy has adopted a system which
permits the Experimental Station at Rovigo to sell live birds at very 10 w prices
to such institutions as may be interested. He has undertaken to reimburse
the Station such loss as will forcibly occur on account of the high cost of breeding.
In the Distribution of fo wls it is particularly advised to buy cocks as each
one of these brings with it the improvement of whole stocks.
We would like to emphasize the praiseworthy initiative of Farmers' Syndicate at Bologne which distribute selected cocks as prizes to such farmers
who have distinguised themselves by improvements in the largest numbers of
cultivations.
The Minister of Economy furthermore gives money-prizes and medals for
distribution to all prOVincial poultry sho ws which are being advertised by the
local institutions.
We feel certain that by the enterprise of the Government we shall be able
to bring Italian Aviculture to the same state of perfection which has been
attained by the other branches of Agricu.1ture, and which would at the same
time honour the native country of the most fecund poultry breed in the World.
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THE SA:NITARY C'ONTROL OF EGGS AND POULTRY IN PARIS
AND THE SEINE DEPARTMENT
by H. MARTEL,
Doctor of Science, Director of veterinary Services of the Seine, Merober of
the Paris Academy of Medicine

I. -

INSPECTION OF EGGS

Eggs constitute a food whose preservation requires a series of precautions
which are not always observed.
.
The new laid egg contains germs, 60 % of eggs would be microbic (See
Pault). The proportion would reach 85 % (Pappin).
In the United State in Kansas (Maurer) where important investigations
have been nlade on this question a proportion of 18,1 % has been found.
The yolk has been found more frequently infected than the white:
yolk
82 %
White
25.1 ~~
Both White and yolk........ 7.9 ~Io
Stiles and Bate (U. S. ) \vorking on 616 eggs (1 ) find:
Yolk
86.01 %
White. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 67.82 0;6
The content of n1icrobes per cubic centinletre would be frcnl 1 to 10 (Pappin).
Stiles and Bate (April to October 1911 ) find ~{oIk 27 . 17, White, ! 5 . 9.
Pennington, Jenkins, St. John and Hicks ( 1911 ) give the following fIgures
with regard to eggs which planted cultivate in the ratio of 6 out of 7.
7 eggs have 150 microbes per c. c. in media - jelly - at 20 degrees
5 eggs have 70 microbes per c. c. in jelly at 37 degrees.
Jenkins and Hendricksen ( 1918) estimate that eggs only containing from
6 to 100 germs per c. c. can be conveniently considered practically sterile. Working in the important egg using factories in the U. S. these\authors give for
2,052 eggs (cracked eggs, eggs with stained shells, dirty eggs, second grade
eggs, so called « grocers eggs » ).
Eggs considered pratically sterile 1772 == 86.5 o~
Eggs containing microbes No. 280 == 13.5 ~~
It is knqwn that the inspection of eggs is mostly made by candling.
Mechanical candling of eggs, that, placed on a large moving platform circulate over an artificial source of light only a110 ws of a rough control and a kind
of preliminary sorting.
For pickling and to satisfy the legitimate requirements of the consumer
the candling of eggs held in the hand before a light ( candle electric light bulb)
is indispensable.
Jenkins and Bergston of the Penington Laboratory in the U. S. have fOl:1nd
the following figures which allow a judgement of.
C"

(1) These authors broke their eggs as is done in the household, that is to say without taking
great precautions from the point of wiew of contamination of the contents of the eggs.
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1. Eggs destined for freezing (pickling) and used by pastry cooks.
The practical value of inspection.
67,530 eggs from the American market show after inspection a loss of 1637
or 2,43 % and of 2,156 after breaking and examination of the contents or 3,20 %.
The unwholesome eggs are divided as follows:
I
TYPES OF TAINTED EGGS

NOT DETECTED ON INSPECTION

INSPECTION

I
!

~

1

!

I

Should have
been detected

I

340
122
226
33
453
133
23
302
5
-

340
122
232
35
505
169
30
450
20
188
65

-

Totals ........ 2.156

% .... I

100
0
100
0
97,41
6
94,29
2
89,71 52
78,70 36
76,67
7
67,12 148
25,00 15

0/0

0

-

0

-

---

2,59
5,71
10,29
21,30
23,33
32,88
75,00

--

-

---

-

---

--

--

-

--

-

188

100

-

-

-

65

100

-- -- -- -- --

266
75,94

1

No.

0/0

1.637

1

--

Impossible
of detection

I

I - - _~I_o~~
No.

Black rots ................. !
Heavily stuck yolk .........
Mouldy ...................
Incubated ................. '
White rots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Slightly stuck yolk .........
Incubated-spots of blood... "
Red rot ...................
White spotted with blood...
White with green tinge ..... i
Normal appearance but dis-l
agreeable smell ..........

--

DETECTED BY

No. Bad
after
breaking

I

253
11,72

\12,34

t

61,257 eggs examined in American cold storage chambers give after breaking:
.
3,825 bad eggs

69.23 %
19.67 o~
11.10 %

{ 2,651 detected by inspection. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
753 could have been detected by inspection....
425 impossible of detection by inspection. . . . . . .

According to Jenkins and Bergston out of 62,799 eggs considered
cording to inspection there are:
Eggs really good (after breaking)........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
stuck yolk
'bI
f
spotted with blood ring
P OSSI e 0
d ~ f
2 51
wh't
1 e ro t
Eggs found unwhoelec Ion.
red rot

good ac96.73 %
1.44

'

0

I

king: 3. 27 Yo

Impossible of
" t' b

•

0.38
,. (\J. 4

' .

o.

0.2

1

Incubated
.
and spotted With blood
0.03
0.52
of abnormal smell
Inspec Ion
. h wh't
0.24
WI'th green IS
1e
The shell is a very feeble barrier against microbes. Gayor's experilnents
prove this. Penetration is easy when the shell is damp or carries traces of damp.
Damp nest boxes must therefore be avoided and also defective packages wetted
by the contents of cracked or broken eggs ( 1). The cleaning of dirty eggs by
washing.
d et ec Ion
.
t'

y

(1) Two eggs, one cracked the other intact left for some days together often show on inspection mouldy spots at the level of the zone of contact.
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Cracked eggs, broken eggs which have lost part of their contents (called
at Paris casses-perdus) often used to prepare frozen eggs, are rich in microbes.
Here are a few figures (Jenkins and Hendricksen):
EGGS

EGGS EXAMINED

CONTAINING
MICROBES

Whole ....................
Cracked ..................
Broken with loss of part
contents ................

1.167
784

101
146

8,7
18,6

101

31

30,07

PROPORTION 010

On examination among the germs isolated of those that are capable of
fermenting the lactose associated with the biliary salts one finds.
EGGS

EGGS EXAMINED

Whole
,
Cracked
i
Broken with partial loss ofl
contents · · ·
'1

I

I

POSITIVE RESULTS

I

PROPORTION 0 J0

1.132
751

32

1,4
4,3

9_7

6

8,2

6

1.980

The results published by the above mentioned American authors are comparable with those obtained with dirty eggs (shell spotted with excrement).
The bacillus coli is found also in some dirty eggs.
According to Jenkins and Hendricksen microbic eggs are found in the
following proportions:
No.

STATE
OF SHELL

EGGS

ANALYSED

MICROBIC

I

~

WhoIe ............. · . . .. clean
d'Ir ty
Crac ke.................
d
{clean
d'Irty
Broken with partial loss of {clean
contents .............. dirty
I

· · · · ·1
..... ,
.. , .. I
.... "
.....
..... i
1

700
457

57

599

103

165
78
23

22

I

PROPORTION
010

7,5
44

10,8
17,2
23,3

43

28,2
39,1

9

!

Eggs containing bacteria capable of fermenting bile lactose:
EGGS

SHELL

WhoIe .. · .... · ... · · · ...... {Clean
dirty
Crac k ed an d bro ken et c. .... ~ clean
dirty
I

·.....
....
.....
.....

No.
ANALYSED

727
405
645
203

POSITIVE
RESULTS

2

PROPORTION
%

0,3

14
24

16

3,7

3,4
7,8
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. The sanitary control of eggs in Paris and the department of the Seine is
under the veterinary service of the Prefecture of Police since 1919.
A police regulation (September 22nd. 1919) approved by the minister of
agriculture constitutes the tecnhical basis permitting the sanitary Veterinary
surgeons and the bacteriological and chemical Laboratory of the Veterinary
service of the markets to exercise control.
Here is the text of the regulation:
«We Prefect of Police,
According to 1. The decrees of the consuls of the 12th. Messidor year 8,
and 3rd. Brumaire 9 and the law of June 10 the 1853.
2. Article 97, 5 of the law of April 5th. 1884 on municipal organisation.
3. Police regulation JUly 20th. 1897 (annexe 11 t ).
4. The resolution of the Council of Public Health of the Seine department
dated January t 9th. 1917.
5. The resolution of the General Council December 12th. 1917 relative to
the creation of inspectors of eggs attached to the sanitary Veterinary Service.
6. The decree of May 8th. 1919 creating inspectors.
7. The report of the chef du service, etc. February 3rd. 1910.
On the proposal of the General Secretary make the following regulations.
No.1. Eggs will be considered unfit for consumption if putrid and especially
rotten eggs, black rots, advanced red rots, rotten eggs whose white appears
clotted when candled, what are called « big spots » that is to say eggs spotted
with stuck yolk and with extensive and serious tainting, eggs called «cassesperdus» whose contents have not been saved with sufficient guarantee of
wholesomeness.
No.2. These eggs will be immediately rendered useless as food.
This operation will be performed by the interested parties themselves at
their own expense under the control of the Service of Veterinary Sanitary
inspection.
They will then be destroyed or sent under sanitary permit to factories which
use them for exclusively industrial purposes.
All merchants practising candling without the presence of the inspectors
are required to report to the Sanitary Authority the eggs they find unfit.
No.3. Also considered unfit consumption, eggs affected lainting. When
however the veterinary Authority recognises that they are still fit for use in
the very near future they can be utilised for biscuit making These eggs will
have to be sold as «rejected» eggs (lower grade eggs).
Biscuit makers Wishing to use them will have to make a declaration to that
effect to the Police. Their establishments \viII be placed under control of the
Veterinary Sanitary Authority.
No.4. Not considered as unfit for human consumption.
d) Eggs shOWing on candling blood spots or the yolk of which is highly
coloured.
b) Eggs which on candling show one or several spots but the yolk of
which is not stuck and which do not show extensive or deep discolouration.
These eggs are to be sold under the denomination (( slightly spotted» (petits
taches ).
No.5. To be subject to the declaration provided for in No.3 above and
subject to the control of the Veterinary Sanitary Authority - the dealers
known as « marchands de tache » (dealers in spotted eggs) and all those who
hold, put on sale or sell wholesale in large or small quantities eggs called « rei ected eggs}}).
No.6. Preserved eggs (frozen eggs, eggs in lime or water glass) and eggs
called « slightly spotted » must be put on sale or sold whether wholesale or
retail under these names respectively «preserved eggs» « slightly spotted eggs»
inscribed in very plain characters on labels fixed on the boxes or baskets, labels
formed of characters easily and clearly legible.
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No.7. It is forbidden to mix in the same box or basket preserved eggs
and fresh eggs.
N.o 8. The Veterinary Sanitary inspection authority will ascertain the
state of wholesomeness and preservation of preserved eggs in cold storag~
depots and preserved egg depots and of all those put on sale whether whole£.
sale or retail. It will take action in milk shops, grocer's shops) biscuit factories,
pastry cooks, restaurants and in all other places where eggs are kept, put on
sale, sold or used for food preparations intended for sale.
No.9. The inspectors are placed under the authority of the Chief of the
Veterinary Authority. The latter will report either to the Police Superintendent,
Chief of the Repression of fraud department or to the special Police Superintendent of the markets any violation of the administrative regulations and
Jaws for the prevention of fraud and speculation which come to his knOWledge.
The orders of article 2, paragraph 5, of the decree of October 5th. 1913 are
abrogated as far as concerns the egg inspection.
No. 10. The above regulation will be published and posted up.
The general secretary, the Mayors of the Communes of the Seine department, police officials and constables are instructed to ensure its execution each
as far as he is concerned.
We cannot here enter into detail as to the actual steps taken. We must
however deplore the fact that owing to the slowness of organisation the number
of inspection put at the disposition of the Veterinary Authority has not been
increased or even brought up to that of the Pre-War period.
The importance of sanitary control of eggs is given by the following figures:

i

;1

'1

YEAR

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~!
1

1919 (1st. quarter).:i
1920
i
1921
I!
l
1922
l

i

il

of

in~O~ctors II

.

c.

Packages not

I coming from

I Inspected I__o_'o_!:~~arkets

Sold

:1

71
69
64
58

II

PACKAGES OF EGGS SOLD AT
CENTRAL MARKETS

!

I

I

14.962
11.249
i 207.425 107.443
il 255.459 108. 283
472.047 114.159

75,45 II
51,79 I
42,38 II
41,35

1

1\

62.048
67.819
80.097

!I

The former number was 95.
The nunlber of eggs inspected and the results obtained are given by the
follOWing figures,
No. of eggs
inspected

YEAR

- - - - - - - -1

1- - - - - -

Ii

UNWHOLESOME

I ~ __

THE REJECTED CLASS

No.

0/0

II

No.

---1/---------

O,'e

)

- - - - - -

1919 (1st. quarter).1 22.220.402 1) 795.082 3,57 II 1.575.069
1920
i 159.918.4141 2.599.73511,58 II 3.302.492
1921
: 165.318.349 \ 3.533.618 2,13 III 4.094.947
18 4.752.960 1! 4.049.210 I 2,19 II 4.427.913
1922
1

2

'j

I'
1

II

=~-=-="':===:====I:====:======

11 . _ - - - - -

7,08
2,06
2,47
2,30

1

Besides the eggs withdrawn from consumption by the Veterinary Autho.
rities there are some withdrawn on simple declaration of the parties interested.
The number of these last eggs reaches 188.216 in 1920, 356.852 in 1921 and
160.878 in 1922.

The customs of the market are sumnled up in an agreement made between

buyers and sellers that the agents of the central markets of Paris are wrong in
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citing under the name of Regulation. In reality it is only a question of agreement which does not entail any responsability of the Police authorities. It
~ates from 1912 we quote it here.

Agreement of March 5th. i912 relative to the sale of eggs in Paris
The customs of business as far as concern the wholesale selling of egg in
the perimeter of the markets are regulated by the present agreement which
annuls all preceeding areas which was signed in the presence of the special
Police Superintendent of the markets March 5th. 1912.
ARTICLE 1. Purchasers will always have the option of having tested by
the inspectors appointed by the Police authorities, eggs bought fom the agents
of the central markets and the licensed wholesale dealers established in the
perimeter of the markets selling butter, eggs, and cheese exclusively.
ART. 2. The work of the inspectors will be carried on without the intervention or influence of buyers or sellers and their employees it will consist of :
verifying the contents of the packages
determining the waste, that is to say the No. of eggs, broken, rotten, spotted,
frozen, lime preserved and undersized if necessary, calculating also according
to the tariff given in article 4 the number of eggs repayable to the purchaser.
The inspectors will enter on their register the details of this waste and deliver a copy to the purchaser.
The inspectors are strictly forbidden to indulge, even if requested in any
estimate of the goods that they are bidden to examine. They are however
authorised to point out to the purchasers the packages whose immediate sale
appears to them expedient.
ART. 3. The total of waste will be paid by the vendors in cash.
ART. 4. In the calculation of waste, account will first be taken of the
number of eggs missing or surplus.
Deduction for waste will be determined as follows:
1. The full number of eggs broken with loss of contents.
2. Three quarter of the number of eggs spotted.
3. The full number of rotten eggs.
4. Half the number of eggs frozen, lime preserved, or undersize, (undersized eggs are those that pass through a ring 38 millimeters in diameter. )
ART. 5. Deductions may be made for eggs passing through the ring, packages bearing either on the packing or on the labels affixed by the senders
or the vendors one of the terms usually employed to indicate that the eggs
have been selected as for example, special, large, picked, 1st. grade etc.
On the other hand eggs contained in packages bearing no term of this kind
will be considered as unselected, sold as such and consequently will not give
claim to any reduction for undersized ones.
ART. 6. The sale of any package will be legally subject to cancellation on
condition of the purchaser's informing the vendor of the cancellation through
the inspector instructed to render account to the latter of the waste whenever
this functionary certifies per package either 1/4 of the eggs spotted or rotten
or one tenthepreserved in lime.
The inspector will inform the purchaser of this certification.
This cancellation will only take effect if the package is brought back two
days after the sale before 10 a. m. and the vendor will be liable to the purchaser for not more than 1 franc per package for carriage.
Every package the sale of which has been annulled will be resold with full
knOWledge of the cause and cannot give rise to further cancellation.
. Eggs sold as in No. 2 or without guarantee can never give a claim to cancellation of sale.
ART. 7. The costs of verification which will include counting, candling
and if necessary testing for size are fixed at 1 franc per thousand and are in
all cases charged on the purchasers.
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They may be modified and the costs of removal fixed without the intervention of the representatives of the vendors who sign the present agreement.
Note. - (The costs of candling and counting are at present 2.50 per 1.000
the inspectors are asking the Police authorities to raise the price. )
ART. 8. The inspectors will have the right to refuse all work in which
the vendor takes part, abstain from working at any package not coming from
the markets or the shops defined in Article 1. and finally refuse to certify the
waste in any package which is not intact on reporting these irregularities to
their superiors.
ART. 9. Every purchaser who has voluntarily renounced at the time of
purchase, the verifications nlentioned by the present agreement will have a
right in compensation for \vaste to a reduction.
This reduction will be fixed as follows as far as concerns sales made by the
agents,
On French eggs;
2 ~~
1st. January to 31 st. Ma y.
1st. June to 31st. December.
3 %
On Foreign eggs:
The whole year...................... 3 %
It will be settled by mutual agreement as far as concerns sales made by
the wholesale dealers lTIentioned in Article 1.
ART. 10. The arrangement in Article 9 is not applicable to preserved eggs,
called (lime preserved) for which the condition of sale and control will be
settled by mutual agreement between buyer and seller at the conclusion of
the bargain.
The Railway Companies have revised the contract made \vith the carriers
who do the carrying of eggs from the station to the markets or the houses of
the dealers.
An agreement has been reached between them on the following basis.
a) Repayment of the value of all eggs casses perdus beyond 2 % on condition that the breakages are certIfied by the control serVIce of the inspectors
of the Police authorities.
b ) Payment of the charges for « salissure » at the rates of :
2 francs ( 61 - 100 eggs bro ken)
3 francs (101 - 150
do
4 francs (151 - 200
do
5 francs above 200
do
The rates will be multiplied by the following co-efficients settled by the
value of the eggs:
Eggs valued 151 - 250 francs per 1 .000 co-efficient 2
do

251 - 350

do

351 .. 450

do
do

do
do

do
do

3

45 I - 550

do
do
do

do

5

551 .. 650

do

651 .. 750
751 - 850

do
do

do
do
do

7

4
6
8

c ) No claim is admitted when it is less than 1 franc per consignment.
Unwholesome eggs, (unfit for human consumption) withdrawn from consumption must be sent to industrial establishments in order to get the utmost
advantage possible. Unfortunately difficulties of transport arise. Only one
manufacturer has accepted the collection of eggs seized and transports them
accompanied by a permit. (license)
In 1922 he could only collect 637.737 eggs out of 4.245.184 declared unfit.
3.607.447 or -about 212.200 kilos were destroyed on the spot and their
contents sent into the sewers.
The proceeding is not without its disadvantages.
Here follow according to our investigations, the characteristics of eggs candled.
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POURCENTAGE DES mUFS INSALUBRES AU MIRAGE
100

100

95
90
85

80
75

75'94

70

65
60

55
50
45
40
35
30

25
20

15

12'34

10

5

Oeufs
re tires de la
consommation

Geufs
reconnus
insalubres
au mirage

11 '72

I I

Oeufs
qui auraient
pu etre
deceles comme
insalubres
au mirage

Oeufs

insalubres qui
n'auraient
pu etre
deceles
au mirage

IVisible
intermittently generally in
neighbourhood of the larger axis,

the PracticaIly free from Opacity of the chefor- bacteria and fun- layee.
ming a shadow or appearing like a re- gus.
fractory body.

Small spots.

General colouration pinkish in the fresh
egg. Air chamber normal or more or
less enlarged.

simply depreciated.

Intermittently visible sometimes outside
the larger axis. General colouration of
tJ:1e eggs sometinles of a brighter red
(case of sanguineous body of recent
formation) air chamber normal or more
or less enlarged.

Foreing bodies bloo..
dinsses coccidia va..
rious bodies.

do

Rounded shadow with clean outlines I
of the dimensions of the yolk MobilitYi
slightly defined in the neighbourhood of!
the larger axis, air chamber little deve- !
loped colouration pinkish of the fresh I
egg.
I

highly coloured yolk.

a)

Large spots.

b ) Black or greyish black rounded spots
very clear outlines of the dimension of
the yolk very movable swirnming above
the white. Air chamber 1110re or less
developed white very fluid; shell wrin- '
kled (rough) so called lime preserved
eggs.
I

do

I

II

I

simply depreciated.

do

putrefaction of eggs
preserved in lime.
unwholesome

(

Large spots.

Rounded shadow, clear outlines of the di- Generally free from ageing of eggs preser-I
mensions of the yolk very mobile always bacteria or fungus. ved with out speworking round to the tops of the white.
cial process.
Air chamber very much developed.
Sound of sho~k when shaken.
depreciated.

Air bubbles.

Multiple shadows very mobile in the shape
of air bubbles of clearly defined outline
under the shell membrane, absence of
air chamber.

do

rupture of air chamber.

~

Shadows of soft contours on a part of thel generally free fronl incubated egg grade 2
surface of the yolk Feeble mobility of bacteria and fungus or (rejected)
~
the yolk.
utilizable for biscuit
Spot on the yolk. Air chamber of small dimensions Shell
making.
~
smooth and shining in certain cases
only.
-c
PShadow indistinct most often mobile in
cold storage egg white
o
the neighbourhood of the larger aXis.
rot.
Large central spot MUltiple small spots movable in the
and small mul- white. Frequent co-existence of small bacteria
unwholesome.
tiplespots round fixed « damp spots ». Greyish colouration
I of the white. Air chamber very much
it.
developed, often ruptured (bubbles).

o

=

..

Shadows or diffused clouds due to particles in some rare cases rupture of the yolk
or filaments of opeque substances moving bacteria with or « red rots »
Clouds diffused
during the movement of tilting in course without fungus
unwholesome
of candling. Air chamber very much
through-out.
developed sometimes displaced. Reddish colouration of the whole egg.

Stands del Ministerio de Fomento. - Asociaci6n General de Ganaderos dei Reino

Stands del Ministerio de Fomento
Diorama viviente poblado con gallinas Castellanas, de Francisco G. de Mendoza, de Madrid
(Obra del escen6grato D. Salvador Alarma)

Stands del Ministerio de Fomento
Diorama viviente poblado con gallinas Catalanas del Prat, de S. Castello, de Arenys de Mar
(Obra del escen6grato D. Salvador Alarma)
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Spot of the dimensions of the yolk adhe- practically free of
ring to the shell membrane at a point fungus bacteria
diametrically opposite to that repsecen"age of egg.
ting the most tapering part of the egg.
rn
Spot susceptible of motion when in
W Tending to fixacourse of candling one gives the egg
~
tion.
abrupt turns.
rQ

...o

Srn

usable in biscuit making.

~

.
I:-

o

Air chamber generally enlarged absence
of noise of shock so long as the yolk
remains adherent.
Small black spot (sepia mark) on one Fungus colonies with
part of the shell. The rest of the egg is partial coagulation
of the white
normal.
Small black spot Colon~ of. fungus (!TI0st frequently as· pergl1losls) adherIng to the shell
membranes often opposite a spot of
encrement on the outside of the shell.
The egg is sometimes cracked.

so called «damp spot»

utilizable in biscuit
making.

Spot nearly of the dimensions of the yolk, with or without bacwith or without aureole fixed to the teria fungus hard
I
shell at a point opposite that which with the spot.
ge"ng of egg nd in utilizable in biscuit
a f Ict ·on of e~ernai making Part still
Spot of the dimen- corresponds to the most taper ingend of
o~igln
sound in case of
sions of the yolk the egg. Adherence of the yolk persisting
even after several attempts to break it.
infection
Air chamber of large dimensions. Absence of noise of shock.

IDamp
spots' in different parts of the shell colonies of fungus iso- •
generally on the same side and opposite lated or
Small multiph
spots.

the excremented spots. Black coloration
in the centre of the spots. Other variable characters of the egg ( those of the
fresh egg or those of the old egg) yolk
sometimes still mobile but in part only.

with or
bacteria

~nfluent

without

advanced « damp
unwhole some.
spots »

Voluminous spots partially mobile and generally without
.
dwith badlY defined contours in the free bacteria or fungus mcubateg te g o~ ~nI
parts. Reddish coloration of the yolk
.
vabncte.ons) a e
fixed to the shell.
cu a 1

1

Large spots.

Diffuse clouds observed sometimes in the
white.
Black extensive spots more or less nume.. Fungus with or withrous sometimes coming to the edge of out bacteria
in course of putrethe air chamber so as to make it show up
faction.
unwholesome
more on candling. Absolute fixity of
the spots.

Complete opacity or red tint dusky or dull
semi opaque. Disagreable odour perMore or less com- ceived through the shell. Pores of the shell
plete opacity marked as little black points. Air chamof egg.
bers generally large. The egg often
bursts under the pressure of the gasses
formed.

Bacteria with or
without fungus
Putrefaction « Black
rot »
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On the subject of the means employed to candle eggs in Paris we refer to
the works that Doctor Cartier Veterinary Surgeon has published in our annual
reports on the working of the Veterinary service.
Doctor Cartier, who has studied more especially eggs preserved in lime,
writes in 1922:
a) Characteristics indicated by the shell. All eggs preserved in lime do
not present on the surface a white limy deposit.
All eggs which have on the surface a deposit of dusty lime giving a special
aspect to the shell are not always eggs preserved in lime.
The dusty deposit eXists on the shell of the lime preserved egg when the
preserved egg is not made to undergo a special washing.
It exists also on an egg which soaked in water for some time has been left
in the air to dry. Eggs exposed to rain in a provincial market, wetted in transit
or covered with condensation owing to sharp differences of temperature may
present the phenomenon in question.
Eggs preserved in lime well drained and washed in water pure or slightly
acidulated and then wiped no longer show any deposit of dusty lime.
The very slightly rough feeling and the sound like china given by lime preserved eggs when taken in the hand and rubbed a little with the tip of the fingers are the best indic~tions though inconsistent.

b) Characteristics under candling. On candling the shell appears more
transparent marbling may weaken the translucency if the egg has remained
exposed to carbonisation by the air. The egg im-mersed in lime water has an
air chamber of small size. The latter generally appears dark while in a fresh
egg it generally shows up lighter.
The yolk appears far more well defined than in a fresh egg.
It no longer occupies its normal position towards the centre and the shadow
it throws is liable to deformation under the influence of the rotary movements
given to the egg. This depends on the degree of liquidity of the albumen. The
yolk itself has also become more fluid and its membrane more fragile.
However chemical analysis does not permtt of the finding in the white of
these eggs a greater proportion of salts as has been stated (Agricultural information office September 1921 Swiss Studies. )

II.

INSPECTION OF FOWLS AND GAME

The Markets (Central markets, local food supply markets) are inspected
by the Veterinary service of the Police authority.
All game, fowls and rabbits sold in Paris do not pass through the Central
Markets where the principal inspection station is.
In 1922 out of 26.395.059 kilogrammes of fowls, game and rabbits brought
to Paris 5.634.964 kilogrammes or 21.35 % were not inspected on arrival
because not sold in the Central markets.
Dealers try to get free from the wholesale market regulated by sales police
by an Act of 1896.
PROPORTION OF FOWLS, GAME AND RABBITS NOT PASSING THROUH
THE CENTRAL MARKETS

Year

1915

1916

1917

1918

1919

1920

1921

1922

{J/o ••••••••

20,7

20,0

23,0

21,3

21,0

25,9

27,8

21,3
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The seizures at the Central markets of fowls and game presented at the
stalls of the dealers (Wholesale) were:
YEAR

I_Q_U_A_NT_IT_Y_J_NT_R_OD_U_CE_D_1

1913
.. . .
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920 .. . . .. . .. . ..
1921
1922............

22.260.590 kgs.
18.614.037 »
16.280.525 »
15.822.168 »
14.976.584 »
14.637.650 »
16.952.387 »
18.635.874 »
19.629.216 »
20.760.095 »

QU_A_NT_IT_Y_S_E_IZ_ED
_ _ 1_PR_O_PO_R_TI_ON_O_J_'
_

21.240 kgs.
41.319 »
25.828 »
20.570 »
24.474 »
32.677 )}
34.084 »
26.356 »
37.838 »
24.412 »

0,95
2,21
1,58
1,30
1,63
2,24
2,01
1,41
1,90
1,17

The troubles brought by the war in the working of the railways have raised
the proportion of seizures owing to putrefaction and consequently that of the
seizures in general.
Taking the figures of seizures for 1913 (0.95) as index we have:

••••••• 0,9512,21
Index. . .. 1,00 2,32

1,5811,30 1,6312,24 2,01 11,41
1,68 1,37 1,71 2,35 2,11 1,48

%

1,90 11,17
2,00 1,23

INO ~CES COURBE DES SAISIES DE VOLAILLES ET GIBlER
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Tuberculosis is frequently observed in poultry ( Fowls and pheasants) ( 1 )
and sometimes in tame rabbits.
The cases observed are divided as follows in the time since the Veterinary
services of the markets have had the inspection of fowls and game included in
~heir duties :
YEAR

1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1922

.............

.............
.............

.............
.............
.............
.............

.............

.............
.............
.............
.............
.............
.............

Fowls and
chickens

Turkeys

Guinea
fowls

31
55
396
626
541
831
537
302
325
338
545
406
262

-

-

256

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

10
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2
6

2

Total

-

37
63
397
628
557
831
537
302
325
338
545
406
262
261

-

3
1

-

-

-

Rabbits

-

-

-

-

-

6

-

3

Pheasants

-

-

-

-

~

Original researches have been published by the Sanitary veterinaries of the
Central markets. (2)
As regards origin the cases of avian tuberculosis are distributed with differing frequency. Before the war the Dutch fowls sold in the central markets
of Paris were often tuberculous. During the war some cases were observed
in frozen fowls imported from the United States where questions of inspection
of eggs and poultry are entrusted to chemists, when the most elementary logic
demands the intervention of sanitary veterinaries and bacteriological laboratories directed by sanitary veterinaries who have been tested as is done in Paris.
At the central markets tuberculous subjects are often found in emaciated
subjects. We give the following statistics taken from the central markets:
FRENCH PO ULTRY

DUTCH POULTRY

YEAR

Examined

1912 ..........
1913 ..........
1914 ..........

593
706
704

(3)

Tuberculous

222
351
376

0/0

37,44
49,72
53,41

Examined (3)

3.288
3.637
939

(4)

Tuberculous

329
480
181

°/0

10,32
13,20
19,39-

The number of cases of avian tuberculosis observed in imported frozen
fowls amounts to 5 ( 1916).
Chretein met tuberculosis once in a duck coming from a poultry farm in the outskirts of
This duck was living with fowls ( Hygiene de la Viende et du Lait t 913. p. 578).
(2) Vosgien, Hygiene de la Viande et du Lait, 1912, p. W.
Ray~ond et Chretien
Do.
211.
Chretien
Do.
1913, p. 578.
Chretien, Germain et Raymond, Revue de la Tuberculose, Oct. 1922, 1st. Feb. 1923.
Allcarer and Chretien, Sec. Centrale de Medicine veterinaire, March 30th. 1923, p. 111.
(3) In a crowded market examination is made preferably of thin emaciated fowls.
(4) From. Jan. to Aug. 13th. 1914.
(1)

Paris.
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To get a nearly exact estimate of the frequency of cases of avian tuberculosis the best way is to investigate systematically the fowls accidently dead in
transit.
The veterinary service of the markets finds:
v

POULTRY DEAD IN TRANSIT
AUTOPSIES AT THE CENTRAL MARKETS (VETERINARY SERVICE)
DUTCH

FRENCH
YEAR

Tuberculous

Autopsies

Autopsies

oJo

1.600
1.400
1.130

1912 ..........
1913 ..........
1916 ..........
1918 ..........
1919 ..........

1~269

930

80
80
53
94
64

5,00
5,72
4,69
7,40
6,88

70
100
-

I

Tuberculous
0/0

(1)

10
15

-

-

14,39
15,00

-

-

-

-

-

-

Chretien, Germain and Raymond (Review of tuberculosis No.5, 1912)
working at the markets in the service of Veterinary Inspection have noted
the great frequency of tuberculosis in hens, the cock being rarely attacked.
The departments furnishing the majority of the cases of avian tuberculosis
are in decreasing order. (2)
1913

1914

1915

Somme.
ereuse.
Deux-Sevres.
Allier.
Eure et Loir.
Loire- Inferieure.
Vendee.
.Indre.

ereuse.
Deux-Sevres.
Somme.
Loire- Inferieure.
Allier.
Eure et Loir.
Vendee.

Creuse.
Somme.
Loire- Inferieure.
Deux-Sevres.
Vendee.

-

-

-

-

1919

1920

ereuse.
Creuse.
Vendee.
Vendee.
Deux-Sevres. Deux-Sevres.
Loiret.

-

-

-

-

-

Unfortunately the statistics which have served to make the classification
do not take account of the number of arrivals per department and cannot give
exact information.
According to J. Blier the Central Plateau and Brittany are the most infected
departments.
According to Alleaux the greatest frequency of cases of tuberculosis he
found in winter when the breeders empty their houses and get rid of old fowls.
The frequency observed per month is as folloWS, year 1917:

(1)

Young pullets.

(2)

H. Martel, Report on the working of the Sanitary Veterinary service.

1.99
THIN FOWLS

1917
Jan. ......................
Feb. ......................
March .....................
April" ......................

May .......................
June ......................
July .......................
Aug.......................

Sept.......................
Oct........................ 1
Nov. ......................
Dec. ......................
Totals ..........

82
115
60
30
15
38
45

41
60
35
12
10
15
21

52

26

61
36
116
121
771

29
18
59
60
386

THIN FOWLS

1918

TUBERCULOUS

I

0/0

50,00
52,20
58,34
40,00
66,72
39,50
46,67
50,00
47,60
50,00
50,86
49,60
50,07

TUBERCULOUS
0/0

Jan. ......................
Feb. ......................
March .....................
April ......................
May .......................
June ......................
July .......................
Aug..............•........

Sept.......................
Oct........................ ,

Nov.......................
Dec.......................
Totals .......... 1

70
82
40
30
60
20
150
80
126
60
120
162
1.000

THIN FOWLS

1919

41
61
36
19
38
13
69
70
84

"39
103
119
692

58,60
74,40
90,00
63,40
63,34
65,00 "
46,00
87,50
66,67
65,00
85,84
73,46
69,20

TUBERCULOUS
0/0

Jan
Feb
March
April
May

.
.
.
.
.

80
50
66
85
50

June

.

43

July

.

Aug

.

Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec

.
.
.
.

56
104
58
82
80
68

Totals

,-------('-

I

822

60
34

28,75
50,00
45,48
47,09
58,00
34,90
44,65
57,69
55,18
64,64
75,00
50,00

436

53,04

33
25
30
40

29

15
25
60
32

53
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The f-requency of tub'erculosis compared with the numbers of poultry entering the wholesale hall is given by the following figures:
HENS AND CHICKENS

YEAR

Number sold

1908 ...............
1909 ...............
1910 ...............
1911 ...............
1912 ...............
1913 ...............
1914 ...............
1915 ...............
1916 ...............
1917 ...............
1918 ...............
1919 ...............
1920 ...............
1921 ...............

8.760.910
8.754.585
8.699.953
8.744.136
8.462.922
8.158.759
7.049.298
5.575.383
5.416.151
4.796.482
4.021.024
5.208.740
5.484.296
6.848.788

Number
tuberculous

31
55
396

626

551
831
537
802
325
338
545
406
262
266

(1)

Frequeggo
per 10.

0,035
0,062
0,455
0,716
0,652
1,018
0,761
0,541
0,600
0,704
1,355
0,779
0,477
0,380

In the case of turkeys 2 cases are noted out of 149.274 in 1911, 6 cases in
170.800 in 1912.
With guinea fowls 5 cases in 88.324 were observed in 1909 and 10 out of
86.574 in 1912 ; with pheasants 6 were found in 1908 out of 127.839.
Rabbits are rarely found tuberculous: 3 cases out of 3.315.197 in 1909
and 1 case out of 3.750 .180 in 1910.

From the observations made at the markets it seems that tuberculous fowls
are generally of the barndoor type and that everywhere that fowls are care..
fully selected tuberculosis is rare - selected kinds are not more resistant but
the fact of breeding picked animals implies the existence of better hygienic
conditions. (J. Blier).
Besides tuberculosis there exist numerous other causes which lead to seizures - injuries, the presence of parasites, tumours, abcesses, cachexy, congestive injuries of various origins, natural death etc.
There would be much to say on these different questions and on certain
customs. (Rouen drake killed by suffocation and in very bad state of preservation ).
CONCLUSIONS
From the preceeding documents the results are
The sanitary control of eggs is always necessary and is all the more
useful when the egg is presented in the worst conditions (dirty eggs, crac'ked
eggs. )
.
2. Sanitary control show besides the mustiness frequently met with microbes of various kinds and especially those of the coli group the more frequent the less the egg is marketable.
3. Candling aided by bacteriological research gives the veterinary service
of Paris results which would be still more important if the number of inspectors was greater and proportionate to the importance of the arrivals of egg
packages.
1.

(1) The defective conditions of the market arrangements do not permit of all the cases
being found.
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4. It appears that the veterinary services are more particularly qualified
to ensure the sanitary control of eggs and in general of food stuffs of animal
origen.
5. The research of malidies attacking poultry and game and especially
tuberculosis should be entrusted exclusively to experienced veterinary practioners. The results obtained in Paris show how vast is the field for resear~h
and how badly explored still.
6. Considerable progress in farming to avoid soiling «( salissure & com·
mercial term) of the eggs and the propagation of avoidable maladies (tuberculosis ).
7. It is expedient to ask the transport companies for great improvements
to reduce the importance of the seizures for damage in transit.
8. At a period of shortage of food stuffs it is not sufficient to prOduce,
it is expedient to do so with the best possible yield and to avoid the produce
obtained being lost in transport from the place of production to the place of
consumption.

/

SECTION III

Hygiene and illnesses in the poultry
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REPORT ON THE PRESEN:T STATE OF THE RESEARCB;ES ON
AVIAN DISEASES AT THE PASTEUR INSTITUTE OF PARIS
by Mm. TRUCHE and STAUB
of the Pasteur Institute.

Until these last years the study of Avian diseases had been rather neglected
in France or at least had not been made in a systematic manner and with all
the scientific rigour desirable.
The economic crisis which has followed the great war has caused a considerable craze for breeding and this branch of agriculture has taken an extent
hitherto unknown in our country. This is due to several causes. The principal
of which is the relatively high price reached both by table poultry and by eggs.
Before the war the greater part of the poultry was bred simply by farmers;
it was a natural side-line of all farming. There were, it is true, some poultry
breeders who produced selected animals either for table or for eggs but it 'was
a restricted number.
The animals reared on farms without scientific methods sufficed for current
consumption; if from time to time an epizootic (epidemic) caused havoc in
a special region it was always in a limited way and only a relative importance
was attached to it.
The cost of living having increased considerably, butcher's meat and even
fish haVing become luxuries, a number of persons set out to produce poultry
and have tried to perfect the processes of reproduction, rearing and fattening.
They have been aided in this by the various poultry societies which have
multiplied their efforts to give this branch of agriculture a more scientific
bent hoping that it would be more remunerative.
But all these breeders, more or less prepared by their former studies for
intensive poultry breeding have met with difficulties and obstacles which they
had not always foreseen.
In fact contagious diseases until then sporadic broke out and dealt heavy
blows to the new breeding stations.
According to a well known fact as soon as it is a question of masses whether
of humans or animals, epidemics take a very marked acuteness; everyone
knows that recruits on incorporation pay a heavy tribute to infectious diseases.
During the last war cases of typhoid, exanthematic typhus, cholera and influenza
attained terribly high figures among the Allies as well as their adversaries.
Breeding has felt this general law and from the time when it set out to
produce poultry on a large scale we have seen, unfortunately, in numerous
places an outbreak of illnesses which showed hitherto only limited attacks.
Justly annoyed these breeders applied to the various scientific laboratories
to ask them to try and stop the sad effects of these maladies and to limit
their losses.
Continuing here the tradition of its illustrious founder, the Pasteur Institute
could not hold aloof from diseases threatening our national live-stock and it
appeared to us that we ought to try and help our pOUltry-breeders, just as the
great master had not disdained to ta ke an interest in those little workers in our
national riches - the silkworms.
At present our poultry farms are attacked by the following diseases-Fowl
cholera, avian diptheria, avian typhus and fowl plague. However this last is
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in a very marked decline and it is very rare if not impossible to find it with
us at present.
It is very curious to note that these different diseases are fairly narrowly
limited to certain regions rather than others in a special region.
Cholera attacks particularly the liberated region of the North aQd East
and seems to have been imported by the fowls recovered from the Germans in
execution of the Treaty of Versailles.
Typhus eXists ~specially in the regions situated to the South of the Loire
as far as the Alps and the Pyrenees.
Diptheria confines itself almost exclusively to the zone intermediary between
the two others reaching especially the Parisian region at a radius of a hundred
kilometres round Paris.
Of course this division is not absolute and one finds from time to time some
stray centres of infection; but our numerous observations for three years show
that on the whole it is exact.
It is admitted more and more that it is the fairs and markets and above
all poultry exhibitions that are the best means of dissemination of these different diseases - at least when new to a region - following the introduction of subjects bought at a show that has taken place at a very distant spot. Accordingly for several years there has been a tendency in certain countries to
oblige exhibitors to have a preventive vaccination of animals sent to shows
or exhibitions against the different contagious avian diseases.
Fowl Cholera
FOWl cholera caused only a few losses in France before the war, so that the
preparation of the vaccine discovered by Pasteur had been abandoned by the
Pasteur Institute owing to the absence of demand. The disease has re-appeared
after the war in the devastated regions of the North and East following the
introduction of poultry sent from Germany under the head of reparations.
Very serious epidemics have desolated these regions and are gradually reaching
the other parts of the Territory. Before this menace it was urgent to make a
further appeal to vaccination.
Pressed for time we have used until now a vaccine formed by a pasteurella
other than the avian one according to the works of Chamberland and Jouan.
This vaccine in most cases has given every satisfaction often even stopping
mortality at once.
Some centres however seem more difficult to extinguish and so we have
undertaken for a year now the preparation of a true Pasteur vaccine by atte..
nuation of virulent cultures.
This attenuation is extremely slow in showing and ought to be pursued for
months; this is the explanation of a certain number of too hasty authors who
have tried to use the process and have denied its value.
At present (november 1923 ) the reaching the decisive point is only a question of days so that by the time the Congress is held it is presumable that this
new vaccine will be actual working.

Fowl Plague

FOWl plague which about 1900 seemed likely to spread has completely
disappeared for the last ten years. We had undertaken with Jouan researches
published in the Annals of the Pasteur Institute. The war interrupted them
and when we wished to take them up again our stocks of virus were dead. We
have since vainly endeavoured to procure some in France and abroad. This
disease can therefore be considered nearly extinct at any rate for the
present.
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This is besides fortunate for practically we are unarmed against thes malady.
In fact U it is easy as we have shown to obtain a very efficacious serum against
fowl plague one must of necessity to produce the serum go to fowls for it. Even
geese are unsuitable.
It is clear then that economically the preparation of such a serum is impossible. It is unfortunately a fact common to all filtering virus only the animals
affected by these virus can give an active serum. Such is the case with swine
fever as well as cattle plague.
Otherwise no other pratical means is known of tackling fowl plague. We
have indeed recognised that warmed infected blood acted as a vaccine but
too great quantities are required (10 c. c~ minimum) for the process' to be
utilizable. It is besides probable -that sooner or later a practical method will'
be found to prevent this disease for animals which have been attacked without
succumbing have become totally refractory whatever the dose of virus with
which they are inoculated.
Diptheria
It seems to us unnecessary to describe at length this disease unfortunately
too well known to breeders but on the other hand it is interesting to note the
new ideas concerning its pathogeny.
Everyone knows that numerous microbes have been described as agents of
this disease: protozoa, pasteurella, diptheroid bacilli, spirochaetes but experience has proved that these germs were only microbes of secondary infection.
Several authors however admit that in certain cases the role of these last
acquires a primary importance and that different complications can be entirely
attributed to them, just as with the salmonelosis of the pig.
For some years in America as well as in France they have arrived at another
conception, that of a filter-passing virus or at least invisible since it has been
impossible to filter it with any certainty up to the present. In this it would be
analogous to' that of the Jenner vaccine which is only filtered by special contrivances.
OUf observations lead us to believe that the different diseases known as
diptheria are only different forms of one and the same virus.
At present we divide the malady into:
1. The croup form or buccal diptheria
2. Eye form with frequent complication of panopthalmia
3. Epithelial or varioloid form.
A fourth form is sometimes found called «toxic)} expressing itself in an
intense. stertorous breathing without any external lesion and causing death in
a very short space of time but it is happily rare.
The Croup form (or form with false membranes) is the most widely spread
and the best kno wn to breed ers and veterinary surgeons.
The Eye form is manifested by abcess of the pupil by the suppuration of the
eyeball generally terminated by complete destruction of the cornea with the
total loss of one or both eyes.
The Epithelial or varioloid form is the most discussed at present seeing that
until lately it was believed to have a distinct 'morbid entity described under
the name of « epithelioma contagiosum» analogous to the « molluscum» of
.man.
A fundamental experiment however which we have repeated many and
many times admits a belief in the shaking of this conception. If one injects
or inoculates by scarifications on the comb or wattles of a healthy fowl a virus
consisting of an emulsion of typical epitheliomatous scabs the malady is reproduced under its different forms: - Buccal, ocular or varioloid. Until there is
proof to the contrary in which case we give way it seems to us reasonable
to admit that we are dealing with a single virus producing these different 10caUsations.
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Last year however a Japanese author Norichika Nakamura asserted that
he had isolated a specific microbe which inoculated into animals reproduces
only the buccal form and the ocular form to the exclusion of the varioloid which
would confirm the old ideas of a different virus for this disease.
We have tried to repeat the experiments of this author but at present it
is impossible for us to gain an exact idea of the truth of the facts advanced
.by the Japanese author.
.
It seems that there is a certain analogy between the avian virus and Jenner's
vaccine the scarifications on the comb and wattles of this last virus give lesions
very like those of avian diptheria.
Probably we are dealing with an ectodermose produced by a dermotropic
virus; our attempts to transform it from dermotrope to neurotrope have not
given us up to the present very satisfactory results as is the case With the other
research workers.

Treatment.

The treatment of this disease is still problematical in our opinion at present.
Beach of the United States recommends a vaccine consisting of an emulsion of scabs heated. He states that he has good results; unfortunately this
vaccine has to be used very fresh; one must therefore keep constantly animals
"in a state to furnish scabs to meet unforeseen demands which is not always
convenient in practice.
In Holland and in Belgium de Blieck and van Helsbergen make a vaccine
according to a process of which they do not give exact details. They too state
they have obtained satisfactory results. However a breeder of Pas-de-Calais
who tells us he has used it concludes that it is not very efficacious. In any case
not having personally experimented with these two vaccines it is impossible
for us to jUdge fairly of their value.
For our part we are also trying to make a vaccine by other methods but
our experiments are not yet sufficiently advanced for us to make a statement
here; it is only in course of time that we shall be able to judge of its good or
ill effects.
Tempted by the similarity of the Jenner's virus and the avian we have
tried, like many others we must confess, to vaccinate with Jenner's virus. It
seems to result from these attempts that this virus gives a certain immunity
but not very well marked and at any rate very ephemer al. According to the
results which have been communicated to us by the breeders who have tried
it this vaccination does not completely stop the disease but considerably retards
its evolution.
This is" something but it is not sufficient and one must search elsewhere.
As a p?Uiative treatment We advise the method advocated by Professor PozziEscot in Brazilincluding the use of methylene blue in saturated solution. This
treatment has given us personally satisfactory results on condition of being
el11ployed right at the beginning of the disease; as soon as the microbes of
secondary infection become general its action is nil and the evolution follows
its unfortunate course.
To sum up it must be confessed that we are still unarmed against this disease; We hope that the new researches undertaken on all sides may permit,
in a space of time which it is hoped will be short, useful and economic action.
At any rate we must reserve judgment on this matter, for what is truth
to-day might well be error to-morrow.
Avian typhus

This name has been given for some years to an illness caused by microbes
strongly resembling the typhod and paratyphod human «bacilli) their form,
their cUltivation, their mode of colouration, their biochemical reactions are
appreciably the same but they differ essentially from them in being immobile.

Stand del Ramo de Guerra. - EI Palomar Militar de Guadalajara

Stand del Ramo de Ma.rina

EI Palomar de Mensajeras de la Escuela de Aeronautica Naval de Barcelona
Stand montado bajo la direcci6n del Rvdo. D. Pedro L6pez Sanchez

Stand del Ayuntamiento de Barcelona
.Diorama viviente poblado con Pavos Realesy faisanes de la hermosa colecci6n de SU Par9-ue Zoo16gico
(Obra'del escen6grato.Sr. Junyent)
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Although the name is new the thing is probably not since for about thirty
years many of these diseases have been described under the generic name of
«coli bacillus )}. It is especially Klein and Moore who have made the best descriptions of them and the new research have done nothing but confirm the
discoveries of these two scientists.
In France the disease nlade its appearance especially since the last war
and at present it is attacking a great part of our avian stock, localised more
especially in certain departments; besides this was an unfortunate revelation
for the majority of breeders.
It exists under two principal forms:
1.
rum;
2.

White or Grey diarrhoea of chickens caused by the Bacterium pUllo-

Typhus of adults caused by Bacterium sanguinarium or gallinarum. New
researches tend to prove however that with certain adults there is sometimes
found the Bacterium pullorum which is called Bact. pullorum B. to differentiate it from that of chickens which was then called B. pullorum B.

These germs are now described readily in all works on avian diseases in France . .
as well as abroad. We shall be content to repeat that the differentiation
depends simply on their capacity of fermentation of certain carbo-hydrates'
with or without the production of gas with mannite, arabinose, levulose, glucose there is production of gas with B. puillorum whilst none is formed with
the B. sanguinarium. This is the sole phenomenon that allows them to be distinguished easily from each other.
Aglutination whether with, homologous serums or with the typhod or paratyphod human serums allows them to be identified en bloc but without being
able to distinguish them clearly from each other.
The deviation of the conlplement is more explicit with regard to this but
its use requires a complicated technique scarcely possible in practice and therefore likely to remain a laboratory method. D'Herelle has demonstrated the
existence in this disease of an opsonin which leads one to believe in the possibility of preparing a vaccine, which he actually succeeds in producing; unfor/"'tunately it was too strictly specific. His attempts with a polyvalent vaccine
, prepared with numerous kinds of bacteriophage have not been pressed far
enough for one to be able to use them on a large scale.
Symptoms.

The symptoms are different according as we are dealing with the disease
of the young or that of ~he adults.
With chickens the principal symptom is diarrhoea, the excrements become
at first more fluid more frequent their colour yellow then greenish then becomes lighter so as to be completely grey or whitish in the last moments of life.
The animals are dull low spirited lazy no longer follow their mother, stopping
in corners and die where they stand. The duration of the disease is variable
but generally it runs its course in 2 to 3 days. The lesions are not very characteristic except one however which is rarely missing; hypertrophy of the liver.
The disease is transmissible by eggs; fowls that have been cured or even
that seem well being carriers of germs in the ovary or oviduct.
In typhus of the adult one notes at the start somnolence and depression,
in short a state of torpor vaguely recalling the typhoid state of man. The temperature rises 1 or 2 degrees the feathers stand out the gait is staggering; towards the last p.eriod of life there comes extreme weakness with appearance
of profuse diarrhoea and death most often with subnormal temperature.
A fairly frequent symptom is pallor of the comb thus differing from the
blackening of this organ most often produced in cholera. In the blood one
notes nearly always a very marked hyperleucocytosis with parallel diminution
of the number of ,red corpuscles.
I.

14
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Lesions.

The microscopic lesions are generally not very characteristic; the liver
is sometimes hypertrophied, soft and friable with a slightly cirrhotic tinge.
There are never on its surface the yellowish spots found on this organ in cases
of cholera.
The intestines and caeca are more or less congested, the latter filled with
albuminous mucus with yellowish grey clots in the cloaca.

Diagnosis.
The clinical diagnosis is rather difficult if one has to content oneself to establish it with the above symptoms and the lesions; bacteriological diagnosis
alone has any value.
We have made known a practical means of sending to the laboratory t.he
parts necessary for the establishment of this diagnosis.
It is sufficient. to send a foot disjointed or cut above the tibiotarsial articulation ; only the osseous marrow is removed after section and flaming of the
bone and after santing on jelly or bouillon Martin it is put in the incubator
stove at 37 degrees when the culture is rapidly seen to show itself. The process
is also applicable to cholera as well as to typhus and offers practical undeniable to cholera as well as to typhus and offers practical undeniable characteristics.
For cases difficult of differentiation between cholera and typhus we have
called in the process described by Pasteur which consists of using yeast water:
cholera does not grow in this medium whilst typhus grows rapidly.
Here then are two methods put within the reach of research workers on
the question.

Treatment.

r

Purely medicinal therapeusis has shown itself up to the present poor in
results and it is not astonishing that after the causal agent of this disease has
been discovered search has been made for vaccines. But they diffEr little from
each other except in small details of preparation.
The one we use consists simply of an emulsion in normal physidogical solution from different strains each very virulent as far as possible in a proportion
of 5 m. m. gr. per c. m. c. heated 10 minutes at 65 degrees or half at 56 degrees.
It is injected in a dose of 1 c. m. c. per animal in the pectoral muscles. The
injection is borne very well, the animals are ill sometimes for 24 hours but the
reaction rapidly disappears. An exacerbation of the symptoms is sometimes
noted in certain animals in advanced incubation but this inconvenience is
inherent in all bacteriotherapic intervention in contaminated media. It would
certainly be preferable to make a sero-vaccination but the present economic
conditions have not allowed us to make one up to the present. Moreover the
absorption of the inoculated product is rapid and perfect so its application
never affects ulterior consumption.
It sometimes happens that a vaccination does not give all the results expected that is when we are dealing with a very specific germ. In this case we make
an auto-vaccine with the refractory germ and everything is rapidly put right.
Another means of vaccination which has given us very good results is the
use of antigens prepared in ether-alcohol but the preparation of it is costly and
has to be reserved for special cases. In this case an emulsion is made of 1 m. m. g.
per c. m. c. of this antigen. The same dose" is injected and in the same conditions as the ordinary treated stock vaccine.
The results seem encouraging although not yet perfect and the application
is becoming general since nearly 65.000 doses were used in France in 1923.
For white diarrhoea the treatment unfortunately still remains problematical.
We must be content to trace the mothers carrying the germs to eliminate them
from reproduction.
Sero-agglutination gives good results according to a certain number of
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authors but it leads to fairly considerable expense and will never be applicable
except in specially selected breeding stations. We think that the opthalmo
or anti-reaction would be more interesting and we are at present looking for a
means of making it practicable.
To sum up, our present researches point especially to the following points:

t. Amelioration of the avian anti-choleric vaccine.
2. Attempts at preparation of a practical vaccine against diptheria.
3. Perfection of the polyvalent vaccine against avian typhus.
The future will show whether we have done useful work.
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INFECTIOUS DISEASES OF POULTRY
Ministry of the Interior. - Italy department of public health.

!.-.,

, The infectious diseases of poultry prevailing in Italy are, plague, cholera
and typhus.
Plague was very prevalent for the ten years ending in 1920 and gave rise
to great losses. Since that date the disease has been far less active, the foci
of infection have become few in number and the virulence has been greatly
diminished. At the present'lime Avian Plague interferes to a very small extent
in the raising of chickens in Italy.
Cholera is the infectious disease which holds sway at the present time in
nearly all the provinces of the Kingdom; being endowed with a great tendency
to spread, the (< bacillus avisepticus » produces severe infections, with a fairly
high percentage of morta lity.
Typhus has been met with in several provinces, especially in upper Italy,
in districts more or less widely separated. The incidence of disease is of a more
or less enzoatic type, but the mortality is fairly light.
The three above-named diseases have been confirmed by bacteriological
eXaminations conducted on the spot.
Orders of the prefect.
In order to carry out the measures taken by the Authorities, the Prefect
notifies the boundary of the infected zone and prescribes, (1st) The winged
population in the affected zone and the boundaries of the same as shown by
charts expressly made to show the distribution of the disease. These charts
are displayed along the whole length of the circumference of the infected area,
v/
more especially where the principal roads enter it. (2) !h.~prohibition of
allowing fOWls in the affected area to drink from pools communicating with
streams. ( 3) The prohibition of allowing fowls to be taken outside the infected area. ( 4) The suppression of poultry markets in the affected area.
( 5) Immunization of poultry exposed to infection.
In addition to the above orders, and should the circumstances of the case
demand, the prefect can also lay down that ( a) sick fowls must be destroyed,
( b l,~Q,ntacts must be killed and their carcases consumed in the infected area
only, after the destruction of the feathers and entrails has been accomplished. ,
(c) The dove-cots in the infected zone and in the area surrounding it must
b,e closed. (d) All crates and baskets must be adequately disinfected in accordance with the rules laid down.
The above measures are carried out to a greater or less extent as long as
the epidemic lasts. The Prefect's order will be revoked, if after an interval of
a fortnight no fresh cases have occurred, or if all the birds have been killed.
Prophylactic Treatment. - In the struggle against cholera and typhus,
great importance has been attached to inoculations. Much propaganda work
has been done in this regard, and financial assistance has been given to the
Prefectur.es to enable them to assist those desiring vaccine to obtain it. By
this means th·e practise of immunisation against cholera and typhus has spread
in the country and has become popular on account of the satisfactory results
obtained. In some districts, especially where the raising of poultry is properly
carried out, immunisation has been attended with very great success, an9 the
pOUltry farmers have been much benefited. The immunizing substances in
use in Italy for combating poultry diseases are provided by the National InstiI
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tutes, who arrange for the production and sale of se'ra an.d vaccines, and by
the Experimental Stations engaged in preventing the spread of infectious diseases amongst cattle.
These Institutions are largely subsidized by the State and even by the
laboratories of the Veterinary Colleges. The vaccines etc are sold at very low
Arices and in certain cases are given gratuitously hy way of encouragement
with the assistance of the Prefectures. Much is given away, by way of propaganda, by way of the Experimental Stations and Veterinary Colleges. Sometinles when dealing with foci of infection and typical outbreaks in certain important chicken-raising farms, recourse has been had to autogenous vaccines
in order to obtain the best results. It is then confidently expected that vaccination against cholera and typhus will spread more and more and will be of the
greatest assistance to the measures taken by the Sanitary Police, which whether,
owing to the nature of these infections, or to the methods of raising and looking
after fowls in backyards, cannot always be depended on, nor give the results
which one JNould expect.
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FOOD STUFFS AND AVIAN INFECTIONS
A warning note by Professors A. LANFRANCHI and L. SANI
of the Royal Veterinary College of Bologna.

We understand under the above heading not the infections which can be
caused through eating chicken, but those which may be observed to occur in
fowls and whose origin, we must admit can be connected with special forms of
poultry food.
Our attention has been drawn to this subject by the fact that, in a pheasantrearing plant where heretofore no sort or kind of infectious disease had manifested itself and where after most careful enquity, the importation of infection
in any manner from similar establishments could be excluded, the birds perished. .
After several researches, we were able to show that the cause of death was
paratyphus. Investigating the nature of their food we discovered that it consisted almost exclusively of horseflesh, chopped very fine, as well as a certain
amount of the long bones which had been passed through a Bentall bone cutter.
We were able to obtain from this meat, cultures of the same micro-organisms
as we had found in the dead pheasants.
Later, in a poultry yard where a septic infection had broken out we found
out that the birds had been fed on the remains of pigs dead of disease.
In another case we conserved that the food consisted of dried blood.
As in the two last cases, it was impossible for us to carry out adequate
research work, we are unable to state positively that the infections were caused
by food; but in the first case, the presumption is very strong.
In consequence, relying on what we know on the subject of food infections
amongst human beings, and which are due to micro-organisms of the typhoidcoli group, as also on what we know in regard to septic infections generally,
( Lignieres), we must admit that these pathogenic agents, if they are present
in food stuffs, can give rise to such infections even amongst poultry, pheasants, etc.
On the other hand farmers who besides keeping fowls, are possessed of other
kinds of live stook, know by experience that when a septic infection, or one
due to members of the typhoid coli group, appears, it is a matter of difficulty
to confine it to one species only of animal.
We believe that observation and experimental research will solve this problem.
We have thought it desiderable to draw the attention of farmers at the
p.resent time, to the importance that the feeding of meat or offal may have,
as a possible cause of avian infections, in order that they may take the necessary precautions to exclude the use of meat and offals derived from animals
slaughtered for or dead of certain forms of disease.
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SOME CAUSES OF MORTALITY IN POULTRY AS SEEN PROM
POST MORTEM EXAMINATIONS
by Doctor HAMMOND SMITH

Many books have been written on the subject of Diseases of poultry, but
few have described the many difficulties that are met with in· making post mortem examinations; these arise from several causes; the chief one being that
we are not yet possessed of a sufficient kno wledge of the diseases of poultry to
always properly associate cause and effect, that the owner of the bird when
alive, may attribute certain symptoms to certain diseases, but at the post
mortem in the laboratory, a totally different diagnosis may be arrived at.
Again, in the fowl, as in other animals, disease in one organ may seriously affect
the functions of anotner organ, as is frequently the case in the numerous parasitic and infectious diseases, and another difficulty arises fronl the manner
in which the dead body of the bird is treated between the time of its death and
its reception in the laboratory for examination. It is no uncommon thing for
a dead fowl to be found, perhaps 24 hours after death, and then shown to the
gardener because « he also keeps fowls }), then the next day the nearest gamekeeper is consulted, and he cuts the bird open and tries to see what is the matter
without result, and eventually three or four days after death, the corpse arrives
at the laboratory in a mangled and somewhat decomposed condition.
Some poultry owners again will insist on sending up for examination pieces
of the dead bird; for instance, I have had sent to me a specimen of «two gizzards », these turned out to be the heart and the gizzard. In another an enquirer sent me a gizzard « with a curious tumour in its neighbourhood ». The
tumour proved to be a normal spleen. Some of the specimens are really funny,
the most amusing one I can remember came from an old lady who once sent
me the feet from three fowls with a letter saying she had lost a large number of
fowls lately, and had sent me the three feet, would I kindly tell her from what
disease her fowls had died HI It is easy from these cases to ilTIagine what difficulties an examiner has to labour under in arriving at any conclusion.
When asking for a post mortem examination to be made, it is most essential that the whole bird should be sent in as fresh a condition as possible to the
laboratory, the examiner then has a chance of arriving at a definite conclusion
as to the cause of death, and an examination to be conclusive must be complete. The head, the throat, the trachea, the crop, the lungs and all the internal
organs should be carefUlly examined in detail. Personally I always pluck the
ventral aspect of a fo wI from the vent to the mouth before I attempt to open
it ; then open the skin from the vent to the mouth, then carefUlly remove the
sternum; then I am able to examine each part in detail.
Beginning at the throat, the symptoms of Diphtheritic roup ar~ easily discernable and well known, and also those of gapes caused by the Nematode
Worm Syngamus Trachealis ; the crop can be examined for its contents and
such poisons as phosphorus or yew which are easily detected; with other poisons chemical analysis would be necessary. All these ailments except the last
are easy to diagnose, and it is when we come to examine the internal organs
that we find more interesting work.
It would be easy to take all the internal organs one by one mentioning all
the diseases affecting them, and giving their post mortem appearances, but
you can get that out of poultry books. I want to put before you some of the
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more difficult and uncommon cases we meet with in making our examinations,
and to try to show if possible how one organ can act upon others. Here is a
typical and rare instance. On removing the sternum or breastbone and laying
it back after division of the coracoid and clavicle bones, you at once expose
the surface of the liver and the pericardium, the membrane covering the heart.
On two occasions last year, on removing the sternum, I found the surface of
the liver and of the pericardium covered witte lymph the result of perihepatitis
(inflamation of the membrane covering the liver) and of pericarditis. No
other marked pathological symptoms were noticed. These are the only two
cases of this condition that I have ever seen in all the hundreds of post morterns that I have made.. On talking it over with Sir Arthur Keith at the Royal
College of Surgeons, he informed me that a similar condition has been occasionally noticed in the human body, and is attributed to a septicaemia or blood
poisoning following rheumatism. In these cases the original illness was probably rheumatism followed by a septic condition setting up both perihepatitis and pericarditis with fatal results.
Both pericarditis and perihepatitis are frequently seen in post mortems
on poultry, but there is generally some pathological condition to account for
them. For instance, in cases of hepatitis, inflamation of the liver, that organ
is often found enlarged, and the covering membrane inflamed and covered
with masses of yellow jelly-like lymph, and at the same time the pericardium
is also found to be inflamed - this is a fairly common condition.
The liver is of course the seat of many pathological changes, perhaps the
most common is the enlarged fatty friable, lIver so often met With in birds
that have been maize fed and have n'ot had sufficient exercise. In these cases
deposits of fat are found all over the body, especially on the omentum, the
mesentery and heart. The liver is also the organ chiefly affected in tubercle,
and also in cases of that disease formerly known as bacterial necrosis of the
liver, but now called Entero-hepa'titis. The lesions in the latter case might
at first be mistaken for those of tubercle, but pathologically they are quite
different and are readily distinguishable. In entero-hepatitis the areas of degeneration are circular and vary in size from 1/8 to 2/3 of an inch in diameter,
the colour varies from yello wish to a yello Wish-green, frequently with small
areas of approximately normal liver tissue, and are not elevated above the
liver surface. The liver itself is often much enlarged. Now this is an instance
Where disease commencing in one organ affects the condition of another organ.
In these cases of entero-hepatitis the disease originates in the caeca, one or
both of which are found to be inflamed. The inflammation extends from the
caeca to the peritoneum, the membrane covering the intestines, and sets up
peritonitis, sometimes even causing perforation. The affected caeca are found
to be enlarged and full of a necrotic exudate. The disease is set up by a
minute micro-organism belonging to the found in the exudate and in the
droppings of the birds; and is spread by the droppings of the birds in which
the parasites are found in an encysted state. In this state, When not exposed to the direct rays of the sun, the parasite may retain its Vitality for one
or two years. This disease is the so-called Blackhead from which turkeys
suffer.
Should the bird be suffering from tubercle, this would also be at once seen
in the liver on remOVing the sternum; the case can be differentiated from entero-hepatitis by the appearance of the nodules in the liver which may be of
any size, from a pins point to 3/4 of an inch across. They are yellOWish in colour,
and are found all through the substance of the liver, those on the surface being
slightly raised. The liver substance is also very friable and subject to rupture
with extensive haemorrhage. Another important symptom is that similar
nodules are always found in the spleen which is often enormously enlarged.
The symptoms of tuberculosis in birds always originate in the intestinal tract,
not in the lungs, and can be found in the form of tuberculous nodules and often
as ulcerations. Haemorrhages round the liver must not always be accepted
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as evidences of tubercle, they are often seen as the result of accidents in cases
of fatty liver.
Above the liver lies the heart. This is not so often the seat of disease, though
the pericardium is very often found inflamed, and occasionally the pericardial
sac is found full of fluid, but in some rare cases the heart is found very much
enlarged and the right side full of blood. The most common mischief is in overfed fowls, when the heart is found to be covered with masses of yellow fat.
The heart and liver being removed the proventriculus and gizzard are
exposed and should be examined first in situ and then removed with the whole
of the remainder of the intestinal tract. The proventriculus and gizzard in some
rather rare cases may be found enlarged sometimes to an enormous e:xtent,
the cause of which would be ascertained after removal; these are then removed,
by dividing the gUllet above the proventriculus, and with them all their intestinal tract, leaving the lungs and kidneys and the generative organs exposed.
The lungs may be the seat of pneumonia which is easily diagnosed, but in
small chickens there is occasionally found a curious cystic condition on the
inner surface and round the edges of the lungs; this is the result of dilatation of
the small weak air vesicles by the efforts of respiration; an analogous condition
has been seen in the lungs 01 young children. Pleuris y is not so often met With
but when it does occur adhesions are found between the lungs and ribs, effusions are more rare and when found are generally very small in quantity.
The intestinal tract is next examined. If the proventriculus and gizzard
are enlarged, the cause must be looked for and generally will be found to be
some obstruction at the pylorus, the opening through which the food passes
from the gizzard or stomach into the duodenum the first part of the intestine;
the obstruction may be lower down, but it is more often found at the pylorus.
This may result from one or two causes; an accident to the lining membrane
of the gizzard may cause a cicatricial constriction at the orifice preventing the
normal passage of the food, this may have been caused by a wound from a
sharp piece of flint, or from something the bird may have swallowed, I have
seen two such cases; but the most common cause is a mass of undigested food,
long fibrous grass or moss, if not broken up or digested, will form a hard mass
through which food cannot pass, and will completely block up the entrance to ,
the pylorus; and as the bird continues to take food, the gizzard and proventriculus, especially the latter being more elastic become enlarged often to a
very large size, the intestine below the gizzard receives no food and the bird
starves to death; frequently the want of proper digestion leading to thIS state
is due to an insufficient supply of proper grit.
The intestine must be carefully examined through its entire length for
tuberculous lesions and for parasites; numerous parasites exist in the intestines
of fOWls, especially in the two caeca, where are found the nematode worms of
the heterakis and strougyle types, and the oocysts of the Eimeria avium, the
micro-organism that sets up that deadly form of enteritis known as coccidiosis.
The whole of the small intestine may be enlarged and blocked with food on
account of its calibre being lessened or even entirely blocked by pressure on it
from tumours formed by egg concretions either in the oviduct or in the peritoneal cavity. While close to the cloaca or common outlet of the oviduct is sometimes found a large cystic tumour, an enlargement of the Bursa of Fabricius, resulting in great pressure on the large intestine. With many of these
diseases is found more or less peritonitis, inflammation of the peritoneum, the
membrane covering the intestines; this may be chronic or active; sometimes
the peritoneal cavity contains a quantity of dropsical fluid. More often the
bowels are matted together with lymph, the product of the inflammation, and
this may sometimes lead to the formation of bands interfering with the proper
peristaltic action of the bowels, and in some cases causing complete obstruction;
in rare cases you may meet with instances of intussusception in which a piece
of the upper part of the small intestine is forced into the part below it, setting
up a complete obstruction to the passage of the food.
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Peritonitis is often very frequently associated with disease of the ovary or
oviduct, the presence in the peritoneal cavity of eggs complete in everything
but the shell, of the membranous remains of such eggs, or of masses of egg
concretion which are the most common cause of the disease; these eggs or egg
concretions can escape into the peritoneal cavity in various ways. The most
common perhaps is failure of the infundibulum of the oviduct to meet the
ovum when it is ripe to leave the ovary. When a complete egg either with or
without a shell is found it is due to an inverse peristaltic action of the oviduct,
or to the escape of the eggs through a rupture in the wall of an inflamed oviduct;
this inflamed condition of the oviduct is by no means uncommon, and as a result
of the inflammation the oviduct may be found enormously enlarged and full
of large masses of hard egg concretion; the inflammation is often set up by the
presence in the cloaca of a shell-less egg which the bird has been unable to pass.
When the inflammation is very severe, rupture of the wall of the oviduct may
occur, allOWing some of the concretions or more frequently a complete egg
to escape into the peritoneal cavity. I once saw a case in which this has recently
occurred; there was a rent in the wall of the OViduct, and in it was a shell-less
egg half-way through the wall of the oviduct. The exertion caused by a hen
trying to lay a shell-less egg when empty of its contents frequently has a fatal
reSUlt, in the same way that hens so often die when in the condition known as
egg-bound; speaking of this conditions I once found an egg lying in a transverse
position in the cloaca, causing a complete obstruction of the large intestine.
Inflammation of the oviduct is a far more common disease than is generally
supposed, and is frequently the cause of death in poultry. The presence of
loose eggs in the peritoneum has been observed. I once saw a hen grouse shot
in September, and when she was being prepared for table by the cook, in the
peritoneal cavity were found, a shelled but broken egg, a complete shell-less
egg, an empty shell-less egg and one very small dark-shelled egg; the bird
was in good condition, but had symptoms of old peritonitis. Unfortunately
only the intestines and not the ovary or oviduct were kept for my inspection.
I have not attempted, nor would it be possible, Within the scope of this
paper to deal with the microscopical work, so frequently necessary in these
examinations before it is possible to arrive at any definite conclusion as to the
cause of death. The microscopical work often entailed is most interesting,
but is a subject that would require a paper to itself. Suffice to say that a microscope is now an absolutely necessary adjunct in every laboratory, and that
without a bacteriological examination in many cases no definite conclusion
can be arrived at. I have merely tried to draw your attention to some of the
more interesting things we may expect to meet With, hoping that more observers, especially young ones, may become interested in the engrossing and useful study of the pathology of the domestic fowl.
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C'OMBATTING POULTRY- DISEASES BIY THE STATE SERUM
INSTITUTE AT ROTTERDAM
by DR. B. J. C. te HENNEPE JZN.
Bacteriologist at the Institute.

By the enormous increase in utility-poultry-keeping also has increased the
number of diseases, indicated by several causes:
1. Among all animals prevails always a certain percentage of diseases.
The amount of diseases increases therefore with the number of animals.
2. In extending the poultry-stock also trade gets more lively and the
animals are brought into closer contact. Therefore the danger of infectious
diseases increases.
3. By increasing the egg-production the susceptibility of the animals
becomes greater. Only very much prudence in the choice of the breeding birds
will be able to limit this danger in the future. It is often said, that ducks are
more immune to diseases then hens, but ducks are not yet so far inbred as hens
and when duck-keeping in future will be put into practice on a grater scale,
like hen-keeping at present, ducks will also become more sensitive.
4. By the artificial hatching and rearing methods the animals are weakened. These methods cannot be aVoided in modern pOUltry-keeping, but it
appears often, that most of, the diseases of young chicks prevail under artificially hatched and reared birds.
5. By the intense pOUltry-keeping appear more distinctly mistakes in
feeding and drinking-water supply, also mistakes in hygienic measures etc.
The profit of the modern poultry-trade depends for a great deal on the
knOWledge which the proprietor possesses of hygiene and diseases. The Dutch
pOUltry-stock has at present about 10 millions of birds and therefore it is of
great importance to do everything possible to prevent diseases. It has been
possible several times to combat with good succes very serious infectious diseases, like cholera, with the measures, which we took in the Netherlands.
About the prevailing of different diseases in the Netherlands during 1922
is given in subjoined table a general survey. It was made of the postmortems at
the State Serum Institute, done by Dr. H. van Straaten. In our country every
pOUltry-keeper is allowed to send his dead animals to this Institute for gratis
examination. After this examination the veterinary surgeon or the 0 Wner gets
free advice. The table cannot give an exact view of all diseases which prevailed,
but proportionally it gives a good survey of the kind of diseases and the periods
of the year, in which they prevail.
Report is as follows:

DISEASES IN ADULT HENS
Jan.

INFECTIOUS DISEASES

Chol era ............... ·················· · 5
Klein -Disease .............................
Tubereulosis .......... · ... · ........ · ..... 17
Diphtheria and Pox ..................... 13
5
Leucaemia. ..............................

I

Mr.

Fbr.

~IMaY.

6

3

3

3

1
7
19
2

1

1

4

19
9

12
10
10

4

1

3

1

1

1

14

Jun.

5

9

~1.A.llg.

Sevt.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

6

12

9

10

11

1

1

1
13
5

6
13

9
9

6
8

12

8

2
4

33
2

3

59

69
73
118

8

6

71

72

48

303

1

5

7

65

1

10
5

598

Poisons:
Arsen ie ...... · .. · · · . · . · · .... · . · · ... · .. · ..
Phos phorus .............................
Taxu s baeeata ..........................
MATERIAL-INTERCHANGE D.
Anae mia ................................
Obes itas. .................................
Gout ....................................
Rhac hitis. ...............................
Poly- neuritis ..............................

D.

3

1

1

1
1

I
1

1

3

4

1

1

1

1

2

I

•••••••••••••••••••••••

II

••••

16

8

3

2

1

1
1

1

I
12

6

1

4

3

1

I

37
2
1

1

OF THE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS

Ovary:
Dege neration .............................
Inflam mation ............................
Tumo rs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• It.
Haem orrhage
Oviduct:
Inflam mation ............................
Turno rs .... it ........................ · ...
Coner ements ........................... '1
Haem orrhage .............................

2

50

I
2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
3
1

13

20

1
1

2

38

50

1

38

25

20

24

4

5

7

1
6

1

1
1

I

1

4

2

I

3

4

4

2
4
5

2

1

6

1

9

249
3

I

32
2 303

-

Cloaca:

Jan.

Inflammation
Tumors
Bound
" """"
D. OF THE ALIMENTARY

"

.
.
" .

Fbr.

Mr.

Ap.

May.

1

Jun.

~IAUg.

Oct.

Sept.

1

1

Nov.

Dec.

1

1

1

1

3
1
3

TRACT

Crop ."

Inflammation

".. "

"..

3

Inflammation
.
Bound
.
Perforation .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

1

1

1

6

2

6
3
6

Glandular stomach:
1

2

1

2

1

8

6
1

10

Intestines:
Enteritis
Tumors .. "..............................
Constipation
.
Expansion
.

5
1

4

6

2
1

1

3

3

3
1

.
.
.
.

1
1

9
1

5

4

2
2
1

2

4

1

1

2

8

5

1

1

.

5
2

14
5

19
3

1

3
1

2

I

30
2
2

I 23 I 20

1

1
1

I

150
17
10
1

2

6
1

5

4

1

Spleen:
Degeneration

1

1

Liver:
Inflammation (acute)
»
( chronical )
Degeneration
Tumors
Haemorrhage
Jaundice

2
1

1

Peritoneum:
Inflammation . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tumors.................................

1

1

2
1

2

2
1

1
2
3
1

2

3
2

45
7

2

1

13

2
1

2
2

13

7
1

2
1

1

6
25
5
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OF THE KIDNEYS

Inflammation ............... '. · ............... · "....
Cysts ...................................
Haemorrghage .............................

D.

May.

-Jan.- -Feb.- -Mr.- -Av.-

Jun.

JuJ.

AUg·l~

Nov.

Oct.

Dec"

1
1

1

1
1
1

3

OF THE RESPIRATORY AND CIRCULATION
ORGANS

Heart:
1
Degeneration ...............................................
1
Dilatation ......... ""..................... · · · · · .
1"
2
1
1
1
Pericarditis ............. "... ".......... · ~ · · . · · .
1
1
1
Haemorrahge ............................ 1
Lungs:
2
1
1
1
Inflammation ...................................... · .... "....
2
2
Pleura:
1
Inflammation ................ · · . · · ....... · · · · ........ ·
Air-Sacs:
1
Inflammation ...................... · · · · · .... · · · · .........
Parasites:
1
1
1
1
2
1
Hound-worms ....... ....................
4
6
5
1
1
1
T ape-worms ..... .......................
4
1
1
D ermanyssus ............................
Sundries:
1
T urnor neck ................................................... ·
1
1
Broken vertebra ........................
1
1
WQund-infection ... · . · · ...... · · · . · . · ..... · . · · · .... - - - - - - - 3- - - - - - - - -- -- -- -16
9
28 31
18 21
8
15
21
26
9
Negatij 'Result ......... 14

.

I

I

'

'

I

I

1
1

7
3

9
1
1

23

7
17
6

30

1
2

5

8
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DISEASES IN DUCKS
Jan.

Diphtheria .•........ · .. · .. · · · . · . · · · · . · · · ·
Pox .....................................
Klein-Disease .................... " .........
Enteritis ........... ., .....................
Ente:o.-h~patitis by flagellates .............
Coccidiosis ..............................
Round-worms ..........................
Tape-worms ..............................
Gout. ...................................
POly-neuritis ............................
Rhinitis .................................
Dermanyesus ....... · ... · ...... · .. · .. · · .
Arsenic •................. · .... · ... · · · · · ..
Negatif Result

Jun.

Jul.

Aug.

Sept.

3

2
3
2

4

5

Oct..

Nov.

Dec.

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 1
9
1
1
1
3
1
Fbr.

Av.

Mr.

May.

2

6

2

3

3

14

3
7
1

14

25

1
1

17
1
13
2
1

9

1

1

2

2

1

1

2
2
1

1

1
7
1

1

2

2

3

1

.........

17
14
8
50
3
70
3

89

3

7

I

10

7

17

23

7

11

179

-89
-268

3

--~~--_-=.:..:...::=======-:::::..::..:=:=.:.::::-::::=:=.:.:::::::==:===-:-..:_~--=~::=--==---==-::_~~-=~-======

DISEASES IN CHICKS

\~
Cholera ..................................
Diphtheria ............................ · ..
Glandular Stomach Bound ................
Constipation ..................... · ..... · .
Enteritis ........................ " .......
Peritonitis ..............................
Oviduct-inflammation ....................
Gout ...................................
Pneumonia ..............................
Liver..absces .............................

Negatij Result

.........

2

Fbr.

Mr.

2

~IM&L Jun'l~
2
1
1

~l

Nov. .. Dec.

433

3

15
4
1

1

1

8
5
1

2

1

1

1

2

AUg.!sept.

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

2

2

2

I

6

2

I

1

3

I

I

I

38

-.171~
55

tv

l'-'
W
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From these figures appears the connection of some diseases with the period
of the year. Diphtheria is increasing in the fall, inflammation of the oviduct
in'the spring.
,The diseases were called after the principal causes of death or postmorten
symptoms. Often more symptoms appear together, for instance tuberculosis
and haemorrhage in . the liver, inflammation of the oviduct and peritonitis,
parasites upon· the skin and anaemia. In contemplating the figures we can
make the following conclusions.
Diseases in adult Hens

The infectious diseases and those, caused by parasites, take a prominent
place, about 40 %. When one considers that even these diseases cause high
mortality and only few exemplares are sent in for examination, it appears how
necessary is a severe combat of these diseases.
Especially diphtheria and pox ask many deaths, but also the mortality of
tuberculosis is very high. More and more increases Leucaemia (lymphosarcomatosis, leucosis) and many birds die of this disease, which laymen often keep
for tuberculosis. The cause is not yet well known, but there are indications
which make us reckon this disease with the infectious diacases.
Among the poisons, arsenicum takes the foremost place, most times caused
by imprudent manipulation with ratpoison.
Among the Material-interchange Diseases is gout, most of all visceral gout,
the most prevalent disease and among the diseases of the alimentary tract is
enteritis the main disease. Probably both diseases are caused by the same factor,
which I pointed out in the beginning, namely the feeding and food-problem.
Many of these diseases would be prevented by scientifical feeding and therefore
the food-problem is an economical factor as well as hygienical factor of great
importance.
Among the diseases of distinct organs, those of the Reproductive Organs
take a high place, especially the inflammation of the oviduct, what is very natural
in animals which are kept for egg-production. From the organs of the alimentary tract as well as from the reproductive organs is much demanded in the utility-poultry. Inflammation of the oviduct very often goes together with peritonitis in which many kinds of germs playa part.
The diseases of the Respiratory organs do not prevail in a .high percentage.
We have often stated in the last time that wound- infections, which killed
the animals were caused by cnaerobbacilli of the Maligne Oedema Group.
Diseases in Chicks

Among the infectious diseases and those caused by Parasites, diphtheria,
pox and coccidiosis take the mainplace . Mortality by enteritis is also very high.
It is here the same as in adult birds namely many chicks die by unscientific
feeding-metohds.
The high percentage of negative results shows another factor, which is
very important in chick-diseases, namely, that many of these diseases are
caused by mistakes, made during the hatching of the eggs or during the rearing,
and yet they do not leave anatomical alterations.
For modern poultry-keeping seVere studying of hatching and rearing is
necessary. Many diseases of chicks are spread by infected eggs. There by one
must distinguish between eggs which are infected at the outside and eggs, in
which the yolks are infected. Especially the last cause is very serious and prevails more and more at the Dutch poultry-farms. In recent time we found
that in this way Klein-disease is spread. Several times we isolated the germs of
this disease in chicks of few days old, and who were artificially bred. In many
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cases it appeared that the mother-hen had been suffering from Klein-disease
and Were cured by inoculation.
In this connection I wish to observe that we examined 25 strains of chicks
and divided these in the following subjoined way:
I. Group of B. coli: Production of gaz in dextrose and lactose: 6 strains.
I I. Group of B., para-typhosum: Production of gaz in dextrose not in
lactose: 3 strains.
II I. Group of B. Klein: No productions of gaz in dextrose and lactose:
16 strains.

The group of Sac. Klein we examined further on production of acid in dextrose, gaz and acid in xylose, acid in dulcit, maltose and dextrine.
Subjoined table gives a survey of these examinations:
Dextrose - Acide .~
~'
~' ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ ~'
~' ~'
,.~ ~'
,.~ ,
,~
., ;~
, ,~:~ -.,~ -;~
,~
- - - - - -~ -~ - - - -~ Xylose- Gaz .... ~
, ~l~

~:,

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

Xylose - Acide ..

, ~l~ ,~
~
~

Dulcite - Acide ..
Maltose - Acide ..

I-

Dextrine - Acide.
FamilIes . 14

~,~

~

1-

~' ,~ ~ ;~
~' ,~ ,~ ~'
~' .,~ ,~ .,~ ,~
;~ .,
~ ;~
_I~ ,~ ;~
,
, ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ ,~ ~ ,~ ,~ ~
, ,~ I~
I~ ~
~

-1-

~

20111 19

~

~

4

~

6

,

:A

~

7

~

8

~

~

~

~

~

~

II

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

-

9 10 21 22 32 33 34 37 38

From this it appears, that one can divide the strains with this system in
3 groups, just as the strains we isolated from adult hens.
I. All strains produce acid in dextrose, not one produces acid in dextrine.
II. Only 2 strains produce gaz and acid in xylose, whilst they do not produce acid in dulsit and maltose. To this group belongs also No : 14, a strain
of B. pullorum ·which we received from the Lister Institute in London.
II I. 2 strains produce acid in xylose, dulcit and maltose.
IV. The major part, namely 13 strains, only produce acid in dulcit and
maltose.
I hereby observe, that we saw many times that neither production of gaz
or of acid are constant. A strain of an Adult hen, which produced in the beginning gaz, lost this power within 2 months and strains 11 and 19, which produce at present acid in xylose, did not do so 2 months ago. Most strains however
kept their properties within several investigations.
Diseases in Ducks
Cholera and Enteritis take the most prominent places. In the Netherlands
duck-keeping is increasing very rapid in recent times. More and more the
poultry-keepers begin to be convinced that these «swine of the poultry..yard »
are excellent utility-animals. The duck is much more simple in its claims on
life, such as housing, feeding etc. They have a much better possibility for
production and a greater resistance against diseases. It may be that a great
deal of this stability will be lost when ducks are hatched and reared more artificially than on this moment and when bred for a greater production, but a
favourable factor for the ducks will always be that these birds are used to our
climate. The hen is a jungle animal, belonging to the hot, tropical climates;

I. 15
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the duck lives wild in our cold swamps and has a great stamina against our
wet and cold climate.
Also for ducks is the feeding-problem of the utmost importance in view of
diseases just as for the interests of the trade. Therefore I began this year at
Volendam experiments in feeding with 33 pens of 30 confined ducks each and
I gave them the form of a feed and feeding competition of manufacturers of
poultry-feedingstuffs, from 1 october 1923-1 october 1924. The different pens
are fed on different methods: wet and dry mash, with and without green vegetables, with a narroW or wide albuminoid-ratio, grains in the morning or in
the evening, with grain and fish only etc.

Combatting Diseases
The measures can be divided into two groups namely general and particular
measures.
General measures. - By word and writing we must try to increase the knowledge of diseases and their handling by the poultry-keepers, to introduce hygienic measures, etc. This will be only possible, when the poultry-keepers are
united in strong organisations, and while treatment by the veterinarians is
only remunerative when they can treat several animals at once, the cooperation
of the associations with the veterinarians is the best for both. In the Netherlands many poultry-clubs have drawn up contracts with the veterinarians and
in some places all expenses for the treatment of diseases animals of the members
are paid by the cash of the club. In such cases the proprietor of the sick bird
needs not to hesitate to call for the veterinarian and the veterinarian needs
not to sare expenses when he wants to take extensive measures to control a
disease. Every member of the club has interest, that every disease in his neighbourhood be checked at once. A streng organisation can keep readings, can
publish scientific pamphlets and papers. For the combat against diseases is
organisation therefore of great importance. Different questions can be studied
by an organisation, as there are for instance: the influence of artificial hatching
and rearing on susceptibility to diseases, influence of high production, of race
in the stamina of animals, etc.
I spoke already about the influence of food, feeding-methods and drinkingwater on the stamina. By unscientifical food or drinking-water supply the
organs of the alimentary tract are to heaVily taxed and become susceptible
for different dieases. All the organs cooperate in the body, an inflammation of
the intestine caused by wrong food, can cause an alteration in the glands of
the oviduct. In this way there can be produced an egg whith soft shell, wich can
cause inflammation of the OViduct, peritonitis and death.
Of course wrong feeding can at once cause different diseases as rhachitis,
pOlyneuritis, etc. In the pOUltry-trade the drinking-water supply is a capital
factor. When one of the birds of a flock is infected, the drinking-water for all
of the birds in this flock will soon be infected.
Of great importance is a qUick distinguishing of the diseases. As already·
is said every pOUltry-keeper may send in his animals to the State Serum Institute at Rotterdam for gratis examination. In 1922 we received the following
birds:
1843 chickens;
55 ducks;
130 other birds.
--2028 Birds.
When the diseases is distinguished, the necessary measures can be applied.
These differ from the kind of disease, contagious or non.
Diseases, which are not contagious, don't need so much care, but with infectious diseases it is quite different. Hereby we distinguish:
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General measures: quick isolation, annihilation of dead bodies, disinfection,
carefullnes with expositions and means of conveyance, destruction of rats, etc.
Especial measures: Hereto belong sera and vaccins.
Attention must be paid to the following. This treatment is most times
<lpplied to a lot of birds at once. Therefore it is desiderable that the veterinarian surgeon cooperates with the local poultry clubs. With a pair of clever
assistants one person can inoculate easily 600 hens or 1000 ducks within one
hour. I always take two assistants, one at my left side, one at my right side.
The assistant keeps with one hand the bird at the base of the wings and with
the other hand he keeps the legs. In this way the bird is kept on his back, with
thumb and index of the left hand I lift up the feathers at the breast and put
in the needle of the syringe with my right hand. Our vaccins are prepared in
this way, that every bird receives 1 c. M.3 and therefore I can inject with my
syringe of 20 c. M.3 always 20 birds at once. The treatment of ducks is much
easier than that of hens, because they can be kept much easier behind a board,
don't scratch or fly and their skin is much softer.
The danger in the application of sera and vaccins is, that laymen neglect
often hygienic measures in this condition. It must therefore be emphasizes
every time that infectious diseases can be checked only by scientific cooperation
of hygienic measures and sera or vaccins.
Against following diseases the State Serum Institute at Rotterdam delivers
remedies: Cholera and Klein-Disease. Vaccin and serum In 1921 there broke
out cholera among the ducks in Volendam. I stopped this disease promptly
by inoculating the 100.000 ducks with our vaccin and cured many diseased
animals with our serum. Also I stopped in this way a heavy cholera epidemic
among 6000 from Poland imported geese. Our surgeons use these remedies at
present with good succes.
Also they were this year very much in young chicks suffering from KleinDisease. Only the serum must not be conserved with carboli acid as in our
other serum, because this can cause intoxications in very young chicks.
Tuberculosis. For distinguishing tuberculosis we prepare aviantuberculine.
For combatting this disease we kill all sick animals and further on are taken
hygienic measures.
Diphtheria and Pox. We prepare a vaccin in the way of the American method, described by Beach, with small alterations. This vaccin is also used by
our veterinarian surgeons with good results.
In connection with this I like to come back to my words spoken at the Congress in Scheveningen 1921. I think it very necessary that there will be incorporated an international association of scientifical investigators for studying
poultry problems, which will issue an international journal or will give communications to the different investigators in the various countries. In this way there
will come international cooperation, by which the progress of the knOWledge in
poultry-pr~blems will be increased. At present these publications are spread
over many papers, the investigators are working too much apart and often do
unneccessary work, because it was done already by other persons.
Summary
Poultry diseases have much increased with the increase in pOUltry-keeping.
The profit of the modern poultry..trade depends for a great deal on the know..
ledge, which the proprietor possesses of hygiene and diseases. In the Netherlands it was possible several times by our system to check very serious infectious
diseases, like cholera.
In chick-diseases it appears, that many diseases are caused by mistakes made
during the hatching of the eggs and during rearing. Many chick-diseases are
spread by infected eggs. We often found Klein-disease in very young chicks.
which were artificially hatched. This proves, that the eggs were infected in
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the ovarium of the mother-hen. The strains of Klein-disease from chicks could
be divided in different groups by production of gaz and acid in different sugars.
This is of high importance for the preparing of auto-vaccins and polyvalent sera
against. these diseases.
For combatting diseases the feeding-problem is of high importance. For
stUdying this problem I am investigating different feeding-methods and feeding-rations in 33 pens of 30 ducks, each, during the year 1 october 1923-1
october 1924.
To combat diseases the poultry-keeper must be teached in knowledge about
hygiene and diseases. The best is to work in cooperation with the poultryassociations. Quick distinguishing of the diseases is of great importance. Therefore every poultry-keeper may send his animals to the State Serum Institute
at Rotterdam for gratis examination and adVice. During 1922 we received
2028 birds. Cholera-and Klein-disease are combated with great succes with
hygienic measures and injections of serum or vaccin, also diphtheria. Fe r
distinguishing tuberculosis is used avian tuberculine.
I think it is necessary to incorporate an international association of scientific poultry-investigators for studying poultry-problems, which issues an
international. journal of will give communications to the investigators in the
various countries. We need international cooperation in studying poultryproblems.
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PARATYPHOID I~FECTION IN DUCKLINGS AND CHICKS v/~/~ .
by E. LEYNEN,
Government veterinary inspector.

Cases of Paratyphoid Infection amongst poultry are not numerous and as
far as I know this disease has not previously been noted as occurring amongst
ducklings.
The present communication has no other object than to urge further researches into this item of avian pathology.
In 1922 a very high mortality occurred on a chicken raising plant. The
disease was fatal in six to twelve days. There were no very characteristic symptoms. The chicks fell ill in batches, lost all appetite and suffered from diarrhoea.
In many cases the eyelids were closed. The disease had an average duration
of three days.
On post mortem examination the following points were noticed. The pericardial cavity was distended, the pleura and lugs were congested. The above
lesions were not present in all cases. The intestine was inj ected and contained
a whitish viscid substance. Microscopic examination of blood smears and smears
of the liver showed the presence of short bacilli. Inoculated on gelatin, the
heart-blood as well as the liver gave an abundant culture of mobile bacilli, negative to Grain's stain. The colonies were whitish and developed rapidly. In
broth, multiplication was very rapid. On Drigalsky's medium, the colonies
had a bluish tinge.
Milk was not coagulated.
Litmus milk was turned red which later changed to blue.
Lactose was not fermented.
Glucose was fermented, as also maltose and sucrose.
Cultures of this organism were agglutinated by sera prepared against
Klein's bacillus, the bacillus of Gartner, and of Paratyphoid B. in a dilution as
low as 1/1600. The last named serum was produced by a bacillus derived from
a human source.
0.5 cc. of an emulsion of a culture, in physiological salt solution, injected
under the skin of a mouse caused death in two or three days.
Mice which were fed once only with bread soaked in a broth culture of this
microbe, died after seven days. Mice placed in a vessel moistened with this
culture died in eight days.
One cc. of the same, would kill a guinea pig in five days. Four chicks, five
days old were given 1 cc. each of a broth culture by the mouth. Three succumbed in four days.
Four ten day old chicks were infected in the same manner. One diednine days later. All attempts to infect chicks one month old failed.
In all the above cases the bacillus of Paratyphoid B. was insolated in pure
culture from the dead bodies.
At the same time an extremely fatal epizootic appeared amongst some clutches of ducklings. They died from the 6th. to the 12th. day after hatching.
The clinical symptoms were identical with those we have just described amongst
the young chicks dying of paratyphoid. Post mortem the same lesions as above
stated were present. From the heart-blood and the liver the bacillus of Paratyphoid B. was isolated in pure culture, having the same morphological and
biological characteristics as those isolated from the little chicks.
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In the same rearing establishment only the ducklings were infected, the
chicks escaped. It transpired that, from want of room, the proprietor had
hatched the duck eggs in the quarter where the mortality from paratyphoid
infection had occurred and that.
The day-old ducklings had been despached from the hatchery to the proprietor, where death had decimated them from the 6th. day. We nlay conclude therefore that they had become infected before arrival with their owner.
The adult stock had always, up-to-date, produced eggs hatching normally,
and developing into healthy stock.
The question of the manner of infection still remained for solution. Does
it result from the egg laid by an adult carrier or from some outside source such
as food infected by paratyphoid micro-organisms?
Bandet (Tijdschrift voor diergeneeskunde, deel 49 aflevering 21, 1923)
after studying a case of Paratyphoid B. infection in chicks, concluded, « we
must belive that one of the eggs was infected with the paratyphoid bacillus,
and that in consequence the young chick became ill shortly after hatching
and by its dejecta infected its fellows, and thus the whole lot became exterminated through this disease ».
Bandet thinks that the cycle of infection in partyphoid would resemble
that in the case of Klein's bacillus, or the bacillus pullorum of Retger. This
question is one of considerable importance in view of prophylactic measures.
I have had the opportunity of examining 200 new-laid eggs from fowls and
ducks which had previously produced eggs hatching out chicks that subsequently
died from infection with Paratyphoid B. I have also been able to examine
150 eggs belonging to sittings, from which chicks and ducklings hatched out
and subsequently died of this disease. These eggs had reached different stages
of embryonic development. Gelatin plates were inoculated with heart-blood,
and liver tissue of embryos, and with the yolk of fresh eggs. I was unable to
isolate the paratyphoid bacillus from either eggs or embryos, even when the
latter had arrived at full term.
Another fact which militates against transmission by the egg is that eggs
produced in 1923 by the same birds gave rise to no special remarks.
The serum taken from suspected birds had no agglutinating power as regards
the paratyphoid bacillus isolated from young chicks and ducklings.
I was able at the same time to follow up the 3 chicks out of 4 which, inoculated when 10 days old, failed to succumb to infection. This year the eggs
from two pullets of the lot in question, were incubated, and gave rise to nothing
out of the common. Serum taken from the above three one-year-old fOWls,
showed no agglutinating power with cultures of the paratyphoid bacillus.
Various attempts at vaccination were tried without appreciable results.
From the circumstances quoted above the following deductions can be
made.
1. A fatal infection by the bacillus of paratyphoid B. can appear amongst
chicks and ducklings in the early days following hatching.
2. It has not been shown that this bacillary infection is already present
in the egg produced by an adult carrier, such as is the case in the disease produced by Klein's bacillus.
3. It would appear to be proved that this infection does not come from
the egg.
4. The infection would seem to originate in some external cause, such as
contaminated food, or through the agency of a human being.
5. In order to avoid the spread of infection, infected clutches should be
killed as soon as the diagnosis has been made. Careful disinfection of all appliances houses, etc., should be carried out. These measures would seem to me to
be sufficient to arrest the disease, without any necessity to get rid of the parents.
(Report from the laboratory oj the Ministry oj the Interior and Hygiene.

Brusst:ls. )
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NOTE. - The translator hopes that the following remarks may assist English
readers to understand the above extremely valuable but highly technical paper.
The bacillus Paratyphoid B. belongs to what is known as the typhoid..coli
group. It produces symptoms in man akin to those of enteric fever but usually
much less severe. It affects certain rodents and other animals, and thus food
supplies may become infected.
Bacteria are distinguished amongst themselves by many different characte..
ristics - shape, size, presence or absence of mobility, staining reactions with
various aniline dyes, appearance of growth in or on various culture media,
production of acid, or of acid and gas, with different sugars, made evident by
the previous addition of Litmus to the medium, which turns from blue to red
if acid be present, and so on.
Two different organisms may comply with all the reactions notified in the
first part of the above article except perhaps one or two, i. e. one may produce
ac·id in sucrose broth while the other may not. Only in this way can we make
certain of their nature.
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THE EFECTS OF COCCIDIOSIS ON GROWING STOCK

Read at the fifteenth annual meeting of the American Association of Instructors and Investigators in Poultry Husbandry at Ottawa, Canada, August
21, 1923, by
J. W. FULLER, Ithaca, N. Y.

Intestinal coccidiosis is the most destructive disease of young stock in New
York State. It is caused by a protozoan parasite, eimeria avium (coccidium
tenellum ).
Chicks from two to eight weeks of age, soon after they have been allowed
to run out of doors sustain the heaviest losses. However chicks have been
observed to die from the disease at five days of age. Old birds often carry and
spread the parasite, but the mortality in old birds is very low.
Strong vigorous chicks are attacked as readily and With as dire results
as weaker stock. Cool damp seasons favor the development and spread of the
disease.
Symptoms
The affected chicks will eat only scantily, will have a dull appearance,
stand in the corner with drooped wings or huddled near the stove.
There is usually a diarrhea present, sometimes it is chalky white but more
often it is bloody. The mortality is often as high as 90 %.
Chicks show synlptoms in from five to ten days after ingesting the sporulated oocyst. Chicks may die without showing any symptoms at all, but usually
live for only several days, except those cases that become chronic.
The duodenum and ceca are the favorite seats of attack. The lesions in the
duodenum of acute cases are usually a slight reddening showing on the outer
and inner surfaces. Scrappings of the mucosa of the affected part, examined
microscopically reveal the parasite. In chronic cases the mucosa of the duodenum
is thickened and has a thick yellow-ish exudate. The ceca may be filled with
blood or may contain a white or reddish white, caseous mass which when removed remains a cast of the organ.
Diagnosis is made by the lesions and finding the parasite microscopically.
Pullets which have passed through an attack, often come to laying age in
an emaciated condition. This is most readily recognized by handling. They are
underweight and there is little or no flesh on the breast. Other birds may not
be emaciated but will act as carriers.
The carriers are a source of danger in the breeding pen, whether they transmit the coccidia through the egg or not.
The writer has seen a severe infestation of coccidiosis in chicks that had
never been allowed on the ground. They were hatched from a flock of hens
which was heavily infested with coccidiosis. The hens and chicks were kept in
the same building and cared for by the same attendant. The parasite was no
doubt carried on the feet of the attendant or by rats.
The most satisfactory treatment consists of adding one teaspoonful of
pOWdered crude catechu to each three gallons of their drink. Allow them this
and no other drink for three days, then clear drink for one day, then repeat
the medicated drink for three more days, etc. for a week after all birds recover.
As catechu tends to constipate, their droppings should be watched and if they
become hard, one-fourth pound of epsom salts should be given in the drinking
water for one hundred chicks.
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Conclusions
1. Coccidiosis is a very serious and destructive disease in New York State.
2. Pullets that recover often reach maturity in an emaciated and unprofitable state.
3. Carriers may act as a means of infecting growing stock on the premises.
4. The best treatment to date is powdered crude catechu given at the
rate of {)ne teaspoonful in each three gallons of drink for three consecutive days,
then clear drink for one day, then the medicated drink for three more days, etc.
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THE VACCINATION AGAINST CHOLERA AND TYPHUS
IN THE POULTR,Y FOWLS
by Professor ALEXANDER LANFRANCHI,
of Ecole Superieure Veterinaire de Boulogne

The vaccination against cholera in Poultry has a historic importance, for
Pasteur (1880), by the casual observation of the extenuation of pathological
agents of this disease, managed in an original way to establish, on scientific bases,
the practice of vaccination, based until then on purely empiric tests.
However, vaccination against cholera in poultry-for many reasons into
which we cannot enter in so restricted a work as this - is not admitted into
practice.
'
To begin with, it seems preferable to use immunitative serums by means of
which one could give to the birds of infected poultry houses, a passive immunity,
knowing at the same time their curative value.
In this branch however in the first researches of Kitt and Mayr ( 1892 ), followed by those of Braun and Klett, Hertel Liguieres and Spity Schreiber, etc.,
the cost of serum and the short duration of the protective action Were the chief
causes why even that practice did not come into continual use, :remaining only
to demonstrate its importance from a scientific point of view.
After Wright (1903) had shown mankind the value and the importance of
vaccines used for a purpose not prophylactic but therapeutic, even the veterinary
medical profession (at least in the latter years) had recourse to «vaccinotherapis ). This proved itself useful in the treatment of morbid types, difficult to cure
by other means, whilst we have only been able to collect very few records on the
subject of infectious diseases.
Indeed, in the cases which are in our knowledge, one has not in a deliberate,
way taken recourse to «vaccinotherapie» in cholera in poultry and in the bird
typhus. We say « in a deliberate way» because we notice that several of the
favourable results related in the Italian and German literature beginning in 1919
(Cominotti, Terni, Neumann) with what is called « the urgent application of
vaccination » to give an active immunity from an infection at large in the breeding, must be attributed to an action vaccinotherapeutic.

* **
For some time past We have applied «vaccinotherapie» as successfully in
cholera in poultry as in typhus. The vaccine which we have used is qUite different
in its preparation from that already used (by Pasteur, Salmon, Jess, Liquieres,
Terni, Stazzi, Cominotti, etc. ): it is a dormant vaccine prepared with doses of
air-seprons of bacillus of bird typhus.
The applications have been made under the most varying conditions; in pens
where there has never in the past been any sign of infection; in others which,
after having been previously infected, have then for sonle time been free from
infection; and again in others where the infection has for some time, so to put
it, sho wn itself to be of a permanent character.
In these pens the infection is noticeable in a varying manner and the per-·
centages of attacks and deaths reach the highest limits.
The results obtained in every case exceeded our expectations.
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In the second and third days after the application some cases of death still
took place amongst the graver cases through extended injury; after that the
death was checked and indeed so were the attacks.
There have already been thousands of cases where we have taken action and
it is by basing our doings on the results already obtained which we have mentioned above, that we have been induced to make this statement, feeling convinced of the great use which poultry breeders can make of vaccinotherapy to
battle in an efficient manner with cholera in pOUltry and typhus in the birds.
N. B. - We shall be glad to send our vaccine free to breeders who would
care to experiment with it and indeed we should feel very grateful to them.
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THE MYCO'SES OF BACK-YARD ANIMALS
by Dr. MAURICE LANGERON
in charge of the Laboratory at the Faculty of Medicine, Paris.

The following are usually considered back-yard animals; fOWls, pigeons,
turkeys, ducks, geese, guinea fa wls and rabbits. To the diseases of domestic
birds are allied those of their eggs, especially those of the hen's egg which produced in very large numbers, have been chiefly investigated. The facts observed
in the case of the hen, apply also to the rest. I shall describe therefore in this
report the various mycotic diseases found in back-yard stock, noting in each
case the particular kind which is affected.
I. ASPERGILLOSIS. - Aspergillosis is produced by a fungus of the germs
aspergillus, A. fumigatus, Fresenius 1863.
The short and compact felt-work of this fungus has a more or less dark
greenish colour. Under the microscope, it is seen to consist of threads surmounted by an obscure swelling consisting of structures called phialides, each of
which gives rise to a srllall chain of spores of conidia. This fungus is thermophile, that is to say its optimum temperature for growth is about 37° C. In its
natural state it is very well known as existing on vegetable matter. especially
on the grains used in feeding back-yard fowls. The diseases produced amongst
them are chiefly pneumomycoses.
The frequency of this class of disease amongst birds is due to the nature
of their respiratory organs. Indeed the air sercs afford the spores of this fungus
the conditions of temperature and moisture most suitable for their germination.
The risk of infection is much aggravated through the fowls being confined in
more or less hermetically sealed quarters, especially during bad weather.
Avian pulmonary aspergillosis has only been properly recognized since
July 1863, when Fresenius named and described the pathogenic organism
known as AspergillUS fumigatus. The disease was previously well known, since
it was first observed by Mayer in a jay, in 1815. It is as well to specify these
dates, for the Classical works of Lucet, Sartory, etc., abound with mistakes on
this subject. All the observations following that of Mayer, likewise that of
E. Deslongchamps ( 1841 ) who described so fUlly a pUlmonary mycosis in the
eider duck, and that of Ch. Robin ( 1853 ) who investigated a case in a pheasant without at the same time being aware of the pathogenic nature of the
fungus, lead to only one conclusion viz. that in every case the pneumomycosis
is produced by a greenish mould.
It is only since the publication of Fresenius that the role of Aspargillus fumigatus in avian pneumomycoses has been recognized; not without sorTIe doubts,
differences of opinion or mistakes.
To sum up, this disease has been known to occur amongst a large number
of back-yard or domestic birds, belonging to every variety. The guinea fowl
and the peacock seem to be the only species in which this infection has not
been observed (Neumann).
The principal works published on this subject are the following, which we
will take in the order ot the species to which they refer. It should be understood
that they relate to cases arising spontaneously, not to those produced experimentally.
FOWLS: Rousseau et Serrurier ( 1841 ), Bollinger (1881 ), Perroncito (1883),
Curson (South Africa 1921); Numerous epidemics have been described in
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the U. S. A., both amongst adults and chicks (Mohler and Buckley 1902;
Moore 1916; Ward and Gallagher 1922; J. E. Guberlet 1923).
PHEASANTS: Ch. Robin (1853), Rebelta (1887), Lucet ( 1894), Perroncito (1896).
PIGEONS: Rousseau and Serrurier ( 1841 ), Bonizzi ( 1876 ), Generali ( 1879),
Bollinger (1881), Kitt (1881), Dieulafoy, Chantemesse and Widal ( 1889),
Renon ( 1893). Being peculiarly susceptible to aspergillosis it is not surprising
that accounts of its incidence should be very numerous.
TURKEYS: Ligniers and Petit ( 1898), Lavier and Bidot ( 1921 ).
DUCKS: Hayem ( 1873).
GEESE: Reinhardt ( 1842), Lucet (1894).
SWANS: Jager ( 1816), Zschokke ( 1837). Liennaux ( 1894).
OSTRICHES: Bizard and Pommey ( 1885), Archibald ( 1913), Jowett ( 1913),
Walker ( 1915), according to whom aspergillosis killed 70 % of the very young
ostriches with chick fever or yellow liver.
Owen noted this disease in the red flamingo as far back as 1833, while Mohler
and Buckley in 1903 also described it. Hoppli in 1922, described cases arising
spontaneously in the tame rabbit.
The pathogenic role of AspergillUS fumigatus has been pointed out in the
following experimental work conducted by Dieulafoy, Chantemesse and Widal,
1890; Lucet 1896-1897; Renon, 1897; Mace, 1903, and by the study of the
toxins of these fungi investigated by Leber 1891; Kothar, 1894; Bodin and
Goutier, 1906; Gautier, 1907 ; Sauton, 1911. It is a curious fact that the pigeon,
which is so susceptible to innoculation by the spores, is much less so to the
toxin, whilst the rabbit presents the maximum of susceptibility.
A group of closely related species are allied to AspergillUS fumigatus. They
have been studied by Costantin and Lucet 1905, and are the folIo Wing.
AspergillUS Liguieresi Cost and Lucet.
A. virido griseus Cost and Lucet.
A. malignus Lindt 1889.
A. aviarius Pick, 1891.
These fungi have proved pathogenic to various back-yard birds and rodents,
but the mycoses they produce are less frequent. Lastly AspergillUS glaucus
has been shown by RiveIta and Delprato (1881 ) to affect the pigeon in the
form of scabs underneath the wings (dermomicosi aspergillina glauca ).
2. MUCORMYCOSES. - The lung-mycoses due to this class were long confounded with the previous one. Thus the fungus mentioned by Sluter ( Berlin,
1847) is an AspergillUS, probably A. fumigatus.
Described in 1821 by Heusinger and again in 1842 by Hannover as being
present in wild birds the pneumomycoses of the Mucor type Were not investigated amongst back-yard animals until 1880, by Bollinger, who described 15
cases due to Mucor racemosus. The pathogenicity of this species is very doubtful, and is not admitted by the workers (Lucet and Costantin, Barthelat)
who have studied this question experimentally. It is in any case apparent
that these affections are much more rare than the aspergillomycoses. Mucor
racemosus has been described in the fowl and the pigeon, while Rhizopus cohni
occurs in the rabbit.
3. THRUSH OF POULTRY. - This complaint, now known to be produced ,by
fungi of the group of the Monilia albicans has been described by Eberth in the
fowl (1858) and by P. Martin (1882-83) in the turkey. These two observations
appear however to be very doubtful. Plant in 1887 reproduced thrush experimentally in hens and pigeons, using a Monilia saprophyte, M. candida. Neumann did not succeed with cultures of human thrush. Reimann and Zurn
(1885), Sohule and Klee ( 1891, 1900, 1901 ), had also observed cases of thrush
in fowls and possibly in pigeons.
4. RINGWORM OF POULTRY. - The ringworm of fowls, also called favus,
white comb and comb disease, has been noticed since 1858 by Gerlach, Fr. Muller and Leisering. It has been described afresh by Meguin in 1881 and also
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investigated by Schutz ( 1884 ) and Neumann (1886). The parasite has been
grown by Duclaux ( 1890), Sabrazes ( 1893), Costantin and Sabrazes (1893),
and very carefully studied by Matruchot and Dassonville in 1889. This disease
was reported in Java by Grijus in 1906. Transmission from bird to bird is by
simple contact. The disease may spread little by little to the neck and the
whole body. It is communicable to man (Costantin and Sabrazes); it can
also arise spontaneously (Sabouraud ) and produce an affection of the beard
recalling ichthysos of the hair follicles.
5. Lastly let us note that Archibald in 1918 investigated a mycosis of
the turkey of unknown nature, resembling contagious epithelioma of birds.
6. MYCOSES OF EGGS. - The parasites of eggs have resulted in much
work of which the most important are the investigations of Gayon (1873),
Dareste (1882), 81. ArtauIt (1893), Guegen (1898), Lucet (1897) noticed
a regular epidemic of aspergillosis on the eggs of ducks undergoing incubation
produced by contact with nesting stra w soiled with conidia of AspergillUS
/umigatus. Lucet has pointed out the role of fatty substances in assisting the
entrance into the egg of mycelial threads, Artaults was able to isolate from eggs,
moulds belonging to very various groups. The colonies visible like a shadow,
can be found in the air chamber in the albumen and in the yolk. Infection of
the eggs can occur in the oviduct from the presence of germs which have found
their way into the cloaca. More often it takes place at the time of laying, owing
to contact of the egg with the stra w in the nests covered with moulds, or soiled
with dejecta. It is therefore very important for the preservation of eggs that.
they should be laid in clean nests and that they should be collected daily so
as to be in contact with infected material for as short a time as possible.
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TRYPANOSOMES PARASITIC IN DOMESTIC BIRDS
by G. LAVIER

The first domestic bird in which trypanosomes Were found Was the pigeon.
W. Hanna in 1903 described a trypanosome which he had observed in this bird
in British India; the parasite is quite large, measuring 50 ~ (1/ 500 of an inch),
long by 7 fJ. wide tapering at both ends. As Hanna did not give it a name,
G. Pittaluga in 1905, in his review of the various kinds of trypanosomes known
described it as T. Hannai. In the fowl, Mathis and Leger found in 1909 in IndoChina, a trypanosome which they called T. Calmettei. This parasite measures
on an average 25 ~ x 4.5 PO, its body is relatively thick-set, the undulant membrane is well developed and plicated. It is seldom found. Out of 1336 fowls
examined by these authors in only seven Were any trypanosomes found. None
of them showed any abnormal synlptoms. All inoculations of chicks showed
negative results; it was impossible to transmit the parasite.
Kerandel, the same year, found in the guinea fowl (Numida meleagria) in
the French Congo in the district of the Haute-Saugha and the Haute-Logone, a
trypanosome which should without doubt be related to the Trypanosoma numidae
\vhich Wenyon had described shortly before in the blood of a wild guinea fowl
Numida ptylorhyncha in the Egyptian Soudan. This parasite, never very abundant, tapers off at both ends measuring about 70 ~ long by 4 wide.
Lastly in 1911, also in Africa, a second trypanosome Was described in the
fowl by Bruce, HamlTIerton, Batelmaus, Mackie and Lady Bruce. These investigators who formed the Committee on Sleeping Sickness in Uganda examined
the fowls in this district to see if they could harbour Trypanosoma garnbieuse the formidable human parasite. In three fowls only, and in very small
numbers, the commission found a trypanosome which was not T. gambieuse,
which was not even that present amongst fowls in Tonkin and which they named
T. gallinarum. The total length averages from 52 to 65 ~, the free flagellum
measuring 8.5 lJ-; the width is from 5 to 7 (Jo. The undulant membrane is large
and much plicated. The Commission were successful in inoculating a hen; two
monkeys gave negative results. Good cultures could also be obtained on the
Novy-Macheal medium. It was also shown that there was no multiplication of
the parasite in the intestine of the tsetse fly Glossina palpalis, after sucking
blood from an infected hen.
To sum up, the trypanosomes of domestic birds have been little observed.
In addition they are, at the present time, limited to tropical countries. In the
animals in which they are found they are always scarce and do not appear to
have the slightest pathogenic action.
Ho ware these parasites transmitted? It is certain .that a blood-sucking animal takes part in the evolutionary cycle, but is it a mosquito, a flea or even an
acarus? At the present time We cannot say definitely. We do not as yet know
the complete evolutionary cycle of the avian trypanosome. Schaudium has
described the evolution of the trypanosome of the white owl in lulex pipieus,
but We know now that he confused several parasites. Meanwhile in support of
this thesis we can cite the observation of Mathis ( 1914), who found in the secretion of the salivary glande of an unknown lulex caught at Hanoi, developmental forms of a trypanosome which he thinks allied to a parasitic species present in birds.
Nevertheless, whatever may be the role of mosquitoes, many other ectoparasites of the fo wI can be also incriminated, and research is also necessary to
solve this biological problem.
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FLAGELLATED INTESTINAL PARASITES
OCCURRING IN DOMESTIC BIRDS

I

by G. LAVIER

The first flagellated intestinal organism to be found in birds was discovered
by Eberth in 1862 in the caeca of the fo wl. This scientist called it «a small
infusorian » but did not describe it at further length, nor did he give it a name,
for a long time its nature was undecided. Although Stein, in 1878, had suggested that it resembled a Trichomonad, Saville Kent ( 1881 ) pointed out that
it was a Trypanosome which he named Trypanosoma Eberthi. Later other
investigators supported, without definite proof, Stein's views, although others
think it a spirochaete.
The first thorough investigation on the subject was made by Martin and
Muriel Robertson who showed clearly the existence in the fowl of four distinct
Flagellates :
Chilomastix gallinarum (Martin and Robertson 1911 ) rounded, large cystostome, four free flagella, average size 9 po x 7 tJ.. Produces cysts in which
the nucleus and folded flagella are observed. In its vegetative state lives in
the caeca. It is not often found in poultry, but when present is abundant.
Tetratrichomonas gallinarum (Martin and Robertson 1911). From i5 to
7 tJ.. long by 5 to 6 po broad - rounded, small cystosome, With a free flagellum,
supporting a thin undulant membrane·; a strengthening edge; a Iigne of coloured
granulations between the undulant membrane and the edge. This parasite is
very often found in the caeca.
Trichomonas Eberthii (S. Kent, 1881:). Elongated, average measurements
9 (Jo long by 4 to 6 I-'- wide; small c.ystostome, three free flagella and well developed undulant membrane; a reinforced edge; coloured granulations in the
neighbourhood of the, nucleus; very distinct axostyle.
Trichomastix gaLLinarum (Martin and Robertson, 1911). Oval, small dimensions measuring 5 I-'- x 3 1-'-. 4long flagella; no undulant membrane, axostyle;
coloured granules in the neighbourhood of the nucleus.
The intestinal flagella of the domestic duck have been recently studied by
Kotlan. He describes the following species.
Trichomonas Eberthi (S. Kent, 1881), already found in the fowl; found
somewhat rarely in the rectum and caeca of young ducks in Budapest.
Tetratrichomonas anatis (Kotlan, 1923). Elongated parasite from 13
to 27 po long by 8 to 18 p. broad; four free flagella; distinct undulant membrane;
reinforced edge. Lives in the last part of the intestine.
Kotlan has observed and described this species in the duck in Budapest.
I have myself found it in a young duck coming from a French market.
Possibly it may be the same flagellate that Davaine came across and called

Monocercomonas anatis.
Trichomastix gallinarum (Martin and Robertson).

A species present in
fo wIs ; in ducks its dimensions are somewhat greater; it is, besides1 rarely met
With.
Protrichomonas anatis (Koflan, 1923). Rarely met with in the large intestine; piriform, measuring 10-13 po long by 4-6 p. Wide; three free flagella; axostyle; no undulant membrane.
Cochlosoma anatis, (Katlan, 1923). This curious flagellate, although resembling the trichomonads in structure, is nevertheless distinguished from them
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by the presence of a depression analogous to that of Giardia measures 10-12 tJ
by 6-7 lJ-. It has six free flagella of unequal dimensions; two internal fibrils take
the part of the axostyle. This parasite is found in the caeca. When diarrhoea
is present, the yare to be found in the dej ecta.
Lastly Kotlan has found in the intestinal mucus of the duck a flagellate
which he refers to as Hexamitus intestinalis Dujardin, nevertheless with some "
doubt.
As regards the goose, precise information is wanting. Neumann considers it
amongst the possible hosts of Trichom Eberthi; but no precise observations
have been made.
The pigeon is equally subject to infection with intestinal flagellates. Rivolta
in 1881 found post mortem in four pigeons, a considerable number of Trichomonads In the small intestines. To these he gave the name Trichomonas columbae. This species measures 6 to 7 p. long by about 3 ~ wide. The
description which he gives is not very clear and it would be interesting to investigate this species and at the same time clear up its pathogenic role. Rivolta
attributes to this parasite the death of these birds who were sUffering from
inflammation of the mucous membrane of the intestine. On the other hand
he had, since 1878, in post mortrm examination of pigeons, found an enlarged
liver, firmer than normal and containing caseous nodules, whose size yaried
from that of a pin's head to that of a pea. In these nodules he had fou-nd a flagellate organism which he called Cercomonas hepatica. Was this an exceptional
situation for Trichomonas, or was it, as Doflein thought, a secondary infection?
It is difficult to decide. Jowett (1907) who at Capetown found analogous
hepatic lesions in 2 pigeons, flagellates being present, does not thro w much
light on the question.
It is then an interesting problem on which more precise observations than
those already made, might be able to give us more information.
Lastly, qUite recently Noller and Buttgereit have described in the pigeon
at Berlin a Hexamitus for which they create the new species H. columbae. This
flagellate which is not found in the large intestine but in the glandular crypts
of the small, is met with abundantly in the secretions of intestinal catarrh.
But does it cause this catarrh, or is the latter favourable to its develoP11?~nt?
Again, here is a point requiring elucidation. Actually if we except the flagellates of the pigeon, the pathogenic role of which, although doutful, is in
dispute, the intestinal flagellates of other domestic animals are inoffensive.
Their method of transmission is certainly via the alimentary tract, but their
benign character dispenses with the necessity of any precautions.

I.
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PARASITIC ACARI AFFECTING THE FOWL:
THE ((SARCOPTIDlE»

/71

by F. LARROUSE,
Assistant at the Faculty of Medicine of Paris, in the Laboratoryof Parasitology.

Without exaggerating the pathogenic role of the Sarcoptidce, it appears
to us nevertheless interesting to dra w the attention of poultry keepers to these
diminutive parasites which can give rise to different affections of the nature
of itch or otherWise capable of impeding in a serious manner a poultry farm
previously flourishing.
We may divide the Sarcoptidce affecting poultry into three sub-families:
1) Cyto[ichinre, with the genera Cytoleichus, Laminosioptes.
2) Sarcopiinre, with the germs Cnemidocoptes.
3) Analgince, with the genera Dermoglyphus, Epidermoptes and Rivoltasia.

1) Cytolichinre

The germ Cytoleichus is represented by the unique species Cytoleichus nudus
(viz) which was described for the first time by Gerlach in 1858; this small
acarus lives in numerous colonies in the air-sacs of poultry. It is visible to the
naked eye and can invade all the diverticula of the respiratory tract. Several
observers have seen it in abundance on the surface of abdominal organs; liver
and kidneys, where it forms small cysts of a yellowish colour. The pathogenic
role of this acarus is still under discussion; it appears probable that accumulating in the bronchi it provo kes attacks of coughing. Meguin reports a fatal
case resulting from congestion of the lungs with obstruction of the bronchi
and asphyxia. The cases of enteritis attributed to Cytoleichus nudus are not
yet definitely confirmed. Their possible role in the formation of cancerous
tumours (carcinomata and Sarcomata) can be considered. Let us call attention to the very interesting observation of Mercier and Lebailly (C. R. Soc.
Biology, 71 year, 1919, pp. 802-803). These observers found. in a hen post
mortem a cancerous tumour adhering to the right kidney and to the corresponding air-sac; numerous specimens of C. nudus, were found in its vicinity as
well as Laminosioptes cysticola, to which we shall refer in an instant. The cancerous tumours relatively frequent in fo wls would have perhaps a parasitic
origin, the parasite being an Acarus.
The genus Laminosioptes is also represented by a single species, L. cysticola
( viz) the habitat and \vays of life of this acarus are not less curious than those
of the former.
The Laminosioptes live sometimes on the surface of the skin, giVing rise to
a brawny desquamation sometimes and more usually in the subcut.aneous
cellular tissue, chiefly in places where it is most lax, neck, breast, belly, flanks
and legs. When dead these Acari behave like minute foreign bodies and undergo
calcareous infiltration. It is not uncommon to find the cellular tissue honeycombed with these little cysts, described by Voigtlander in 1856. It is possible that the excessive multiplication of these Sarcoplidce has a disastrous effect
on the health of the flock.
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2)

Sarcoptince

The Sarcoptince or Sarcoptidce, itch parasites of poultry, belong to the genus
Cnemidocoptes Fiirstb, distinct from the genuine Sarcoptes,. they are easily
distinguished by the absence of spines from their dorsal surface and the epimeres of the first pair of legs, which have each a dorsal prolongation, after the
fashion of a breastplate. Two species cause itch in the fowl:
1) Cnemidocoptes mutans ( Robin), discovered by Robin and Lanquetin
in t 859, live under the epidermic scales of the legs, its presence setting up an
irritation which sho ws itself in the raising of the scales and the formation of
thick roughened crusts. The disease develops slowly and does not affect the
life of the bird, it is relatively little contagious.
2 )Cnemidocoptes Oallinae (Raillet) produces in poultry an itch called
by Raillet body itch or depluming itch. This disease commences ordinarily
at the rump and extends gradually to all parts of the body. The feathers fall out
leaving the rest of the body more or less bare. The health of the birds is
rarely affected. Neumann indicates in the cock a wasting condition which
sometimes ends in death. This form of itch is much more contagious than the
former.
We have had the opportunity in the month of JUly last to examine a number
of carrier pigeons of great value, affected by a depluming itch caused by Cnemidocoptes loevis ( Raillet ) = Sarcoptes Loevis or columbre Raillet, a species closely allied to- the preceding. This form of itch in pigeons was discovered by
Raillet and Codiot in 1885. The pig~ons which we have examined showed for
several months past an acute irritation of the skin, accompanied with the production of brauny desquamation and loss of feathers which broke off a few
millimetres from the skin. The Sarcoptes in different stages were numerous in
the dusty matter involved in the follicles.
3)

Analgince

We can enumerate amongst the Analginre, the Dermoglyphus minor ( Normer) and the D. elongatus ( Meguin ), which inhabit the 'first named, the shafts
of the feathers, the second the flight feathers; their presence does not appear
to cause any trouble. The allied genera Epidermoptes and Rivoltasia are, represented in the fowl by Epidermoptes bilobatus Rivolta and Rivoltasia Bifurcata
( Rivolta ).
This Acari live on the skin or in the down; their great abundance causes
squamous lesions, often accompanied by an intense pityriasis.
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THE PATHOGENIC ROLE OF ARGAS PERSICUS
by Professor E. BRUMPT
Par is.

I should like to call the attention of Spanish poultry farmers to the injurious
effects produced in several countries bordering the Mediterranean by Argas
persicus, which has not yet been noted in Spain, where at the same time the
climatic conditions are suitable to its development.
Argas persicus ( fig. 1 ) is a parasite infesting back-yard fowls, very abundant
in Africa Minor, in Morocco in particular and it is nearly certain that in the
course of the historic and commercial relations between the Spanish Peninsula
and North Africa, this parasite must have been imported into Spain, at any
rate into its southern provinces. Besides, even if man has not played a part
in effecting this, it is probable that migratory birds who each year fly from
Africa to Europe must have dropped in Spain larvae gorged with blood, which
finding themselves in a country situated entirely south of 440 North latitude
- the northern limit of its geographical distribution - is able to acclimatize
itself.
This Acarus lives like the mites in the chinks of walls, under the dried dejecta of the birds, under the bark of trees, on the perches and, speaking generally, anywhere where they can find, in addition to food, a shelter in which
to hide themselves, digest their food, and mUltiply.

Geographical distribution
Argas persicus has a far greater distribution than that of" airan spirochaetosis (of which I shall speak later), depending on whether the disease has not
yet been scientifically demonstrated in many regions where it is perhaps confounded with chicken cholera, or whether the Argas of certain districts are
not infected a fact sometimes observed even in districts where avian spirochaetosis is endemic.
This is particUlarly the case in the Southern States of the U. S. A. where
Argas abounds, yet the disease has not yet been noted. It is time that an affection clinically resembling avian Spirochaetosis has been described by F. C. Bishopp in 1913 but up to the present no confirmation of this has been obtained
microscopically, and seeing that agricultural research laboratories are abundant
in the U. S. A. it would be very extraordinary if a disease so easy to diagnose
had passed unobserved.
Argas persicus has been found in Europe in all the countries where avian
Spirochaetosis has been described (Russia, Roumania, BUlgaria,Hungary,
Serbia and Macedonia ).
.
This Acarus, abundant in North Africa must have been carried by wild
birds or by domestic fowls into Southern Europe, but up to the present it has
not been noted everywhere, and it would be interesting to make a systematic
search for it. In Asia, Argas persicus has been noted in Persia, Turkestan, Baluchistan, Palestine and various places in Ibdia, also in Pekin. It is probable
that a methodical search would identify it everywhere south of 44° N.latitude.
In Africa it is universally present wherever avian spirochaetosis prevails.
In certain localities, somewhat rare Argas is abundant but not infective, in
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others it is fre,quently present and Spirochaetosis although not yet described,
must be present there, as for instance in Mauritius and in German South West
Africa. In Oceania, Argas has been met with abundantly in several provinces
of South Australia, where avian Spirochaetosis has since been described.
In America, Argas persicus exists in various States of the U. S. A. (Texas,
Arizona, New Mexico, Florida, California and Iowa), in Mexico, in the Antilles
(Antigua, Jamaica, Martinique, Trinidad), in Panama, Colombia, Venezuela,
British Guiana, several places in Brazil, in Chili and the Argentine.

Habitat: Development
The fUlly developed Argas, spending the day sheltered from the light, feeds
during the night on domesticated birds, (fa wls, ducks, geese, turkeys, pigeons,
ostriches and canaries) sometimes on wild birds and more rarely on man. Complete development is effected in a few months (fig. 2). The sixfooted larvae
attach themselves to the birds for from 4 to 10 days, then fall to the ground,
undergo one moult several days later, enter the chrysalis stage, living in the
cracks of the walls or of the wood and mOUlting twice more before reaching
the adult state. As Laboulbene described it long ago, this argas can lie dormant
for a long time. Certain specimens can remain nearly five years without food
prOVided the atmosphere is fairly dry and the temperature not too high, nutritive changes being delayed.
This insect is also very resistant to the action of insecticides, for the most
part. I leave out the other wellkno wn biological features of Argas, which are
set out in the various works on Parasitology.

Pathogenic Properties
Like all parasites Argas' persicus can exercise a pathogenic action, which
varies according to the nature of the case. It can cause death by depletion,
when a large number of adult Argas or their grubs attach themselves to young or
adult birds. This occurs when a small number of birds are placed in a backyard infected by these acari and disused for a considerable time.
By inoculation of their saliva, even when not infected with Spirochaetosis,
the following symptoms may be produced; various forms of paralysis especially
amongst ducks; intoxications, which diminish the resistance of the organism
attacked to wards, intercurrent diseases; inflammatory conditions of the skin
which have a deleterious effect on the gro wth of back-yard fo wIs. Lastly, by
the inoculation of different kinds or species of Spirochaetosis which they
transmit at all the periods of their evolution (Marchoux and Salimberin 1903)
and even by heredity to their progeny (Hindle 1912), Argas persicus can
cause death by avian spirochaetosis or give rise in case of recovery, to a very
prolonged convalescence in the course of which the bird loses flesh to a large
extent.
Avian Spirochaetosis discovered by Sakharoff of Tiflis in 1891, often confused as we have already stated with fOWl cholera, makes its appearance about
six days after the bite of an infected Argas. It appears in an acute or chronic
form amongst fOWls, geese and ducks.
In the acute form the temperature in the cloaca is two or three degrees Centigrade above normal and may reach 43°, the birds cease to eat or to perch,
sleeping with closed eyes and head drooping forwards, resting sometimes on
the ground; the comb is pale and flabby, the feathers ruffled, diarrhoea is
frequent and if death does not supervene about the 3rd. or 5th. day, convalescence is slow. In the chronic form, folloWing most often on an acute attack
the bird which seemed to have entered on convalescence again becomes sick'
grows thin, is paralysed in the wings and feet and dies after two or three weeks:
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This disease is often benign amongst indigenous varieties, in countries
where spirochaetosis is endemic; it is severe amongst birds of pure breeds. A
first attack confers immunity of fairly long duration, or' in any case a great
tolerance to wards fresh infections resulting fro m a virus dul y ~dministered.
The benign or malignant nature of avian spirochaetosis is determined as in
all parasitic diseases, by the degree of virulence of the pathogenic organism,
and by the natural resistance of the subject attacked.
This parasite is thus a great enemy of the poultry farmer. It causes direct
losses by infection and intoxication, while indirect losses are due to diminished
laying and to broody hens deserting their nest from the irritation caused by
these pests.

Prophylaxis and treatment
In districts where Argas eXists, it is possible to keep a back-yard free from
infection on condition that birds are placed in quarantine for a fortnight in
slatted cages placed over a vessel containing water on the surface of which
a thin film of paraffin rests. All the larvae attached to the birds fall and are
destroyed, and the birds can be set at liberty. It is true that birds, such as pigeons can in their wanderings deposit the larvae and infect a locality up-todate free, but such a condition seldom obtains.
To prevent the breeding of Argas, we should enploy metal fittings easy to
clean or to flame with a plumber's lamp. These acari multiply especially in
wooden bUildings or those with thatched roofs, also in poultry houses built
in trees, as is the case in many parts of America and Europe. In the latter
case the Argas parasite is to be found plentifully under the bark of the trees
or in their cracks.
When poultry houses are badly infected, they militate against successful
rearing and the best plan is to burn them, to put all the birds in quarantine,
or to immerse them in parasiticide solutions, in order to rid them of their
larvae, and to build fresh houses. .
In districts Where Argas hibernates during a portion of the year, it is advisable to burn their harbouring places and build neWones elsewhere. A practical
method of protecting fowls agains the bites of Argas is to suspend the perches
with iron wire from the roof and to avoid all contact between the perches and
the walls. But, if possible, thanks to the endeavours to prevent the development
of these parasites, we must not lose sight of the fact that a few infected Argas
can infect back-yard fowls fatally. If the diagnosis be made early, it is easy
to save the birds, by treating them with various arsenical preparations, and
it is by no means useless to point out to them that it was by studying the action
of arsenical preparations on the pathogenic spirochaetes of fo wls that Erlich
discovered the famous « 606 » which has enabled us to cope With, so efficaciously
the spirochaete of human syphilis.
Amongst arsenical preparations, Soamine and AtoxyI, much less active than
Salvarsan and Neo-salvarsan are now hardly ever employed. Salvarsan used
by Ehrlich and Hata in 1910 is very efficacious when injected intravenously in
doses of 0.04 to 0.05 of a gram per kilo. of body weight. Neo-salvarsan has been
employed with success by P. Delanoe in 1921, in doses of 0.01 to 0.02 of a gram
per kilO., in the case of a pUllet weighing 485 grams, intravenously: the same
author saved a goose of 4,300 grams which had been infected experimentally by
intravenous injection of 0.06 and 0.15 of a gram of the same -product at an interval of two days.
In spite of its relatively high price, Neo-salversan, which is easily procured
in all countries, can be of great service in cases where one wishes to treat valuable birds. The arsenical preparations above noted cure birds and shorten convalescence in certain forms of avian spirochaetosis.
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ARGAS IN TUNIS

/

o

by Mlle. CORD JER,
Assistant at Arcoing Institute.

Spirochetosis of fowls, known throughout the world, is frequent in Tunis,
where it causes losses, often considerable.
This parasitic disease of hematies (? red corpuscules ) is caused by a flagella,
the spirocheta gallinarum and it is transmitted to fowls by argas, commonly
called fowl ticks.
THE ARGAS: The variety identified in our country appears to be the argas
persicus, belonging to the argasina tribe, attached to the ixodides family of the
Ascarien group.
Evolution 01 the Argas: A certain elevation of temperature encourages the
reproduction and development of the argas and towards 300 already the succession of the different stages can be seen: eggs, larva, nymphs, chrysalides,
and adults, which takes place in about six weeks. Towards 350, according to
Moussu, incubation lasts eight days at the end of which the larva appears
which, under the same thermic conditions, transforms into the nymph after a
week. The evolution continuing, this nymph, provided with three pairs of
legs, and termed protonymph by some authors, becomes a chrysalis or deutonymphe, furnished with four pairs of legs; these finally engender the type of
adult responsible for the preservation of the species.
Habitat: The argas are parasites of the skin, on which they fix themselves
during the night, sucking the blood of their host, which they generally leave
during the day, taking refuge in the posts and stones of the fowl house and the
walls.
Resistance: These parasites can sustain a vigorous fast of several months,
while they can also undergo great thermometric variations as they are very
resistant. We shall see farther on that this characteristic is one of the obstacles
to ridding a poultry yard of insects.
SYMPTOMATOLOGY OF SPIROCHETOSIS OF FOWLS. - Heat being one of the
favourable causes in the development of the argas, spirochetosis occurs with
the greatest intensity in summer. The affected poultry have a high temperature which may attain 43°, they show lack of appetite, are dull, and curl up
into balls. Soon signs of paralysis appear, walking is difficult, and wings droop.
Movements are unco-ordinated. Further, laying diminishes, and it seems that
this diminution may be imputed not only to the heat of summer, but also to
the presence of argas.
The fOWls, exhausted by the bleeding to which the argas subject them,
succumb to anremia as much as to the action of the spirocheta.
. All these symptoms are often considered as mortal, but nevertheless, the
infection cannot assume such a grave character if the poultry are treated in
time and. freed from the argas by repeated rubbing with some fatty matter
(oil for example) which by asphyxiation renders it impossible for the parasite
to Jive on its host.
Spirochetosis has been experimentally reproduced by inoculating healthy
fOWls with the blood of infected fOWls, when after three to four days all the
clinical symptoms of infection appeared, microscopic examination revealing
the presence of flagellre in the blood.
According to certain authors and in particular Moussu, infection following
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on injection of contaminated by the argas. This latter, according to Moussu,
must subject the ~piroch(2ta gallinarum which it carries to modifications of an
effect comparative to that of sporulation, and these sporule forms, inoculated
on the fowls by the punctures of the argas, require a period of 7 "to 8 days to
take the form of flagellre, at the end of which period clear symptoms of the
disease appear.
Bacteriological Diagnosis: The spirochetre are visible in the blood when
the curve of temperature rises.
Treatment ': Atoxyl, hectine, and at present trepol, administered in the
form of sub-cutaneous or intra-muscular injections, in doses varying from a
few milligrammes to 1 cm. per day per fOWl, give good results if the affected
birds are treated sufficiently soon.
MEANS OF COMBAT AGAINST THE ARGAS. - Breeding with the birds at liberty,
recommended as a means of combat, as the birds can more readily roll in the
dust so protecting themselves' against the invasion and reproduction of argas,
was tried in the Parisian region several years ago, and at Tunis, by M. Labbe,
President of the Mixed Tribunal. M. Labbe's pen comprised selected poultry
and imported races of which some (particularly the «negros »=small Chinese
fowl) are very liable to spirochetosis. To avoid the disadvantage and often
the danger of a restricted enclosure, M. Labbe installed his poultry run on a
large area planted with trees, thus attaining the conditions of natural breeding
or breeding at liberty. The fowls gave no refuge to the argas which were discovered some time after the installation on the trees of the run, between the bark
and the wood.
At the present moment, acting on his personal experience and notes, M. Labbe
advises breeders to use poultry houses of wood with articulated posts so that
it is easy to take them apart on the first infection. In such case it would be
prudent to steep all the posts, etc. in carbonyl, which thoroughly impregnates
the woody fibres, this operation being carried out on the spot where the structure
is erected so as to destro y all the argas and these in order that they cannot
contaminate the new installation, which it is advisable to erect as far as possible from the former one. The soil of this should remain unoccupied for a certain time and should also be covered with a layer composed of sand, ashes and
sulphur, which will assist in eliminating the insects.
This attention given to the maintenance of the poultry house and which
should retain its efficacy for at least two years, and supervision of the fOWls,
consisting by rubbing with oil on the first symptoms of anorexy or anremia,
Will, we may hope, cause spirochetosis to be no longer regarded as of such a
grave character as it has been up to to-day.
Spirochetosis of Geese

Spirochetosis in geese was reported for the first time in Tunis in 1903 by
E. Ducloux of Tunis.
This parasitic disease is much more serious among geese than among fOWls,
and infected birds succumb after about 10 days, sometimes 15, after haVing
had high temperatures, rising to 43°, and without presenting other symptoms
than a rapid cachexy.
The disease has been experimentally transmitted by inoculation with blood
from parasitically infected geese and ducks; among the latter incubation requires about three days, at the end of which symptoms of infection appear.
Autopsy shows no apparent lesion. Only microscopic examination of the
blood sho ws, at the time the curve of temperature rises, a large number of
spirochetre more or less free or grouped.
The treatment recommended up to to-day is the same as that applicable to
spirochetosis of fowls: atoxyl and hectine. Trepol should be tried.
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THE P-ROPHYLAXY OF INTESTINAL HELMINTHIASES
AMONG POULTR\Y
By Dr. CH. JOYEUX, ,
of the Laboratory of Parasitology of the Faculty of Medicine, Paris.

There can be no question, in these few lines, of relating the zoological history
of worms which are to he found in the intestines of poultry. Let us simply indicate the manner in which is contracted the helminthes of which the cycle
of evolution is known.
Certain of them, especially the nematodes, or round worms, are contracted
by the absorption of more or less evolved eggs, ejected in the fecal matter of
birds infected with the parasite; prophylaxy therefore consists of microscopically
examining the excreta of all the birds, and slaughtering or isolating those that
shaw the incriminating worm in their dejections. At the same time the soil of
the poultry house is disinfected with milk of lime or other active antiseptic.
It must not be forgotten too, that the shells of the eggs are resistant to
substances which kill the microbes. An anti-helminthes disinfection calls for
more energetic products than a bacteriological disinfection.
Certain nematodes have a slightly different evolution, the egg hatches
naturally, and produces a larva which enters by penetrating the skin of its
host and gains the digestive canal after a more or less complicated passage
through its organs. This, however, is only of little importance from the point of
view which concerns us ; prophylaxy is always the same, isolation or slaughter
of the infected birds and disinfection, and disinfection of the poultry house.
It must be thoroughly understood that this must not be limited to the soil
alone, but must extend to the food troughs, perches, etc.
Other worms have a more complex evolution and pass through the organs
of a second animal, generally invertebrate, termed the intermediary host.
These are principally the trematodes and cestodes (tape worms ).
Trematodes are rare among fowls and pigeons, but frequent among ducks
and geese. The worms lay eggs which pass out in the fecal nlatter of the birds,
and have to find aquatic surroundings to continue their evolution. This is
carried out in the organs of various small fresh water molluscs, sometimes
the larval form of the parasite becomes encysted in the mollusc itself, and it
is when consuming the latter that the aquatic bird becomes infected; in other
cases the larva escapes from the mollusc and can swim to another animal, generally an aquatic invertebrate, where it becomes encysted. The bird becomes
infected by swallOWing the latter. From the pratical point of view let us remember that the trematodes are to be found mainly among aquatic birds
haVing large areas of water at their disposal, ponds, lakes, etc. On the other
hand, those which are bred in limited surroundings and paddle in a small pool
can hardly contract it, as they will qUickly have destroyed the molluscs which
might be found there. The prophylaxy of these infections is simply isolation
or slaughter of the birds having eggs of trematodes in their excreta, and cutting off communication with the contaminated pond.
Finally the cestodes of poultry, small tape worms often difficult to see,
which are ejected in the excreta, either as microscopic eggs, or as detached
rings, visible to the naked eye, may have as intermediary hosts fresh water
crustaceans; they are very small animalculae (Copepodes) of 1 to 2 milli-
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metres long, sometimes barely visible to the naked eye, and other times they
are fresh water shrimps (Gammares). All these small crustaceans transmit"
tapeworms to aquatic birds (ducks, geese, etc.)' The same prophylaxy as
for trematodes. Fowls, Turkeys, pheasants, and pigeons also harbour tapeworms of which the evolution is not well known. It is only known with any
degree of certainty that certain slugs may be intermediary hosts for one of
them (Davainea proglottina of the fowl). As regards the others, there are
only uncertain data derived from experiments. In any case, it is as well to
slaughter or isolate the affected birds, which transmit the parasite to others
in a manner as yet unknown.
I regret being unable to give more details owing to lack of space. Those
who are interested in this question will consult with advantage the following
work: L. G. Newman, Parasites et Maladies parasitaires des oiseaux domestiques (Parasites and parasitic diseases of do mestic birds), Paris, Asselin and
Houzean, 1909.

SECTION IV

Production of Poultry Products
and Commerce in same and the state
of aviculture in various countries
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THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF POULTRY ON THE FARM
by ARTHUR G. RUSTON,

B. A., B. Sc. (Lond.) D. Sc. (Leeds).
Lecturer in Farm Economics, University of Leeds.

During the last eight or nine years, a great deal of time and attention has
been devoted in the Department of Agriculture of this University, to the study
of the economic possibilities of farming in Yorkshire under varying conditions
and different methods of farming.
Possibly in no county. could so large a variety of different systems of farming be met with, and in the selection of the farms which we have been studying,
care has been taken to get as wide a range of types as possible. At the present time nearly sixty such farms are under investigation. The 1921-22 records
were, from a financial point of view, exceedingly disastrous. On the whole
of these farms of 17. 192 acres, there was a total net loss of £ 41.337, corresponding to a loss of £ 2/8/1 d. per acre, or 17,2 percent of the capital invested.
The 1922-23 results are not yet completed, but the records of the thirty
seven farms which are to hand at the time of writing show an average net loss
of £ 1/6/9 d. per acre, or of 7,9 per cent of the capital invested.
Arable crops grown at a loss. Money can be made on Stock. - At the present
time, with the heavy expenditure on arable crops, and the comparatively poor
returns obtainable from them, it is to livestock rather than to crops, that the
farmer must 100 k for success. According to the latest available returns the
selling price of :
Fat Cattle .. is 46 per cent above the
Fat Sheep.. »76
Fat Pigs.
» 56
Milk.
» 57
Eggs...
)}. 68
Poultry. . . . . » 75
Corn Crops.. » 15

pre~war

price

and' in the agricultural community the men who are making money are those
who are specialising in one or more of the following branches,
a)
b)

Sheep, particularly where a breeding flock can be maintained.

Pigs, particularly where they can be run cheaply on a more or less open

air system.

c) M ilk, provided'that the milk producer is in a district where there is a good
market for the milk.

d)
e)

t)

The Rearing oj Cattle.
The feeding of Cattle where they can be got off on grass.

Poultry, which should be made to pay under almost any conditions.

The following records given in Tables I and II, as to the relative returns
obtained during the year 1922-23, on the farms whose accounts are already
completed, show the importance of Livestock on the farm.
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Table I
RAPPORT SUR LE CHEPTEL VIVANT.-1922-1923
TOTAL

Nombre

PAR TETE

Profit
£

Vaches ........... 343
718
Betail ............
Moutons .........• 1970
Pores ............. 614
Volaille ........... 2531

she p.

i

1689. 5. 6

-

--

1687. 1. 9
1004. 14.11
690. 6. 3

-

--

-

Profit

Perte

£ she p.

ish. p.

Perte

she p.

---

0.17.2
1.12.9
o. 5.5

---

-

-3.4.8
--

4.18.6

---

- - 2322. 8. 8

-----

Table II
RAPPORT SUR LES RECOLTES.-1922 .. 1923

I

Cot1t moyen Production
de lao
moyenne
production par acre (1)
par acre
she p.

quintal

Froment . . •. . .. 11.5. 8
Avoine
10.6. 9
Orge ••........ 1 9 ·2 · 8
Pomme de terre. 23.3.10

20. 7
13.8
16.6
122. -

£

Cot1t de la

produ~tion

par qUIntal
(1)

she p.

£

o. 9. 4
0.12.10
0 . 9. 5
o. 3. 10

1

I

PAR ACRE

Prix
de vente
par quintal
.£ she p.

Profit

Perte

she p. ish. p.

£

O. 9, 7 o. 5 . 0 - - 0,9.9 - - - 2 . 3 . 0
0.8.11
0 ·8 ·6
0.2. 7 - - - 8 . 2 . 6

1- - -

Comparative Profits from Livestock

From the figures given in Table I it might appear at first sight as if milk
production were far and away the most profitable department of the farm, and
poultry-keeping the least remunerative branch of the live stock on the farm.
A closer investigation however, shows neither of these assumptions to be correct. It is only when We can express the profit or loss obtained from the various departments of the farm in terms of a percentage on the capital outlay,
that we are able to see things in their true perspective.
Table III

Revenus COMPARl!S DU CHEPTEL VIVANT.-1922-1923

,

Capital
expose
au debut

Total
Frais
capital
dtentretien duexpose
£

.£

Vaches .•••••.•. Total .... 9.622
Betail nourri sur
14
herbages ...... Moyenne.
Pores •......... Total .... 5.049
»
Moutons ........
.... 10.982
»
Volailles ••.•....
.... 1.156
(1)

Le quintal anglais == 50 Kg. 800; 1 acre

is

IProfit total
£

Profit
pour cent
du capital
expos6

sh.p.

010

16.109

25.731 1689.5.6

6,6

14
4.973
5.261
1.518

28
2.8.0
10.022 1005.0.0
15.243 1687.0.0
2.674 690.0.0

8,5
10,0
11,2
25,6

=

40 ares 46.

1
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The supreme economic importance of poultry on the farm can be realised
when it is seen that while on the whole of the farms under investigation during
the financial year 1922-23 the year's working showed a net loss of 7,9 per cent.
of the capital invested, yet:
Cows left a profit of 6.6 per cent
Cattle led on grass»
8.5
Pigs. . . . . . . . . . .. » 10.0
Sheep. . . . . . . . . .. » 11.2
Poultry. . . . . . . . .. » 25.6
on the capital invested.
Why Poultry Keeeping is Profitable
Selling price., - That poultry keeping at the present tims should be profitable is self-evident, and would be obvious Were there no authenticated records to prove it. A study of the market returns, to which reference has already
been made, wiIl sho w that the price of poultry and eggs is, with the single eXception of fat sheep, being maintained better perhaps than that of any other
farm product.
Cost oj production. - Of the total cost of upkeep of fowls, at least eighty,
and in some cases ninety per cent, can be charged to the food bill. If we compare the present prices of the food stuffs largely fed to poultry, such as wheat,.
oats, barley, maize, maize gluten meal, sharps, bran and fish meal, with the
prices obtaining immediately prior to the war, it will be found that there has
been an increase of rather less than forty per cent. In other words, while the
selling price of eggs and poultry were last year approximately seventy two
per cent above the pre..war level, their cost of production would certainly not
be more than forty per cent higher. In this respect, eggs and poultry differ
very considerably from most of the other farm products. The cost of production of the 1922 wheat crop was at least eighty five per cent above that of the
1914 crop, yet to..day's selling price is only twenty per cent above the corresponding price of the 1914 crop. The selling price of the 1922 crop of potatoes
was actually less than the corresponding pre-war figure, while their cost of
production Was approximately 100 per cent higher.
Why the Price of eggs has been Maintained
Home production. - While the poultry returns are not included each year
in the agricultural statistics collected by the Ministry in June, yet estimates
have been obtained by them for the number of poultry on the farms in England
and Wales for the year 1908, 1913 and 1921. These estimates shew that in
spite of the high prices now obtaining for eggs and poultry, the number of
birds being kept has during the past eight years, decreased by more than four
millions.
Tahle IV
NOMBRE DE VQLAILLES DANS LES FERMES D'ANOLETERRE ET DU PAYS DE GALLES

Paules
.
Canards .................•.•
Oies .•......................
Dindons .•...............•.•

1908

1913

1921

28.249.000
2.669.000
686.000
628.000

29.026.000
2.188.000
577.000
652.000

24.816.000
2.391.000
517.000

445.000
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Throughout England and Wales to-day, the number of poultry carried
amounts only to 95 per 100 acres' of cultivated land, as compared to approximately 200 birds to the same area in Denmark. This figure is well below
the one which was obtained in 1913, when each 100 acres of cultivated land
carried 107 head of poultry. Of the six counties: Lancashire, Cheshire, Cornwall, Surrey, East Sussex and the West Riding of Yorkshire, which may be
looked upon as the great poultry keeping areas, only one has increased the
number of birds kept since 1913.
,
Imports. - Not only has the number of fowls in the country fallen by over
eleven p.er cent, but the imports have also dropped by more than thirty seven
per cent. In 1913 when We were importing 57 eggs per head of the population,
more than half of these were coming from Russia, and approximately one fifth
from Denmark, while the Netherlands, Italy, Austria Hungary and Egypt
were each sending nlore than a hundred millions, and Germany, France and
Sweden, amounts varying from 48 to 84 millions.
Table V
<EUFS IMPORTES
Annees

Nombre

Valeur

Par tete d'habitant

;£

1913 .................
1914 .................
1915 .................
1916 .................
1917 .................
1918 .................
1919 .................
1920 ........... , .....
1921 .................
1922 .................

2.590 millions.
2.149
1.229
793 591
318
677
847
1.264
1.639
-

9.600.000
8.653.000
6.123.000
4.742.000
5.067.000
4.622.000
8.613.000
11.569.000
11.393.000
12.000.000

57
48
26
17
12
7
14
18
26

33

Russia ceased to export in 1916; Germany, France, Italy and AustriaHungary no longer send us any appreciable number. During the war the supplies from Denmark fell from 511 to 141 millions, but with the German market
closed in 1920, owing to the exchange being so greatly against her, Denmark
again started developing the English trade, and in 1921 she sent us no less
than 568 millions. Egypt has throughout been sending a large and constant
supply, Canada and the United States started exporting in 1914, though our
imports from the United States in the last two years have been remarkably
small. One of the most striking features of our imports of eggs in 1921 was
the way in which many new attempts were being made to gain the English
market. From the newer states we imported 78 millions from Czecho-Slovakia, 52 millions from Latvia in the Baltic provinces, and 22 millions from
Poland, while the Argentine sent us over 60 millions.
With the home production of eggs down at least 11 per cent and imported
eggs down 37 per cent, the demand was bound last year to be in eXcess of the
supply, with a constant stiffening in price.
In the sphere of agriculture, the poultry industry appears to be the one
branch in which the demand is greater than the home and imported
supply.
With the many neW competitors for our English market, and with the possibility of the recovery of Russia, it behoves the English farmer to make every
attempt to hold our own nlarkets in a branch of production in which the ordinary farms should be able adequately to supply the home demand.

Vista parcial de la Secci6n extranjera de la Exposici6n

]ardines centrales de la Exposici6n en la Secci6n extranjera
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This can be done only if :

a) A much larger head of poultry is kept on the farms.
b ) More care and attention is given to the production of eggs.

Number of Poultry on the Farm

It has already been pointed out that at the present time, throughout England and Wales, the number of poultry carried amounts only to 95 head per
hundred acres of cultivated land, as compared to approximately 200 head on
a similar area in Denmark.
The 1913 statistics collected by the Ministry of Agriculture show that it
is the smaller farms and -holdings which are most heavily stocked as far as.
pOUltry are concerned.
Table VI
VARIATION SUIVANT LA SURFACE DE L'EXPLOITATION
Surface de l'exploltatlon

Nombre de volailles en 1913

a 5 acres ••••.•.•..
5 a 20
.
20 A 50
.
au-dessus de
50 .
de 1

993 tetes par 100 acres.
392

193

-

-

-

69 -

Our own observations in Yorkshire go to that the larger the farms the
smaller the proportionate number of poultry kept; farms of over 500 acres
carrying not more than twenty birds per 100 acres of cultivated land. There
is no doubt, therefore, that the number of poultry maintained on the farms
could and should be materially increased.
Possible Increase oj Profits jrom Present Stocks. - In a very interesting
report of the Poultry Demonstration Croft, Littleton, Creiff, Miss Mary Young
shows that an average profit of £ 2/7/2 d. per bird was obtained during the
year ending 30th. September, 1921. The most striking thing about the report
is the high production of eggs obtained - an average of no less than 2l6'per
head. This is interesting as showing what can be done when a good laying
strain has been obtained, and they are managed and fed with judgment. There
is no doubt that the main essential of success in poultry keeping is to get eggs,
and plenty of them.
Table VII
PERMES DU VORI(SHIRE 1921·1922
Nombre d'ceufs pondul par olseau

Ferme 1 ......................

--

-

-'
-

2 .••••••••••••••.•.....

3 ••....................
4 ......................
5 ......................
6 ••..•••.•....•.•..••..

Moyenne de toutes les fermes .••
Ferme 7 ...••...•••.•..••...••
I.

17

·.................
152
186

114
96
78
74

·.................
·.................
..................
·.................

·.................
90 ..................
55 ·....... Perte ...

Profit par olaeau
•

she p.

-2.0.4

1. 6.3

0.17.0
0.18.4

o.
o.

8.8

7.4

0.13.4

o.

0.7 1/ 2
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In the case of Farm 7, with an egg production of only fifty-five per bird,
the· net loss amounted to 7 1/2 d. per bird. As the eggs were sold throughout
the year at an average price of 2 1/2 d_ it meant that the poultry would have
paid their way with an averages of 58 eggs per bird.
If we take Miss Young's birds as having an efficiency of 100 per 100. last
year, birds with an efficiency of 27 per cent, could have paid their way. In
no other branch of the farming industry could such a result have been obtainable.

To get a good supply of eggs the birds:

a ) must be kept clean,
b ) must be given plenty of exercise,

must be young, and should certainly not be kept more than two years,
must be fed well but not too well within the limits of from 3 to 4 oz.
per head per day,
e) must receive in their daily ration a sufficient supply of protein, certainly
not less than half an oz. per day,
I) must come from a good laying strain.
c)
d)

On the average farm possibly no branch of stock gets less attention than
the poultry: little trouble is often taken with the strain, they are frequently
.kept on the farm too long, sometimes over-fed, often under-fed, and rarely get
in their food supply the protein ration they require for heavy egg production.
Of the foods rich in protein fish meal, dried yeast, maize gluten meal, meal
meal, meat scraps or even palm kernel are all suitable for feeding to pOUltry,
and in -every case that we have met with where high egg yields have been:
obtained one or other of these food-stuffs has been fed.
Miss Young fed 1 oz. of mixed grain in the litter in the morning, 2 01. of
dry mash during the day, and 1 oz. per head of mixed grain as last feed -4 oz.
per head per day.
The grain consisted of :
Oats...... .. .. ..... ... 1 part
Wheat ..............• 1
Indian Corn . . . . . . . . . 1 The dry mash consisted of :
Bran
Sharps ......•........
Indian Meal
Crushed Oats
Fish Meal

2
2

parts

2
2

1 part

The 4 oz. fed each day supplied 0.47 oz. of protein, and she got the eggs.
The food fed to the poultry on Farm 4 with an average of 96 eggs per bird
ronsisted of a mixture of wheat, barley, uveco, maize, sharps, bran and Paisley
meal, and allowed an average daily ration of 4.46 OXS. per head, but supplied_
only 0.34 oz. of protein per head per day. Here, undoubtedly, the birds were
overfed, with a ration not sufficiently nitrogenous, and the birds were putting
on weight rather than producing eggs.
In the case of Farm 7, where the egg production only amounted to 55 pel'
bird, the food consumption allowed for a ration of :
0.3
0.4
0.6
1.2

oz. of wheat per head per day, supplying 0.03 oz. protein
oz. of oats

oz. of sharps
oz. of Maize

0.03 oz.
0.08 oz.
0.08 oz.
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a total of 2 t/2 oz. of grain and meal, supplying less than i/" oz. of digestible
protein. On such a ration it was impossible for the hens to lay.
In the· case of Farm 1, where the egg production amounted to 186 eggs per
bird, the dry mash consisted of :

Of

Fish Meal .•.......... 1 part
1 Sharps
Maize· Gluten Feed..... 1 Ground Oats
1 _
Dried Yeast
i/,,_
0

and the grain of a mixture of equal parts of wheat oats and maize, and the
food consumption allowed for a daily ration of just over 3 1/2 oz. per head,
supplying 0.48 oz. of protein.
There is no doubt that with the expenditure of care, thought and trouble,
the returns obtainable from pOUltry under ordinary farm conditions, can be
considerably increased. To take only one example, on one farm ( N.o 8 ) where
120 birds Were kept, the total profit from the poultry amounted in 1919·20
to :£ 36/11/6 d. an average of 6/5. per head.
The relatively low profit could be accounted for in one of three ways.
a) The eggs might possibly have been sold in a bad market and fetched a
low price.
b) The fowls might have been laying badly, so that there was little produce
to sell.
t) The cost of upkeep of the birds might have been too high, and high costs
might have cut down the profit.
On turning to the account it was seen that 10.691 eggs were sold for
£ 176/18/8 d., at approximately 4d. each. It was eVidently not the market
which was at fault, and little hope could be entertained of increasing the profits
by increasing the selling price of eggs. The sale of eggs aUo wed for an egg production of only eighty-nine eggs per bird. Here surely was room for impro0

vement.

Table VDI
CONSOMMATION DE NOURRITURE PAR LA VOLAILLE DANS LA FERME 8.-1919-1920
Total

Par tete
et par Jour

Proteine Ilar t6te
et par Jour

Quintaux

Onces

Once

56

2,3

1,4

0,198
0,064

Recoupe
Farine de biscuit ..•..............

........................

16
5
3
2

0,6
0,2
0,1
0,1

0,014
0,014
0,008

Total .•.......

117

4,7

0,34

.--

Ble ....................•........

Orge .................... : .......
Avoine ..........................
Mats ..•.........................

35

5,042

Was the low egg production due to the fact that the birds came of a bad
strain, were they too old, or was there something wrong with the feeding?
Many of the old birds could certainly with advantage be replaced, and have
been, by pullets.
The total weight of corn and meal consumed by the poultry amounted
to 117 cwt., which allowed for a consumption of 109 lbs. per head per year,
.or 4.7 oz. per day. The total cost of food amounted to :£ 150/10/0 d. per year;
£ 1/5/1 d. per head, or 5 '1/2 d. per head per week.
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Allowing for labour and standing charges, the total cost of upkeep per bird
amounted to no less than :£ 1/11 /Id. per year, much too high a cost. If the
food could be reduced as it should be from 4.7 to 4 oz. per head per day, it would
have reduced the cost of upkeep by approximately 5/ s. per bird. If the egg
production could at the same time, by modifying the constituents of the ration,
be increased from 89 to 120 eggs per bird, it should give an increased return
of approximately 10 s. per head, and the profits per bird could be increased
from 6 s. to 21 s. per head, or from £ 36/11/6 d. to a total of :£ 126.
By weeding out the old hens, and by feeding in accordance with the suggestions that have already been made, the egg production per bird has been
increased from:
89 in 1919 - 20
to 108 in 1920 - 21
and to 126 in 1921· 22
the cost of upkeep per bird has been reduced from
£ 1/11 / 1 in 1919 - 20
to :£ 1/0/8 d. in 1920 - 21
and to ;£ 0/12/7 in 1921 - 22
while the profit per bird has been increased from:
£ 0/6/0 iIi 1919 - 20
to £0/18/6 in 1920-21
and to :£ 1/6/11 in 1921 - 22
Summary. - In conclusion it may be stated that:
a) As far as can be seen the keeping of poultry should, at the present

time, prove one of the most remunerative side lines on the farm.
b ) That on the Yorshire farms, whose accounts were last year supervised
through the mniversity of Leeds, there was an average profit of 13 s. 4 d. per
bird in 1921 - 22 and of 5/5 per bird in 1922 - 23.
c) That the high profit has been obtained owing to the fact that while
the selJingprice of eggs Was on the average 70 per cent. above the pre-war
prices, the cost of production was only 40 per cent. higher.
d) That the high price of eggs has been maintained because with the
home production of eggs down at least 11 per cent. and the imported eggs
down at least 37 per cent., the demand was almost bound to be in excess of
the supply.
~_ t) That the profits obtained from poultry could easily be increased:
1. By increasing the number of birds on the farm.
2. By increasing the egg production per bird.
f) . That the egg production per bird could, in many cases, easily be increased by attention to the feeding of the poultry, and arranging that the daily
ration should provide·:
1. 3 • 4 oz. of grain and meal per head per day.
2. Approximately 1/2 oz. of digestible protein per head per day.
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'mE REARING OF CHICKENS ON THE INTENSIVE S,YSTEM (*)

Iby R" H. A. PLIMMER and J. L. ROSEDALE I

(Beit Memorial Research Fello W )
- . ", ~ ..
(Chemical Department, St. Thomas's Hospital Medical· School, London)

.-

The first problem in the study of the nutrition of chickens was to rear them
in confinement, under laboratory or the closely similar intensive conditions,
in which no food other than that supplied was available. Each constituent
of the food could then be tested individually.
At the time that our experiments Were started, the rearing of chickens under
laboratory conditions had not been very successful and was seldom attempted.
Osborne and Mendel (1916, 1918) had many losses and recorded the frequent
occurrence of leg weakness. Drummond ( 1916) quite failed to rear chickens
and believed that there were other factors than an adequate diet. Hart, Halpin
and Steenbock (1920) always observed ruffled feathers and leg weakness,
Palmer and Kempster ( 1919) after several failures raised 50 out of 60. Buckner,
Nollau and Kastle ( 1915) kept birds on special grain mixtures and, with the
addition of green food, had very fair results.
As will be seen from our experimental data (below) We have been very
successful in rearing chicks in confinement and our work, to test the value
of different proteins in nutrition, had to be modified before this problem could
be properly attempted. The chick has been proved by us to be a very useful
animal for the stud y of problems in nutrition.

The nature of Food
The natural food of man and animals contains eight substances, everyone
of which is essential for life and health. They are:

water
mineral salts

carbohydrate
fat
protein

Vitamin A
Vitamin B
Vitamin C

Water is usually obtainable in sufficient quantity and is taken according
to the desire of the animal.
The other seven substances are present in the various foods in different
proportions. Except the Vitamins, the amounts of the several constituents
are known from chemical analysis. In the absence of any knOWledge of the
chemistry of vitamins, their presence or absence can only be determined by
feeding experiments and the result simply gives an idea of whether much Of
little of each vitamin is present. The abSOlute quantity in anyfood is not known.
The vitamin value of many foods has still to be investigated (See Vitamins and
the Choice of Food by. V. G. & R. H. A. Plimmer, Longmans co).
Mineral salts are an important constituent of the food. Chemical analysis
has revealed large differences in the kind of mineral matter in various foods:
some may not contain lime, or there may be an excess of common salt, or there
( *) Summarised from full account in Biochemical Journal, 1922 and 1923.
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may be a shortage of phosphates, etc. (See Analyses and Energy Values of
Foods by R. H. A. Plimmer (H. M. Stationery Office). It stands to reason
that a diet to be adequate must include suitable and sufficient mineral salts.
On an ordinary mixed diet, the quantity of mineral salts present is usually
sufficient for the adult animal. More lime and phosphates are necessary for
the growth of bone. This quantity can be roughly calculated from the amount
of bone in the body. About 1/5 of the body is bone; 1/5 of the weight increase
will be wanted in the food as calcium phosphate. For the production of egg
shell (=6..7 g.) about 3 g. of calcium or lime salts is wanted for each egg. Any
excess of lime or other mineral salt not wanted by the living animal is eXcreted. An excess of lime or other mineral salt cannot possibly be a substitute
for any of the vitamins, as is claimed by certain workers.
Carbohydrates, except cellulose which has no food value, can be regarded
as eqUivalent in nutrition. They are all resolved into a simple kind of sugar
in digestion and only the simple sugar is assimilated.
Fats, except for the A-vitamin which they contain, are practically alike.
Proteins show numerous differences amongst themselves (See Plimmer Nature 1921, 107, 664.. « J. Soc. Chern. Ind.,» 40, 227). Without entering into
details, animal and vegetable proteins may be broadly distinguished. Animal
proteins are good; vegetable poor. The proteins of green leaves may be an
exception. Very little is known about them at present.
Under ordinary conditions on a good mixed diet the three vitamins are
supplied in the food; A-vitamin by green leaves and animal fats B.vitamin by
eggs and by cereals if not highly milled; C-vitamin by fresh fruits and vegeta~
bles. Vitamins cannot be made by the animal out of other food substances.
Whatever their actual function may be in the body, the health and normal
growth of the animal is dependent upon their presence. The absence of the
vitamins from the food leads in man to the so-called food deficiency diseases.
Scurvy follows on a diet deficient in C-vitamin, beri-beri on a diet poor in B-vitamin; rickets and a 10 wered resistance to tubercle and other infections are associated with a lack of A-vitamin. The vitamin reqUirements of animals differ
somewhat from those of man. The guinea-pig is peCUliarly sensitive to a shortage of C-vitamin. In some species of animals it has not been found possible
to produce scurvy. Our experiments with birds show that they are able to do
'without C-vitamin in the food. In the case of scurvy in guinea-pigs, Chick and
Hume have found that it develops if a definite minimal quantity is 'not supplied
daily. The necessity for a daily amount of the other vitamins has not been
so clearly established, but it is indicated by the work of Cooper ( 1913-14 ) and
of Chick and Hume (1917). These experiments ·again show this daily need
of a definite quantity, but the daily quantity is proportional to the food intake.

The food poultry and its adaptation for investigations of nutrition
pOUltry is commonly fed upon a mixture of cereals or cereal products, fish
or meat meals, clover, yeast, green food. Green food is always said to be most
essential.
A complicated mixture is of no use for purposes of investigation. Although
the composition of a mixed diet can be calculated from the chemical analysis
of its components, no proper idea of the necessary quantity of each kind of
chemical substance can be learned until the food mixture is reduced to a smaller number of ingredients. Green food is a particularly variable article, varying
in composition according to climate and period of gro wth, and must be eliminated from any experimental diet.
One kind of grain and fish or meat meal, or some other source of animal
protein, will furnish carbohydrate, fat and protein. They can be adjusted to.
any desired protein ratio. Mineral salts in such a mixture are not likely to be
too small in amount nor in wrong proportion; more can be added if necessary.
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The relatively small amount of green stuff eaten is not likely to make any
difference to the constituents furnished by grain and animal protein; in the
ordinary way its function is to furnish vitamins. Some extra mineral matter
may also be supplied by it and its amount is not likely to be lprge, since green
food has on the average 90 per cent. of water. All three vitamins are present
in green foods. Cabbage and lettuce are known to be good sources of C-vitamin. Green leaves are also rich in A-vitamin but relatively poor in B-vitamin.
The bird usually derives its supply of B-vitamin, and a certain amount of
A-vitamin, from grain. Green stuff can be omitted altogether, if other foods
containing the vitamins are given instead.
For scientific experiments cereals, such as white rice and white flour which;
contain little or no B- and A-vitamin, should be chosen; It is more difficult
to find a protein free from A- and B-vitamins. Egg white is one; white fish
flesh also contains practically no vitamins. Most dried foods have no C-vitamin,
so this vitamin can ~e avoided in the foods selected Jor protein, fat and carbohydrate, if they are giyen in the _dried state.
To such a practically vitamin free basis, the vitamins can be added in
measured amounts of very concentrated extracts. The most convenient eXtracts for the purpose are; cod liver oil for A-vitamin; yeast extract or marmite for B-vitamin; lemon or orange juice for C-vitamin. The first problem
in the successful rearing of chicks is to determine the amount which they require of each vitamin. Knowing the basis of vitamins, in terms of these extracts, for maintaining the l?irds in health, a start can be made with the determination of the value of the other ingredients. By using different proteins
their value can be separately determined. The value of the protein in various
kinds, of grain can be found-out, and then in a combination of grains. The
B-vitamin content of different grains can be ascertained by a similar sort of
experiment in which the other ingredients of the diet are fixed and qnly the
'
amount of B-vitamin is variable.
Theoretically the question of the total amount of food that should be given
to chickens is not directly answered by these kind of experiments. A calorimeter is needed for this purpose. The actual food consumption of the birds is,
however, given by these experiments since the whole of the food supplied is
carefully weighed out and the record of the amount eaten is kept. The conditions of these experiments are more nearly normal than those in a calorimeter
and ca,n cover the whole period of growth. The record of the food consumed
is a gUide to the total food requirements of the bird. It will be seen from our
records (p.) that the food actually consumed corresponded with that advised in the text books. It was found for example that the adult bird, fed ad
lib, consumed from 4 to 5 oz. of food daily in our experiments.
Experime~tal

details

The experiments have generally been made with groups of 10 or 12 day-old
chicks. At first. Leghorns were used, but in the later experiments Light Sussex.
Comparisons of chicks with pigeons, ducks and other birds have also been
carried out.
The' birds have been housed in the ordinary sort of commercial house with
a small run attached. Day-old chicks have been started in a foster-mother.
In the earlier experiments the houses were in the basement room of the building and it was found that little difference could be noticed whether the houses
were in the room or on the roof of the bUilding.
For convenience the experiments may be referred to under the several
numbered groups of chickens. The food consumption and growth of the birds,.
which were weighed weekiy, are tabUlated at the end of this paper, so that the
whole series can be easily compared.
.
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GROUPS

I AND I I

The object of this experiment was to find out if chickens supplied with all
the constituents of a complete diet could be reared in the close confinement
of a laboratory.
Oatmeal was selected as cereal, mainly as it was thought from its method of
manufacture by knowing that it would not contain vitamins, but their entire
absence was not expected. Extra protein was provided by milk. The salt supply was taken as sufficient. The quantity of vitamins to be added was chosen
arbitrarily, as there was no knowledge of the requirements of chickens. The
diet was as fo 110 ws :
oatmeal. ..•...•....•.• 120 g.
milk. •................ 200-250 cc.
cod liver oil. .........•
5,0 cc.
marmite ...........•.•
0,5 g.
lemon juice .......•..• 30 cc.
The milk was given separately in a cup: most of it was spilt by the birds
and its consumption could not be recorded accurately_
The other ingredients were mixed together daily so that the birds received
the vitamins every day, as was shown to be necessary by experiments with
other animals.
As the birds grew, more food was required. This was given in the form of
weighed amounts of oatmeal, or a mixture of oatmeal and biscuit meal. All
food given was carefully weighed so as to check its consumption.
Twelve black and 12 white Leghorns were used. At the time of their arrival
they Were about three days old. Several were suffering from diarrhoea; they
were very weak and not expected to live. On the above diet, all except one
recovered and no signs of illness were noticed up to the end of the first 28 days.
The 23 birds were then divided into two groups, selected so that the average weight of each group was nearly equal:
Group I had 6 black and 6 white with average weight of 154 g.
Group II
6 5
156 g.
The same diet was given, but the amount of vitamins was divided between
the two groups. In order to have some difference between them, group II was
given more C-vitamin on account of the great stress laid by poultry keepers
upon green food, which might be for the supply of this vitamin.
The diets were:
Group I

Group II

oatmeal.
. 120 g.
.
cod liver oil.
2,5 cc.
marmite .......•
0,25 g.
lemon juice ..... 15 cc.

120 g.
2,5 cc.
0,25 g.
20 cc.

Extra food as required for
both groups

oatmeal. 30 g.
milk . . . . 10 cc., later
20 cc.

Milk was not given for the first three days. It was then incorporated with
the extra oatmeal in the proportions above· stated.
Five days after the separation into two groups, the birds 'of group I became
less active and drooped. The cause was attributed to too small a quantit y of
C-vitamin. The amounts of lemon juice were therefore raised to
group I

35 cc.

group II

30 cc.

No real difference was noticed even after raising respectively to 40 and 50 cc.
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Attention was then given to the amount of B-vitamin. The quantity given

to each group in the daily food was raised to 0,5 g.

Some of the birds were now so ill that they had to be separated. No trial
had been made with extra cod liver oil, and it was now increased. Again there
was no difference and one bird died.
Distinct signs of leg weakness with drooping wings and ruffled feathers
were now seen. These symptoms have been described in cases of Polyneuritis
gallinarum, or avian beri-beri, in its early stages. The cause of the illness
was therefore due to insufficient B.vitamin. As the birds had no appetite,
extra marmite was given in the form of a 2 per cent. drink. It was greatly
relished and the birds got better in 3 days. Other birds which showed illness
also got better after such a drink.
The birds Were now in good health again. They Were haVing the same
diet with 40 or 50 cc. lemon jUice. There was no object in continuing on
the same diet and a difference was made by giVing group II 10 cc. of cod
liver oil. This group after a few days showed the drooping wings and ruffled
feathers seen before with insufficient marmite. They improved with a drink
of marmite.
Another period of extra cod liver oil was then tried with group II. In both
cases 2,5 g. marmite was incorporated with the food for the day; lemon jUice
Was 30 cc. and cod liver oil 5 and 12,5 cc. The group with the higher oil again
got ill ; they recovered by doubling the marmite in their daily food.
The extra cod liver oil Was thus not in itself the cause, but rather the extra
fat in the diet which needed B-vitamin for its assimilation.
Similar observations had been made by other workers with birds. A general
rearrangement of the diet was then made in respect of B.vitamin. Instead of
being supplied as a daily quantity, a constant proportion was added to the
food. 0,5 g. was included for every 30 g. oatmeal. In the case of group I I, more
marmite Was given against the higher quantity of oil. The diets were:
Group I

oatmeal.
cod liver oil
marmite
lemon jUice

. 180 g.
.
5 cc.
.
3 g.
. 30 cc.

Group II

180 g.
12,5 cc.

5 g.
30 cc.

Extra for each group
as wanted

oatmeal.
.
milk
.
marmite •....

120 g.
80 cc.
2 g.

With the increase in size of the birds and their need for more, the extra
food was later incorporated with the daily supply.
On these diets both groups were kept in perfect health for 5 months until
the experiment had to be terminated. The cocks began to crow in the 3rd month
the birds were mature in 5 months and the sexes were separated; the hens
laid eggs at the end of six months.
ExclUding an accidental loss from a bird swallowing a nail, 21 out of 23
chicks, Or 90 per cent., were reared.
It was thus found possible to raise chicks from the day of hatching to maturity in the laboratory, if B-vitamin were added according to the food consumption and A. and C-vitamins at a small rate per day.
GROUP

III

This experiment was designed to confirm the previous one and at the same
time to test the value of the good proteins of milk. Instead af using milk, which
is so variable in composition, dry preparations of casein and secwa ( =dried
whey) were used. Oatmeal remained as cereal. No additional fat was included
and salts were in abundance. No account could be taken of vitamins in the
foods and they were added in the form of cod liver oil, marmite and lemon
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juice. The, proportions in which the constituents were included. were altered
during the course of the experiment, mainly to reduce the cost of the feeding.
The diet was as follows:
Oatmeal
Casein •....... · .

30 g.
15 g.

Secwa •••...•..•

15

Cod liver oil ....
Lemon juice.....
Marmite

2,5 cc. then 5,0 cc. finally 7,5 cc. per day
15 cc.
30
45 ce. per day
0,25 g. per 30 g. oatmeal throughout.

then

10 g. finally 6 g.
10

6

Nine day-old white Leghorns Were used; the experiment started on Aug.
Aug. 21,1922. As expected from the work of Osborne and Mendel (1912-1914),
the birds grew very rapidly. In three weeks they reached the weight of the
birds of groups I and I I at the age of six weeks. The cocks began to croW at
the age of 49 days and 18 days later the sexes had to be separated. A group
of 1 cock and 4 hens was then made; the hens began to lay at the age of 139
days.
No birds were lost. Their. health and general condition were excellent throughout and they moulted rapidly in October. The weekly weights and food
consumption are given in the tables. A continuation of the experiment to test
their egg laying was not possible.
Chickens can thus be successfull y reared in the laboratory, if all the kno wn
constituents of a diet are present in suitable amounts. With protein of good
quality, the growth is very rapid. It may be noted that confirmation of the
rapid growth and excellent condition of chickens on this diet was obtained by
Miss Malcolm and Mrs. Pember on their pOUltry farm.
GROUP

IV

A simplification of the previous diet was attempted in this experiment.
The casein and secwa were replaced by dried skim milk. At the same time
white rice was used in the place of oatmeal in order to have a cereal not containing B-vitamin. It was desired to find also the amount of B-vitamin needed
to balance rice. B-vitamin was supplied by the yeast extract, cerema, instead
of marmite. The diet was composed of :
white rice.
dried skim milk...
cod liver oil.
cerema. . . . . . . . . . . .

30 g.
30 g.
0,5 cc. per bird per day
0,25 g. per 30 g. rice.

Lemon juice to supply C.vitamin was omitted as many workers had kept
birds for long periods without it and it was desired to test this point in a long
trial.
Twelve day-old Light Sussex chicks were used.
Signs of leg weakness wer~ noticed in the 4th week and were quite distinct
in the 5th week. The amount of cerema was doubled and the birds separately
dosed with 1 g. cerema in a little water. They were slightly better after 3 doses .
The amount of cerema was increased periodically until it reached 2,5 g. per
30 g. rice. It was not possible to save all the ill chicks and ten died. The other
two were raised to maturity.
Assuming for the present, that cerema is equal to marmite in B-vitamin
content, an assumption which had to be proved, the result showed that more
B-vitamin is required to balance rice than oatmeal; in other words oatmeal
contains a considerable amount of B-vitamin.
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GROUP

V

A preliminary test of the value of cerema as a source of B-vitamin

now made.

was

The same diet as used for group III was employed, except that dried skim

milk replaced casein and secwa, and cerema replaced marmite. The. diet vas:
oatmeal.
dried skim milk
cod liver oil.
cerema. . . . . . . . . . . .
lemon juice

30 g.
30 g.
0,5 later 1,5 cc. per bird per day
0,25 g. per 30 g. oatmeal
1 cc. per day per bird omitted after the 37th day

The experiment lasted for 13 weeks. Ten day-old Light Sussex chicks were
used.
Five birds were lost by accident during the second week from the smoking
of the paraffin lamp of the brooder. No cause of death other than the lungs
filled with soot could be found on post mortem examination.
The other five birds Were raised to maturity without any signs of illness.
On the oatmeal diet with dried skin milk, the same amount of cerema is required as marmite (group III ) ; it is assumed that the dried skim milk has as
much B-vitamin as casein and secwa together.
GROUP

VI

The object was here to determine the B-vitamin values of marmite and
cerema. White rice and dried skim milk were taken as food. Cod liver oil was
added to supply A-vitamin. C.vitamin Was not given as the question of the
need of C-vitamin was to be studied at the same time. B-vitamin was added
as marmite or cerema. It was seen from group IV that 0,25 g. was not enough.
Chick and Hume had found that pigeons wanted 1 g. marmite per 45 g. rice
and consequently 1 g. of each preparation was used per 30 g. rice.
Two lots of 10 day:-old chicks Light Sussex crossed with Wyandotte were
used. The diets were:
M lot

Clot

white rice..... 30 g.
white rice..... 30 g.
dried skim milk 30 g. later 10 g.
dried skim milk 30 g. later 10 g.
cod liver oil. . . 0,5 cc. per bird per day
0,5 cc. per bird per day.
marmite . . . . . . 1 g. per 30 g. rice
cerema
1 g. per ,30 g. rice.
The reduction of the amount of dried skim milk was to lessen the cost of
feeding.
In the thirteenth week slight signs of leg weakness were seen in both lots.
Marmite was then raised to 1,25 g. and cerema to 1,5 g. per 30 g. rice, the
greater quantity of cerema being added as these birds seemed slightly worse.
In the 20th week the cerema was again raised, as the birds had some leg weakness, to 1,68 g. per 30 g. rice; this figure wos chosen from the nitrogen content
of marmite and cerema and corresponded to equality. No further signs of leg
weakness were noticed.
In the 21st week it was necessary to remove the surplus cocks, and in the
~4th week a single group with all the hens (seven) was made with one cock
to study the question of C-vitamin requiren1ents (see later).
The hens of both groups started laying at practically the same date. The
tables show the food consumption and average weekly weights.
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Two losses have to be recorded. Both belonged to the cerema lot; one died
on the 9th day with no visible cause on post mortem examination; the other
was found paralysed in one leg at the end of the 9th week and was chloroformed; post mortem examination indicated that the paralysis was due to
pressure of a fibrous ovary on a nerve. Neither loss can be attributed fairly
to lack of B-vitamin. These troubles probably arise from the use of such small
quantities. Mc Carrison's work shows that symptoms arising from too little
vitamin in the food are most frequently connected with derangement in the
internal organs.
The result is to show that 1,68 g. of cerema is the equivalent of 1,25 g. marmite on the diet of 2/3 rice and 1/3 dried skim milk.
GROUP

VII

A comparison of cerema and dried yeast was the next object.
The same diet as that of group VI was used namely:

white rice
dried skim milk
cod liver oil.
cerema or dried yeast. .

. 30 g.
. 10 g.
. 0,5 cc. per bird per day
. 2 g. per 30 g. rice

The quantity of cerema was taken as 2 g. as 1,68 had been found just sufficient in group VI. C-vitamin was omitted (see later).
Two lots of 10 day old Light SusseX chicks were used; the experiment
was started on Dec. 22, 1922. One lot was given the cerema, the other dried
yeast.
In the 3rd week the birds of the dried yeast lot showed distinct signs of leg
weakness with ruffled feathers and drooping wings.
The dried yeast was therefore doubled in amount.
In the 15th week the birds of the cerema lot showed some leg weakness and
the cerema was raised to 2,25 g. per 30 g. rice.
After these increases all the symptoms disappeared and the birds reached
maturity.
Three birds out of twenty were lost. One bird of the cerema lot died on the
2nd day. Another bird of this lot dislocated its leg and was chloroformed. The
third belonged to the dried yeast lot and Was found dead in the 7th week apparently crushed by the others, whilst it Was weak from insufficient dried yeast.
Excluding the accidental loss, 90 per cent. of each lot was raised to maturity.
The two lots contained the same number of cocks and hens so that their average weights can be properly compared. Scarcely any difference was noticed
as shown in the tables.
It is of interest to compare the weights of these birds with those of group
VI. Group VI was started in June, Group VII in December. The figures do
not bear out the common belief of pOUltry keepers that the growth is different
in the summer and winter.
The result shows that 4 g. of dried yeast are equal to 2,25 g. of cerema per
30 g. of rice.
GROUPS VI II and IX
It was very important to know the amount of marmite that must be added
to a diet not containing B-vitamin in any of its constituents, because in future
work it would then be possible to make up diets haVing this amount as the
minimum for a comparison of the food value of different proteins.
White rice and fish meal were chosen as the ingredients. The latter as Cooper
( 1913-14) had found that white fish had very little B.vitamin. Fish meal,
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like dried skim milk, provided a reasonable quantity of mineral salts in the
food. Cod liver oil, as before, was added to supply A-vitamin, since the amount
in the fat of the fish meal could not be relied upon to give sufficient.
It was not possible to choose the right amount of marmite for this diet
without reference to the quantities used with the previous groups. Group VII
on a diet containing, from the chemical analysis, 58 parts of combustible food
from rice and 28 parts from the dried skim milk, required 6 g. cerema. Assuming that the dried skim milk balanced itself with B-vitamin, a diet containing 58 + 28 or 86 parts of rice would want 6 + 3 or 9 g. of cerema. By using
marmite for cerema, 9 g. would balance 90 g. rice and a small quantity of fish
meal. The diet was composed of:
white rice
fish meal
cod liver oil
marmite

It,.

•••

It

It.

It

•••

It

••••

.
.
.

90 g.
5 g.
0,5 cc.

9 g.

It was found previously that excess of cod liver oil in the food wanted balancing by marmite (groups I and I I ), so in order to determine if the chosen
quantity of marrnite was correct, the cod liver oil was raised every 14 to 28
days to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, cc. per 90 g. rice.
Group VI I I consisted of 11 Light Sussex birds, 7 weeks old, previously fed
upon the rice and dried skim milk diet of Group VI.
On the neW diet with the small amount of protein the birds did not grow
so rapidly. There was considerable difference in the weights of the birds of the
same age and sex. This was especially noticed after the oil was raised to 2,5
and 4 cc. The birds were then never active and showed slight signs of leg weakness. All the birds were raised to maturity. One bird had a sort of permanent
spinal curvature. The feathering was also very slow and the combs pale. The
outcome of the experiment had largely to be jUdged by the appearance of the
birds.
Group IX consisted of 10 day old Light Sussex chicks. One bird was unwell
on arrival and died the next day and can hardly be counted.
No signs of illness were seen for the first 28 days with 0,5 cc. of cod liver
oil, but then on raising it to t, 2, 2.5 and 4 cc. the birds showed leg weakness,
pale combs, poor feathering. They were not properly active and always wanted
to sit.
Two birds died; in both cases abnormality of the intestines and connective
tissue was found on post mortem examination.
The growth of the birds was very unequal and the indication of seX were
not well marked; even at the age of 20 weeks the seX of two birds was still
in doubt. They turned out to be cocks. Another peculiarity was that the cocks
did not crow.
Excess of cod liver oil had thus a distinctly disturbing effect upon the growth
of the birds. The idea, that fat needed balancing, is again indicated. It is difficult to prove, but a further attempt is being made.
The result is to show that B-vitamin, measured as marmite, is required to
the extent of 9 g. per 90 g. of rice and 5 g. of fish meal with 0.5 or 1 cc. of cod
liver oil. This makes 8.6 per cent, of the food.

The Comparative B-Vitamin Value of Foodstuffs
The comparative value of several foodstuffs in preventing Polyneuritis in
pigeons has been determined by Chick and Hume and by Cooper. Yeast extract
(marmite) was found to contain more B-vitamin than any other foodstuffexcept rice germ. It has also been found that the B-vitamin content of marmite
j~ very constant. Marmite may therefore be chosen as the most convenient
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standard. If the figure of 1 g. found by the above workers and also by ourselves for pigeons be put at 100, their figures give the following comparative
numbers:

marmite •......
wheat germ ....
pressed yeast ..

100
67

40

egg yolk ......•.
ox liver. . . . . . . . ..
ox brain
sheep brain
ox heart muscle..
beef muscle......

33
33
17

8

lentils .•........• 33
peas
20
barley unhusked • . 27
barley husked.... 20

20
5

Group VI showed that 1.25 g. marmite = 1.68 g. cerema. Groupe VII
that 2 to 2.25 g. cerema = 4 g. dried yeast. Hence, marmite 100, cerema 75,
dried yeast 50.
Groups VI II and IX sho wed that 9 g. marmite was required for 90 g. rice
+ 5 g. fish meal.
Group VI showed that 3 g. marmite was needed for 90 g. rice and 90 g.
dried skin milk.
If 90 g. rice need 9 g. marmite, and the 90 g. rice and 90 g. dried milk need
1.5 g. marmite, then the difference of 7.5 must have been suplied by the 90 g.
dried skim milk over and above any that was wanted to balance itself. 7his
quantity is unknown, but 90 g. dried skim milk provides as much B-vitamin
as 7.5 g. of marmite, or 8.3 per 100 died skim milk.
A later experiment with group XI has shown that 90 g. oatmeal + 5 g.
fish meal need 1.5 g. marmite, 90 g. oatmeal will thus contain 9-1.5 or 7.5 g.
that is 100 g. oatmeal contain as much B-vitamin as 7.9 g. marmite.
Different foods have thus very different amounts of B-vitamin in them as
measured in terms of marmite. It does not follow from these data that SusseX
ground oats have the same amount of B-vitamin as oatmeal. Each foodstuff
has to be separately studied.

Comparative B-Vitamin Requirements of Chickens and other Birds
It might be thought that the food requirements of the different kinds of
poultry were the same. Benedict and Sugiura ( 1923) from their experiments
with pigeons have been led to generalise that very little A-vitamin is needed
in avian nutrition. The observations of Emmett and Peacock ( 1923) upon
chickens do not agree with this statement. The experience of poultrY keepers
is also contrary to such an idea. Turkeys and pheasants at any rate are harder
to rear than chickens. Our own experiments with pigeons and chickens indicate
that the B-vitamin requirements are not the same. It is possible that the difficulties in raising turkeys is in part connected with the B-vitamin requirements.
A comparative test to determine the B-vitamin requirements of various kinds
of pOUltry was carried out using the same diet consisting of
90 g. oatmeal
5 g. fishmeal
This diet without any addition of marmite or cod liver oil was chosen because
pigeons had been kept for a period of over a year upon it.
Pigeons .- Two pairs of homer pigeons had been kept on the above diet
for 14 months. The hens of each pair laid eggs regularly every month during
the breeding seasons. The young birds of one pair blue, always died about
the tenth day. One young bird of the other pair, red, was successfully reared
by the parents in 1922 and another early in 1923, but it had crooked feet and
Was chloroformed. Observation that the young birds were· not neglected by
their parents indicated that ~he diet was n?t correct. .
, _,_
To the diet of the red pair 0.5 g. marmlte was added per JOg. oatmeal.
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To the diet of the blue pair 1 ce. of cod liver oil per 90 g. oatmeal was added.
The young of the blue pair still died in about to days after hatching.
The young birds of the red pair were successfully reared, but a pair of unfertile eggs intervened between the pairs which were reared.
It thus appears that though adult birds can live for long periods on the diet,
it is necessary to supplement the food with B-vitamin (0.5 g. per 30 g. oattneal ) .
for the rearing of young. Further experiments on these lines are planned for
the next breeding season.
Chickens. - From our experience with groups I and I I, it was not expected
that chicks could be reared on oatmeal and fishmeal without extra B-vitamin.
Group X consisting of 10 day-old chicks was used for establishing this supposition. It was necessary to let the birds die. in order to prove that the food
was not suitable.
Deaths occurred from the second day; all showed ruffled feathers by the
8th day and the last bird died on the 52nd. day. In many birds on post mortem
examination the gut was found full of undigested food and it seemed that death
was due to the absorption of substances formed by putrefaction; in two cases
a perforation of the gut wall was found.
Group XI, consisting of 24 black Leghorns, Was then used to see if, with the
addition of 0.5 g. marmite per 30 g. oatmeal, the birds could be reared. With
the exception of one chick which died on the second day from an unabsorbed
yolk sac, all were raised to maturity. Their food consumption and average
weekly weights are given in the table so as to compare with groups I, I I, and II I.
The addition of 0.5 g. marmite per 30 g. oatmeal makes it possible to rear
~hicks on the above diet.
Ducks. - It was not expected that ducks could be reared on this diet with(lut extra B-vitamin, but it was necessary to prove this by experiment.
Four day-old Aylesbury ducklings were used. All died by the 30th. day.
Twelve day-old white runner ducklings Were then used for testing the diet
with the addition of 0.25 g. marmite per 30 g. oatmeal.
After shOWing the typical symptoms of polyneuritis five died in the first
week. The quantity of marmite was too small and it was raised to 0.75 g. per
30 g. oatmeal 0.5 ce. cod liver oil was also included on the tenth day. The ducks
flourished for the next two weeks. The marmite was then reduced to 0.5 g.
per 30 g. oatmeal. One duck subsequently died on tile 30th. day and two other
<lucks were observed with a sort of contracted neck; one was better the next
day. The other recovered after giving it several doses of 1 g. marmite in water.
The ducks thus got ill on 0.5 g. marmite and it W2S again raised to 0.75 g.
per 30 g. oatmeal. They Were then kept in good health till the experiment was
terminated in the 15th week.
Ducks appear to need 0.75 g. marmite per 30 g. oatmeal, f. e. more than
~hickens.

Geese. - With the failures to rear chicks and ducklings without extra
B-vitamin, it did not seem advisable to start day-old goslings on the above
.diet Without marmite. A small addition of 0.25 g. per 30 g. oatmeal was there'fore made. Thirteen birds Were used in the experiment. They gained in weight
,51 g. during the first week. Two died on the 8th day; no cause of death could
-be found on post mortem examination.
The amount of marmite was too little and it was raised to 0.5 g. per 30 g.
·~atmeal.

Two more died on the 9th day. The others looked ill and in order to try and
.avoid losing them they were given doses of 4 ce. of 2 % marmite. Six more,
ho wever, died. Their intestines Were found full of undigested oatmeal and in
·cne case there Was perforation of the intestine.
Extra A-vitamin had not been added to. the food, so 0.5, later 1 cc. of cod
liver oil was included, per 90 g. oatmeal.
The three remaining birds survived the fourth week though their condition

was not satisfactory; one of them died in the 5th week.
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Marmite was then raised to 0.75 g. per 30 g.. oatmeal. With this addition
the two survivors were kept for 16 weeks without any signs of illness. They
,weighed on the average 5835 g. at this time.
0.75 g. marmite per 30 g. oatmeal, the same as for dUcks, appears to be
required for geese on the above diet.
Guinea FowL. - No attempt was made to rear these birds without extra
.B-vitamin in the food at the start. An addition of 0.5 g. marmite per 30 g.
oatmeal was made. Cod liver oil at first 0.5, later 1 cc. was also included to
conform with the other groups.
Five day-old and six rather older birds Were used. Four died during the
first 3 weeks. The marmite was therefore raised to 0.75 g. per 30 g. oatmeal.
After this increase no further birds were lost. The experiment lasted for 13 weeks.
Turkeys. - On account of the known difficulties of rearing turkeys, an
addition of 0.5 g. marmite was made to the food at the start. I cc. of cod liver
oil was also included.
Ten day-old birds were used. They did not like the diet and ate little. Six
died during the first week; the others gained 6 g.
Marmite was at once raised to 0.75 per 30 g. oatmeal. The remaining four
gained 15 g. during the second week. Three Were now unfortunately lost by
fire in the brooder. The last bird grew steadily but slowly each week, b~t in
the tenth week it met with some accident and damaged its leg and was chloroformed.
0.75 g. per 30 g. oatmeal seems to be required by turkeys.
Pheasants. - Twelve day-old pheasants were used in the experiment.
They were started on the food with 0.5 g. marmite per 30 g. oatmeal and 1 ce.
cod liver oil per 90 g.
One died during the 2nd week. A second broke its leg and had to be chloroformed.
Three died in the third week and were found to have enlarged caeca causing
stoppage of the gut.
The marmite Was raised to 0.75 g. per 30 g. oatmeal. One more loss occurred
in the 5th week. The remainder, except one which damaged its leg and was
chloroformed, were kept for 12 weeks without any signs of illness.
The birds grew slowly and their feathering was very slow.
The diet, though correct in the amount of B-vitamin was eVidently not
suitable in respect of other ingredients.

General conclusions upon the comparison
The B-vitamin requirements of various birds is thus different. Adult pigeons need least. Young pigeons need 0.5 g. per 30 g. oatmeal. Chicks need
0.5 g. the other birds 0.75 g. per 30 g. oatmeal.
In all causes better results would be likely to follow, if the marmite were
put 0.25 g. higher. The quantities seem to be the minimum. Upon the minimum some birds will thri\'e and others die owing to some slight difference in
individuality.
The· differences in the requirements of the various kinds of birds are so
small that there maybe some simple explanation. The early symptoms of deficiency are always in connection with the intestines and undigested food..
Young pigeons need extra B-vitamin, whilst their parents do not. It is ~ug
gested that this may be due to the different po wers of digestion in the various
birds especially during the first few weeks. It is well known in animals that
the digestive enzymes or ferments are developed at different ages. Thedevetopment and function of the enzymes is perhaps connected with the B-vitamin
in the food. In the case of a food like oatmeal, its complete digestion must
happen before the B-vitamin is set free for its function.
It is hoped to repeat the experiments on the rice diet during the next season..

Aspecto de las Secciones de aves vivas de Inglaterra y de Francia

Secci6n de lnglaterra. -- Material de ensefianza y demostrativo

(Stand montado bajo la direccion de Mr. WaltfY y Mrs. Lewe1'.)

Secci6il del Canada con 14 lotes de preciosas aves, vistas y cuadros estadisticos

(Stand montado bajo la direcci6n de los Delegados Mr. Ellard y Mr. Rhoades.)
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c-Vitamin

Requirements

C-vitamin appears to be unnecessary for birds from the fact that they grow
in the shell to the day of hatching and the contents of eggs are not kno wn to
have any antiscorbutic value. Young animals are more susceptible to scurvy
than adults. Many workers on beri-beri have kept birds for long periods without adding antiscorbutic substances to the food and more recently Mitchell,
Kendall and Card (1923) kept chickens for about 20 weeks without adding
C-vitamin. A period of 20 weeks can hardly be considered long enough to
prove that chickens do not require C-vitamin. It was intended to test this
question over a period of at least one year and it was hoped in that time to raise
another generation.
The birds of Groups VI and VI i were used. Those of group VI were started
on June 22, 1922 and dispersed on Aug. 10th 1923, a period of 14 months.
The hens of group VI began to lay in Dec. 1922. No satisfactory record of
their egg production was possible as they ate many of the eggs. Marmite was
gradually raised from 1.0 to 2.25 g. rice in order to try to stop the egg eating.
It had not altogether the desired effect.
Eggs laid in Feb. 1923 were unfertile. Those laid in March Were also mostly
unfertile. The A-vitamin content of these eggs was now tested by Coward
and Channon and found to be less than the ordinary egg. On this account the
cod liver oil in the diet was raised from 0.5 to 2 cc. per bird per day. Greater
fertility was then shown and of three eggs tested under a broody hen one hatched out and the chick vas reared. At the same time eggs of hens of group VI I
were tested and two eggs hatched out and the chicks have been reared. Later
some eggs of Group VI I were hatched in an incubator. A second generation has
thus been obtained from both groups VI and VI I. Group VI was dispersed
but group VI I is being kept for testing some of the factors concerned in
hatchabilit y.
Pigeons, ducks, geese and the other birds have all been kept in health without
the addition of antiscorbutic substances to the food. It may almost safely be
concluded that birds in general do not require C-vitamin.
The use of green stuff for birds is not for the C-vitamin which it contains.

Pigmentation of the eggs
It was shown by Palmer and Kempster ( 1919) that the yellow colour of
the legs, beaks, and the yolks was derived from the yellow xanthophyll pigment
found in plants, particularly in yellow maize and green foods. By feeding
chickens on white maize and other foods containing very little yellow pigment
birds were reared with white instead of yello W legs and beaks and their eggs
had pale yeUo w yo lks.
Our birds of groups I, II and III had eggs with pale yellow yolks. The pigment was derived from the oatmeal.
The birds of Groups VI and VI I on a diet of white rice and dried skim milk
had eggs. with yolks free from the yellow pigment. In a hard boiled egg it was
difficult to distinguish the yolk from the white. The chemical composition
of the jJIk was not abnormal and the taste not different from that of an ordinary yellow yolked egg.
This absence of pigment froin the yolk led to the expectation that the chicks
hatched from these eggs would be white. Except for small patches of a dark
sort of yellow over the back, the chicks Were white. The yellow of the day-old
is thus the yellow of the yolk, and is derived from the yellow food of the parents.
The whiteness is not an abnormality and disappears as the chicks grow and
assume the feathering of the strain (Light Sus.sex).
1. 18
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PO ID S
LEGHORNS

GROUPE I

GROUPE II

Farine
d'avoine
et lait

Farine
d'avoine
et lait

Debut .............
1ere sernaine ...........

WYANDOTTE

GROUPE

III

Farine
d'avoine
caseine et
secwa

GROUPE

XI

Farine
d'avoine
et poisson
en poudre

GROUPE V

Farine
d'avoine
et lait
desseche

-

39

34

39

-

69

58

59

2erne

-

..........

78

111

78

91

3erne

-

..........

96

181

130

155

4 erne

-

..........

150

241

182

228

5erne

-

6erne

-

7 erne

-

8 erne

-

gerne

-

10eme
l1 eme

-

12eme

-

13eme

-

14eme

-

15 eme

-

16 eme

-

17 eme
18 eme

-

1geme

-

20 eme

-

21 eme

-

22 eme

-

23 eme

-

24 eme

-

25 eme

-

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

-

176

183

322

270

295

211

211

407

314

421

273

255

514

411

560

335

292

644

502

736

366

294

748

607

-

444

-

870

737

1.099

507

454

910

837

1.282

571

528

1.031

-

1.471

673

633

1.174

-

1.648

784

729

1.233

-

-

858

848

1.302

--

927

917

1.365

-

-

1.019

1.011

1.446

-

-

1.072

1.041

1.518

-

-

1.145

1.144

1.668

-

-

1.295

1.242

1.760

-

-

1.344

1.341

1.790

-

1.379

1.371

-

-

-

1.489

1.515

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I
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MOYENS
LIGHT SUSSU CROISIIS

LIGHT SUSSEX

VI GROUPE VI
GROUPE VII GROUPE VII
GROUPE VIII
(ler lot)
(20 lot) GROUPE IV (In lot)
(2 0 lot)

GROUPE

Riz,lait
sec et
cerema

Riz,lait
sec
et marmite

Riz et
lait sec

Riz,lait
desseche,
cerema

Riz,lait
desseche,
levure

Riz, poisson
en poudre,
huile de foie
de morue

GROUPE

IX

GROUPE

Riz, poisson Farine d'aen poudre, voine, poisson
huile de foie en poudre, pas
de morue
de marmite

40

40

38

38

37

-

40

41

76

75

64

77

75

-

60

78

132

131

107

132

138

-

80

73

215

200

169

220

234

-

115

92

282

283

249

284

309

-

152

109

431

390

334

386

400

137

498

405

514

502

-

211

549

277

230

-

-

471

604

665

471

360

260

845

797

492

748

810

540

494

-

988

972

576

921

992

691

573

-

1.140

1.123

601

1.072

1.089

732

678

1.279

1.307

653

1.262

1.334

865

835

-

651

1.418

1.508

1.029

963

-

719

1.596

1.599

1.142

1.080

-

-

1.595

1.653

1.728

1.808

849

1.801

1.840

1.307

1.149

-

1.920

2.052

1.411

1.265

-

2.034

2.144

1.588

1.336

-

1.898

2.010

1.004

2.056

2.155

1.141

2.107

2.249

1.173

-

-

1.687

1.473

-

2.307

2.434

1.429

-

-

1.863

1.702

-

2.360

2.562

-

-

1.914

1.812

-

2.457

2.613

1.725

-

-

2.137

1.958

2.510

2.630

1.898

-

-

2.304

2.133

-

-

-

2.404

2.220

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2.652

2.731

2.715

2.780

-

2.816

2.. 828

-

-

X
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CONSOMMATION JOURNALIERE DE NOURRITURE PAR BETE.-(GROUPE I A XI)

I

1~re semaine.

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
10°
11°
120
13°
140
150
160
170
180
19°
200
210
220
230

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6
8
9-

13
25

28
32
32
23
34
50
52
52
57
66
70
70
70
80
80
83
83
114

II

III

XI

6
8
9
13
25
28
32
32
24
24
50
63
63
63
69
80
80
80
80
80
83
114
114

6
12
20
26
28
38
38
57
60
50
50
55
72
58
76
58
81
100
100
86
86
73
-

9
9
15
23
35
23
33
42
66
41
-

(1)

-

V

VI

(1)

VI (2)

~IVII(l)

8 11 13 10
12 17 17 18
20 28 28 26
27 25 42 32
46 54 54 54
48 59 64 53
70 74 74 65(1)
82 84 112 55
103 85 90 55
104 85 90 26
103 108 89 57 (2)
103 117 121 46
123 117 121 34
- 126 130 51 (3)
126 130 77 (4)
126 130 103
-- 126 130 90
135 128 128
135 148 128
135 133 180
135 133 180
135 135 154
- - - -

12
18
26
38
47
62
69
104
81
119
123
116
135
135
135
135
-

-

-

VII (2) VIII

10
19
28
40
47
49
55
72
72
81
103
113
117
117
117
127
--

-

-

-

-

47
60
60
76
76
86
91
103
60
103
103
108
103
103
120
103
103

IX

9
9
18
27
30
39
39
58
60
60
85
66
85
66
68
66
66
77
77
77
116
77

-

X

7

7
13
11

-

-

-

-

-

_.

-

-

(1)

-

-

Groupe II I. - (1) Pendant cette periode, les betes n'etaient plus sous notre controle direct.
Groupe IV. - (1) La maladie commence. - (2) mort de 6 sujets. - (3) faiblesse de 2 sujets.
-(4) tous deux vont mieux.
Groupe IX. -(1) Supression de l'huiJe de foie de morue j la Ievure seche est reemplacee par
de la marmite.
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The Average weekly weights
The average weekly weights of the several groups of birds are arranged in
the following table according to strain, so that the growths can be more easily
compared. The figures are given in grams. ( 28 grams = 1 OZ, 450 grams = 1 lb.
approximately).
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In addition to the symptoms of leg weakness which occur if the amount of
B-vitamin (marmite) is not sufficient, the effort of inadequate amounts is
sho wn in the weights. Groups I and II at the fifth week had signs of leg weakness; at the same time the weekly weight increase decreased. This is also seen
with groups IV, VI II, IX and X. The last group had died by the 8th week.
The effect in groups VI II and IX were produced by excess of cod liver oil (fat).
Groups III and VI I probably sho w the maximum rate of gro wth of Leghorns
and Light Sussex, though slightly greater rate of growth has been seen with
Light Sussex in the experiments by Miss Malcolm and Mrs. Pember at their
farm, with diets of almost the same composition.
The most interesting comparison is between groups III and XI. Both groups
had sUfficient, but not an excess of B-vitamin. Greater growth was produced
by the high amount of animal protein in the food, in the form of casein and
secwa. It is very remarkable that group XI with 5 parts of fishmeal were only
from 1 to 2 weeks behind for the same weight. The comparison shows that
the casein and secwa (or dried skim milk) can be replaced by fish meal and
that 10 parts of fish meal are likely to give an equal rate of gro wth. With an
increase· of fish meal it is also advisable to increase the amount of B-vitamin.
Our later, as yet unfinished experiments, show that protein as well as carbohydrate, requires balancing by B.vitamin. The balancing of the combustible
constituents of the food was first noticed with groups I and II on adding excess
of cod liver oil ; groups VI II and IX confirm this, that eXcess of fat needs balancing. Further work on this question is now in progress.
In all experiments a sufficient supply of B.. vitamin and addition of animal
protein is indicated.
J

The Food Consumption
All the food given to the birds in each group was carefully weighed A definite quantity of each mixture was prepared daily, or every two days: a portion
was given to the birds in a sUitable tray and more was not given until it was
finished. Food trays were seldom empty for any long period. The birds were
thus fed with as much as they wished to eat.
The weekly amounts of food as prepared have been added together and
divided by the number of days and the number of birds, so as to give the daily
food consumption per bird during each week. These figures are collected together in Table II and are given in grams (28 grams = 1 oz.) A difference of
10 to 15 grams in consumption shoUld not be looked upon as a great difference;
sometimes a food supply was made up at the end of a week and lasted into the
next week and it is reckoned as part of the first of these week's supply.
Only groups III, V, VIc, VI M, VI I C, XI never suffered from signs of leg
weakness. The figures for these groups will represent the normal food requirements.
In the other groups the food intake was less at the times of illness owing
to loss of appetite; it generally lasted over several weeks and on recovery the
food intake was about the same as the above groups at the same age.
The food intake was much the same on any of the diets, whether oatmeal
or rice was the carbohydrate and it corresponded more closely with the weight
of the bird than with the actual age.
The figures for groups VI II and IX show the decreased appetite with just
sufficient B-vitamin in the diet and with excess of cod liver oil. The birds always had signs of leg weakness.
At maturity (16-20 weeks) the food consumption corresponded with that
'usually stated as the adult bird's requirement (4-5 oz). The heavier Light
·Sussex, as expected, consumed more food than the ligh1 er Leghorn.
In general, the food requirement of chickens at all ages from hatching to
maturity under intensive conditions may be said to be given by these data.
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NIHIL NOVUM SUB SOLE

REGARDING THE RULES OF LIGHTNING OF POULTRY HOUSES,
AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD TO THE FOWLS DURING

THE LONG

WIN~ER

NIGHTS

by Professor SALVADOR CASTELLO,
Director of the Royal Spanish POUltry School at Arenys de Mar, Barcelona

It is no w a general practice to lighten the Poultry Houses ar~ificially during
the long winter nights, and give the fo wIs a good ration of grains so that they
may produce many eggs in the season when these command the higher price.
All who have employed this method are aware of its great advantages.
It will be difficult to find another method, in the usefulness 9f which there
is greater unanimity, as long as eggs for consumption are concerned. As we
all know this method cannot be recommended when eggs for re-production
purposes are re qUired.
I am not therefore going to take up the time of the Delegates to the present
Congress with arguments for or against this practice, but I am going to deal
with a very interesting fact on an informative basis only.
In the early part of this century an American Doctor Mr. E. C. Waldorf
of Buffalo made the first exp~riments with lighting and feeding of fo wls
whe,n the days Where getting short, and haVing obtained favourable results he
foresaw the commercial importance which this practice if generalized would
have for all the egg-farmers, enabling them to produce eggs in winter.
Ten years afterwards Mr. G. R. Shoup in combination with the same Dr. Waldorf repeated the experiments at the Experimental POUltry School of Puyallup
in Washington and later on Dr. Rice of Cornell and Professor R. Lewis of
New Jerse;y made in their turn the same experiments. These and other
Americans propagated the system and it has now become so popular that
according to the information of H. R. Lewis at the First World's POUltry Congress in Hague in 1921, 75 %' of the poultry farmers in New Jersey employ it
with little differences only in hours and duration of the artificial lighting.
Nowadays the method is also very well known in Europe, not to say all over
the World, and it is therefore only just that the names of those American professors who made the first experimjents, popUlarizing and propagating the good
results arrived at, should be mentioned with gratitue.
With all this dealt the discourse of Professor Lewis at Hague and he as
well as We ourselves believed in the invention and aplauded it as a new idea
worthy of praise.
However it so happened that after Mr. Lewis had read his discourse an
old pupil of mine who stayed in Hague, the young Sp'aniard Ramon J. Crespo,
called me and put into my hands a very old book, Which had been given him
by another Spaniard Mr. Ernesto Campos Nunez of Bitera (Valencia), and
in this book We read something so interesting that it is worthy of being mentioned at the Second Worlds POUltry Congress as a matter well worth knowing. (It was not made public in Hague as already the opportunity had passed).
The book in question ~as printed in the Spanish Language in Madrid in
1803. The author was Francisco Dieste y BUil who lived in the Village of Lanaja and was delegate and general manager of Society of Breeders of the moun-
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tains and plains in the kingdom of Aragon. It dealt with matters pertaining
to agriculture, breeding of domesticaI animals, poultry etc.
On the pages 43, 44 and 45 of this boo k we read something that made us
exclaim: nihil novum sub sole!
The book of Dieste y Buil revealed to us that it was an old custom of the
Spanish peasants to enter the poultry house with artificial light at night
time in order to feed the fOWls and, by means of this procedure the hens laid
more eggs in Winter.
The most striking passages of the boo k are the fo 110 wing:
(c It is very useful to give the fa wls their third meal at 10 or 11 0 'clock in
» the night during the winter time, as the twenty four hours should as far as
)} possible be divided into three equal parts. »
In the preceding paragraph the basis of the system is indicated, and in the
following will be found the reason why:
(c One of the principal reasons why the hens do not lay eggs with such
»vigour in Winter is the lack of food, the rule being to feed them during this
» season about 7 a 'clock in the morning at the earliest, and next at 2 0 'clock
» in the afternoon.
Driven by the cold the fa wls then retire to their houses,
»and thus is that result is that out of the 24 hours of the day they remain
»·seventeen without eating, and as their digestion is so rapid, it being compIe» ted in three to four hours, the stomach remains empty and they employ
» their natural heat consuming among other things the nlaterial ready for the
» fermentation of the ovary. »
Here we must correct the old writer and read in stead of the last siX words:
for the formation oj the egg.

The explanation of Dieste y BuB could not be clearer or more exact, and
is in reality the same which was taken as a basis for the experiments of the
Americans Waldorff, Shoup, Rice, Lewis and many others, which basis or reason as may be seen Was known and popularized in Spain 121 years ago!
The old book also contains advice on how to enter the poultry house and
give the fOWls their food. Let us see how closely they agree with the recommendations of the investigators of the 20th Century.
'« The keeper or attendant must take great care not to change the hours
» of giving the fo wIs food from those indicated, if they want to obtain good
» results, and although the night-hour may seem irregUlar (12 o'clock would
» be better) considering that I am talking to a family father to whom it would
» be very inconvenient and more so if he had been employed during the day
»with some tiring work, I fix the hour as 10 0 'clock, so that he afterwards
» may rest until the follOWing day when he can go back to his work rested
»and refreshed. »
Upon this point the book continues as follows:
« On the explaining sketch it is indicated that the Winter House should
» be close to the feeding trough so that the fo wls may more easily get accus» tomed to take food at night. To this end it is necessary that the keeper dis» turb them in their sleep and make them go to the trough at which there
» should be lights or torches of wood or other material so that the birds may
» see the food. In a week's time or so the hens will get accustomed to eat at
J) that hour and come running as soon as they see the light. ~
In everything, abso lutely in everything do the practice and advice of the
Spanish Villagers of the 18th Century coincide with the recommendations of
the scientists of the 20th Century_
Although the boo k of Dieste y Buil mentions this as a specific Spanish
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Custom I think that it was kno wn also in other countries, because when I
talked about the matter with French and Belgian Delegates in Hague they
told me that the same method had been used by the Peasants of their countries but that the custom had been discontinued.
In reality therefore it is neither a modern invention nor discovery, but
only the re-establishment of an old practice, which to-day is so much more
simple and easy because of the perfect light producing mediums which we
now have at out disposal.
Therefore take the present article as a curious and interesting information
and say with the author: Nihil novum sub sole.
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PREPARATION OF POULTRY AND SMALL FARM ANIMALS
FOR DESPATCH AND SALE
by M. HERBINET,
Poultry Salesman, 20-34 Rue des HaIles, and 49 Rue Berger,
Central Market, Paris

Poultry and Live Stock
We propose in this paper to study the general preparation, fattening, killing,
treatment, and packing of poultry, in order to arrive at the best procedure
for putting these products on to the market fUlfilling the conditions of weight,
quality, appearance and display generally demanded by the buyers.
In dealing with the preparation of the different kinds of fowls we shall
. confine ourselves as much as possible to the chicken. After the fattening has
been dealt with, the chicken may be considered as a model for the treatment of
the other subjects. This will permit us to follow all the operations from the
fattening to the sale to the consumer. We will study in conjunction the treatment of the rabbit, this animal being generally reared, prepared, and sold at
the same time as the chickens and other poultry of the farm, and by the same
people.
The requirements of the Paris market
The small chicken of 2 1/2 to 3 lb is unquestionably the most in demand.
It is plentiful during two months of the year, between May and July; at this
time the price drops, but later it regains all its popularity. It fetches its highest price in March and the beginning of April when it is very scarce.
The turkey and the goose have also a higher value the smaller they are;
we have seen at the New Year turkey hens of 5 1/2 Ibs to 6 1/2 lbs easily make
five to six france more per kilo 9 (2-1/5 lbs) than fatter turkeys - which
however, only weighed 10 1/2 Ibs to 12 1/2 lbs each. The goose of 6 1/2 Ib to
8 1/2 Ib is sold readily. Even when fat its sale suffers less from size than that
of the chicken.
The guinea-fowL is easily sold, large or small. Its price does not rise until
the time when the pheasant shooting ends.
The duck has a good sale at the commencement of the season in April and
May, afterwards the small duck is more in demand, and the demand is very
great when the new vegetables appear, chiefly the green peas.
The demand is for a rather large rabbit but not too fat. The best weight
is from three to four Ibs ; the meat ought to be young and well covered with
streaks of fat. The producer ought to form the habit of only selling carcases
which weigh when skinned the medium weight of 3 1/2 lb. In fact the appearance of the packages and their resistance to putrifaction are all the better,
according as the meat is well dressed and rather fat. The chief sale of the rabbit is in winter. The price rises then and reaches its maximum between March
& May.
Finishing or fattening farm poultry
The poultry while running about the farm are not generally· killed offhand
when required for consumption. An attempt must be made to develop the
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savoury qualities which the flesh acquires during the process of fattening.
Fattening gives the flesh a tenderness and flavour which are greatly appreciated,
and must be carried out during the days preceding the killing of the animal.
The food required for fattening the animal may simply be placed before
it, so that it may swallow it at will. This is the procedure usually adopted.
But each bird may be crammed by hand with the help of a funnel introduced
deeply into the beak. Finally, it may be crammed mechanically. This last method is only an improvement on the funnel method, and permits of 250 head
being treated in an hour.
Fattening the chicken

Several methods are employed for the chicken - (pen, coop), sometimes
by the rearer sometimes by the fattener.
The fattening of the chicken is usually undertaken during the third and
fourth months; The best resultats are obtained by the use of the coop. The
coop is a cage protected from the sun darkened, and with an opening allowing
the head of the birds inside to pass through. The coops are often made large
enough for several birds, and have an opening for each occupant. These openings
which are the only means by which the light enters the coop, are placed just
above a trough containing the food for fattening the animal, so that the least
attempt made by the chicken to obtain more light by passing its head through
the opening induces it to eat.
The space allotted for each occupant of the coop is strictly measured so as
to limit its movements to those· necessary for eating and digesting, and the
life of the birds from that time may be summed up in the functions of swalloWing, digestion and sleep. One can conceive that they are not long in profiting
by these conditions. But fattening has a limit which Nature herself fixes for
each animal, and this limit is generally reached towards the 14th. day of its
incarceration. If this is prolonged, the bird, tired by the solitary life, becomes
thin. It is at the stage for being killed.
The fattening of the pullet ought not to be pushed so hard as that of the
cockerel.
The mashes used are made from buckwheat, barley meal or maize mixed
with bran, and kneaded in whey. Those of buckwheat or barley are preferable
as they give a more tender and whiter flesh. The buckwheat is soaked till it
bursts in warm (not boiling) water until feeding-time, to make it more easily
assimilated, and the paste is made immediately, 1/4 of buckwheat or barley-meal
to 3/4 bran is mixed vith whey to form a rather thin paste, which is placed in
the troughs of the coops. When cockerels have eaten, the paste is replaced by
whey, which serves as a srink. About 4 meals per day are thus given.
The cleanliness of the coops must be carefully attended to, and the cockerels always placed on very dry straw.
The cockerel can also be fattened without being shut up in a coop. It is
simply shut in a shady pen, with a floor easily kept clean and dry, and the
same mashes are given it in plenty.
Fattening the goose

The goose is penned for fattening like the duck, which we will study later,
and like it, one can leave it free to eat as it likes, or one can cram it.
All the different pastes can be used, as well as potatoes, but the best for
them are made of buckwheat for the young goose, maize for the older ones. It
is preferable, contrariwise to the procedure in the case of the chicken, not to
cause the buckwheat to burst, but simply to put it in cold water. A fortnight
is sufficient for the goose to reach killing stage if one is not aiming at « pate
de foie gras », which requires the fattening to be prolonged to over siX weeks',
and regular cramming.
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Fattening the turkey
The turkey requires a
6 weeks to 2 months, for it
penned and allowed to eat
to which cooked potatoes

more prolonged fattening than the chickens, from
is impossible to sequestrate the turkey. It is simply
at will a mash similar to that used for the chickenmay be added.

Fattening the duck
In Vendee the duck is fattened in a pen, and it is a very profitable industry
there. The pens, generally constructed to hold from 100 to 200 head consist
simply of earth covered over with a layer of dry straw or an isolating fence.
This soil is divided into about 15 comportments by a fence about 20 inches
high, and left open to the sky. Each pen thus constituted contains water,
preferably running water, and a trough in which is placed a mash of buckwheat
and cold water.
In 15 days a duck is finished off, and if one possesses 15 pens, the clearances
are regulated automatically. The animals in the last pen are killed off each
day, fattened to a finish, and the pen refilled with unfattened ones. It is estimated that in 15 days a duck eats 2 frs. 75 c. of buckwheat.
The 2 month old duck is the easiest to fatten. When it comes out of the
pen at 2 months and 15 days its quills are not yet showing and the skin is
white as milk and pliable (soft ).
The pens should always be kept very clean.
To obtain « de foie gras », the duck must be crammed.

Fattening pigeons
The pigeon is penned like the duck, but only very young ones are in demand
for sale. It is necessary to cram by mouth. This very special operation is only
well done by specialist workmen who have practised it for a long time. The
fattening mash, made very thick, is introduced into the mouth of the operator.
The latter, standing between two pens takes the pigeons one after the other
from one pen, - places the beak between his lips, and blows a sufficient quantity
of the paste deeply into it. Each bird operated on is placed in the next pen.

Fattening the rabbit
This fattening must not be carried too far, as an animal which is too fat
has no sale. But a rabbit gains in weight, if kept in a small dry place, and
given grass and dry food, bran aftermath of lucerne, crusts, etc.

Fattening the guinea fowl
The guinea fOWl, being too wild to bear too close confinement, can only be
fattened by an abundance of food taken in the forms of mash added to the
daily grain ration.
Packing poultry and live stock

The poultry are now ready to be sent to market. We recommend sending
them in special packages, well ventilated and supplied with straw. On removal
the same care should be given to animals, which will be fatigued by the journey. In summer, especially, the ventilation of the crates must be looked to.
The flesh of animals which suffer from the heat is feverish, and its quality and
appearance are unfavourably influenced.
For the same reason in rainy and cold weather the merchandise should be
,covered, and on arrival, it is useful to empty the damp creates in a sheltered
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place on a bed of dry straw so as to allow the animals to dry themselves for
one or two hours, dampness being a cause of damage, as we shall see later.
Animals sent alive should only be crated at the last moment after being
given a good meal. Poultry should have a good drink.
During great heat, the number in each package should be reduced, so that
the animals may have plenty of room, and specially made and well ventilated
crates should be used.
The ventilation of the package is a question of the utmost importance.
The bottom of each crate will be very abundantly covered with a dry oat,
wheat or barley straw. If it is cold the animals can be protected by continuing the straw up the sides. The bottom of the crate being thickly covered,
offers a firm support for the feet of the animals, and prevents them passing
through between the laths and being broken through bad management. This
mattress at the bottom prevents the animals being covered with bruises, on the
part of the body which might be injured by the shocks of the journey. It will
naturally be useful to make the height of the crates in proportion to the size
of the animals to be despatched in it.
Dead poultry and animals

We will now turn our attention to the care to be given to the appearance
and packing of dead animals. The purpose of this work is that the packages
should retain their full value on arrival at their destination.
The buyer pays a better price for an article, if it is in a good state of preservation, showing firm, white, undamaged flesh, which is offered to him in packages and quantities which meet his requirements.
We hope, by showing the faults to be avoided, to enable senders to despatch
meat, which will arrive in sound condition, and showing the qualities demanded
by the buyer. A well understood method has enabled skinned rabbits, a particularly sensitive carcase, to be despatched over 400 kilometres, during the
greatest heat of July and August, arriving at Paris in a perfectly fresh condition.
Preservation

Before touching on the questions of the killing and preparation of the goods,
it is important to know the reasons for failure in preservation and causes of
putrefaction.
As preservation is only difficult in summer, we shall confine our attention
to the conditions to be fulfilled during this difficult period.
Causes of putrefaction

The determining causes of damage to a fowl's carcase are,
the air,
the heat surrounding it,
humidity
the contact of frecal matter.
Meat left to itself decomposes under the influence of micro-organisms which
cause it to putrify. The germs causing th~s microbian transformation exist
in the air, and they must be prevented from coming into contact with the
meat to be preserved.
The outrid fermentation set up by the germs in the air is hastened by every
rise in temperature which allows the micro-organisms a more intense life.
The presence of condensed water on the surface of the meat, or humidity
in the surrounding 'air, increases the possible chance of putrefaction. There
is no doubt whatever as to the harmful effect of the humidty contained in the
air; besides, freshly killed meat contains in its structure a sufficient quantity
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of water for it to become a vehicle of contamination developing the germs in
millions.
In the struggle against the bad preservation of meat, one should take note
of the following observation of Professor Langlor's: « Putrefaction has much
resemblance to digestion, and the first results which it forms are analogous
to those found in the residues of the pancreatic digestion of the albuminoids >).
The air is therefore not the only thing to be feared as setting up putrid fermentations ; it must be admitted that the digestive tube is one of the first organs,
and a particularly sensitive one, which must be carefully watched.
Development of putrefaction

If we observe the course of putrefaction on a chicken or a rabbit, taken
as a type, we establish the fact that there are two particularly sensitive points,
the hole where the animal has been bled, and the anal orifice where it invariably
commences. The rabbit, the rectum of which generally offers more resistance
than the cloaca of the chicken, is usually attacked in the viscera almost simultaneously with the points preViously mentioned. The putrefaction then increases little by little until it finally reaches the fatty.or fleshy muscular parts of
the animal.
The orifice by which the animal has been bled is all the more apt for the
development of germs as the moist blood which is essentially liable to putrescence will be coagUlated there to the greatest extent, the viscera more swollen
with moisture than the r~st of the animal, and badly protected from contact
with the air by a very tHin mucous, are likewise very sensitive. The cloacal
cavity is very liable to a putrid attach, as it has great permeability increased
by the frequent presence of waste matter from the digestive apparatus. Therefore, these three points are the first to be attached by putrefaction.
The latter, even during the greatest heat, rarely affects the entire carcase
the very next day after killing; the skin, which protects the animal during
its life, continues its orifice efficaciously after death. Therefore, if certain parts
thus protected remain healthy, alongside other contaminated parts, it is quite
possible to believe that a careful preparation may permit the whole of the
carcase to resist completely every attack of the micro-organisms of putrefaction for a sufficient time to anable it to arrive at its destination. Thus, we will
begin at the beginning, Viz, the slaughter-house, and follow it through to the
end, i-e, the sending to market; in order to try and succeed in sending the meat
so as to arrive fresh and comfortable to the requirements of the purchaser.

The slaughter-house
A slaughter-house ought to be constructed so as not to be influenced by
heat. It is therefore indicated that it should have thick walls, and that its
openings should be on the North side. If there is a window on the South Side
to allow of ventilation a curtain should shade it from the sun, thus affording a
strong draught, without the entrance of an injurious eXcess of heat. A double
ceiling is necessary to prevent the overheating which one can easily prove in
granaries.
A shelter in a wood is the worst building one could employ; the temperature
in summer being very high. In very hot countries it would even be usefuld
to protect the walls exposed to the sun by a blind or palissade Inside the
slaughter-house a coating of cement covering the walls to the height of a man
and forming a floor with a steep slope will allow of the place being quickly
cleaned.
If there is no possibility of evacuating waste matter by means of a drain,
a hole about 20 ins in diameter and depth, will receive the liquids and waste
matter of the operations, so that they may not cause any putrid fermentation.
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The most practical disinfectant to use is bleaching liquid, and the dose 2 spoonfuls to a pail of water.
.
It would be useful in every case to have a refrigerating room, in which the
carcases, after bleeding and preparation, would be placed for freezing. The
room where the work is done is in fact very difficult to keep fresh and dry,
owing to the presence of the staff, the animals and the method of lighting.
Now it is of the utmost importance that the slaughtered animals should be
frozen as completely and rapidly as possible, at the same time avoiding
humidity.
Although the refrigerating room only exists in a few establishments, it
renders services, which should cause its adoption everyhwere. Its construction
is inspired by the same principles as that of the slaughter-house, for protection
against hea t, and ease of cleaning; thick walls lined with cement, very large
windows facing North with fine netting to keep out flies.
The ventilation ought to be such as to prevent the setting of moisture, and
to cause a rapid freezing of the goods. To obtain this object, it would be interesting to replace the boards, on which the poultry are usually put for freezing
by shelves of fine grating or galvanised iron laths, fixed to the walls at distances
varying from 4 to 6 inches from each other. These iron laths could be replaced
or doubled, as occasion required, by rows of hooks for the freezing of rabbits
which could be hung thereon.
Finally a ventilator is useful for accelerating the freezing process.
In establishments which have no refrigerating chamber, one ought to try
to obtain as fresh and dry an atmosphere as possible in the slaughter-house,
in order to allow of an easy and rapid refrigeration of the carcases.
In Germany and SWitzerland, the refrigerating room, which we have every
admiration for, is simply a cold room, a veritable glacier, with a freezing plant
installed, where the carcases awaiting despatch may be preserved, often for
several days. Unfortunately the actual development of rural electric systems
does not allow us to contemplate such an installation, except in the case of a
very big undertakimg.
Besides, we tink that the carcases treated silnply in a cooling room possess.
the advantage of better resistance on the journey, when the latter is not in
isothermic waggons or refrigerating means of despatch. It has indeed been
determined that carcases which have been exposed to a very low temperature
are more sensitive to the ill effects of a sudden rise in temperature.
The best time for the work

Taking note of the observations we have put forth in the part dealing with
preservation, we may infer that the hottest hours of the day should be avoided
when working with meat, and experience effectively teaches us that it preferable to kill the evening before, beginning from 7 to 8 0 'clock, the animals
which it is intended to despatch the next da y. Carcases thus treated become
completely cold during the cold hours of the night and if they are packed at
an early hour in the morning, they obtain the full benefit of the low temperature
they have acquired.
Killing
The different methods oj killing

Poultry when ready for killing generally undergo a final preparation with
the object of rendering them white, and emptying entirely the digestive tube.
The chicken and the turkey are fasted for 24 hours, and 2 hours before bleeding
then, they are given a half wine-glass of milk or slightly salted water. In the
case of the goose and the duck, feeding is simply stopped 2 or 3 hours before
the operation.
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The English method of killing is based on the protection afforded by the
skin of the animal; it therefore avoids making an opening through which the
germs of putrefaction could enter. It is an undoubted fact that animals killed
in this way offer a longer resistance to decomposition; when, however, the
latter does begin, it proceeds more actively than is the case with animals which
have been bled.
The method is that of dislocation. The neck is broken and the animal is,
then rapidly plucked or skinned, put not drawn.
The French method is still called « The Bleeding Method ». The animals are
bled and drawn. The French public, accustomed to this method would hardly
accept any other. Besides, we think that properly carried out, it is not inferior to the English method.
It is important that the bleeding should be done by a skilled hand. The
knife used should be very clean and slender; a surgeon's lancet would be the
best instrument, for the smaller the wound, the smaller will be the surface
liable to microbian infection.
Nevertheless, bleeding ought to cause as quickly as possible, the total draining off of the blood. If any should remain in the vessels of the victim, it
would rapidly bring about putrefaction.
The bleeding must therefore be carried out on the carotide artery.
The operator should therefore endeavour to locate this artery very precisely, and sever it accurately, while reducing the wound to a minimum.
In the case of the chicken, the Incision is made in the white of the ear, raising the point of the knife which pierces the brain, and returns, cutting the
carotoid as it comes out. The chicken which is put to death in this fashion,
immediately fluffs out its feathers, which are then very easily pulled out. The
bleeding would be more rapid if the brain were not pierced, the heart would
preserve its vigour of contraction up to the last, pumping the biod out of the
arteries, but in this case the plucking would be more difficult, and the skin,
especially in the case of the pullets, would easily come away with the feathers,
and would be damaged in many places.
The animal, after being killed, and the large feathers plucked out, should
be immediately hung to complete the bleeding. In certain slaughter-houses,
they prefer to plunge the chicken, when killed, into a funnel placed above a
cask; only the head and neck of the bird can pass through; it bleeds profusely without its last struggles, causing any change of position; and it thus
only splashes the interior of the cask with its blood.
Drawing and plucking

As soon as it has been bled, the chicken must be most carefully drawn while
it is still warm. In practice it is preferable that the same man should do this
work, in order to avoid the division of responsibility, in case of the fowl having
a bad appearance at the time for sending off.
After killing the bowel is ready to spread its products of fermentation in
the abdominal cavity of the animal. It must therefore be extracted by the
«drawing » operation, which should be rapidly and gently done in order to
avoid dilating the cloacal opening.
The intestines of the chicken are attached to the gizzard by a V-shaped
appendix, commonly called the double intestine. While the first part may
be easily extracted, the removal of the double intestine, without damaging it
is a fairly delicate operation. To obtain a good result, this appendix must be
unfolded, before being detached, for the forcible removal of this bowel, without its first being unfolded, may cause the gall bladder to burst.
Drawing is completed by the re'moval of the «button» or eXcrescence of
flesh, which can be felt on the edge of the anal aperture by introducing a finger
into this part of the bird, and pulling towards oneself, while pressing gently on
the curve of the back.

Secci6n' francesa. -

Material de ensefianza y demostrativo

(Stand montado bafo la direrci6n de M1\!I. Caucourte, Fouijupt, ]jlanchard y Montero.)

Secci6n francesa. -Aplicaciones de la pluma y de las pieles de conejo

(Stand montado baiq la direccion de Mme. Montero)

Seccion de Inglaterra. -

Los tres lotes expuestos por S. A R. e 1. el Principe de Gales

Secci6n belga. - Al frente las aves expuesta.s por S. M. la Reina de Belgica
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handling of the trussed animals, which is interesting for a numerous « clientele ».
The Bresse method of trussing raises the shoulders ; the chicken is seated
on its hind quarters, with its feet resting on the wings which have been turned
forward. The neck is simply stretched and laid alongside, with the head touching the posterior extremity. This method allows of rapid packing and is
the best for freezing as the sensitive parts (bleeding aperture, and cloaca)
are on a level with the refrigerating shelf.
The method of trussing in the Nantes country is exactly the same as the
foregoing as regards the bird's limbs, but the neck undergoes a twisting movement like a corkscrew, allowing the animal to be packed head downwards.
It reposes thus on its twisted neck.
The Touraine method, while raising the shoulders like the preceding ones,
places the limbs in a natural position, the bird being seated likewise, and the
extremities of the wings brought underneath along the breast. The neck hangs
in front.
The Gatinais method solidifies the position given to the limbs by a knot
obtained by introducing the wings up to the first joints into the bend formed
by the foot and thigh is the movement which i8 given to the hind limbs; the
birds foot always resting on the first part of the Wing. The neck remains
banging.
The chicken, after trussing, should be placed on the shelves of the coolingroom, the door and window-shutters of which will have been carefully closed.
in order to provide a measure of darkness which helps to whiten the carcase.
The duck and the goose are trussed so as to sho w off the breast the animal
being placed on its back, the feet and wings are turned back in a contrary movement, to hold and remain in this position.
The turkey is trussed like the Touraine or Gatinais chicken.
The pigeon, like the goose and the duck, shows off its breast. If it is packed
at once into open-work cases, called « greles », it can cool and travel in this
package. For a long journey it is preferable to use the same means as for the
chicken.
The rabbit is not trussed, but its appearance is improved by turning back
to right and left, the fleshy skin of the sides, which has been cut when the animal was drawn.
Poultry should be quite cold before being packed. Very frequently senders,
and even old senders with experience, only take into account the exterior temperature of the animals. Then they pack carcases, which are cold to the touch,
but which arrive at their destination warm, and more or less damaged. One
should not hesitate to prolong the cooling for an hour or two, until it is as complete in the interior as in the exterior.
We have frequently seen slaughter-houses in which several animals have
been put to cool, one above another, already packed. This method is disastrous.
It is very dfficult to cool animals thus protected. All meat treated in this
fashion arrives at its destination, soft, sticky, ready to begin decaying.
With regard to the skinned rabbit, it is not advisable to use the ventilator
inside the Slaughter-house, for the effect is to redden and dry the mucous membranes: This meat, which has had ventilation, has a faded appearance.
Packing

The choice of package is naturally inspired by the kind of goods which
it is to co nta in.
Choosing a type oj packing crate
Each district has its own type of crate, adapted to its requirements. In
the table given underneath we have calculated the exact net cost on the French
system (railway) of the different types used, each one transporting 100 kilos
of merchandise a distance of 300 kilometres, including full wear and tear.
1.
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A

B

DESCRIPT. OP PACKAGES

Avge
weingt

Avgno
of jnys

Large white Touraine
wilow ..............

15

25

375

100 K

Shallow Touraine Coup.

11

30

330

50

1500

Oval Vienne basket white
willow ..............

9

25

225

70

1750

{)val Indre basket brown
willow...............

10

15

150

80

1200

Square Cuarente basket
white willow ........

8

15

120

70

1050

Nantaise crate brown
willow ..............

5

15

75

45

675

Nantaise crate white
willow ..............

5

20

100

5

900

Bresane crate, brown
willow ..............

4

20

80

35

700

Total
useful weight

AXB

Av. hold ing
cap. in weight

Total
weigh t carried

Bxe

2500 K

~1

l
l
L

i

Haute Vienne basket
oval chip............

5

6

30

50

300

Haute Vienne square
crate slatted.........

7

6

42

60

360

Square charente of hard
wood ...............

10

8

80

70

560

Veyron lamb box.......

20

40

800

150

6000

Average case... . . . . . . . .

12

4

48

75

300

\

!
I1

iI
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300 Kms

.

•

26

16-75

63-71

5

21-60

128-06

5-1224

24

17-22

56-06

6

22-95

120-23

8-0153

30

13-15

38-22

5

17-875

99-24

5-67

16

8-25

25-48

3

11-10

60·83

5-073

18

7 53

20-38

3

10-35

56-26

5-3580

10-5

6-45

12-74

3

38-91

5-7651

16-5

8-60

16-99

4

13-30

54-39

6-0433

11

7-32

13-59

4

11-80

43-71

6-2142

6

2-58

5-09

1

3-20

16-87

5-623

6

2-86

7-13

1

3-50

19-49

5-413

15

3·60

13-59

2

6-90

39-09

6-9812

31-60

135-91

8

39-65

237-17

3-9528

2-40

8-15

1

3-65

19-20

9-225

20

canvas 10
30

5

6-40
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The information thus obtained only applies, of course, to the French railways and French material, but a similar calculation would probably give similar results in every country; viz, that small packages are not dearer than the
"large ones, and that the box which owes its popularity to its very low cost, is
in reality very dear owing to the expense of carriage and cartage, which it can
only payoff through use.
However, for international traffic, it is the only possible medium, the package being in that case lost, but the remainder of the conclusions to be drawn
from this study remain applicable to it.
The net cost being established, the important factors in the choice of pac-

kage are:

Display.
The weight of the marchandise
The ease of examination of contents.
The protection afforded to the goods.
With regard to the chicken, especially the best, it is decidedly of most advantage to display it in a crate or package in one layer. The price of the goods
can be easily fixed and there is no possibility of surprise, either to the seller
or to the purchaser. A chicken of good quality, well prepared in a package
of this kind, catches the eye of the buyer, and often fetches a considerably
higher price. The same chicken packed in a box in 2 or 3 layers, might easily
make 25 0 50 francs less per 100 kilos.
In displaying the turkey, the same directions as for the chicken should be
followed. It is - however - more suitable than the latter for being packed
in a basket in 2 layers, and the same applies to the goose.
The rabbit and all the other animals except the pigeon, may be displayed
in any of the packages.
The weights of the merchandise best suited to the requirements of the buyers, are those varying between 30 and 50 kgs for the chicken, 50 and 70 for
the turkeys and geese, 40 and 50 for the rabbit, and 20 to 30 for game. The
handling of small packages is evidently easier than that of large packages, and
for that reason the former are preferred by the public.
The advantages of small packages
We recommend particularly that senders should try sending in smaller
packages.
It is difficult to go through the contents of the large and deep crates, on
opening them, without damaging the merchandise; also the surprises which
are sometimes met with by buyers at the botton of packages, cause them to
allow for such when making their offers of a price, if they experience any difficulty in examining the last row.
We insist particularly on the advantages of small packages, being in a position every day to prove how continually they are sought after at the sales,
and the constantly greater value they fetch. We frequently see several buyers.
capable of buying in large quantities at a time, bidding against one another
for 2 or 3 small baskets of the same quality as the large, out of lots comprising
perhaps a dozen packages.
In conclusion everything tends to make the small package the most profitable. Its price is not greater, its capacity for display is better, it is constantly
in demand at the sales, it is more easily handled; it affords more complete
protection to the birds, which are not so heaped up on one another, expecially
in bad weather; and the goods run less risk of heating, and contamination.
Method 01 packing
The package having been chosen and the merchandise well cooled, we must
now consider its despatch. The temperature of the journey plays an important
part in determining the method of packing. As a protection against cold or
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heat, by stopping up the chinks of all sides of the crate, by means of a thick
paper, some straw, or shavings the packed meat may be efficaciously protected, provided always that it has been well cooled.
This clause is of the utmost importance, because if the carcases are packed
while still warm, they are more liable to heating on the journey, and in that
case a system of ventilation will be preferable to stopping up the chinks as
mentioned.
As regards the chicken, the methods of packing of the different districts
are generally adapted to the methods of preparing and trussing the merchandise,
and the « clientele » accustomed as it is to the Nantes, Bresse, Touraine or
Gatinais style, is very well satisfied with it. Only when the chickens are graded
for size, they are more easily sold.
To complete the packing a layer of straw is placed at the crate. On it the
chickens are placed· one by one, after wiping the bleeding orifice clean. When
the fowls are packed flat we recommend placing a sheet of paper on each row,
before covering them with supple straw, in readiness for a second layer. The
paper, compressed by the straw on to the back of the fowl, puts a gloss on the
latter, and gives it a «bloom », which improves its appearance.
The rooms must be arranged very carefully, all the birds being exactly in
line and pointing in the same direction.
The turkey, the goose, and the duck, are packed after the same principle
as the chickens ; but in the case of the skinned rabbit or goose, it is necessary
to take certain precautions. Thus the wisps of straw used must not be allowed
to touch the meat, or they bring down its value by adhering to it.
The best method is to use a double paper lining, the outside one being a
thick, brown paper, and the one in contact with merchandise being sulfuretted or
paraffined paper. (Pobably grease -proof paper).
For good packing and a good display of skinned meat, avoid canvas, and
common papers, which are all porous and liable to burst, thus allowing the
air, dust and flies to enter. It is preferable to line the whole inside of the crate
with sulfuretted or paraffined paper; the fresh appearance which the latter
gives to the goods, the efficient protection it gives to the meat, and the loss
of weight which it prevents, all unite in making this paper a very valuable
adjuvant.
Skinned geese and rabbits should be packed in regular rows on their backs,
but in the case of the rabbit, the upper row must be placed in the opposits
fashion to the bottom row. In this way it preserves a fresher appearance, as
the back does not become dry, and the liver and kidneys are prevented from
sticking to the sulfuretted paper with which the package is covered before.
being closed. Meat treated thus is enclosed in a hermetic envelope, so that it
does not dry rapidly, and acquire a faded appearance owing to eXposure to
the air.
All merchandise ought to be so packed that the package is entirely filled
and with the lid pressing firmly down on the contents, thus preventing the
goods from changing position.
On the top of each parcel before closing it, a note should be placed bearing
the number and net weight of the goods contained therein, the exact amount
of waste (including straw and paper ), and the exact weight of the crate. The
sale can thus be made without unpacking. The crate is closed by at least two
fasteners, and if possible sealed, or the tie strengthened by iron wire.
Despatch oj frozen goods

The use of ice enables goods to be sent in the height of summer, arriving
in perfect condition.
To freeze it is sufficient, if the bottom and sides of the crate are well-covered with soft straw, and a layer of sawdust well mixed with ice broken into
very small pieces spread on the bottom.
Sulfuretted paper is spread over this bed, and carried up the sides, pro..
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jecting above the top, forming a water-tight compartment in which the fowls
are to be put; the latter are placed shoulders upwards, with the neck bent
back so that the head is brought into contact with the bed of ice.
The chicken having been packed, the edges of the paper are folded over,
and covered with another sheet, on which another bed of ice and sawdust is
spread; a thin layer of straw is added before the package is finally closed.
The chicken, protected in this fashion, will remain as dry possible, and as
its temperature is protected by the exclusion of the air, it travels under the
best conditions.

In conclusion:
We dare to hope that this paper will assist in guiding people into the way
of making their work more remunerative. Some businesses my find here the
remedy for certain disappointments or losses which they have experienced.
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THE PRODUCTION OF POULTRY IN BRESSE
by M. L. DUC,
Agricultural Engineer, Director of Agricultural Services of Ain,
President of the Avicultural Commission of East Central.

The Geographical area occupied by the Bresse fowl is clearly defined, on the
north and to the west by the rivers Doubs and Saone, on the south it extends
nearly to the Rhone, and on the east it ends at the Jurassic strata. From the
geographical point of view all this plain, gently undulating, is constituted by
the pliocene; argillous soil, often silico-argitacious, where the tenuity of the
silicious elements tends to exaggerate the impermeability of the clay; compact
soil in which the subjacent marl prevents the filtration of water. Soil to-day
in a state of mud-tomorrow in a brick-like condition.
The great majority of the soils on which the succulent Bresse fowls are produced are very poor in lime and in phosphoric acid. The quantities of these
elements are minute, sometimes nil. I reproduce below some analyses of soil
on which some good breeding has been carried ou~ .
.Physical Analyses
No.1

Pebbles and Gravel ..............
Fine Earth......................
Total •..............

27.50
72.50

-100

Chemical Analyses
Nitrogen ........................
1.80
Phosphoric Acid .................
0.31
Potash..........................
1 .11
Limestone.......................
0

No. 2

No.3

No.4

98.5
-100

0.6
99.4
-100

100

1.19

3.25
0.78

t .83
0.47

1.51
0

1.15
0

1.5

0.48
1.53
0.90

1.1

98.9

The soil of the experimental field which I operated at Louhans had no trace
of limestone, some samples taken from the centre of Bresse showed only traces.
Altogether soils very poor in phosphoric acid and devoid of limestone.
In Bresse chalonnaise, the centres of production are Bresse louhannaise
and Bresse de Bourg.
It seems this production is reserved to the Pliocene formation; as soon as
We leave this stage for the limestone formation of Jura the same forms of bird
are not found; the shape is modified, the chicken is more compact, the flesh
less delicate, and birds with « yellow feet » appear.
I will say more, in Bresse itself there exist some plots of land where they
cannot br~ed a « fine chicken »; it has been told me on several occasions that
at the time of St. Martin when leases were extinguished, families of cultivators
changed their workings and had to reduce or abandon the breeding of pOUltry
in their neW residence. These observations relate to the commune of Miroir, a
well known centre of breeding in which sometimes plots of sand are found
emerging from the clayey soils.
A large proprietor in the north of Bresse louhannaise, a member of th~
Institute, had even tried to produce on the granitic soils of Morvan, the chickens;
which he produced on the clayey soil of his farm of Morvams in Bresse, he to-
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tally failed. It may be said that it is not only without doubt a question of soil
but there may be added to this question of practice, that of feeding on which
I will dwell for a few moments.
Bresse is a country of maize, one of the most valuable plants for feeding,
it is made the object of great care: three methods of culture and more of ploughing ; white maize ploughed to perfection, with annual selection of cobs. Maturing of the seed which is never completed on the plant, is carried out during
the winter season, the cobs of seed well sorted, remain hanging in the kitchens
to the beams of the ceiling until the fresh sorting of seed which precedes sowing.
This white maize remains a basis of the food of the poultry and the Bresse
cultivator gives this plant the same heed as the vine grower gives his cuttings.
The economic conditions of rural workings also explain in part the rapid
development of poultry. The Bresse farms are separated one from another,
each of them has a meadow of varying size which extends around the house,
pOUltry therefore have a considerable run and can thus pick up their food.
This exercise increases the appetite, allows the birds to find, in the form of
vegetation, grass and insects, a supplementary nourishment which is a necessary complement to perfect the nutritive relation of the rations they receive.
It should be noted that these clayey soils, sometimes very moist, contain
quantities of larvae, eggs of insects, worms, etc. and that in addition the grass
is very varied and abundant.
But independently of these natural conditions of soil and climate it should
not be forgotten that the production of this delicate flesh which is termed
«marrow» in the Bresse Market Halls is only the result of centuries of effort
in selection and feeding.
Let us distinguish now the pure bred fowl and the fowl of commerce which
is met in all the markets of Bresse.
The pure breed comprises three very distinct varieties.
1) The Black variety termed « Louhans
2) The Gray variety termed « Bourg ».
3) The White variety termed « Beny ».

».

I have rio intention of representing in this brief outline the standards of
each of these varieties, but I think I should add something to what has been
published on this subject.
Numbers of poultry breeders imagine they can find on the markets of our
regions poultry presenting the characteristics of remarkable purity, there are
none of them. On several occasions in Bresse Louhannaise I have received
visits from breeders who have taken all necessary measures to obtain important quantities of cocks and hens of the black variety, they have been much
deceived in not finding any of these birds on the market.
This black fowl with a steely sheen, the proud cock with white ears making
a striking contrast with the brilliant tints of his crest, the hen with falling crest
and fine slate coloured feet, do not exist on the Bresse farm. They are the ideal
of the amateur, they are found in the villas or castles where they are admired
by all for their beauty and their good laying qualities. The black fowl is lively
and alert and requires a spacious run; they droop in confined spaces while
their activity allows them to escape over raised netting.
The Bourg Bresse possess the varieties both white and gray and as each
one defends all products of his land it is said that this discoloration indicates
a more accentuated feminism and therefore a greater fineness of the flesh. I
have, however, at the poultry shows held each year in the centres of Bourg
and Louhans found birds of a pure black variety of which the whiteness and
grain of the flesh yields nothing to the white fOWls.
Finally, Beny, a small commune on the north of Bourg, one of the best
known breeding centres, possess a very beautiful white variety. The white
blends admirably with the plumage flecked with gray, of a remarkable uni-
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formity which principally covers the wings. These constitute then the gray
variety known as the Bourg.
After having passed in review very rapidly the three pure varieties, we
will now deal with the birds that are commonly found on the Bresse farms,
and consequently on all the markets of Bresse. You will find there little Of
none of the pure breeds. In Bresse Louhannaise the plumage of the fowl of
commerce is dark and the more one approaches the Bourg the more light or
even white plumage is found.
All the cultivators call this the common fowl or tho « cross fowl » and it is
this which constitutes the greater part of commerce. The crossings are made
without much method, there have been infusions of Faverolles, of Langshans,
of Orpingtons, etc.
Why is a pure black fowl for example not bred on farms? Because it is
too small. In 1913 I obtained black poultry weighting 1.880 grammes in 10
months, that is too little, the common fowl is nearly double the weight. FOWls
of 5 and 6 lbs. are common.
I have even seen at shows of fat poultry in Louhans young capons weighing
to and 12 lbs. At the Avicultural centre of Coligny we have, however, managed
to increase the size of the poultry and after two years' efforts we obtained the
following weights, the fOWls being weighed fasting:
Gray Bresse Cock...............................
Gray Bresse Hen ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
White Bresse Cock...............................
White Bresse Hen
Black Bresse Cock.
Black Bresse Hen

3
2
3
2
2
2

kg.
kg.
kg.
kg.
kg.
kg.

050
450
600
790
200

The average weight of black cockerels of 5 to 6 months was 1.490 to 2.300
grammes ; that of pullets ready to lay, over 1 kg. 500 to 1 kg. 800.
I consider personally that agricultural groups in so far as the black, white
and gra y varieties are concerned should not allo w the pure breeds to disappeap
as they are a real «growth of the country», always possessing a great fineness;
they will be of great assistance in cases where wishing to increase weight by
crossing with foreign birds, at the same time the whiteness and fineness of the
flesh is lost.
I indicated a few lines above that the production of poultry is carried out
without the rules of Zootechnye being known to breeders. I must, however,
add that the methods carried out by the farmers, wives have been consecrated
by centuries of practice and with the education of each is brought about naturally. The child always lives in the centre of the poultry yards; she serves her
apprenticeship at the side of her mother and grandmother who have maintained
the liking for this breeding and who thus remain a sure guide for the whole of
the family.
The woman farmer carefully choses her breeding stock, especiaIIy the cocks ;
carefully selecting from the best layers, she has a thorough knowledge of her
poultry yard. Certainly in enterprises with a large number of birds all these
operations would be facilitated by the use of number rings: the woman farmer
of Bresse only reluctantly accepts these innovations or if she does, accepts
them only temporarily. There are few or no artificial incubators; the use of
them, ho wever, is applied to produce chickens ready to seII in March and April.
The winters in Bresse, without being very rigorous, are very humid, and the
success of hatchings at this period is often compromised.
With a run on good grassy lands, the food consists of pure maize meal,
rice meal and crumb of bread up to 5 to 6 weeks, then afterwards three quarters
of maize meal and a quarter of bran (Ste. Croix).
Fattening is carried out in darkness; the poultry are collected in cages
of 10 and 12 and to obtain fine fattened pullets for Christmas, the cramming
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is commenced at the beginning of November, a mash being used which is composed three parts maize meal and one part buck-wheat meal. The mash should
be boiled and afterwards in carrying out the cramming each cake should be
moistened with butter, milk or water. Now and again the neck of the bird
should be felt to avoid any obstruction. The cramming is carried out on three
chickens which the farmer holds between her knees. The operation is carried
out rapidly on each bird with a pause on arriving at the third, during which
the bird is felt to see if the mash has been swallo wed.
These are the best conditions for fattening, the darkness gives perfect
quietness, and there is rest with plenty of food. A bird is thus obtained of perfect whiteness and in extremely fine flesh.
The operation of cramming repeated twice daily was fairly common before
the war; the tendency no w is not to wards disappearance but to reduction
owing to the scarcity of labour.
At present the Bresse people say that they prefer to let the fowl run in the
yard obtaining a little less whiteness by a short stay in the coop and then sending it to market.. It is quicker and less troublesome. It is worth more to make
supplementary hatchings and move more quickly. Economic evolution forced
by circumstance perhaps at the expense of the quality of the products, but as
the number of consumers is very large as compared with that of connoisseurs,
the result of the operation is most satisfactory.
Caponising which was carried out on a fairly large scale is also restricted;
the women who carry out this operation in Bresse are becoming more and more
scarce. Instead of emasculating the birds, an operation which necessitates
very great dexterity, methods of fattening have been improved and if it is
necessary a cock can soon be transformed into a capon by an adroit operation
on the crest, the attribute which characterises the seX.
Some days before sale the bird is slaughtered, this is a delicate operation,
it is necessary to remove all the feathers at the same time safeguarding all the
qualities for the flesh which has been so laboriously produced; the least spot
depreciates the value. Only the neck and head remain feathered. This operation must be carried out very rapidly and with great skill. The poultry are
very white if they have been well plucked, the carotid artery is cut through
with scissors, sometimes the bird is previously stunned by a blow on the head
With a stick. The scissors should be skilfully handled; if a wound is made in
the vertebral column the fowl dies as a result and it is more difficult to pluck.
Then comes the wrapping, the fowl is inclosed in a very fine cloth bound
by a band. This wrapping is not removed until presentation on the market, it
is then a veritable cylinder of fat from which emerges the head and neck and
in which it is difficUlt to find wings and feet, without any crease, no spot, black
or red, and of a remarkable whiteness and fineness.
The sale of dead fat poultry is carried on throughout the cold season, prize
shows of a special character are held which are the subject of important speculation.
The principal prize shows are those of Bourg-en-Bresse and Louhans, they
are held some days before Christmas and nearly 2,000 birds are shown, as sales
are very active.
This industrialised production of poultry is essentially a family affair, it
principally interests smallholders, its importance is beyond doubt. Many cultivators pay their rent with the products of the poultry yard. The President
of the Syndicate of Poultry Breeders considers, after a close investigation, that
the Department of Ain, sends 15,000 birds away each day representing an
annual value of 100,000,000 of which a little less than two-thirds are sold in
France (Paris large Towns, etc.) and a little more than one-third are sold
abroad (Switzerland and England).
I do not possess exact information on the actual speculation carried out
in the portion of Bresse which is in the Department of Saone-et-Loire, but it
is sufficient to mention that it is everywhere a most important agricultural
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industry. Production fell much during the war. This was a disaster to our
country, when we met chickens running on the fields without care and without
special food; without cramming losing their identity anti becoming mixed
with thin, lank and degenerate fowls of all kinds, devoid of quality and value.
This Was the ruin of some of the cultivators and the ruin of many dealers
in small towns that only live by their markets.
The Bresse fowl is appreciated everywhere in France and abroad. It has
its place in every well-thought out menu and the highest praise which can be
bestowed upon it is the term « Bresse Fashion)) under which fowls produced
elsewhere than in Bresse are often designated.
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THE POULTRY AND EGG INDUSTRY IN :DENMARK
by W. A. KOCK, State-councellor.

By means of co-operation and the practical work carried out for the promotion of poultry breeding in our country, this branch has developed enormously especially during the last 30 years and is now recognised as a most
important industry, from a commercial and remunerative standpoint, and
also as a great source of food production. Commencing in manor houses and
parsonages the interest developed until it engaged not only the large, the middle
large and small farmers, but also cottagers, the Village schoolmaster, shop
keepers and many others, and through their successful efforts fowls now shows
the greatest development of any domestic animals in Denmark. Hens are
kept all over the country with the main object of egg production, and there
are certainly still great opportunities of further development, especially on
the smaller farms, where more fowls are kept in proportion to area. The occupiers of the smaller farms can much better than many others give the fowls
that exact care and attention, which is so necessary for obtaining the best possible results. Large poultry farms could, as a rule, not pay in our country
without the additional income from the sale of eggs for hatching and breeding
stock, therefore it is not the egg production from the single poultry farms,
but from the many farms scattered over the whole country and other places,
where poultry keeping forms a large or small branch of agriculture, colle~ted
all together prove the great national significance of our poultry keeping. On
the other hand fattening of fowls and breeding of winter-chickens is still of
small importance with us and the same is the case with breeding of water
fowls and turkeys.
The introduction of Leghorns about 1875 and Minorka fOWls, which are
now in extensive use, was of great value for the advancement of our egg production. Not only the Leghorns, but also the Minorkas were very suitable
for our climate and conditions and have crossed with the predominant common
small barndoor fowls left good impressions. Later especially the American
breeds have become very popular and have had a most important influence on
a larger production of eggs With tinted shells. Better than many words show
the following figures from the government returns, the great development,
which has taken place concerning the number of fowls in our country. In the
year 1888 there was about 4 1/2 millions of hens and chickens, ten years later a
little more than 8 1/2 millions, in 1914 15 millions and after the last counting in
1923 20 millions of hens and chickens.
As a consequence of the system of farming in Denmark the fowls have
commonly only free run on the farms and fields in autumn and winter and to
the beginning of the harvesting and the pOUltry houses are to be found in the
permanent farm buildings. It is well worth noting, that our poultry keepers
understand more and more the necessity of having good strains, and well ventilated clean poultry houses with large, well lighted scratching sheds for getting
good egg production in autumn and winter time and keep the fowls in healthy
condition. Poultry keeping is often combined with horticulture, and in many
places fruit trees have been planted in the runs, or the orchards are laid out as
runs for the poultry, especially for the chickens.
In order to ascertain the number of eggs produced by each hen, so as to
breed from the best layers and secure strains of good economic value, the trap
nest system is more and more adopted by our poultry breeders. The trap nests
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used vary considerably, but in the majority of cases they are made in two
compartments, one containing the nest and the other a place where the bird
after laying can await liberation. In the hatching season the eggs from each
of the best individual hens are hatched under special hens and every chicken
immediately toemarked.
For promoting this valuable work, a joint Committee appointed by the
leading Agricultural Societies and the Danish Farmers Co-operative Egg Export
Association, every year invite breeders of fowls to enter a competition. The
object is to find and reward places, where the exact account show a profit and
good egg production, where trap nests are used and chickens from the identified best individual hens toe-marked. The Committee also demand, that all
must be clean, well arranged and in a good condition. One breed kept on the
place is preferred and the best stocks get acknOWledgement as breeding centres
for one year. By grants from the AgricUltural Department, many sittings of
eggs are distributed at small prices to the farmers, as well as to other poultry
keepers. The joint Committee visit the different places unannounced and
publish a report every year. Each centre gets a yearly grant of 150 Kroner (1).
The most of the breeding centres comprehend brown Leghorns.
Besides the named work by « the joint Committee for Poultry breeding »,
which was founded in 1914 much interest is due to the influence of «Denmarks
Poultry breeding Association », books, periodical poultry papers and articles
besides innumerable lectures in agricultural und small holders societies and
schools. In 1879 the first Danish poultry paper was published, in 1888 the
first census of poultry took place and in 1897 the Government railways agreed,
that eggs could be sent as « perishable goods » with fast trains for common rate.
In this year the well known author of different poultry books, Pedersen - Bjerregaard has finished a Scandinavian poultry standard of perfection, a work of
great value. Further the Agricultural Experiment Laboratory has founded
a special experimental poultry farm and made different experiments in other
places, and at the Royal Veterinary and Agricultural High-school at Copenhagen is found a clinique for sick pOUltry, where examinations are given free of
charge.
Our egg export now stands third largest of all Danish agricultural products. Last year it amounted to about 40 millions scores (2) of eggs to a value
of about 127 millions Kroner.
The export of eggs fresh and pickled takes place through co-operative
societies as well as through private firms, established years before the first
named. The largest co-operative society is this « Danish Farmers Co-operative
Egg Export Association» started in 1895 by the late Fr. Moller, formerly
teacher in a little Village, but some of the co-operative bacon factories in differents parts of the country have also established egg packing and pickling stations. While the last named collect eggs from local places, many of the traders
and the Danish Farmers Co-operative Egg Export Association work over the
whole country.
The first experiment in the co-operative line, was undertaken by some of
the creameries, where eggs were collected and later the farmers and other egg
producers formed as mentioned their own co-operative egg society with the
object to collect the eggs under control and export them in the speediest man..
ner possible. The central society embraces local societies or circles, which thus
form an integral part of this and have their own depot and collector, who drives
to the different members. In small circles the members deliver their eggs to the
supply association, or to the collector. The individual members must plainly
stamp all the eggs delivered on the broad end with the registered number of
the circle and the member, then it is always possible to detect any member
who, contrary to the bye-laws, has delivered defective eggs. On the first time
(1)
(2)

£. 1. = about 24 tIl Kroner.
1 score = 20 pieces.
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he is warned and by next offence he is punished by fines. Each egg delivered
must be laid by members' own hens, he has to forward all eggs produced except
those used for hatching and in the household. This prevents members selling
eggs to others who, at certain times of the year as a resultat of the competition,
give a little more. Further the regulation provide, that the eggs must be carefully gathered and kept, as well as all eggs delivered to the collector must be
newlaid and absolutely clean if possible without being washed.
The egg collector gets a small commission from the circle for collecting the
eggs, which are paid by weight and he ha to write in the members control book the amount he has paid and the weight. Every week the Committee
of the head society issues the price and sends a communication to each circle
which get payment from the head society as soon as they have delivered their
eggs at the control depot. At the end of the year the net profit of the society
is distributed among the members of the circles in proportion to the value of
"eggs which each member have delivered.
When the egg collector gets home, he puts.the eggs in large pine cases provided with cardboard sections and the eggs are forwarded by rail or carted
to one of the central packing stations, where the grading in different sizes,
testing and packing takes place.
The eggs are packed side by side in four layers and branded with the society's
trade mark and then dispatched by the first available steamer, as the principal
object of the society is to deliver the best possible produce of new laid Danish
eggs.
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AVICULTURAL IND:USTRY IN CZECHO SLOVAKIA
By Dr. MARIA KUKLOVA

In Czecho Slovakia aviculture has developed partly as a complement of
agricUlture, and partly as a special industry, which in certain branches has
attained most remarkable importance.
To understand the part which aviculture occupies in the scheme of agricUltural cUltivation and breeding, it is necessary to indicate generally the conditions of agriculture in Czecho Slovakia.
In the whole extent of the State, which measures 14,275,500 ha. there are
8,500,000 ha. of agricUltural land and 4,662,790 ha. of forests. The centre of
the country, formed by plains, watered by plentifUl rains, and situated on the
banks of rivers, represents the most fertile district, while when approaching the
frontiers surrounded by high mountains regions are met with less and less rich
from the agricultural point of view.
The agricultural land is divided according to climate and cultures into five
parts. In the most fertile of these beetroot predominates, in the second cereals
particularly wheat and barley, in the third the cultivation of cereals, rye and
oats on about half and potatoes on the rest, in the fourth the cultivation of
potatoes predominates, and in the fifth pasturage and forage cultures absorb
the greater part of the cultivated land.
According to the size of farms and estates, the land in Bohemia, Moravia
and Silesia is distributed as follows: 9 % of the properties belonging to quite
small farmers 0 - 2 ha. ; 10 % in farms of 2 - 5 ha. in extent; 36 % in properties of 5 - 20 ha. ; 29 % in ho ldings of 20 - 100 ha. and the rest in estates of
more than 100 ha. In Slovakia estates of 100 ha. are more numerous - 28 %
of all the cultivated land.

Agricultural Aviculture
As manual labour constantly becomes more expensive owing to the lack
of agricultural workers the large estates are replacing manual labour more and
more by the use of agricUltural machinery. It therefore follows that vegetable
production becomes a principal aim of working of the larger types of agricultural undertakings. The small farms which 0 wing to lack of capital replace
the work of agricultural machines by manual labour, find in animal production
the possibility of using to the best advantage the individual quality of their
principal means of working.
In the fertile areas where the production of the beetroot absorbs all the
attention of the producer, animal production is therefore limited to a reduced
number of animals necessary for the best utilisation of agricUltural capital,
so that animal production in general decreases with the size of farms and rural
estates.
PRODUCTIVITE PAR 1 HA. DES TERRES AORICOLES EN KC. (COURONNES)

- 2 - 5 ha.

5 - 20 ha.

20 -100 ha.

Plus de 100 ha.

Production animale •...... 309 kc. -58% 213 kc. -470/0 161 kc. -39% 104 kc. -25 %

VALEUR DE LA

VO~ILLE

ET DES CEUFS VEN.DUS PAR 1 HA. DES TERRES
AGRICOLES EN J<C.

2-5

Le territoire de la betterave .........
des cereales ............
des cereales et des pommes de terre ...... ;. ..
paturages ..............
rnoyenne ...............

-

-

ha.

5 - 20
ha.

18,2
16,9

11,1
12,0

5,2
4,8

0,6

28,3
9,7
19,7

10,5
6,1
10,8

5,2
3,8

0,1
0,4
0,2

20 - 100 Plus de 100
ha.
h~.

5,-

-

Since .the War no statistics ha ve been framed of the poultry bred in Czecho
Slovakia, but according to the census of 1911 and according to the statistics
framed by the Institute for the study of rural accounts and economy (average
of the years 1909 - 1913 ) it has been possible to ascertain that the production
of poultry is on an average 3 head per hectare of agricultural land and nearly
2 head per inhabitant, while they supply on an average 75 eggs per one inhabitant.
As regards the total live weight, the Czech countries - without Slovakia exceed countries with the most intensive breeding such as Germany as they
breed 62 head of cattle per hectare, and a total of 24 millions of quintals of
different species. The distribution is as follows:
14
45
28
7
4
2

% horses
% dairy co ws
% other cattle
% pigs
% sheep and goats
% poultry

Therefore if one reckons 2 quintals of animal products per one inhabitant,
2 % of this quantity is provided by poultry, which works out at 4 kg. of poultry
per one inhabitant per year.
The total number of poultry now bred in Czecho Slovakia is estimated
at 30 - 35 millions head. Apart from the fowls without which there is no farm,
nearly everywhere a very large number of geese and ducks are found, while
the breeding of turkeys is reserved to amateur breeders, and is favoured mainly
by foresters and owners of the largest farms. Though the number of geese bred
on farms of all sizes does not reach the number of fowls it represents in its
total a very remarkable breeding which characterises the avicultural production
of Czecho Slovakia. In Carpathian Russia also, the breeding of geese and turkeys finds favourable conditions as the orthodox inhabitants consume many
of them.
The principal object of pOUltry-breeding is the production of eggs; it is only
in some smaller areas where the fattening of poultry is carried out more especially that of geese, but then with a very special intensity and importance.
The feathers of geese and ducks also form the object of a well developed trade.
The situation of Czecho Slovakia and its elongated form on one side requires
the importation of pOUltry and its products, while on the other side it alloWS
exportation of them. Before the great war the historic countries of the Czech
Crown: Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia, exported avicultural products to a
total value of 179,958,611 crowns per annum, while importation reached
84,417,184 crowns, so that the balance of export had to its credit 95,541,427
ero wns. POUltry thus occupied in 1903 the third place in the exportation of

Secci6n de Dinamarca. -. Material de ensefianza y rlemastrati va
(Stand mmitado por el Consejcro rv..1. Koch.)'"

Secci6n francesa. - Stand de la Secci6n de control sanitario de huevos en la VilJa de Paris
(Stand montado baio la direcci6n del Prof. Voitellier.)

~

Secci6n de Checo-Eslovaquia. - Material de enseiianza y demostrativo
(Stand montadc 1;ajo la dirfCci6n de la Doctora Kukhvd y del Dr. ](,'aal.)

Seccion holandesa. - Material de crianza y demostrativo
(Stand montado bajo la direcci6n del Dr. liennepe y M. Mantel.)
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agricultural products of these three countries: sugar, wood, poultry. While
the importation of poultry mainly took place from Poland, the destination
of exports was particUlarly Germany.
In recent years, when the conditions have become disturbed, in part as
a result of the War in the supply of the State itself, and in the other part by
the conditions of neighbouring countries, changed from a financial and commercial point of view, the results of commerce in pOUltry and its product in
Czecho Slovakia reveal themselves as follows:
Tableau A. -1920

Volaille

r~~~n.t~.:::::::::::::::1

Exportation

Importation

K.

Q.

35
1

168
Oeufs
994
Jaunes et blancs d'reufs liquides .11
1.682
Plumes a lit non ebarbees
72
Plumes a lit ebarbees (duvet) ..
Tiges de plumes
122
I 3.074
Bilan actif de
.
11

1

1
I

Q.

K.

40.900
41
61.700
2.000
3
7.200
252.000
242
365.904
1.945.000
7.569.000 7.047 35.235.000
576.000' 3.229 25.832.000
488.00°11 __1_9_6_1__9_8o_.0_o_o
10.872.900 10.758 62.481.804
51.608.904 kc.

1921
Importation

Kc.

Q.

Ill--Q-.----K-c.-Exportation

91
82.200
9
12.000
14
23.600
54
112.800
29
20.300 1.009
797.000
1.256
3.436.800
2
5.600
3.916 17.230.400 6.530 32.650.000
68
476.000 5.438 43.504.000
42
147.000
369
1.845.000
-----1-----11----1---5.416 21.416.300 13.411 78.926.400
57.510.100 kc.
.

Volaille vivante
.
~
tufe
.
Oeufs
.
Jaunes et blancs d'reufs liquides.
Plumes a. lit non ebarbees ..•...
Plumes a lit ebarb ees (duvet) · ..
Tiges de plumes
.
Bilan actif de

1922

VOlaille vivante ...............
- tuee .•................
Oeufs •.......................
~aunes

et blancs d'reufs Iiquides.

lumes a lit non ebarbees ......
Plumes a lit ebarbees (duvet) ...
Tiges de plumes ...............
Bilan actif de

.

2.671 2.374.700
5
362
330.450
59
1.863 2.546.400
229
1.518 2.975.200
119
5.914 16.396.000 6.524
478 1.840.100 3.161
170
129
387.000
12.937 26.849.800 10.257
9.374.100 kc.

I

6.500
82.600
164.800
214,200
21.586.200
13.593.600
576.000
36.223.900

In comparison with the other agricultural products aviculture always reaches an excess of exports in spite of the small quantities that it can supply for
exportation and this is shown in the following figures:

I.

20

Tableau B.-1920
Importation

Q.

Sucre .•........................
Bois, ecorce, produits de bois, charbon de bois ...................
Produit~ avicoles ................

Exportation

Q.

I(c.

52.550

11.769.540

286.943
3.074

154.333.601
10.872.900

9.103.190
10.758

36.314.268
1.080.375.180
2.300.054.430
1921

25.439
424.979
5.416

Sucre
.
Bois, ecorce, produits de bois, charbon de bois
·
Produits avicoles
.

Pieces

1

31.522
q.
435.686
7.881.972

1.179.760.198 =
62.481.804 =

+

3.393.474.827

+,

1.025.426.597
51.608.904

T

1.336
46.676
865.541

6.884.450 ==
110.558.434 ==
731.256.120 =

6.670.158

4.570.383

3.748.751.409 =

+

3.742.081.251

427.460.532
21.416.300

14.597.128
13.411

1.249.815.300 =
78.926,400 =

+

1.122.354.768
57.510.100

q.

Pieces

Betail de boucherie et de trait....
Graisse
Cereales

I(c.

I(c.

2.486.483 3.405.244.367 =

Pieces

24.550
Betail de boucherie et de trait ....
468.939
Graisse ......................... q.
2.469.984
Cereales ........................

Resultat (bilan)

Pieces

71.816.700
819.481.795
4.532.054.220

q.

39.130
85.873
361.035

257.124.350 ==
160.829.225 ==
321.511.610 ==

29.429.818
969.816.746
- 1.568.798,310

-

+
+

185.307.650
658.652.570
- 4.220.542.610

1922

~~~~~e~~~~~:p;od~it~
·d~ 'b;i~: ~h'a'r: I
bon de bois ...................
Produits avicoles ................

20.036

6.255.663

3.202.643

1.400.337.847 =

623.458
12.937

121.201.266
26.849.800

22.814.442
10.267

1.467.809.285 =
36.223.900 =

Pieces

363.607
Betail de boucherie et de trait ....
627.454
Graisse ......................... q.
4.376.980
Cereales ........................

Pieces

513.597.790
837.797.135
1.261.140.899

q.

11.391
39.847
2.285.165

52.006.850 ==
39.440.825 =
619.824.006 ==

+
+
+
-

-

1.394.082.184
1.346.548.019
9.374.100
461.590.940
798.356.310
641.316.893
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It is principally the feathers from the poultry, and mainly goose feathers
which ensure the credit result in commerce with avicultural products abroad.
The consumption of geese in the country itself is very large, because it has
become a national custom on the occasion of certain festivals so that the
plumes remain as a residue in large quantities and play a large part in
the exports of avicultural products.
The production of eggs also is gro wing and thus contributes to the favourable result of the export of these products, though it still requires a more
intensive improvement, like the production and fattening of the poultry itself.
The year 1922 sho ws an increasing importation of live and dead poultry,
the same as with eggs and other avicultural products, while a remarkable
reduction in the marchandise exported has been established. The causes of
this are the following: the material conditions of the popUlation are improving,
their needs are gro Wing, and the importation of live poultry which are fattened
in the country is extending (see the chapter on industrial aviculture). As a
result of the popUlarity of the table fowl imported from France this is also
increasing and it is necessary to satisfy it by the importation of the reqUired
merchandise. In addition to this several large aviculturral undertakings have
been established, the breeding stock for which have also been imported, and
all these imports come from countries where the money exceeds the Czech
,crown in value. In Germany, where the greater part of all the exported mer·chandise has always been placed, the conditions of life have changed at the
.same time, and as Czecho Slovak aviculture still lacks organisation from the
point of viewof breeding and also from the point of viewof marketing it cannot
,accommodate itself sufficiently quickly to these changes. Exports decrease and
at the same time suffer from the debased value of German money. While the
-quantity exported only fell 3,000 quintals, its value did not reach half the
value of the merchandise exported in 1921.
The situation of the meat market at Prague, the capital of Czecho Slovakia,
is a notable example of the large consumption of a country. Each year there
~omes to the Prague market nearly 65,000,000 kg. of meats of all kinds, of
which 5,000,000 kg. are poultry products. This quantity is still increased by
the animal production furnished by farms of the agricultural territory forming
part of the great city of Prague, which has an area of 11,392 ha. of agricultural
.lands. If 62 head of cattle are reckoned to 1 ha., this makes 706,348 head and
as cattle represent on an average 73 % of the whole of the animal production,
ton the basis of 300 kg. per head the live weight produced by the agricultural
farms of the great city of Prague can be calculated at 2,825,392 qUintals. 2 %
·of this quantity is represented by the poultry, therefore 5,650,784 kg. of poultry
bred on this territory; a portion of this poultry naturally each year supplies
the Prague market halls.
All this quantity of meat is not however consumed in Prague itself because
particularly as regards the flesh of oxen and swine there is a we,ll developed
.pork butchery industry which exports much of that famous merchandise manufactured at Prague, the Prague ham. As to poultry, the large farms in
Prague sell many of their supplies to the large watering places of Czecho Slovakia: Karlovy Vary, Marianske Lazne, the baths of Slovakia.

Poultry breeding
As the majority of pOUltry breeding is carried out by the smaller farmers
.and reserved as an occupation for the women, it is carried out under the most
simple conditions consisting partly in limiting the working expenses as much
as possible and partly to being somewhat inaccessible to progress. Altogether
birds of pure breeds are not bred except in the large avicultural undertakings,
but breeding is improved by the use of pure bred breeding stock bred on Stations.
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In the breeding of fowls the Leghorn breed, which much resembles the native fowl, predominates. The Stations and special avicultural farms breed and
supply the other favourite races such as the white Wyandotte, the white Leghorn, the Minorca, the FavaroIIes, the Rhode- Island, the Plymouth Rock,
the Langshan, the white and buff Orpington and others. The native fowl differs a little in its appearance according to the conditions of climate of the country. In Bohemia, Moravia and Slovakia its breeding has not been improved;
it is only during recent years that an effort has been made to improve the breed
by laying down a standard for each of these three species of native fowls.
As we have seen, the principal object of the breeding is the production of
eggs, table poultry does not undergo any fattening process in its place of originOnly after it is sold it is fattened for a fortnight or three weeks by special fat.
tening enterprises, Or in the households that have bought them.
Goose breeding, in comparison with other countries is much developed.
The native goose is bred, exceptionally improved by Emden or Pomeranian
ganders. The essential object of this breeding is the production of flesh and fat,
often also foie gras. Each housewife, in the country as well as in the town,
knows the customary method of fattening geese as the consumption of them
is widespread. Hardly a family can be found which does not consume one goose
in the year. The geese are fattened on an average up to 7 and 8 kgs. (dead
weight) but a weight of 9 to 11 kgs. is not an exception. The breeding of geese
for the production of eggs is not practised.
The breeding of ducks also has as its object the production of flesh which
is specially appreciated for its quality, because it is very much finer than that of
the goose. Again it is the native duck which supplies the greater part of the
merchandise consumed. It is only recently that the large agricUltural undertakings have begun to carry out the breeding of ducks for the production of eggs,
the ducks employed for this purpose are of the pure breeds partiCUlarly Indian
Runners and Pekin.
The breeding of turkeys is not so much developed though the custom of
eating turkeys at Christmas is increasing more and more. The fattening is
carried out either in the place of production or singly by the householders
themselves for a fortnight or three weeks, except in large to wns, where it is
forbidden to keep live poultry several days. The markets of these large towns
therefore offer fattened poultry, the fattening of which has been carried out
by enterprises or by Aviculturists in the vicinity.

Industrial Aviculture
The larger avicultural enterprises, breeding some thousands of head of
poultry, have only been established since a few years before the great war
( 1911). Of late years they have become much more numerous. Situated mainly
in the vicinity of Prague itself, or other large towns of the country, they succeed more or less rapidly, and gain more and more in importance as centres of
improvement for the supplies of pure bred poultry to small country breeders.
Generally possessing sufficient space to aIlo w the necessary movement to the
birds bred, they are only very exceptionally affected by Epizooties owing to
the favourable climatic conditions of the country, as well as to the experience of
their Chiefs, the majority of whom have been instructed abroad, partiCUlarly
in America.
These enterprises occupy themselves specially with breeding and selling
either eggs for setting, one day-old chicks or adult breeding stock. Incubation
is carried out with incubators of all sizes and various systems, imported from
abroad or manufacturered in the country itself. The heating of the larger apparatus is effected by hot water, while smaller are heated by dry air, with the,
assistance of paraffin or spirit lamps. In these large enterprises trap-nests,
brooders, and all other processes of modern aviculture are employed. A single
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enterprise of this kind can favourably influence the progress in aviculture in
whole districts; and efforts are therefore being made to establish avicultural
farms on a co-operative basis in order to profit by all these favourable conditions.
In addition to breeding farms, there have also been established large fattening undertakings which, being of recent date, are endeavouring to secure a
lasting position. As they have selected the most favourable conditions, being
situated in the vicinity of Prague and other large to wns, there is no doubt
but that they will succeed.
But there are close to Prague, two areas where the fattening of geese has
for long been the occupation of the majority of the inhabitants; they have
gained renown which has no equal, neither in the State itself nor in the whole
of Europe. Nevertheless the method of fattening carried out in each of these
areas is different.
Libus situated quite close to Prague, is a Village of less than a thousand
inhabitants, of which nearly two thirds carry out the fattening of geese as a
trade. A single family fattens at the same time up to sixteen hundred to two
thousand geese, which, sold three weeks after fattening give place to the same
number of geese again. In this manner Libus supplies the Inarket halls of Prague, and markets of the large watering places in the country, and before the
war also markets abroad, sixty-thousand geese and more per annum. As the
organisation of this industry is very ancient it is prosperous. Those occupied
with it are organised in a centre which allo ws them favourable purchase of
birds to fatten and to watch all conditions which might influence the market.
They often buy geese from remote districts, sometimes even abroad, in Italy
and in Poland; the fattening takes place from May up to January. The food,
composed of crushed grain, bran, and moistened grain is mixed by means of
electrical machinery; with these the necessary quantit y of water is also supplied which is carried automatically into the drinking troughs. These are placed
along common cages for 20 to 30 geese. For each bird one Kit. of oats per day
is calculated, and for sixteen hundred geese 40 hIs. of water per day are supplied. In all these organisations a single person is sufficient to attend sixteen
hundred to twenty-six thousand geese, except on the eve of the market or a
sale. To carry out the killing, plucking and drawing of birds, women are employed, who are paid according to the number of geese killed. The fattened
birds attain a weight of five to eight Kit. (dead weight).
The little town of Sadska, 30 Kit. from Prague, has been renowned for
more than a century for its methods of fattening geese. Its merchandise is
.always sought for in the market halls of Praghe. They still fatten from 50 to 70
thousand geese per annum, under normal conditions with a possibility of export
assured, they can produce more than one hundred thousand geese per annum
at Sadska. The fattening, or rather the cramming, at Sadska is much more
difficult than the fattening at Libus. The geese are crammed, prepared at
first during a week to receive more abundant food, with boluses of Barley
Meal, of which a certain number are fed to the birds, four times per day, at
fixed hours: 4, 10', 16, and 22 o'clock. One cramming of 100 geese requires
the work of three women for an hour. By this method of procedure geese of 8,
{)ccasionally 11 to 12 Kit. (dead weight) are easily obtained. Formerly the
merchandise was taken to Prague by wagon, but it is now conveyed in special
baskets by railway. The merchandise from Sadska has carried a special label
since 1923.

Industries in Avicultural Machinery and Apparatus
As large scale breeding only dates from some ten years ago and was interrupted by the war, the industry in avicultural machines and apparatus has
only developed since that period. As a reSUlt, large enterprises in this branch
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do not yet eXist, except branches of foreign firms. The manufacture of these
appliances all the same is steadily growign with the increasing numbers of
large avicultural firms. Thus there are already several firms, at first. attached
to an avicultural enterprise, who are occupied with the manufacture of incubators, brooders, etc., and who find a ready sMe for their products among breeders.
Breeding Stations
While the countries which to-day form Czecho Slovakia were attached to
Austria Hungary, the care of breeding domestic animals, and above all the
progress of such breeding was incumbent upon the central agricultural institutions of these countries, which bore the name of the Agricultural Council of
Bohemia, of Moravia and of Silesia. These institutions still exist under the
new conditions because their work is connected with that of the Ministry of
AgriCUlture which naturally follows the progress of breeding with greater interest and support than hitherto.
Owing to these institutions, breeding stations have been established in these
countries for a long time. Though during the war, as a result of lack of resources,
many had disappeared, traces of their activities remained in breeding until
their re-organisation. Thus, before the war Bohemia possessed 205 pOUltry
breeding stations, two-thirds of which were devoted to fOWls, and the rest
to geese, ducks and turkeys; Moravia still has 115, and Slovakia which on her
present territory before the war had 29, no w possesses 72.
The breeding stations maintain the breeds indicated by the AgricUltural
Councils, which also supply the improved birds. These are Minorcas, Leghorns,
White Wyandottes and Black Langshan in Bohemia; the native Moravian
fOWl, Leghorn, Plymouth Rocks, White Wyandotte, and Minorcas in Moravia,
Rhode Island, Bresse, Leghorns, Plymouth Rock, and White Wyandottes in
Slovakia, White Leghorns, White Orpingtons in Carpathian Hussia. The geese
. stations maintain Emden Ducks. For one Station, one cock and 10 hens, or
one cock and three or four hens are supplied. In Slovakia and Carpathian Russia,
where organisation is only beginning, often the cock alone is supplied on condition the cock of the preceding breeding is removed. The stations for ducks and
geese maintain one male and three females. When a station is established
either the pOUltry itself is supplied or eggs to hatch. The conditions of establishment of the station consist in an obligation to supply 200 setting eggs to better
instructed breeders whose breedings are distinguished by better results. It is
also reqUired that they supply a given number of adult birds as breeding stock.
The stations must maintain the same number of birds for at least three years.
The same breeder may only administer one single station, that is to say, maintain one single breed of pOUltry.

Organisation of the Sale of Eggs
Up till recently, there was no selling organisation. Dealers in towns send
their intermediaries into the country to purchase eggs, afterwards keeping
them to sell at a favourable moment. In addition, the villagers go on the weekly
market day of their nearest town taking with them butter, their pOUltry products and garden products. In 1920, the Union of AgriCUltural Co-operative
Societies began to organise the collection of eggs, but with a good deal of difficulty because the breeders were not accustomed to this method of sale and
it was necessary to gain their confidence little by little. The Egg Collecting
Centres were attached to other Agricultural Organisations already eXisting,
centres of milk collection and Co-operative Stores where special organisations
were established. In 1921 there were already 122 Egg Collecting Centres, and
145 in 1922. On given days the eggs are purchased and then immediately
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packed and sent to the large central stores of the Co-operative Society at Prague.
The eggs are only sold in the country itself because home consumption is increasing and the exportation of eggs has been limited. The eggs are sold fresh
whenever a favourable marked occurs. At times of low prices they are preserved by cold in the modern refrigerators of the central store or lime-water in
special tanks.
The organisation of breeders and the result of its working is as folIo ws :
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While the average price of eggs in the country was 0.73 Cr. each, and that
of the whole of the Republic, including the price on markets in large centres,
the average price paid by the Co-operative Society to its members was 0.78
in 1921, and 0.9 in 1922.

Price of Avicultural Products
The prices of avicultural products on an average have become mUltiplied
by 10 in comparison with those before the great war of 1914, though the cost
of breeding material has increased on an average more than fifteen-fold.
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Avicultural Instruction
AgricUltural instruction in Czecho Slovakia is given in all kinds of agricUltural Schools. In the scholastic year 1922-23, Czecho Slovakia possessed 3
AgricUltural High Schools with a SylvicuItural Section, a Veterinary High
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School, 16 Secondary Agricultural Schools of the type of the normal Special
School, 4 Secondary Schools of Sylviculture, 26 Elementary Agricultural Schools
of two years, intended for the practical education of farmers, 6 Elementary
Schools of Sylviculture, 96 Agricultural Courses carried out in Winter, to which
were often attached in Summer, courses in Household Economy for young
girls. There are, in addition, 9 Special Schools; the School of Co-operative
Science, 2 Schools of Meadow Cultivation, 3 Dairy Schools, one School of PiscicUlture, 1 School of Distillery, 1 School of Aviculture, and 12 Schools of Viticulture, Horticulture and Arboriculture. The agricultural instruction of young
girls is carried out by 4 Domestic High Schools, a secondary domestic school,
and 22 Elementary Schools in addition to 14 Summer Courses. A special School
of Arboriculture and Horticulture specially intended for young girls has just
been established. There is further a preparatory course of Pedagogy for the
Instructresses of Schools of all the types named. But all the Agricultural
Schools, even those of the higher agricultural stUdy may be attended by women.
PopUlar agriCUltural instruction is carried out by the popular Agricultural
Schools, accessible to men and women, in number 406 for the whole territory of
Czecho Slovakia.
Aviculture now has its place in every type of Agricultural School. As an
occupation preferably entrusted to women, aviculture has become an obligatory
branch of the scheme of instruction of Domestic Schools. 40 lessons per scholastic year are devoted to this in addition to 60 lessons relative to breeding
of cattle and pigs. Teachers at AgriCUltural Institutes also hold conferences on
AViculture with breeders at every opportunity which occurs or when it seems
necessary to hold one.
Model farms attached to various types of Schools, include in their arrangements a pOUltry yard, the breeding of which often attains a considerable importance among other forms of production. The estate of Uhrineves of the School
of Higher Agricultural Science and Forestry at Prague with an area of 560 ha.
has a special avicultural section 4 ha. in extent, on which were bred more than
6,000 head of pOUltry. Naturally this is the centre of all avicultural progress
and also the most favourable place for the organisation of practical courses
and National Laying Competitions. The Veterinary High School also possesses
an Avicultural farm of a more limited extent. The farms attached to the other
schools each carry out poultry breeding. The domestic schools only omit it
however when they have no farm.
The improvement of poultry breeding is in addition carried out by special
courses of Aviculture organised by the Minister of AgriCUlture at the avicultural farm of Potstyn in Bohemia. The programme of these courses, where
theory is combined with practice, is organised as follows:
The theoretical portion comprises:
Anatomy of poultry.
Feeding of Poultry, digestion of foods.
Formation of the egg, composition, fertilisation, development of the germ
up to the moment of hatching, conditions of hatching.
Importance of the cock and hen to breeding, crossing, heredity, selection.
Diseases and Epizooties, parasites, measures of prevention and curative
processes.
The practical portion comprises:
Construction and management of poultry houses and incubators.
Choice of ground, quality of soil, situation of the avicultural farm.
Natural and artificial incubation, construction of various types of incubators and their manipUlation.
Breeding of chickens, their feeding and treatment.
Breeding of poultry and feeding.
Food stuffs: composition and preparation, distribution, consumption.
Laying: control of laying and its importance, defects in laying.
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Fattening poultry for consumption, fowls, ducks and geese; preparation
for market, drawing, plucking, trussing, packing, transport.
Packing and dispatch of eggs, preservation of eggs.
The administration of the model farm at Uhrineves of the School of Higher
Agricultural studies and Forestry at P.rague also organises praclical courses of
aviculture of a shorter period, one or two weeks. The Women's Organisations
of various political parties, particularly the Agrarian party, also carry out
travelling instruction in aViculture, by organising three-day courses where
practical aviculturists instruct countrywomen on the rules of modern breeding.
Also on the initiative of these Women's Organisations the Society of Agriculture has nominated the first woman instructor, entrusted, as a State employee
with control of agricultural breedings on agricultural enterprises of all sizes,
and propagating the results of experimetal research.

Assistance to Aviculture by Public Authorities
The Minister of Agriculture has accorded a most lively and marked interest
in the development of aviculture.. He has subventioned the poultry farms of
all the Agricultural Schools. He has also supplied them with breeding material,
but he has given the same attention to the needs of practical aViculturists,
by prOViding them under definite conditions with the necessary means, either
for the purchase of breeding material of pure breeds, of for other systems of
improving their flock. The Poultry Exhibitions for the greater part are organised with subventions from the Ministeryof Agriculture.
The importance of the part taken by the Minister of Agriculture as regards
aviculture may be estimated by the subventions accorded in 1922 to the breeding of small domestic livestock; pigs, sheep, goats, poultry, rabbits, pigeons,
bees and silk-worms.
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In addition to this central Institution there are, moreover, Agricultural
Councils which also watch over avicultural progress. They establish breeding
stations, organise conferences by their staff, send them as members of juries
to regional exhibitions, offer prizes for remarkable poultry etc.

Private Avicultural Organisations
In addition to official assistance given to aviculture by State Institutions,
by AgricUltural Councils, and by the Union of Co-operative Societies, the participation of which in the propagation of progress in aviculture has just been
described, Breeding Asociations play their part. Breeders' Clubs organised
in different localities or complete districts, form independent Societies or are
attached to other Breeding Associations in the country. The grouping of all
the avicultural interests forms the Avicultural Union of Czecho Slovakia, which
comprises not only nearly all the Avicultural Societies of the countryside, but
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also the representatives of all other Institutions interested, Scientific Institutes,
Domestic and Agricultural Schools in general, and certain Public Institutions.
In addition to this Central Union, since a year ago, a Breeders' Club has existed
which is endeavouring to group the breeders of the whole Republic, but as it
practically follows the same aim as the Organisations mentioned, this year
there have been efforts to obtain its fusion with the Avicultural Union.
The work of the Avicultural Union not only consists in the initiative which
it passes on to Public Institutions, but in the organisation of National Avicultural Exhibitions. One of these exhibitions is held in Winter, either at Prague
or in some other large to wn forming the centre of a district interested in aviculture: in 1923, Olomouc, in Moravia; in 1924 Pardubice, in Bohemia, while
the second takes place in May at Prague as part of the National Agricultural
Exhibition, and forms an indispensible part of this traditional AgricUltural
rewiew which, even before the revolution of 1918, was a remarkable national
manifestation. The regional Avicultural Exhibitions organised by the Rural
Societies are very numerous and much interest aviculturists.
The Members of the Committee of the Avicultural Union in Czecho Slovakia
on these various occasions, give lectures on avicultural questions. This year
the Central Union has just established the first Laying Competition on the farm
at Uhrineves.
The AvicuIturaI Union publishes for its members a semi-monthly « Drubeznichy obzor » which forms "an independent supplement to the large Agricultural
Review ( « Ceskoslovensky Zemedelec ») (Agriculture Tchecoslovaque). But
all the other periodical reviews specially devoted to questions of practical and
Scientific agricUlture or the interests of the people of the countryside as well
as publication for fancy breeding, etc., take part in aViculture, regarding it
from all points of view. At the present moment many special works on aviCUlture, written for School needs or for practical purposes, are published. At
the same time scientific Treatises are appearing dealing with the subject of
Research carried out in Scientific Institutes of the Ministry of Agriculture
and the High-Schoo Is of the country.
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THE COMMERCIAL CHICKEN FAT~NING ESTABLISHMENT
AT CODOGNO, ITALY
by Professor ANTOINE PIROCCHI,
Director of the Animal Experiment Station, Ro yal ColIege of Agriculture, Milan

The object of this communication is not to advertise a particular establishment for the fattening of poultry but to point out the precautions necessary to
ensure, during two or three weeks, that the fattening and conditioning of about
ten thousand birds should be carried out without any risk of infections or
spreading diseases.
In Italy, as well as in many other countries, poultry intended for food are
generally forwarded alive by the producers to the local markets. There they
are sold to higglers who despatch them at once to the more important dealers.
These in their turn dispose of them to the poulterers who kill them and retail
them to the public. Often the unfortunate fowls have to submit to a regular
Odyssey before arriving at their final destination. And when one considers
all the sufferings they have to endure during their journeys and even their
halts, one can understand that in a large number of cases they arrive very
much out of condition. It is well known that in order to avoid this bad system
of collection and distribution, and at the same time to provide consumers with
high class table poultry, there has been instituted in America «the poultry
packing house ». One knows also that, as in England, the poultry trade is in
course of being organised so that in London for example the birds before being
killed are passed through milk-fattening establishments and are then sold as
milk-fed chickens. With the object of attaining the same result, the Gandolfi
and Poleughi-Lombardo Company have started a fattening establishment at
Codogno in the province of Milan. It is situated in the centre of a large
dairying industry, where great quantities of by-products resulting from the
manufacture of cheese are available for poultry feeding. In special buildings,
throughly clean and well ventilated, are placed long rows of crates, three or
even lfour tiers high, separated from one another by a layer of peat which
receives the droppings and renders them practically inodorus.
On their arrival the chickens are sorted out into several groups according
to their state of nutrition. Those already in good conditIon WhICh are hkely
to fatten In a short time; those only in fair condition demanding a longer preparation ; thin birds requiring particular attention and more time and those
which are at present useless for fattening and should be refused and put on
free range.
It is unnecessary to add that the work of sorting the birds on their arrival
is very important and especially difficult. Only those who are intelligent and
have had long practice are employed for this purpose.
As the fowls are separated into groups they are well dusted with tobacco
powder or flowers of sulphur in order to rid them of skin parasites. Then they
are placed in the fattening coops where they are given water to which some
disinfectant, such as sulphate of iron, permanganate of potash, etc., is always
added in suitable amounts.
The time required for fattening is usually two to three weeks, sometiqIes
less, depending on the state of nutrition of the birds.
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The food given during this period consists of the by products of the dairying industry and meals of excellent quality. These include for choice maize,
oat, barley, Farinetta of Wheat and rice. Buf the nlost important ingredients
are the milk residues above noted. With these food stuffs mixtures can be
made, which, by their nutritive content and the varying relations which exist
amongst them, etc., are perfectly suitable both from the physiological and
economical points of view.
During the summer, the mixtures are not very thick, that is to say they
are made about the consistency of cream, with a fair amount of water, whilst
in the winter time it is considerably thicker.
The birds are fed twice a day during the grater part of the year, at 7 a. m.
and 4 p. m. But during summer the first meal is given earlier anf an extra one
of liquid consistency given at midday. Each meal lasts for half an hour only.
In order to prevent the outbreak of infectious and spreading contagious
diseases (cholera, Avian plague, etc.) great attention is paid to the purchase
of fowls which are obtained only from districts from these complaints. Care
is also taken that all coops and other packages used for the purpose of transport
are regularly disinfected. In addition every day there is a complete clean up
of various premises and periodically a very thorough cleansing and disinfection
of the coops, with a free use of water, after which they are immersed in freshly
prepared lime wash.
When the establishment first started, a limited number of chickens ( about
150) underwent the fattening process daily. Encouraged by the results obtained their numbers were gradually increased until about 10,000 were dealt
with every day.
With regard to the results obtained, it must be noted above all, that the
breeds which gave the best results both as regards increase in weight and quality of flesh were the following: Plymouth Rocks, Wyandottes, Rhode Island
Reds and Sussex. The Mediterranean breeds were least suitable. If the former
class for example put on 30-35 % in weight, the latter only averaged 12-15 %.
This explains the case perfectly; without taking into account the greater aptitude for fattening of the former compared with the Mediterranean varieties,
everyone knows thet the lattar are more fidgety and at the same time fret
themselves in the coops; hence the necessity of the rule (followed in the establishment ) to locate them in situations with little light, almost in darkness,
only lighting up at feeding time. Naturally the young birds of every breed 'put
on more weight than the hens. At the same time these gained equally as regards
the quality of the flesh which became fatter, more tender and more succulent.
The places set apart for killing and refrigerating are next door to the establishment. The great use of these latter is evident. Situated in the vicinity of
a large centre like Milan, this establishment can daily, even in the heat of summer, send its poultry, recently killed and chilled, to this important market.
Lastly it is well to mention what is the object in view of the Directors. It
is that the fOWls, after their stay in the coops, as much by their increase in
weight as the improvement in their flesh pay for the food they have consumed,
1eaving a margin for general expenses and interest on capital which has been
and still is necessary in every kind of business. It is only necessary to glance
at the following table to see that this end has been well attained.
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15

482,0

7.989

5.776,0

7.900,0

2.124,0

36,7

19

9.020,0
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ON THE TRADE IN EGGS ·AND POULTRY BOTH FOR HOME
CONSUMPTION AND FOR EXPORT
by Sig. LOUIS GANDOLFI of Milan
Comunicated to the National Congress of Aviculture at Barcelona,
May 1924

In Italy the raising of chickens is done by the peasants in an antiquated
manner, although the persistent efforts of the Government and of private individuals have not been without some fruit. Indeed the Government experimental station at Rovigo, the Italian Federation of Airculture et Molassana
( Genoa), the Provident Society of Milan, the Travelling Professorships in
Agriculture, the numerous Poultry Journals by their propaganda, both theoretical and practical, in the way of pamphlets, lectures and exhibitions, have
obtained definite results, especially in the matter of Hygiene. We have not
the data to definitely lay down the production of eggs and poultry; we have
to rely on consumption taking the statistics of several Italian towns which
keep an exact tally or account of the octroi duties.
Rome, Genoa, Milan - average consumption per inhabitant.
1913. Eggs 190 - Poultry 8 lbs. 5
oz.
1922.
» 270 »
11» 7 3/4 »
Increase in consumption in ten years.
Eggs 47 %, poultry 39 %.
In the rural centres on account of the improved conditions existing amongst
the agriculturalists and workmen, the consumption has been greater. Much
the same conditions are expected to prevail in 1923, viz. that the annual production of Italy, allowing for the varying consumption in different districts
and also for the amount of imports and exports, can be considered approximately as 6.000 millions of eggs and two hundred millions kilograms of Poultry
generally, (geese, ducks, fowls etc.) These figures for poultry include the
numbers necessary to preserve the supply of 70 to 80 millions of our first class
layers.
Average value of eggs wholesale and retaiL
1913. Wholesale 8 cents retail 10 cents.
1922.
»
56»
» 64
»
Average value of poultry wholesale and retail per kilo of live weight.
1913. Who lesale 2 lire retail 2.70.
1922.
»
9»
»
12.00.
A small percentage of eggs is preserved in the months of plenty (March
to May) for the period of scarcity (October to December).
Numbers preserved in lime or in cold storage:
1913. Eggs 60 millions.
1922.
»
70
»
In 1923, with the increase in refrigerating plants, these numbers are increased
to 100 millions.
20 to 25 thousand cwts. of feathers are obtained, the greater portion being
used for bedding, the remainder for industrial purposes.
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The eggs are collected in the country districts by small dealers, who deliver them direct to the nearest centres of consumption or else send them to
the wholesalers, who after having carefully sorted them pack them in carefully
dried straw in boxes of 1.440 eggs (or in very warm weather 720 only), and
make up full car-loads, which are then sent to the large centres in Italy or
abroad.
Birds are collected in the same way in the country by small dealers, who are
often engaged at the same time in collecting eggs, and despatched by them
alive to the principal markets. They are also entrusted to salesmen, or even
sent to wholesale merchants who after fattening and killing, carefully pack
them and send them off to the populous districts both in Italy and abroad. In
the Brianza district of Upper Milan the peasants have for many years been
engaged in the production of early chicks, that is to say they hatch in December,
and thus obtain the first spring chickens ready for table in April and May,
making large profits. Latterly at Codogno in the lower province of Milan there
has been established a fattening centre for poultry in which the by-products
of milk have been used with the idea of obtaining delicacy of flavour without
increase in cost.
Italy was one of the first nations to export eggs and poultry and the amount
which at the beginning, 50 years ago, was limited to a few hundred car loads
per year later reached 5.000.
This total decreased slightly in consequence of increased consumption in
the country and during the war ceased almost entirely, but increased again
in February, 1922 as regards eggs and some time earlier in the case of poultry
when the prohibition of exportation was withdrawn.
Exportation of eggs and poultry:
1913. Eggs 500 millions
Poultry 7.000.000 Kg.
1922.
»
150
»
»
4.000.000 »
During the war Italy perhaps alone amongst the nations engaged in the
war gave up a limited quantity of its egg supply, so much desired, and at the
same time deprived herself in the process.
In 1923 the number of fowls will be as great as in 1913.
Before the war our eggs went for choice to England, Germany, Belgium,
Switzerland, France and the Argentine. The same applies to-day, with the
exception of Germany and the Argentine. Spain has stepped into the breach.
Our eggs which average 56 kilos a thousand (i. e. 1.97 oz. each, virtually
2 oz.) are much appreciated because of their agreeable taste and the deep yellow
colour of their yolkes. Actually exportation goes on at certain periods for eggs
of the best quality in January and February when in other countries production
is behindhand and in autumn when the newlaid egg is scarce, or on account
of great distances, arrives at its ultimate destination in a stale condition. During
Autumn 15 to 20 million turkey eggs are exported, much appreciated in England
on account of their size and agreeable flavour.
The exportation of poultry, welcomed both for its quality and flavour has
reached once more the 70.000 cwts. which were sent abroad before the war, and
as then extends to Switzerland, France, Belgium, England and Spain. To
Belgium we send about 200 car loads of young live chickens for rearing and
they are greatly appreciated. To England we send about the same quantity
of Guinea fowl ready killed by a special method but not plucked because they
must be placed in cold storage for consumption during the period of the year
when pheasants are not available, and they sell well thanks to their excellent
quality. We send there as well about 100 car loads of tuskeys already killed,
which are ~reatly valued.
To SpaIn we send live hens for eating purposes, to Switzerland and France
poultry killed and trussed according to the requirements of each country.
The importation of eggs, hardly noticeable before the war, has grown sensiblyof late, till it now reaches 25 to 30 millions. They come from Jugo-Slavia
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and Hungary especially during the spring to take the place of the large numbers
of home-raised eggs which are preserved at this time of year.
It is the same with poultry which lately reached 2.500.000 kilos a year,
coming from the same countries and bound for Milan which they reach in five
or six days, generally as live birds in special trucks accompanied by men who
look after their feeding. Although their quality is inferior to Our own there
is a fair demand for them in the markets of Milan and Trieste to which they
generally go.
In conclusion, although the annexation of the new provinces has increased
the number of consumers and the increase in the standard of living amongst
the Italians has notably risen since the war, I am convinced that if the intentions of the Government and the people do not undergo change we shall soon
reach the numbers necessary for home consumption and even for a considerable
export trade.
Above all, let the various Governments realising the importance of these
products, devote themselves in spite of customs formalities to improving the
conditions and means of transport in order that rapidity and regularity in the
despatch of articles so much sought after and so perishable may be ensured.

Secci6n Italiana. - Material de enseiianza, industrial y demostrativo
i Stand montado 6ajo la direccion del Prot. Ghigi, auxiliado de la Dra. Anita Vecchi
y del Sig. Fratt-Sanna.)

Parte del stand de las «1ncubadoras Buckeye» en la Secci6n de los Estados lJnidos
(Montado y atendido .por los Sres. Castello, Agentes de la (usa en Espana.)

Secci6n de los Estadcs Unidos. -

Material de ensefianza y demostrativo

(Stand montado bajo la direccion del Prof. Tomson.)

La secci6n de aves de los Estados Unidos
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EGG PRODUCTION IN THE VARIOUS DISTRICTS OF ITALY,
STUDIED BY MEANS OF RAILWAY TRANSPORT STATISTICS
DR. ANITA VECCI
Assistant, Zoological Institute, University of Bologna

Taking into consideration the dearth of statistical data atouf disposal,
it is very difficult to determine exactly what is the egg-production in Italy.

Much useful information can be derived from the study of the railway traffic.
It is known that the eggs are transported by rail from the country to the
consumers of the same district. It is known that in Italy there is a large number
of buyers whose business it is to visit country markets in order to buy eggs
directly from the peasants who come to sell them.. The eggs are then transported to town either in a horse-cart or, if they are intended to go a long distance,
are dispatched by rail. Thus, the data concerning railway transport represent
a large portion, if not the total, surplus of the local consumption of eggs. In
this manner, comparing one by one each province, and even each district, as
regards dispatch on railways, it is possible to estimate with a certain degree
of exactitude, which provinces in Italy produce most eggs, and which, on th~
other hand, do not produce any.
.
I only had at my disposal statistics relating to 1916, the last which have
been publishied. Yet from the point of view of comparison they are of value
and they will be completed by 1923 data, which are now being collected and
which will be illustrated by a special chart to be exhibited at the World's Poultry Congress at Barcelona.
The figures representing tons dispatched from the various stations of each
province were compared to its surface area and from this the quantity of eggs
(in kilograms ) corresponding to each square kilometer of the surface has been
calculated. I repeat that these figures do not represent the total egg production
but can only give an indication of the surplus which is being exported. The
r~sults of these calculations are given in the follOWing table:
Railway freight of eggs in each Italian province
expressed in Kilograms per each square kilometer of surface area:

/~

Rovigo. .....
Parma ......
Padova ......
PorH........
Maccrata ....
Treviso......
Verona.
Ancona ......
Vicenza .....
Teramo .....
Cremona
Ascoli. ......
Pesaro ......
Milano ......
Reggio E....
Piacenza.....
I. 21

Udine. ...... Kg. 189
Alessandria ..
»
187
Napoli ......
»
177
Ravenna ....
»
122
Perugia .....
» 116
Pisa ........
»
112
»
Venezia .....
101
Chieti .......
»
97
93
Modena .....
»
Cuneo.......
79
»
»
77
Pavia .......
411
66
Leece •......
»
374 Mantova ....
65
»
318 Foggia ......
»
57
)}
313 Siena •......
57
)}
56
292~' Lucca.

Kg.. 704
658
»
»
633
624
»
616
»
577
»
»
559
»
552
»
471
462
»
419
»
»
»

»
»
»

Brescia...... Kg. 51
»
51
Genova ......
49
»
Massa......•
41
»
Novara......
»
32
Avellino•....
»
32
Bellunc ......
»
28
Bologna .....
26
»
Como •......
»
25
Rome .......
»
21
Caserta......
20
»
Bari ........
17
»
Salerno......
18
Porto Maurizio »
16
»
Torino ......
)}
11
Siracusa.
»
10
Bergamo ....
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The provinces not mentioned in the above table have a railway freight of
eggs less than 10 kg. per square kilometer. These are: Sondrio, Ferrara, Arezzo,
Firenza, Grosseto, Livorno, Campobasso, Benvento, Potenza, Catanzaro, Cosenza, Reggio Calabria, Catania, Messina, Palermo, Trapani, Caltanissetta,
Girgenti, Cagliari, and Sassari. The data concerning the newly annexed provinces are naturally not available.
From the above data the following conclusions may be formed:

Piemonte. Even if the vast hilly areas and rice-fields of the province of Novara are taken into consideration, yet the surplus in this district is very small,
especially in view of the very extensive poultry breeding practised by the peasants in the lOWlands. It is possible that this fact is due to the large number
of cities and small towns in this dist(ict, which consume the entire, or almost
entire, local produce;
Lombardia. In Lombardia the results are very varied. The province of
Sondrio ( highland) is not mentioned at all. The provinces of Brescia, Bergamo,
Como, which comprise Alpine and sub-alpine regions, have a small surplus.
In Mantova and Pavia the quantity increases though not in such a proportion
as could be expected, perhaps for the same reason as were given above for
Piemonto. The largest production is found in the province of Cremona and
of Milano.
Veneto. This region can be regarded as the one which exports most; indeed
if one eliminates Belluno, Udine (one half of which is hilly) and Venice
(Iagunae and marshy ground) the rate of production for other provinces can
be estimated as 500 kilograms and more per one square kilometer. The maximum surplus is seen in Rovigo, namely 700 kg. per Km. 2 The absolute maximum of exportation is given by Padova with 3.158 tons and 633 Kg.
per Km. (Km. 2 ?) It is therefore fortunate that this district has been chosen
as a centre for amelioration and extension of rational poultry keeping by
means of the institution of our first Experimental Station in the province of
Rovigo.
Li~l1ria.. The small surplus of eggs given by this district can certainly. be
explained by the nature of the ground which is in part highland and in part
sea-coast.
Emilia gives very varied data. ForH and Parma give a surplus of about
600 kg. Reggio Emilia and Piacenza - about 300 kg., whereas Ferrara, Modena and Bologna give very low figures. As regards Bologna, the fact is most
probably due in part to very great local consumption and moreover to the
development of local food industries eXisting in this city which require supplies of eggs from the country. These eggs are thus exported again in the form
of ready product.
Toscana. It is difficult to find an explanation of the low egg production in
its provinces. Pisa alone produces 112 Kg. per Km. 2 , while all the other provinces give negligeable figures. Local consumption by numerous cities must
be probably the cause of the small surplus.
Marche. This region, on the contrary, gives a very high rate of production
and occupies one of the first places among districts of Italy. The average surplus of eggs is about 400 Kg. per Km. 2 To Marches should be added the adjoining province of Teramo.
Umbria, Lazio, with its vast areas of marshy and uncultivated land, Abruzzo,
and all the southeren part of Italy, comprising all islands, give very low and
often negligeable figures.
In conclusion, it can be stated that, with a few exceptions, the districts
of Italy which show a great surplus over the local production are those of the
plain of Venice, the plain of Lombardy and of Emilie; the Marches and a part
of Abruzzes. On the contrary, all the south of Italy and the islands show a
negligeable eXcess. An exception ought to be made with regard to Piemont
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and to Toscana which have a very restricted trade that can perhaps be attri- .
buted to the large local consumption.
It is not unreasonable to believe that this disparity is due to interior colonisation in consequence of which each farm can keep a large number of poultry
and in better conditions, while in the south and on the islands the accumulation of working men in towns and cities prevents their keeping a number of
birds exceeding that determined by the needs of the family.
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POULTRY KEEPING ON METAYEGES OF ROMAGNE
DR. MARIO MARANI (Lugo)

On a metayage the task of poultry keeping is borne solely by the farmer
himself, or, to be more exact, by the farmer's wife. It is she who looks after
the chickens, feeds and fattens them, she who collects the eggs and sells them
on the market. The owner of the farm receives at periods established by
tradition a certain number of eggs and fowls which are called «gifts », though
actually these gifts are to be regarded as real indemnities for the damages caused
by the fowls to crops.
We have here the inevitable clashing of two opposing interest: the peasant
naturally trying to develop poultry keeping to a greater extent; and the landowner on the contrary wishing to restrict it because the (< gifts » do not compensate him for the damages suffered. The contract existing between the farmer and the landowner exercises some restricting influence; a special clause
limits the number of fowls kept to 10 per each hectare (about 2 1/2 ) ; but as
a matter of fact these clause is never adhered to so that the numbers .of fowls
kept on a farm can reach a very considerable figure.
The following are kept on all farms:
a) Hens for egg production;
b) Fowls, capons, turkeys, Guinea fowls, ducks and gees for meat production.
Hens are mostly kept to supply eggs for the needs of the family, though
where there are large markets the number of hens is considerably larger and
eggs are exported either to large local centres or abroad.
Fowls for meat are kept in large numbers and are sold at the age of about
3 1/2 - 4 months. On the other hand, capons industry is not extensive and only
a few are raised that can be presented to the landowner. Turkeys and Guineafowls are raised in large numbers for meat production.
Some of the farmers incubate eggs on a large scale and raise chickens which
they supply to other breeders. Ducks and geese are kept everywhere but usually adapted for the purpose.
Incubation begins about the middle of January and four or five hatches
are obtained until about the middle of June; all incubation must be ended by
then for later attempts do not yield good results owing to the hot weather.
There is only one hatch of turkeys and guinea-fowls about the beginning
of April. Ducks and geese are hatched in January.
During short periods of 10-15 days birds are kept in the poultry-yard and
fed on Indian corn meal, bread crumbs, white of egg, leaves of chikory and
nettle, prepared with wine or whey. At other .time they wander all over the
farm, on fields and meadows. They gather the most varied kinds of food:
seeds, insects, larvae, different herbs and even, in their young days, corn, wheat
and oats; often they pick up fruit etc. that falls from trees.
The fact the poultry on the farm enjoys complete freedom which is not
limited during either sawing- or vintage periods, is the cause of extensive damages to the grounds, which the owner cannot help feeling. The farmer, however,
in spite of these damages, finds poultry keeping a profitable line and the
reason for this is the following: the losses are divided equally between owner
and farmer while all the poultry and all that it produces belong to the farmer ;.
the expenses of raising fowls are not great for they mostly provide for thernsel-·
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ves when out in the open. Only in the evening when it is growing dark the
fowls return home and get fed - though not always"- before roosting. The
hen-house is usually a little room not far from the kitchen-stove. In most cases it
is not large enough and the fowls perch on trees round about the house. Eggs
are not invariably laid in nests prepared by the farmer; it happens very often
that they are laid in places chosen by the hen herself: among the hay, either
in the stack or out in the field, among grass in the fields, etc. so that sometimes
eggs are found in the open country or in the hedges bordering the farm.

* **
It would seem that the number of birds kept on one farm should depend
on the size of the farm, since the contract states precisely the number which
corresponds to the area of each farm. In practice, however, the farmer's wife
keeps as many birds as she wants, so that there is not great variation in numbers between the large and the small farms and it is possible to determine an
almost exact average of the number of different species of poultry kept on a
single farm.
It can be accepted that there are no fewer than 250 birds kept on one farm
consisting of the following:
35 hens; 150 chickens; 15 capons; 25 guinea-fowls; 15 turkeys; 10 geese
and ducks.
The number of hens varies slightly during the course of the year and also
in the case of individual farms. The follOWing are the data for 31 farms during
1922 :
No.
of hens.

Month.

january
.
February
.
March
.
April
.
May
.
june •..............

1.444
1.522
1.469
1.478
1.439
1.422

No.
of hens.

Month.

july.•..............
August
.
September
.
October..•..........
November
.
December
.

1.333
1.422
1.431
1.419
1.417
1.417

The average egg-production is 100 eggs per hen per year. The follOWing
are the data (collected from the same farms) giving the average production
for each mont.
t

Month.

january •...........
February
.
March •.............
April •..............
May
.
June •..............
July
.
. August
.
September
.
October
.
November
.
December ....•......

Total no.
of eggs.

2.743
8.294
14.690
16.622
20.246
16.210
14.663
15.997
13.594
8.514
5.597
3.896
Monthly average..

No of egg
per one hen.

1.90
5.45
10.00
12.60
14.00
11.40
11.00
11.25
9.50
6.00
3.95

2.75

---99.80

Maximum annual production is 135, minimum 80.
The chickens are sold are the age of 3 1/2 to 4 months, that is to say when
they have reached the weight of about 750 gms. Capons, guinea-fowls. turkeys,
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ducks &: gees weigh on the average and respectively 2 - 2 1/2 kg., 1 • 1.25 kg.,
5 - 5.5 kg., 2 - 2.1 ; 3 - 4 kg.
.
The value of the live-stock on each farm can be calculated on the basis of
the average prices for the year, as follows:

o.65 Lira each L. 2.275

Eggs ........... 3.356
35
Hens ...........
Chicks ..........
150
Capons .........
15
15
Turkeys .........
25
Guinea-fowls ....
10
Ducks « geese ..

13.50
6.75
22.50
45.00
9.90
20.00

472.50
» 1.012.50
»
337.50
»
675
»
247.50
»
200
L. 5.200.00
»

Total ......

The gross profit realised by the farmer can be estimated to amount to
3.822,40 Lira. In this amount are not included the gifts due to the owner, which
on a 10 hectares farm would amount to about 797.80 Lira ( 144 eggs and 32
birds ), nor the cost of additional stock - about 600 fs.
In conclusion, we believe it both interesting and 'useful to compare the
profits obtained by the poultry-keeper with those received by other farmers
in Lugo, taking for comparison naturally farms of the same size - 10 hectares - and examining this year's data for prices and production:
Quinteux

Vineyard
Corn
Maize
Beans
Beetroot
Wood
Poultry

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

(100 kg.)

Value in Lira

125
43.20

4.017,60

5.625

9

720

1

145
1.365
250

27.50

3.822.40

It is seen that whereas poultry keeping is a matter of little consideration
for the owner, for the farmer it is a source of considerable income, especially
if one remembers that the business is conducted in a most economic manner.
The following is an estimate of the cost of keep per year per individual:
Fowl.......................
Guinea-fowl.................
Turkey.....................
Duck & geese...............
Chicken.

L. 10.50
)} 3.60
>}
12.50
)} 9.50
»
2 .70
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COMMERCIAL EGG FARMING
by H. M. MORRISON,
Sonimor Poultry Farm. - Leckhampstead, Newbury, Berks. - England.

In describing or defining what is meant by a Modern Commercial Egg Farnl
as opposed to any other branch of Poultry Farming it is well to bear in mind
that the Sale of the Commercial Egg, by that I mean the egg destined for human
consumption is the main Objective, but as a useful and valuable side line, Hatching Eggs, Day Old Chicks and Stock Birds form a second rampart.
The whole Farm must be designed with the one idea of efficient working
and handling of the Stock, efficient distribution of the Produce, and the constant maintainance of the high productivity of the Flock, Get careless or slack
in any of these particulars and it is only a question of time before disaster befalls you.
Naturally large quantities of eating Eggs being the mainspring of success,
breeds are chosen haVing impeachable records in this respect, so in practice
you will find Large Commercial undertakings such as I have in mind generally
carry, one, two or at most three different Breeds, all well tested in this respect
and chosen for their suitability for particular localities of climate or soil.
In actual numbers of stock kept on these Farms, you will find anything
from 2,000 to 10,000 and in America and Canada, Farms of much larger numbers are fairly common, especially in the former where 20,000 adult birds are
no uncommon sight.
Naturally there are innumerable different methods in vogue of managing
these large flocks, but in the main the same Principles apply, namely (Efficiency of Management, economy of Housing, and the high quality of the Produce.
You will still find Farmers pinning their faith to the old hen as their standard Incubator and rearing Plant, but these men whom I might call the Old
School are gradually dying out, they however claim that notWithstanding all
the modern contrivances of Mammoth Incubators and Brooders, that their
Old Hens rear their Chicks more cheaply, that they are stronger, that the Capital Cost is much less and that variations of Temperature and Climatic conditions have no dread for them.
Diametrically opposite to these Farmers you have the ultra modern man
with his Mammoth Incubators holding anything from 3,000 to 20,000 eggs
at a time, all mechanically worked and producing chicks in immense numbers
with the regularity of an up to date factory, followed by proportionately large
flocks of chicks housed in immense Brooder Houses SUitably constructed to
deal with these thousands of youngsters straight from the Incubators.
I will say at once that I am all in favour of the immense mechanical hen,
and I see no obstacle to doubling and trebling the size of the largest instalations at present in existence, its only a question all the time of efficiency.
The regUlarity of these huge artificial mothers over the irregular and uncertain hen to my mind absolutely puts them head and shoulders above her as a
practical proposition, and there is no shadow of doubt Whatever that giventhousands of chicks to hatch and rear with regUlarity, the more Modern method
will every time give better results.
I cannot here go into the very vexed question as to how far the modern
rush methods of rearing and incubating in such huge numbers are directly
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responsible for many of the present day losses and diseases so prevalent, it
may be, and I am sure it is so, that our mechanical and organizing skill in the
production of our birds has got ahead of our skill in devising new methods of
feeding and rearing, but given a little more experience, I am confident that
ways and means will be found to cope with this difficult problem.
There are of course many and various ways of Brooding in vogue.
The fundamental principle in all cases however remains the same. First of
all the Chicks have to be produced regularly,and in fairly large numbers say
from 400 to 1,000 or more at a time. These Chicks have to be accommodated
in suitable Brooder Houses built to handle the numbers hatched with the greatest possible efficiency. Heat has to be applied in some form or other, and many
and various are the ways devised to do this. Hot Water as a source of heat
is becoming more and more popular, and there are many systems of this, to
choose from, including Hot Water Pipes covered by moveable hoovers, moveable shallow tanks or Pads as they are called and the ordinary Greenhouse
system of piping. All these systems are heated from some central stove. _Then
you have examples of Anthracite Stoves, Paraffin vapour lamps of many
and various designs, but all these contrivances are designed for the handling
of large units of Chicks.
From the Brooders the young Pullets are drafted to some suitable form of
Colony House in larger or smaller flocks according to the fancy of the particular Farmer, and from these houses the birds are finally transfered to the Laying
shed alloted to them.
The whole system from Incubator to Laying Shed is really a carefully
thought out and graded system of rotation, designed to give the growing stock
constant change of ground and environment with the object of stimulating
growth and preventing the birds from getting stale or the ground foul.
The old idea that large flocks must necessarily breed disease has been abandoned, and to-day 1,500 birds are housed in suitably constructed houses without any trouble whatever, the ease and efficiency of handling these large
numbers is at once obvious. You build more cheaply per bird, you require
less land, less labour, less fencing, and the much greater comfort for the attendant in stormy weather; this is no mean advantage in its favour.
The opponents of the large flocks constantly warn you against the peril
of epidemics, and how difficult and almost impossible it would be to control
an outbreak of say Roup, in a house containing 1,500 birds, my reply to this
is that provided you keep only healthy stock, keep your houses scrupulously
clean, feed and attend to yout: birds correctly you need have no fear at all of
epidemics. No disease breaks fout in a night, even roup gives ample warning,
and long before the danger point is reached you ought, if you have kept a careful watch on your charges have spotted an ailing-bird and have either removed
or killed it.
Running a Farm of some 6,000 laying stock for the last 8 or 9 years has
convinced me that providing you follow and carry out faithfully certain simple
rules you can escape practically all of the terrible scourges you hear so much
about.
The growth of commercial farming
Looking back over a period of say 25 years I think I am right in saying
that at that time in England at any rate there were no Commercial Egg Farms
which in any way resembled the present day Concerns, I can only remember
one instance over here where even the principles of Modern work was even
remotely noticeable, even in this one instance it was only in the sense that
the principle of Dividends from eggs was acknOWledged, and that fowls kept
in comparative confinement could give a good account of themselves, and
that no falling off ifi either health or production was noticeable.
It might have been thought that once haVing demonstrated this truth,
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that the Commercial advantage would have been quickly appreciated and
that Farms would have sprung up, but this was not the case, and for many
years no advance was made.
Some years prior to the Great War, America seems to have been the first
to have grasped the Commercial possibilities of Eggs, and unnoticed by us in
England she was gradually evolving the Modern Farm which in a very few
years overflowed into Canada.
These Farms where the precursors of our English plants of to-day, but it
really took the Great War to wake us up.
The first real move was made over here when a solitary elTIigrant from Ca..:
nada arrived bringing with him the very latest American practices. He soon
had large houses· in course of construction and large flocks of Chicks coming
along, in fact he was busily engaged in reproducing over here a modern American Egg Farm. His activities quickly attracted attention but instead of receiving admiration, he received nothing but ridicule and pessinlistic prophecies
of failure. This attitude made no impression on him, in fact he wrote to his
Canadian friends adVising them to come over here as quickly as possible and
naively remarked, « They know nothing of the possibilities of Egg Farming
in this Country. »
To us of course it seems incomprehensible that his example \vas not followed
instantly, it seenled so obViously reasonable and sound, but the fact remained
that at the commencement of the Great War this man was the sole example
of a Modern Commercial Egg Farmer in this Country.
When the World catastrophy forced us to look down every avenue whereby
we could increase our Home food supplies, attention was rivetted on this man's
Farm, but even then only one or two realized its possibilities and at first the
movement Was very slow and cautious.
Once the start was made, the movement gathered way very rapidly and
at the close of Hostitlities there was what I might call an hysterical rush to
build Egg Farms. This really unhealthy movement was undoubtedly due to
the exaggerated profits reputed to be tTIade from the new methods, and also
to the fact that there were at this time so nlany young fellows leaving Military
service who were 100 king for new outlets for their energies and to whom sedentary life had become distasteful. The net result was that all and sundry embarked on all sorts of wild cat scl).ellles without any previous kno wledge or business
ability.
The progress made since 1918 has really been very remarkable. We have
literally to-day hundreds of Egg Farms producing thousands of chicks and
millions of eggs annually, We have forced the Government to recognize us as a
serious industry and they are actually helping us in various ways, such as research work, improving our marked conditions and instituting recognised
training centres.
These Modern Egg Farms are the one bright spot in rural England to-day.
While ordinary Farming is languishing through economic depression, Egg
Farming is going ahead by leaps and bounds employing more and more labour,
giving the labourers better conditions of living and producing more and more
food.
The fact that to-day Poultry Farmers are producing in value almost tWice
that of the wheat crop of the country shows what has been done in a very short
time and although We are only actually producing about two fifths of the eggs
we consume, this proportion will rapidly alter in our favour, but it also indicates
the immense field for enterprise awaiting us.
The future

In looking into the Future, its never safe to Prophesy, but I dream of the
day when we will be absolutely self supporting in the matter of egg production,
in fact We will Ultimately become Exporters. I can see huge Egg Farms of
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anything from 10,000 to 100,000 birds, housed, reared and maintained by
methods unknown of to-day_ Labour devices of every description will be in
daily use, we will be able to handle these vast quantities of birds infinitely
more safely than we manage just a few hundreds to-day. Diseases will be definitely controllable and complaints common to-day and considered fatal will
have no terrors for us.
When this comes about and it most certainly will, Egg Farming will be
carried on with the certainty of a huge Factory. Costs of production will have
been very considerably reduced, this will equally benefit the Consumer and
producer. Our somewhat hap-hazard methods of to-day will give place to more
sure and reliable ways of attaining our ends.
Let me indicate before I close what I would consider the right lines for us
to work on in order to help the consummation of the ideal Future Egg Farm.
First of all I think We ought to get at the actual cost of every operation
on our Farms. As things are to-day no Farmer can tell you exactly what any
particUlar thing cost him to produce, whether it is an Egg, a chick or a pullet.
If you pres him he will hedge a little and wind up by saying « Oh I reckon
such and such a thing cost me so and so, nothing definite. Remember if you
could with certainty know exactly what everything on your Farm cost to produce you could also kno w where you could efficiently reduce that cost; it is
only by having this kno wledge that you can get at the root of your business.
All modern Factories have a costings system and their experience is that it
saves them thousands yearly.
Another way we can help progress along is by accurately recording our
experiences with the different appliances we use. It seems to be a characteristic
of Egg Farmers to conceal facts, no Farmer ever ackno wledges his true losses,
he invariably objects to owning up to the fact that he has a rotten Brooder
system or that his Houses are draughty or his incubator faulty, he will even go
so far as to recommend these very countrivances to the inexperienced novice
rather than own up to his own mistakes. This absurd attitude of concealment
is really a great hindrance to progress.
A third way we can help is by constantly making known our varied experiences. Through the Poultry press, let your co-workers know what you are
doing and how you are doing it, always bear in mind that at no distant date
your business will belong to one of the greatest industries in the Country and
consequently do everything you know how to further this object in the right
direction.
Let me say in conclusion that of all branches of modern Farming the Commercially Efficient Egg Farmer is in the best possible position to-day to sell
his produce at remunerative prices. Temporary depressions need not worry
him. He must adjust himself to modern conditions, and the only way to attain
his ends must be by greater and great efficiency. Improving his equipment,
his stock and his own knowledge, and he must never vary from suppliying the
highest grade article. Breed confidence in your clients and you need not worry
about the future.
Summary of commercial ogg farming

Commercial egg farming naturally limites itself mainly to the production
of Eggs for Human Consumption, but as a sideline Hatching Eggs and Stock
birds are carried.
Generally speaking One, two or at most three different Breeds are kept and
the size of the Farms vary considerably from 1.500 to 10.000 and even larger
plants are to be found.
Commercial Egg Farms must depend on efficiency of management and
economy of construction with he object of low cost of production.
Natural Incubation has naturally been replaced by huge mechanical Incu-
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bators which hatch out the thousands of Chicks necessary with the precision
and regularity of machines.
Brooding is carried out on the same huge mechanical lines. The actual
plants used follow many original lines but all are designed to handle flocks of
anything from 100 to 1.000 chicks at a time.
Rearing after the Brooding period is generally arranged in open runs and
the object is to give the growing stock as much liberty as possible.
Disease is treated or rather parried more by preventive methods than
by direct treatment as one principle is that disease is not necessary where
precautionary methods are adopted.
The Growth of Commercial Farming
25 years ago there where no Commercial Egg Farms as we know them. The
introduction to England came when a solitary emigrant from Canada com·
menced operations on the American principles, but it was not until the close
of the Great War that any real attention was given to the problem.
From then the movement gathered way until today there are titeaIly hundreds of successful Farms doted all about the Country.

Importance of the New Industry

The Importance of a thriVing New Farming Industry is obvious especially
just when there is a growing depression overhanging General Farming operations. Egg Farmers produce more and more Food for the Country employing
more and more labour. The output of their produce threaten to rival the
General Farmers efforts in actual value and in a very short time they will
be producing all the poultry products necessary for Home Consumption while
it is possible that a surplus will be realizable for export.
The future of the Industry

Nothing can stop the progress of the Industry. The future Farm by the
help of Science and business methods will gradually overcome certain difficulties
that the Egg Farmer has to contend with at the present time, namely the difficulties met with in the raising of large batches of Chick in one flock, the question of controting disease, and the constant individual increase in the output
of the Hen.
When these improvements come about then Commercial Egg Farms will
have arrived at the stage when they can approach the well run Factory for
precision and certainty of their output.
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THE ORGANIZATION OF POULTRY WORK
IN THE UNITED STATES
By MORLEY A. JULL,
Senior Poultryman in Charge of Investigations, Division of Animal Husbandry,
Bureau of Animal Industry, United States Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C.

The development of the poultry industry in the United States to its present
stage of magnitude and value has been made possible through the organization
of agencies and efforts designed to promote the interests of the various phases
ot the industry. A detailed discussion of the organization of the agencies and
efforts, briefly termed poultrywork, would be a worthy but exceedingly difficult
task. Such detailed discussion, ho wever, is not attempted in this article because of lack of available spacie. Rather, it is the aim of this brief discussion
to present primarily for the consideration of non-residents of the United States
some of the major factors which have been responsible for the development
of the industry from its earliest to its present stage.
It will be understqod that the pOUltry industry, as discussed here, includes
chickens, turkeys, guineas, ducks, and geese. Chickens are by far the most
significant class, ho wever, since they constitute about ninety-seven per cent
of all pOUltry kept and contribute over ninety-five per cent toward the total
value of the pOUltry industry.

The Early Development of the Industry
The poultry industry of the United States had its inception in the breeding
of fOWls primarily for exhibition purposes. Prior to the middle of the nineteenth century domestic fOWls were common throughout most sections of the
country, though little attention was paid to their breeding. As time went on,
however, significant importations were made, and in the eastern sections of
the country in particular considerable interest began to be manifested in the
improvement of the stocks through the adoption of definite systems of breeding.
Interest in the breeding of fo wls for exhibition purposes increased rapidly
until by 1873 there tock place the first organized effort to place the breeding
industry upon a stable basis. In that year there was organized the American
Poultry Association, which had for its object the formulation and adoption of
a standard of excellence, to be used exclusively by associations in awarding
prizes on exhibition pOUltry. A complete standard was made for all the then
recognized varieties of domestic and ornamental fOWls and in 1874 the first
« Standard of Perfection» was printed. Since that time, the « Standard »,
revised periodically, has served as the basis of guidance in breeding operations
in developing the many breeds and varieties of fowls. In many respects, therefore, the standard-bred industry served as a foundation for the subsequent
development of the pOUltry industry, and the American Poultry Association
des.erves particular credit for its efforts in stimulating interest in the art and
science of poultry breeding. The poultry exhibitions have had a remarkable
influence in maintaining high standards of excellence and in fostering the interest of the industry.
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The Later Development of the Industry
The United States, young country as it is, has been characterized in its
growth and development by a rapid increase in population. The demand for
eggs and poultry meat for human consumption has increased from year to year
and as a consequence the poultry industry has been developed to remarkable
proportions. The relative increase in the consumption of eggs has been the
principal factor making for the remarkable degree of development to which
the poultry industry has attained in recent years. The rate of increase in the
quantity of eggs produced has probably been exceeded byfewother agricultural
commodities. For the year 1922, there were approximately 543,000,000 chickens raised on the farms of the country. The value of the chickens raised and
eggs produced on the farms amounted to $ 854,207,000,00. To this sum must
be added the value of the mature birds kept on the farms and in the towns
and villages, and the value of the chickens raised and eggs produced in to wns
and villages. The number of fo wls on the farms in 1922 has been estimated at
412,000,000 chickens, plus about 24,000,000 turkeys, guineas, ducks and geese.
The value of these 436, 000,000 farm fOWls was aproximately $ 319,500,000.00.
The number of mature chickens kept in the towns and villages, would probablY
amount to 50,000,000 and their value would be about $ 50,000,000.00, since
much of the stock in to wns and villages is composed of breeding birds of relatively high value. Also, in the towns and villages there were probably raised
in 1922, about 60,000,000 chickens and these would have an approximate
value of $ 40,000,000.00. The apprOXimate total number of poultry in the
United States for 1922, - 543,000,000 plus 436,000,000 plus 110,000,000 =
1,089,000,000 - gives one some conception of the .magnitude of the industry.
The approxi-mate total value of the poultry industry in the United States
for 1912, - $ 854,207,000.00 plus $ 319,500,000.00 plus $ 90,000,000.00 =
$ 1,263,707,000.00 -:gives one some conception of the value of the industry.
These figures concerning the apprOXimate number and value of pOUltry in the
United States in 1922 are not given with the object of impresing anyone with
the fact that the industry is a big one but are given rather form the standpoint
of the significance of the rate of gro wth of the industry in a comparatively short
period of time. Furthermore, it is quite apparent that such a remarkable growth
could -hardly have been attained without the assitance of organized effort.

Agencies Concerned in the Developme'nt of the Industry
The agencies primarily concerned in the organization of pOUltry work include
the State agricultural colleges, the State experiment stations, the State departments of agriCUlture, and the Federal Department of Agriculture. These agencies are all supported by public funds and may be regarded, therefore, as public
ag.encies designed to promote development of the pOUltry industry. At the
same time, there are five agencies not supported by public funds which have
accomplished much in fostering the interest of the industry. These five agencies
include the American POUltry Association, the International Bab y Chick Association, the American Association of Instructors in POUltry Husbandry, the
correspondence schools, and the National POUltry, Butter and Egg Association.
Other agencies, such as the numerous cooperative marketing associations, specialty clubs and local pOUltry associations, might be mentioned, but since
these, as well as the five agencies specified, are of a private nature, discussion
of their services is hardly appropriate in an article of this character. The services of these private agencies have al ways been duly appreciated, but this
article is concerned with the services rendered by the public agencies mentioned
above.
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The Organization of Poultry Work
In a general sense, the poultry work of the United is organized on the basis
()f rendering service from the problem standpoint. For instance, the agricultural colleges are primarily concerned with educational problems; the experiment stations are primarily concerned with experimental and investigational
problems; the agricultural colleges and the departments of agriculture are
~oncerned with administrative problems and the departments of agriculture are
also concerned with legislative problems. Naturally, there can be no clear-cut
demarkation concerning the organization of the work along the lines suggested
simply because in some cases overlapping is unavoidable and is necessary. In
the case of the agricultural colleges, for instances, some experimental and investigational work must supplement teaching, otherwise teaching becomes
barren. So also, some of the departments of agriculture are of necessity engaged
in administrative work and most of the colleges are engaged in administrative
work of some kind. It may be of interest. to note that there are over three
hundred persons officially engaged in educational, experimental and investigational, administrative and legislative work.
The staff personnel of the poultry department of an agricultural college
may consist of those doing teaching work exclusively, or, if the department is
larger, part of the staff may be engaged primarily in teaching work and part
may be engaged primarily in extension work. In the majority of cases, however,
practically all of the staff members serve in a dual capacity, doing both teaching and extension work. Nearly all staff members are engaged in some form of
administrative work and some of them carryon investigational work.
The experiment station personnel is engaged almost exclusively in experimental, investigational and research work. The station chemist, geneticist,
pathologist and bacteriologist are frequently part of the personnel engaged in
poultry problems. In most of the States the college and the station are in im
mediate contact and may be regarded as one institution.
The personnel of the few State departments of agriculture which carryon
poultry work is usually concerned primarily with administrative work and in
some cases extension work.
The F'ederal Department of Agriculture is a complex organization and only
the merest outline can be given here. The Department is composed of Bureaus,
three of which in particUlar are concerned with the development of the pOUltry
industry: they are the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, the Bureau of Entomology, and the Bureau of Animal Industry. Each Bureau is composed of
Divisions.
In the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, the Division of Dairy and Poultry
Products is concerned primarily with marketing problems.
In the Bureau of Entomology the Division of Investigations of Insects
Affecting the Health of Man and Animals deals, among others, with the control
and eradication of insects injurious to poultry.
In the Bureau of Animal Industry there are three Divisions interested in
poultry work; the Division of Animal Husbandry is concerned primarily with
investigations in pOUltry genetics and nutrition. The Division is also responsible for a great deal of supervisory and executive work and carries on some
extension work. The Division aims to be a clearing house for information of a
national character and is interested in the formation of national projects. The
Biochemic Division is interested in chemical research relative to the production
of pOUltry meat and eggs. The Pathological Division conducts investigations
in pOUltry diseases.
Besides the Divisions of the Bureau there are a number of offices which are
directly concerned with the promotion of the interests of the poultry industry.
The Office of Editorial and Distribution Work is responsible for the disse-
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mination of news items and press reports and edits, publishes and distributes
all bulletins and other literature.
The Office of Exhibits prepares educational exhibits in the form of booths
panels and models and these are staged at agricultural and poultry exhibition;
throughout the country.
. The ~ffice of Motion Pictures p~epares films for motion pictures dealing
with various phases of the poultry Industry, and these are given very wide
circulation throughout the country.
The States Relations Service supervises the expenditure of special funds
ma~e available by the Federal Government for the development of particular
projects by State organizations, particularly the State Experiment Stations.
Rather than give a categorical statement of the services rendered by the
agricultural colleges, experiment stations and departments of agriculture, it
is deemed more appropriate to mention some of the more outstanding achievements under the headings of educational, experimental and investigational,
administrative and legislative work. In this connection, it is hoped that sufficient evidence is presented to give a fairly clear conception of the trend of the
development in connection with the organization of the poultry work.

Educational Work
UndoubtedlY the greatest single factor contributing to ward the development
of the poultry industry has been the educational work of the poultry departments of the agricultural colleges. Educational work includes resident teaching and extension services.

Resident Teaching
Resident teaching may be divided into three phases: short courses for
practical pOUltry raisers, courses for the regUlar four year stUdents, and courses for post graduate students. The courses of instruction for short course students are of a very practical nature. The courses for the four year students,
upon whom is conferred usually the B. S. A. degree, are more or less technical
and are intended to prOVide the student with a fund of knOWledge sufficient to
enable him to take up poultry raising commerciallY or to engage in instructional
and experimental work. The postgraduate courses, leading to the degree of
M. S. A. M. Sc., and Ph. D., are strictly scientific in character, designed to train
specialists for partiCUlar lines of investigational or other work.
The short courses vary usually from one week to about four months in
duration, and they also vary a great deal in character depending upon the purpose in view. For the most part, however, they aim' to give those attending
them up-tO-date practical information covering the major operations in poultry
plant management and marketing.
The first course of instruction in poultry culture to be given in the United
States to regUlar students in the agricultural college, was arranged by Cornell
University, New York State, in 1892. Cornell may be regarded, therefore, as
the founder of resident teaching, and in recent years, the courses of instructions
have been developed to embrace a very comprehensive series of lectures, requiring the services of a large staff. In 1896 the Connecticut Agricultural College
gave its first course of pOUltry instructions, and in 1898 the Rhode Island Agricultural College gave its first course. Maine, Massachusetts and Minnesota
were also among the early institutions to give courses and since about 1900
the organization of courses at the State Agricultural Colleges has proceeded
rapidly. At the present time all the forty-eight States of the Union have pOUltry departments organized for teaching purposes.
Postgraduate courses of instruction in poultry husbandry are of comparatively recent innovation. They have been instituted at a few of the educatio-
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nal institutions in response to a keen demand for more knowledge of a funda.
mental character underlaying the science and practice of poultry culture. Cor.
nell University was the first institution to offer postgraduate courses to scien.
tific specialists and no w there are several institutions offering such courses.
The relative significance of resident teaching in the general programme
of poultry work very often is not sUfficiently appreciated. Thousands of per..
sons have left the colleg~s equipped, in some measure at least, with a store of
poultry knowledge to put into practice and in time to pass some of the knowledge
on to thousands of others who never attended a college. Resident teaching
has been the means of disseminating practical information of a fundamental
character among a large number of poultry raisers. This, in turn, has led to
improved methods of management, more efficient production, and better me..
thods of marketing the produce. The agricultural colleges have done a great
deal, therefore, to make poultry raising more pro fitable. Furthermore, scores
of graduates in poultry husbandry have been given training of a highly technical character qualifying them to engage in teacping and experimental work.
Poultry husbandry thereby has been made increasingly intelligent. The training of postgraduate students in fundamental lines of investigational work
has constituted a very ill1portant service to the poultry industry, inasmuch
as all advancement rests finally upon the results of investigation and research.

Extension Services
The second phase of educational work embraces the extension services.
The fundamental principle involved ·in the extension services has been the
dissemination of the most useful information, gained from experimentation,
investigation and research, to as large a proportion of the population as possible.
For this purpose, the extension services have been developed to embrace a
very wide field ot activities. A discussion of the activities would be very interesting but lack of space permits' mentioning only a few of the more outstanding features.
First might be mentioned the extension work carried on by the staff members
of poultry departments of the agricultural colleges. Personal visitation to farms
has served as an excellent means of maintaining direct contact between the
activities of the college and farming conditions. Poultry meetings and association conventions are attended and in this and in many other ways the instructors have pro ved of real service to poultry raisers. All of the forty-eight States carryon extension work of some kind and the following States, among
others, may be regarded as outstanding in regard to the amount and character
of extension \vork carried on : in the east, New York, Massachussetts, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania; in the middle west, Indiana, Missouri,. and Kansas;
in the west, Oregon and California; and such other States as Kentucky and
Minnesota.
In a few of the States, the State department of agricUlture has been instrumental in promoting extension work along much the same lines as in the case
of the colleges. There has been a tendency, ho wever, for the colleges to assume
the responsibility of organizing and developing the extension services.
The County Agents, who are recognized leaders of agricUltural thought in
the counties of the different States and who are usually college graduates, have
been of immense value in the dissemination of up-to-date information a~d
in inducing poultry raisers to adopt improved methods. The County Agents
usually cooperate directly with poultry departments of the colleges.
Another feature of extension services has been the organization of Boys
and Girls Clubs. These Clubs have been organized for the purpose of stimulating interest in poultry raising on the part of the younger people of the country
and in order to give the practical inforlTIation in poultry raising. Such Clubs,
have been organized in many of the States tholl,gh the great majority are to
1.
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be found in the southern States. The Federal Department of Agriculture was
instrumental in organizing many of the Clubs, but their control has since been
taken over largely by the State institutions.
Up to the present the discussion has involved primarily the nature of the
organization of the extension services and it is appropriate to mention here
briefly some of the more important kinds of extension work performed.
The underlying feature of most of the extension work is concerned with the
economics of the poultry industry. Personal visitations, lectures and demonstrations serve a useful purpose in making production more efficient. The agricultural colleges and the Federal Department of Agriculture stage educational
exhibits at the poultry and agricultural exhibitions. State Departments of
agricUlture contribute prize money annually to the exhibitions. The Federal
.Department of Agriculture and a few of the agricultural colleges have made
available for use lantern slides and motion pictures. The agricultural colleges,
experiment stations, some of the State departments of agriculture, and the
Federal Department of Agri.culture publish many bUlletins, circulars and leaflets dealing with practical and technical aspects of the poultry industry. Some
of the States in particular have developed efficient systems of farm flock accounting. The Federal Department of Agriculture and SOlne of the agricultural
colleges have conducted surveys of poultry conditions in different sections of
the country. One of the outstanding services performed in connection with
-extension work has been the culling of laying flocks, based on the changes of
body characteristics in relation to egg production. Ih this connection should
be mentioned the valuable services rendered by Cornell University in instituting, in 1918, an annual Judging School for the express purpose of promoting
efficiency in cUIling practice. The question of Inarketing poultry produce has
received considerable attention by the agricultural colleges as well as by the
Federal Department of AgricUlture. Assistance has been given in the organization of cooperative enterprises for the marketing of eggs, and live and dressed poultry. Concerning the marketing problem, particular mention should be
made of the national system of grading and classifying eggs for marketing purposes recently adopted by the Federal Departm1ent of Agriculture.

Administration Work)
The major lines of administrative work include the supervision of the egglaying contests, the supervision of accredited hatcheries, and the administration of a campaign for the certification of breeding stock.
The first egg-laying contests to be conducted under official supervision in
the United States were started in 1911, one by the Poultry Department of the
Connecticut AgricUltural College and one by the Missouri State Poultry Experiment Station. At the present time there are at least eleven States officially
-conducting contests, namely, Connecticut, New Jersey, Kentucky, Michigan,
Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, Nebraska, Washington, California, and Texas
In connection with the management of the various laying contests, a committee
-appointed by the American Association of Instructors and Investigators fun~
-etions for the purpose of standardizing methods of management. A committee
appointed by the American Poultry Association also functions for the same
purpose, the two committees cooperating.
The establishment of accredited hatcheries is something new in poultry
development work. The State of Wisconsin, through the Department of Markets, formulated and established, in 1922, rules and regulations governing the
inspection of flocks producing hatching eggs for the hatcheries, the inspection
.·of the chicks hatched, and the inspection of the hatcheries themselves. In~pection is concerned with standard-bred and egg-laying qualities and constitutional vigor in the breeding stock, sanitary methods of operation in the hat-chery, and proper representation concerning the quality of the chicks. Inspe~tlon may be done by an of,ficial of the Department of Markets or by a staff
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member of the Poultry Department of Wisconsin Agricultural College. In the
same year the State of California established the accredited hatchery system,
much along the same line~ as in Wisconsin, the project in California being under
the direct supervision of the Sonoma County Farm Bureau. The establishment
of accredited hatcheries is a feature of great significance in the future development of the industry.
For several years plans have been under way for the certification of breeding
stock, based on standard-bred and egg-laying characteristics and breeding
pedigree in respect to egg production. The State of New York, through the
Poultry Department of Cornell University, inaugurated a system for the certification of breeding stock, the inspection of the stock being done by an official of the Poultry Department. The certification of farm flocks in respect
to health, standard-bred qualities and egg-production is no w being carried on
in several States. Another line of certification work is being carried out under
the auspices of the American Association of Instructors and Investigators
in Poultry Husbandry. In 1920 that Association established the American
Record of Performance Council. The certification of birds is based upon standard-bred quality and egg production. A pUllet must score 75 points or more
in respect to standard bred qualities and must have laid 200, or more, eggs
,during the pullet year of production, and a yearling, or older, hen must score
75 or more points in r~spect to standard bred qualities and must have laid 180
or more eggs during the year under consideration. Membership in the Council
,comprises the officially conducted egg-laying contests, and the certified birds
constitute, in a measure, the foundation stock for further improvem'ent in
breeding.
'",_.'_>01

Experimental and Investigational Work
State Experiment Stations are organized in each of the forty-eight States
for the purpose of conducting experimental and investigational work. In the
great majority of cases the personnel of the staff of the experiment station is
composed in part or in whole of the personnel of the staff of the agricultural
college. Much experimental work has been conducted at the stations, the re,suIts of which have served the two-fold purpose of enriching the courses of
,instruction in the colleges and of serving to make poultry raising economically
more profitable. The Federal Department of Agriculture has also carried on
experimental and investigational work dealing with various phases of the poultry industry. Much of the early work of the stations and the Department was
,of a preliminary character and prepared the way for more advanced work dealing with fundamental problems.
Concerning the experimental and investigational work, it is considered
appropiate merely to mention some of the more significant achievements under
the more important headings of studies in incubation, genetics, physiology,
nutrition, diseases and the food value of poultry products.
The poultryman's knowledge of the esential factors involved in the incubation of eggs has been extended materially through work performed in Oregon,
Indiana, New York, and especially Connecticut, as well as in other States.
Poultry genetics as a study has been given attention in respect to the genetics of the hatchability of eggs, the genetics of feather development, and the
genetics of egg production. Maine, Massachusetts, and Connecticut, among
other states, have contributed chiefly to ward a solution of problems involving
the inheritance of the hatchability of eggs. In respect to the genetics of feather
development the Federal Department of Agriculture was the first to demonstrate the existence of sex-linkage in poultry, this having been done in connection
with the barring factor in Barred Plymouth Rocks. An independent institution,
the Carnegie Institution, has contributed much respecting the inheritance of
-feathering and other characters. The follo wing States, among others, have
also investigated the nature of the inheritance of specific feathering characters;
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Maine, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Kansas, and Missouri. In
connection·· with the subject of the genetics of egg production, first might be
mentioned the work on the statistical analysis of egg production by such States
as Maine, Massachusetts, New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey. The same
States, together with Utah and Oregon, have carried on work dealing with
the complicated factors involved in the inheritance of egg production. Inbreeding has been a subject of study at Wisconsin and Connecticut.
Physiological factors involved in egg production have been studied in
Maine; physiological factors involved in pigmentation have been studied in
Missouri and Connecticut; and physiological factors involved in feather development have been studied in Massachusetts.
Problems in poultry nutrition have been the immediate concern of a few
of the States and of the Federal Department of Aviculture. Maine and North
Carolina have investigated the digestibility of poultry feeds. Feeding experiments, giving the more significant results, have been conducted in Wisconsin"
Indiana, Ohio (at the experiment station), New Jersey, New York (both at
the experiment station at Geneva and at Cornell University), and North Carolina. The Federal Department has conducted experiments in feeding laying
stock for egg production and in fattening poultry for market.
The important problems of poultry diseases and their control have received
especial attention in California, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, North Carolina,.
and by·the Federal Department of Agriculture.
The Federal Department has also conducted extensiVe investigations concerning the food value of eggs and poultry meat.

Legislative Work
Legislative features of importance involve the enactment of laws governing
the transportation, storing and selling of poultry products. Several State.
Departments of Agriculture have rules concerning classes and grades of eggs,
for market purposes. Some of the States have laws governing the length of
time poultry and eggs may be kept in storage. The Federal Department of
Agriculture has enacted pure food la ws, which constitute a source of protection
to consumers.
In connection With legislative work, it is interesting to observe that in a
large mesure the Ultimate development of the poultry industry depends upon
the consumption of poultry produce and it necessary, therefore to protect the:
interests of the consumers to whatever extent is possible.

In Conclusion
It is evident that the organization of poultry work in the United States
has been developed along fairly definite lines. The various associations and
other non-public agencies have rendered valuable service in developing various
phases of the poultry industry. Concerning the public agencies the folIo wing,
concluding remarks seems appropriate. Resident teaching has been develop~
to a very high standard, and a large number of competent instructors and in-vestigators are turned out annually by the poultry departments of the agricultural colleges. The extension services cover a very wide field of activities,.
the dissemination of information making for more efficient production and
marketing. The administrative services have accomplished much in placing
the breeding industry upon 0 more stable basis. The results of the experimental
and investigational work have been of very value in providing the teaching.
and extension service with reliable information and have served to make
pOUltry husbandry increasingly intelligent. Much of the legislative work has
served to protect the interests of the consumers and much has also been of
direct value to producers.
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THE POULTRY INDUSTRY IN BRITISH INDIA
by Mrs. A. K. FAWKES,
Member of Council for India, of « The International Association of Poultry
,lnstructors and Investigators» and Poultry Expert to Government of the
United Provinces, India.

. This vast Indian Empire containing some 400 millions of people, all speaking
<lifferent languages and having many religions, are as yet only just on' the
threshold of modern ideas as regards agriculture and the breeding of livestock·
and yet they are wise with the wisdom of the ages and it is marvellous to see
the peasant with his small field and his primitive implements eking out of the
land a living for himself and his family. None of us with all our knowledge
~ould manage as he does, to produce so much, out of so little. As regards poultry breeding, the high caste Hindu regards the fo wI as one of the «( untouchable »
unclean things of creation, and the Mohomedan looks on the pig in much the
same way, but the cow is reverenced and held sacred.
The last Governor of the United Provinces was anxious to introduce POUltry
farming into t~is province in order to demonstrate what a vast· improvement
could be made on the local fOWls kept by low caste Hindu people and the Mo.homedan public, if people could be persuaded to keep pure bred fOWls or at
any rate to cross breed them. Europeans in India have constantly imported
fOWls for their own use but up till recent times nothing has been done by the
Government for the local indigenous bird. This fOWl is small and very mixed
and appears to be a crossed variety of jungle fOWl with the many varieties of
western fowls that have in by-gone times found their way into India.
The AsH or Game fOWl, together with the Malay, the Chittagong,and other
Game varieties are fine large birds but they form only about 10 per cent of
the fo wi population. The remainder are very small and of various varieties as
described above. They are extraordinarily hardy and survive severe annual
visitations of chicken pox, cholera, croup etc. which diseases are rampant all
the hot and rainy season and make it very difficult for pure bred pOUltry to be
raised successfully.
However, it has been my privilege to run a successful demonstration pOUltry
farm in this Province for the last tour years, though the precautions that I have
had to take against diseases have added many grey hairs to my head.
Our -greatest scourge is the fowl tick. Not only does the tick weaken the
fOWl itself by sucking its blodd, but the tick is itself infested with a parasite
that causes an extremely dangerous and rapid fever to develop in the fOWl it
bites, and this fowl can in turn infect other fOWls with the poison through the
tick medium. We are obliged to isolate our birds at night by means of special
perches, each perch has a cup of oil beneath it, through which the tick will not
venture. In addition to preventive measures, we use an hypodermic injection
into the breast muscles of the affected fo wI, of a drug called Soamin, the dose
being 1/3 grain Soamin to every 3 lb. of body weight for every fowl that shows
signs of fever, and the results are usually very good, the high temperature
falls and the bird recovers.
We are anXiously awaiting the discovery of some parasite that will destroy
the tick, or for some specific remedy to give immunity to the disease. Should
other tropical countries who may be represented at this wonderful conference
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have information and knowledge that they can pass on to India on this subject
we should indeed be thankful.
At our demonstration farm" at Lucknow we have all the best utility
breeds represented and here modern methods of incubation and artificial rearing of chickens are taught to the rising generation of young India.
We have had three very successful Egg Laying Tests and birds from England
and other parts of the world have competed. Our test can only take place
during our winter season, as the climate is too hot for eight months of the
year.
The winning pUllet last year was an Australorp bred in India who laid 77
eggs in 92 days. This breed and the white Leghorn we find do well in India.
Herbs and m"edicines grown in the East are wonderfully efficacious in poultry
diseases and are well worth investigation. Incubation is almost automatic
in the hottest part of the year and eggs will hatch out without the aid of the"
hen or any other artificial assistance during that time.
We have great problems to solve in artificial incubation during the cold
dry season as dead in shell is very troublesome, western incubators are not
very successful inspite of all our endeavours. I am anxious the try the Egyptian oven system if I could procure full details of it's working. It is unfortunate
that the Indian Government could not see its way to being represented at
Barcelona along with the other great countries of the world. India is the home
of the original jungle fowl and some day will fall into line with other lands as
education spreads. At present, we who represent the great Poultry industry
are but very few, with inadequate means to spread our gospel very far, but
still we are making some impression and the pOUltry industry in India is now
a recognised fact.
We wish the Congress and all its members prosperity and Progress and hope
that each successive Congress will find the backward Eastern countries a little
more advanced and doing each year something more to improve the value of
their share of the poultry stock of the world.
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INDIAN RUNNER DUCKS IN NEW ZEALAND
by S. H. SCOTT

I have been requested on behalf of the New Zealand Poultry Association
to write a short paper for the World's Congress 1924 on the subject of Indian
Runner Ducks in New Zealand. As a breeder of these wonderful egg machines
for the last seventeen years and as President of the New Zealand Duck Club I
am in a position to place before the Conference the great claims of pure bred
Runner Ducks as a pro fitable proposition for Poultry Farmers all over the
World. During the many years I have bred Runners I have been fortunate
in being able to maintain one strain and it has proved to me that Runner Ducks
can be line bred for egg production and do well in egg laying contests and in
private yards as money makers. I need only mention that my strain as well
as other duck breeders strain of Runners have put up fine scores in contests
which is ample proof that good well- bred strains will do well in public contests.
It is now over twenty five years ago since the Runner Duck as a breed was
imported into the Dominion of New Zealand. The first importations came
from England and I might mention that the first drake (fawn and white)
that· I used to mate to my Wonder Duck that laid 320 eggs in her second year
to ground my well-known strains of New Zealand Runner came from a breeding trio that was imported from England by one of our local fanciers. This
goes to prove that our layers of today are pure bred but as We mostly breed
for yearly production we have found it necessary to form a New Zealand Utility
Standard of perfection.
By breeding tor egg production we find that there is a difference in the
type of the laying duck to that of the fancy brid and most duck-breeders in the
Dominion now breed more to the Utility Standard than to the fancy style of
Indian Runner. After many years of work among ducks, and having seen most
of the duck egg-laying contests in New Zealand since 1909, when the first duck
egg-laying competition was held in this country I feel confident about placing
the claims of the true New Zealand Indian Runner Ducks before you.
While being a supporter of breeding true to type - I mean breed typeI think for Utility purposes or for increased egg production we must have a
different standard to the fancy one although our utility ducks can still be bred
to look beautiful and uniform in type and markings. While it is true the Runner is very hard to breed true to markings we must not ignore the fact that it
is necessary to have a Standard to go by even if it is a standard made to suit
the style of Runner that does all the great laying in our contests.
New Zealand has had more duck laying tests than any other country in
the World and we have studied them more than breeders of other countries.
The first egg-laying contests were conducted on the team system, with six
birds in each team, and this system was in vogue till 1919, when the Auckland
Poultry Keepers Association started their single pen plan for both fo wls and
ducks. The New Zealand Utility Club also started to test ducks indiVidually
and it was the single penning of ducks that brought out what really wonderful
layers good Runners are. To the credit of New Zealand stands the highest individual World Record either fOWls or ducks (any breed) Mr. W. Knig~t's
Runner Duck in 1920 at the New Zealand Utility POUltry Clubs egg-laYIng
contests laid the remarkable total of 363 eggs in 365 days. This great total
included several occasions when she laid two eggs in one day and she did not start
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laying until the 3rd day of the test, which makes the record more remarkable.
No doubt the conditions under which the ducks are kept at this Club's Grounds
tend to big records and ,also their style of feeding. Many other great scores have
been made at these contests, notably Mr. Hawke's Runner Duck that laid
341 eggs in 51 weeks in 1922-1923 contests. In the present test the same
breeder has a duck that has laid 136 eggs in 133 days up to August 25th. of
this year. The remarkable fact that Runner Ducks can lay continuously under
certain conditions and good feeding for the whole year and at times will lay
two eggs in a day or eight eggs in a week of seven days, points to the breed
being the most profitable proposition in feathers among donlesticated fowls
and ducks. This outstanding of the Runner Duck has been proved over and
over again in the New Zealand Duck contests and for this reason they are extensively bred in many parts of the Dominion.
The stamp of bird that does the remarkable laying is shorter than the fancy
Standard Runner and as a rule broader in body in proportion to its length
compared with the fancy bird. At times a long bird, a big bird or a shorter
bird will do remarkable laying. It all depends on whose strain it is but on the
average the bird that does best is on the small side and not too upright as the
fancy Runner as at first imported into this country. It is quite possible by
watching closely the stamp of birds that are our best layers and mating up
so as to keep their wonderful laying qualitites intact, that we may breed a
nicelooking bird combined with stamina and laying blood. New Zealand Utility Indian Runners, as I \vill call them, not only lay well their first year but
will do so for two and three years. In the New Zealand Utility Club Duck Tests
a team of six' ducks kept for three years put up World's records for second and
third as folIo VIS :
Two Year's test: W. T. Oreen's team of 6 Runner Ducks laid 2.287 eggs
in two years.
Three Year's test: W. T. Green's team of 6 Runner Ducks laid 3.810 eggs
in three years.
Personally I have had single ducks to lay 300 eggs and over in their second
and third years laying and one I had laid 280 in her fourth year. A Granddaughter of this 280 egg duck is heading at time of writing at the Auckland
Duck Test, thus proving that good strong layers may be bred from exceptional
layers several years old. The same grand-daughter on standard points has been
placed third in a class of 72 ducks. With a good Utility Standard for the laying
ducks it is quite possible in New Zealand to breed layers as well as winners
on standard points. New Zealand is the first country to have Utility Standards
of perfection and it is a good example for other countries to follow.
The Auckland POUltry Keepers Association duck test has alone produced
great la yers in runners. These Association Contests are run for 50 weeks and
this record for individual birds where 504 birds are single pen tested is held
by an Indian Runner Duck, bred and owned by Mr. J. Law. This duck was
kept for a full 52 weeks and laid the grand total of 335 eggs. The highest team
total in these contests ( 6 birds) was put up in 50 weeks by a team of Runner
Ducks owned by J. Ewington vis: 1.536 eggs. Other good totals have been
put up in the pen duck contests held in the Dominion but these will suffice to
prove that the Runner Duck in New Zealand is a very good paying proposition and the strains of this breed as good as there are in the World. While our
Runners Ducks owe this existence to importation from England we feel that
great credit must be given to the Breeders of New Zealand for the laying strains
they have built up. While it is generally recognised that the Runner Duck,
as a breed, is the best layer in feathers yet there are 1!lany strains of this variety
of Waterfowl that are very poor in egg production.
The Runner Duck, both the fawn and white, and white variety can be called
the Farmers' FOWl as under few conditions they do wonderfUlly well.
Farmers in New Zealand, especially in the North Island, keep Runner
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Ducks extensively and do really well with them on the simpler methods of
feeding and housing. I know of some that only feed whole maize to this breed
to lay runners and a constant supply of eggs is the result but these ducks have
• · . · .... range. When ducks are penned up as in the Competitions and in
private breeders yards the usual ration is what we call bran and pollard. Some
use half ~ran and half pollard by measure mixed with meat soup, milk or water.
Others use one part bran, two parts pollard, 10 % maize meal and about ten
to twenty per cent chopped green stuff included. Personally I use good quality bran and pollard mixed with water, half and half by measure, pollard increased in cold weather. TWice a weck I get enough minced mat to do from
four to six meals and I mix it up in the mash. I feed tWice a day all the dUcks
will eat and except on special occasions I only feed mash: also I add about
10 % chopped green stuff or lawn clippings. I find my ducks do well on this
system of feeding kept penned up and a liberal supply of shell sand off the sea
beacb kept before them. No swimming water is allowed them and each pen is
provided with a separate water tin and the water renewed when necessary.
A very important point with Runner Ducks in this capacity to do without
swimming water and this fact naturally helps towards penning them up in
small yards. The rations used in the New Zealand Utility Poultry Club's duck
contests where so many fine records are put up consists of the following:

* **
White Indian Runners are now becoming more popular in New Zealand
and the writer has done much to make them so, as a teanl of White Birds from
my strain won the first Southland Duck Test against the redoubtable fawn
and white Runner. The highest individual White Runner record put up in
public contests belongs to a duck bred by Mr. Thos. Dowthwaite with the
fine score of 281 eggs in 52 weeks. It is only a matter of time and the White
variety of the Runner family of waterfowl will become increasingly popular
but I have Iny doubts about their chance of ousting the original fawn and white.
It is well to note that the eggs of the Runner Duck are of a mild flavour and
are becoming increasingly popular for use in New Zealand homes. It is claimed
by some, including a Doctor, that for sick people a properly produced Runner
.Duck egg had more nutriment in it than a hen egg. Certainly for making certain cakes and sponges the duck egg will go tWice as far as hen eggs and will
make better quality goods. We find in New Zealand that good clean egg-pulp
used so extensively by the bakers and pastrycooks, can include a fair percentage of duck eggs to advantage of both pUlp and producers. Pulp being sold
by the pound and duck eggs on the average being larger than hen eggs goes
to prove this contention. The feeding of the Runner duck on good wholesome
foods will soon overcome the prejudice against using duck eggs from certain
quarters.
In conclusion I would say that the Runner Duck in New Zealand has come
to stay and as a layer of large eggs in abundance during the off season in Autumn
and Winter months it has no equal. With a good flock of Runner Ducks one
has no need to fear a shortage of eggs at any time of the year and as a Duck
breeder with a wide experience of the Runner Duck that lays and pays I would
say to all egg producers buy the Runner Ducks as New Zealand breeders have
bred them.
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EGG PROD'UCT'ION IN NEW ZEALAND AND HOW WE GET IT
by

J.

N. Me LEAN

Three years ago egg production in New Zealand was insufficient to meet
local requirements, and the supply was supplemented by the importation of
eggs in pUlp and otherwise equal to over 1.000.000 dozen in that year. Today
local production not only meets the requirements of this country, after eliminating importations but a considerable surplUS is now available for export in
the flush season. Although this phenomenal increase in such a short period is
probably the most striking feature in the history of egg production in New
Zealand, many of the factors contributory to such increase have been operating for many years past. A brief review of the conditions and influences referred to may be interesting and possibly helpful.

Natural conditions
Climatic conditions in New Zealand are, generally speaking, ideal for poultry raising. A temperate climate, free f.rom great extremes of heat or cold,
combined with a regUlar and moderate rainfall, leave little to be desired in this
respect. A highly productive soil, and access by innumerable harbours complete the elements essential to successful farming.

Close settlement and industry
New Zealand's total exports for the year ending 31st. March, 1923, amounted
to £ 45.500.000 as compared with £ 23.090.000 in 1913. With negligible exceptions goods exported were the products of the land, and when it is remembered
that the surplUS of £ 45.000.000 over and above local requirements was produced by 1 '1/", millions of people, in a new country of only 100.000 square miles
in area, it is evident that favourable natural conditions are being exploited to
advantage by an industrious people. The rapid rate of expansion is strikingly
shown by the increase of nearly roo % of exports in ten years. Closer settlement and more in.tensive farming, already much in eVidence, must inevitably
become more pronounced in the near future in view of the rapid increase in
popUlation. rhe factors that have resulted in placing New Zealand in a prominent position compared with any country in the world at pro rata per head
of popUlation, in regard to farm products, suitable to the country, are equally
favourable to further great development of the poultry industry, prOVided that
the export of eggs can be effected on a remunerative basis during the Spring
and early Summer seasons.

Sources of supply
Only a small proportion of the supplyof eggs is produced by PouItryfarmers,
meaning thereby people who depend entirely upon poultry for their living.
The bUlk of production is from small flocks kept by farmers, suburban residents
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and others as a side line to augment the ordinary revenue of the household.
During recent years there has been a vast improvement in the type and quality
of fowls and ducks kept by such people, due, in a large m~asure to the introduction of laying stt'ains to replace the mongrels and beef types which were
much in evidence some years ago. Improvements in modes of housing, feeding
and general conditions have been equally noticeable, and the marketing of
eggs in attractive condition is no w recognised as essential. The commercial
poultry farmer whose objective is eggs only, realises he must increase production and reduce costs. The specialist breeder, whether in a large way of
business or keeping only a few dozen head, knows that he must conduct his
operations on scientific lines or go to the wall. Admittedly much remains to
be done, but looking back over the past ten years the progress made is most
encouraging. Apart from the improvements one naturally expects to be noti..
ceable in any commercial undertaking as time progresses, being the result of
increased knowledge and experience, the extraordinary development of the
Poultry industry is due to large extent to special influences and factors as outlined hereunder: (not necessarily in order of importance).

1) Egg-laying competitions
For about twenty years egg-laying competitions for fowls have been constantly in operation, also duck tests for a shorter period. Regarded originally
as some what of a sporting event these competitions have later been regarded
with all seriousness as being the acid test to which entrants submit their ~a
vourite strains of layers. The real value of such tests has been greatly augmented
since the inauguration of testing individual birds in single pens instead of teams
of six birds, in recognition of the absolute necessity for breeding from single
pedigree matings. In this way about 850 hens and ducks are publicly single
tested each year and a large number of proven high egg producers become
available to their breeders or the public as foundation stock or change of blood.
The competitions are managed by public spirited men who endeavour to make
the tests as educational as possible to the general public. Full publicity is given
in leading news papers which publish weekly progress reports, thus stimulating
general interest, and providing an incentive to breeders either through a spirit
of emulation or for commercial purposes. These open tests have undoubtedly
had gre'at influence in the adoption of single testing by breeders to a considerable extent and which will be enlarged upon under another heading. The
value of these public tests is enhanced by the fact that birds are reqUired to
lay standard weight eggs, and also qualify in regard to type and breed characteristics. To trace the evolution of the N. Z. layer as indicated by results of
public competitions would undUly prolong this paper. The fact that, during
the last three years, the following World's records were established is sufficient
proof that development has been rapid: White Leghorn hen 336 eggs in 365
days, Black Orpington hen 342 eggs, Indian runner Duck 363 eggs.
2)

New Zealand Poultry Association

This Association is the official and representative body of the Poultry Industry of New Zealand. Its members and affiliated Societies represent nearly
all branches of pOUltry interests. It is charged with the general organisation
af the industry. It is the official mouthpiece in making representation to the
Government, 'and responsible for organised marketing of eggs by special Market
Commissioners elected at each annual Conference. Whatever has been done
in the way of general organisation has been largely due to this Association.
Prohibition of the importation of Asiatic egg pUlp, secured through the efforts
of the New Zealand POUltry Association, and which came into operation about
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two years ago, marked a new epoch in this industry and probably contributed
more to the phenomenal egg production already referred to, than any other
single factor.
3) Egg Circles
Nearly every closely settled district in the Dominion has its co-operative
egg Circle for the purpose of mutual protection by better marketing of guaranteed eggs, eliminating most of the middleman's charges and purchasing poultry
foodstuffs, etc. to better advantage.

4)

Government Assistance

A branch of the Government Department of Agriculture specialises on
-matters pertaining to poultry. Apart from general administration the Departments functions are largely educational, principally per medium of expert
instructors whose services are available to anyone requiring assistance, and by
t he establishment of State experimental farms. The instructors deliver lectures from time to time throughout the country and take an interest in the various poultry organisations connected with all branches of the industry.
Pamphlets on poultry problems are issued free of charge or at a nominal cost.
The danger of deterioration of type of birds in an obsession for high egg records
was foreseen many years ago by the present chief poultry instructor. His unceasing efforts to maintain type and breed characteristics, combined with high
fecundity are deserving of the utmost commendation, and the result may be
seen at our egg-laying competitions and Utility pOUltry Shows.

5)

Utility Poultry Shows

Until a few years ago exhibits at New Zealand POUltry Shows were confined
_to fancy classes. The adoption of a modified utility standard whereby a large
number of points are allocated for the recognised outstanding characteristics
of commercial pOUltry has almost revolutionised our shows, and entries in this
section now outnumber those of the fancy classes. Utility shows act as a necessary counter-balance to laying co n1petitions. In the latter high egg records
take precedence over breed points, whilst in the former considerations are reversed. The ideal bird is a judicious combination of both. An unprejudiced study
of the leading birds in our egg-laying competitions and utility shows is an education in itself to the observant poultryman.

6) Economic Conditions
It would be misleading to ascribe increased egg production wholly to influences directly associated with the industry without taking into consideration
the effects of general economic conditions \vhich have prevailed in recent years.
As preViously stated New Zealand is practically dependent upon primary products for its prosperity. During the War, and for some time subsequent thereto, boom prices for our principal farm products overshado wed· the minor,
but gro wing, pOUltry industry. High price of grain \vas another retarding factor. When the World's market for butter, cheese, mutton, wool, beef, lamb, etc.
collapsed, farmers and others found it necessary to increase their revenue
from every available source. A considerable fall in prices, of grain and by-products were further inducements to turn their attention to pOUltry as a side
line. There can be no doubt that abnormal economic conditions \\Tere a material factor in increasing egg production to a very great extent during the past
few years.
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7) Improved methods
Naturally the educational influences already mentioned, together with
many other minor factors, have resulted in improved methods being adopted
in almost all branches of commercial poultry keeping. Sanitary housing and
balanced feeding, jUdicious cUlling, improved incubating and breeding methods and general recognition of the fact that poultry must be given equal
attention to that accorded to other stock in order to get results, have all added
their quota to an increased egg yield. It does not come within the function of
this paper to make more than a passing reference to these matters.

Higher Average Egg yield per Bird
Efficient commercialism decrees « Increase Production Reduce CostS)) as
a fundamental basis. No single factor of egg production affords so much scope
for doing so as that of increasing the yield per bird. The possibilities in this
direction are almost unlimited. It is the key to success. Apart from general
conditions the solution of the problem rests on single matings of selected tested
birds of high fecundity backed by ancestors with similar qualifications. .The
old problem of ho w to make two blades of grass gro w where one grew previously
retains undiminished fascination and, figuratively speaking, has been applied
to all sorts of plant and animal life with wonderful results. A striking result
of the benefits of single testing and pedigree breeding is afforded by the dairy
industry of New Zealand. Some years ago statistics prepared by the Government showed that the average annual yield per cow throughout the country
was 160 lbs. of butterfat. A vigorous campaign in favour of single testing,
aided by Government officials and factory companies, has resulted in an enormous increase in the general yield, and herds averaging 300 lb. per annum are
comparatively common. The fact that individual cows here have put up records equal to the best in the world is of minor consequence for the purposes
of this article. It is the Higher average attained through the individual efforts
of the mass of producers that is of vital importance. Despite the apparent difficulties of applying these principles to the mass of the people who keep pOUltry, and ackno wledging that, until recently, research in this direction was
practically limited to the egg-laying competitions and a few specialists, the
number of people even in a small way who are now operating to some extent
on these lines is surprising. The number of buyers who now insist on a pedigree of performance when purchasing stock birds or eggs for hatching from
prominent breeders clearly indicates a rapidly growing realisation that the
old haphazard methods must he jettisoned. When the lTIass of pOUltry keepers
raise their foundation stock from tested single pedigree matings tested by
themselves) in competition, or by other reputable breeders and when specialists
are in a position to supply such birds at a reasonable price, then, and not until
then, will the business axiom quoted at the head of this paragraph be fUlly
brought into operation in regard to egg production. For too long have those
requiring new blood been content to buy on a breeders reputation -often an
ephemeral reputation - and for too long have most breeders been content
to breed on general lines from pens or flocks of birds chosen only by visual selection. A person buying a young stud pig demands a pedigree extending over
many generations. The same person, until recently at all events, would probably buy a cockerel for breeding purposes and ask no questions (just as well
for many breeders would have great difficulty in locating the hird's mother,
yet alone furnishing an extended pedigree). These remarks must not be taken
as indicating dissatisfaction with the rate of progress made during recent years
in regard to the phase of egg production no w being discussed. On the contrary
the general awakening amongst the more progressi~elY minded has been re-
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markable. Another decade of equal advancement will practically revolutionise breeding as compared with ten years ago.
The general opinion that single testing on an extended or small scale means
wearysome toil and drudgery is quite a fallacy. The belief that breeding from
single matings entails a tremendous amount of extra work is all nonsense. If
trapnests are used the expense is negligible, as an excellent trapnest can be
made by anyone at a total cost of about 1/-. That it takes some time to release
the birds is admitted but the time so spent brings a greater' financial return
than any corresponding time spent on any other branch of pOUltry keeping.
,'
The drUdgery of pOUltry-keeping is the routine of feeding, watering, cleaning, etc. Breeding on definite lines is intellectual and fascinating, and a relief
from every day routine. By using trapnests any hen in any pen ca~ be bred from
individually without trouble. If using incubators it is the height of simplicity
to enclose each hens eggs in a muslin bag on 18th. day with label attached for
identification. The testing of pUllets the following year clearly indicates the
successful and non-successful matings, and this alone is worth more than all
the time and money spent in the previous year. The amateur is often discouraged by intricate charts indicating processes of line breeding, but if he confines his operations to preserving at least 1/4 or 1/8 variation of blood in his
matings he can carryon for years without the introduction of new stock. JUdgment for the preservation of constitution, the discernment of predominance of
desirable or undesirable characteristics and the facult y to mate for certain
desired results will come with experience. There is no better education in regard to type and characteristics of the layers than that gained by regUlarly
handling them in trapnesting and no jUdgement of suitable matings to equal
that secured by testing the progeny.
If the writer were asked to name one aspect of egg production more vital
to expansion of the industry than any other he would repeat with emphasis
«Single Testing and Single Mating ».
If this short paper written hurriedly, and with no pretense of embodying
anything novel, prOVides some interest to pOUltrymen assembled from all parts
of the World, and if it gives an easily conceived impression of conditions in
this far away country under the Southern Cross the writer will be more than
pleased.
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THE POULTRY INDUSTRY IN BURMA
by Capt. Geo. L. JOHNSON,
Hon'y Sect'y Burma Poultry Club.

Burma is an interesting country from many standpoints and as some of
these have a direct bearing upon the produce of the country we must glance
at them as we pass through.
The Country has its flat stretches and also its hilly stretches. It has its
period of rains and floods and also its dry season. The dry season is divided
into the hot and the cold season.
There are vast areas of jungle forest, which is the home of the jungle fowl
and other birds including the peafo wI as well as the home of wild animals.
The jungle fo wls are of two sizes. There is the bird that weighs about 4 to
6 lbs, and then there is the Bantam that only scales a few ounces.
These fowls have been caught and domesticated for some time so that in
the markets there are two kinds ot fowls as distinct from the Indian market
which has a fowl which is about midway between the two fowls available in
Burma.
When one visits the markets in Rangoon Mandalay or Maymo, or in fact
any of the towns of any size, one is amazed at the quantity of pOUltry ducks
and eggs that are disposed of daily, and one is led to believe that there must
be some large farms about to supply and meet so great a demand. This is not
so however as there is not to my knowledge a farm in Burma that exceds 200
head of fOWls, and these farms, that come anyway near to this number, are
kept by Europeans as a hobby.
The pOUltry industry in Burma is essentially a cottage industry each Villager
has a few fowls and he is content to hatch out chickens whenever he has a
broody hen and the eggs to set under her.
For these birds there is no particular place to house them, and no particular
food for them to eat. They share the house of the owner and eat the scraps
that are left from the meals. These scraps consist mostly of boiled rice a curried
vegetable or fish or some such sinlple dish and the birds have to hunt for the
remainder of their food. This is not such a difficult job as might be expected
as the land is full of grubs and insects of all kinds. This also has its disadvantages as the leeches and the birds pick them up and the leech catches
hold of the inside of the throat and commences to feed on the birds and the
result is that as the leech expands it slowly but surely suffocates the bird it is
feeding on and the owner finds the bird dead and very often wonders why but
never thinks about leeches.
If the same proportion of the chickens hatched in Burma reached maturity
as there is in European Countries, Burma would be able to export chilled fo wls
.as Australia and the Argentine export beec but the amount of casualties in
amongst Chickens and young fOWls is very great. First there is the Crow and
the Ha wk. These carrion creatures take great tolls anually from the ranks
of the Chickens and they are no respector of breed as they will take good fowls
.as well as the country fOWls if they can get the opportunity, and very often
they are so quick in their swoop that the chicken is gone before you realise
it although you may be on the lookout for them. This menace lasts as long
as the chickens are small enough to be picked up in the claws of the birds that
swoop down, which means that until they are about two months old there is
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always a danger of loss if the. chicks are let into the open. I have also found
that if the chicken is fUlly feathered it is pratically immune from the ravages
of the Hawk.
A further toll which is very heavy is taken at the beginning of the rainy
season when after the first day or two of rain the vegetation begins to grow
and amongst it there are poisonous herbs which the birds eat and they die
in the night. The same thing applies to the insect life. This is abundant
during the rainy season and no doubt there are several bugs or some such
thing that the birds pick up and which causes the death. Then again there is
the abundance of undergro wth which saturate the breast of the fo wls and set up
double pneumonia which carries off a bird in a few hours.
The dry season also takes its toll. After the many seasons we run into the
cold season, and this is the time that the most of the Europeans mate their
fOWls and get to the business of breeding. This commences towards the end of
October and runs on until March when it begins to warm up again and at
this time Eggs cannot be despatched by train for hatching purposes as the
inside of the trains is very often nearly 100 degrees F. so that eggs start to
germinate. At this time also the pOUltry have a lot to put up with in the matter
of temperature as it is often between 90 and 100 in the shade in the daytime
and this drops to 50 and 60 in the night. This is also the time that the dreadful
scourge of Chicken pox puts in its appearance. In addition to what I have
already stated, Rats and vermin are responsible for a great number of deaths
amongst the Villagers hatchs. The prejudice there is against taking life in Burma
is such that rats and other vermin are actually fed and encouraged instead
of destroyed. So it will be readily seen that the casuaIities amongst the villagers cnickens and also adult stock is great. I remember reading in one of the
English 'poultry papers some years ago, that it too k five eggs to raise a p~llet
to maturity. 'But out here in Burma I unhesitatingly say that it will take at
least twice that number to raise an adult fOWl which means easily four times
that number to raise a pUllet, and yet there are hundreds and hundreds sold
in the markets daily.
Concerning the Indigenous fowls of the country I think that"'we have all
heard about the Burma Bantam and in 19171 remember a discussion taking
place in tne. Indian POUltry Gazette about this fowl. But there was very little
said about it that could be taken hold of, however after many months of trying
I have managed to get hold of one or two domesticated White Bantams and
also three of the Jungle Bantams. But unfortunately I havent got a Jungle
Bantam Cock 1 have three hens.
,The white Bantams are unlike anything that is shown in the English Poultry
Club Standards, although it is rather like the Booted Bantam. The Hen I have
weighs 9 ounces (nine only) and the cocks weigh 18 ounces (eighteen only).
They are pure white, with very small combs, and with yellow legs and beak.
They have vulture hocks and feathered legs and they have feathers on the
outer toe only and none on the Centre. There are four toes on each foot.
Of the Jungle Bantams two are coloured as Brown Leghorn Pullets and the
other is distinctly partridge marking. The legs are Dark blue and the Beak
horn coloured. The neck hackle comes up very close round head and stands
out like the game fOWls. The head is small and the comb is very small the face
is red. The earlobes are small and red and there is just a trace of wattles.
I enclose a snap of the white Bantams aut I havent any of the Jungle
Bantams yet.
There is another fowl that is seen in Burma and comes from the west of
Burma and takes its name after the district it comes from This is the Chittagong. This fowl is found in many mixed colours but the usual colour is
Straw with yellow legs and beak. This is a fairly large bird and very leggy
somewhat after the game style but with a heavier body. It is the best
layer of the indigenous fOWls the clutch varying from 25 to 40 against
12 to 14 in the other fOWls. I am of the opinion that if this bird was taken in
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hand, and crossed with some of the recognised heavy breeds, it would soon
get into stride and make a place for itself amongst the utility fowls 'of the world.
Prices: These are much dearer in Burma than they are in hldia as the
fo no wing prices will sho w
Fo wls 4 to 6 lbs. Calcutta llBd each Burma 4/s to 5/s each.
Ducks 3 i/ 2 Ibs. Calcutta 2/6d pair Burma 5/4d per pair.
Turkeys Calcutta 18/a per Pair Burma :£ 2/15 per pair.
Geese Calcutta 6/s per Pair Burma £ 1/- per pair.
Dock Eggs Calcutta IOd per Score Burma 2/1d per score.
Hens Eggs Calcutta 1/3d per score. Burma 2/6d per score.
The hens eggs are very small and only average about 1 1/4 OZ each they are
like the eggs that were sold in pre war days for 24 for a shilling, and one can
generaJJy reckon on getting a good percentage bad unless they pay an extra
price of 10d per score to get what are called fresh eggs.
The above prices are those prevelant in the towns and when you get away
from the towns it all depends upon the demand as to the price one has to pay.
I have bought eggs and extra large ones at that for 30 for a shilling and in other
places where the European Population is great and the supply small I have
had to pay 4d each for a very small variety of eggs.
Many Europeans and a few of the upper class of the Burmese Gentlemen
keep standard fowls as we know them, having imported them from Europe
America and Australia.
There are many things that discourage the European population in the
East from Keeping fo wIs. First there is the climatic condition which takes
heavy toll on the energy so that what one would do in Europe We find impossible to do out here. There is also that which is called the Prestage of the White
man which practically forbids him from cleaning out the poultry houses or
from taking a hammer and a saw and doing little odd jobs himself. The greatest
drawback however is in the continually changing and moving round, that
takes place amongst the European population. No matter whether the person
is in a Government post or the military or with a commercial firm there are
these moves. Some one faUs sick and has to go home or someone else has finished
his term and goes home On leave and then there is a change round in the firm
or dept to fill up the gap. Then the Government moves its offices twice yearly.
Once in the Spring when it moves to the cool of the hills and then in the autumn
when it moves away from the cold of the hills. All this means that those who
have fowls must either leave them with someone else or sell off or take them
with them. The first is unsatisfactory for both sides as death takes place and
troubles arise which often create bad feeling, the second means a large loss
financially, and the third is almost as bad for the cost of freight of houses and
fo wls is terrible.
In January 1923 a Poultry Show was organised by a Mr W. C. Carrett and
from it emerged the Burma Poultry Club and although the Club has only been
going for a few months there are now over 100 members and 20 of these are
Life members. Another Show is being organised to take place in January 1924,
when it is expected that the benches arranged to hola 300 exhibits will be full.
The Club has two Challenge cups to be competed for and there will be many
others to be won outright.
Appliances are at present a nonentity but one or two are talking of taking
the matter up and importing incubators and their accessories. Two firms have
already imported and put on the marked poultry spices and tonics and another
firm is settling down to the manufacture of food trays and hoppers etc.
There is no doubt that the interest in poUltry matters has been greatly
stimulated IlY the interest taken in the matter by H. H. Sir iHarcourtButier
o. C. I. E., K. C. S. J. Governer of Burma who has some good fowls himself and
who is Patron of the Burma Poultry Club.
The Poultry Industry in Burma is only in its infancy yet but the day will
I.
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come when it will hold its own in the worlds cOlnpetition but how soon that
will be will depend entirely upon the Government and the amount of assistance
it gives, as it will take a long time if it has to be worked up by private entreprise, as there are so many things to combat that it requires a good deal of
research and experimenting to overcome and it can hardly be expected that
this will be brought about unless the Government do their part in helping to
finance it.
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THE ORGANIZATION OF THE UTILITY-POULTRY-INDUSTRY
IN THE NETHERLANDS
by P. H. BURGERS

Those who do pOUltry keeping as a business, be it as a part of their agricultural occupation, be it as a main source of income, have, in the above country
formed Associations of various ways. The breeding of fancy or sporting pOUltry
has never been expedJent in the Netherlands and the Societies pursuing that
line never were of any help to the business poultry breeder. There was, some
years ago, in existence a large Associations for the promotion of pOUltry breeding, but it was since liqUidated. This Association had done much good and
had paved the way to the first rational breeding and not with standing there
were formed a number of local and provincial Societies all more or less tending
to the economic development.
These different Associations served different purposes and may be classified
as follows:

I) Propaganda and instruction in utility poultr, culture
The Government gave active support by instituting a Government Instruction
Service. There was a consulant appointed for Poultry culture and several.
assistants as officials in the department of Agriculture. It was their principal
task to promote the utility poultry culture by instruction, advice and propa..
ganda and on the other hand to serve the Government with advice as to measures to be taken regarding the administration of the pOUltry industry. This
Government Instruction Service could approach more easily the pOUltry bree..
ders when these were united in groups, in unions, in Associations, local or provincial and the consulants therefore advocated the forming of such organizations and did their best to help to develop them.
The local Societies or Sections of prOVincial Associations gave the opportunity by means of lectures to impress the more recent and scientific methods·.
The poultry-'keepers got the consulants and other experts to lecture and demon~,
trate to them the latest improvements and ·that has been no doubt, of the
greatest service to the pOUltry industry. By and bye the consultants ·came into
closer contact with those breeders who were anxious to improve their business.
Also the instruction given was simplified by the working together of Government and Associations. On approval of the respective Societ y a course 'of ·lectu..
res was arranged here and there and the instructors of agriculture were able to·
obtain a certificate as to their efficiency to teach pOUltry husbandry., fn thEe,'·
same measure that these agricultural instructors were instrumental in improving agriculture, those haVing obtained the cer~ificate for· pOUltry keepin.g now
helped to improve pOUltry husbandry after having followed the~selves the·
courses specially arranged to this. purpose by the Government under inspection
of a commission.. The courses arranged in the Villages cost next to nothing and·
the attendance is very large which gives sufficient proof of the l1ecessity there"
of, The Government, is granfing ~ subsidy for these .cheap ourses.. .. ...
.
The Government. Instruction, Service is of great support to. tl:tese Associa-'
tjQns-.it helps them. :t~ sta~t .. an~ organize the matter ,and not ~unfreql:lently
~h,ese Go,vernmertt Of~l~i~.Is. flll itheposts of s~retary.. ' . '
. '.:: .', "
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The good understanding between the two parties Government Officials
and poultry keeper has no doubt been an important factor in the development
of the industry.and the good results and improvements like wise aided by a
general favorable influence of an economical character.

II ) Improvement in the stock fowls and the management
The action of the Associations aided by expert officials is surely responsible
for the improvement in the stock of birds, the careful selection of the reproducing birds and hens, the founding of experimental and breeding stations, the
egg laying competitions, all important factors in the success of poultry keeping
and guarantee a good profit. But only when ably handled by the organization
a great success indicates able management of the Associations.
Up tiJl a few years ago, you generally saw in the farm yards mongrel hens,
the most non-descript ones, producing few eggs - they were the product of
wild crossings - the fancy birds often being sold in the country degenerating
into the most non-descript sorts. Here the Associations have brought remedy
by bestowing the utmost care on jUdicious· selection and gradually every province begins to have their own special kind, race and of that race the best strains
are chosen. Some of the most renowned utility races are: the white Leghorn,
the partridge-Leghorn, the Barnevelder (a Dutch race) the White Wyandotte
and the Rhode Island Red. It has been recognised that alike with cattle breeding, it is not good to have many different races, it offers too many technical
difficulties and is not economic either. The ideal is that certain districts should
keep certain races or every district one distinct race. Not with standing there
are always people trying to introduce a new race of promising to be good layers
and the management of the societies has to guard against. On the farms where
poultry keeping is not the one object, it so easily happens that undesired and
undesirable crossings take place by which the quality of the stock is diminished
and the productive strain. Therefore that every district may excel in one approved of race!
The provincial Associations recognise the real value of certain races and
do their best to get hold of them and to propagate them.
. To this purpose, there are in the first instance commissions formed to select
the best breeders and reproducers, those of durable value to propagation. Members who believe to be in possession of such birds ask the selectors to come and
inspect them. Besides a pure pedigree and good origine, they also consider
the general care and management, the reliability of the owners of these birds.
They cannot tell beforehand with absolute certainty what the eggs will be like
but the risk is small. According to practical experience it is well to folIo w the
line of selecting bulls for breeding purposes and one is almost certain to mate
a cock and hen that will give the best result a central prize selection gives much
impetus to this method.
The Associations had further arranged to hold laying-competitions but
the different districts had different ways so that the results were not to be compared. Not since the National Federation of all these societies was formed
were the regulations the same every where and have to be strictly adhered
to or neither a prize nor a certificate can be secured.
The year for competitions runs from Oct. 15th - Oct. 15th the following.
year. OWing to the regulations being the same everywhere the figures of the
results may safely be compared with each other every member of a provinc.iaJ
Society may consult the tables.
The Central Federation also has the control over the experimental and
breeding station at Beekbergen where once a year under the management of
a consulant for POUltry breeding the National competition takes place.
All these competitions provincial and national have shown that the laying'
capacity of our fowls is not inferior to that of fOWls of other countries. The
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figures for European champions and very high average ones indicate this fact.
At the National Competition the prizes generally go to the private "independant
breeder who has selected himself the birds, but at the provincial ones generally
the selection was made by the manager of the respective Associations.
The latter are also charged with erecting breeding stations and to enact
control over them. In Guelder and Overijsel they availed themselves of the
renowned private places and appointed them as the breeding stations of their
Associations.
The Province of Limburg has erected her own breeding station-the dif~
ferent societies of the province aim at a very high standard-they attain therefore the very best advertisement by themselves.
. The experiences gained in pigbreeding have suggested to a certain degree
which way to follow. Thus the Associations are constantly improving the
strains of fOWl and the result is most satisfactory. Naturally there always is
scope Jeft for raising the standard but the mongrel fowl has nearly disappeared in the above named provinces and the immediate financial profit is worth
mentioning and not pOUltry keepers alone but the entire country is deriVing
benefit from the improvements in the care of pOUltry keeping and the improvements are due to instruction, propaganda and organization of the matter
followed by better housing feeding and breeding of the fOWls.

III ) Sale of products and purchase of

nec~ssities

. In the beginning the eggs and killed pOUltry were taken to the market by
the pOUltry keeper themselves and there sold freely. There was no supervision
and one was entirely dependant on the tradesman. Therefore co-operative
Societies Were formed-all the eggs were taken to one collecting place and transported from there to the egg-auctions. Sometimes the whole produce went to
the consumers in Holland, sometimes to a foreign country. The Co-operative
exercised a sharp control thus guaranteeing absolute freshness of the eggs
which gave the Society a repute for good eggs and they ·were paid accordingly.
These co-operatives kept the market going either by large transports to a foreign
country or by preserving large quantities of eggs in well appointed cooling places.
The Co-operatives and Commercial Institutions closely work together-if
profit is made by the sale of products it is used for improvement and the Commercial Institutions are supporting the first named with ready money if need be.
Again other Co-operatives hold public auctions keeping in this way the
entire management in hands in fact the administration of the entire commerce
and concentrating it to one point. Should there be too great an amount, they
themselves can dispose of it. I must not forget to name one institution that
was the outcome of the old V. P. N. it was supported by a large fund and some of
the Associations-it also administered to the sale and the purchase of necessities.
, The co-operative system makes itself felt in all branches of agriculture
and it is thanks to these commercial institutions that in spite of the great prevailing crisis in agriCUlture, the economic results of this branch are still rather
favourable. They exercise much influence on trade, also on free-trade which is
a blessing.
.
These institutions have their origine in the amalgamation of several local
and provincial societies and though differently organised in many respects, are
essentially all alike and attain to a large lucrative business possessing the means
to promote the technical development.

IV ) Influence on and advice to the Government and general interest
Already during the war some of the most influential Societies had assisted
the Government in the distribution or had been consulted by the Government
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as to rhe proper management where the Government had the power to regulate
matters., In the long fl:1n, the outcome was a Federation of all the eXisting
Associations a small committee was to administrate it forming the link between
GovernIilent and Associations and acting conscientiously in the interest of all
those concerned. The Federation was instrumental in obtaining better regulations for transport by rail, in particular for transit of one day old chickens.
The Federation further instituted a special commission for the study of
and advice to be given regarding poultry diseases and the most prominent
professors and consultants are giving their services. At the present moment
one serious question is under deliberation that of egg-stamping. In order to
ensure the bu yer of getting really fresh eggs and neither foreign ones nor preserved ones, it appears to be desirable that the necessary measures should be
taken to enforce the stamping of eggs if needed by an act of la w.
England insists on it, only admitting imports of eggs that have clearly
marked the name of the country of origine on each egg. Thus Dutch dealers
are obliged to stamp the eggs destined for export with the name: Holland.
But not all the Dutch eggs are of the same quality and the bona-fide dealers
must compete with dealers offering perserved eggs while their excellent method
of collection ensures absolute freshness. The entire Federation therefore is
laying stress on having the la w got through enforcing every exporting firm to
have a distinct trade mark of their own. The manipulation of stamping appears
to be troublesome and also detrimental to the egg itself if only in that respect
that it delays the rapid dispatch of eggs when all depends on freshness. However it seems to have to be done and it is to be hoped that ways and means may
be found to obtain satisfactory regulations. In this sort of questions and studies the Federation is very usefUl, also as a centre of propaganda by distributing pamphlets, they are working in the right direction.
After having aotlined the purpose of the different Associations, their achievements, I am going to give a sketch of the eXisting organised Societies I am
pointing out that each province solved the question according to their own
needs and circumstances, consequently these societies differ in their form of
organisation and one may group them accordingly.

. I) Unions of poultry-breeders as sections of an agricultural Society
Several of the agricultural Societies started at treating poultry-breeding,
and-keeping as a special branch and they made all those taking an interest in
it join the Union and these sub-branches were readily formed by the fact that
most farmers or peasants, especially in the sandy districts were poultry-keepers
as well. In this manner the follOWing Unions were formed:
a)

The Poultry-keepers Union oj Nort-Brabant being a section oj the Christian
Union oj peasants oj Nort-Brabant

At the number of 6.000 members, this Union of North-Brabant being based
on confessional principles, is in close contact with a similar one in the province
of Limburg. They jointly keep. a breeding Station at Horst in Limburg and
,are seconded by a large Co-operative Society as Roermond.
The breeding Station standing under the management of one of the principal assistants of the Government Instruction Service is having a good influence
on the Poultry Industry of those provinces.
The Union charges an expert to choose the best reproducing birds and hens,
amongst the stock of birds belonging to their members and the breeding-station is promoting rapid improvement that is spreading over the entire province. The Union is also effecting propaganda, instruction and lectures and is
belonging to the Central National Federation.
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b)

Union oj poultry-keepers, a section oj the agricultural and horticultural Union
oj Limburg (L. L. T. B.)

This Union counts about 7.000 members and is working in the province of
Limburg. Here too careful selection of the breeding birds and propaganda
and instruction are done and in close touch with the Union of Brabant and the
Co-operation of Roermond. The breeding station at Horst has already been
mentioned above. There are in truth permanent Laying .. Competitions at
this station taking place with the most rejoiceful results.
This Union also belongs to the Federation.
c)

The Poultry Keepers Union oj Gueldre and Overysel (Q. O. M.

v. L.)

This Union is a section of the agricultural Society of those provinces and
consists of 35 undersections and numbers in all 5.000 members. They also
have a commission for the selection of the reproducers and breeding hens.
Propaganda and instruction are based on the same principles as with the above
named Unions. At Laren they run their Laying-Competitions according to the
regulations of the Federation that is realizing high figures. As to breeding
!tations they have none of their own, but acknowledge and control private
managements that cultivate breeding of Utility-races and are well known and
submit themselves to the rules and control of the Union.
In connection with the R. Catholic Peasants' and HorticuIturers Union,
(A. B. T. B. ) they stock the egg-auctions at Arnhem that in 1921 already had
a sale of more than 22 millions of eggs. This egg-auction is managed by the
Managing Board of the vegetable-auctions and the societies jointly appoint
the Managing Board. They enjoy the same amount of profit as they both put
the same amount of capital in the enterprise.
These Unions also belong to the National Federation.

II ) Associations of Agriculture looking themselves after Poultry
breeding and sending out Commissions
a)

The Overijsel agricultural Society (0. L. M.)

This Society counts about 11.000 members.
The Commission looking after the interests of this Society is working in
close contact with the Co-operative at Enschede. Its wor k is equal to that of
the above named Societies.
Propaganda and Instructions are given in the same manner: an important
competition, selection of breeding fOWls and the spreading out of good breeding
material are rapidly improving the stock of birds in that province.
The competition takes place at Enschede. Here also the system of housing
improving competitions was introduced.
Likewise with the G. O. M. of agriCUlture, private business' breeding-stations are approved of under definite rules.
The Society is a member of the Federation.
b)

Archepiscopal Roman Catholic Peasants' and Horticulturers' Union
(A. B. T. B.)

In 1921 the number of members was given as 800 ; they are now busy to
make an organised Association of it.
In connection with the G. O. M. of agriCUlture they bring their products
to the Arnhem Egg-Auctions.
By means of a Commission for pou ltry-keepers they help to encourage pro-
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paganda and instructIon. Their members are obliged to take their eggs to the
Arnh.em-Egg-Auctions. The eggs are locally collected and then oirected to
Arnhem.
Also this Union belongs to the Federation.

c ) The Veen colonial Peasants' Union
This agricultural organisation in the Veen colonies gives immediate support
to the Co-operative Association at Leen warden, described abo ve. Therefore
it also is indirectly represented at the Federation.

III ) Associations that are not in connection with
Agricultural Societies
a) Society for promoting poultry keeping and breeding
( v. P. z.)

01 tame rabbits in Zeeland

Number of members about 1.000.
b ) Society for promoting poultry keeping and breeding 01 tame rabbits in South
Holland ( V. P. Z. H.)

About 1.000 tTIembers.

c) Society lor promoting poultry keeping and breeding of tame rabbits in the
North ( V. P. N.)

Is working to gether with the Co-operation at Leenwarden described above.
d)

Frisian Society 01 poultry keepers and tame rabbit breeders

Also connected with the Leenwarden CO-Dperation.
e)

Central Netherland's Poultry Association

Is organizing an independant competition of egg laying at Amersfoort.
These different Societies are all more or less the outcome of the former
National Association the V. P. N.
Four of these Associations are represented at the National Federation
while the Society in Friesland is represented by the Co-operation of Leenwarden.
The work done by these Societies is chiefly propaganda amongst the members. It is to be hoped that they will continue to develop egg-laying competitions, breeaing-stations and selecting of breeding-material, altho the support
they are lending to Commercial Institutions is already considerable.
Here I may mention the founding of a sixth Society in North Holland-not
long ago; this Society held the first egg-laying competition of ducks. After
such a one of hens. Considering the large stock of dUcks kept in the North,
this may turn out a matter of the greatest interest. This Society has just been
organised and further details are not available at present. One may suppose
that it will also join the Federation.

IV )

Commercial Institutions

Supported by above named Unions and Associations there exist some im.
portant commercial. Institution partly based on co-operative principles, partly
institutional. They are practically helped by the Associations and in return
give financial support to the Associations.
.
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a) North Netherlands' Cooperative

~ociety

6/ egg-poultry-rabbits and bee.

products, commerce in fruit and forrages. N. N. C. Leenwarden.

Already in 1921 the sale amounted to more than one million florins and
more than 200 Societies belonged to it counting in all some 12,000 members.
They jointly work with the Frisian, Groningen and Drenthe Societies.
Also belong to the Federation.
Co-operative Society of the Eastern Poultry -co-operation. O. P. c.
It has its seat at Enschede and extends over the entire province of Overijsel
and here and there still further. The sale in 1921 attained already more than
one million of florins.
The Co-operation is closely working together with the O. L. M.
In 1921 there Were already 46 societies belonging to it with about 3,500
members-it has joined the National Federation.
b)

c) Co-operative Society tor egg-poultry and rabbit- trade at Roermond.
Being in close contact with the Societies of Nort-Brabant and Limburg,
this Association counted alread y in 1921 more than 185 Societies and the sale
effected amounted to more than 33 millions of eggs.
This Co.. operation has also joined the Federation.
d)

The Arnhem- Egg-Auctions

Kept going by the A. B. T. B. and the G. O. M. van at Arnhem.
Is the Association that had the already eXisting fruit and vegetable Auctions
to sell their products-it is only indirectly representad at the Federation by
means of these Societies.
e)

Business Institutions V. P. N. Amersfoort.

It is a foundation erected by a permanent fund of the old V. P. N. its task
is to help at the sales and at the purchases of the pOUltry keepers trade.
Has also jo.ined the Federation.
One may be qUite sure that all the utility pOUltry keepers meet at these
.
Societies if they belong to any organised Union.
Altho these Associations, Unions etc. may be differently organised they
all serve the same purpose.
Speaking in a general way the organisation is better in the North~ South
and East -it may chiefly be due to circumstances of the business, but the fact
that all the peasants in the East and South are at the same time pOUltry keepers especially in the sandy districts may have something· to do with it The
character of the peasants in Friesia, Overijsel, Groningen, Limburg apd North
Brabant lends itself better to Corroboration. However in the North-West the
keeping of ducks will surely lead to co-operative Society.
The local Societi~s have qUickly joined themselves to provincial ones and
it was quite natural to wish for a National centralisation, not ruled from above
but being in touch with the different Societies and considering nothing but
the prosperity of each. This could only take the form of a Federation and in
1922 there was started by twelve Associati~ns a Federation under the name
of Netherlands' Federation 01 Associations concerning Utility-Poultry- Industry
(N. p. F.)
I have already indicated the kind of work they do ; it chiefly is this:
1.

General representation at the Government.
Deliberation concerning prohibition of export during fOWl septicemia.
Deliberation on the subject: a law for egg-stamping
Deliberation on the subject: The Control of eggs and a mark for ex..
. port.
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2. .Mutual discussions oj the Associations.
The uniformous regulation of the egg -laying competitions in the Netherlands.
Propaganda for the forming of new Associations.
Issuing of certificates and prizes for the egg-laying competitions.
Stud y of diseases, etc.
3.

General propaganda.

Issuing pamphlets:
Combating contagious diseases of poultry by Dr. B.
An edition of 30,000 numbers.
In course of study is the following panlphlet :

J.

C. te Henuepe.

4. Administration of the experimental Station as Beekbergen.
This Federation is very simply arranged. .
Each prOVincial Association is appointing a representative and all these
together vote for a management of 3 people who with the help of the Government Poultry Consultant manage the daily business. Twice a year there is
a General Meeting and every Association pays a yearly subscription of fl. 100
to fray the expenses of the station which, into addition, 0 wns some capital
the remainder of the former V. P. N. after liqUidation, and in this way the
finances of the Experimental Station are quite satisfactory.
In this way with little cost a working together is attained at, which does
not make many rules and only if generally asked for and yet much good is
coming out of it. It is probable that the work may increase but one has not
to fear that expensive office administration will ever be entailed as so often has
been the case elsewhere. The corroboration of the Government and this Experimental Station is perfect and all discussions are held in harmony and with
success to the general interests of all those concerned in it.
The Netherlands have accomplished the corroboration of many independent
Associations, the rapid gro wth of production so that the egg-export compares
favorably with the balance of foreign countries it has increased the inland consumption, it has contributed to the rapid improvement in quality, giving gua..
rantee to the consumer. The results of the egg-laying-competitions give cause
for rejoicing all this must be an encouragement to the pOUltry-keepers instigating them to do better and better.
Should the general crisis in business affect still more the pOUltry-industry
of the Netherlands it is to be hoped that the above described Federation may
be able to prevent more serious disasters and the Government will continue
his interest in the Industry and take the necessary measures of support.

Resume
The Organisation of the Utility Poultry Industry in the Netherlands.
Those who do pOUltry keeping as a business are united by the following
interests:
I.

Propaganda and Instruction.

That is given in corroboration with the Governement Officials.
1I.

Improvement in the stock oj birds.
This is accomplished by jUdicious selection of the reproducing birds
- they should be chosen from noted utility races - by keeping pedigree
records; by arranging Laying-Competitions.

II I.

Sale of the products and purchase of the necessary plant. Commercial
Institutes, co-operative and otherwise.
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IV.

lnfluence on and advice to the Government and general necessities.
A National Federation should be entrusted with the management.
The various provincial Societies are quite differently organised.

I.

Poultry Husbandry. Unions as sections of the existing Agricultural
Societies.
1I. The Agricultural Associations themselves.
II I. Societies not in touch with the AgriCUltural Associations.
IV. Commercial Institutions.

Up to date the Netherlands count fourteen large provincial Associations.
These Associations include all that there is of organised POUltry Industry
and are represented by a central body called:

Netherlands' Federation oj Associations concerning Poultry Industry.
This league is working qUite simply in the general interest of all its members
has more closely been described in the preceding paper in which the writer
wishes to emphasize that the 'saisfactory development of the POUltry Industry
is due to corroboration of the Government and the organised Poultry Associations and that the econolnic results of this Industry largely depend on
their working together.

THE

DEVELOPMENT OF· THE EGG-TRADE
IN THE NETHERLANDS
by

J.

BREUKERS

The egg-trade in the Netherlands, up tiJI 25 years ago, was confined to the
country itself. The eggs produced in the country were generally fetched by
the traders at the poultry-keepers' and received in exchange for groceries and
cereals from small places, those eggs went once more to the wholesale dealers
at Amsterdam and at Rotterdam and were sold at a price fixed by one of them
for the whole week - on Mondays at Amsterdam, on Tuesdays at Rotterdam.
Frequently the eggs on arrival at Amsterdam were no longer qUite fresh
and on the whole small in size -18-22 eggs weighed a kilogram (nearly 2 lbs.
English weight).
An exception thereto were the eggs coming from the centre of the country
bJng brought to the most principle egg markets viz.: Barneveld, Tiel and
Deventer -those markets were prOViding the Dutch towns and their eggs
were favourably known. The egg of the Barneveld market is of a drab colour
those of Tiel and Deventer have a white shell and always were of a decent
size; 1.000 eggs weighing about 60 kilograms which is in English weight about
150 lbs.
The eggs offered at these markets were quite distinct from others and their
price was regUlated entirely according to offer and demand, and-freshness.
The dealers at these markets were most exacting as to freshness and the producer furnishing stale eggs had much trouble in selling his ware and received
a much lower price. As a consequence the producers took much care with
their eggs so that they could command a high or the highest price.
Besides the eggs from the central provinces, the places in the East near
the German frontier exported small quantities of eggs to Germany but the
quantities have only during the past years attained any importance.
In 1900 they found out that the prices for fresh eggs paid abroad, especially
in London and especially for the early ones in February yielded a large profit and
therefore some large English firms tried to import Dutch eggs in large quantities. These first transports were packed in baskets containing some 540-600 egs.
But only the large eggs of a drab-colour gave a satisfactory result. These
eggs could compete in size with the English ones and those from Denmark and
fetched a very high price. The smaller eggs, those that were the product of
trade by exchange, had no value for London as they were to be got cheaper in
England self and there was no lack of eggs of that quality and size, Russia
prOViding enormous quantities.
The great success that the dealers had with large drab-coloured eggs and
the much higher price realised encouraged the poultry keepers to take more
care of their stock of hens and to improve the breeding; in the exchange-trade
ho wever they continued to consider one egg is an egg, whether smaller or
larger-you get that and that for one egg.
The esteem for Dutch eggs grew rapidly and many were the importers that
come to Holland to buy up Dutch eggs and as a natural result the number of
Dutch traders increased seeking for a profitable sale of their eggs to foreign
countries especially England but the chief point was to be able to offer larger
eggs eggs of a drab-colour and of course neW-laid ones and thus competition
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grew very keen, the consumer profiting by it - the producer receiving the
highest price for his excellent quality and thus the trade grew in importance
new markets were opened and it was generally acknowledged that poultrybreeding did pay when done in the rational way, so that the high requirements
for London were satisfied.
Under the circumstances successively the following markets were opened:
round Barneveld, renowned of old, at Amersfoort, Nijkerk, Putten, Harderwij k, Voorthuizen, Ede, Lunteren en Scherpenzeel, in t he district of Tiel: at
CUlemborg, Wijk bis Dunrstede, ZaltbommeJ, Arnhem and Nijrnegen; in the
neighbourhood of Deventer: at Zwolle, tWijhe, Raalte, Olst, Epe, Heerde,
Almelo, Apeldoorn, Zutphen, Lochem, Rijssen, Ommen and Hardenberg.
Very gradually the quantities of eggs brought to these markets increased so
much so that the yearly number of eggs of the different markets surpassed
the number of 10 millions (look yearly report K. v. K. at Deventer).
The quality of the eggs of these egg-centres improved steadily by the enormous competition one poultry keeper receiving 5 ct. more per egg incited his
neighbour to do better still and the exporters vied with each other to have the
best and punished any deterioration by paying a lower price and giving more
for the largest ones and those of the best tint.
The members of the Association of egg-merchants at Barneveld and district
and those of the Guelder-Overijsel Society, in the main depended on these
markets.
One may easily recognise that in the centre of the country the egg traders
had much influence on the poultry keepers stimulating steady improvement
in weight, in colour, in freshness and in cleanliness.
While in the centre of Holland the improvement steadily advanced with
the great demand for eggs, in the other parts of the country they were rather
slow in effecting an improvement. In the Northern Provinces, you only get
a small ugly-looking egg, not suitable for the wholesome trade, almost eXClusively used as payment in exchange for goods.
In the Southern provinces likewise the size of the egg was insignificant
and the production loW only in 1901 with the founding of the ~Association to
promote poultry culture in the Netherlands» (V. P. N.) some progress was
to be noted. In every Province there was a section and at many local places
with the purpose to spread instruction on poultry keeping and poultry breeding
with the result of improving the egg.
Especially the board of the Provincial Societies too k the lead and within
a few years the Northern Provinces had poultry that produced much larger
eggs and in the Southern Provinces owing to the white Leghorn the stock of
birds grew tremendously. The development and improvement of the material
entailed a development of the egg-trade that was responsible for many Cooperative Societies being formed.
In 1900 the «South Netherland Dairy product Union ) (Z. N. Z.) offered
its members the opportunity of selling at their auctions at Maastricht newlaid
eggs in addition to butter: During the first year alone near~y one million eggs
were brought to those auctions.
In order to accomplish a better organisation and better methods of book
keeping it was decided on having separate Egg-Auctions and the Z. N. Z.dropped the egg-trade.
On June 18th 1910 at Maastricht that special egg-auction was opened by
the «South Netherland Dairy-products Union» (Z. N. Z. ) and these auctions
were presided over by a separate Board of Administration.
In 1903, the Section Friesland of the V. P. N. took their egg trade in hand
and the auctions took place in a part of the .Waaggebouw» (place where they
weigh butter eggs cheese, corn, etc.) the municipality of Leemvarden having
kindly granted the permission to do so.
The starting was very modest, only about 280 eggs being brought to the
auction.
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In the beginning those eggs were sold a 'piece, but after a few months it
was deemed desirable to sell the eggs by weight and it is by weight again that
the members who furnish the eggs are paid out.
In 1903 the eggs sold at Leemvarden represented in average 19-20 eggs
per kilo =( 2 1/2 lbs. English weight) ; in the last years the average number
to a kilo was 16-17 eggs.
The sale of eggs amounted in 1908 to fl. 10137,57 while in the register of
1917 the sum was increased to fl. 1,554270,14 1/2•
In 1904 the auctions at Roermond took their beginning by a Co-operative
Society. Also here purchase and sale goes by weight noting all the same how
many eggs go to the weight per kilogram.
The following tables will show how favourably the auctions at Roermond
are progressing.
This is a summary of the yearly sale of eggs at an average· price of the
Co-operative-Roermond-Egg-Auction section of the V. P. N. at Roermond.
Payment

Delivery of eggs

1904.............
1905............
1906............
1907............
1908.•..........
19()9~ ...........
1910.•..........
1911.•..........
1912.•..........
1913.•. r • • • • • • • •
1914............
1915.•..........
1916...........•
1917............
1918............

25.805
835.075
2.017.025
3.858.497
6.807.417
9.396.180
13.568.800
15.522.986
19.016.796
23.847.300
25.672.604
40.779.960
58.103.380
55.746.746
18.983.562

fl.

32.234.05
80.277.60
»
»
157.040.» 277.676.18
405.720.02
~
579.219.35
~
)}
700.154.89
»
872.183.43
» 1.128.608.46
.} 1.198.029.63
» 2.681.588.99
)} 4.615.560.77
.) 5.210.985.50
2.614.714.52
.)

)

Average price
per tOO eggs

fl.

» 3.86
3.98
» 4.07 1/2
4.08
~
4.32
»
» 4.27
)}
4.51
4.58 1/2
.>
»
4.73
» 4.66 1/2
.)
6.57 1/2
.)
7.94
)}
9.35
» 13.77 1/2

»

This Co-operative Egg-Auction founded later on a Sister-Auction at Nymegen in order to increase the area for sale.
In 1909 there was founded at Enschede a Co-operative-Utiiity-PoultryBreeding-Association that rapidly took in hand the egg-trade and has been
most successful.
In January 1919 this Co-operative Association was transformed into a Pro..
vincial one bearing the name of Co-operative Association, Eastern-PoultryCo-operations.
In 1915 the Auctions of eggs at Venlo were started by the Co-operativeAuction~Society, Into addition, there are important auction Societies-all co~
operative at : Amersfoort, Zwolle, Groningen, Assen etc., but the description
of the already mentioned ones will suffice to show the importance of the Cooperative egg-auctions taking the lead; they are Administered by Co-opera,,:,
tive business-institutions or foundations of th~ outcome of theY. P. N.

Egg- trade in the differents districts of the Netherlands
The egg- trade in the N~therlands may be ordered by districts in the-same
way as the development of the poultry keeping the descriptio~ of which has
been given heretofo rea
.
~
.
. Nearly .all th~ products of. North and South. Holland are cqnsumed in. the
large towns with the exceptions of duck eggs which are produced in Nortl1
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Holland in enormous quantities and which are preserved in limepits, or exported to England at least the greater part of them.
In the centre of the country much private trading is still done, the dealers
buying their provisions at the egg markets-but the Danish method, that will
say, the eggs being taken to collecting places where every producers can leave
his eggs and be paid out according to the weight of the eggs is more and more
coming into pratice. Several whole sale dealers from these parts as well as
from Amsterdam and Rotterdam receive in this way their stock of eggs. In
the East of the country, trade by exchange is also a custom of the past- perhaps one may still come across in a small part of Twente.
Part of the eggs is furnished to the Eastern- Poultry Co-operation at Enschede another part is collected by branches of the Arnhem egg-Auction, that
Was founded in 1917 by a Guelder-Overijsel. Company of Agriculture and the
A arts diocesanen Peasants and Horticulture Union however the greatest part
goes to about 30 different egg- dealers who either belong to the Association
«The County» or «Twente ) there too the eggs are paid by weight.
In the South the management lies in the hands of the Co-operations. The
co-operative Egg-Auctions at Roermond and the Auction-Association at Venlo
accept most of the eggs that are produced in Limburg and North Brabant while
so metimes one who lesale dealer is receiving large quantities. The eggs fro m
Zeeland and the Western - North - Brabant are only in small quantities sold
by Co.-operatives the larges bUlk going direct to the whole sale.-dealer at Rotterdam.
The Egg and Poultry trade of the V. P. N. at Leenwarden has done much
for the prosperity of the egg trade in the North which is also generally done
by Co-operations. They have branches at Groningen and Assen, and Drenthe
also is sending her eggs. It is there that you may still come across the old system of exchanging eggs for groceries-in quality and size those eggs are much
inferior to those which are produced by members of the Associations in other
provinces. Most of the Unions of egg-dealers have joined the Union of Egg
merchants in the Netherlands.
The drab-tinted eggs from the central provinces are nearly all sent to England, while the white shelled ones from Limburg and North-Brabant noted
for their size- used to be sent to Germany in particular to the Rhine-provinces.
The eggs collected at Leenwarden were destined partly to England partly
to Germany those from Enschede were exported to Germany.
As a result of the war and the change in the social arrangements in the
Netherlands, and as a result of the high wages paid to workmen since the year
1918, the eggtrade has had to find other channels. Before 1918 the greater part
of the fresh eggs was exported and large quantities of inferior quality were
imported and readily bought by the working population.
After the war the working people too have learned to know and esteem a
fresh egg SQ that many more of the home-laid eggs are consumed in the country
self: Amsterdam, Rotterdam and the Hague alone consume in the year many
10 millions of eggs from the Netherlands.
The export to Germany is stopped for the present. After the war very large
quantities of fresh eggs were exported to Belgium as the war had entirely destro yed the poultry stock In Belgium, Roermond In particular sent large contingents to Brussels but the very 10 w rate of exchange has also stopped this
export. England alone remains a desirable country for export and the best
eggs from the central provinces go there for inland use the Northern, Southern
and Eastern provinces are called to supply.
In order to get an idea of the inland sale of eggs in several years, the following statistics taken from tables of the egg-associations may serve:
in 1916 destined for export. .... . . . . .. 393.184.412 eggs
in)
»
»
inland use....... 192.186.062 )
Total........... 585.370.474 eggs.
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The above figures don't in the least indicate the entire egg production in
the Netherlands during that period, because just in those years a great number
of eggs were kept for fown use» by the poultry keepers or by others outside
the control of the Egg-Union.

The Netherlands' Import and Export of eggs
The export of eggs from the Netherlands in the pre- war years was chiefly
possible by the enormous import of eggs from Poland and Russia. Those EastEuropean eggs could be bought so cheap that not with standing freight, packing, breakage etc. they were sold at a lower price than the cheapest inland
eggs. The quality of these eggs was, considering their long journey, qUite satisfactory, because these foreign eggs by means of their composition keep much
longer fit for use than our Dutch eggs.
Considerable quantities of these eggs were used for industriel purposes
and consumption another part of them was put in lime, especially in the North
of Holland to be brought to market at a time when new-laid eggs were scarce
and expensive. They even were exported to England during the winter months
while the rest was used by industrials and bakers.
Again after the war, large quantities were imported and again, in part,
exported to England while the remainder was used in Ho Hand.
With regard to preserving eggs, there has come a change in as much that
also of the inland eggs in April and May many are put into lime to be preserved.

S. A. R. EL SERENfsIMO SR. PRiNCIPE DE· ASTURIAS

Presidente Honorariode los Avicultores de Espana, llegando a laExposici6n
en compania de su Jefe de Estudios Excmo. Sr. General Conde del Grove
y de su Profesor el· Teniente Coronel D. Eliseo deL6riga

SS. MM. LOS 'REYES DE ESPANA; S. A. R. EL SRMO. SR. PRf~CIPE DE ASTURIAS, eI Presidente dei Directorio
Gubernativo, Marques de Estella, los Miembros de los Comites Ejecutivos y los Delegados extranjeros
tomando el te en la Exposici6n Mundial de Avicultura
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TRANSPORTATION OF POULTRY
by B. van ASPEREN VERVENNE,
Dutch Congressist.

The transportation of poultry is only a small part of the complicated machinery, that keeps the pOUltry business going; each gear of a machine however
has its own part to do, and if it does not accomplish that in a satisfactory
way, on account of stopping or rattling, it will hurt the power of the entire
machinery.
Just now, that very gearing, obliged to keep moving the transportation of
pOUltry, is rattling badly, it makes the whole business suffer.
As a common occurence, the reports of the Societyfor the protection of animals tell us, that hamp~rs or crates with live poultry had to be emptied, partly,
on account of these being over crowded, but this refers only to a few veryobvious cases, whereas in reality, in shipping live poultry, the birds are always
not only crowded, but also packed wrongly, which they cannot stand at all, as
nothing will hurt them more than crowding and packing wrong.
Hunger and thirst during transportation don't hurt as much as does packing
wrong. Once I unpacked a cock bird, which had travelled ten days in a hamper,
Without any food or water, and although looking rather a little pale, the bird
was as fit as it could be.
More over it is a well known fact, that pOUltry will live without any food
or water for weeks.
As a rUle pOUltry can stand quite a good deal, they can adapt themselves
to different conditions, but there is one particular thing that they won't
stand; that is, to be cro wded in a limited space; and when, as in the case of
transportation they have to sit on the ground in a very packed condition,
they go- to pieces. Very soon intestinal disorders and watery discharge arise,
the healthy colour disappears, the combs become darke and shrink, feathers
become dull looking, soiled and ragged, and the birds emaciate Visibly..
Now when the birds are very crowded, the trouble does not end there, but
diseases break out and death occurs.
The symptons are always the same, one can trace them to chickens, which
do not mature early enough, but get stunted, live pOUltry show them while
being transported.
Scientifically very little attention seems to have been paid to this subject,
however it is a well known fact, that especially bacteria are the cause of the
evil.
On account of the high temperature and damp atmosphere, which arise
among and between the fOWls, the living conditions for different bacteria,
which are found in the body of every animal, become more favourable, and
accordingly they multiply rapidly, causing sickness and finally death of the
birds.
With over crowded 'hampers or crates the process of the disease is as age..
neral rule exceedingly acute, so that even a few hours of transportation are
already sufficient to clearly show symptoms of diseases, which may~ cause
death within twenty four hours.
After a bacteriological examination of the sick or dead birds, as a general
rule fowl cholera seems to have been the real cause of the trouble. - This is
so much the more remarkable, because, according to my opinion, fOWl cholera
in the Netherlands is no indigenous disease.
I.

24:
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True it is, that the disease appears quite regularly, but when it does sho w

up, one always can trace it back to birds, which have been transported.
Quite numerous are the cases of cholera on the premises of the farmers,
who recently bought so called Italian fo wIs, these are birds originating or not
from Italy, but being imported in the Netherlands via Belgium, and offered
for sale at a price far below the average price of common Dutch pOUltry. Already
about 1880, such importations took place, and pOUltry journals of that period
reported that poultry as mentioned above brought a very serious contagious
disease with them, but the kind of the disease was not known at that time.
In the fall of 1921, a firm in ROlde ( Netherlands) imported from Poland
some thousands of geese, with a view to fatten them. A short time after arrival,
a serious disease with cases of death made its appearance, with SUch an acute
process, that finally the birds were dying off at a pace of about 40/p hour.
Examination at the State Serum Institute at Rotterdam showed clearly
that also in this case one had to deal with fo wI cholera.
In Avicultura I published an article, by which I stated, that transportation
ought to be the cause of it. The receiver of the geese did affirm my opinion,
by saying that the birds were transported in too crowded a condition and closed cars.
Also in Waterland, part of the province of North- HoHand, where are kept
about 250.000 dUCks and a like number of hens fOWl cholera breaks out repea..
tedly, and even here transportation will be the main cause of it. At least the
disease shows up regularly with the pOUltry dealers who are living there.
It is also a well known fact, that the supplies of pOUltry which are sold at
the big poultry market at Purmerend as a rule are packed and shipped in a
very un expert way.
The most remarkable fact however is, that fOWl cholera always is limited
to the infected flock itself, or at the most to birds within the immediate vicinity, when these fOWls come in contact with the infected birds; the disease does
not spread like the Klein-disease, which, in whatever part of the Netherlands
it appears rapidly spreads over an entire county; therefore according to my
opinion fOWl cholera in the Netherlands is in no wayan indigenous disease,
but exclusively a disease due to transportation, which disease ho wever can
make its appearance as well with indigenous fowls as with imported foreign
birds, while the Klein-disease on the contrary seems to be indigenous in the
Netherlands on account of its being spread all over the country. In other European countries and also outside of Europe people are also acquainted with the
difficulties connected with the transportation of poultry, and the whole problem, which practically is international, is to find some means to limit the
difficulties and damage done due to transportation as much as possible.
The damage alone caused to table pOUltry, on account of transportation
represents already a considerable amount of money; the worst however is,
that this damage has to be born for a great deal by the producers; the pOUltry
dealers beginning with charging the costprice for the amount of damage caused
by transportation, and this is one of the reasons why in the Netherlands the
producer receives SUch a 10 w price for his table pOUltry.
The losses or damage due to transport can be met with in part by improving the shipping crates and by establishing rules, fixing the number of fOWls
that may be put into a crate.
Such rules were established in The Netherlands during the great war, and
could easily be enforced, on account of the trade and exportation being subjected to a severe control; but after the war was over, that control was discontinued and all the advantage or benefit of it was lost.
At that time however the dimensions of crates were fixed as follows.
Length 1.75 m. width; 0.75 m. height; 0.35 m.; with pOUltry netting on the
top, while the sides had to be provided over the entire length with three openings of at least 2 cm. in width; and the crate had to be divided in two compartments.
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A crate was allowed to hold not more than 30 old fowls or 40 young cockerels ; each compartment holding 15 a 20 birds.
Undoubtedly the above mentioned rules have prevented a big damage,
as during these years millions of fo wls were' killed off and also transported
() ver long distances.
Loss of weight, disease and death ho wever continued to prevail, whenever
the transportation had to take place over big distances, then the ventilation
()f the crates appeared to be qUite unsufficient partly on account of the crates
not being open enough, and on the other hand because the railroad cars in use
were not properly fitted for the transportation of live poultry. When the fo wls
sit quietly on the bottom of the crate, the bodies come close together, the feathers prevent the escaping of the hot air, which arises among the birds, causing
the temperature near the bottom of the crate becoming much too high, and
the fowjs getting sick.
Then the efforts to have three openings of 2 em, in the bottom of the crate
failed on account of the objections from the Railway Companies, following
the advice of the Society for the protection of animals, they forbade the ope-nings in the bottom, as it sometimes happened that the fowls would put their
legs through the openings, which were hurt or crushed with the loading or
unloading of the car. That indeed did happen a few times, but is the suffering
caused by sickness not much worse, than a broken or crushed leg once in a
while.
The solving of the problem will have to be found in the placing of a double
'bottom in the poultry crates. The lower bottom remains closed tight but the
upper one just 5 em. above the lower bottom is made of slats 2.5 em. apart.
'The space between the two bottonls must be left open and not closed along
the sides of the crate, so that the air is allowed to circulate between the two
bottoms, and the hot air which otherwise easily accumulates among the close
;sitting fowls is allowed to escape. As for the rest the crate remains the same
,as mentioned above. Different difficulties connected with the transportation
are abolished by these technical changes, so that there are no other disadvantages connected with it, except a little. increase in the price of the new crate.
As the crate however will last a few years, this increase of price does not amount
Ito anything, and this refers also to the very small increase of weight of th~
'double bottoms. Of course the advantage of the double bottom will amount
to very little if for the transportation over long distances closed railrood cars
·are used; for that purpose ordinary cattle cars are most fitted. In shipping
{)ne fowl or a small set of hens the danger of course is not so great, and when
the shipping box or hamper admits .sufficient ventilation, all will be well;
ho wever using shipping baskets or hampers, \vhich are closed too tight, will
make the birds susceptible of roup or diptheria.
With regard to long sea voyages, a good deal of experience has been acquired.
At the present time the Netherlands export quite a lot of poultry to the
colonies in Asia and South America. This trade would be still bigger if the
transportation difficulties were not so great.
A good deal of poultry however dies on the way, or arrives in a sick condition or becomes sick after arrival, generally the result of unsatisfactory packing
()r housing conditions and care during the vo yage.
In the summer of 1921 I received an order from the Dutch Government
in Suriname to send 4-12 white Leghorns, born 1921 and bred from parents
with a production of more than 200 eggs in their first year of laying, and were
bought for the purpose of improving the poultry in that colony.
The order was given to the poultry establishment « De Betuwe» owner
'Welleman Bros. Buurmaesen in the Netherlands, and the birds Were shipped
on the 24th Aug. 1921. They were housed as follows.
The Coop was long 3 m., wide 1.10 m. and front part high 1 m., with a sloping roof to the rear. There was no partition between the day and night com·
partment, but the front of the night compartment was all boarded up, while
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.the day part was covered with strong wire netting. To the rear wall was fixed
a hopper. Filled with a dry mash mixture, sufficient for the entire voyage..
For grain and drinking water a trough of zinc was placed at the front, outside,.
and ordinary roosts were placed in the night compartment of the Coop.
The Coop was placed on the after deck of the ship, and I gave the boatswain fUll instructions and recommended him emphasicaIIy, in case of stormy
weather to cover up the coop and protect it against shipping seas; but in such,
a way that not all fresh air was cut off.
The voyage lasted fUlly three weeks, and the receiver, the Director of Agriculture at Paramaribo some time afterwards advised me as follows.
(c The birds eVidently had adapted themselves splendidly to their excellent
» quarter, which served them as a house. The supply of food left nothing to»be desired and the passengers paid the greatest interest to this shipment•.
» Their state of health is up till now very good indeed, some of the birds
started laying, and the eggs sell easily for hatching, and one of these days,
) 6 chickens were hatched from 8 eggs. ))
It is therefore clearly shown, that it is very well possible to transport pOUltryon long voyages and transplant them in to another climate, without any
serious injury to the fowls; however the packing or rather temporary housing
ought to meet the requirements of the birds, in providing for roosts, and aI-·
though more or less limited, sufficient room for a little exercise.
By applying the dry feeding method, the food supply is practically for the:
greatest part arranged automatically, as the caretaker who as a rule has no
experience in the pOUltry line, has only to provide them with hard grain and
drinking water.
The very bad condition in which most pOUltry arrive after transportation,
to over sea countries is as a rule mainly due to unsuitable packing or deficient
housing conditions.
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THE DISCOVERY BY CHAR~ES TELLIER
«THE FATHER OF REFRIGERATION»
PRESERVATION OF .POULTRY AND EGGS BY COLD STORAGE
by Mr. de MAUNY,
Member of the Council of the French Cold Storage Association.

GENTLEMEN:

It is a very great pleasure fo r a Frenchman, in this International Congress
'of Barcelona, to speak to you of the gigantic progress accomplished in the

feeding of the people owing to the scientific discovery of the Frenchman Charles
'Tellier «The Father of Refrigeration ).
Limited in the extent of my report, which is preceded and followed by many
'Others, I can only give you a somewhat condensed statement regarding the
life of the great man who merits and always will merit above all the title of
Benefactor of Humanity.
In 1855 he constructed a boat using ammonia as a motor and compressed
air in place of a screW. A tempest wrecked his work and his means did not
allow him to recommence it.
HaUSSlTIann, Prefect of Paris, advised him to endeavour to make the ice
,vhich often lacked at that period; on that advice Tellier devoted himself to
refrigeration and achieved the conservation of organic matter. His first apparatus with mechanical compression and liquefaction of gas, which even to-day
.in the hands of numerous constructors embodies more than 75 % of the applications of refrigeration, brought Charles Tellier an imprisonment of nine months,
-Dbtained by a powerful society who feared competition from the application of
the system of our scientist. The following proposal was made to him: « Undertake not to occupy yourself with refrigeration, and you are not only free but
we will pay you the amount you fix ) to which he replied « Such a transaction
in my eyes is criminal. Take me to Clichy). (The prison was at Clichy.)
In his boo k « Ammonia in Industry» every proof of his creative genius
:abounds, and there is found that beautiful line « I pardon those who made me
expiate by a painfUl captivity the honour of having preceded them along the
:road that they have followed ». These are the sentiments of high moral Christianity which inspired him.
Messrs. Reys and Leroy, Uruguayans, honour their country by placing their
confidence in our scientist, who, thanks to them, carried out his first refrigerating
€xperiment of 23 days, in February 1868, on board the vessel « The City of
Rio Janeiro ).
Count Germiny, Minister of Napoleon I I I, patronised Tellier and induced
the Emperor to be the first subscriber on the list of names of those who would
give their financial assistance to the humanitarian work of our compatriot
,- but the War of 1870 prevented its launching.
Charles Tellier, after the turmoil, undiscouraged resumed his work; little by
little he gathered a capital of 1,200,000 francs, purchased a ship which became
.(< The Refrigerator », commenced his installation, and, on the 23rd September
1878, meat was shipped at Rouen, and after 105 days the ship entered Buenos
,Ayres demonstrating to all the most convincing results of complete preservation
by Dry Cold.

• •*
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The British were the first to avail themselves of it. It is certainly England,.
in Europe, who requires the largest tonnage of imports of perishable foodstuffs
to feed herself: 1,254,000 tons in 1921, while Germany in the same year only
imported 855,000 tons, Belgium 133,700 tons and France 113,700.
England also has the best equipped fleet for transport by water, just as
France holds the record for transport by railway for speed and punctuality.
You may not know these figures gentlemen, but it was advisable to recalI
them before dealing with the subject of the utilisation of Cold for the preservation of eggs and poultry.
Preservation oj eggs. - The preservation of eggs by Cold is the most exten-sively used in the United States and in England, indeed, it has attained such
a degree that it will soon be the only method practised.
Temperature, humidity and cleanliness are the three principal factors for
the proper preservation of eggs.
The eggs most to be sought for good preservation are spring eggs after the
danger of frosts has disappeared. Does this depend on the condition of the
fowl at this period or atmospheric conditions or are these two reasons com-·
bined? All sorts of experience compels us to record the fact.
Fresh eggs with a thick shell and dense contents from well-fed fowls attain
the rnaximumof preservation in a temperature of-2 degrees centigrade; those
with a thinner shell, due to deficiency of calcareous drink or food, or with less
compact yolk frOlTI fowls badly fed preserve about 0 degree. It goes without
saying that these latter keep half the time. A fine white coating on the shell is
the indication 01 the best moisture to attain. This slight coating of snow does
not enter the shell, it is so fine that it falls at the lightest touch on the egg..
The fairly frequent renewal of the air in the cold chambers and the greater
or Jess quantity of eggs stored therein affect as much the degree of humidity'
as the influence of the odour.
In all products of the pOUltry-yard and in particular as regards eggs odour
plays a deadly part. It is indispensable previously to whitewash the cold chambers used for eggs and nerver put in there anything but eggs.
Eggs of the very best quality taken fronl the refrigerator after seven months
when boiled are quite satisfactory and often compare very favourably with.
more freshly laid eggs purchased on the markets or having been subjected to a
commencement of warming under the fOWls. Nearly everywhere the gathering
of eggs is made withot sufficient care and a night egg instead of being beneficial
to health is altered in its freshness and becomes toxic.
For broken or frozen eggs the process is simpler. Whether they are complete
or whites and yolks separated they are closed in metal boxes in order to keep
them in a congealed state. Their principal use is in pastry making and biscuit
making; they enter into ordinary consumption in the form of pOWdered eggs.
Preservation of poultry. - The great advantage of this preservation is being
able to supply fOWls in condition when they are required out of the season
avoiding their becoming tainted in the meantime, of being able to kill an animal
at a suitable time thereby not feeding it profitably, of not flooding the market
or at the same time inducing the fall of price prejudicially .. 0 the interests of
the producer, and avoiding the re-action of prices by lack of supplies at other
periods of the season and on this occasion going against the interests of consumers.
Before the discovery of « Dry Cold» by Charles Tellier, meat preservation
was poor, loaded with water by the evaporation of the ice, the purchaser paid
to his detriment for the weight of this water which in addition moistened and
softened the tissues offering more facilities to bacteria.
Good preservation in a cold chamber depends upon its perfect state of
cJeanliness and the care given to preliminary treatment of the product placed
therein. The fowl purchased on the -market does not offer the same guarantee
for its good preservation as that killed by the party interested.
Let us take an examplE=' : An incomplete removal of the blood when a fowl
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is killed leads to a more rapid tainting of its flesh and to a less satisfactory
appearance of its skin and muscles.
A chicken must be completely bled, it is useless otherwise to freeze it with
care because it quickly turns green and its taste even if it has not time to decompose will never .pe comparable to that of a properly prepared fowl, dry plucked
and not heated.
Poultry can be preserved either in a refrigerated condition ( + 1 to + 3 )
all in a cold state (from - 2 to - 4 ) or even in a congealed state at a still
10 wer temperature. This depends on the period it has to be kept; it can vary
from 15 days to 5 or 7 months.
Experience has shown that birds not drawn preserve better than those
which have been. It is therefore preferable not to draw them but to let them
become clean naturally by depriving them of food 12 hours before killing them.
It is essential to avoid sudden changes of temperature when they are. taken
from the cold chambers, and their packing requires to be carried out with
care in boxes, or even cartons, when they will only be in small quantities, six
or t~o, in order to isolate them, contact between them being harmful and partially preventing proper freezing.
A thermometer will assure a pratically even temperature during transport,
when an abnormal variation would indicate that it would be advisable to get
rid of the lot of fowls transported as quickly as possible.
Two days before supplying them for consumption it is necessary to consider
a progressive diminution of the temperature of the fowl in order to retain all
the original qualities as far as refrigeration allows. Because a chicken only
refrigerated will have a fineness that a frozen fowl cannot obtain, though either
are nourishing and healthy.
The future of the utilisation of «( Dry Cold ) for the proper preservation
of perishable foodstuffs is considerable. In many cases it will replace with advantage the use of ice, and in avoiding losses of food will assure a beneficial
abundance for all.
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AVIAN PRODUCTION, THE TRADE
IN AND CONSUMPTION OF EGGS AND POULTRY IN SPAIN
by JOSE M. GUILLENGA'RCfA,
Secretary of the Avicultural Syndicate and the local Committee of Breeders
in Catalonia and Member of the Executive Committe of Congress at Barcelona.

Spain is a favourable country for the breeding of domestical fa wls and the
production of this article could easily be large enough for the Home-Market if
the suppliers of the big markets-places, who at present look more to their own
profit than to the interest of the country, would only foment and assist the
production of this article with a brisker demand for the goods of Spanish origin.
We have sufficient proof for this from the War time when it was impossible to import both eggs and fowls. During the War the home-production was
more than sufficient to cover the demand of the Spanish market for these goods,
but when the peace was signed and international commerce re-established, the
Spanish Peseta was quoted at a very high rate especially as compared with
the depreciated exchange of the countries which in pre-war time had supplied
Spain with eggs and poultry, and as a consequence of this the dealers dropped
their usual bu ying trips through the egg-producing districts, or decreased their
orders to such an extent that the farmers found themselves obliged to reduce
their stocks Whereas Spain could easily supply herself with poultry products
and even have a certain surplUS for export, we are now buying this commodity
in large quantities from other countries, perhaps less favourable situated for
the production of eggs and poultry.
The conditions of the Spanish Inarket for poultry products are very peculiar:
We must differentiate between the localities which produce much and consume little, and the two great markets of Madrid and Barcelona, capable the
latter of consuming on their 0 wn the whole production of this country.
The consumption of eggs is very ilnportant in both places, regarding chicks,
however, the market in Madrid is specially remarkable for the great quantity
of young, tender chicks for roasting which are consumed, whereas Barcelona,
although also consuming young chicks in quantities proportional to the population of the City, is more noted for the tremendous numbers of old hens consumed, t.here being no doubt whatsoever that Barcelona, and Catalonia as a
whole, is about the only place where this commodity finds a ready sale. It
will suffice to give an idea of the importance of this market saying that in the
city of Barcelona only, some 5.000 to 6.000 old hens are being ~onsumed daily.
This is due to the old custom of the Catalonian people to prepare their soup
and puchero with broth of pOUltry meat. For this purpose a piece of a hen is
boiled for three hours until the meat has given up all its broth, and it is thus
explained that the age of the hen does not make any difference for the quality
of the soup, as an old Catalonian proverb also says: « even old hen makes good
•
soup ».
It is thus explained that old hens from the greater part of Europe, In short
any old hen which has finished la¥ing, and consequently in ?ther markets .would
have only a little chance of sale, In Barcelona occupy the fIrst place and IS sure
of a read y sale.
POUltry meat for soup can be afforded by rich and poor, because a quarter
of a hen gives the necessary extract for making soup for a whole family, and
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if there is not enough money to bu y a who Ie bird a half, a quarter and even i,'8
hen can be obtained.
On such basis works the retail market of Catalonia, and everywhere may
be seen the tables of the butlers who sell poultry in small quantities, and not
()nly do they sell the meat itself, but they are also able to dispose of the blood,
the ovary, the liver, the gizzard, the comb etc. at advantageous prices, these
articles are not being sold as waste but as remainders, and of them are made
some special Catalonian dishes.
This custom is so well established that in the American towns where there
are important centres of Catalans, a Catalonian butler will always be found
who supplies his countrymen with the meat etc. for their classical dishes.
As a consequence of this old custom, the consumption of old hens is so great
that Catalonia alone would want the entire supply available of this article,
without, of course, this perjudicating the population of the producing districts
where hardly nobody ever eats the meat of old hens. An example of this is the
case of some of the Andalucian provinces, in the capitals of which there is hardly
denland for more than three or four dozen birds daily, and these exclusively
for making soup for the reconvalescents, whereas these same prOVinces have
a daily surplUS of no less than 1.000 old birds which can be sent to Barcelona.
The districts producing eggs and poultry are in number of their importance:
Galicia, Catalonia, Murcia, Andalucia, Valencia, Islas Baleares, the two Castillians, Leon, Asturias, the Vazconga provinces, and in the last place Aragon
y Navarra, which produce for their own consumption only.
When the war was over in 1918, Galicia alone produced 10.000.000 dozen
€ggs and 1.300.000 fowls out of the 23.350.000 dozens which was the estimated
annual consumption of Madrid and Barcelona.
Between Madrid and Barcelona some 25 to 26 million dozens birds are
consumed every year, and although we are sorry having to say it, more than
half of them are imported. This is so much more to be regretted as during the
War and up to 1921 the Spanish farms supplied the whole quantity needed,
whereas now more than half has to be imported.
'. OW1ng to lack of statistics we cannot give more exact figures, but we think
that with What we have said an idea may be formed as to what the Spanish
Poultry Market in reality is, the demands of which are being supplied by the
big purchasing companies in Madrid and more especially in Barcelona, which
companies work with important capitals, some of them even with rail-way
carriages of their 0 wn, and make tremendous pro fits, which latter can only
be equalled by the ones made by the retailers who very often get rich in few
years.
It is hardlY possible to introduce in Spain the co-operative societies which
are working with such success in other countries of greater progress in avicuItural questions. The frame of mind of the Spanish Villager and the natural
and typical suspiciousness of the peasants is a great obstacle for this, and thus
is it eXplained that we are bound to supply ourselves from the purchasing companies which are abSOlute masters of the Spanish market.
The concentration of eggs and poultry in the great consuming centres takes
place in the follo Wing way:
All localities have their weekly fair to which the Villagers and small farmers come With the eggs laid during the week, and such fowls as they may have
for disposal. Some of them have already sold their products to the travelling
buyer who visits weekly all the little farms likely to have eggs for sale, b~t the
majority prefer to sell them in the market, partly because they are gOIng to
spend the money they obtain for their poultry products buying such articles
as are needed.
The purchasing agents in the rural markets pack the eggs and send them
to the Company in the town which then distribute them to the retailers who
in their turn sell the eggs to the consumers.
The poultry farms which sell direct to the public can thus take advantage
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()f the high price of eggs caused by the many middlemen who handle the goods

before it reaches the consumer, and retain for themselves all commissions which
are generaly made by the middlemen.
Those who work principally on the basis of meat production have not this
advantage to the same extent, as they must compete with the peasants who
breed his fo wls in the fields almost without eXpense for him, whereas the real
poultry farmers have considerable expenses.
Packing of eggs according to the Universal Standard, as the imported eggs
come to us is not at all general in this country, nor even official. Poultry meat
cannot travel by fast trains, not even light ones, and has to be sent by goods
trains or very slo W mixed ones, so that it takes some four to five days to cover
distances from 700/800 kilometers. As is natural all this contributes to and
increases the dislike for poultry products of Spanish origin and induces the
dealers, and specially those of Barcelona, to prefer the imported goods which
on account of the geographical situation of the town arrive in fresher condition
and better packed.
The classification of eggs is done at sight and according to the judgment
of the seller.
Although the use of an iron ring for measuring eggs was determined by
law in Barcelona, nobody uses it and even the inspectors of the market places
are very lenient in seing to the fulfilment of these directions.
In Spain, specially in Madrid and above all in Barcelona there are many
Cold Storage Rooms working, in which important quantities of eggs are being
preserved which later on will come on to the market together with the important ones, all as fresh eggs or new laid eggs, and therefore some new rules are
coming into force regulating the import and giving new impulse to the Home
production.
At present fOWls are imported only from France and eggs from France,
North of Africa, Turkey, BUlgaria and Egypt.
It may be said that as a general rule the price of eggs in Spain, the same
as in most other countries, has risen considerpbly. In Pre-War time the price
of eggs in the rural market places used to be some 60 to 70 Centimos increasing
to two pesetas a dOzen during the periods of less supply, and to-day the minimum price is Pesetas 1/20 and in winter time the Villagers get up to Pesetas
4 and 4/50 whereas the consumer in the city has to pay about 5 or 6 Pesetas
per dozen.
Several times maximum prices have been put on eggs, this however has
turned out to be a wrong move for as there Were no limitations as to the price
of food-stuffs for the poultry the farmers when finding out that they Were obliged to sell the eggs at a price which left them practically no profit at all chose
selling their stocks, this being one of the reasons why the Home production
has decreased so considerably during the last years.
On account of the lack of authentic data which would enable us to inform
the Delegates more extensively,on the matter, this is all we can say, and we
trust that it may enable them to form an opinion or at least give them an idea
of the conditions and organization of the Spanish Poultry Market.
The present Government gives much attention to to everything that may
favour the National Production and lead to a 10 wer cost of living, and We therefore think that it would be opportune for them to receive the conclusions
and resolutions of the present Congress haVing bearing on this subject. Therefore we, who took on us the defence of the interests of Poultry Production in
Spain, take the liberty of asking the Delegates kindly to assist us on the matter
and we do not doubt that with their valuable co-operation an improvement
on our present situation will result.
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THE ORGANISATION OF COLD STORAGE TRANSPORT
IN FRANCE
Its Application to. Aviculture
by Mr. MALATIER,
Agricultural Engineer, Inspector of the «Paris-Lyon-Mediterranee)} Railways..

Until .1914 co Id storage transport was almost non-existent in France.
During the war the necessity of feeding the armies brought about a request
from the Supervisor to the Railway Companies to turn a certain amount of
insulated waggons into trucks suitable for attaching to Express trains. 850 carriages were thus transformed.
The American Army also imported 1.450 isothermal vehicles. This material, with a few dozen carriages belonging to private enterprises, constituted
the French «park )} of cold storage vehicles.
At the end of the war this material was restored or given to the Rail way
Companies who Were endeavouring to develop transport under the cold stoarge system.
The actual organisation is as folIo ws :
1) The administration of the State Railways employ directly the waggons·
from their own park.
2) The Railway Company of the lJ Paris-Lyons-Mediterranean )} in conjunction with the Companies of the north and east, have' let their carriages.
to the Society of French Transport and Cold Storage, 8 and 10, Boulevard.
Diderot, Paris X I J.
This Society use this material and the carriages of the Aerothermic
Waggons, actually dissolved for transport from the P.-L.-M. Est, North,.
Alsace Lorraine centres and a portion from the State centre.
3) The Paris-Orleans Railway Co. has let its part to the Cold Storage Company, 28, Rue Etienne Marcel, Paris I I. This material is put at the service of the P.-O., Midi and a portion of the State Railways.

Cold Storage Carriages
Cold storage carriages are divided into two categories:

1) The Isothermal carriages which protect their goods from the tempera-

ture of the outside atmosphere.

.

2) The refrigerating carriages Which, built like the isothermal ones, possess

as well an arrangement for distributing cold to the interior of the vehicle.
We will state at once the principal characteristics of the Society of French
Transport and Cold Storage carriages. The other French carriages are constructed in the same way.
A)

French Jsothermal carriages

They are derived from carriages originally destined for the transport of
early fruit and vegetables. The shutters have been condemned and the parti-
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tions, floors and ceilings have been insulated by a layer of 15 em. of cork or
<lried turf, kept in place by matchboarding. Above the ceiling there is an empty
air-space to prevent the absorption of the sun's rays. There are four layers of
grey, water-proof, paper on the inside of the lining to ensure its being watertight.
The doors of these carriages are duplicated, having insulated doors, hermetically sealed and mounted on hinges.
From numerous experiments made with thermometers, registrars can observe the efficiency of this insulation. For example, in the case of empty carriages, it has been noticed that the temperature of the interior has not varied
-one degree centigrade during the hottest and coldest hours of the journey_ In
the case of carriages filled with frozen meat, boxes of fish or poultry in ice,
,one can observe during the hottest hours of summer a difference of 20 to 25
degrees centigrade between the inside and outside temperature.
B)

American Isothermal Carriages

We have already mentioned the origin of these carriages. The are insulated by layers of felt placed in the empty spaces of a triple wooden partition.
Refrigerating Waggons
These are obtained by adding to the isothermal waggons sheets of ice placed
C)

vertically in the inside of the case and at each end of the waggon. The bottom
{)f the case is formed by a grille and the ice is inserted either from the inside
or else from a trap in the roof. The melted ice drains into a zinc vessel from
which it is evacuated to the exterior by a syphon, which at the same time prevents any entrance of hot air. Each tank contains 500 kgs., say a ton, for the
carriage.

Rules and Charges of the Railway Companies applicable
to Cold Storage Transport
POUltry and eggs are only conveyed by cold storage carriages on Express
Trains under conditions stated by the tariff 121 G.-V. The same rules are in
force in all the big centres, which we will return to later in more detail.
This tariff specially indicates that the charges made by the Railway Com.
panies are the same as if the goods were conveyed by ordinary carriages with
a minimum rate of 4.000 kgs. in the case of eggs and 2.500 kgs. for pOUltry.
(6.000 kgs. and 5.000 kgs. for American carriages ).
The ice in the tanks or cases and other arrangements are thro wn in gratuitously on condition that they are not removed on arrival.

Conditions of Hiring Cold Storage Carriages
The conditions of hiring its material by the Society of French Transport
and Cold Storage are indicated by the table annexed.
These taxes are independent of and added to those levied by the Railway
Companies. The tariffs of the Cold Storage Transport Company are established
() n the same basis.

Method of Employment of Cold Storage Carriages for the Transport
of Poultry and Eggs
A)

Dead Poultry

The transport of frozen pOUltry, rabbits and game presents no diffiCUlty.
Isothermal carriages are all that are necessary.
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In France dead poultry (idigenous ) is despatched under two classes.

Prix et conditions de location des vagoDs de la S. F. T. E. F.
(Avril t923)
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In winter they appear in the markets packed in ice: it does not seem at
this season that the use of refrigerating is necessary for their despatch to other
markets.
On the other hand at Christmas they go farther afield to foreign markets,.
London in particular, and therefore transport takes longer and if the exterior
temperature is not very low there may be much loss and waste.
Because of the great value of the cargo it is only elementary prudence after
having exposed the dead poultry to the cold air to surround the consignment
in the cold storage carriage with ice; the poultry thus acquire an extra coldness
which facilitates the crossing of the Channel. It is better not to wait till the
last moment before despatching the goods.
In summer at the stations where there is much produce, La Bresse for example, the poultry is packed in baskets or cases between two layers of ice. The:
birds are wrapped in sUlphuric water-proof paper to prevent contact with the.
melting ice.
It seems necessary to continue the custom of adding ice to the poultry toinsure its freezing at the start in order that it may be redespatched or placed
in reserve 0 n arrival.
Nevertheless the use of refrigerating carriages and even isothermal ones
allo w of a considerable reduction in the weight of ice and of packing which
will constitute a big reduction in the transport and accessory expenses. The
inconveniences of the melting ice will be also considerably mitigated.
OWing to insufficient experience, it is not yet possible to quote the economy'
which trade will thus realise. Going on the results obtained in the transport
of fish in ice during the hot months, it is possible to state that the decrease of
expenses considerably exceeds the cost of hiring carriages for tonnage exceeding
3 tons to 3 tons 500.
B)

Eggs

Eggs sent a great distance, those in particular which come from China,.
Japan, the Black Sea, Morocco, central and eastern Europe often by Switzer-
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land, America, can only arrive fresh thanks to precautions at their despatch
and on the way. Broken frozen eggs are sent in metal boxes, yolkes and whites
separated or mixed.
Thawing requires no special care, except that it must not take place before
the box is opened.
Whence the necessity of preserving the boxes in cold storage and sending
them isothermic carriages from one store to another..
Eggs in their shells despatched in cases can be frozen or not before being
sent according to' their journey being long or short.
If the eggs have been chilled and are about to undergo long storage it is
{)f no use in cold weather to provide refrigerating carriages for their transport.
If the freight is going to occupy an important part of the carriage it is better
to make use of an isothermal carriage as small as possible On the contrary
in summer it is better to emplo y refrigerating carriages with a half or whole
charge of ice in the cases. In either case the freight is packed tightly like bricks
in a wall.

Importance of Poultry and Egg Transport by the French Society
of Cold Storage Transport during the year f 923
The table below written up month by month is very explicit and shows
progression.
EGGS
Number

MONTH

of wagons

January .................
February. ...............
March ..................
April ...................
1\1ay.....................
june ....................
July.

...................

August ..................
September ...............
October. ................
-November. ..............
December ...............

B I R OS
Tonnage

2
1
2

14,7
5,9
11,0

3
8
1
83
68
23

18,0
61,2
6,5
582,3
526,2
162,0

-

Number
of wagons

-

-

I

2
-

3

Tonnage

13,9
-

-

-

-

15,0

Regular Refrigerating Services
So far we have only dealt with cold storage transport in full carriages. Ie
is certain that a small sender from a productive centre could not participatt
in the advantages of this mode of transport. Actually it is impossible for him
to collect sufficient goods to fill a waggon. When there exist streams of regular
traffic in a certain direction the Cold Storage Company organise in agreement
with the railway authorities regular services open to the public with collection
of packages at certain points on the line and distribution at other points.
These services take place either every day or on fixed dates according to
the itineraries arranged.
These undertakings are paid for by a special charge varying with the nature
{)f the transport, the weight, distance, etc This charge is as a rule from
10-50 % of the principal charge. A consignment however small can thus benefit in the advantages of Cold Storage Transport.
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The S. F. I. E. F. will thus put in circulation every day next summer a
cold storage carriage intended to collect in the principal stations of the line
from Bourg to Digon which crosses the La Bresse Courtry poultry, butter,
eggs and meat destined for Paris.
If the results obtained come up to expectations that these services will
be established in all producing districts.
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SUMMARY OF THE AVICULTURAL HISTORY OF SPAIN AND
THE INFLUENCE WHICH INSTRUCTION AND E:SPECIALLY
THE TEA'CHINGS OF THE TRAVELLING INST.RUCTOR HAS
BAD IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF POULTRY BREEDING IN
THIS COUNTRY
by Licenciate Mr. JAIME FERRER CALBETO,

Secretary of the Royal Spanish Poultry School.
at Arenys de Mar.- Barcelona

For one who has had occasion to follow the development of Poultry Keeping
in this country for more than thirty years it does not seem inopportune to
write about the subject, and this is just the case with me, because in the files
of my late father, the first Secretary of the Royal Spanish Poultry School, and
in the data and documents which I myself have gathered during the six
years which I perform the duties of my father, may be found the real history
of the development of the POUltry Breeding, and not only in Spain but also in.
the South American Republics, to which the influence of said school reached
through the personal labour of its director, as well as through its numerous
publications.
In 1894 there were in Spain only a small number of persons spread about
the country who bred pOUltry for a hobby, and of profesional breeders keeping
fOWls in large numbers there were only the following: The firm of the Silver
Cock ( EI Gallo de Plata ), which firm was managed by the Earl of Novas, same
being situated on the property of the Duke of Sexto in Algete (Madrid), the
merchants and manufacturers Messrs Camino in SeVilla, the POUltry establishment of Mr. Federico Witches in Malaga, that of Messrs. Borell in EI Escorial
( La Grangilla) all of which farms kept principally Black Castilians. In Catalunia there was the Granja Vieja at Horta belonging to Mr Luis Marti Codolar, who was the first in Spain to utilize artificial incubation on a larger
scale, The granja Paraiso in Arenys de Mar belonging to Profesor Salvador
Castell6, the farms of, Mr Luis Febrer and Mr Pedro Claparols, both in the
neighbourhood of Barcelona, and some occasional centre of reproduction on
the farms of Messrs Saforteza, Sitjar and others in Mallorca. All taken there
were not more than a dozen or at the most some twenty names which can
be considered as the originators of Poultry Keeping in Spain.
On the 2nd of may 1896 Professor Salvador Castell6 opened his pOUltry
farm as an agricultural school, thereby introducing methodical instruction of
pou Itry-breeding in Spain.
Shortly after the opening of the Royal Spanish POUltry School at Arenys
de Mar which school still is the only one in its class in Spain and haVing
started their campain for the popularization of POUltry Keeping by means of
Conferences their special text.booke and the magazine La Avicultura Espanola
( no w called Mundo Avicola) which paper was published by the director
of the school, the interest was awakened and in 1897 the National Society
of Spanish POUltry Breeders was founded. Said society held its first exhibition in Barcelona in 1899 and in 1902 they had an important International
Exhibition in Madrid in which eight nations too k part and more than 3.000
specimens were shown.

EI Subsecretario de Fomento y los Congresistas,en su visita a 1aHea1'Escl.:.ela de Avicu1tura de Arenys deMar,
introductora y mantenedora de 1aensenanza a vJcoljil eli Espana

Los COrigresistas en la «Granja Vieja» de Horta, famosa quinta de los senores de Marti Codolar,
cuna de la incubaci6n industrializada en Espana

Los Congresistas en «Torre Melina», conocido establecimiento avicola y zootecnico
. de los alrededores de Barcelona, propiedad del a vicultor D. Ignacio Pons Ferrer
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Since that time the interest has taken steadily greater and greater extension, the native breeds have been studied as also have the more important of
the foreign ones, and Poultry Keeping in general entered into a period of constant progress which happily has not as yet been interrupted.
In 1904 a poultry censum was taken among 137 of the members of The
National Society of Spanish Poultry Breeders, the result of same being as
follows:
Hens producing eggs for cunsumption •............
15.944
Semental Cocks..................................
757
Hens producing eggs for incubation...............
5.908
Chicks hatched by natural incubation during the period January Ist.~December 31st. 1903 ........•
20.293
Chicks hatched by incubators during the period Ja.
nuary Ist.-December 31st. 1903
83.876
Eggs sold for consumption during the year
. 1.027.284
Eggs sold for reproduction purposes
.
153.976
Chicks sold before three months old
.
57.954
Young and adult birds sold for reproduction purposes
4.012
Young and adult birds sold for consumption
.
10.739
The total of stock which existed on the 137 farms, the o,wners of which
filled up the forms, during the year of 1903 was 126.778 with an eggproduction
of 1.285.429, which gives us an annual average of some 100 eggs per bird. This
average compares very unfavourable with the number of eggs which nowadays
are obtained from duly selected hens.
In addition to the hens mentioned above the census of 1903 indicated the
existence of the following stocks: 1.590 geese, 759 ganders, 20.390 pigeons,
560 Turkeys and 22.242 rabbits.
70 men, 93 women and 50 children were employed on the abovementioned
137 farms attending to the pOUltry.
Of the 137 members which took part in this census 86 hatched their chicks
by means of brooding hens and the rest or 51 utilized incubators of which there
were at certain periods of the year no fewer than 600 in use.
, According to the statements of those members who hatched their chicks
in the natural way the average of live chicks never did exceed 66 % whereas
the same average for artificial incubating varied from 65 to 90 % with predominance of averages of 70 to 80 %.
The total value of the stock on the 137 farms calculated at the prevailing
prices for eggs and birds for consumption, amounted to pesetas 955.913, that
is to say nearly one million's worth of fowls on the hands of 137 breeders, but
if all those had filled up the forms who in 1903 could have taken part in the
census, these figures could easily have been triplicated.
All data given here are taken from the files of the Ro yal Spanish poultry
School, which school took charge of all documents belonging to the National
Society of Spanish POUltry Breeders when this latter society in 1918 was dissolved to be reconstituted later with more important elements under the name
of National League of AvicuItorers.
This new society constituted several Avicultural Syndicates in different
provinces and in 1920 after haVing organized two National POUltry Shows in
Barcelona and Oviedo respectivety as well as varions local competions in
other cities of the Kingdom they handed over their work to the General
Society of Breeders of Spain which at present acts as Spanish Avicultural
Federation, haVing already held various shows in Madrid and assisted \vith
the preparation of others in the provinces. Actuall they are carrying on the
first Spanish Laying Competion in which take part 57 lots with 342 competing birds.
The Shows and Competions have made known in this country nearly all
breeds of hens and domestical fo wIs, but it appears that of the foreign breeds
I.

25
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there are only the Rhode Islands, the Plymouths, the Leghorns and to a lesser
extent the Wyandottes and the Orpingtons which have been able to obtain a
foothold in this country. Of the French breeds some have been bred of the
Favero lIes, but of the other races there are very few to be seen on the Spanish
farms.
Of National breeds the most important are the Black Castillians, the Buff
Catalunian del Prat and white variety of same, the common Mediterranean
which is found principally in the old kingdom of Valencia. In the actuality we
are busy selecting and deciding the characteristics of the FOWls of severa provinces as for instance, the Reddish ones from Alava, the grey or bluish {anese
of Andalucfa, the white Castillians, the Cucas or Pedresas from Santan der th
Spanish Games and others.
The Standards of the definitive breeds as for instance the Castillians, the
Prat, the Mediterranean or Valenciana are now being studied by the Avicultural Department of the General Society of breeders.
This really affects the so-called amateurs and profesional breeders only
because it is just about impossible to sell any of the aforesaid races to the countrymen, and more so is this the case with foreign breeds.
Nevertheless the blood of the Orpington, Rhodes and Plymouth have been
nlixed to no little extent with that of the native hens especially so in the neighbourhood of pOUltry centres, and thus the laying qualities as well as the size
of the latter have been advantageously affected, as will be appreciated by
inspecting the fo wls presented for sale on the markets.
The rural classes in Spain are rather routinery, but it cannot be imagined
how interested they are when they are given the opportunity of listening to a
popUlar discourse, and more so when it is announced that there will be shown
moving pictures.
Thus the Royal Spanish Poultry School which for more than twenty years
have been organiZing courses by travelling inspectors, can look back on very
satisfactory results of this partiCUlar branch of their work, for although the villagers are s10 w in folIo wing the advices given by the inspector they nevertheless
learn something, and the latter is generally able to win the sympathy of the
more intelligent of his listeners. Sometimes the instruction takes the form of
short lectures or series of discourses on a methodic program and a stricly doctrinal basis. In this way discourses and POUltry Weeks have been held in Madrid,
Barcelona, Valencia, Zaragoza, Bilbao, Santander, OViedo, Ciudad Real, and
other provinces of Spain. The Royal Spanish Poultry School also extended
their activities to the South American Republics which asked for assistance,
and have given complete discourses upon the subject in Mexico, Argentine,
Uruguay and Chile.
Some of the students of the Royal Spanish Poultry School, follOWing the
example of the Director, have started giving lectures of a popUlar character in
order to propagate avicuIture, and their instruction is always being folloWed
With great interest.
In order to give an idea of the importance which the teachings of said school
has had in the developn1ent of POUltry Keeping in Spain and South America
it will suffice to look up the files of this secretary, from which it appears that
no less than 13.000 persons were iniisted as students for the discourses and
lectures held by this school, of which 3.000 \vere official pupils of the School
or the lectures held by the School in America.
TO-day the poultry breeding in Spain is quite up to date, and can be com.
pared favourably with the most progressed countries; almost daily new farms
are formed with stock of proved utility for the production of eggs for consumption, and meat of the finest quality is also produced in sufficient quantities.
Artificial incubation is now very common, and in Barcelona there exists
veritable factories of Chicks, and it is estimated that every year more than
one million chicks are hatched and sold to the farmers and countrymen in the
neighbourhood.
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H. M. the King of Spain and his son H. R. H. the Prince of Asturias, the
l1eir to the throne, \vho both are keen poultry keepers, the governments during
the last years, many corporations and societies as well as the intelligent public
and the press assist those who are working and co-operate with them in their
Jabour with decided and frank protection.
As can be seen, during the thirty years of constant work for the popularization of Poultry Keeping much has been done and nobody doubts the great
part which the instruction and publications of the Royal Spanish Poultry
School has played in this successful campain. The crown of the work is having
been entrusted by the Spanish Government and the International Association
of POUltry Instructors and Investigators with the organisation of the Second
\Vorld's POUltry Congress as well as the relative Show \vhich is being organized
by the constant coloborater of the school the General Society of Breeders in
Spain.
The Delegates and Visitors to the Congress will be able to make up their
,0 wn opinion during their stay in this country as to the degree which POUltry
Breeding has reached in Spain.

APPENDIX
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THE INFLUENCE OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS
ON LAYING
by M~t LAP LAUD
Director of National Centre of Experiment, Vaulx-de-Cernay,
and GARNIER, Agricultural Engineer.

We proposed to determine the influence of weather conditions on laying.
Numerous opinions obtained on this ~ubject amongst poultry keepers without
there being any definite means of arriving at their accuracy. As the question
is of importance and of a nature to give very useful information as to the most
favourable environment for poultry, we have thought well to undertake this
research.
Conditions of the investigation
We took as the source of information the re5ults obtained in the course of
the 2nd and 3rd National Laying Trials at Vaulx-de..Cernay. We have added
some personal remarks made in the centres of poultry raising in the Domain.
From the accuracy of its figures, the Laying Trial represents a valuable document. It is easy for us to turn up in its registers the daily output of eggs, not
only the total of the combined groups, but also to study intimately each one
of the especially interesting groups. As regards meteorological information, there
again we are fortunate, since there exists at the same place a meteorological
station having the following equipment:
1 self-registering barometer.
1 self-registering l'hermometer.
1 anemometer with a clock-work register.
1 rain gauge.
In addition a meteorological station, much more complete, and situated in
another part of the Domain, allows us to compare its figures with those of the
former.
Climatic conditions
The Laying Trials at Vaulx-de-Cernay, and the same obtains in the whole
of the Domain, have the climate of the IIe-de-France (neighbourhood ot Paris);
the mean daily temperature seldom falls below zero, there is an abundant
rainfall due to the proximity of the large forest of Rambouillet (840 mm.-33
inches in 1922, rain falling on 106 days).
Prevailing winds: West in winter, south east in summer.
Warm wind
: Southern sector.
Cold wind
: Northern sector.
The Laying Trial is situated in a hollow; natural elevations or woods screen
it from the wind.
Geological conditions
The Laying Trial is located on the Fontainebleau sands, a healthy soil,
where rain sinks in at once. It is improductive with scanty vegetation, consisting of lichens heather, birch trees and pines. It is a district of rabbit warrens.
It has been possible however to grow grass in some of the runs.
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The pens and Poultry houses

The birds are penned in groups of 25, the runs having an area of 500 square
metres and Canadian Poultry houses are placed in the centre of each. These
houses have a floor space of ten square metres which permits of the birds remaining indoors during very bad weather; their front having an area of about
9 square metres is made of glass for the upper half and is oriented to face the
southeast. In the runs there are shelters which serve to give shade during
summer, so constructed that the fowls have no temptation to go and lay there.
In addition the boundary of the runs is furnished with straw mats, one metre
high, which act as a shelter from the winds-.
Feeding

As the programme of the Laying Trial explains, feeding is carried out so as
to produce the maximum of eggs without taking account the cost price of
each egg. The rations are abundant and consist of two meals a day; a mixture
of grains (oats, buckwheat, millet, etc.) in the morning and a warm mash early
in the afternoon. The following for example is one of the rations used at the
Laying Tri als:
MORNING

Oats. . . . . . . . . 15 gr.
Buckwheat. . . . 10 ~
Hempseed . . . 5 ..
Maize.
10 ..
Tail wheat.
15 »

EVENING

Barley Meal. . 20 gr.
Clover » • • • 15»
Wheat Bran.. 15 ~
Cooked meat..
8»
Tapioca. ..... 10 »

Beetroot
15 gr.
Oyster shell.
8»
Oilcake.. . .
10»
Salt. . . . . . .. 0.03 »

Varieties of Poultry in the test. Value of the figures

From very many breeds both French and-foreign brought together simultaneously, and given the results obtained collectively, it appears that we eliminated individual influence or the greater or less ~.usceptibility of a breed to heat
or cold.
In addition, the number of birds under observation being so high, we should
also adnlit that the periods of ce.)sation of laying do not coincide tor pouitry
generally; and that a tall in the daily output of eggs cannot be attributed to
the saIne. It is a nlatter of great difficulty to isolate each of the phenomena
which influence the lay and to eliminate variations occurring at the same time.
Methods of research

To arrive at the result sought fOf, we availed ourselves almost el'ltirely of
the graphic nlethod; we traced on the same paper:
The curve of the variations of barometric pre3sure;
The curve of the mean temperatures;
The curve of the velocity of the Wind;
The curve of the rainfall;
The curve of the daily production of eggs for the whole trial;
The curve of the variations in the daily lay for the four best pens.
The two last-named allowed us to consider as variations due to meteorolo~
ical conditions, only those which occurred in both curves. The examination pen
by pen of the production of the four best pens gave us on this point a second
source of information for we only considered as a genuine variation that which
appeared as a slOWing down or an increase in the number of eggs in the four
groups mentioned. The graphs being of considerable dimensions since they
extend over two years, it is not possible to reproduce them here.
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General appearance of the laying curve
The analysis of the laying curve is indispensable before the study of the
whole group of curves is undertaken. It gives us indeed very il11portant information, viz, the influence of the season.
Laying Trials always commence duting the first fortnight of October and
-end in the first fortnight of September. They are divided into 12 periods of
28 days each.
Here are the variations of the lay in tabular form. In this table the figures
represent the daily production of a hundred hens.
2and Trial

10th October - 10th December.
10th December - 31st Decenlber
- end of January. .
1st January
1st February - end of February
1st March
- 1st of May
1st May
- end of Tri al. .

.
.
.
.
.

o to

10
20
30
40
30

to
to
to
to
to

10

20
30
40
60
50

3rd Trial

o to 10
10 to 20
20
40
50
30

to
to
to
to

40
50
70
50

As the figures show, the winter lay is poor and a more careful study proves
that they are the same pens which ensure production at this period of the year.
It is a question of age and physiological maturity. We must not then assign
the same value to deductions drawn from winter records and those of March
to May, the period when laying is general. This consideration leads us to divide
our investigations into 4 periods corresponding with the seasons. We will take
up again our observations, grouping them in the order of their phenomena.

Results obtained
The sub-division into seasons which we employ below has the disadvantage
of not being exact because the peculiar conditions of each season vary in different years. It is however, the ·classification which appeared to be the best. It
has been imp03sible to find simple general laws. Two days apparently alike
from every point of view have nearly always very different numbers of eggs.
l~he result given below is the expression of a majority of observations, comprising always some contradictory figures. We must not be surprised at caution
when we give our conclusions.
1) Winter. -As we have mentioned above, the w-nter lay is produced
by a restricted number of hens. Their aptitude for laying, generally much
above the average, makes them insen~ible to atmospheric variations. This
observation is true also for whole year. Champion layers pay very little attention to rain or fine weather.
Barometric pressure influences laying in the sense that, most often, variations of the barometer sufficiently spread out correspond to the commencement
-of the curve of production of eggs. This only is characteristic; a depression
in which the barometer fell from 775 to 758 mm. wa'3 followed in two days by
a 25 % diminution in the lay (end of January 1922).
As regards temperature, the first cold snaps diminish production markedly.
A succes"ion of cold days has little effe·ct. On the other hand sharp variations
frOln day to day - a warm day in a series of cold ones, or a cold day during a
fairly warm period - have an effect on the curve. Poultry accustom themselves
very qUickly to a given temperature, and do not tolerate changes well. Wind
without rain, provided there is no quick change in temperature from the
preceding days, has little effect. Accompanied by warm rain, it is beneficial,
b:l~ by cold rain, alway3 prejudicial. Rain without wind acts only in so far as
temperature is concerned.
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2 ) Springtime. - Laying is much more frequent and general, yet the
variations from day to day are considerable.
Barometric pressure is an interesting factor to follow. It frequently happens
that during somewhat short periods the curve of laying responds to these pressures. It might only have been a series of coincidences, but they were frequently repeated. When the barometer was very high or very low, there was a
diminution in egg production; this took place more often on the actual day of
maximum or minimum pressure; in some cases however, it occurred the day
before.
Temperature, even low, does not arrest the lay, provided that lowness or
height be progressive. The first warm days have a good effect, the first hot days
without a breeze diminish production. The most favourable mean daily temper-·
ature varies between 5° and 10° C. (41° - 500 F.) Warm or cold winds without
rain are favourable. Cool winds with rain produce during the whole of their
duration, a regular increase in the lay. Cold winds with rain though less impor-tant have an opposite influence.

3) Summer.-The lay remains high at the commencement to undergo a
dimtnution in very hot weather and pick up again at the beginning of Autumn.
The variations of the barometer are small and correspond to storms. Pressure varies from 760 to 770 mm. Every rise in pressure corresponds to a dimin·ution in the number of eggs. Extremes have the same unfavourable effect as
at other times of the year. The mean temperature varies most often between
100 and 150 C. It is that which seems most favourable. Days on which the heat
is great lower the number of eggs. Cold days have the same effect.
While on this SUbject it should be stated that during the summer of 1922,.
when the weather was very hot there was a fairly high mortaHty. The shelters
in use, brushwood and straw mats, proved ins~fficient protection against a
strong sun shining on bare sand; very sultry nights and too much nitrogenous
food caused several deaths from apoplexy. The heat coming up from the ground
has a great effect; in the grass runs of the domain and in the farm yards the
birds were not unduly affected by the heat. They suffered much in the bare
sandy runs of the Laying Test. Winds even Violent, seem to be without effect
at this time of the year. They are always slight when accompanied by rain.
Rains, whether stormy or not, have always a retarding influence the day they
fall, while favourable to the lay for two Or three day5, afterwards. If the rains
descend for several days in succession, the number of eggs is decreased for the
first day, but rises afterwards.
4) Autumn.-The Laying Trials terminate in the first fortnight of Septem
ber and we have little information concerning this month, besides which the
trials which begin later give a very small return at the~r commencement. The
remarks made about winter laying apply equally here.

Effect of phenomena
1) Barometric pressure. -Action undeniable but confused; Fowls react
badly to extremes and prefer an average pressure. We have been unable to
coHect the particulars we should have wished as regards the lay by the sea,
in mountainous districts and in places where the barometric changes are
slight. These would certainly have been of value.
2) Temperature. -Moderate temperatures seem most favourable and
great cold seems less prejudicial than great heat. A temperate climate with
gradual seasonal variations and absence of sudden changes appears to hit
the happy mean.
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3) Wind and Rain.-It is difficult to separate these two elements. They
must besides, be constantly referred to the temperature to demon3trate any
appearance of regularity in the phenomen observed. Winds seem to act in that
they modify temperature, apart from this their action is obscure. Accompanied:
by cool rains they appear to be favourable. Cold winds and cold rain are prejudicial. Summer rains are advantageous except on the day of fall.
The Phenomena studied are not amenable to simple rules; further, in me..·
teorological affairs we must be guarded and must avoid confounding things
which happen simultaneously with thing related to one another. The moon.
reddens, to which cause late frosts are attributed; this is quoted as a striking
example. It is manifestly the simultaneous occurrence of two different events
and not, as is generally believed, cause and effect. In the hens same way when
are in a condition to lay, they do so despite of cold, and if they are not physio-·
logically ready, cold has no effect on their lack of production.
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THE TRAINING OF A POULTRY INSTRUCTOR

Chairman of the
Poultry Council;
ture; Member of
Principal of

by P. HEDWORTH FOULKES, B. Se.,
National Poultry Diploma Board; Life Member of the National
Member of Poultry Advisory Committee of Ministryof AgriculCouncil of Scientific Poultry Breeders' Association; Formerly
the Harper Adams Agricultural College, Newport, Salop

Until recent years the demand for Poultry Instructors in Great Britain has
been extremely limited, as the subject was considered of such minor importance
that it could be dealt with by anyone possessing some general practical experience in the keeping of poultry. It was usual in most cases to make the subject
.subservient to another branch of agriculture, and in the case of County Authorities and Educational Institutions the Dairy Instructress was expected to
·undertake the instruction that was given.
Where POUltry was treated as a separate subject, the salary offered was
:.usually a small one, and quite inadequate to attract, or to warrant an outlay
in undertaking any Technical training.
Further no Institution in the country provided a definite Course of Instruction, of such a character as could be said to meet the needs of those who wished
to qualify for a teaching position.
The development of the Poultry Industry, during and subsequent to the
'Great War, has led to the recognition by Public Authorities of the need of
.appointing fUlly qualified, fUll-time, Instructors in the subj~t, and a number
<Jf the Agricultural and Horticultural Colleges have also added a Poultry Instructor to their Staff.
This recognition of the importance of the subject has created a demand
for trained competent Teachers, whose claim to undertake a post must be
something more than to have run a small poultry-farln of their own, which
formerly was usually the only qualification that could be put forward by candidates for such a post.
The success of Poultry Instructors in the past has been almost entirely
due to their exceptional individual aptitude for imparting instruction, and to
their thorough grasp of the practical side of the subject, but even these men
and women, with their distinct advantages, have been at very considerable
disadvantage 0 wing to their lack of a scientific training
In the whole field of Agriculture, the last twentyfive years has seen great
strides in Scientific research, with great resulting benefits. The organisation
of such work and the provision of funds by the State has already ensured that
.continuity and thoroughness which are essential to reliable and practical results.
In the realm of Poultry Husbandry but little scientific investigation work
.has been done, except by one or two private investigators and those ardent
disciples of Mendel who found breeds of poultry suitable for their particular
purpose. The success that has attended research in other branches of Agri.cUlture, is no w attracting workers to the large field of experimental work which
lies open to the scientist, in POUltry Husbandry; While, in addition, provision
is being made at last for the carrying on of such work The Industry has raised
a considerable fund and this is further subsidized by the State, so that it is
hoped thas valuable results will soon be forthcoming which will prove to the
practical man that « Science with Practice) is the only sure road of progress.
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All such scientific experimental work must ho wever be transalated int()
economic practice and unless this can be done by the trained Instructor its·
value to the practical man must be largely lost.
Consequently an Instructor must be more than a teacher of the elements
of the subject, he or she must be an interpreter and Adviser, capable of ex..
plaining the Scientific Expert's results, to the particular requirement of thepractical man The Instructor to do such work must himself understand the
scientific principles underlying all research work.
The training therefore of a Poultry Instructor must be more than merely
a practical course and consequently it is essential that, before commencing
a technical training, he must have received a good grounding in general
science.
With the improvement that has taken place during the past ten to twenty
years in the secondary education provided in this Country most Schools include
such sciences as Chemistry and Botany in the Curriculum, while the teaching
of Mathematics has undergone changes of great benefit to the pupil, so that
with a good secondary education the intending Instructor shOUld have laid the
necessary foundation for the Technical training which is necessary.
As alredy pointed out the Instructor will be required to do more than act
as a teacher, and consequently his training should cover as Wide a ground as
possible, and, with this object in View, the Curriculum must include certain
other subjects which, at first sight, may be regarded as superfluous.
The POUltry Instructor must be prepared to deal with his subject from
Widely differing points of view. He will be, when engaged on County work,.
meeting conditions which may never have been seen on a Poultry plant run
by a Teaching Institution and he must have a knOWledge of those other branches
of cultivation Which affect the probleme he is asked to solve. While POUltry
farming as a specialized branch has greatly developed in this country, during
and since the war, it is still a fact that the larger proportion of eggs and table
pOUltry are produced on general farms, so that it is essential that the Instructor
should have received some training in general agricultural work if he is to be
properly equipped for dealing with all aspects of POUltry farming.
The same may be said of HortiCUlture, as in certain parts of the country
the two industries run closely together.
While deprecating the overloading of a Course of Instruction by too many'
subjects, the future reqUirements of an Instructor must not be lost sight of
in designing a suitable Curriculum.
The folloWing are, I suggest, subjects which should be included in a Course
of instruction intended to prOVide for the needs of those who are qualifying
for the higher branches of teaching, and for posts as POUltry Advisers under
Country Authorities:
1. POUltry Husbandry:
a) Theoretical,
b) Practical;
2. Physiology &: Pathology;
3. Chemistry &: Physics;
4. BUilding and Appliance Construction;
5. Agriculture &: Horticulture;
6. Book-keeping;
7. Principles of Teaching.
In discussing a Syllabus of Instruction, while it is unnecessary to elaboratethe details that would be laid do wn for such a course, it may be advisable totouch upon some of the features of outstanding importance in the varioussubjects prescribed.
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i.

Poultry Husbandry

Poultry husbandry must be regarded as the main subject of the course
and may be divided for convenience of working into:
a) Theoretical work,
b) Experimental & Research work,
c) Practical training.
a) The theoretical side should deal with the various branches of the subject, Breeding Hatching, Rearing, Feeding and General management, which
it is unnecessary to discus in detail, but, in addition, stress should be laid upon
such matters as, the practical significances of the Poultry industry to British
Agriculture and the raising of poultry in combination with the various kinds
()f farming, in relation to market requirements and farming conditions, and from
the standpoint of the economics of the Industry. The commercial significance
of the more important breeds of poultry, together with those of, Turkeys,
Ducks and Geese.
The various systems adopted in the Industry need closer attention, as an
Instructor must necessarily nleet with all classes of Poultry farmers who will
seek advice. With the strides that are being made in the development of
specialized branches a close study should be made of the «Hatcheries » and
{( Brooderies » which are no w a feature of the Industry in other countries.
The ComlTIerciaJ or « business ) side requires careful study, and no course
·can be complete without close examination of the underlying factor~ in successful commercial development. The chief aspects of wholesale and retail trading and the significance of international trade should be included. The various
,phases of Co-operation require attention, while the principles of organisation
and management are all important to t he Instructor of the present da y.
b) Experimental and Research Work. - The opportunities of gaining an
insight into Poultry Research work are rapidly extenaing and though few
Instructors, after completing their course of instruction, may be able to conduct
advanced research the course should prOVide for a study of method in conductjng experiments, as well as the analysis of Data from the various lines of ex.perimental, investigational and research work. The interpretation of results
will be an important line of future work and should receive special attention.
c) Practical Training. - Most of our teaching Institutions are able to
prOVide for a fair amount of practical work during the course, but it is impos,sible for a student at such an Institution to gain all the necessary practical
experience. The POUltry plant of an Institution must be subservient to the
teaching side, or to the experimental side, and cannot be run on commercial
Jines, so that an insight into actual farming conditions cannot be obtained
on such a plant.
The amount of practical work done during the course of training at an
Institution, though limited, should ho wever be of a sufficient amount and
,of a type, as wiH link together the theoretical and practical sides of the subject
and not permit of that divorcing of the one from the other which is apt to
occur, if the two sides are entirely separated.
The main practical experience Inust be gained on a farm, or farms, run as
pure business concerns, where the student takes an active part in the actual
routine work, and where he may have an insight into all branches.
The advantage of diViding the time spent in acquiring this practical eXperience over two or three farms run on entirely different lines must be obvious,
'providing sufficient time is spent on each to thoroughly master the system
,of working.
This period of practical training should undoubtedly be spent before enterjng upon the Institution training, as it will form a valuable basis for his tech.nical training, and further will allow of a student's time being more fUlly
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devoted to the subjects of the trainiPlg for which there will be no opportunity
later.
While naturally the length of time available for gaining this practicable
training must be limited, it is essential, for the Instructor's future succe:s,
that as wide an experience as possible should be gained of the different systems
<Jf poultry farming that are practiced.

Physiology and Pathology

2.

The importance of a knowledge of the physiology and anatomy of a bird
from the breeding, rearing and feeding points of view need no aillplification.
.A knOWledge of « lVlendelism » and its application to commerical breeding can
{)nly be gained after a close study of the physiology of reproduction. Pathology
must form the basis of any course of instruction dealing with the classification,
-etiology andtreatnlent of the diseas,es of poultry. Bacteriology is too large
a subject to be included in a Poultry course, but it should be, to a limited
extent, prerequisate to a course of bacterial and parasitical diseases of
.poultry.
All courses of instruction should prOVide for ample practical delTIOnstrations and laboratory work, as autopsies will undoubtedly form a considerable
part of the Instructor's work.

3.

Chemistry and Physics

The study of these sciences must naturally be restricted owing to the time
,available and should therefore be directed along specialised lines. The Chemistry of those constituentes of Food stuffs of importance to the industry
must fornt one of the lines of work, and though the making of chemical analyses
{)f food stuffs will not fall to the Instructor in his future work ability to interpret an Analyst's report must be regarded as essential.
The kno wledge of digestibility of food stuffs must be comprehensive and
methods of conducting trials should form part of the course of instruction.
Here again demonstrations and practical experimental work should go hand
in hand with the lecture room instruction and have a proper bearing upon
the Instructor's requirements.

4. Building and Applicance Construction
The Instructor will frequently be called in to advise on construction work
,and it is highly essential that his training should have given him a sound knowledge of all those materials that may economically be used on the equipping
-and maintaining of a poultry plant.
In addition, the construction of such plant must be dealt with in a workmanlike manner and, for this, instruction should be given in the principles of
.design, in preparation of working dra wings, plans elevations etc. as well as in
.approximate estimating of costs.
The use of, and the proper handling of, tools and the designing and making
{)f appliances should likeWise form a feature of the course.

5. Agriculture and Horticulture
It may be considered by some people an unnecessary weighting of a curri.culum to include these two subjects, but as the Instructor will be sure to find
his work presenting so many problems involVing some knOWledge of both sub-
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jects, it will be to his great advantage to have received at least an abbreviated
course of instruction.
A kno wledge of soils and their suitability for various purposes, the composition and use of mineral manures, the management of grass land, as well
as the cultivation and utilisation of the farm crops used as poultry foods, will
be of immense practical benefit to the Instructor.
Horticulture and Poultry Husbanary are two very closely related branches
and obviously should be linked together during the period of instruction.

6.

Book-keeping

In addition to the general principles of Single and Double-entry with which
an Instructor must be familiar, the need of exact and accurate accounting is
in no industry more greatl y required than in that of Poultry farming.
For breeding. work as well as for general accounting purposes a training in
systematic recording is obviously essential. The old idea of book-keeping as,
consisting of, the keeping of a Day-book. Cash-book and Ledger, is fast disapp'earing and the value of a proper system of «costing)} is becoming more and
more apparent, as a check upon waste and as a guide to the adoption of more
profitable methods of management.

7.

Principles of Teaching

In the past Instructors have suffered as much from their want of kno wledge of {( How to teach » as from their want of knowledge of « What to teach »
and their work has been deprived of much of its value from the lack of information of the essential principles of Te.aching. A definete course of instruction
in these principles should therefore be included. Methods of lecturing and
exposition and of illustration; arrangement of subject matter in a single lecture or address and in a series; The necessity for understanding fundamental
principles of psychology of the learning process, such as, attention, merTIory,
reasoning suggestion and imitation.
Application of these principles in actual lectures, with discussion, criticism.
and opportunities for class teaching, should form an important part of the
course.
The National Poultry Council which was started in 1920 has taken the
first important step in this country to wards raising the standard of instruction
in POUltry Husbandry. One of the first pieces of work undertaken by the Council was to establish a National Poultry Examination Board, for England Scotland and Wales. This Board, in addition to members of the Council, includes
representatives of the Government Departments concerned and of the leading
Agricultural Colleges, providing instruction in the subject.
The Board holds annually examinations in the theory and practice of Poultry Husbandry and grants, under the authorityof the National POUltry Council,.
Diplomas to successful candidates, who have complied with the Regulations
laid down.
The setting up of this Diploma is the most promising step that has been
taken to wards raising the standard of Poultry instruction, and evidence is already forthcoming of the advance which is being made, even in the short time
that has elapsed.
The examination extends over five days and is a thorough test of a candidate's knowledge, as it is conducted by Examiners of high repute in their respective subjects.
This qualification of pro ficiency, based, as it is, upon training and expe-
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rienee as well as upon examination results, promises soon to become a sine
qua non for all those seeking appointment as Instructors and Advisers is the
Poultry Industry.

Synopsis
The demand for competent and well trained Poultry Instructors has only
arisen since the War, with the marked increase in the importance of the Industry. In addition to the Colleges and Farm Schools, County Authorities
are now appointing Instructors, whose work includes the giving of advice and
assistance to those E}ngaged in POUltry farming, as well as the teaching of pupHs at central schools and lecturing 'at rural centres.
The advance which is being made in scientific research and experimental
work in POUltry husbandry, demands that those who instruct and adVise,
shOUld be competent to do so, by thems,elves haVing been trained in those
sciences which bear upon their work.
The POUltry Instructor must be prepared to deal with his· subject from
widely differing points of view. While POUltry farming as a specialized branch
has greatly developed in this country during and since the war the larger proportion of eggs and table pOUltry consumed are produced on general farms.
The technical course of training for an Instructor should folIo w a sound
secondary education which has included a good grounding in Mathematics and
the sciences of Chemistry and Biology.
After the schOOl training has been completed, at least one or two years shOUld
be spent in obtaining a practical training upon thoroughly up-tO-date pOUltry
plants. If possible e.xperience should be gained of different systems of pOUltry

farming.

The Technical Course at an Institution, properly eqUipped for the purpose.
shOUld include;
1. POUltry Husbandry.
a) Theoretical work.
b) Experimental & Research work.
c) Practical work.
2. Physiology &: Pathology, as applied to Poultry.
3. Chemistry & Physics, as applied to POUltry.
4. BUilding and Appliance Construction.
5. AgriCUlture & Horticulture as applied to POUltry.
6. Boo k-keeping.
7. Principles of Teaching.
The instruction given must be of a specialised character, bearing upon the
future needs of the Instructor in his work, and in each subject every opportunity should be given for demonstration & practical work.
Provision has now been made by the National Poultry Council for the
granting of a Diploma in POUltry Husbandry to those candidates who proauce evidence of haVing had the necesarys practical and tecnical training at
a recognised Institution, and who successfully pass the examination in certain prescribed subjects.
The holding of this Diploma promises soon to become a necessary qualifi.
cation for all who seek appointment as Instructors and Advisers in Poultry
Husbandry.
.

T.
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MICROBIC INFECTIONS IN EGGS
by M. R. Father JOAQU IN M.a DE BARNOLA, S. j.,
of the Biological Laboratory of Sarria (Barcelona), Section of Bacteriology

Introduction
The science relating to eggs must still settle certain matters in order to arrive
at the solution of the problems with which it is concerned, amongst which one
of the most important is the investigation of the factors producing changes in
eggs intended for preserving, the more so as they are destined for consumption.
Hence let us have the pleasure of presenting to the Second World's Poultry
Conference a brief study, that not chance, but special investigation, has placed
us in a position to obtain a knowledge of it.
On the occasion of a purchase of eggs for consumption in Our College, we
remarked that a certain number of them were altered in appearance and that
interested us to the point of undertaking the discovery of the cause of this change.
At first we thought that it was caused by a mucedine Or mucorine (species of
moulds) but it was quite otherwise. Here then are the facts; let us say first of
all that we have noted the alteration in the eggs from October 23 to January 24
and that these eggs came at first from Yugo-Slavia and afterwards from Mazagan.
The phenomenon
The change in the preserved eggs was noticed when breaking them open.
The albumen and the yolk adhered to one side of the egg, the yolk was especially
difficult to detach without breaking· it. It was also less dense, especially in the
last eggs broken.
In the early stages of the alteration, the eggs had no unusual taste but later
on they became bitter, although not markedly so. As there was no evolution
of objectionable gas calling attention to the change, the egg could be eaten without repugnance. The adherence was produced by pimples of variable size which
increased as time went on, when they became confluent with each other forming bacterial colonies when cultures were made on a jar or gelatine in Petri dishes.
These colonies proved to be microbic, were of a yellowish colour, the centres of
each being brownish, while the colours became more and more intense and the
colonies larger, \vith age.
Cause of the alteration

After a technical investigation carried out according to the usual methods
of bacteriological culture and microscopic examination, observations were made
on a culture from the « pimples » above described. With a view to starting a
series of cultures capable of shoWing the form of the pathogenic agent, we began
with direct observation with the microscope and cultures of the colonies in peptone broth.
In the first egg examined we found a mycelian invasion, arising probably
from delay in inoculating the medium for two or three days after their reception
as well as to lack of the necessary time to isolate the object of our study from
external contact. This was remedied in later observations. We then inoculated
our medium the instant an egg appeared to have undergone alteration and as
that did not give time for the invasion of the « pimples » by other orranisms
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and as sub-cultures were made twice or even three times, of which we shall speak
later, we succeeded in obtaining pure cultures in which we found a bacterium
which was studied according to the method of the celebrated professor at the
technical School, Carlsrake, W. Migula in his masterly work, System of Bacteriology (Jan. 1900) and we recognised that we were dealing with an organism
having the appearance of the Micrococcus Confluens of Kern.
This Micrococcus, which most frequently appears as a diplococcus, has a
diameter of 0,78 micromillimetre3, apprOXimately 8/100,000 of an inch. According to the first observer, Kern, its usual habitat is in the stomach and intestines of birds but we are ignorant whether Gallus gallinaceus, the domestic fowl,
forms one of the species infected in his investigations. Although remembering
the M. granulosus and M. Annulalus of Kern, in its larger size in comparison
with M. Confluens, from the special nature of the broth used for the cultures,
we are fain to believe that we are dealing with M. Confluens of Kern.
In one of the first cultures we found this M. Con/luens associated with Bacillus
subtilis (Ehrenberg) Cohn, which made us think of the existence of a symbiotic
invasion. Later we found that the association of the tfiwo microbes was only
circumstancial for we did not find it again. Without excluding then the possibility of symbiosis we believe it due to an independent infection of the eggs more
specially as B. subtilis is to be met ,everyWhere.

Mode of invasion
How does the pathogenic agent penetrate the egg? This is a question essy
to answer.
According to Kerus investigations, M. Confluens normally inhabits the stomach and intestines and in consequence we can believe that starting from the
cloaca it reaches the uterus, in which the mucous membrane discharges on to
the shell membrane, the calcium carbonate constituting the shell of the egg.
But it is not so likely that it travels up to the infundib:..tlum of the oviduct an d
the egg is more easily invaded from the outside. If we remember that a large
part of the droppings remains in the cloaca and that they can adhere to the
egg, if we realize that the spores of the microbe can pass through the pores Ot
the shell (since according to Wittich these canaliculi have a diameter of from
22-29 microns) we can easily see that the invasion can take place through the
medium of the excrement to be found in the nest boxes, mixed with straw, for
it is not unusual to find the eggs contaminated with droppings as soon as they
are laid.
When the microbe has entered the egg by way of the pores, we can account
for its development for they find there a very nourishing medium and one favourable to mutitplication. Tyis applies the more when we remember that M. Confluens thrives as well under aerobic as under anaerobic conditions, and that its
growth is rapid.
When a colony is formed, the spores emitted by its individuals form new
colonies with corresponding (< pimples )} and the diseased condition becomes more
and more grave. In this way we can see the pushing out of the larger colonies
towards those of smaller size.

Remedied measures
If we allow that invasion of the egg takes place within the body of the hen,
no direct remedy would be of any avail and in that case, attention to general
hygiene and good food, besides the usual prophylactic measures would assist in
avoiding the disease by preventing the access of the invader to the part of the
inestine where bacterial flora flourish possible through the aid of the digestion.
In sickly fowls invasion cannot be avoided so easily.
When the infection occurs outside the body, scrupulous cleanliness of the
nest boxes and their periodical disinfection is necessary, but we may also have
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recourse to an agent which while preventing penetration, at the same time destroys the organism. It is with this idea that we have tried preserving eggs by
immersing them in lysol0rm, after qUickly washing them in water. We have
used a stitf brush on the eggs and left them in darkness for some time. Returned to the light and kept ay laboratory temperature which varies from go to
140C we have, at the end of 105 days, found them as fresh as the day they were
laid and suitable for all cooking purposes.
The use of lysoform has given positive advantages over other processes of
preservation, as for example application of hot water, which in the long run
and with stale eggs, gives them a certain disagreeable taste, and they become
altered in appearance.
A further trial would convince poultry farmers of the advantage of using
this plan.
Resume

The author having noted the apparent existence of micrococcus con/luens in
imported eggs, has found another causative organism, a micrococcus which is
sometimes present in the form of a diplococcus with characteristics similar to
M. conjluens.

The technique followed was that of M. Migula described in his « System of
Bacteriology». Having studied the method of invasion which can be inside the
body or without, he is more inclined to think it is the latter. In regard to or.dinary prophylaxis he suggests brushing over the eggs with Iysoform which, in
his hands, has given very good results atter keeping the eggs for 105 days.
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AVIAH DIPHTHERIA
by Dr. L. CERVERA and R. DANES,
Licenciate in Science of the Laboratory of Animal Pathology, Cataluiia, Barcelona

t)

Formation of diphtheritic membranes in backyard birds

Microscopic examination of the oesophageal mucous membrane of fowls ill
with diphtheria of a severe type with septicaemic symptons has enabled us to
prove that in the cases where the membranes have the appearance, described by
some, of contagious epithelioma (which term we apply to a few cases only under
the description « nummuliform »), the membrane appears in a form which much
resembles that occurring in human diphtheria, due to the Klebs Loffler bacillus.
The technique followed was that of Gallego, using fuchsin as a base; i. e. acetic
formol and picrofuchsin, and the triple staining method of Cajal, modified by
Gallego. The first micro-photograph gives an idea of it. The general appearance is that of a completely formed diphtheritic membrane. We see there the
irritation of a certain portion of the mucosa which goes on to hypertoply of the
villi, the epithelium degenerates and gives rise to the excretion of a substance
which has the staining reactions of dead matter (iodine, picric acid). In this
preparation we notice also the contrast between the healthy and diseased villi.
Under a high power the diphtheritic membrane closely reselnbles that occurring in the human subj ect, for we see there very easily the same zones that Baginisky discovered in the disease produced by the bacillus of Klebs-Loffler, that
is to say: 10) a layer of epithelial cells rounded and altered; 20) a stout network
of fibrous or fibrou-like material which becomes thicker as it eAtends, entangling
several lymphatic cells; 30) a much degenerated layer, formed of dead epithelial
cells in a thick network, which serves as the starting point of a fourth layer
formed of amorphous and opaque elements.
The third microphotograph contrasts strongly a portion of healthy mucosa
and another part which is hypertrophied, under which are to be seen the welldefined forms of several protozoa. The inflamed mUC03a sometimes atrophies
and at other times hypertrophies, as if one or other of these pathological processes were put up as a defence against the irritating factor. Besides, in the
one as in the other case, we still notice the excretion of a substance which ends
by solidifyin~ into a genuine membrane of a yellOWish-White colour, with a great
affinity for dyes affecting dead substances (iodine, picric acid).

2) Protozoans and avian diphtheria
The investigations of Rivolta in 1873 and of Silvestre in 1875 gave grounds
for belieVing that diphtheria and pox occurring in backyard birds was due to
flagellated protozoa, the lercomonas gallinae and a gregarine. In 1884 the discovery of the bacillus of Loffler directed attention to bacteriology, and we speak
now of a fitter-passing virus and of a variety of bacteria as being conjointly the
causes of avian diphtheria and pox. In such diseases we grant also to certain
liVing and extraordinarily minute corpuscles the role of carrier.
The importance of the bacteriological test amongst observers, gave place very
frequently to forgetfulness of the expediency of completing the study of Pathology by the investigation of Anatomical change;;. For that reason, such an investigation into avian diphtheria is necessary.
In certain cases where nummuliforrn membranes are present, we have ascer,.
tained that the zones in which the mucosa showed signs of alteration, exhibited
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flagellated protozoa which were very easily visible with the aid of the polychromic
methods of Cajal, Van Giesson and Gallego. When the fibrous exudate makes
its appearance the protozoa are surrounded and perish. The microphotographs
1, 2 and 3, show the micro-organisms in the different portions of the mucosa.
The fourth microphotog-raph shows the alveolar structure of the protoplasm
and the presence of a cellular menlbrane in these protozoa.
These parasitic forms are very difficult to recognize on the surface of a diseased mucosa, but on the other hand are easily seen in histological preparations.
It is above all things necessary to proceed with great care in the fixation of
specimens for examination in order to avoid excessive softening of the exudate
and loss ot the parasites which adhere to it.
3 ) A new contribution to the study of avian diphtheria
In a previous note we said that the object of our investigations was to assist
in the clearing up of the cause of Avian Diphtheria. They had their origin in
the surprise we had in noting the very slight contagiousness of the diphtheritic
cases frequently observed in the poultry hou3es of the College of Agriculture at
Barcelona, and in the experimental cages in our own laboratory.
All the works on Avian Pathology say that Avian Diphtheria is very contagious, and Hulyva and Marck state that it is sufficient to rub the epidermis of
the comb, the wattles and the ear lobes of a sick hen with the epithelial pseudomembranes, to demonstrate at the end of 5 to 6 hours the infiltration and palor
of the above regions, while some days after swellings of the size of a millet seed
make their appearance. Three or four days later the affected places bleed, further the blood dries and forms large crusts beneath which forms a cloudy grey
exudate.
After a more or less long interval, cicatrization begins to appear under the
sanguineous crusts, and if the part has been exposed to outside traumatic influencies, excessive vegetations are produced, and these delay considerably the
recovery of the diseased tissues.
Hulyva and Marek, as the result of the work of Lowenthal, Schnied, Uhlenpunt and Manleufel say that if the variolous material Which we can call diphtheritic, for at the present time we accept the two processes as identical, is rubbed on the scarified buccal mucosa, a local reaction is produced in the form of
a somewhat yellowish incrustation or even a characteristic cronfrous inflammation
which extends from the buccal mucosa to the nasal fissue and the inecessory
cavitt Here are the results of our experiments.
1) A hen belonging to the College of Agriculture became ill with Avian Diphtheria and through the negligence of an employee, continued to live for severa}
days with a cock and some hens, but not one of the latter contracted the disease.
Confined in the laboratory the diagnosis was made and the sick hen placed in a
very small experimetal pen together with two hens, one young, the other already
full-grown. By this proceedure, we wished to carry natural infection to Its highest
degree. Some weeks later we noticed that neither of the two healthy birds had
become infected. We then took one of the hens and scarified the mucosa of her
tongue and palate, in the other hen the same parts were treated with sulphuric
acid. Under these conditions the parts so irritated were rubbed with a diphthe..
ritic membrane from the sick hen, the operation being repeated once a week
for three weeks, when owing to the death of the hem affected with diphtheria"
the experiment could no longer be continued. After that we still noticed that
neither of the fowls submitted to the above treatment became infected, very
much to our surprise.
2) A hen coming from the outskirts of Barcelona was received at the laboratory one day, very ill with a clinically severe attack of diphtheria and was
placed in a cage with four other fowls of different age and variety. Scarification
of the tongue and palate was again performed and these parts rubbed with diph-'
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theritic membranes recently taken from the sick hen, while lastly they were made
to drink water in which we had placed diphtheritic membranes and to which,
without changing the water, new membranes were added every three or four days.
This experiment gave no more positive results, for after maintaining this
technique for some months, the healthy birds did not contract the disease. We
had still several other diphtheritic subjects in another cage and along with them
healty hens, which always remained well.
3) The diphtheritic hen in the second experiment became very ill, the membranes already covered the mouth and extended to the oesophagus and the
throat, making respiration difficult. The bird was completely without appetite,
and presented a picture of septicaemic infection which threatened to be fatal.
Under these conditions she was bled and 10 c. c. of her blood injected into one
of the healthy fowls, while another of the same group received 5 c. c. The
result of these injections was absolutely negative.
In bring-in? the results of our experiments before the Second World's Poultry
Congress at Barcelona, we have no other object than to call the attention of
those attending the same to the possibility of revising the etiology of Avian
Diphtheria and indeed the consequences which develope tr0i11 the so-called know·
ledge of the nature of this disea<;e.

COMPLEMENTARY ILLUSTRATION OF REPORTS
CINEMATOGRAPH SESSIONS AT THE EXHIBITION
During the Congress cinematograph Poultry films were shown.
The cinematograph was installed in one of the halls contiguous to the Exhibition where were shown several films, French, English, Danish, American and
of other nationalities, holding the attention of the public who filled the hall
and helping to give greater interest to the reports; at the same time serving
to inform the visitors as to the exhibitions, the work of organizing sales of the
products of the poultry yard and the methods of rearing of various countries.
The cinematograph sessions took place with great success from 12th. to
16th. May.
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